RALPH HOLLINS WILDLIFE HIGHLIGHTS – 1998
WEEK 52
BIRDS:

THU 31 DEC.
Mark Litjens toured Keyhaven, Timsbury and Farlington today in preparation for his New Year’s Day list and
here is what he had to say about his day. “Today I was checking on certain species for the new years day bash.
I started at near Keyhaven and had another BARN OWL at first light. On to Milford and the adult MED.
GULL was parked in the pay and display car park. I couldn't see it's ticket though!!! A walk to Hurst Castle to
check if the Black Redstart was still around but no sign of it. Not much passed Hurst though, 2 Guillemots, 1
Common Scoter and 1 Diver sp. A kingfisher was sitting on the bridge at the end of New Lane for a short
while and 100+ Golden plovers were very well camouflaged in a ploughed field nearby. A walk from Lower
Pennington Lane car park to the sea wall produced 2 PEREGRINE Falcons but only 2 Slavonian Grebes were
visible on the sea. Stopping off at Timsbury on the way to Farlington produced the FERRUGINOUS DUCK
and RING-NECKED DUCK very quickly. At Farlington Marshes the AVOCET showed well on the mud west
of the main lagoon and some 60 KNOT were nearby. I only saw 1 SHORT-EARED OWL but 3 had been seen
during the morning.”
WED 30 DEC
NEEDS ORE POINT at the mouth of the Beaulieu river on the New Forest shore was visited by Mark Litjens
today and as he arrived a splendid BARN OWL crossed his path as a prelude to a seawatch in which he saw 1
EIDER and 8 DIVER SPECIES but a bigger and better bird was waiting for him by the disabled hide – a
RAVEN which made its distinctive gruff call and fed on the ground before flying off east. At Black Gutter the
Great Grey Shrike could not be located but a ringtail Hen Harrier made a brief appearance and two Dartford
Warblers churred without showing themselves. At this point his pager summoned him to Timsbury gravel pit
where he saw both the FERRUGINOUS DUCK and the RING NECKED DUCK. At Needs Ore a redhead
SMEW had been present for the past week but Mark could not see it today – could this be the bird that Mike
Harris saw on the Hermitage Stream on Christmas Day? (See Dec 29 and Jan 1)
Today Paul Boult was at the Staines reservoirs and found the south reservoir virtually empty with a PEREGRINE
sitting on the dry bed as if it had just drunk the place dry, but there was some water left at the other side with
30 Shelduck and a good many Teal and Shoveler among all five common gull species, Pochard, Mallard, etc.
The north reservoir was full and had 21 RUDDY DUCK with Goldeneye, Wigeon and other duck species.
The Peregrine must have eaten all waders as well as drinking the water – not one wader in sight.
Brian Fellows was at Budds Farm and the South Moors around midday today and he too failed to see the
American Wigeon (which he did spot quite easily on a previous visit to Budds Mound). The 50 European
Wigeon are still present and there was one Pintail among them offshore. The eastern pool of Budds Farm is
full again and had 5 Pochard as well as the regular Teal, Mallard and Tufted Duck. Black Tailed Godwit are
now in short supply and Brian could not find any along the South Moors shore but the Tamarisk pool had its
Egret and a Redshank feeding with 8 Magpies in the area (in previous winters the South Moors have attracted
25 or more Magpies – they seem to converge on the open moor from both sides – the trees around Mill Lane
and the farm, and from the Blackthorn hedge to the west.
I made a quick visit to Langstone in the afternoon when the tide was down but there was a shortage of interesting
birds – the large flock of Brent are still oscillating between the Pook Lane shore and the shoreline grass fields,
and there wer plenty of Lapwing but no Golden Plover and only one distant Egret and one Heron. Coming
back up Wade Lane I was pleased to hear two Song Thrush singing strongly in the area north of Wade Court
and south of the A27 – I still hear one at dawn every morning from my house but these are the first afternoon
songsters.
TUE 29 DEC
Paul Boult came down to Hayling Gunner Point today from his usual stamping ground around Thorpe Park in
Surrey and was lucky enough to see 10 SANDERLING running “up and down the sand and in and out all of
the other people out for some fresh air”. I have seen these birds at Black Point this winter but these are the
first I have heard of at Gunner Point this winter – they are regular there in winter and at high tide they
sometimes roost on the spit of the Kench and feed on the sands north west of the Kench when the tide or
human activity is too much for them on the Gunner Point sands.
David Parker visited Broadmarsh Slipway yesterday (28th) and saw the female SCAUP and the GOOSANDER
but he also failed to pick out the Americn Wigeon (I have not heard of any alternative location for it, but I
think it has now left the Budds Farm shore).
A message from Mike Harris contains this intriguing observation – “I saw a peculiar looking Teal at the gravel
pits at the bottom of Hermitage Stream. Buff rump and grey back but with brown head, white cheeks and
brown ring round throat. It looked a bit bigger than normal teal. It was alone on Christmas Day.” Presumably

for gravel pits we are to read Gravel Quay and I assume the bird was in the deep water berths where the
Goosander is often seen. The size, grey back, white cheeks and brown head (i.e. crown) sound like redhead
SMEW and the buff rump and brown ring round the throat are not incompatible with it. Did anyone else see
it?
MON 28 DEC
Brian Fellows had a look at both sides of Thorney Island north of the fence today and the best birds seen were a
Kingfisher flying over land and a flock of 48 KNOT on the mud by the Prinsted Channel. Shelduck numbers
are still low (only four in Emsworth Harbour – there should be a large scale influx soon) but Dunlin were up to
full strength with over 1000 on both the Emsworth and Prinsted Channel shores. Lapwing are also here in
force and a flock of 120 were on an island in the Prinsted Channel area but Brain only saw one Black Tailed
Godwit and just one flock of 200 Brent. Back on Emsworth Mill Pond 112 Mallard were only four less than
the peak of 116 seen on Dec 14th – with them were 43 Swans and 10 Tufted Duck.
My afternoon walk from Hollybank to the Stansted Groves and back seemed unlikely to produce any bird interest
– one Goldcrest and one Coal Tit plus a singing Wren were the only birds I encountered in Hollybank and
there was little more in Southleigh Forest or Pond Copse. Reaching the Groves I heard Nuthatch, Jay and
Great Spotted Woodpecker but it was not until I was passing Holme Farm on my way back to Stubbermere
that things began to look up with a flock of 30 or more Greenfinch and another smaller cluster of House
Sparrows plus Tits and Pied Wagtail.. Half way along this track, opposite the small copse, a large (100 x 50
yards) new pen has been built to hold a mixture of chickens, geese and ducks and the food put down for them
had attracted many Chaffinch (over 100) and Collared Dove (up to 20), and while watching them I heard the
chacking of Fieldfare in nearby trees which I found to be full of silent Redwing (at least 50 Redwing and 3
Fieldfare) that were slowly moving from tree to tree choosing the best place to settle for the night. Also in this
area I saw a Heron by a small new pond in one of the fields and heard the chirruping of 20 Skylark flying
overhead.
A phone call today requested help with the rescue of an oiled GUILLEMOT and while there may be more tragic
human losees at sea in the news today the oiling of seabirds is partiularly distressing because it is usually the
result of human greed (washing out oil tanks at sea to save time in port so that the ship can earn more for its
owners). Hopefully this is an isolated case but if you come on further birds in need of assistance they need to
go to the Brent Lodge Bird Hospital at Cow Lane, Sidlesham for treatment (phone 01243-641672). If
you are unable to take the bird there or get no answer to the phone try Anne McMahon, 86 Hulbert Road,
Bedhampton (phone 01705-483770) – Anne can deal with most birds but does not have the specialized
facilities for cleaning oiled birds.
PLANTS:

SAT 2 JAN
Walking west along Warren Down from the Forestside Hut, and heading for the northern entry into Stansted
Forest west, I found the first fresh DOG’S MERCURY in flower this morning where the path veers to the left
and downhill around the house at the end of the track along the down. Crossing the field into the Forest and
turning left into the Hazels I checked out the plants of SPURGE LAUREL and found one which had at least
four flowers open.
FRI 1 JAN
Another HAZEL tree with all its catkins open and danlging long and yellow for all to see stands right behind the
bus stop sign in the layby on the west side of the main road running past the end of Langstone High Street. I
see that last winter this particular tree had its catkins open on Dec 28th and as it is one of many trees and
shrubs planted here by Havant Borough I wonder it it (like many other planted trees) is an import from a
country having a more southerly latitude where all the Hazels would flower earlier than ours – I have heard
that this practice of importing non-native variants of our natuve trees and shrubs is becoming quite a problem,
with the newcomers doing a Ruddy Duck act on our natural White-headed Duck equivlents in the tree world.
One flower that I cannot complain about is the LESSER CELANDINE, and almost the last thing I saw on
today’s eight hour cycle ride as I was alongside Lower Grove Road in Havant and about the leave the Hayling
Billy trail, was a patch of Celandines with three fully open flowers (one almost over) and three more buds
about to open. At the start of last year I found some almost equally early on Jan 4th, but that does not mean
that a general flowering is about to start – though after writing this I have heard that there is a much bigger and
better patch of Celandines flowering in Emsworth’s Lumley Road.. During the day I noted 26 plants in flower,
including RED CAMPION in the garden of Sue Drewett’s house by the Hollybank woods, an escaped plant of
FEVERFEW and of course much WINTER HELIOTROPE. Four of my 26 specis were grasses (Cocksfoot,
Annual Meadow Grass, Townsend’d Cord Grass or Spartina, and another plant of GIANT FESCUE which I
am just discovering as a regular winter flowering species)

THU 31 DEC
WINTER HELIOTROPE is now flowering almost wherever it’s round leaves can be found (round in contrast to
the similar leaves of Coltsfoot which will not appear until after that species has flowered and will then be seen
to be octagonal like a 50p piece). John Goodspeed found it along Purbrook Heath Road and around the Candy
Pits (diagonally across the old A3 from the George pub at the top of Portsdown), and along Portsmouth’s
Eastern Road he found Charlock and Oxford Ragwort (with all the “phyllaries” around the base of its flowers
conspicuously black-tipped).
MON 28 DEC
A HAZEL in Stansted Groves produced today’s surprise in the shape of half a dozen catkins which had already
begun to elongate, turn yellow, and open to expose their anthers. Beside the track to Stubbermere, below the
copse on the north side just beyond the farm, a large and well established patch of SWEET VIOLETS had one
fresh flower open, and elsewhere I noted several fresh leaves of Lords and Ladies that had just pushed up from
the ground. Near the Stansted Brick Kiln Pond the sunlit briefly caught the orange yellow shoots of tall White
Willows, and Michael Prior has told me that one or more of these trees are the ‘Coerulea’ cultivar of White
Willow called a Cricket Bat Willow. After I got home I checked out this tree in Alan Mitchell’s book and he
says it has very slender purple shoots though I cannot find this described in Stace not could I see purple shoots
on what I believe to be the Cricket Bat Willow.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SAT 2 JAN
The existence of BLACK SQUIRRELS in this country only came to my notice a few days ago (see Dec 23rd) and
today I have a lot more inof on them from an article in the British Wildlife mag that arrived in this morning’s
post. It seems that they have been known to occur for over 100 years and colonies have been found recently in
Scotland (East Lothian) and long ago (1894) in the Lake District, but the main area for them is centred on
Bedforshire and Hertfordshire. These are not a separate species, just a slight mutation of the Grey Squirrel as
are the albinos, and the mutation is known from at least for States of the USA as well as here. Another
interesting fact gleaned from this article is that both Water Voles and Rabbits occur in black forms. So far
black Water Voles have only been found in Norfolk but Rabbits in both Anglesey and Alderney regularly pass
on the black gene to their offspring producing small colonies. I believe this may be happening with Rabbits in
this area and would welcome news of where, when and how many BLACK RABBITS can be seen in our area
– only yesterday the first wild rabbit I saw (on the meadow south of the Hermitage Stream and east of
Bedhampton Mill) was totally black, making it stand out much more clearly in the dawn half-light than its
grey/brown companions.
I have had the impression that this autumn has been a particularly poor one for fungi but perhaps I am too quick
to draw conclusions. The professional mycologists seem to move more slowly and the current British Wildlfe
mag starts it Wildlife Reports (Fungi section) with the sentence “Reports coming in of the 1997 mushroom
season are full of records of normally rare species” Of course this may be a nmisprint for 1998 but if so it
may not reflect the situation in south Hampshire as it goes on to describe a fungus foray in Perthshire which
yielded 750 species (and I think Scotland has had a lot more rain than we have). Regardless of year the main
point of this article is the apparently infinite number of fungal species and the irregularity with which they
appear on the surface. In the Abernethy Forest fungi hunters have been combing the area for new species for
over 20 years and with 502 species on their list it seems that the rate of new discoveries shows no sign of
levelling off.
Also on the subject of fungi, and in particular on the question of the damage done to fungi and the wildlife which
depend on fungi for their food (and hence to most animals as these tiny fungi eaters are in general at the base
of all food chains), our local eminent mycologist Gordon Dickson writes a succinct letter to the British
Wildlife mag telling those who have been spending much time coming up with arguments for and against
banning the collection of fungi in the New Forest to save their breath. His view is that damage by collecting is
as nothing when compared to damage to fungi by loss of habitat, both through total destruction of woodland
and also through replacement of ancient broadleaved woods by conifer plantations. Let’s put our energies, he
says, into saving the woodland in its long established form rather than argue about what to do with the TV
chefs and those who make money out of the public interest in eating fungi which they have aroused.
FRI 1 JAN
Stoppingto watch birds from the road running south from Stansted Forest to the ponds, where it passes through
The Groves, I found myself looking eye to eye with a full grown ROE BUCK standing motionless in the open
about 100 yards from me. It remained motionless for what seemed like five minutes while I scanned the trees
for birds, and eventually moved off when a doe appeared and walked under the buck’s nose – he responded by
moving off slowly behind her. Nothing much out of the ordinary in seeing Roe (I had already seen a doe with
two young further up the road), but I cannot recall seeing a buck with a full growth of antler clad in velvet

before, the antlers appearing like huge chunky tree branches on his head rather than the thin tines with their
pointed tips that you see in the summer. On checking in my book on Animals I read that Roe normally cast
their antlers in Novmeber or December and do not need them ready for action until the beginning of May, so
this buck seemed to be ahead of schedule.

BIRDS:

WEEK 51

SUN 27 DEC
Today I drove to visit friends in Andover so had little chance for birding though we did enjoy the sight of an
Egret working the banks of the Meon at Soberton as we came to the A32 on the road from Hambledon and I
watched a couple of Bullfinch passing through my friend’s garden. News from Brian Fellows was equally
mundane – 8 Tufted Duck had returned to the Emsworth Mill Pond and a flock of up to 28 House Sparrows
have been to his garden feeding station this week.
SAT 26 DEC
With wind and rain apporaching from the west I made a morning visit to Chihcester Gravel Pits and, starting
from the caravan site entrance road, I had time for a brief look at all the pits except Ivy Lake before the rain
started in earnest. I did not see the Smew which have been on Runcton Lake though at one point I was
convinced there was a male Scaup on the far side of that lake and I both glimpsed a Kingfisher in flight over it
and later heard its calls from the same area. On Vinnetrow lake I counted 48 SHOVELER and on the nature
reserve I found 46 Canada Geese, but otherwise the species were distributed across all the lakes, giving totals
of 695 Coot, 103 Tufted Duck, 87 Pochard and up to 40 Gadwall with 29 Swans and 70 Moorhen plus half a
dozen Cormorant and a flock of 100 Lapwing overhead.. There were plenty of Black Headed Gulls, a few
Common and one Lesser Blackback and less than half a dozen Great Crested Grebe. All of these figures could
have been greatly increased by a chance to check out Ivy Lake. One thing that pleased me was to see that the
mangy Wolfhound (which pretends to guard the scrap-dealers house and is apparently condemned to live its
life locked out of the building) had been given a Christmas present of a three piece suite and was able to rest
on the sofa under the shelter of the front porch.
3 pairs of MISTLE THRUSH, one pair singing strongly, were seen in the lower Ems Valley by Brian Fellows
today but none of the other newsworthy birds of that area were seen – the only other item of interest was that
the flock to 300 to 400 Woodpigeon that he has found in the trees of Mill Lane on recent visits were reduced
to just one flock of 60 birds.
FRI 25 DEC
My only birding today was on Radio 4 in a programme about owls in which I learnt the LITTLE OWLS were
introduced into this country (almost 100 years ago) as potential killers of BULLFINCH which were then
presumably much commoner than nowadays and much more of a pest to gardeners and fruit farmers through
their habit of eating all the flower buds from fruit and other ornamental trees – presumably this was not based
on any evidence that Little Owls ever catch birds of any size. During the programme we heard the calls of
LONG EARED owls as well as commoner species, and also heard a good human imitation of a BARN OWL
screech but were advised not to try it at home as the method involves the possiblity of blowing out your own
front teeth.
THU 24 DEC
The FERRUGINOUS DUCK was still at Timsbury gravel pit today according to Paul Winter. The Pochard x
Tufted hybrid was present, but the Ring Necked Duck could not be seen. Thanks, Paul, for the news and
thanks to others sending Chirstmas greetings – not unsurprisingly the other messages did not contain any
wildlife news but I’m expecting more from all you good people when the weather improves.
I managed a stroll around the South Moors after lunch today in the drizzle. The most interesting bird was the
GOOSANDER which was roosting on the tiny islet at the mouth of the Langbrook stream (last winter I was
told by Viv Carrell that it could be seen there regularly). I scanned all 52 Wigeon in the waters edge on the
Budds Farm shore but could not pick out the American bird despite clear close views. A couple of Chiff Chaff
were calling from the trees around the Brockhampton stream, 12 Swans were by Broadmarsh slipway, and I
put up one Snipe on the South Moors and one Egret from the Tamarisk pool. Both Song and Mistle Thrush
song was heard around my home and a Song Thrush was feeding on the lawn.
WED 23 DEC
Theo Roberts tells me that one of the many BLACKCAPS that have been ringed by himself or his son Graham in
their joint gardens at Cosham over the years (see last Monday’s entry on the subject of Blackcaps) has recently
returned for the fifth consecutive winter, setting some sort of record for its ‘site faithfullness’. At the moment
there is a minimum of 3 Blackcaps in the garden, but numbers are expected to increase greatly after Christmas
following the established pattern. Other bird news from Theo is of the resident TAWNY OWLS becoming
very noisy at night (and of his work to clear the squirrels dreys from their nest boxes in thime for the early

start to their nesting season), and of regular visits from a Great Spotted Woodpecker which he suspects (but
has not yet proved) is using a hole in one of his trees as a night roost – part of the interest in answering this
question is that the hole was created a couple of years ago by a Great Spotted Woodpecker shortly after the
breeding season ended and Theo thinks that they may excavate holes specifically for roosting, different from
those made for nesting. Last summer I observed what could be the same behaviour in The Holt wood at
Rowlands Castle on July 22nd – the bird was working assiduously in a hole, only leaving it when I tapped on
the tree and then returning to the task as soon as it thought I had left.
More garden bird news from Pat Morrisey this evening – she had today seen a male Sparrowhawk perch
momentarily in her garden near the bird feeders where she had also seen a Marsh Tit that must have been part
of a wandering flock rather than a resident in the area. My own garden was visited by Goldfinch today – they
could still find food in the Lemon Balm seed heads in the rain. Earllier in the morning the local SONG
THRUSH was declaiming loudly before sunrise (I note that each winter the Song Thurshes are first heard
early in the morning, whereas the first Blackbirds in the spring inevitably start their vocalising at dusk) and
yesterday the local Mistle Thrush was again in full song as were several Blue Tits.
TUE 22 DEC
Among Brian Fellows news from the internet are the following local sightings (all referring to Dec 21st). The
Bittern is still at Fleet Pond and a Great Grey Shrike at Thursley while newcomers to the local scene are a
FERRUGINOUS DUCK reported from Timsbury gravel pit (where my last news of the Ring Necked Duck
was that it could not be seen by Mike Duffy last Friday (18th)) and three birds at Bembridge on the Isle of
Wight – a LONG BILLED DOWITCHER, a SPOONBILL and a GREEN WINGED TEAL (which could I
suppose be the one from Titchfield – does anyone know if that is still there?)
Brian’s own observations today were of birds on Swanbourne Lake at Arundel, now full of water again. The ones
which I would want to tick there were 6 MANDARIN (3 of them males), 3 RUDDY DUCK and 1 BLACK
SWAN (maybe not ticking the latter). Also there were 32 Gadwall, 2 Shelduck plus others including Pochard
and Tufted Duck.
The following account of an astounding tale from Farlington Marshes (years ago but well worth hearing) came
from Brian Rackett yesterday. He says “It was in the spring and I was watching a SKYLARK, doing what they
like to do best in the spring, singing with all its heart. I watched it fluttering higher and higher until, out of the
corner of my eye, I saw a CROW in its lumbering direct flight crossing the marsh. The Skylark was so
engrossed in its display that it did not see what I could see was coming. Without altering its flight path at all,
the Crow met perfectly with the rising Skylark, took it in its bill and flew off with it. It is the only time I have
ever seen such opportunism in the bird world.” Can you beat that? Brian was reminded of this by me
comments on Kestrels attacking other birds in the air, and on that subject I half heard something on the radio
today which I would dearly love to have heard clearly (can you tell me the detail) – I think it was saying that
some Kestrels regularly attempt to steal prey from other raptors (as we saw with the Kestrel attacking the Barn
Owl at Amberley – see my entry for Dec 15th) and that the preferred targets are Short Eared Owls. Did the
piece mention other ‘victims’, and did it mention any success rate?
Brian Rackett also told me of the first sighting that I know of this winter of a GREEN SANDPIPER back at the
edge of the pool in the Wade Court wet meadow just north of Langstone Mill Pond. I suspect this is one of the
two birds seen recently at Budds Farm where they were fully occupied with feeding on the mud of the eastern
pool while it was drained but now it has re-filled the birds are probably back on their fairly large circuit of
feeding places which take in the South Moor Tamarisk Pool and streamlet, the Wade Court meadow, and the
Hermitage Stream near Bedhampton station.
MON 21 DEC
Both Brian Fellows in Emsworth and Mike Harris in Cosham have told me of BLACKCAPS in their gardens
today. In Brian’s garden the bird came for a drink rather than food and the bird in Mike’s garden was
probably getting away for a few minutes on its own from the crowd of Blackcaps that gather in Theo Roberts
garden each winter to feed on his special sponge cakes. The 1995 Hampshire Bird Report has an article by
Theo’s son Graham whose garden abuts on his father’s garden, and the article describes their observations of
wintering Blackcaps in the combined garden over the winters from 1969/70 to 95/96. The article shows the
increasing number of these birds appearing in the garden over the years with less than five individuals seen in
the 1970s rising to a peak of 37 birds in the 93/94 winter. The growth is not linear but the figures show a step
up from the 70s (when an average of 2 birds could be expected each winter) to an average of around 5 in the
80s and 15 in the 90s. This may in part be due to a developing understanding of the food they prefer (home
made sponge cake and apple being top of their list) but it also seems to reflect an increase in the numbers
wintering in the country as a whole. Graham’s observations also show a consistent variation in numbers from
month to month through each winter with a linear increase from November to March before thoughts of
summer cause a sharp drop in April – this may be partly due to birds that are moving around the countryside
during the winter seeking the best place to stay, finding it in this garden and staying there, but it also seems to
reflect an overlap between the movements of the birds that nest in Britain in the summer (and which go south

for the winter) overlapping with those from central Europe which move west to winter with us, the latter group
staying on until after the birds from the south have started to arrive here in March.
Emsworth Mill Pond was partly frozen this morning, sending the Tufted Duck off to more saline or moving
waters but perhaps causing the Swans to come in from the cold as there were 40 on the pond with only 8 left in
the harbour when Brian Fellows checked them today. The Mallard also seem to have gone walkabout to see if
there were better places than the Mill Pond – about 20 of them seem to have moved from the static, frozen
Mill Pond to Peter Pond which perhaps has more flowing water keeping it ice free. Other birds in the area
were much as usual but the frost sent one Song Thrush into Brian’s garden and brought strong song from
another upstream from Peter Pond. Nothing to do with the birds, I learnt a bit about the history of this pond
today when in Havant Tourist Info Office where they know everything – in the past it was a fish pond
supplying Stansted House, and was then called Stakes Pond as many stakes were driven in around it to prevent
poaching of the fish.
PLANTS:

SAT 26 DEC
GOAT WILLOW male flowers are the golden ‘Pussy Paws’ of early spring, and many of these flower buds begin
to expand weeks before the golden anthers show. I saw the first example of this at Chichester gravel pits
today where one tree beside Copse Lake had already pushed off some of its budscales to reveal the silver hairs
which clothe the flower buds. Across the road from it the Flowering Currant (Ribes sanquineum) hedge
around the Trout Fishery house (always one of the first to flower) was also beginning to open its first leaf
buds.

INSECTS:

WED 23 DEC
The second report of a winter flying RED ADMIRAL reached me from Theo Roberts today. The sighting was in
his garden on Dec 16th, where it was seen by Graham Roberts.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

FRI 25 DEC
Driving home in mid-afternoon to Havant along Portsdown, just before the bridge over the A3M, we were startled
to find a horse charging out of a garden and up the pavement close to the road. We naturally stopped and the
horse, still panicking, came back down the road to the gate of a house that had a horsebox in the drive. There
seemed to be no one at home there so, with the aid of another driver who had stopped, we managed to get the
horse into the drive and fasten the gate behind it. We then tried several nearby houses before we found one
that was inhabited but the prople there did not know to whom the horse belonged (though they thought it was
in the owner’s garden). The lady who told us this very kindly agreed to ring the police and so we drove on,
still worried that though the horse was less likely to cause a road accident it could easily eat shrubs in the
garden that could bring about its own death. What would you have done?
WED 23 DEC
Further news of ALBINO GREY SQUIRRELS comes today from Theo Roberts who now has two of them
visiting his Cosham garden for the first time. He hopes they are not a pair aiming to make a winter drey in one
of the TAWNY OWL nest boxes from which he has just been clearing the mass of sticks and leaves which
other squirrels have used to make their breeding dreys in the summer.
HABITAT:

SUN 27 DEC
I do not normally regard the sheets of paper which periodically arrive through my letterbox to draw my attention
to the benefits bestowed on me by local politicians as being the best source of information about what the
future holds but an item in the most recent of these missives tells me that there is a proposal “to extract 2
million tons of gravel from pits to the east of Emsworth” and goes on to comment on the extra lorry traffic this
will entail and the need for a new road to take those lories directly onto the A27 near the source of the gravel.
This does concern me, not for reasons of traffic, but for it’s potential impact on our local Nightingales, as I
assume the proposed extraction must be from the pits in the Woodmancote/Hambrook area around Marlpit
Lane. At the moment both the source and the potential impact, are unknown to me - I am only guessing and
have not yet made any enquiries. If I am right and the area around Marlpit Lane is changed sufficiently to
drive the Nightingales away would that be a proper reason on which to object to the extraction? The
Nightingales that sing there are hardly in their preferrred habitat (if the proposal were one which would
destroy a previoulsy untouched thicket in a river valley where many Nightingales have nested for years I am

sure the conservation bodies would object strongly) and the birds will probably survive as the extraction is
unlikely to mean the clearance of the thin line of roadside trees and bushes in which they currently sing and
possibly nest. And perhaps we should be backing the proposal (rather than thinking of objecting to it) on the
grounds that the creation of gravel pits is also in the long term the creation of new and valuable wildlife habitat
in the form of lakes surrounded by bushes and uneven surfaces offering many mini-habitats. If anyone has
any information on this proposal, its impact on wildlife, and if there is chance of making any comment on it, I
would like to hear from them. I rather suspect that the permission for the gravel extraction was granted long
ago and there is nothing that we can do about it.
BIRDS:

WEEK 50

SUN 20 DEC
An adult PEREGRINE was the star of the day for those who joined Kevin Stouse at Warblington Church for a
walk to the Oysterbeds this morning. It was seen overhead coming from the Oysterbeds when we had just
reached the coastal path and it eventually stooped on the saltings by the Northney Road west of the Marina
but before folding back its wings and showing us its heels it circled three or four times between us and
Langstone bridge with the sun on it to show us every other feature starting with the bold moustaches against
its white neck and throat as it came towards us, then its barred underparts as it banked to its left and finally its
blue-grey back and inner wings with their black leading edge extending back and out to cover the wing tips.
This star had a full supporting caste of waders – swift moving flocks of Golden Plover off Pook Lane, a
couple of hundred Lapwing twice swirling up from the cord grass off Langstone pond to flop back into
obscurity, and smoky swirls of Dunlin by the hundred at the Oysterbeds, plus smaller groups of Ringed Plover,
Grey Plover, Turnstone, Redshank and Black Tailed Godwit with isolated Curlew in small groups. Duck and
Grebes were not so plentiful – in Langstone Harbour we saw half a dozen Great Crested Grebe and two
impossibly distant Black Necked over by Broadmarsh with a dozen each of Merganser and Goldeneye (all but
a couple of them in the Oysterbeds). The main army of Shelduck have still to arrive – we saw perhaps a dozen
off Langstone and 30 in the main pool of the Oysterbeds with another half dozen scattered around. Always
eager to please, the LITTLE EGRETS did not disappoint the walkers, and on our return journey when the tide
was high there were 14 with 4 Grey Heron in the Wade Court meadow (only seven there on the outward
journey) and I would guess that there were still another six where I had seen them in the Warblington farmhouse field where I had seen them on my way to join the walk. To complete the list of wildfowl in the
Langstone area there was the usual mass of Brent on the water and Mallard on the pond while the pair of
Swans (still with one cygnet as a hanger on – the others have vanished) were seen both on the sea and the
pond, and Teal, Wigeon, Moorhen, Coot and at least one Tufted Duck were seen.
Recent reports and rumours which reached me today include one of a Lesser Spotted Woodpecker in Pook Lane
during the past week, and from Bob Hoare via Maureen Coleman (who met him at Sinah a week ago) news tha
t he had been seeing a Yellow Browed Warbler around the Sinah Warren stables for several weeks and also a
Long Eared Owl somewhere in the area – news of the owl ties in with something Tim Timlick told me
yesterday, that he had seen an owl in the golf course area hunting after dark.
Brian Fellows has sent me his garden bird maxima for the week which differs from mine in that he still has 13
House Sparrows and flocks of 17 Greenfinch, 11 Chaffinch and 20 Starlings with only 3 Blue and 2 Great Tits
whereas in my Havant Garden we often have half a dozen Blue Tits in the back garden and several more on
the second nut feeder in the front but hardly ever see a House Sparrow and the only flocks we get are of
Squirrels (up to five) and Woodpigeons (so far no more than eight at a time). Brian has also sent me the
following report from the internet which may surprise Hampshire gardeners. It comes from a Neil Money who
says “My Caithness garden is situated on the north coast of Scotland. At the moment sun rise is at about
09.20am. The first greenfinches start to arrive at my feeding station at around 08.45am and the flock of 250
birds is largely complete by 09.15am. The birds do not roost in the garden and the feeding flock is comprised
of birds from a number of different flocks. I have no mature trees but some shrubby areas (whitebeam, rosa,
alder, hawthorn) less than 2 metres in height. While the birds will use these areas during the day they will
often use low power lines particularly when disturbed by raptors. The most frequent raptors are sparrowhawk,
merlin, peregrine (two at once on one day back in October) and kestrel. I also get the occasional hen harrier
striking at the bird table, but I have not seen it successful. Sparrowhawks and peregrines have some success.
Earliest arrivals are blackbirds and song thrushes at about 07.15am attracted by sultanas.”
SAT 19 DEC
This afternoon’s high tide brought 7 Egrets to roost in the Wade Court trees which was no surprise, but when
crossing the footbridge over the A27 at Pook Lane I was surprised to see that there were 9 Egrets in the
Warblington farm field which abuts the farmhouse where four were seen for the first time early this month
(see my note for Dec 7th). The number of Brent feeding on the shore field near Pook Lane had also increased
(I counted 396 wth just one juvenile) and they had moved from the central shore field with the oak tree to the

one nearest Pook Lane.
A Christmas Card from Barry Collins included a note of 103 EGRETS at the Thorney roost on Dec 9th, and a
conversation with Tim Timlick this afternoon gave me the news of his sighting of a RUDDY SHELDUCK
seen flying north west over Sinah Lake on Dec 3rd when it was possibly heading for Farlington Marshes. Tim
later heard from staff at the golf course that two of these birds had been seen on the golf course for a few days
before this sighting so they could still be lurking in that area.
A message from Ian Calderwood passes on news from Titchfield Haven that the GREEN WINGED TEAL
(presumably the same one that was seen there on Nov 8th and 19th – maybe in better plumage by now) was
seen from the South Scrape yesterday (18th) and also his own sighting of a WOODCOCK which flew up in
front of his bike as he was cycling on to work at RNAD Frater – only the second time he has seen one there.
At a guess this would be a bird just arrived from the continent.
Mistle Thrush song was heard by Brian Fellows from South Coopers Wood east of Stansted sawmill today but the
Song Thrushes which yesterday seemed likely to be heard daily from now on have had a relapse.
FRI 18 DEC
An interesting follow-up story to the item about Kestrels attacking birds in the air (see Tue 15th below) comes
from Nick Pomiankowski at Keele University who writes “Here in Newcastle-u-Lyme, last week, I observed
two crows, one mobbing a kestrel, the other a lapwing. The 2 chased birds were flying close together for some
seconds, when the kestrel suddenly "mugged" the lapwing despite the attentions of its crow. It swooped down
on the lapwings back, but this had the unfortunate effect of causing the other crow to join in with it's friend,
and they both chased the kestrel away. The lapwing landed on the brownfield site I was patching with an
obvious tuft of feathers sticking vertically up from its rump. Shortly after, the 2 crows returned and strutted
around very manfully nearby. Just my impression, but I thought the kestrel attacked the lapwing in a fit of
pique at being constanly mobbed by the crow.”
Brian Fellows used the morning sunshine today to make the circular walk from Farm Lane, Nutbourne west along
the shore to Prinsted and back through the orchards. The wet meadow where he started had a good selection of
birds (around 50 Teal with 2 Egrets and a Grey Wagtail on the ground and a Kestrel overhead) with the stars
being a wisp (pretty dense) of 28 SNIPE with a WATER RAIL. Out in the bay with 230 Brent were 7
SHELDUCK, relatively unusual on seawater, and 30 Wigeon but only 1 Pintail and 1 Merganser. Along the
seawall Brian came on a flock of 70 Greenfinch and turning inland at Prinsted bay the corner field on which
the Brent regularly feed had at least 20 Fieldfare and some Redwing among 300 Starling (but there was
nothing in the orchards though there are still plenty of apples on the ground).
SONG THRUSH song has, I think, now got under way as a regular feature. This morning (and yesterday
morning) I have heard birds trying out a few notes at dawn and this afternoon (when I had to attend a school
carol service in Emsworth) one was in full throated song when we parked the car at 2pm and still singing in
the dark when we came back at nearly 5pm – this was from trees in Brook Meadow behind the North Street
carapark (I am sure Brian Fellows has told me about hearing this one recently). The general start up was
presumably yesterday when John Gowen had one “giving a fine rendering of its repertoire in the trees behind
the Woodbury Avenue houses” (close to the Langstone roundabout opposite the entrance to the Xyratext
factory and nothing to do with Woodberry Lane running through Southleigh Forest) and Brian Fellows had
one singing at Westbourne.
The AMERICAN WIGEON could not be spotted among at least 60 European Wigeon feeding in the water’s
edge of the Budds Farm shore this morning - a pity because viewing conditions were ideal with the sun
behind us and the water calm. Maybe it is a late riser and has better things to do before lunch (previous
sightings this week have been in the noon to 3pm time) or maybe it is continuing its clockwise circuit of
Langstone Harbour and has moved towards Langstone. The pair of SCAUP showed well, the female being
head up showing her white facial disc most of the time but the male was sleeping and its flanks and wing
coverts were a very dull version of the silver grey of males in prime condition so it was not easy to pick out.
Just before I left the Goosander flew in from the east (maybe from the oysterbeds) and began to feed among
the Wigeon at the water’s edge where it must have had difficulty in submerging each time it dived in the very
shallow water. Earlier an Egret had been working the water’s edge among the Wigeon and I think I twice saw
it peck at ducks to get them out of its way. Tim Timlick was touring the area on his bike and saw a Kingfisher
perched by the edge of the old corn wharf where he also ran into the small flock of CHIFF CHAFF, one of
which gave him a brief burst of song.
YELLOW ARSED BRENT. Tim Timlick also told me that he had heard (from someone who had got it from ‘the
warden at Farlington’) that 65 Brent had been colour dyed by Pete Potts at Farlington and that most of these
were still on the Marshes. Yesterday (see entry below) Ian Calderwood told me that 46 had been marked but I
have no means of knowing which figure is the truer – for the moment I prefer to take the count of 46 from a
source that I know rather than the 65 which has perhaps passed along the whisering gallery and changed in the
process. While talking to Tim on the Budds Farm shore this morning a flight of 200 or more Brent came
whiffling down in to the water between us and the Broadmarsh slipway and they must, I think, have come

from the Broadmarsh playing fields (they normally use this frequently but I have not yet seen them on it this
winter though a dozen circled over it while I was there on Dec 11th)
All three of the Budds Farm pools had water in them once more and there were around 60 Teal on them but few
other birds (less than a doxen Tufties). One pair of birders managed to spot one Green with the Common
Sandpiper on the island of the eastern pool. Much further east, at Langstone, John Gowen watched an aerial
display by the Golden Plover and Lapwing which must have been worth seeing in the sunlight.
I had time for a brief visit to Stansted Forest this morning but found nothing out of the ordinary – I did have a
Tree Creeper on a Larch among the Tits and Goldcrest, and saw a Sparrowhawk overhead pursued by two
noisy Crows. At Aldsworth Pond the Tufted Duck numbered 22 and there were plenty of Coot but little else.
THU 17 DEC
A phone call from Dave Mead early this morning told me of two redhead SMEW he had seen on Runcton Lake
yesterday (this is the lake north east of the scrap metal site and north of New Lake which is the SOS nature
reserve)
An interesting message from Ian Calderwood came in late last night telling me about the Conservation Group at
the Naval Armaments Depot (RNAD) at Bedenham/Frater on the west shore of Portsmouth Harbour – see the
Habitat page for more about this. He also passed me an interesting piece of birding news which explains Brian
Fellows sighting of four Brent with bright yellow vent areas at Portsmouth Sixth Form College (see Tuesday
15th) – Ian says that Pete Potts and the Farlington Ringers have recently cannon netted 46 Brent on Farlington
Marshes and painted their vent area feathers yellow. (My apologies to anyone who had a garbled version of
this from me verbally telling them that the birds were netted at Bedenham). The real news from Bedenham is
that the (daytime?) Egret count there is back to ten birds but the flock of 250 Brent that have been regularly
feeding on the grass is now down to 50 – Ian attributes this to the changing time of high tide in relation to the
daylight hours and he expects them to return.
John Gowen has just returned from Suffolk and today, in addition to hearing a Song Thrush singing, he saw the
Kingfisher on the Langbrook Stream and from the Langstone shore reckoned that around 350 Brent flew off
theWarblington fields. He describes this as the geese leaving their high tide roost to return to the water but my
impression is that it is the water they use for roosting and the fields for feeding though I would welcome any
theories which predict the times of day at which they go inland and return to the sea. My impression is that,
now they have settled in and lost their initial fear of dry land, providing there is a shortage of tasty food
(preferably Eel grass) on the mud or shallow water they will fly inland as soon as it is fully light and will not
return to the water until the afternoon light is fading (unless they are disturbed). Is this impression shared by
anyone else? And what other factors determine their movements?
At dawn I thought I could hear distant Song Thrush song, and later I clearly heard two Mistle Thrush singing (one
to the north and one to the south of my garden). Later in the day Brian Fellows heard Song Thrush at
Westbourne in addition to the song John Gowen heard in Langstone)
WED 16 DEC
Brian Fellows had a good view of the AMERICAN WIGEON from Budds Mound today and says it “was fairly
easy to locate in a flock of about 50 European Wigeon, though its appearance was not terribly distinctive – not
nearly so handsome as the accompanying male Wigeon. Its plumage was predominantly brownish with an
off-white crown. The green patch behind the eye was not clear. Maybe it is a first winter male? A male and
a female SCAUP were also in the bay: the male with blackish-brown head and greyish upperparts was
probably a first winter, the white face of the female showed up clearly.” The small flock of Pintail which
have been in this area recently were reduced to one bird seen with four Goldeneye and 30 Teal.
MISTLE THRUSH SONG has been heard in Havant, at Stansted and on Thorney Island within the past couple of
days by Tony Gutteridge. Surprisingly the Song Thrushes are not yet joining in but Tony commented on
widespread Blue Tit song (with occasional Great Tits) which several other people have remarked on – perhaps
a thanksgiving for generous supplies of nuts in the Tit feeders. With the mild weather I have noticed that
Robins are singing on during the night – I heard one at 6am yesterday (before first light) and another after dark
in the evening.
TUE 15 DEC
A phone call from Alistair Martin this afternoon told me that the AMERICAN WIGEON had been seen yesterday
from the Broadmarsh slipway by Tim Lawman and today by himself from the Budds Farm shore where it was
feeding with other Wigeon between the Budds Farm outfall and Broadmarsh.. Tim had also recently seen a
SHORT EARED OWL hunting over the Hayling West Lane fields as he drove to work in the morning.
Alistair went on to tell me of recent trips he had made to the west country to see a BUFFLEHEAD that has
been drawing the twitchers, and to Portland to see a BLYTH’S PIPIT, and while I am not too excited by these
oddities in distant places my attention was switched on by his description of how the Pipit was attacked by a
KESTREL. I know that Kestrel will kill and eat small birds but I have yet to hear a first hand account of a
passerine being caught in mid-air by a pursuing Ketrel – what I think happens is that Kestrel have the in-built
instinct for hunting small creatures on the ground (the prey can be anything from a mouse to a beetle or even a

wriggling worm, and small birds hopping about on the ground are fair game for this type of hunting) and what
Alistair told me tended to confirm this. It seems the Pipit was on the ground and attracted the attention of the
Kestrel, but as the Kestrel dropped towards it the Pipit sensibly took flight – the Kestrel did make an attempt
to pursue it in the air but very soon gave up (the end result being that the Pipit perched closer to Alistair,
giving him better views of his optical prey). On the same subject of Kestrel’s attacking birds in the air there
may be some newcomers to this website who missed the entry for Feb 1st this year from which I quote the
story of a BARN OWL BEING MUGGED BY A KESTREL as follows “Those who joined Kevin Stouse's
walk at Amberley had the unforgettable sight, when crossing the wildest part of the Amberely Wild Brooks
marsh, of a BARN OWL hunting for several minutes within a hundred yards of our party, beautifully lit by
the sun, and watched it plunge into the reeds. Within a minute a male KESTREL flew at high speed low over
the marsh to the spot where the owl had made its kill and plunged into the rushes. The owl responded by
taking flight carrying a large vole in its talons, and the Kestrel also took off, flying in a semi-circle to get up a
good speed before intercepting the owl (almost crashing into it while extending its talons to try to seize the
prey). As the birds parted we saw both birds were now carrying prey – the Kestrel had seized part of the vole
but the Owl definitely retained the bigger portion and got safely into a nearby willow thicket. The Kestrel went
to another group of trees and we walked on. Before long the Kestrel overtook us and perched on a post from
which it went down into a ditch and came up with a small prey item – possibly a shrew. Clearly the Kestrel
was very hungry, but otherwise it looked in the peak of condition in full bright male plumage.”
SMEW (one or more) had reached Chichester Gravel Pits according to a message on the internet passed to me by
Brian Fellows yesterday but so far I have no further detail.. Anyone who goes looking for them can also
expect to see more than 100 GADWALL (and, on the nature reserve New Lake, 45 Canada Geese) seen there
yesterday by Maureen Coleman.
Brian Fellows did his regular round of Portsmouth and Southsea sites today. At the Castle he found a Cormorant
corpse but no Purple Sandpiper (his comment is that the tide was too high for them and while there isa theory
which Dennis Bill reminded me of today that they fly over to the Isle of Wight when the tide comes up I have
myself seen them there with the tide at its highest – more difficult to see than usual as they were motionless
and only visible by looking down a slight gully from a point right under the muzzle of a seaward pointing
cannon high overhead), and at the Canoe Lake he noticed several Black Headed Gulls with oil stains on their
breasts (had the dead Cormorant ingested oil I wonder, and will other dying birds be coming ashore because
another tanker is fouling the channel to save money). No Med Gull, but there were 47 Swans, 41 Mallard and
3 male Tufted Duck. At Baffins Pond a Heron was present (it seems to be a regular now though I do not think
I have mentioned it before) with the regular residents and 162 Mallard, 27 Tufted Duck and 31 Coot which
Brian says is a record count for December – I have never had much of liking for Coot but they have gone
down even further in my estimation after watching David Attenborough’s programme this evening in which
we saw parent Coots pecking their own youngsters to death (I thought humans were the only species to batter
their own children, and that this practice was the exception rather than the rule – I wonder if we can instil this
behaviour in Canada Geese?)
BRENT FEEDING INLAND were seen by Brian today on the St John’s College playing fields at Farlington (60
birds) and another 24 on the public (?) playing fields a little to the west. 42 birds were on the Portsmouth
University fields between the Milton Campus buildings and the harbour shore but there were only 6 on the
Portsmouth Sixth Form College fields by the Eastern Road which is usually one of the more crowded venues
for them – maybe they are boycotting this field to demonstrate their refusal to be ordered by Portsmouth City
to use the field on the west side of this college that has been set aside for their use, or maybe the majority of
them were feeling sick and had stayed in bed (Brian tells me that four of the six birds had bright yellow vents,
making me think they had been eating too much curry though Brian is probably the more accurate in thinking
they have been colour marked by Peter Potts and his friends). Although I could not count them as I drove
past yesterday I noted at least 100 birds on the Forty Acres Farm fields (field H4B -previously I had not seen
more than 20 there this winter).
MON 14 DEC
News from Brian Fellows today starts with two items gleaned from the internet. The first is just a confirmation
that the ROSE COLOURED STARLING is still at Andover (or was last Saturday), but the second is
potentially exciting as it says that the AMERICAN WIGEON currently resident at Farlington Marshes was
seen today in “Bedhampton Creek” which could imply that it has crossed the boundary from SU 60 into SU 70
(‘My Patch’).. I suspect, however, that this is telling us what Brian Fellows discovered when he was at
Farlington Marshes last Wednesday (9th), namely that the bird was frequenting the water east of the marshes
and going up to the extreme north east corner of the reserve called Chalk Dock (which was once – 150 years
back - a military port for landing materials brought by sea for the construction of the forts on Portsdown). I
suppose we cannot expect everyone to use the clear way of specifying locations by map reference, but if they
are attempting to name a location for the benefit of the world at large they should at least use names that
appear on OS Maps which Bedhampton Creek does not. (Don’t tell me – I know I do the same but am trying

to atone for it with the maps and placename index that I publish). While on the subject of names I see this bird
is called “Anas americana” and my mind is such that it immediately changed one of the letters and associated
the name with a well known American ….
Brian Fellows did the rounds of the Emsworth ponds and harbour today, giving me comfort in finding only 28
Swans on the Mill Pond (when I made the low tide count last Saturday I was worried that I had missed some
of the Swans as I could only see 25 when Brian’s recent counts led me to expect twice that number). I did not
look in the harbour east of the Mill Pond on Saturday (more than my jobs worth to go counting Richard
Williamson’s sector) but Brian found enough there today to restore the balance and give a total of 43. Both
Mallard (116) and Tufted Duck (21) had increased in number since Saturday and the Greenshank and Little
Egret were again feeding in the stream running into the harbour beside the Sailing Club (don’t make the
mistake of thinking that the Sailing Club at the foot of Emsworth’s South Street is the Emsworth Sailing Club
– that one is the Slipper Sailing Club whose members are presumably restricted to sailing on the Slipper Mill
Pond while members of ‘the Emsworth Sailing Club’ at the end of Bath Road can sail the seven seas). If that
slanderous comparison of the two clubs were true then the members of the Slipper Sailing Club would at least
have enjoyed the sight of a KINGFISHER today flying low over their domain. And talking of low flying my
dog has just interrupted these notes to demand a walk, and as I went out into the misty night I almost felt I had
to duck when I heard the whistle of an unseen REDWING sounding as if it were only at head height.
Yesterday Colin Law drove from Brighton to Titchfield Haven in search of Bearded Tits but they failed to show
for him (though he enjoyed his visit there). He did not enjoy the sight of a dead BARN OWL in the central
reservation of the A27 where it passes Emsworth. I have heard that road accidents are one of the major causes
of Barn Owl deaths, along with poison ingested from poisoned mice and rats and drownng while bathing in the
metal drinking troughs for cattle that are sometimes the only water for miles around (if the water level is low
and the farmer has not provided an escape plank the birds feathers become waterlogged and it cannot fly out of
the metal sided tank). I wonder if this was a winter visitor passing through? I have not heard of any in that
area, nor on Thorney this winter, but the two which John Veltom saw over the old watercressbeds adjacent to
Aldsworth Pond in mid October were only 2km north of the A27.
Another garden BLACKCAP came to my attention this morning when I was in the Havant Tourist Info Office (an
excellent place for all sorts of news). It is a male now regularly visiting fat balls put out in the Portsdown
garden of Elisabeth Aitchison. Elisabeth told me that the bird enjoys the shelter of a Holly tree and also told
me how she is currently addressed by her baby grand-daughter as if she were a Raven – some of you will
know her son John Aitchison who is now a well established wildlife film maker and his baby daughter goes
along on numerous expeditions such as those to Iceland and South Georgia so she is more familiar with the
great outdoors than most of us – it seems that recently her parents have been attracting Ravens by a clicking
noise made with the mouth, and the baby has has found this noise is the easiest way to communicate with
Granny as well as with the Ravens.
PLANTS:

SAT 19 DEC
Among the plants seen flowering today in a walk through Havant and along the Langstone/Warblington shore
were GIANT FESCUE and (flowers beginning to open but not yet possble to see the yellow anthers) SPURGE
LAUREL. I also came on a patch of Lesser Celandine plant with such fresh, shiny leaves that I quite expected
to find flower buds (but did not). A plant that was in full flower was FOOLS PARSLEY.
FRI 18 DEC
MISTLETOE was the subject of a national survey a few years ago and I made an effort to get out round this area
and check up on all the sites I knew of while trying to discover more of them. In the past few days I have
learnt of three more sites thanks to Brian Fellows and Linda Newell, all three lying between Lumley Mill at
Emsworth and Lumley Farm at Westbourne. Next time I go up the lane joining these two places I will keep
my eyes open.
INSECTS:

SUN 20 DEC
A note at the end of Brian Fellows garden bird report for the past week tells me that he saw a RED ADMIRAL in
the garden last Monday (14th) – this is the first such winter sighting I have heard of but unless we have a really
cold winter it will be the last.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 20 DEC

GREY SQUIRRELS are still multiplying and spreading as I was reminded today by Sheila Burton who now sees
them regularly in the small copse on the Hayling west shore at Saltmarsh Lane – within my memory they were
thought not to exist anywhere on Hayling. Also within my memory they have invaded the reclaimed land at
the IBM North Harbour site (though it is the Rabbits which are the most noticeable invaders there). While on
the subject of Grey Squirrels someone pointed out to me (in connection with an observation in John
Goodspeed’s posters several months ago in which he said he thought the albino Squirrels on Portsdown might
be hybridising with the normal Greys because some had been seen to have white bellies) that normal Grey
Squirrels do have white bellies. I believe this is true but on checking it out in my Readers Digest book on
Animals, which illustrates albinos as being fairly common in south east England, I found out another
interesting fact – in Bedfordshire it says that silky black squirrels are sometimes seen, though they are rare.
During today’s walk to Hayling Oysterbeds I was told of recent sighting of a SEAL in Langstone Harbour – I
think they are now to be seen there throughout the year but so far this winter I have not heard of any more
diving ducks being attacked and eaten by them.
FRI 18 DEC
WATER VOLES are now rare creatures and I have not seen one for several years and then no closer to Havant
than the River Itchen. People occasionally tell me that they have seen them locally but I suspect that these
reports are of sightings of the Brown Rats which are omni-present and are often seen around Langstone Mill
Pond where they perform a useful function in helping to dispose of the mass of bread left by people ‘feeding
the ducks’ before it rots and pollutes the pond water. These rats think nothing of swimming, but their tails and
noses are very different to those of the genuine river bank “Ratty”. The Water Vole is a good example of
declining biodiversity and so I was very pleased to find, among proposals for a Chichester Harbour
‘Biodiversity Action Plan’, that not only will its local recovery be encouraged but that this will not require the
re-introduction of these creatures as they are still hanging on in some of the streams (unspecified) which run
into the harbour
HABITAT:

THU 17 DEC
There is a tremendous amount of nature conservation work undertaken by volunteers but we cannot have too
much (in fact everyone should do their bit in their own gardens and home area) so I was very pleased and
interested to have the following message from Ian Calderwood who is in the Navy and works at the Royal
Navy Armaments Depot (RNAD) on the west shore of Portsmouth Harbour. Ian says “I thought I would let
you know that we have a conservation group in the RNAD, soon to be known as Defence Munitions, and we
meet quite regularly. A lot of us take part in coppicing to thin out part of the very dense bushy areas and also
we have one member doing a thesis on amphibians so we help him in creating ponds and such to aid him in
catching the newts, frogs and toads. I used to put the excess frogs from my pond into the depot but as this may
upset his counts, I'll have to find somewhere else. Orchids are quite well protected from the grass cutters, they
like to keep the grass short for some reason. As we discover the Bee and Green Winged Orchids we put in an
obvious stake and this seems to work quite well, we also had one Pyramidal for the last two years.”
BIRDS:

WEEK 49

SUN 13 DEC
Wild PINK-FOOTED GEESE are rare in Hampshire and almost always occur as small flocks in hard weather, so
when Brian Fellows asked me to have a look at one that he had seen on the farm pond at Tournerbury during
yesterday’s low tide count I did not expect to be able to prove its wild status but I was very keen to see it and
to revisit the farm which I remember from days when the farmer was called ‘Taffy’, the farmyard had a
regular Barn Owl, and the fields made a good dawn start to ‘day listing’ bird races with a mixture of
farmlannd, woodland, heath and harbour species (a Kingfisher might be expected along the ditch inside the
seawall and Little Owl in the scattered oaks among fields on which Hares still ran). Now almost everything
has changed – even the pond has moved to the other side of the track into Tournerbury Woods and is as much
a reservoir for watering the Golf Course as a home for some very interesting Greylag/Embden cross geese. I
was pleased to see that there is still a substantial area of untouched meadow brightened by much flowering
Gorse just within the seawall and of course the woods remain with their Heronry (traditionally the Grey
species but maybe soon the White – plenty of Egrets perch in it). The goose we were chasing has been on the
pond for a couple of months according to Graham Phillips, the current landowner, and shows no fear of
humans but it has no rings on its legs as is should have if reared by e.g. a wildfowler. It is small and perfectly
formed (as they say) for a juvenile bird rapidly becoming adult as the winter progresses – much of the breast
plumage is distinctly brown but the feet are fully pink and it has a unique party trick of performing
somersaults in the water when bathing. After we had seen it swimming about on the water for some time and

noted how small it was, hardly bigger than the Mallard on the pond, it began to bathe vigourously, at first
shaking water over its body with its wings, then making short dives and finally making a series of somersaults
in which it would be upside down in the water, head down and feet sticking up, its head dipping into the water
in front of it and coming up at what was previously the back end of the bird. When it tired of this it came
ashore on our side of the pond to show us its legs.
A WOODCOCK was the most interesting bird seen this morning during my regular patrol of the two northen
compartments of Havant Thicket for the ongoing HOS survey of selected woodland sites – it got up from the
undergrowth when I was some distance from it (about 20 yards) and I had a brief but clear view of it as it shot
away among the surrounding trees. Most of the woodland was quiet but one large Tit flock was in the mixed
oak and birch near the main road – as well as its core of Long Tailed Tits and their cousins plus Goldcrest
there was a Great Spotted Woodpecker and the hanger on that I always look for but do not often see – a
Treecreeper.. Earlier in the morning while at home I enjoyed a pretty ‘red sky in the morning’ which was
made more attractive for two or three minutes by a stream of some 800 Black Headed Gulls that had just left
their harbour roost and were heading for inland fields, passing across the coloured background as they did so.
And later in the morning, after visiting Havant Thicket, I stopped off at Aldsworth Pond to find the pond had
only 14 Coot and 18 Tufted Duck – as the pond remains very full the weed supply below the surface may now
be out of reach of dabbling duck such as Mallard and Gadwall, but that does not deter the true diving species.
SAT 12 DEC
News reached me this evening of a SNOW BUNTING seen at Southsea Castle last month – the bird has not been
seen again but the message about it and other birds seen by Brian Rackett is well worth quoting. “At around
0830 on 3rd December, a male HEN HARRIER was performing beautifully over the reed beds of Titchfield
Haven. I was with a colleague, Roger Jackson, at the time, and as far as we can tell we were the only people to
see this bird. The harrier was characteristically gliding low over the reeds and marsh. We were watching it for
around 15 minutes before it made its way northwards up the Meon and was lost from view. We reported it at
the visitor centre when it opened, and it was confirmed that nobody else had reported it. The PURPLE
SANDPIPERS which have been reported recently at Southsea Castle were seen there, again by Roger Jackson
& I, firstly a single bird on 20th November and 5 on 25th November. Also on 25th November, in an area 100
metres or so to the West of Southsea Castle, we were fortunate enough to see a SNOW BUNTING. It was
feeding very close to the footpath and was unconcerned whenever a jogger or cyclist passed by. Roger
hurriedly returned for his camera and managed to obtain a few images before the bird retired to the bandstand
roof. After a few minutes, it regained its confidence and returned to within a few metres of us. We went back
the next day but there was no sign of it.”
Another item of late news which reached me this evening via Brian Fellows comes from Simon Woolley who
says "I saw 2 Common Swifts at Hayling Island, Hampshire UK this year, 1/10/98. We had about 10 seconds
panic, since a Pallid had been reported in Cormwall earlier the same day! This still doesn't beat my personal
record; 18/10 back in the 80s, also in Hants". But it does beat the latest sighting for this year that I have in my
database – one seen over Southampton by Paul Winter on Sept 20th.
CHICHESTER HARBOUR LOW TIDE COUNTS were scheduled for this morning but fog made it impossible to
see anything more than 300 metres away at best, and birds could only be accurately identified and counted
within 200 metres for most of the time so I think the figures for number of birds will not have been at all
accurate (the forms ask you to code an estimate of the percentage of birds that you could not see, so they will
not be entirely misleading except to those who later read them from tables of statistics that do not carry a ‘bad
weather’warning – individual figures in the tables of monthly counts which figure in the bird reports of most
wildfowl and wader species are taken directly from the such counts) but it was surprising how much could be
seen. Luckily there was no drizzle at first, and the poor visibility and reduced human activity encouraged
many birds to feed closer to the shoreline than usual, but it was noticeable that birds like Teal and Brent which
might normally expected to be found in fields close to the shore were staying on the mud and not risking a fox
taking advantage of extra cover to sneak up on them – there were no Teal at all in the pools on the Wade Court
meadow though one flock of 40 Curlew ignored the potential threat and fed in one grass field. I think the
reduced visibility also made the birds more nervous – twice there were minor panics caused by aircraft noise
coming down from unseen planes in the sky and once the large flock of around 450 Golden Plover on the
Langstone shore took off and disappeared for good when 15 Canada Geese flew low over them. Off the
Emsworth shore I saw 16 of the 34 PINTAIL which Brian Fellows saw there last Monday and a
GREENSHANK fed with an Egret in the stream running past the Emsworth Sailing Club at the south end of
the Mill Pond but there were no other unusual birds though a count of just over 600 Brent was encouraging
and there were plenty of Lapwing, Dunlin, Teal and Wigeon though still only 40 Shedluck in the whole stretch
from :Langstone to Emsworth (I see that last winter’s equivalent count was only 54, and it was not until the
January count that I found the expected winter population of 379 birds). One slightly surprising figure today
was a count of only 25 Swans on Emsworth Mill Pond where Brian had 44 last Monday (but I see that last
year I only found 16 there in December).

A COLOUR RINGED BRENT was one of two interesting finds by Brian Fellows when making his low tide
count on the Tournerbury to Black Point section of the Chichester harbour shore today. This bird had a green
plastic ring on each leg, and on one there seemed to be a letter H in yellow. (This must be a doppleganger of
the bird I saw at Black Point on 11 Nov 97 for which the entry in these notes read “Among a flock of 130
Brent in the creek on the landward side of Black Point was one adult with large rings on each leg. The rings
were a pale yellow with a single green letter on each – the left leg definitely had an "H" and I think the right
leg had the same letter though my first impression (seeing one side of it) was of an "I" so that the bird
appeared to be saying "HI" to whoever saw it” – I seem to remember that I was told later that both legs
probably had an H on them.) Back with today’s visit Brian says that in the area as a whole there were 550
Brent on the mud – more than he expected and possibly a reflection of them all preferring to stay on the mud
rather then risk feeding ashore in misty conditions. The other, more exciting, find was of the Pink-footed
Goose at Tournerbury Farm (described in the entry for Sunday above). Despite the mist it was possible to
count 1092 Dunlin (but no Knot this time), 120 Teal, 52 Wigeon and 45 Shelduck among nine other species
which included 76 Lapwing.
FRI 11 DEC
The central and east pools at Budds Farm remain almost drained and on the mud of the east pool two GREEN
SANDPIPER gave good views as they worked across the mud side by side in company with a Redshank. It
was interesting to see how long their bills are - in their normal habitat probing water weed the bill is often
hidden but here on the bare mud they looked like oversize Dunlin with bills as long as that of the Redshank.
While watching them I heard the piping of a COMMON SANDPIPER which flew around with its
characteristic bowed wings, then perched and bobbed on a pole sticking out of the mud. The west pool had the
only duck – Tufties, Teal, Shoveler and Mallard – in relatively small numbers. Immediately behind the pools
workmen were surveying and breaking down fences around the rough grass where we expect to see Rabbits
and Oystercatcher (or the Canada Goose family in the summer), and I am wondering what we will see on the
pools in the future – despite being reprieved from destruction and granted ‘wildlife haven’ status if buildings
and/or human activity come right to their north edge, and if there is no regular supply or ‘enrichment’ of water
will we end up with dry beds and much disturbance offering little to attract wildfowl?
The Goosander was not seen by me in the mouth of the Hermitage stream but PINTAIL (at least 8) were back at
the outfall. The Broadmarsh playing fields had 16 Oystercatcher on them today and as I scanned them from
the trees by the road a flight of 12 Brent flew towards them as if about to land, but did not like what they saw
and circled round to return to the harbour. While here I met an old acquaintance who told me that a couple of
months ago, while stuck in northbound traffic on the Eastern Road bridge, he clearly saw an ‘all brown’ Egret
standing hunched in Portscreek – he is not a regular birder but is familiar with Egrets and says that he has
found a book which describes a ‘BROWN EGRET’ – can anyone cast any light on such a species? or know of
any similar strange bird in the area in October? (Since writing this I have been reminded that there has been a
Grey Heron that used to be a regular visitor to Farlington Marshes which had a plumage much closer to a
Purple than a Grey Heron – maybe this bird is still around)
SONG THRUSH song was heard again today by Brian Fellows in the lower Ems valley (Lumley area) along with
bursts of song from Dunnock, Great Tit and Blue Tit plus the regular Wren, Robin and Collared Dove. Seing
the misty mild conditions this morning I too listened for a Song Thrush in Havant but did not hear one but I
have noticed an increase in Great Tit ‘bell’ song. This song is more restrained and quieter than it will be in the
spring and sometimes I suspect it is coming from a Blue Tit, though I have not yet heard the ‘silly laugh’ song
which I regard as the main contribution of the Blue Tit. Brian did not see Green Sandpiper by the river today
but did have a Little Egret and 2 Grrey Wagtail. 3 Fieldfare were also in the area, but not the Grey Partridge
of his last visit. 3 Bullfinch and both Great Spotted and Green Woodpeckers added a touch of colour to a grey
day.
Do you want a useful BIRD TABLE? Brian has found one on the internet and sent me a copy today – you may
have already guessed that it is a table of names, codes, numbers and status information for all the species we
are likely to come on here. As well as information it can bring amusement – I certainly smiled when I saw
that the Latin name for an OSTRICH is ‘STRUTHIO CAMELUS’, giving me an instant cartoon picture of the
first cockney explorer to come on an Ostrich confiding his admiration of the bird to the Camel he was riding
with the standard cockney expression of ‘Struth’ and thus generating the scientific name for all time – or until
the next world conference of taxonomists. If you ask Brian for a copy you might use it to bluff your way into
such a conference as the table does not demean itself by listing ‘English Names’ – instead we have two
columns for the ‘Formal Name’ and the ‘World Formal Name’ which ensure you don’t get slung out of the
conference as in impostor by mentioning that you have seen a ‘Rose Coloured Starling’ when you should be
using the formal name ‘Rosy Starling’ (isn’t it great to have a name simplified). But be warned, you’ll have to
do some homework to get away with your bluff – after the columns for BTO Code. Euring Number, and BOU
category come three more headed R Br, R B, and BL respectively and you’re bound to be questioned on these.
At a guess the BL column indicates birds on the British List but I have not yet cracked the first two of these

columns. If I tell you that of all the Diver species only the Great Northern appears in the ‘R Br’ list and only
the White Billed appears in the ‘R B’ list does that tell you what they signify?
THU 10 DEC
PAGHAM HARBOUR was visited by Kevin Stouse yesterday and his list of sightings reached me tomorrow but
I’ll list them today (hope you follow so far). In the Church yard at Church Norton he had eyeball to eyeball
views of 2 FIRECREST at 5 yards and later saw what may have been a second two in the lane leading to the
carpark, but this special offer is rapidly going out of stock if we are to believe someone he met who spoke of
having found 15 of them there a fortnight ago. Redwing, Fieldfare and Chiff Chaff went on his list and he saw
the LONG TAILED DUCK still in the harbour but I am not sure if he saw all 14 AVOCET or took the
number from the notice board as he was forced to do with the 20 SLAV GREBE and all three species of
DIVER that were on the notice board but not seen by him.. Today (Thursday) he visited Langstone and saw
400+ GOLDEN PLOVER (he doesn’t mention them at Pagham – I assume there is the usual large flock along
the north wall) and noted a Chiff Chaff at what he calls Pook Farm Stables which I assume to be the stables on
Pook Lane immediately south of the A27.
BRENT GEESE and CHESTNUTS – what do they have in common? No, not stuffing, but they are political
chestnuts that have figured in almost every South Hampshire coastal development plan for nearly twenty years
– especially the proposals for Portsmouth’s Tipner Lake and the move of the Pompey Football stadium to
Farlington. The Solent Shorebird Study group was the first focus of a move to bring observed facts into a
political and media maelstrom of emotional statements typified by a headline in the Portsmouth NEWS which
I remember from the time when I was chair of the Portsmouth Conservation Group and proposals for
reclaiming much of Tipner Lake for building development and damming both ends of what remained to create
a boating pool that looked so pretty in the developers drawings but took no account of the hydrologicial effect
on the water in both Portsmouth and Langstone Harbours if you cut off the ‘pressure relief valve’ of
Portscreek and prevented water flowing from one to the other, nor of our obligations to the natural
environment now recognised by including Tipner Lake in the Portsmouth Harbour SPA. The headline read
‘COME INTO THE REAL WORLD RSPB’ implying that the only reality was that of business profit (hidden
under the usual banner of how mnay jobs would be created) – luckily we have since seen politicians reflecting
a different view of what are the real and lasting interests of the public they represent rather than the smaller of
the ‘two Britains’ which Margaret Thatcher worked so hard to create.. If you want to know what I’m on about
then read on below.
The BRENT GOOSE STRATEGY is the name for the approach to planning issues involving land used by Brent
Geese for winter feeding now adopted by all the south east Hampshire local authorities, and it is based on
professional advice from a consortium of conservation and other interested bodies including the Hampshire
Wildlife Trust, RSPB, English Nature and Hampshire County Council working together as a partnership rather
than antagonists. A lot of expertise is readily available from the professionals in these bodies, but if the local
authorities are to have the up to date facts they need showing the importance to the geese of every single patch
of land which they might use in the whole of Portsmouth, Havant, Fareham and Gosport, then there is a lot of
survey work to be done each winter and we are now in the third winter of a BRENT GOOSE INLAND
FEEDING SURVEY in which many volunteers support the work of the professionals by making regular visits
to all the potential sites and recording the presence or absence of geese (the absence is just as important to
record as are the numbers of geese that are found feeding) and if you can make regular survey visits within
these local authority districts then please offer to do so – I am not involved in th organisation of this survey but
will willing pass on (to a list of seven people dealing with different parts of the area) the names of any
volunteers that come to me. The reason for mentioning this survey now is that I have just received a long
message from Adam Rowe, who is assistant Hampshire county ecologist, promoting the scheme in repsonse to
what might be taken as negative publicity given by me in my comments on Dec 1st regarding the fact that
when Brian Fellows visited 29 sites in Portsmouth he only found geese at 2 of them. I am very much in favour
of the scheme as a practical way in which all concerned can contribute to ensuring that inappropriate coastal
developments are not permitted, and that ways are found and implemented to minimise the impact of the needs
of the geese and other wildlife on the proper business and other interests of people who live and work in the
areas concerned. I am concerned that we get the best out of the scheme and my criticisms are only of
difficulties in the way the survey is currently run which do not allow the volunteers to feed back habitat
information and local knowledge that should help to give a better overall picture of the situation – in an
extreme case I think it stupid to continue monitoring a site that was identified as potential ‘goose grass’ from a
1991 aerial survey when anyone actually visiting the site would have ruled it out then, and which is now half
covered with tarmac as a carpark. It sometimes seems that what is described as a partnership with many
participants could also be described as a committee of too many camels, and with no one knowledgeable
person directing the scheme. The last word is – do get involved.
SMEW are perhaps my favourite duck, partly through a close association with two individual redheads which
broke all the form books for this species by turning up on the IBM Lake in around November of each year and

staying until March from autumn 1981 to spring 1988 inclusive. Elsewhere in Hampshire this species
remained, as it still is, a hard weather bird but it seems they are spreading further west nowadays and I hope
we will find them at the Chichester Gravel Pits again this winter – it was there that I had my pleasure
intensified by first seeing the gloriously plumaged male birds. The reason for mentioning them now is that
another new contributor to these notes, Paul Boult, has just sent me an account of seeing them on a gravel pit
in Surrey just across the road from the well known Thorpe Park (the gravel pit is at TQ 043 687 on
Lnadranger map 176). Yesterday Paul saw 4 male Smew and 10 females there along with Gadwall and a pair
of GOLDENEYE (unusual inland?) among at least 30 bird species. A second note from Paul today adds to the
temptation to visit this site if you are in the area – while having his lunch there he saw six species of gull – the
extra one being YELLOW LEGGED GULL.
WED 9 DEC
A flock of 42 SHELDUCK were in the main pool of the Oysterbeds this afternoon, with another dozen between
the old railway and Langstone Bridge (plus three groups of half a dozen each in the Langstone/Oysterbeds
area). This flock is the first to encourage me that there will not be a shortage of these duck this winter. I saw
these as I cycled from Havant to Hayling, and as I was crossing the bridge an unidentified raptor (Peregrine or
Merlin, probably the former) caused great agitation among the waders between Northney and Warblington.
Below the bridge a male Merganser seemed to be enjoying a seaweed sandwich but as I watched he extracted
a large fish from its wrapping, discarding the weed but keeping the fish. I could not see the Golden Plover but
they may well have been on the Northney saltings as the light was poor. I did see plenty of Lapwing, Black
Tailed Godwit, Dunlin, Ringed Plover and Redshank with Goldeneye as well as Merganser on the water – no
Great Crested Grebe though. Plenty of Teal (around 80) on the Wade Court pools (eyed by a Fox standing in
the open field and not wasting his energy on a vain chase of birds which had seen him) and three Egrets in the
Yew Tree roost with another five on the Northney saltings and at least three at the Oysterbeds. Going on
down West Lane I found the two fields which normally have most Brent and Curlew have been newly
ploughed but further south, in the field due west of the Manor House, 141 Curlew were feeding and a small
flock of 54 Brent were in the southernmost field east of the road. Two Mistle Thrush rattled as I went along
Park Road (then I thought I heard one of them singing) and at Sinah Gravel Pit the most interesting bird was a
noisy calling Chiff Chaff (only 4 Pochard and 8 Tufted Duck seen by me and hardly any Coot though one
Dabchick trilled). I entered the oak copse by the Golf Club entrance road to check out the small fish-breeding
enclosed pool at the east end of the lake for Bittern but could not see one (not unexpected even if it had been
present) – if anyone else is thinking of doing this note that a new three strand barbed wire fence has been put
up along the golf club boundary line and this prevents you (?) from getting to the open gate giving access to
the pool in question.
Farlington Marshes had a visit from Brian Fellows this afternoon where he enjoyed one AVOCET resting on the
lake and found only 37 Shelduck on Shutt Lake (pre-Christmas flocks are usually biggest in this area and the
adjacent waters around Little Binness, and I would have hoped for 100 or so there now). He did not see the
AMERICAN WIGEON but heard that it had been last seen on Russells Lake between the east seawall and the
islands or maybe right up in the Chalk Dock area as Brian speaks of the extreme north east corner of the
reserve. One birder who said he had seen it within the past half-hour described it “as being much browner than
the more grey European male Wigeon and more like a female in plumage. He said the head markings were
not very distinctive.”
“Recent reports” from Farlington include mention of a Storm Petrel, Great Northern Diver and two Sandwich
Terns which must be the ones seen by John Badley on Nov 15th, so not all that recent, but the notice board
does mention as wintering birds that should stay on 4 Little Stint, 1 Whimbrel, 1 Greenshank and 1 Spotted
Redshank. News of 17 Black Necked Grebe should be current. 2 Short Eared Owls, 2 Water Pipit (are they to
be seen just outside the reserve building again I wonder?) and 1 Avocet are probably still there to be seen but
there is no such guarantee with reports of 1 Little Owl, 1 Black Redstart and 1 Little Gull. It would be nice for
Colin Law (who plans to make a special visit to our area next week-end in search of BEARDED TITS) if the
20 or so listed are still in the reeds – I expect they are, but seeing them is another matter. Figures of 115
Pintail and 700 Wigeon may be current values but I wonder if that is so with the 68 Great Crested Grebe (I
saw none at all in the west of the harbour today). 1 Merlin, 2 Sparrowhawk and 3 Peregrine are listed as
regular visitors to the reserve and the escaped Saker is still reported in the list Brian has sent me but I am most
intrigued by his final remark that “Chris Cockburn told me about the 85 newly ringed Black-tailed Godwits
some of which had been seen in Portsmouth Harbour.” Can anyone tell me more?
TUE 8 DEC
6 PURPLE SANDPIPER were at Southsea Castle when Brian Fellows was there this morning when the tide was
low, with all the seaweed exposed. Six is a ‘full house’ for this site (Brian says it is the most he has seen there
and the most reported in the 1995 and 1996 HOS Bird Reports) and this maximum is usually not seen until
well after Christmas. I hope they stay and do not move on. Brian did not see the Med Gull at the Canoe Lake
where there were 46 Swans and 48 Mallard.

POMPEY FOOTBALL CLUB seem to be in deep trouble but the BRENT which stopped their move to
Farlington were back on the disputed playing fields in force today – Brian Fellows counted 580 on the field
closest to the A27/Eastern Road at the north east corner of the roundabout. This is the first full scale flock I
have heard of there and the other sites with feeding geese still had low numbers (85 on the Southsea playing
field east of the Canoe Lake, only 27 on the Portsmouth Sixth Form College fields by the Eastern Road and
just a single bird – walking wounded? – on the University Milton Campus field by St James Hospital)
The rumoured Lesser Scaup on the Timsbury gravel pits is now declared to be an Aytha hybrid by Mark Litjens
pager (unlesss of course the hybrid is in addition to the tickable species), and the Ring Necked duck let Mark
down by being elsewhere when he looked for it today – he suggests it may move between the gravel pit and
the River Test. At Andover the Rose Coloured Starling was still present yesterday according to internet news
received by Brian Fellows.
Meeting Tony Gutteridge today I heard that last week he saw two Buzzards over the fields north of Up Marden
where he is carrying out a survey on behalf of the Game Conservancy. His survey site is within 3 km of the
West Marden/Watergate area where a pair of Buzzard breed each yearos his sighting was not unexpected.
Thinking of winter raptors I wonder if anyone has news from the West Dean woods area this winter?
Everything from Red Kite to Rough Legged Buzzard seems to go there in some winters.
MON 7 DEC
Bob Chapman made one of his regular guest appearances on Radio Solent this afternoon answering listeners
questions about wildlife and I pricked up my ears when he mentioned that an AMERICAN WIGEON had
been at Farlington Marshes over the weekend. I was interested in his theory of how it would have arrived
here, not as the result of a long distance solo crossing of the Atlantic but by finding itself in Greenland and
joining up with a flock of our Wigeon who persuaded it to join them on their flight here – now it is part of
their gang it is likely to stay on here with them through the winter. Bob also mentioned that he had just seen
some WHITEFRONT GEESE and although he did not say they were at Farlington he spoke of them in
connection with the recent very cold weather on the continent implying that they were forced over here rather
than heading for regular wintering grounds. I see that where we used to find up to 2000 of them in the Avon
valley in 1947 and could still expect well over 1000 up to the early 1980s, the improvement in conditions for
them in Holland is such that we can only look forward to fewer than 100 nowadays.
Andrew Green has sent me a much more detailed account of the American Wigeon and other good birds he saw at
Farlington yesterday. He says “There was a drake AMERICAN WIGEON associating with the Wigeon at The
Deeps, Farlington Marshes yesterday (Sunday). Although very distinctive and presumably an adult, the head
markings are not as bright as on some individuals. This is the first record of this species in the Langstone
Harbour area. Also while I was there, I saw 2 SCAUP (a first-winter male and a female) in Chalk Dock, a
SHORT EARED OWL, which flew across the harbour from the east in the company of 3 hassling Blackheaded Gulls and proceeded to hunt over the Point Field (there are apparently two regularly sighted), and a
LITTLE STINT on the Lake (there are 4 altogether, possibly now planning to over-winter).” Latest news
from the internet is that the American Wigeon is still at Farlington today.
BITTERN were back at both Titchfield Haven (5th) and Fleet Pond (6th) according to messages Brian Fellows
retrieved from the internet yesterday. The bird at Fleet Pond has been reported again today. Brian also pased
on news of another winter resident BLACKCAP in a Havant garden where a special sponge cake is baked for
them during the winter months
Today’s news from Brian is of birds at Emsworth where Mallard numbers on the Mill Pond have gone up to 106
but all the Tufted Duck have left as the pond has partly frozen over. This does not worry the Swans (44
present) nor the 2 Coot, and at least two of the Tufties had moved to the Slipper Mill pond where they were all
but hidden in hundreds of Black Headed and other gulls including the four LESSER BLACKBACKS that I
saw in the harbour last Friday. Just offshore the first PINTAIL of the year are back (34 of of them) among a
large number of Wigeon and Teal (but still very few Shelduck – or that was my impression when I visited the
Nore Barn end of the shore to put up a poster at today’s high tide time).
LITTLE EGRETS are forever trying to surprise us with new habitat and behaviour. Although I was told a few
weeks ago by a lady who lives at Wade Court that Egrets had taken all the fish from her garden pond I do not
associate them with enclosed gardens, however today Brian Fellows watched one circle over his enclosed
town garden and land on his neighbour’s garden shed. Brian also told me recently of seeing four Egrets in one
of the Warblington Castle Farm fields and when I cycled down the lane towards Warblington Church today I
saw what were probably the same four in the same field (the one with the farmhouse in one corner of it) –
what surprised me about this sighting was not only that they were still feeding when it was dark enough to
need lights on my cycle (they would not get back to the Thorney roost till after dark) but that they were
striding about among the cattle in the field pretending to be ‘Cattle Egrets’.
We may sometimes feel that Christmas shopping ‘will be the death of us’ but in the case of one Herring Gull that
I saw at the IBM Lake last Saturday this could have been literally true. The gull had been on the Paulsgrove
rubbish tip and a plastic shopping bag had become firmly attached to one of its legs but it managed to get

airborne and fly over the motorway with the bag in tow – as it came down to the lake all the other birds took
off in fright at the sight of this large gull and its ‘open parachute’. The drag of the parachute must have been
bad enough but when the bird settled on the water and started lunging at the bag behind it (like a dog chasing
its tail) the bag filled with water and I do not think the gull would have been able to take off with the added
weight – hopefully it will have had the strength to wade ashore and find some bush on which it could at least
tear holes in the plastic even if if cannot rid itself of the encumberance.
PLANTS:

SUN 13 DEC
MARE’S TAIL, the tall spiky flowering plant which grows in ponds (not to be confused with the Horsetails
which grow on land or shallow water and do not have flowers) is grown in some garden ponds but is
uncommon in the wild with Aldsworth Pond being the best site for it in my patch. This morning I discovered
a new site for it in the farm pond at Tournerbury while there with Brian Fellows who also told me of trees
bearing MISTLETOE in a place that I was not aware of near Lumley Farm on the southern fringes of
Westbourne.
SAT 12 DEC
MAIDENHAIR SPLEENWORT fern is not common in Hampshire so it was doubly rewarding when at the end of
this mornings low tide bird count of the shore from Langstone to Emsworth that, at my very last stopping point
by the north end of Emsworth Mill Pond, I leant my bike against wall and found that it had a very good colony
of this fern. The wall in question separates Bath Road from the small chapel at its junction with the main
Havant Road, and it also had a lot of Wall Rue (very common) plus what I took to be vry young plants of
Hart’s Tongue fern that have not yet grown into the typical long blades that we all recognise. I have a memory
of seeing the Maidenhair Spleenwort here before but cannot pin down when and it does not seem to have been
recorded by me for the Atlas 2000 so this adds one to my species count and brings it to 763. Cycling home
along the Havant Road in the drizzle I did not lift my eyes skyward as I passed opposite the junction of
Highland Road but had I done so I should have seen a large bunch of MISTLETOE on a Lime tree standing at
the end of a lay-by on the south ot he road – unlike the ‘crops’ of this plant to be found on planted Lime trees
around Watergate House and the driveway to where Idsworth House once stood down in the valley (where I
suspect the Mistletoe was ‘planted’ by humans on the trees for ornament) this odd example in Emsworth could
be one of the few ‘Wild’ plants that nature (or Mistle Thrushes) have put there.
WED 9 DEC
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, recently planted beside Wade Court Road, had flowers open on two of the
new bushes as I cycled past today. As they are planted they may be a different species or cultivar put they had
the normal pale red/pink flowers of the ‘pest species’, not the deep red or pure white of species which do
flower normally in the winter. Down on Hayling beside the Seafront Road in a place where no-one would
have planted it SWEET ALISON was in full flower, as was a mass of Winter Heliotrope. Best wild flower of
the day was found in my letter box, carefully pressed and attached to a note from Brian Fellows saying that he
had found it in The Holt at Rowlands Castle a week ago – a nice new tick for my December list.
INSECTS:

FRI 11 DEC
If I were into moths I am sure I could recite quite a list of these insects that are regularly on the wing in
November and December (each of these months has a moth species named after it) but as a humble daytime
cyclist I can only report that it was necessary to close both my mouth and eyes as I speeded up the Hayling
Bill Trail today – every few yards I ran into a thick cloud of midges (luckily no people or dogs while flying
blind). No wonder Chiff Chaff prefer to stay the winter with us rather than crossing the channel.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 13 DEC
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY affects our lives more as each year passes, but so far its impact on our lives
has been restricted to the way machines function. This week, as I expect you must all have become aware,
mankind’s ability to program machines to perform complex tasks has taken a small, but probably earthshattering, step into the realm of programming living organisms. The news that the complete set of
instructions for growing and operating a nematode worm, its DNA sequence, has now been decoded (and with
it the news that many of these DNA functions are the same as those that control all living creatures) brings into
view the possibility of not only cloning creatures which already exist, or of making small changes to their
functioning through genetic engineering at the ‘bits and pieces’level, but of designing entirely new living

creatures. The millenium bug is reduced to triviality by the opening of these new floodgates (probably under
the control of the aptly named Bill Gates himself). The question now is when will ET spring from IT?
MON 7 DEC
YELLOW NECKED MICE are a species that I know little about so I was interested to hear from Richard Jones
(Portsmouth City’s warden for Portsdown Hill) that he had been helping with a survey of their distribution (a
student’s PhD project, not an official survey) and had trapped quite a few in Stansted Forest but none in the
Hampshire sites at which he had placed traps. My only knowledge of small mammals is what I read in the
Readers Digest book on animals and that tells me that Yellow Necked Mice are very similar to the common
Wood Mice in their choice of habitat and food, and that their existence alongside each other appears to
contradict received scientific opinion that when two species share habitat and food supply one species will
eventually eliminate the other – and as the Yellow-neck is the bigger animal you might expect it to push out
the Wood Mice. This is not what we see, with the Yellow-neck surviving alongside Wood Mice but only
occurring in few woods and having a population that fluctuates widely. So we await all the answers in the
forthcoming thesis.
BIRDS:

WEEK 48

MON 30 NOV
Colin Law issues the following invitation to anyone visiting his patch east of Brighton. He says “I am seeing ring
tail HEN HARRIER and PEREGRINE on virtually every visit to the Downs East of Brighton, sometimes two
harriers. Yesterday I had harrier and peregrine in the binoculars at the same time, though they did not interact.
For anyone interested in a trip over this way the walk from Woodingdean (200 yards north of the traffic lights)
east towards Kingston, or through Castle Hill NNR to Balsdean, has been more or less guaranteed to provide
both species over the last few weeks. “ On Sat (28th) Colin also enjoyed watching one of the three(?) SHORT
EARED OWLS on Thorney (hunting around the landing lights south of the east end of Thornham Lane, where
the Osprey perched throughout September) and saw an AVOCET in the Sidlesham Ferry Pool (I guess there
are still up to 17 in Pagham Harbour and that the one in the Thorney Channel off Stanbury Point may also
have settled there for the winter)
Following Brian Fellow’s account of his garden birds (see Nov 29th) I had the following message today from
David Parker describing what was in his garden at Bedhampton on the 28th. “On Saturday morning I
unusually had the opportunity to spend some time watching the garden. Noticing that there seemed to be good
numbers of birds I took a keener interest and eventually ended up with a list of 18 species in the time from
10.30 - 1.00 plus a Sparrowhawk dashed through the garden without stopping but causing great consternation.
'Star bird' was a male BLACKCAP (a species that I have only recorded twice before in the garden. One
interesting observation was the method of feeding; most birds staying on the feeders or by the food on the
ground for a little while (indeed the Greenfinches seemed determined to empty the feeder at one sitting!!).
However I noticed that a Coal Tit continually flew from our fir tree at the bottom of the garden to the
nutholder, took something and then flew back with it - not very efficient I would have thought, expending
energy each time.” I have noticed Coal Tits doing the same in my garden but cannot decide if it is a species
trait or merely that they are wary strangers while most other tits are more familiar with the garden and know
there is little danger.
The Emsworth Swan herd was down to just 38 today when Brian Fellows made his regular check, and the
numbers of Mallard and Tufted Duck were slightly down at 86 and 12 respectively. It seems that a group of
some 15 Swans oscillate between Emsworth and some unspecified location as the count at Emsworth see saws
between around 50 and 35 birds. Brian also pases on news from the internet that the Rose Coloured Starling
was still present at 10 Admiral’s Way, Andover yesterday.
TUE 1 DEC
Barry Collins made his start of the month Little Egret roost count this evening, straining his eyes in the dusk to
spot 105 birds coming into the Thorney Island roost. He was not able offhand to compare this figure with that
of early December last year but I see it is well above the figures given for Dec 1997 (76) and 1996 (71) in the
Sussex Brid Report, but those are minimum figures for the month and may not correspond to counts early in
the month (the November figures in the report are 116 and 95 respectively)
News today from Mark Cutts of an adult MED GULL at Stokes Bay, Gosport. Mark says that Kev Ilsley saw the
bird last Friday (27th) at the west end of the Stokes Bay shore (The Battery carpark) where it abuts on
Browndown, but when Mark went to look for it on Sunday he could not spot it – it was probably just round the
corner, disguising itself as a Laughing Gull at his expense! Further news awaited – what about the Diver and
Goosander, etc at Alverstoke this winter??
Brian Fellows was also out on a bit of a wild goose chase today, checking all the potential Brent Geese feeding
areas that he has agreed to monitor in Portsmouth, finding geese on only 2 of the 29 sites he visited. He says
that some of the sites which the people who set up this survey have selected are most unlikely ones (my

impression is that someone in the County Council Planning Department chose them merely by looking at
aerial photos taken at some time in the past ten years – I have twice commented on the fact that the parts of the
IBM North Harbour site which they have selected are inappropriate, one being now a tarmac carpark, and that
they have omitted the most likely place for any Brent that might fly in there, but such comments fall on deaf
ears). A slightly different angle on this survey is raised by Brian – namely that when the Admiral Lord Nelson
school was built on what was the Dundas Meadow recreation ground north of Burrfields Road, the geese were
not told that they were now supposed to use the grass east of Baffins Pond and south of Tangier Road which
has been generously set aside for them by Portsmouth City, so they have not so far taken up the offer (Does
that site have the wooden models of Brent in the feeding position that were experimented with at one stage?).
In all Brian found only 67 geese feeding on land, and those in well established fields in the Milton area (the
university fields east of St James Hospital and the Portsmouth College field by the Eastern Road).
Brian also found the Southsea Canoe Lake had its Med Gull back with 58 Swans and 40 Mallard, but there was
no Purple Sandpiper at the Castle and though there were 2 Cormorant neither could be made into a Shag
(which are sometimes seen there). Baffins Pond had its two Snow Geese back on duty (one was missing on
Brian’s last visit) but today it was 30 Canada Geese which had gone off to the nearby Golf Couse leaving just
1 at the pond. Tufted Duck were up to 42 (same number as the Barnacle Geese) and there was one Pochard
with 166 Mallard plus the other regulars.
Speaking to Richard Barker this evening I hear that he has recently had one flock of more than 25 Fieldfare in the
Portsdown/Widley area (I have only seen singles so far, other than those over Thorney), and he has seen a
female Blackcap in Havant Thicket.
120 BRENT flew low from the fields of Warblington Castle Farm to pitch on the mud as I walked the shore east
of Langstone this afternoon. This is the first time I have seen this regular winter sight, reminding me to track
down which field(s) they are feeding in for the ongoing survey by Hampshire County Council as part of the
‘Brent Goose strategy’ of the affected coastal local authorities. Just round the corner from where they reached
the shore I came on another winter sight of a motionless wildfowler waiting to see if any prey came within
gunshot before hypothermia froze him even more rigid – this man had some sort of shooting stick chair on
which he was sitting in the middle of the stream running out just east of the cemetery, no doubt to keep his feet
cool. A semicircle of a dozen Shelduck confronted him on the mud at a reasonable distance – these are still
low in number with only just over two dozen on the Langstone east shore.
WED 2 DEC
Brian Fellows surveyed his compartments in both Havant Thicket and The Holt today, the best birds being a
dozen Redwing and a single Fieldfare which he came on by chance when crossing one of the other
compartments en route to his. The real excitement of his day was to find a hungry Alsatian charging at him
when he was in The Holt (which is not open to the public and he was close to the oil wells) – luckily the dog
was well trained and its handler prevented physical damage though the dog was 100% effective in ensuring
that Brian stood to attention while being questioned about what he was doing there – and he had no problem in
getting away when he did explain. The other surveyors on this HOS Sites Register project have made
themselves known to the gamekeepers who have pheasant pens there but this is the first time we have
encountered the oil security people.
Barry Collins told me this evening that he has a flock of 120 FIELDFARE now on Thorney Island (it’s probably
worth a look for them at the Nutbourne orchards if you are in that area) and that the lone AVOCET remains
off Stanbury Point. He also confirmed that there are three SHORT EARED OWLS on the island and told me
that a shoot there last weekend put up several WOODCOCK, presumably continental birds – he suggested that
it would be worth checking out Tournerbury for them this weekend when Brian Fellows does the WeBS count
(and I suppose it may well be worth a look for winter Bittern at Sinah Lake)
At least 100 REDWING were in the centre of Stansted Forest west of the road this morning, many of them
feeding on Yew arils where the path going west from the ‘half-way’ carpark meets the broad ‘Rough’ or
‘Shooting Avenue’ going north west from the house. In addition to those on the Yew tree others were feeding
on the ground and there was a continual movement northwards. I only saw two Fieldfare with them but there
were several Blackbirds and Song Thrush and one lone Mistle Thrush (if it had been guarding the yew as its
own winter larder it had given up gracefully in face of overwhelming odds). The usual dog walkers passed
me, taking no interest in the life around them, and surprisingly their dogs seemed quite unaware of a dozen
Fallow Deer within sight of the avenue along which they were going. In the Larches a little further west
(around the main path to Forestside) many Tits also moved through the trees (Great, Blue, Coal, Long Tailed
and one Marsh all seen) – wherever I looked there were always around 25 of them in sight, and in total the tit
flock must have numbered well over 100, especially when you take into account the Goldcrest, Goldfinch and
Tree Creeper that I saw with them. At one point a small (Male?) Sparrowhawk went overhead but did not dive
among the trees to hunt until it had given me a wide berth, and on the east side of the road I watched a lovely
male Kestrel fly onto a sunlit branch and feed on some tiny morsel held under its talons. Also on my list were
several Jays and Chaffinch, a Nuthatch and a Green Woodpecker, and three or four Bullfinch that got up from

feeding close to me but unfortunately with the sun right behind them so I could see nothing but piping
silhouettes. Nowhere did I come on Siskin or Redpoll, and although the sunlit cones on one Douglas Fir
looked as if they had been ‘opened’ there was no other hint of Crossbill (not even cone flakes on the ground).
I found Aldsworth Pond brimful and overflowing.today, with three GADWALL back on this pond which they
favour (presumably for its mass of vegetation just below the surface). 12 Coot, 8 Tufted Duck, 6 Moorhen and
1 Little Grebe were seen in my brief visit.
The Hayling Islander newspaper has a regular column of wildlife news by Maureen Coleman and the December
issue has news of 20 SWALLOWS heading south past Black Point on Oct 31st, and of sightings by John
Badley (the RSPB warden) at the Oysterbeds during the Nov 15th WeBS count of two SANDWICH TERN
and a STORM PETREL. Prior to this the latest Sandwich Tern in my database for this summer was at Black
Point on Oct 10th, seen by Brian Fellows, and the last Swallows were six I saw at Sindles Farm on Oct 18th.
Storm Petrel sightings here are of course the result of great storms at sea, usually in the autumn, but there is a
lot more chance of seeing Sandwich Tern in the winter – they have been seen in every month between the
normal last date in November and first date in March. Swallows have occasionally been recorded in
Hampshire in both December and January but not February
THU 3 DEC
This morning, with a chill north wind and very light drizzle at first, I walked around the south east corner of the Q
E Forest and south as far as Chalton village, seeing little of bird interest – five Fieldfare and one Redwing, a
Marsh Tit and a small noisy party of Jays in the woodland and a couple of Yellowhammer at Chalton. At
about this time last winter I had my first Brambling in this part of the Forest and when thinking about it today I
noticed that the Beechmast crop is very poor this year as Bob Chapman announced on the radio a few weeks
ago.
Also this morning Brian Fellows checked fields in the Havant area for feeding Brent and found them in just one
field close to the shore at Warblington (at a guess the central one of the three between Pook Lane and the
cemetery which has fresh grass for them unlike the shoreline fields further east which still have the stubble of
a Sweetcorn crop). A couple of Egrets were in one of the fields north of the castle, and Great Spotted
Woodpecker, Long Tailed Tits and a Goldcrest were in the hedgerows.
FRI 4 DEC
The first small party of seven male Chaffinch stopped off in my garden this morning – the most I have seen this
autumn before them has been two birds. I also had a Heron over the garden obviously checking for
undiscovered ponds. Later I cycled through Emsworth to Prinsted and back via Westbourne, arriving at
Emsworth marina at the same time as one of the highest tides of the year which I think passed uneventfully on
account of a calm sea and high presssure. Four Lesser Blackbacks were on the water of Emsworth Harbour
with many Blackheaded Gulls but otherwise the I saw very few birds until I reached Prinsted. I did hear a lone
Chiff Chaff in Holm oaks near Thornham Lane sewage works, had five Fieldfare furthere along the lane, and
saw a single male Stonechat on the west hedge of Thornham Point field which was flooding nicely with the
high tide (water all round the edge and covering large low lying parts of the field). The bird interest came in
the field on the east side of Prinsted Bay which had 50 Black Tailed Godwit and two flocks of Brent (210 and
217 birds respectively), plus some roosting Curlew, a sngle Egret and the odd Starling and Pied Wagtail. Two
of the Godwit were colour ringed – one was feeding in short grass and I could see its red ‘scheme marker’ just
above the left foot with a blue ring above its left ‘knee’ and yellow over red above its right knee, the other
bird insisted on staying in the long grass for the ten minutes that I watched them and so I could only see the
upper rings which were red over white on the right leg and red over another ring on the left leg (at first this
ring looked shining white but later it seemed a pale green – I’m wondering if it was in fact a new metal BTO
ring first reflecting the sun, then the grass). The Brent were in two very distinct flocks, both close packed but
at opposite ends of the field. The 210 birds in one flock had 8 juveniles (families of 4, 1 and 3 respectively)
and the other flock had no young. I have no idea of what the BTO statisticians do with the figures they are
given for young as a percentage of the population. If they take the percentage of young found in the flocks
which have young and apply that percentage to the whole population they will come out with a percentage
very much higher than is actually the case as the majority of flocks have no young in them – I would think that
someone spots most of the young birds and reports them and that a more accurate measure of breeding success
would be to calculate the percentage of all young birds seen against the total population (but how them do you
allow for double counting of the young). What I do know is that very few young indeed were raised this year.
While on the Prinsted seawall a flock of around 50 Fieldfare flew west overhead, and when I later followed the
path throught the Nutbourne orchards I could see around 100 birds perched high in distant trees around the
edge of the orchards (I think these were mainly Redwing but they could even have been Starlings as they
remained motionless and silent). No birds were feeding on the apples, but this was at midday. On my way
home I saw the Green Sandpiper in the Westbourne cressbeds but found no Golden Plover in the field north of

the Old Farm Lane/Stein Lane junction north of Southbourne (sometimes used as a high tide roost)
In the afternoon Brian Fellows visited the Nutbourne orchards where I had been a few hours before and like me
he found no Fieldfare or Redwing in the orchards but did see a Green Woodpecker. The Brent were still in the
field where I had seen them and the single Little Egret was still feeding near where I had seen it but the new
birds on the block were a flock of 58 Pied Wagtail and 14 small brown finches feeding in a field of winter
wheat – while the finches were probably Linnet Brian could not be sure, leaving the exciting possiblity that
they were Twite (no hard evidence for this).
SAT 5 DEC
4 TWITE fed on Thrift seedheads at Pennington Marshes this morning, giving Mark Litjens good views - no
doubt this news will encourage Brian Fellows who had much more distant views of a small flock of brown
finches at Prinsted yesterday and wished they might be Twite. At Pennington Mark saw 13 SLAV GREBE and
2 DARTFORD WARBLER as well as a Kingfisher, 6 Egrets and 25 Merganser, and driving home past Denny
Wood he found a Lesser Spotted Woodpecker.
In Gosport one redhead GOOSANDER is back in the Haslar Lake complex, presumably in the dammed off
western tip known I think as Anglesey Lake. This news comes from a new contributor to these notes, Ian
Calderwood, who has the privilege of access to the Naval Armaments Depot at Bedenham on the west shore of
Portsmouth Harbour and has found 20 or more LITTLE EGRET roosting there at times over the past year (as
this is a long established but declining Heronry there are hopes of more than roosting one day!). Ian tells me
that at the moment the Egrets are down to 4 in number while there is a regular flock of 250 Brent which feed
on the grass – despite my headline there is no known connection between the reduction in Egret numbers and
the presence of the Brent.
Brian Fellows made the WeBS count for south east Hayling today and found relatively low numbers of wildfowl
and waders - among the waders only 350 Dunlin, 110 Grey Plover, 86 Redshank, 70 Oystercatcher and a
handful of other species having 10 or fewer individuals, and among the wildfowl the Brent which had
numbered nearly 1300 in October were below 1000 (at 954). There were 294 Teal but the most interesting
find was of 5 GADWALL which Brian says he has not encountered here before (he does not say where
exactly they were and I wonder if it was on the Fishery Lane campsite lake which does occasionally turn up
good birds in the winter). Shelduck numbers were low at 17 but perhaps the current frost will drive a few
more our way.
Frost on the ground and the sun shining from a clear blue sky made an excellent morning for birding and I did
mine at the IBM North Harbour site, counting the birds on the lake for the monthly national count of waders
and wildfowl (WeBS, or Wetland Bird Survey). As this is done around the high tide which was at noon I went
first to Portchester Castle to check if last winter’s Black Redstart had returned – I did not see it but got my
reward by finding the wild Wallflowers still in flower on the walls and seeing the first waders arriving at their
roost on an ancient hulk in the harbour off the Castle Street recreation ground. From the seawall here I could
look across to Port Solent and see a large number of Brent still enjoying the short mown grass between Port
Solent and Horsea Island. At North Harbour ‘Park and Ride’ buses were taking people Christmas shopping
and maybe this disturbed a Little Egret from the canal ditch running alongside the carparks (I have heard that
one is a regular visitor to the site this winter but this is the first time I have seen it), and over at the west end of
the site a lone walker (who seemed to be collecting aluminium cans from the rubbish bins around the lakeside
track) disturbed the first three Curlew I have seen on the grass there this winter. The only other waders seen
were 6 Snipe skulking at three damp patches. Ducks were at last beginning to take on winter numbers – the
first pair of Shoveler were seen with 20 Tufted Duck and 17 Pochard. 22 Teal were scattered around the water
but there were only 38 Mallard and no Heron though there was one Cormorant, one Great Crested Grebe and
seven Little Grebe. 60 Coot and 32 Canada Geese made two substantial flocks but they were outnumbered by
hundreds of gulls – uncounted but an estimated 300 Blackheaded and 140 Herring Gull with at least 10 Great
Blackback and a similar number of Common Gulls. I heard the resident Green Woodpecker and enjoyed the
sight of a male Sparrowhawk which circled and soared low above me before closing its wings and diving at
top speed towards the base of the trees lining the main Western Road – I did not see any prey that it might
have been aiming at and the bird merely put on the brakes and perched on a low branch within a few yards of
the busy road. Best of all was the sight of a pair of Kestrel – the male flying a few yards behind the female
and following her to perch together on the cover of one of the hundred foot high carpark lamp standards (in the
past I have found them perching on the lamps (providing winter warmth) under the dry cover of the metal top.
SUN 6 DEC
In 1987 a RING NECKED DUCK began an eleven year series of visits to the gravel pits at Timsbury (beside the
A3057 just north of Romsey) and incredibly it seems to have returned once more - Mark Litjens learnt of its
arrival at the weekend and managed to see it today. To sustain its long life it sleeps a lot, making it difficult to
pick out, but today Mark found it remarkably active (still hungry after its journey?). If anyone can disprove my
assumption that it is the same bird which turns up every year please do so. To add excitement an extra
challenge confronts birders visiting the pits this year - Mark says there is another duck there rumoured to be a

Lesser Scaup but it could be 'just another hybrid'. Before you set out it may be worth checking the access to
this site – in the past there was no official access and any viewing was done with difficulty by scrambling up a
roadside bank for distant views.
SMEW are always exciting birds and I hope we see them again this winter at the Chichester Gravel Pits but a
message which reached me today saying that one had been reported on the internet (Dec 3rd) at “Hollowend
Reservoir in North Hants” is I think misleading – the only place that I can think that it refers to is the
Hollowell Reservoir in Northamptonshire (a mile or so east of the M1 between Rugby and Northampton)
In view of my comments on Blackbirds (see below) I am pleased to find Brian Fellows echoing my thoughts with
the unsolicited comment the "BLACKBIRDS were by far the most numerous bird seen" during his walk in the
Lower Ems valley today. All such statements must be read in context, so while Brian goes on to describe a
flock of 1000 Woodpigeon feeding in the large open fields south of the A27 between the Mill Lane bridge
over the A27 on which he was standing and Southbourne away to the south west (and another flock of 300
pigeons north of the A27) I am sure he does not mean us to assume he saw over 1300 Blackbirds! Going south
from the A27 there is an old orchard field on the east side of Mill Lane in which several donkeys can usually
be seen and with them today were 4 GREY PARTRIDGE which were probably released birds in view of the
proximity of the lane and Lumly Mill Farm to the south and Lumley Croft to the north, though they could have
strayed in from the large open fields to the east. During his walk Brian saw a Grey Wagtail, a Goldcrest and a
couple of Egrets but nothing else of interest.
"BYE, BYE, BLACKBIRD" was the front page headline of the latest issue of BTO News and, as most readers of
these pages are probably aware, I regularly express comments on the applicability to local observations of the
valuable national bird population statistics produced by the BTO. This is never intended to criticise the BTO,
without whose work we would know infinitely less about the bird life of this country and particularly about
population trends, but is intended to raise two questions in reader's minds - the first is how can it ever be
possible to monitor bird populations when they are subject to so many complex factors and when observer
coverage is so imperfect, and the second is to make the readers of statistics more aware of the fine print that
accompanies them (banner headlines saying such and such a bird species population is in critical decline as
measured by farmland CBC results means just that, not that it is in a critical decline in non-farmland habitats).
Further, statistics are not only used by scientists to advance our knowledge - more often it seems they are used
to fight political battles, and are carefully presented (i.e. massaged) to achieve the best effect for the cause
being fought, and I find that conservationists are just as prone to make best use of any figures to support their
own purposes and beliefs as the politciians are. The reason for raising all this today is that, on a three hour
walk in woods and farmland this morning, I reckon I saw more Blackbirds than any other species (despite the
BTO's announcement of their imminent extinction). I realise that most of the birds I saw were probably
continental birds here for the winter and tell us nothing about the local breeding population, and that the
weather and the time of day will have given me a distorted view of the birds in the area. My only conclusion is
a fervent wish that more people among those who have an interest in wildlife would become interested in
recording the status and trends of wild populations of all categories of wildlife, and that scientifically
acceptable techniques of recording and analysing the data could be developed for observations outside the
range of the many orgnaised surveys that now take place.
PLANTS:
TUE 1 DEC
A walk in the Langstone/Warblington shore area this afternoon gave me my first sight of Almond blossom in
Warblington churchyard and started my December list with Tamarisk, Cow Parsely and Wild Carrot (a
magnificent specimen) in flower along with other expected plants (such as Hogweed and White Deadnettle)
and one very unexpectd one – a clump of GIANT FESCUE grass in the best of condition and full flower by
the Hayling Billy Trail in Havant. Gwynne Johnson told me of another unexpected plant seen a few days ago
flowering from cracks in a London pavement – GALLANT SOLDIER.
WED 2 DEC
Two more oddities for the December flowering list were Wall Lettuce, seen at the back of Havant West Street
shops, and Thale Cress, of which a single plant has been showing flowers for several weeks from its foothold
in a pavement crack below the wall outside St Faith’s church hall.
I have just finished entering my November records into my database and find that I had 153 different species in
flower during the month, compared to 201 seen by myself in October (when I was aware of a couple more
flowering plants in the area not seen by me).
THU 3 DEC
In the Q E Forest, in Newbarn Hanger, I was surprised to come on two plants of DOGS MERCURY with fresh
female flowers. These two stood side by side among thousands which appeared to be ‘left overs’ from last
spring (not fresh plants) and despite looking at all the clumps I came on I could find no others in flower.,
though I did find Wood Sedge still flowering Heading south from the forest over the field to the hedgerow
path still called North Lane I found Doves Foot Cranesbill flowering at the woodland edge and then both

COMMON CALAMINT and COMMON CENTAURY in flower at the very north end of the hedge where the
bushes peter out to a downland field edge. Towards the south end of the hedge, in a more woodland type of
environment, one plant of BUSH VETCH had a perfect set of flowers.
SAT 5 DEC
WILD WALLFLOWER is a speciality of the ancient walls of Portchester Castle but I was genuinely surprised
this morning, when scanning the walls there for Black Redstart (not found) to see a couple of bright yellow
flowers which on closer inspection proved to be this plant. Francis Rose tells us that the flowers are orange
yellow but these were so bright yellow that from a distance I could not be sure they were not some ‘yellow
daisy’ so I am pleased to find that Stace allows the flowers to be ‘yellow to red, brown or purple’. I see from
the Hants Flora that there nine sites for this species in South Hampshire, mainly on similar old buildings at
places like Beaulieu, Bishops Waltham, Netley and Winchester but I see there is also a site in Petersfield town
(perhaps on the old church of St Peters?). At Portchester Castle I also found flowers on one of the many plants
of Pellitory of the Wall.
KINGCUPS were in full flower at the IBM North Harbour site where they often do flower in December, sheltered
from frost at the bottom of the canal ditch under the footbridge to the carpark and slightly warmed by the
water which flows to them from cooling towers where they carry away some of the heat from the computers,
by flowing over the pipes of their sealed water system. Further west along the same canal a mass of Yellowwort is still flowering with Small Scabious and odd plants of Black Knapweed, Blue Fleabane and Red Clover
could also be seen. By the lake a clump of flowering white roses looked similar to Burnet Rose but I am
pretty sure they are a planted species (though a lone cluster in an odd place for ornamental putposes)
OTHER WILDLIFE:

WED 2 DEC
Yesterday I was given a secondhand account of a recent ‘Muntjac’ sighting in Petersfield, I think in a garden
north of the Heath Pond area, but I cannot vouch for the species (it could have been a wrongly named Roe).
This morning I saw for myself that there are both Fallow and Roe in Stansted Forest with good sighting of
both plus other ‘noises off’ sounding like retreating deer.
THU 3 DEC
CLAVARIADELPHUS FISTULOSUS is the grand name of a fungus, said to be rare, which I came on today in
the Q E Forest just across the road from the south end of Head Down where Rosemary Webb finds many
fungal rarities. The fungus itself is totally unintersting to the casual observer, looking like a very slender
brown twig sticking up 20 centimetres from the beech leaf litter – you can amuse yourself by pulling it over
towards the ground and then letting it go when it oscillates freely (more flexible than a twig) but you will be
hard put to it to find any other interest. This example was all alone in the world.
BIRDS:

WEEK 47

MON 23 NOV
I encountered Fieldfare twice today – before breakfast as I was putting out bird food in the garden I heard a single
‘chuckle’ from an unseen bird, probably perched in a tree, and in the late afternoon heard the same distinctive
noise three times from trees near Idsworth Chapel, seeing a couple of the birds in trees as they settled fro the
night. Climbing the hill above the chapel into Markwells Wood I disturbed a flock of perhaps 30 Redwing
which flew off west, and after dark I heard more going west over my house.
Judging the size of a bird against the sky is a matter of guessing its distance from you and it is easy to be misled
by assumptions as I discovered this afternoon when climbing onto Idsworth Down from Finchdean with still
air and a clear sky – conditions in which I often see hot air balloons in the sky. So when I saw a typical
balloon shape low in the sky and could not make out much detail through my bonoculars I assumed it was far
away over the South Downs ahead. Continuing to climb the hill the balloon hardly changed position,
confirming my guess that it was a long way off, but when it suddenly seemed to speed up I took another good
look through the bins and saw a wire stretching down from where the ‘basket’ should be and followed this
wire down to a stout wooden post in the middle of the field along whose edge I was walking. The balloon was
a large helium balloon not much more than 100 feet up and tethered to a post some 200 yards from me. I
assume it was intended as a bird scarer, but it did not prevent around 100 Woodpigeons from feeding in the
field – they flew off when I was far away but took no notice of the balloon. This mis-judgement reminded me
that yesterday on Thorney Island, seeing a huge flock of birds suddenly appear against the sky, I could only
guess at their identity by their flight, and as some of them bunched and tunred I at first thought they were
Brent Geese, then decided they were very different birds – Golden Plover gliding slowly and cautiously down
to land on the airfield.
TUE 24 NOV
Brian Fellows had a brief look round Southsea before rain stopped play (appropriately when he was counting the

Brent on the Cricket Pitch east of the Canoe Lake – 9 adult Brent and 4 juveniles was not enough to make up
two cricket teams) There was no sign of the Purple Sandpiper nor Med Gull in their usual haunts but the
Swans on the Canoe Lake remained at 54 birds and 46 Mallard had come to join them (he says these were the
first there this winter but my database tells me he saw 45 there on Oct 13th – I wonder who is mistaken)
WED 25 NOV
A note received from Dave Mead this morning lists some good birds seen on Chichester and Pagham Harbour
shores last Monday (23rd). Perhaps the best item – six WOODLARK - came right at the start in Itchenor
carpark but no sooner was Dave on the shore heading west for East Head than he saw a GREAT NORTHERN
DIVER (probably the same that we had on Sunday off Stakes Island) – on Monday it was right up off the ferry
landing stage in Itchenor. Half a mile further on he saw two SLAV GREBE and among the 53 bird species he
saw were Eider, Goldeneye, Golden Plover, Sanderling, Red Leg Partridge, and Sparrowhawk. The most
exciting sights were probably of MERLIN and LITTLE OWL. Dave went on to Church Norton and found 2
FIRECREST around the carpark, the female LONG TAILED DUCK still in the harbour with 2 Eider and 17
AVOCET.
Brian Fellows walked the east shore of Thorney Island from Thornham Point to Stanbury Point this morning,
coming face to face with a SHORT EARED OWL perched on a bush as soon as he had climbed the stile from
Thornham Lane onto the seawall, then seeing a second hunting over the deeps in the distance. The AVOCET
which we had seen on Sunday floating on the Thorney Channel was now (at low tide) still off Stanbury Point
but roosting on an island and the pair of Stonechat were showing well on the edge of the airfield there. Back
at the Great Deeps a Kingfisher flew over the water and north of the deeps, where the Thorney Channel
divides into two arms and becomes the Prinsted and Nutbourne Channels there were 156 Knot on the mud and
83 SHELDUCK in the Prinsted Channel, confirming my impression from Langstone and west Hayling that
Shelduck numbers have recently increased a lot. (Earlier in the morning Brian had found 32 Shelduck in
Emsworth Harbour where his last count on Nov 7th was of only a dozen birds) At Thornham Point he saw over
40 Skylark, probably a different flock to the similar number that we saw on Sunday between Marker Point and
the airfield on the opposite shore – last winter I only came on one large Skylark flock, and while these flocks
were of under 50 birds it is encouraging to see them in reasonable numbers again. With the Skylark was a
smaller flock of 6 Reed Bunting, and I have the impression that there are more of these about than ususal.
Brian also saw one GREENSHANK while he was in the area, and was told by Barry Collins that there are
now about a dozen of the wintering on Thorney. Another measure of the growing number of winter shorebirds
was the presence of over 1000 Dunlin in Emsworth Harbour where there had been only 550 on Nov 7th.
This morning I had to visit East Marden Hall which has a small outstation Rookery of 8 nests (the main rookery is
a kilometre north west on the ridge north of Up Marden) and I noticed that most of the nests had their pairs in
attendance already. Taking a short walk from there I had Lesser Redpoll, Fieldfare and Redwing overhead
and Marsh Tit in the woods below Up Marden In the afternoon I cycled down the Hayling Billy line to the
Kench and back without seeing any special birds but I did notice an increase in Shelduck and found the
shingle bank north of the Kench carpeted so thickly with birds that I could see no shingle – I did not try to
count the Blackback gulls but had the impression there were nearer 100 than 50.
THU 26 NOV
As I walked by the Brockhampton stream at dusk this evening at least four CHIFF CHAFF could be heard
working their way along the hedge of Budds Farm despite a severe thinning of that Hawthorn hedge during the
current work to rebuild the plant (as I said when work first started there will still be plenty of scrub for them in
the corner nearest Broadmarsh, and along the bank of Budds Mound, which are not affected by the work, but
these birds seemed determined to head towards the section nearest the bridge over the Brockhampton stream
where the work in the sewage works and the lorry park has had most effect). I was also interested to see that,
although the sun had set, the GOOSANDER was still on the water in the gravel quay pool and seemed likely
to spend the night there – Merganser and Goldeneye all fly out of the harbour in the late afternoon to spend
each night on the open sea as far as I know. At Budds Farm outfall I counted 82 WIGEON, not an exceptional
number of these birds for some places, but a considerable increase on the 20 to 30 seen here recently. One
other night-time activity that puzzled me was the flight of many Pied Wagtail over the sewage works, where I
might have expected them to be coming to roost, not settling there but heading on in a north westerly direction
(perhaps to the Q A Hospital or up the A3M to the Waterlooville precinct where they have established roost).
A lone FIELDFARE circled over my garden early this morning, no doubt weighing the berries to be seen in the
gardens below against the dangers from cats and humans – being a sensible bird it did not come down. Late at
night more Redwing could be heard moving westward
FRI 27 NOV
This afternoon the air was a lot milder than it has been for some time but a steady drizzle was falling from very
low cloud so I was taken by surprise to hear SONG THRUSH song from two widely separate birds on a
circular ride down the Billy Line to Langstone and back to Havant up Wade Lane. I remember being equally
surprised last winter when on Thorney Island to hear the first strong Skylark song of the year coming from

invisible birds above me in similar low cloud – are they just re-acting to the temperature or are they shouting
out for help because they can’t see where they are? This evening Tony Gutteridge told me that a male
BLACKCAP had been in his Havant garden today – feeding, not singing.
Brian Fellows confirms my impression that SONG THRUSHES have decided this is the time to start their
Christmas carol singing – he heard one by the River Ems south of Westbourne today. Also in that stretch of
the river between Lumley and Westbourne had found a GREEN SANDPIPER back in the Westbourne cress
beds (where the lush growth often hides any birds) and saw one one Grey Wagtail in the water and 200
Woodpigeon in the trees. One REDWING and one posible FIELDFARE flew over, as did a
SPARROWHAWK. In trees along Mill Lane a CHIFF CHAFF accompanied a small flock of Long Taile Tits
and two separate Goldcrest were seen nearby.
SAT 28 NOV
PELICANS do not often feature in these notes (Sept 1996 was the last time that one flew over Hayling and
Farlington Marshes before being recaptured somewhere to the west of us) but Brian Fellows saw more than
one in the company of Black Swans today when he was in St James Park in London. I also have seen Black
Swan recently – it came tapping on the window of the ‘long boat’ in which my daughter now lives on the
Grand Union Canal close to Hemel Hempstead when I visisted her in mid-November. Brian found Greylag on
the lake but the Brent Geese which recently flew past Trevor Carpenters office window in London where no
among them. Brian also comments on a Moorhen which had the top half of the red frontal shield on its head
coloured white and he wonders if it could be a hybrid with a Coot – knowing how aggressive Coot are to all
other birds I find that difficult to believe, and with the expansion in ways of marking birds I would not be
surprised to hear that someone had painted it (or even, in the city, that it was an avant garde work of art –
better than half a dead sheep).
SUN 29 NOV
A CHIFF CHAFF sang twice (very briefly) from the Hayling Billy trail behind my garden as I was putting out
seed for the birds early on this frosty morning (not so early that the sun was not up). Another bird that I have
not heard singing for several weeks was a WOODPIGEON, though song from Collared Dove and Wren was
no surprise. After breakfast Julian Howard rang from Langstone to tell me that two male Pochard had arrived
on Langstone Pond – probably passing birds as that pond is not favoured by Pochard (which are mainly
vegetarian and there is little water weed) but do normally have one or two Tufted Duck which feed on small
fish that are present.
For my morning outing I made another visit to my Havant Thicket survey area where I normally use the carpark
and walk up through other people’s survey compartments before getting to my two on the northern fringe of
the woods. Today my best bird came in Richard Barker’s compartment 2 within sight of the Castle Road gate
into the Thicket – it was a WILLOW TIT making its unmistakeable ‘zurr.zurr’ note in the undergrowth close
to the ‘yellow brick road’ but it took me several minutes before I could get sight of it to convince myself that it
was not a Great Tit with a sore throat and very bad cold (there’s a lot of flu about at the moment!) It
eventually perched in full view facing me so I could not see the pale patch on the wing but the side view of its
head and the note where enough to convince me of its identity – it did seem to have a dull rather than shiny
black crown (as the books say) but the bib seemed small and neat (as described for Marsh Tit) but I find the
wing patch, crown colour and bib size are generally useless as distinctive characteristics – no doubt you will
tell me I am wrong! Further up compartment 2, attracted by the call of a Yellowhammer (they breed there but
ae not normally seen there in the winter) I fought my way across one of the large areas of birch scrub
regeneration in a section that was harvested a few years ago and has been replanted with young conifers (in the
summer Nightjar perch on the Yew trees left here). Today’s reward for this was not only to find some well
used deer lying up places with the bracken pressed into comfortable beds of the right size and shape for Roe
(possibly Muntjac but I suspect they go under cover to sleep – does anyone know this?) but also to put up two
WOODCOCK within ten yards of each other and me! Leaving aside the Holly Tree mentioned on the Plants
page my only other bits of news were of a good sized flock of Redwing mixed with Blackbirds feeding on
Yew berries along the northern edge of the woods (impossible to see how many birds but at least 20 Redwing)
and a sighting of Tree Creeper after hearing its call – this provked the thought that Nuthatch are rarities in
Havant Thicket and the Holt whereas they are abundant in Stansted and Southleigh Forests – is it the presence
of Oak trees that they like? While in the Thicket I did have a glimpse of male Sparrowhawk crossing one ride
at high speed two feet above the ground, and before leaving I found the Willow Tit had moved south towards
the carpark, perhaps spurred by the harmless but noisy activities of a large party of orcs, goblins and other
characters playing some ‘Lord of the Rings’ game with the aid of hand held radios for magic communication.
Kevin Stouse and his walk party at Titchfield Haven enjoyed a very pleasant morning with two WATER PIPITS
as the highlight – these were not in the area which floods towards the north of the reserve (which now extends
up to the bridge at Titchfield village) but in a field west of the canal seen from the open field just before the
footpath becomes hedged off from the old reserve area as you go south. Three male Bullfinch showed well in
the sunshine and at one point the party watched an aerial battle between two Sparrowhawks (thought to be a

female driving off one of it young still hanging about in her territory). Half a dozen Fieldfare were seen, a
couple of Cetti’s Warblers called, and there were a few Pochard on the river but there were no sightings of the
Firecrest or Green Winged Teal.
Brian Fellows walked from Emsworth to Thorney Deeps and back this morning with nothing of special interest to
report, but his garden report for the week is perhaps of interest – if only in that he still has quite a few
Sparrows (I get three at the most nowadays where I can remember having twenty or more a few years ago). He
says “With frosty nights flocks of House Sparrow, Starling, Chaffinch and Greenfinch are starting to appear in
the garden. A Magpie on the bird table was an unusual visitor, but no Goldfinch as last week. Peak counts: 6
Blue Tit, 1 Robin, 1 Blackbird (not yet regular), 18 House Sparrow, 42 Starling (the largest flock of the
year), 1 Dunnock, 10 Chaffinch (largest count of the year), 2 Great Tit, 21 Greenfinch, 5 Collared Dove
(the local pair usually drive off occasional intruders), 1 Magpie.” In my garden this week I have twice found
Goldfinch feeding on Lemon Balm seeds.
COCKATIEL are not uncommon in the summer but I felt sorry for one out today with another night of hard frost
to survive – as I left the South Moors and headed towards Langstone village down Mill Lane it was calling
from the tip of an elm tree above the gate into the small field south of the lane. I had just seen the Goosander
in its usual place at the mouth of the Hermitage stream and had watched 18 SHOVELER in a feeding frenzy
on the Budds Farm pools (two of them were actively diving, which I have not observed before), and I was
heading for Langstone Mill pond where Julian Howard had seen two Pochard this morning. I did not see the
Pochard but there were seven (possibly eight) Heron standing motionless in the spartina on the nearest patch
of saltings and a good 50 Golden Plover on the open mud a little further off – both had escaped the notice of
two visitng birders at the pond.

PLANTS:

MON 23 NOV
I have just remembered something that I saw last Thursday when in the Walderton area. By the roadside, just
south of the Walderton pumping station, are three very unusual trees which were pointed out to me a long time
ago by Michael Prior, the head forester at Stansted. They are a rare form of a southern European species of
Ash called Narrow Leaved Ash (Fraxinus angustifolia) which has pinnate leaves like our normal Ash but
with narrow pinnules. The rare form planted here is F.a. monophylla and has leaves of a very different shape,
more like those of Sweet Chestnut. The reason for mentioning them is that as I passed this time I saw that
horses have nibbled a very large section of bark away, porbably leading to the inevitable death of the tree. I
suspect that the owners of the paddock are not aware of the unusual nature of these trees and while this is a
case of ‘Accidental Death’ I hope to be able to get a message to them from an appropriate authority before the
species become extinct.
WED 25 NOV
WOOD AVENS was still flowering in the woods between East and Up Marden this morning but I could not find
any violet flowers among the large patches of leaves (on Monday in Havant I saw a single SWEET VIOLET
flower and have often come on Dog Violets in flower in the late autumn). Cycling to Hayling in the afternoon
I found several flower heads among the large clump of Winter Heliotrope leaves (recent frost has probably
brought them on), and in Havant a single plant of Thale Cress continues to flower in a pavement crack which I
pass on my way to the shops.
THU 26 NOV
STIFF SALTMARSH GRASS (Puccinelia rupestris) almost certainly occurs in ‘my patch’ but I have not
recorded it yet (and have only one record of it in my database from a find at Fishbourne by Gwynne Johnson
on one of the evening class walks) so I was doubly surprised to come on what I think was this species on the
South Moors today, and to find it in full flower. I will have to return to look at it more closely and collect a
better specimen as, although it seems to fit the bill in most respects, it was not in the described bare mud
habitat but in a wet grassy section of the moors well away from the shore and the lemma are much shorter than
the described size in the books (that may be stunted growth at this time of year). I was also pleased to find the
HEDGEROW CRANESBILL in flower again beside Southmoor Lane alongside several plants of COW
PARSLEY, and to find Hemlock Water Dropwort still flowering with Water Cress and much Water Forgetme-not in the Langbrook stream.
SUN 29 NOV
GORSE is now coming into its winter glory as the brightest flower in the countryside but I did see an even more
stunning sight where the sun shone on a HOLLY TREE laden with the brightest of red berries and the
glossiest of green leaves set among Silver Birch with pure white trunks and halos of gold from the few leaves
left at their tips – the base of this ‘still life’ picture was softened by a deep pile carpet of brown bracken and
grey heather and the shape of the holly tree was artistically improved by deer which had given it a smooth

‘browse line’.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

WED 25 NOV
Walking along the road into East Marden this morning I had to climb the bank to avoid a car and choes a place
where there was a gap in the hedge, and I was not surprised to see that this gap had been marked by the local
BADGERS with one of their dung pits, recently used – they often seem to chose features where there is a gap
in a boundary, and as these are often where footpaths go through a hedge or fence you can often spot these
indicators of their presence if you ar on the look out for them. In the afternoon, at the Hayling Oysterbeds, I
was told by a birder there that he had just been watching a SEAL to the north of the oysterbeds but I did not
see it myself.
FRI 27 NOV
Today I learnt something about the behaviour of Foxes which I was not previoulsy aware of, though I am very
aware that the cunning Fox is always ready to take advantage of new ways of securing a meal. As I was
walking to the shops this afternoon a lady from Hayling Island with whom I was talking about the Song
Thrush song that I had just heard told me that she saw a Fox in her garden this spring climbing a Clematis
growing on the wall of her house and patting a Blackbird’s nest higher up the creeper until all the almost
fledged young birds were thrown to the ground to make a hearty meal for the fox when it climbed down again.
WEEK 46
NOV 17 - 23
BIRDS:

SUN 23 NOV
FIELDFARE. A group of at least three in the Walderton area and a separate single bird in the Watergate area.
Also a couple of Redwing flying south over Walderton.
SONG THRUSH song heard again at daybreak (when there was quite a strong ‘dawn chorus’ of Robins and
Wrens). I believe I heard a distant Mistle Thrush for the first time.
CARRION CROW ‘SONG’. For the first time this winter I heard a Crow announcing its presence with the ‘motor
horn’ sound that serves to defend its territory (and for all I know to charm a mate)
BRENT GEESE FEEDING INLAND. Last February I was in Walderton and astonished to see 600 Brent fly
overhead and land on fields near Watergate House. Today I spoke to a dog walker in that area and asked if it
was a regular happening. He said that he had seen the geese and been equally surprised – they had appeared
there on just two or three days, so it was neither a regular practice nor a ‘one off’.

SAT 22 NOV
SONG THRUSH SONG. From my garden at daybreak I heard this for the first time this winter, and another bird
was singing strongly from a garden at Harbourside (Langstone) at dusk. Sonia Bolton tells me they have been
singing since Tuesdy (18th) in Stansted and also in Winchester this week.
DUNNOCK SONG. Also revived by the cool night and sunny day – one heard in my garden in the morning and
another in the Q E Park later in the day.
COLLARED DOVE FLOCK. In past years it has been their habit to leave many gardens and flock in stubble
fields during the autumn, but not this year. Today I came on the first flock (40+ birds flying, later I counted
32 on the ground with others out of sight) at a farm at Chalton.
FIELDFARE. Another sighting of a small flock of six detected first by call. These were on the ground in a large
field of autumn sown cereal just north of Chalton on the west of North Lane. Sonia Bolton had another single
bird at Stansted today.
BRAMBLING. In the Q E Park I heard the distinctive ‘tsweek’ note and looked up to see a single male on the
very tip of a Beech tree above my head. I had an excellent view of its bright white underparts but could also
just see the orange upper breast and black head, and when it flew away from me the white rump showed
clearly. (Note that Coal Tits can make a similar note, though you should not mistake the two calls)
GOLDENEYE & BLACK NECKED GREBE were both at the Budds Farm outfall at high tide late in the
afternoon. I counted five grebes and twenty Goldeneye with six males among them – the first of these smart
male duck I have seen this winter.
GREEN SANDPIPER. At dusk on the South Moors I had just given up the search for this by the stream flowing
through the Tamarisk pool when it came flying south over my head, calling loudly, before it turned east along
the line of Mill Lane

FRI 21 NOV
GREAT NORTHERN DIVER. Alistair Martin went to Anglesey Lake today in search of the LONG TAILED
DUCK which I saw last Saturday – he saw it and agrees with Brian Fellows in thinking it is a young male
(based on various factors, but mainly because he saw it fly a short way and when it settled back on the water it
showed white feathers from its mantle covering the inner edges of its closed wings), but he also found a
juvenile GREAT NORTHERN DIVER present in this pool.
WED 19 NOV
GOOSANDER. The regular redhead seen in the outer of the two Oysterbed pools which retain water at low tide.
Size was clearly greater than the half dozen Merganser in the same pool, as was cut off between head and
body colour. Although just swimming around this bird displayed bold white wing patches that are normally
only seen in flight.
POCHARD. I counted 42 on the west end of Sinah Lake (probably more Pochard than Tufted Duck, but not as
many as the mass of Coot now present). One pair of Shoveler also on the lake.
ROCK PIPIT. One seen very clearly in the old brick works field across the Billy Track from the Oysterbeds
MON 17 NOV
MAGPIES. At Langstone Pond near dusk I counted 17 Magpies seemingly coming to roost in trees around the
pond but they then seemed to disperse.
HERON ROOST. While trying to see if there was a roost of Little Egrets in the Yew tree in the north west corner
of the Wade Court wet meadow I disturbed 9 Grey Herons which flew onto the saltings off the pond (the tide
was just starting to fall)
SUN 16 NOV
TITCHFIELD HAVEN. Today’s walk led by Kevin Stouse was enjoyed by about 20 people who heard two
CETTI’S WARBLERS, saw a flock of 100 BLACK TAILED GODWIT, a STONECHAT and two
REDWING. A young KESTREL, shouting from its perch, made its hunger known to an adult that was hunting
nearby and Kevin himself was closely buzzed by a SPAROWHAWK. Kevin also told me that he had seen a
late SWALLOW in the Horsham area on Nov 8th.
Mark Cutt’s Birding News
Mark, living in Gosport, has a website giving news of birds in that area and when I looked at it on the 21st I noted
two items that could be of interest to readers of these notes. One is a report of two SABINES GULLS seen
around an Isle of Wight Ferry on Nov 11th, the other is of a YELLOW BROWED WARBLER seen at Alum
Bay on Nov 13th and still there on the 15th (possibly wintering?). One other item which he selects is of a
GREAT GREY SHRIKE in Tottenham Marshes, London (feeding on football fans?) – perhaps he mentions it
because we have no local ones so far this winter.
PLANTS:

SUN 23 NOV
COW PARSLEY found in flower again at Watergate – this was a more substantial plant with an erect flower stem
and several flowerheads. Also in the Walderton/Watergate area I found more plants in flower to bring my
count for this week (starting yesterday) to 51 already. The best two today were FIELD MADDER and
DWARF SPURGE, both flowering at Pig Legged Row.
MISTLETOE. Walking past Watergate House today with the leaves off the trees I checked on the Mistletoe
which grows high on several Lime trees there. I counted 9 trees with the plant on them, and one tree had at
least 14 clusters on it – some are huge and have probably been there since the house was built and the trees
planted, but there are quite a few smaller bunches which I assume have their origin in birds which, having
eaten fruit from the older bunches, wipe their bills on other parts of the tree. Similar huge bunches can be seen
on trees around the original site of Idsworth House by the ‘walled garden’ south of Idsworth Chapel – these
are also Lime trees, as is the one site I know for this plant in Emsworth on the south side of the A259 opposite
Highland Road (the tree is at the west end of a bus stop layby). As Mistletoe berries appear at this time of year
I assumed it flowered in the autumn, but I see that it has the strange habit of flowering in early spring and then
‘holding fire’ throughout the summer with the berries not developing until late autumn – I can see the logic of
flowering before the leaves appear on the trees and fruiting after they have fallen when the berries are more
easily spotted by passing birds, but the mind boggles at the process of natural selection leading to this bilogical
rhythm.

SAT 22 NOV
COW PARSLEY was one of 42 plants I found in flower on this lovely ‘first day of winter’. I have seen plenty of
Hemlock in flower recently but this was definitely Cow parsley. Other unexpected plants found in flower
today included OPIUM and COMMON POPPY, DOVES’S FOOT CRANESBILL, BURNET SAXIFRAGE
& STICKY MOUSE-EAR
VALERIANELLA DENTATA. Most of us are familiar with the small, bushy, blue/pink flowered Cornsalad
(Valerianella locusta) that can occasionally be found growing in stony places in profusion, and this summer on
Idsworth Down I was introduced to a second species which is described in the Hants Flora as ‘locally
frequent’ (the same status as V. locusta) to be found ‘in cornfields and other arable, widespread and locally
frequent on the chalk, occasional on other fertile soils, but rare in the south’ of the county. The distribution
map in the Flora shows only two sites in our area, one at the west end of Portsdown and the other on Idsworth
Down where I found if earlier this year. Today I found a single plant at SU 735162, just within the next
Tetrad north of the one in which it has been recorded in the Flora, and even more surprisingly it was in flower.
To be truthful I did not recognize it in the field and at first thought it was a plant of Dwarf Spurge but as it did
not look right for that I took a piece home, and it was only when I was looking at it under the microscope that I
found two fresh flowers hiding among the leaves!
SPINDLE BERRIES. On some bushes these are still very colourful with delicate pink ‘flesh’ surrounding the
orange ‘seeds’
FRI 21 NOV
THE BRISTLE-GRASS SAGA CONTINUES. Way back in August I found a strange grass on Idsworth Down
and came to the conclusion that it was a Bristle-Grass species (Setaria) with Setaria viridis as my first stab at
identifying it. I sent it to Paul Bowman who replied that it was definitely not that species and his identification
was Setaria parviflora (a species so unusual that it is not mentioned in Francis Rose’s ‘big book of grasses’).
Paul sent the specimen on to Eric Clement, the local expert in alien plants, and this morning I have a card from
Paul saying that the species is now Setaria pumila …..
THU 20 NOV
PERFORATE ST JOHN’S WORT still flowering on a farm tip at Broadreed Farm with a last Common Poppy
and several plants of Fennel and Black Horehound among more common winter flowers. A little east of the
farm the field north of the track had more weeds in flower including some huge Sun Spurge plants and the
remains (seeds only) of Field Pennycress.
WED 19 NOV
WINTER HELIOTROPE out on South Hayling – first flowers of this winter. There were about half a dozen
flowerheads along the south side of Sea Front/Ferry Road between St Catherine’s Road and Links Road.
WHITE MELILOT was still flowering at the Oyster Beds and the MILK THISTLE plants had grown from flat,
ground hugging leaf rosettes to bushy rosettes – no flower stems arising yet.
SEA ROCKET. One plant flowering on Sinah Common close to the houses just east of Staunton Avenue. Many
plants of Large Flowered Evening Primrose still in flower here.
VIPERS BUGLOSS still flowering by Ferry Road (north side just east of the Sinah Warren entrance).
TUE 18 NOV
DOVES FOOT CRANESBILL. A single flower in grass at Juniper Square, Havant, was unexpected.
INSECTS:

SUN 23 NOV
SPIDERS AND FLIES. The black ‘wolf spiders’ (Pardosa species) which hunt in the leaf litter of woodland
floors are still active though I think the ones I am now seeing are young from this year as they are all small.
At home there is still one orb-web spider stationed outside one of our windows and this is I am sure a
surviving adult by its size – I suspect this is a Meta segmentata which Dick Jones says is active from late
summer to autumn and occasionally in spring (implying winter survival). There are still quite a few flies
around when the sun shines and today I was surprised to find what must have been a type of Mosquito resting
on a wall.
FRI 21 NOV
1997 BUTTERFLY REPORTS. Today I completed the job of extracting my butterfly sightings for the year and
began to fill in the report forms to help with the compilation of the Hampshire Butterfly Report – have you
done yours yet?

OTHER:

SUN 23 NOV
LAND SEAWEED. Clumps of algae growing on the land are not uncommon but easily overlooked and probably
(to judge by my own mistake) assumed to be fungi. I used to come on these rubbery lumps quite often on the
IBM North Harbour site but have not seen any for a long time until I came on a single isolated clump in a field
edge at Pig Legged Row near Watergate House
WHITE FALLOW DEER. From the Walderton road junction carpark I had a good view of one in Lordington
Copse but at that distance could not see anything more
SUN 16 NOV
COMMON SEAL. Ar lunch time today Julian Howard rang me to say that he had just been watching a Seal’s
head bobbing in the water (at high tide) less than 200 yards from his window in the Green Cottage at
Langstone. He estimated the Seal was floating above where the post which mark the Wadeway would have
been visible at low tide. When I commented that the Seal had probably been following a shoal of fish Julian
said that he had also noticed what might have been a ‘feeding frenzy’ among gulls nearby.
BIRDS:

WEEK 45

MON 9 NOV
A MERLIN (either female or juvenile) was seen by Tony Gutteridge this afternoon hunting along a hedgerow on
Apple Down north of Up Marden. Tony was conducting a survey of game cover for the Game Conservancy
and came on 50 RED LEGGED PARTRIDGE in the Up Marden area, then heard and saw 5 GREY
PARTRIDGE near the Walderton Pumping Station. One SKYLARK was in full song and a CHAFFINCH
made an attempt at its song. There were 2 Marsh Tit in the Up Marden area but a flock of at least 50
Goldfinch was outnumbered by 60 Crows.
Some 20 BRENT were back on the ‘Forty Acres’ farmland on your left as you drive from the roundabout under
the southern end of the A3M along the Havant Road towards St Andrews Church at Farlington as I did today.
I am sure these are not the first Brent to come ashore but they are the first that I have seen away from the
harbour.
Brian Fellows met Barry Collins at the Emsworth Marina and heard the Barry had last week seen two SHORT
EARED OWLS over the Deeps on Thorney (possibly the same two that were at Milton Common on Sunday)
and had seen 180 KNOT back in the Emsworth Channel. Today there were 550+ Dunlin in Emsworth
Harbour with 154 Brent, 12 Shelduck and 28 Black Tailed Godwit plus 6 Cormorant – Brian’s counts of
Dunlin here (70 on Oct 15th and 150 on Oct 30th) are a good monitor of the build up of these birds towards
winter. On Emsworth Mill Pond Brian found the Swans down to 34 but there were 104 Mallard with 6 Tufted
Duck. If you are interested in the history of this area see my comments on the ‘Habitat’ page.
Ian Thirlwell tells me that the Cetti’s Warbler which Brian heard on Oct 20th at the Milton Lakes in Portsmouth
has probably been resident there since the beginning of October and reminds me that there was one there last
winter which seemed to move between the lakes on the Common and Great Salterns lake.
TUE 10 NOV
This morning Kevin Stouse worked the Broadmarsh/South Moors area while I was in Havant Thicket. In the
Hermitage Stream Kevin found a redhead GOOSANDER back in the area between Harts Farm Way and the
A27 – presumably the same bird that we have seen there in recent winters making its debut appearance for this
winter. Kevin also had a good list of other sightings starting with a Kingfisher on the Brockhampton Stream
and two Green Sandpiper in the Budds Farm pools along with six Pochard. Off the South Moors was one
BLACK NECKED GREBE and three Goldeneye, and at Langstone the expected 250+ Golden Plover were
seen. In Havant Thicket I had my first SISKIN of the winter, three isolated individuals heard making their
distinctive complaints from the tree tops and chattering flight calls. I also had one Lesser Redpoll and plenty
of Tits, Goldcrest, Robins and Wrens. One Song Thrush was seen going into yews where several Blackbirds
were among those enjoying the berries and one female Sparrowhawk flew over with close escort from a Crow.
A male Bullfinch lit by the bright sun was probably the most colourful ‘spot’ of the day.
WED 11 NOV
A GREAT NORTHERN DIVER was seen in the Hayling Oyster Beds and out in the harbour by John Badley (the
RSPB warden) last wekend – this info reached me via Pete Durnell. My own sightings this morning started
with the redhead GOOSANDER in the pool where the Brockhampton and Hermitage streams meet at the
gravel quay. At Budds Farm outfall I met Chris Slade on the shore - he had just seen a FIRECREST with
several Goldcrest by the Brockhampton stream and pointed out a flock of 8 ROCK PIPITS on the shore beside
the concrete outfall, often flying up onto it, and a group of 5 BLACK NECKED GREBE out in the Broad
Lake channel off North Binness. On Budds Farm pools a Green Sandpiper paraded around the central pool
and along the shore at the mouth of the Langbrook 15 Shelduck were an addition to the normal Wigeon, Brent
and waders (plus 2 Little Egret and a Heron). To the east of Langstone the Golden Plover were divided into a

flock of up to 150 on the Langstone shore and another of up to 100 out on the Northney saltings
Today’s news from Brian Fellows is of the first PURPLE SANDPIPER back at Southsea Castle this morning.
While in Southsea he saw 50 Brent, including 8 juveniles, on the grass (probably just east of the Canoe Lake
and Rose Gardens – he says on the ‘cricket pitch’) and found the Med Gull ‘meditating’ as usual on the boats
at the Canoe Lake among a larger than ususal flock of 55 Swans. Subsequently Brian met Bob Hoare on the
Eastney Ferry and they both had a close view of the first SHAG to return this winter swimming alongside the
ferry boat. Brian also tells me that he has checked with the National Institute for Coastal and Marine
Management in the Netherlands (the organisation which I guess ringed the Southsea Med Gull with its larger
than usual “02K” ring) and they say they have had no reports of anyone sighting it since Nov 1997 until Brian
found it back there last week – it must have found the perfect hideaway where no bird watcher will disturb its
mediations. While on the subject of birders relentlessly pursuing their ‘prey’ I am delighted to read in the
editorial of the HOS Newsletter which arrived today “an impassioned plea for newly arrived wintering birds
not to be harried from pillar to post until they have had some time to settle down” Alf Snook makes this plea
with the New Forest in mind and goes on to say “we might get more Great Grey Shrikes on our heaths” if we
left them to settle down in peace.
Also from the HOS Newsletter I learn that the pair of Montagu’s Harriers which abandoned their nest in Black
Gutter Bottom last spring after losing their eggs to Crows did go on to nest successfully ‘not far from the
Forest’ and raised two young.
THU 12 NOV
A PALE BELLIED BRENT was seen on the Milton shore of Langstone harbour by Ian Thirlwell today – quite
likely the same bird that was there last winter. I hear that most if not all our Brent return each winter to their
own preferred sites, and I expect this Pale Bellied bird lost contact with its own race when it originally
overshot their Irish/Solway wintering grounds and is by now firmly established as one of a Dark Bellied party
which favour this part of the harbour. With the Brent were two Little Egret that are not so ‘site faithful’ and
which were new to this shore.
The sight of a Redwing-like bird flying over my house as I was having breakfast drew me out into the garden
where I was just in time to see a wave of perhaps 40 REDWING going west low over a neighbours house,
their orange underwings glowing in the bright morning sun.
FRI 13 NOV
I bumped into Tim Lawman at Havant Council Offices today and was told that he had recently seen a first winter
LITTLE GULL at Budds Farm outfall – presumably the same bird which Dave Mead saw at Farlington
Marshes on Nov 4th.
Brian Fellows has been ‘otherwise occupied’ for a few days but tells me that he did get another view of the
Sparrowhawk which acts as warden to the small birds in his garden. In my own garden the resident troupe of
four Squirrels have forced me to acquire yet another ‘Squirrel proof’ nut feeder – the old one was strong
enough to keep the squirrel out but he hung there, scraping the metal grille with his teeth and swaying gently
to bring the nuts towards him, and eventually I would find the hopper quite empty and the squirrel presumably
full of nut and metal shavings. I now have one with a metal frame around the hopper – the tits can get in to
feed but the best the squirrel can do is to reach in with one paw and that doesn’t get him any of the nuts. I am
now wondering if the cage makes a safe refuge from the Sparrowhawk – I very much doubt it.
Checking out Jonathan Hutchings Guildford area birding website I was interested in three of his recent highlights.
It seems that ARCTIC SKUA are now recorded annually in that area and that two of them flew over
Bricksbury Hill on Sept 13th. Then on Oct 7th seven restless BEARDED TITS arrivied at the Stoke water
meadows (a couple of miles north of Guildford on the River Wey) where they were found to be unringed and
thus probably continental birds (on the assumption that most of those hatched in England are ringed in the
nest). The most unexpected find came on Oct 25th when a STORM PETREL was found dead at Sandhurst.
SAT 14 NOV
The first of this winter’s low tide counts for Chichester Harbour was made today. The only results which I know
so far are my own counts for the Langstone to Emsworth section where I made my first accurate count of the
Golden Plover, finding 287 on the Langstone shore and another 24 on the Northney saltings. Among the 102
Black Tailed Godwit was one ringed bird and there were also four Bar Tailed Godwit (these are not so
common on the mud in the north of the harbour, preferring the sandy areas near the mouth). I had hoped for a
flock of Knot but saw just one, but that disappointment was balanced by one Greenshank in a regular
wintering place off Nore Barn (feeding in the fresh water stream running out of the Warblington Farm fields).
Shelduck numbers were low (only 28) but 573 Brent was a good count. Langstone pond and meadow had 98
Teal and Emsworth Mill Pond had 94 Mallard with 18 Tufted Duck but only 34 Swans. I did not count the
gulls but did note two Lesser Blackbacks, one on the Mill Pond and one at the west end of the Emsworth
shore.
Since writing the above I have received Brian Fellows counts for the Tournerbury, Mengeham and Eastoke shores

of Chichester Harbour. He agrees with me that Shelduck numbers are low (he only saw 5), but a count of
2572 Dunlin and 116 Knot was good. The Knot were due east of the Mengeham Rythe Sailing Club at SU
743995 (on one of Brian’s last winter low tide count maps, which was copied to all counters to encourage
them to raise their standards of accuracy in mapping the birds up to his, I see he has annotated a sighting of
Knot off the Eastoke shore about 600 metres south of todays flock with comment “Knot like this spot” – so
they have changed their minds this year – perhaps that means they are all females!). In all Brian recorded 20
species on the mud of which the other main components were 203 Brent and 132 Teal. Much of that shore is
private but a lot can be seen from the Mengeham coastal path (giving the nearest view of the Knot) and from
Black Point.
SUN 15 NOV
A phone call from Dave Mead tonight gave me his round up of this week’s news. Today he has been in the New
Forest seeing two GREAT GREY SHRIKES (one on Ocknell Plain which is south west of the Stoney Cross
airfield area and the other on Whitemoor west of Brockenhurst and south of Rhinefield Walk). In the Denny
Wood area (I think in the carpark) he watched 2 HAWFINCH, 2 LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER and 3
BRAMBLING, and he ended the visit at the Hawfinch roost near the Blackwater carpark at Rhinefield Walk
seeing another 5 HAWFINCH. He says the Forest is full of Redwing and Fieldfare. Earlier in the week he
commented on a dozen Knot seen off Great Salterns Quay in Langstone Harbour and on perhaps 20 Brent
back on the Portsmouth Sixth Form College playing fields. He also told me of 2 SNOW BUNTING reported
to be at East Head (or somewhere in the West Wittering area) and of a BLACK REDSTART seen near the
chalets just west of Titchifeld Haven shore (seen, he thinks, on Wednesday).
We know that Brent are becoming more adventurous in the inland journeys but I am as surprised as was Trevor
Carpenter earlier this week when 2 BRENT flew past his office window on the 5th floor of the BBC building at
White City in London. He says “I've always thought of Brents as purely coastal birds. I assume that they must
have come from the parks or the reservoirs but from my literature it would appear that inland Brents are
anything but common.” Another possible source is suggested by another of his sightings, one of 11
BLACKBIRDS flying past together – these obviously came out of a pie baked for one of Prince Charles
birthday parties (a pity he didn’t see the other 13 making up the ‘four and twenty’) and maybe the Brent were
being flown in by the Duke of Edinburgh to add variety to St James Park. Seriously, does anyone have any
comment on this sighting of Brent? Trevor goes on about his office wondow sightings “One surprise has been
the number of Sparrowhawks. I have seen them in many different locations and would suggest that they are
far more common than they are on the south coast. Despite this the the new Dick Forsman Raptor Guide
mentions very lttle about urban habitats. Incidentally if you havent seen the book it is fantastic, I suggest that
you put it at the top of your Christmas list.”
Visiting Titchfield Haven in a well earned break from London Trevor today saw a DARTFORD WARBLER on
the reserve fence at midday.
Peter Potts tells me that yesterday two GREY PLOVER were COLOUR RINGED at the Kench yesterday – the
first of this species to be so ringed in Langstone Harbour.
Mark Litjens visited Hurst Spit both today and yeaterday hoping to see the SHORELARKS (of which there were
7 half way along the spit last Thursday 12th and 3 still present on Friday 13th) but could not see any at the
weekend. On Saturday he did see a winter plumaged GREAT NORTHERN DIVER plus 1 Guillemot, 1 Shag
and 2 Peregrine. Distantly, over the Isle of Wight cliffs, he watched a RED KITE but was unable to see if it
had wing tags. Today at Hurst Castle he saw a female/immature BLACK REDSTART which has been there
for about a week, and he suggests we should check out Portchester Castle to see if last winter’s male is back
there.
Back on the local scene Brian Fellows made the Nutbourne/Prinsted circular walk along the shore and through the
orchards where there are plenty of apples on the ground but no Redwing or Fieldfare to be seen. In the shore
meadow east of Prinsted Bay 26 Brent with one juvenile had flown in to graze the meadow. The young bird
raised Brian’s tally of juveniles for this winter to 29 (out of 1122 birds in the flocks counted as having young)
- this gives a percentage of 2.6 out of the total counted for this purpose, but that is of course only a fraction of
all the Brent seen and the overall percentage must be tiny.
A late message from Brian Fellows on Friday night told of MISTLE THRUSH SONG he had heard at Stansted
on Thursday (12th) and I was reminded of this when I saw our local bird in Havant this morning (which I
heard singing just once on Nov 2nd). So far I have not come on one guarding a berry tree as its personal winter
larder – if you do see one driving off other birds from its ‘private supply’ do let me know.
PLANTS:

MON 9 NOV
NETTLE LEAVED BELLFLOWER and HEMP AGRIMONY were still in flower along a pleasant woodland
path along the southern fringe of West Harting Down which I have never walked before. It runs through an

area marked Nightingale Bottom on my map and starts from SU 771171 to end at the house known as
Eckensfield at SU 761165. Sharp Leaved Fluellen and Dward Spurge were still in flower in a field at SU
767156 near Cowdown Farm off the Compton to Finchdean road..
CHENOPODIUM QUINOA is a type of Goosefoot originating in South America which is is said (in Stace’s
Flora) to be ‘cultivated in gardens as a grain crop’. I can’t think of many people growing any grain crops in
their gardens but I have noticed in recent years a very tall crop slightly like Maize in stature but also a bit like
a Goosefoot in its flowers/seeds appearing in several of the mixed plantings to feed and shelter game in some
fields. Until today I had not been able to give it a name but Tony Gutteridge now tells me that the form for his
‘game cover survey’ from the Game Conservancy lists Quinoa as one of the species to look out for so I guess
this may be the name of my strange plant.
WED 11 NOV
Heading south over the A27 footbridge near Bedhampton Mill today I enjoyed the display of orange flowered
POT MARIGOLDS (I used to call them African Marigolds) which can be seen under the footings of the
bridge on the north side of the road in almost any month of the year. I often wonder how they got there. A
more unexpected flower at Broadmarsh was Annual Wallrocket.
INSECTS:

MON 9 NOV
Two PEACOCK butterflies were seen today by Tony Gutteridge in the Up Marden area – he says one was smaller
than usual.
WED 11 NOV
A RED ADMIRAL was in Brian Fellows’ garden at Emsworth this morning (he also had a Sparrowhawk
overhead pursued by Starlings) and when I was at Budds Farm speaking to Chris Slade he told me that he had
seen two Tortoiseshells there yesterday (but I was a little uncertain of their identification as he said one was a
Small and one a Large Tortoiseshell).

OTHER WILDLIFE:

TUE 10 NOV
Roe (and possibly Muntjac) are the only deer which I know to frequent Havant Thicket but I rarely see more than
Roe slots along the rides to confirm their presence so I was pleased to have a good view this morning of a
young buck which followed the normal practice of running off when disturbed but then pausing to look back
while still in view. It had the minimal forking of each antler – just a tiny ‘V’ at the top and I will probably
recognise it if seen again.

HABITAT:

MON 9 NOV
I have been re-reading A J C Reger’s “Short history of Emsworth and Warblington” and others may be interested
to know that – I quote – “The village of Emsworth probably owes its foundation to the general fall of the sea
level which resulted from an increase in the Polar Ice Cap in the 12th Century. This would have caused the
creek at Warblington to become too shallow for the local fishermen and made the Emsworth site more
habitable by uncovering the springs at the foot of South Street hitherto below the high tide mark”. Prior to that
time what is now Emsworth Mill Pond was a deep water sea inlet with the ‘West Brook’ running into it, and
similar inlets occurred in what is now a damp area west of Maisemore Gardens by Nore Barn and at
Warblington where the sea flowed up east of the church to a point level with the Castle (where the water cress
beds are to be found today). As the Polar Ice Cap melts again it will be interesting to see the shoreline which
the Romans knew restore itself.
WED 11 NOV
Following the path south beside the Brockhampton stream today I crossed the bridge over the stream to come to
the point where you can view Budds Farm through a section of wire mesh fence and see the inside of the
hawthorn hedge on your right – this has been a good point to look for winter Chiff Chaff that enjoy the sunny
side of the hedge within the sewage works. Today I found work had started on what is presumably the
rebuilding of the sewage works and I suspect that in future the open view to the south over the filter beds will
soon be replaced by a less interesting one of buildings, and that fewer Chiff Chaff will enjoy that bit of hedge.
I’m sure this is all in a good cause, and plenty of rough land and bushes will remain on the periphery of the
Budds Farm site further south, but I suspect that improving the treatment of the sewage will mean fewer flies
around to feed the Chiff Chaff and less solid food getting into the settling pools and into the harbour to attract

other birds.
Last Friday I reported what THE NEWS had to say about the Hermitage Stream restoration project – since then I
have been informed that the cut back on the original scheme is greater than I expected. All that will be done, it
seems, is to remove the top two or three feet of the concrete walls and scrape back the earth that is revealed to
give a gentler slope to the top of the bank where plants will grow to produce a more natural look to the stream
from a distance, but the concrete base will remain throughout the whole length of the stream within the Leigh
Park built up area. As well as lack of money it seems that there have been second thoughts on the
hydrological factors and it is now thought wise to leave the concrete to carry away the heavy rain which other
parts of the country have experienced recently and the rising sealevel which will increase the back pressure on
the stream well into the Leigh Park area as the years go by – the combination of heavy rain and high tide must
be allowed for.
WEEK 44
NOV 2 - 8
BIRDS:
TUE 10 NOV
This morning Kevin Stouse worked the Broadmarsh/South Moors area while I was in Havant Thicket. In the
Hermitage Stream Kevin found a redhead GOOSANDER back in the area between Harts Farm Way and the
A27 – presumably the same bird that we haveseen there in recent winters making its debut appearance for this
winter. Kevin also had a good list of other sightings starting with a Kingfisher on the Brockhampton Stream
and two Green Sandpiper in the Budds Farm pools along with six Pochard. Off the South Moors was one
BLACK NECKED GREBE and three Goldeneye, and at Langstone the expected 250+ Golden Plover were
seen. In Havant Thicket I had my first SISKIN of the witner, three isolated individuals heard making their
distinctive complaints from the tree tops and chattering flight calls. I also had one Lesser Redpoll and plenty
of Tits, Goldcrest, Robins and Wrens. One Song Thrush was seen going into yews where several Blackbirds
were among those enjoying the berries and one female Sparrowhawk flew over with close escort from a Crow.
A male Bullfinch lit by the bright sun was probably the most colourful ‘spot’ of the day.
MON 9 NOV
A MERLIN (either female or juvenile) was seen by Tony Gutteridge this afternoon hunting along a hedgerow on
Apple Down north of Up Marden. Tony was conducting a survey of game cover for the Game Conservancy
and came on 50 RED LEGGED PARTRIDGE in the Up Marden area, then heard and saw 5 GREY
PARTRIDGE near the Walderton Pumping Station. One SKYLARK was in full song and a CHAFFINCH
made an attempt at its song. There were 2 Marsh Tit in the Up Marden area but a flock of at least 50
Goldfinch was outnumbered by 60 Crows.
Some 20 BRENT were back on the ‘Forty Acres’ farmland on your left as you drive from the roundabout under
the southern end of the A3M along the Havant Road towards St Andrews Church at Farlington as I did today.
I am sure these are not the first Brent to come ashore but they are the first that I have seen away from the
harbour.
Brian Fellows met Barry Collins at the Emsworth Marina and heard the Barry had last week seen two SHORT
EARED OWLS over the Deeps on Thorney (possibly the same two that were at Milton Common on Sunday)
and had seen 180 KNOT back in the Emsworth Channel. Today there were 550+ Dunlin in Emsworth
Harbour with 154 Brent, 12 Shelduck and 28 Black Tailed Godwit plus 6 Cormorant – Brian’s counts of
Dunlin here (70 on Oct 15th and 150 on Oct 30th) are a good monitor of the build up of these birds towards
winter. On Emsworth Mill Pond Brian found the Swans down to 34 but there were 104 Mallard with 6 Tufted
Duck. If you are interested in the history of this area see my comments on the ‘Habitat’ page.
Ian Thirlwell tells me that the Cetti’s Warbler which Brian heard on Oct 20th at the Milton Lakes in Portsmouth
has probably been resident there since the beginning of October and reminds me that there was one there last
winter which seemed to move between the lakes on the Common and Great Salterns lake.
SUN 8 NOV
2 SHORT EARED OWLS have been hunting over Milton Common today is the news from Ian Thirlwell. He
tells me he also saw one there on Oct 29th but it went straight on westward hotly pursued by Crows
Kevin Stouse took a party to Pagham Harbour today and was very pleased to see a LONG TAILED DUCK in the
harbour off Church Norton – outside the harbour the sea was very rough so they did not spot any Slav Grebe
though I uunderstand a small flock of them are back on the sea there now. Two members of the party saw 2
AVOCET out of 13 reported in the harbour yesterday and they all spotted numerous Chiff Chaff and an albino
Pheasant (but none of the Firecrest which sometimes spend the winter at the Severals). The notice board
reported Short Eared Owl, and both Eider and Velvet Scoter off Selsey plus a single Little Auk seen both
yesterday and today.
Brian Fellows braved the drizzle this morning and walked round the Chichester gravel pits which were well
stocked with the expected species – Coot, Tufted Duck., Pochard, Mallard, Swans, Cormorant and Great
Crested Grebe (again no Canada Geese mentioned). Of most interest were 91 GADWALL (88 of them on the

East Trout Lake) but Brian points out that in November 1997 there were 188 of them present for the monthly
count..
Farlington Marshes was visited briefly by Brian Fellows in the afternoon. On the lake 79 Common Gull were
bathing after their day’s toil in the inland fields before heading out into the harbour for a safe night roost, and
more were arriving when Brian left. The sightings board listed 2 (possibly 3) Dartford Warbler, 8 Stonechat,
1 Wheatear, 10 Goldeneye, 5 Black-necked Grebe, 1 Red-throated Diver, 48 Great Crested Grebe, 50 Redbreasted Merganser. Black-tailed Godwit were reported as down to 120, Greenshank down to 4 and Spotted
Redshank down to 1.
The bright afternoon sunshine and lack of wind encoruaged me to cycle to Aldsworth Pond, where the water has
returned (though some two feet below the full makr) but has not attracted the return of a single bird, and then
through Stansted Forest to enjoy the sunlit gold of beech and larch. The only bird interest was in a single
Redpoll flying over Brick Kiln Pond and a Collared Dove singing strongly at Forestside (I have not heard one
for some time). Before going to Stansted I met Tony Gutteridge in Havant and he told me that a Woodpigeon
still has young in a nest in his neighbour’s garden, and in Langstone I saw a Jay fly over the main road and
heard both Great Spotted and Green Woodpecker near Wade Court. One of the residents at Wade Court is not
pleased with the Little Egrets that now roost regularly in the local yew tree – she claims they have taken four
of her fish. At the end of my ride, in Rowlands Castle, I thought I heard another Great Spotted but found it
was a perfect imitation by a Starling on a chimney pot.
SAT 7 NOV
The monthly WeBS count took me to the IBM North Harbour site this afternoon. The birds there are moving
slowly into winter mode – a few more Pochard (5) and Teal (15) and the Coots having almost all forgotten
their aggressive territorial behaviour of the breeding season and prepared to feed peaceably side by side on the
grass in two flocks (a total of 46 birds). One pair of Canada Geese were still sticking to each others company
and eschewing that of the other 24 geese present. On the islands four Snipe got up but there was only one
Heron present at what is normally there peak time of year on site. The gardeners told me that a Little Egret is
now a regular visitor (not seen by me) and confirmed that the Wood Duck which has been a fixture on site for
a good many years has definitely vanished from the scene. Other birds on the lake included three Great
Crested Grebe from the family which raised three young this year – one bird was definitely a youngster, still
with some striping down its neck, and one of the others had noticeable tufts on its head making me think it was
an adult but I could not be sure about the third bird. Other birds around the site included one Chiff Chaff, an
overflying female Sparrowhawk and a distant hovering Kestrel (technically over the other side of the
motorway above its Tipner Lake bank.
A note from John Gowen today told me that Aldsworth Pond again has water in it and that in the Wade Court area
there has been up to 92 Teal on the meadow pool and that Curlew have resumed their winter habit of feeding
on the fields between Wade Lane and Pook Lane. Over on the Langbrook Stream the wintering Kingfisher
has been seen twic by John, and up to 4 Little Egret have resumed their winter visits to the Bosmere school
playing field over the stream from Xyratex (another sign of their moving inland), while in John’s own garden
close to the stream he had 12 bird species in one 10 minute period when he was housebound by rain – even
that rarity a Mistle Thrush.
FRI 6 NOV
Brian Fellows today sent me the October bird report for the Orkneys which has many fascinating news items from
which I must pass on a couple that are perhaps relevant to our area. The first is a note of the first ever
BEARDED TIT to be seen on Orkney – could it be one of ours? My books show Humberside as the furthest
north breeding area in the UK. Wherever it came from it must have made a long journey north and it seems it
was determined to get to the North Pole as six days later one was seen in the Outer Skerries of Shetland (the
report does not indicate whether it was the same or a different bird). A second item that caught my eye was
news that both Wheatear and Whinchat were still on North Ronaldsay on Oct 31st and if they do decide to fly
south we should be on the lookout for them soon. Finally, with the arrival of a Little Auk in Havant yesterday
I was surprised to see that they had to wait until Oct 25th to see one up there (I may have misread this, and I
suspect that the absence of them there is a question of the migration routes used by Little Auk – I think the
ones we see come down the North Sea giving Orkney a wide berth).
THU 5 NOV
A LITTLE AUK was found alive at the Portsmouth Water Company site in Havant today and taken to Anne
McMahon’s Bird Rescue Centre according to Ros Norton. Should you ever have need of emergency care for
wildlife check out the Wildlife Organisations page of our website which has wildlife rescue contacts for Bats,
Badgers, Birds, Dogs, Deer, Foxes, Hedgehogs, Racing Pigeons, Swans and tells you how to contact the
RSPCA, the local Animal Ambulance or a Vet.
Brian Fellows walked the lower Ems valley today, finding I Egret, 1 Green Sandpiper, 1 Grey Wagtail and 1
Snipe along the section of the river along the north bank of the A27. A little upstream he found a Kingfisher
perched on a bush and watched until it flew towards him but veered away at the last minute. South of the A27

Brian somehow managed to get along the motorway bank until he could view the river running south to
Lumley Mill and here he discovered a COMMON SANDPIPER and a Heron. At this time I suppose the
Common Sandpiper might well be thinking of staying the winter.
My own walk today took me on a circuit of Brockhampton, Budds Farm, South Moors and Langstone. At Budds
Farm there was one Pochard and a possible female Scaup, on the Langbrook stream a Kingfisher and a Little
Egret were sheltering from a sharp rain squall when my passing frightened them out into the wet, and at
Langstone a reduced number of 80 Golden Plover were back in their traditional place on the shore rather than
out on the Northney saltings. Coming back up Wade Lane a group of 5 Mistle Thrush flew over with a lone
Redwing in tow.
WED 4 NOV
At last the regular MED GULL is back at Southsea Canoe Lake, still with number “02K” on its leg (ringed in
Holland in 1994). Brian Fellows saw it there at midday along with 49 Swans, and the regular winter roost of
Dunlin and Ringed Plover were on the shingle of the Eastney beach at high tide – today there were 500 Dunlin
and 150 Ringed Plover and Brian found them opposite a sign for “Redrow Homes” which I am not aware of
but these birds do move up and down the beach in response to people walking too close to them (I have seen
them from the far east end of the Eastney Esplanade by the Swimming Baths along to opposite the Royal
Marines museum). A similar roost on the seawall of HMS Dolphin at Gosport, facing the open sea, has in the
past had a similar mix of Dunlin and Ringed Plover which appear to have flown out of Portsmouth Harbour to
seek a quiet place for high tide, but I have seen up to 65 Sanderling – which do not feed in the harbour at all among them and there is a theory that they fly across from the Bembridge Sands. After Eastney Brian made
his usual count at Baffins Pond – nothing exceptional there – and before heading for Southsea he had been to
Budds Farm where the Teal on the pools had risen in number to 92, and off the outfall he saw 8
GOLDENEYE with a flotilla of 8 Merganser
I find RADIO SOLENT very informative on local matters and this week I have listened to Bob Chapman
answering questions about feeding garden birds (I was surprised to hear him say that some finches are coming
into gardens in greater numbers because the Beechmast crop is very poor this year) and today I was puzzled to
hear Alan Jones watching Brent Geese on the Hill Head shore in company with a girl called Kim Starr (if I
heard right) from the “Haven Hurst Wildlife Centre” (which I did not hear right – she must have said “Haven
House” as I discover that she is the new manager of the Titchfield Haven vistor centre in Haven House. I must
say I prefer to stick to the old name of Titchfield Haven Nature Reserve!). I was also a little surprised to hear
her say that if people find ringed Brent they should report their find to the Hampshire Wildlife Trust.
FIELDFARE and BRAMBLING were both seen around West Dean Woods today by Dave Mead, but not in the
numbers currently arriving in Norfolk – a report on the internet speaks of 18,000 arriving at Snettisham in one
three hour period. Dave also told me that when he was at Farlington Marshes on Monday (2nd) he watched a
first winter LITTLE GULL over the lake and was told that a DIVER had just been seen off the Point and that a
SHORT EARED OWL had been seen there on both Saturday and Sunday and might well still be around.
500 REDWING, 250 FIELDFARE and 8 BRAMBLING were seen heading west over Fleet Pond on Monday
(2nd) according to another of Brain Fellows’ recent ‘snippets from the internet’, and in another item I see that a
partial albino Fieldfare has been seen in a flock of 500 near Cambridge (pure white head and throat making it
easy to spot amongst the others!)
Did the CATBIRD arrive in Southampton today? Cunard are reporting that it left the QE2 in Malta, but some
British birders have still not given up hope of a tick and believe that Cunard, fearing a horde of twitching
twitchers on the quayside, are bluffing in an attempt to keep some space at Southampton Docks for the
passengers to disembark. After writing this I hear that the news was true – the bird had flown (as had a SONG
SPARROW that disembarked at Alicante).
‘MOULT MIGRATION’ is a new term to me (though I have long understood the principle by which the
Shelduck all fly to huge areas of open sand at Heligoland or Bridgewater Bay where they can avoid predators
during their flightless moult period) and I had not realised that the summer flocks of Mute Swan which we see
on coastal waters served this purpose – as soon as the Swans can fly again they move back to rivers offering
more tasty weed than seaweed. I learnt this from another of Brian’s snippets (showing that you can – very
rarely - actually learn something by surfing the net). This point came up in comments on the movements of
Little Egrets, as a suggestion that some of their movements may reflect moulting but I am not convinced by
that idea. Malcolm Ogilvie (I think) has a much more likely suggestion that the movement of Egrets inland
which occurs at this time of year here (but not it seems in Dorset or Cornwall) may reflect the increased
pressure on food sources in the harbours as the great horde of winter waders arrive.
A message from Lyndon Hatfield tells of 20 GOLDEN PLOVER seen today by Fareham Creek off Fleetlands.
This is a much used wader roost for many species but Lyndon says that in past years Golden Plover have only
been seen there on passage (usually in September) – their presence now may be the start of regular wintering
(the large numbers now to be seen off Langstone were quite new there four years ago). This part of the shore
can be best seen from the public path around the Cams Hall golf course on the opposite side of the creek - the

circuit of the golf course makes a good (if lengthy) bird watching walk.
Two female GOLDENEYE were in the Oysterbeds at high tide this morning as I cycled down to Gunner Point
and back. The other highlight of my trip was a close view of DARTFORD WARBLER working through
gorse, then momentarily perching openly on the wire fence before going into cover at the edge of Sinah lake
(just west of the anglers entrance). While by the lake a Redpoll flew over making its distinctive ‘uch, uch,
uch’ call and at the far end of the golf course (near the Ferry Sailing Club) a Stonechat showed briefly. I met
Bob Hoare on my circuit of the golf course and he told me that he had had a late Swallow last Sunday and that
a Short Eared Owl had been seen more than once on the golf course (presumably the one which Dave Mead
saw when he was at the Kench to see the Red Backed Shrike has stayed on). Bob also answered a question
that has been in my mind for a very long time – why do we find relatviely fresh Guillemot corpses without
their heads? I assumed they had been caught in fishing nets but thought it unlikely that the nest would sever
the heads and Bob had the simple answer – when the nets are being hauled in there is little time to extricate a
Guillemot from the net without stopping the winch motor, and to save damaging the net more than necessary
the fishermen hold the body on one side of the net and the head on the other and pull hard!
HOUSE MARTINS are usually present in good numbers well into October, and I was reminded that this year I
have seen none since September by news from Tony Gutteridge that he had seen a fair number with Swallows
on the Isle of Wight last Sunady (1st)
TUE 3 NOV
Today Brian Fellows counted 110 Mallard and 51 Swans on Emsworth Mill Pond with 15 Tufted Duck and a lone
Coot which so often features in Brian’s report of this pond – I know of few places where Coot live monastic
lives! In the harbour there were still only 9 Shelduck and 1 Black Tailed Godwit and no juveniles at all
among the 102 Brent – Brian had to go to Thornham Point to see a single jvenile with six adult Brent.
MERLIN sightings figured in two messages received today relating to the past weekend. The first was from Peter
Morrison to say that a working party in the Wendleholme nature reserve on the bank of the River Hamble was
rewarded with several sightings of Sparrowhawk and one of Merlin going over high to the west. The second
came in a lengthier message describing David Parker’s weekend in Essex, where he saw Common and Velvet
Scoter, Sanderling and PURPLE SANDPIPER at Walton on the Naze, and at the Elmley RSPB reserve on the
Isle of Sheppey where he saw both Merlin and Peregrine as well as Harriers (both Hen and Marsh) and 3 Short
Eared Owls.
ELMLEY RSPB Reserve is well known to most birders but I wonder who knows where ELMLEY National
Nature Reserve is? Reading an article in the October issue of British Wildlife about farming on the Pevensey
Levels I noted that the author was not only the farmer here on the Sussex coast between Beachy Head and
Hastings but is also Reserve Manager for the 3,000 acre Elmley NNR. Checking through my English Nature
mags I see that in the September issue they announced that Elmley on the Isle of Sheppey has just been
designated an NNR and that it is all coastal farmland along the Swale estuary – they comment that it is the first
reserve to be managed as an NNR by a farming estate (the Elmley estate). While Barbara Young’s move from
the RSPB to head up English Nature has been welcomed as a move to closer lnks between coservation
organisations I suspect that this NNR is separate from the RSPB reserve!
Late news from Richard Barker reached me today of a BUZZARD seen over Havant Thicket on Oct 29th.
MON 2 NOV
A MISTLE THRUSH could be heard singing from a favourite spot not far north of my house as I brought in the
milk from the door-step this morning. Not unexpected at this time of year the song surprised me as I have
seen so few of these birds this autumn. I rather suspect that the equally invisible Song Thrushes will sonn
surprise us by perching on the tops of trees and shouting their presence form places that we did not suspect
harboured them.
PLANTS:

MON 9 NOV
NETTLE LEAVED BELLFLOWER and HEMP AGRIMONY were still in flower along a pleasant woodland
path along the southern fringe of West Harting Down which I have never walked before. It runs through an
area marked Nightingale Bottom on my map and starts from SU 771171 to end at the house known as
Eckensfield at SU 761165. Sharp Leaved Fluellen and Dward Spurge were still in flower in a field at SU
767156 near Cowdown Farm off the Compton to Finchdean road..
CHENOPODIUM QUINOA is a type of Goosefoot originating in South America which is is said (in Stace’s
Flora) to be ‘cultivated in gardens as a grain crop’. I can’t think of many people growing any grain crops in
their gardens but I have noticed in recent years a very tall crop slightly like Maize in stature but also a bit like
a Goosefoot in its flowers/seeds appearing in several of the mixed plantings to feed and shelter game in some
fields. Until today I had not been able to give it a name but Tony Gutteridge now tells me that the form for his
‘game cover survey’ from the Game Conservancy lists Quinoa as one of the species to look out for so I guess
this may be the name of my strange plant.

SUN 8 NOV
Two plants of Cow Parsley were in full full flower by the roadside in Denvilles today and near the Forestside
Village Hall the plants of Garden Lobelia which have established themselves under the roadside beech trees
were still flowering for my November list. Today I sent my October data for the Atlas 2000 survey to Pete
Selby and passed on news which reached me recently in a letter from Geoff Farwell abouth the Cockspur
Grass on the roadside at Broadmarsh. It seems that Bob Chapman had discovered this grass last year and that
it had then been identified by Eric Clement as “atypical Echinochoa colona”, whereas when I took a spcimen
to Eric this summer he admitted it did not correspond to any of the normal species but said that if I wanted to
describe he suggested “comparable to Echinocholoa crus-galli var mutica but approaching Echinochloa
microstachya” best described it. Such precision is what experts are for! It is highly likely that there is more
than one type in this large roadside colony.
SAT 7 NOV
The IBM North Harbour site had 39 wild plants still in flower, among them Ox-eye Daisies, Tall Melilot, Yellowwort, Blue Fleabane, Pale Flax and much of both Small Scabious and Black Horehound.
WED 4 NOV
My second find of flowering WINTER HELIOTROPE was made this morning when passing Wade Court along
Wade Lane and among other new additions to my November list Viper’s Bugloss, Storksbill and Dove’s Foot
Cranesbill were the prettiest and Barren Brome the least expected. Several plants of Large Flowered Evening
Primrose were to be seen on the Hayling shore.
INSECTS:

MON 9 NOV
Two PEACOCK butterflies were seen today by Tony Gutteridge in the Up Marden area – he says one was smaller
than usual.
SAT 7 NOV
When at the IBM North Harbour site today one of the gardeners asked me if Humming Birds were often seen in
English gardens as he had had one recently. I told him that Humming Birds as such never reach England as
they are only found in the Americas and need food every few hours in order to maintain their frantically busy
life style and would die long before crossing the Atlantic (yes, I know they might get into a heated greenhouse
on the QE 2). I suggested fairly strongly that he had seen a Humming Bird Hawk Moth, but while I could
understand his insistence that it had a long bill could have been due to its extended proboscis I had difficulty
with his insistence that the ‘bird’ was green in colour. Do we ever have escapes from captivity? Are there any
in captivity on the south coast/ Could it have been a ‘Sun Bird’ from Egypt?
OTHER WILDLIFE:

TUE 10 NOV
Roe (and possibly Muntjac) are the only deer which I know to frequent Havant Thicket but I rarely see more than
Roe slots along the rides to confirm their presence so I was pleased to have a good view this morning of a
young buck which followed the normal practice of running off when disturbed but then pausing to look back
while still in view. It had the minimal forking of each antler – just a tiny ‘V’ at the top and I will probably
recognise it if seen again.
THU 5 NOV
Once you drive onto the A27 heading east from Havant you are compelled to drive on to Chichester before you
can alter course, and such roads seem to have the same effect on some wildlife. In the past Roe Deer have
reached the IBM North Harbour site, and the most likely way they got there was by getting onto the M27 out
in the country and being hustled along its banks by the traffic until they saw some hope of escape by jumping
the fence into the more peaceful IBM site with its lake to quench the thirst of the animal (“as pants the hart”
etc). Today Brian Fellows found another deer (presumably Roe) on the bank of the A27 where it crosses the
River Ems and saw it speeding east on the wrong side of the road (well, it was in cover on the embankment).
While on the subject of deer I have recently commented on my failure to spot an Fallow deer at their rutting
activites in Stansted this autumn. I suspected this was more due to my failure to be in the right place at the
right time rather than a real absence of deer and yesterday I met someone who takes a greater interest in deer
than I do and I was told that a ‘bunch’ of 40 Fallow had been seen together in Stansted Forest quite recently.

HABITAT:

MON 9 NOV
I have been re-reading A J C Reger’s “Short history of Emswortth and Warblington” and others may be interested
to know that – I quote – “The village of Emsworth probably owes its foundation to the general fall of the sea
level which resulted from an increase in the Polar Ice Cap in the 12th Century. This would have caused the
creek at Warblington to become too shallow for the local fishermen and made the Emsworth site more

habitable by uncovering the springs at the foot of South Street hitherto below the high tide mark”. Prior to that
time what is now Emsworth Mill Pond was a deep water sea inlet with the ‘West Brook’ running into it, and
similar inlets occurred in what is now a damp area west of Maisemore Gardens by Nore Barn and at
Warblington where the sea flowed up east of the church to a point level with the Castle (where the water cress
beds are to be found today). As the Polar Ice Cap melts again it will be interesting to see the shoreline which
the Romans knew restore itself.
SUN 8 NOV
ALDSWORTH POND has had water in it for the past week according to a note received from John Gowen
yesterday, but when I visited it today I was disappointed to find no waterfowl of any sort on it. I guess that,
like me, they have become accustomed to the pond drying up at the end of the summer and remaining empty
until after Christmas (usually February) so the effect of recent rain has caught them by surprise. The pond was
fairly late in drying up this summer (only just before I found it dry on Sept 22nd) which sounds like good news.
Today it was nearly 2 foot (60cm) below the full mark (top of the downstream sluice gate) but might have
been higher had the sluice gate had some much needed repair (it leaks like a sieve).
FRI 6 NOV
THE NEWS today prints a report that Havant Borough has at last found the money to make a start (next April) on
removing the concrete channel in which the Hermitage Stream has been condemned to run through Leigh Park
for the past forty years. Attractive plans to achieve a natural stream with pools and shallows along a
meandering course, with natural streamside vegetation, were launched with a flourish several years ago but it
seems that hoped for money from outside the Borough never materialised so all we have seen so far is a
tidying of the streamside grass and paths plus the erection of a series of pleasantly crafted signs naming
streamside areas. From what appears in the paper the money that has now been found (roughly half of it
coming from the Environment Agency) is insufficient to carry out the original plan in full, and coupled with
the discovery that existing sewers and power lines get in the way of the proposed new winding course for the
stream we are likely to see a cut down version of what was planned – at least the concrete is to go (but even in
the original plan it was not to be totally removed from the stream – the section from Park House Farm Way to
Middle Park Way was to retain its concrete for fear of flooding the Keyhaven Drive area, and the section south
from Barncroft Way to where the stream emerges from Portsmouth Water Company land in sight of
Bedhampton Mill was also to be kept under the constraint of concrete). Changes are also planned further
downstream but should have no effect on its flow or wildlife – this week there is a planning application for the
proposed ‘Hi-tech’ Business Park on the ‘Archery Field’ lying between the Hermitage Stream and the old
incinerator park.
THU 5 NOV
Last night Dave Mead told me that, in addition to the small pond near Eastfield Farm at Chidham which I
mentioned last week had had a ‘face lift’ the much more significant pools just inside the eastern sea wall of the
Cobnor penninsula (just north of the Activities Centre) have also been extended and improved for wildlife.
BIRDS:

WEEK 43

SUN 1 NOV
Kevin Stouse led today’s walk around Farlington Marshes with highlights of a single Wheatear on the seawall just
south of the lake, three Merganser resting by the lake (normally these birds keep to the harbour water), and a
single Spotted Redshank nearby. They also saw what was probably a local family party of three Kestrels and
came on three pairs of Stonechat (one near the reserve building, one by the lake and the third at Broadmarsh
near the A27), plus a single family of Brent with young on the main marsh fields. Bob Chapman told them
that a DARTFORD WARBLER had been seen on the reserve and that the Little Owl which features on the
sightings list had been in the area north of the road, but other information gleaned from the notice board in the
reserve building (such as a Short Eared Owl) was not dated and could still be present or could have been seen
in passing a couple of weeks ago.
A cloudless, suuny and relatively windless morning took me to Blendworth for a walk up to the windmill, then
east to Chalton, south to Idsworth Chapel and back via Wick Hanger. Two Skylark were in full song by the
Windmill, enjoying the clear view well into the New Forest to the west, out over the channel to the south and
north and east along the downs from Butser to Harting. Both Linnet and Goldfinch were singing here in the
hedges but the only other bird interest on this pleasant walk was a flock of at least 46 Collared Dove and two
Kestrels (male and juvenile) at Heberdens Farm just west of Idsworth Chapel. Several hundred Woodpigeon
were seen but they were happily settled in trees and no longer on the move west – several small groups of
Meadow Pipit and isolated Skylark were on the move.
Brian Fellows also took a walk ‘up country’ today, making a circuit from Up Marden to Telegraph Hill above
Compton. Stubble still stands in several fields but is no longer attracting many birds other than one flock of
15 Goldfinch – the hedgrows had more birds in the shape of several tit flocks.

SAT 31 OCT
Wind and rain persuaded me to stay at home today but it also seems to have persuaded more birds than usual to
visit my garden. In particular I have not seen a regular Blackbird in the garden for a couple of months and
today seven appeared at once, presumably continental birds still travelling as a party. A female Chaffinch was
another newcomer which spent some time round the bird table, and among the 13 species seen from my
window one was a female Blackcap, but she may well have been an established resident.
The weather also persuaded the members of the Evening Class to forego their Saturday morning walk, leaving
Brian Fellows at Farlington Marshes with no-one to keep him company on a walk round the reserve. On the
seawall he saw a late WHEATEAR and 4 ROCK PIPITS with the 3 or 4 Stonechat that have settled there for
the winter and one small flock of 33 Brent with 8 juveniles – 8 out of 33 is a very good percentage, but 8 out
of 2000 (the number given for Brent on the sightings board) is not.. Chris Cockburn had also seen the Rock
Pipits and had had one or more FIELDFARE in the bushes. The sightings board reported both MERLIN and
SHORT EARED OWL as well as 3 Peregrine, a RUDDY SHELDUCK, and a Little Owl (presumably a
youngster desperately seeking a territory). Only 1 Avocet is now listed together with 3 Little Stint, 24
Greenshank and 4 Spotshank. The number of Black Tailed Godwit is now tailing off after the main autumn
passage and the count given was only 200. Wildfowl counts were of 700 Wigeon, 50 Pintail, 48 Great Crested
Grebe and around 50 Merganser (no mention of Goldeneyd yet).
FRI 30 OCT
Peter and Sue Morrison spent an hour at Hook this morning from 7.15am. Peter’s message reads “There was quite
a lot of visible migration, birds flying up the coast of Southampton Water and a fall of Goldcrests. We saw
600-800 woodpigeons, one redpoll, tens of chaffinches, goldfinches and greenfinches, half a dozen siskin, one
reed bunting, three brambling, maybe a hundred starlings, an immature peregrine unsuccessfully chasing a
redshank and a few pipits. No larks or thrushes.”
Brian Fellows was out for two or three hours starting at 11am with Emsworth Harbour where the 107 Brent were
all adults and the large flock of Black Tailed Godwit that favoured the area in September had been reduced to
just one bird. I was also surprised that only one Shelduck was to be seen – later in the winter they congregate
south and west of the Mill Pond. 5 Little Egret were still present and 150 Dunlin with small numbers of
Oystercatcher, Grey Plover, Redshank, Curlew and Turnstone sounds fairly normal. At Thornham Point the
wooden bridge was having its ‘footings’ protected by the dumping of chalk boulders – the idea of flooding the
Thornham Point field was a good one but the sea which had breached the seawall to start the process was not
content with the small entrance under the new bridge and was threatening to erode the gap on both sides,
endangering the bridge before it had been there for a full year. One of ten Skylark in the field sang briefly and
out on the water were 11 redhead Merganser. Just one young BRENT was seen in a flock of 36 – Brian
comments that the Brent were due for a poor breeding season according to BTO statistics showing a pattern of
two good years followed by a bad one - and near the new bridge a GREENSHANK fed at the waters edge
(see my notes below). Over at Nutbourne at midday Brian found the missing Black Tailed Godwit (264 in the
bay and 9 in the wet meadow) and he counted 242 Wigeon in the bay with 350 Dunlin and 43 Brent, and he
estimated at least 100 Teal in the meadow with the Shoveler which I saw plus the odd Lapwing and Curlew
which had flown before I arrived later in the day.
This afternoon I walked from Farm Lane at Nutbourne east to the Bosham Channel and back along the A259 road
from Cutmill creek, enjoying a lovely rainbow at the expense of two or three drops of rain on the way out, and
a great sunset on the way home. When I reached the Bosham Channel it was bathed in beautiful evening
sunlight which picked out a single Egret, four Shelduck, at least 120 Brent and twice that number of gulls
returning from the inland fields to the safety of the harbour for a night’s rest. There were not many waders (a
few Oystercatcher, Redshank, Grey Plover and Curlew) but near the A259 where the water narrows into
Cutmill Creek the Swan pair (from Chidmere pond?) still had seven cygnets with them, and to complete the
picture a calling GREENSHANK flew south from the very top of the creek as I approached. At a guess this
will now be a wintering bird, though whether it joins the high tide roost at Thorney Deeps east (where two or
three dozen birds can be expected in November) or mucks in with other waders in the bay south of Eastfield
Farm is anyone’s guess.. At the start of this walk I found the meadow through which the Ham Brook reaches
Nutbourne Bay was alive with Teal (I could see at least 50 and suspect there were two or three times that
number). With them were at least 15 Moorhen, 4 Mallard and 1 Shoveler that I could see. Out in the bay
Wigeon were dominant, at least 150, with perhaps 30 Brent and few other waders but no Pintail that I could
spot against the sun. On the fields I encountered one flock of 30 Linnet and the odd Yellowhammer, and at
Cutmill Creek the massed Teasels which cover a couple of acres had at least 50 Goldfinch (I see a new house
has been built more or less opposite the Saab dealer and it looks as if the Teasel field goes with that property
so we shall see if it becomes a lawn).
THU 29 OCT
ARUNDEL WWT Reserve was visited today by Brian Fellows who found 3 redhead GOOSANDER which he
guesses were genuine winter visitors – we must watch the Oysterbeds and Hermitage Stream for their return.

A pair of Bewick’s Swan with three cygnets could I suppose have been migrants – in 1996 the first arrived at
Pulborough in the second week of November and in 1997 six of them were at Winchelsea on Oct 22nd. The
Gadwall, Mandarin, Ruddy Duck and Smew which Brian saw were all possibly wild/feral birds. More
certainly wild were the birds in the sightings book – 1 Swallow on the 29th, 2 House Martin on the 27th, a
Woodcock on the 26th, a Merlin on the 23rd and 3 Fieldfare on the 17th.
RUDDY DUCK have featured in international politics for some time on account of the threat they pose to the
integrity of the Spanish nation, and in true ‘Yes, Minister’ fashion the “Ruddy Duck working group in
Whitehall has been closed down and re-born as the White-headed Duck Task Force which has as its remit the
setting up of a “Ruddy Duck control trial”, the creation of a public relations strategy, and the examination of
alternatives to ‘control’ (e.g. loving the birds to death instead of shooting them).
An ALBINO SPARROW has been spotted flying over the Petersfield Road from the Havant Health Centre area
towards Havant College playing fields according to an e-mail forwarded to me from John Goodspeed today.
With the month end in sight both Jim Berry and I decided to make our HOS survey visits to The Holt and Havant
Thicket on a gloriously sunny morning despite the stong wind. Neither of us found anything out of the
ordinary but I did see a male Sparrowhawk beating the local speed record as is came over high with a
following wind, then folded back its wings to go into ‘sliding down the banisters’ mode which was probably
the prelude to a hunt along the edge of Rowlands Castle Golf Course. Later, while watching a small flock of
Coal Tit and Goldcrest, I had my first sighting of Tree Creeper in my section of Havant Thicket, and walking
back along the southern edge of the woods a Green Woodpecker appeared on the track ahead of me just where
I have seen it on previous visits and been slightly puzzled as to why it favours that spot now that most ants
have vanished from the scene and there are no mature trees, just a dense mass of young Birch scrub.
WED 28 OCT
BRENT GEESE appear to have had a very poor breeding season. So far, in hundreds of geese, I have seen just
three young birds – none at all today in the flocks at the Oyster Beds and Northney. I had hoped to see
Goldeneye but no sight or rumour of their presence yet. I also have not yet heard of Brent geese ashore,
though I am sure they should have come onto the Portsea shore along the Eastern Road by now. My only bird
note of interest today was of a Dunnock singing briefly. At Langstone even the Golden Plover were absent,
possibly because a boat has washed up on the Northney saltings and people had landed to inspect it.
MORE LITTLE EGRET MOVE INLAND. Today Brian Fellows found five of them on the River Ems south of
Westbourne where there was only one last week. Other birds remained the same – 2 Green Sandpiper, 1 Snipe
and 4 Grey Wagtail (one family?)
TUE 27 OCT
Brian Fellows has sent me yet more comments from the internet on the Catbird – all very amusing and highly
philosophical, but centring on a point that I do not understand (and am not particularly interested in) – namely
something in some rules set by the British Ornithologists Union governing the categories in which birds can be
recorded. It seems that a bird which comes across the seas to Britain clinging to the rigging without being fed
by human agency falls into one category and can be ‘ticked’ if seen, but as soon as any human intentionally
feeds it it becomes a ‘pet’ and is not tickable as a wild bird. Clearly this Catbird is of the subspecies
‘tamagochy’ (I don’t know how you spell that, nor ‘Ferby’), and should be extradited to Japan as soon as
possible. The only sensible comment was from Chris Mead (thank goodness he has not lost his sanity) who
pointed out what I rather suspected that biscuits are not the natural food of a Catbird – he says “Catbirds are
frugivorous and insectivorous” which I think means they only eat fruit and insects and he doubts if the ‘ships
biscuit’ had enough weevil content for the bird’s essential needs for survival.
PURPLE SANDPIPER??? The thought of this species, with the questions marks, floated into my head as I read
Brian’s brief note following his visit to Southsea today. What he wrote was “Canoe Lake, Southsea 9.30 39
Mute Swan. Rain and storm force winds meant no further observations.” The weather sounded just right for
the Sandpiper at the Castle, and they do arrive in erly November, but so far these thoughts are just wishful
thinking.
MON 26 OCT
Nine LITTLE GREBE formed a tight flotilla at Budds Farm outfall today – I guess they were newcomers for the
winter as I had already seen one of the ‘residents’ upstream by the gravel quay and later saw four still on
Budds Farm pools. On the shore I got within a few yards of what I took to be a female WHEATEAR coming
into winter plumage to judge by the pale edging to the primaries (though it would seem odd that a bird on
migration should be in the process of moulting, do they all acquire new primaries before moving south?).
Further upstream near Bedhampton rail station I found two GREEN SANDPIPER together and elsewhere two
KINGFISHER sightings went on my list – one a fleeting glimpse of a loudly calling bird on the Brockhampton
stream and the other a much ‘prettier’ sighting of a sunlit blue back as one slipped up the Langbrook from the
point where it had been resting just above the Mill Lane footbridge. Two male PINTAIL were present at the
Budds Farm pools with four Shoveler but I could only see eight Tufted Duck (the water level was very low,
hardly any ‘underwater’ room for diving ducks) but Teal are building to winter strength with at least 80 seen.

Coming home via Langstone pond I estimated that GOLDEN PLOVER numbers on the distant Northney
saltings were up to around 300, and the Wade Court yew tree had 5 Grey Heron and 11 Egrets.
Brian Fellows added Sparrowhawk and Coal Tit to his garden list today, though not at the same time. The Tit
came to the nutholder, the Sparrowhawk sat for 2 or 3 minutes on the garden wall (presumably regaining its
composure after a failure to make a kill). I too had a rare visitor in the form of a Green Woodpecker yaffling
by. Down at Emsworth Mill Pond Brian found only 47 Swans but also 98 Mallard and 11 Tufted Duck.
Oct 25th is my expected arrival date for Goldeneye but that date has gone by without any coming to my attention –
are there any about yet?
PLANTS:

SUN 1 NOV
A beautiful day got my November list of flowering plants off to a good start with 72 species, mainly found in the
hills around Chalton. Pride of place must go to half a dozen plants of CLUSTERED BELLFLOWER still
flowering in the field through which the path descends from Chalton Windmill towards Chalton village, but
the field between the foot fo the hill and the road gave me DWARF SPURGE and ROUND LEAVED
FLUELLEN. Coming into the village from the west, right on the apex of the bend where the road to Idsworth
turns up over the ridge of the hill just before the Red Lion, COMMON CALAMINT was still flowering and on
the church I added PELLITORY OF THE WALL to the list but merely noted the mass of BLACK
SPLEENWORT on the tower. Also worth a mention was a late flower on Wall Lettuce inn WickHanger,
Germander Speedwell on Idsworth Down, a plant of Weld near Heberdens Farm where Cow Parlsey was in
flower.
SAT 31 OCT
A full check on my plant finds for the past month revealed four species which had not been entered into the list
from which I have been monitoring my progress towards the magic 200 flowering species – the result being a
personal list of 201 and and overall total of 203.
FRI 30 OCT
OLD MAN’S BEARD (or Traveller’s Joy) was a surprise addition to the flowering list today bringing the overall
total to 199. It came when I had given up a lengthy search through fields around Nutbourne and Chidham
without finding anything new, and I was walking back along the main A259 when I came on one ‘branch’ in
full flower on a hedgerow covered with seed heads of the plant. Earlier in the day I had revisited a hedgerow
separating Havant Health Centre from the Leisure Centre to check out a plant seen in flower on Tuesday. It
was clearly a Periwinkle and not Greater Periwinkle so I had tentatively put it down as the Intermediate
Periwinkle (Vinca difformis) and assumed it had been planted and ‘gone wild’, but checking all its features
and measurements today I am convinced it is LESSER PERIWINKLE and it could well be a survivor of better
days as it is within 100 yards of Havant Farm Close, presumably on the site of a rural farm until the
development of Leigh Park after the last war.
THU 29 OCT
With just three days to the month end I was not hopeful of making any progress towards the 200 mark with my
October list of flowering plants when I set out for Havant Thicket this morning. In the event I added three
species, bringing my personal list to 196and the overall total to 198. First I went to the pond just south of the
Castle Road entrance where ‘PARROT’S FEATHER’ – a type of Water Milfoil – grows and found it had
healthy flowers. Heading north I added DWARF GORSE which is coming into winter flower alongside the
Common Gorse, and then, quite by chance, found white anthers hanging from culms of SMALL SWEET
GRASS in a damp ride. To add greatly to the excitement of the day I then found, for the first time in my two
year search for plants in SU 70 and 71, a small colony of HARD FERN by the stream in ‘Nightjar Valley’.
While some of the plants had viable sporangia held aloft on fertile fronds I have not descended to counting
fertile ferns as flowering plants so this did not add to that list!
WED 28 OCT
WINTER HELIOTROPE in flower at Northney was today’s big news – just two flowerheads, one in flower and
the other in bud, were by the roadside less than 100 yards south of Northney church (where the blossom and
fruit on the Strawberry tree continue to attract my admiration). I have been keeping my eyes open for the
Heliotrope (I regard it as the first of next year’s flowers) as it has so many clusters of healthy leaves
everywhere, but I thought the flowers did not appear until after the first frost. That brings my personal October
list to 193 with another 2 species seen by Rosemary Webb.
MON 26 OCT
The October list continues to grow, today having GREATER CELANDINE added in St Thomas churchyard at
Old Bedhampton plus Oxford Ragwort, Fools Water Cress and Perennial Cornflower (the last growing wild in
my garden) These last three were not the first sighting this month but not previously listed.

INSECTS:

SUN 1 NOV
Single Red Admirals were seen on Telegraph Hill above Compton and at Farlington Marshes in today’s sunshine,
and close to Chalton church a Hogweed umbel was covered with flies as if summer was still with us.
FRI 30 OCT
Hardly noteworthy earlier in the season a single Common Darter seen at Chidham is worth a mention as it could
be the last for the year…
THU 29 OCT
A sunlit and relative windless ride in Havant Thicket attracted at least two Red Admirals to fly, proving that they
do not always feel obliged by rank to battle with the storms. In the ‘Nightjar Valley’ the small stream was
full, and the artificial pools created in it by walling dug out areas with logs were thought suitable egg-laying
sites by at least one late pair of egg-laying Common Darter. Elsewhere in the Thicket I glimpsed a slightly
larger dragonfly, probably a Migrant Hawker.
MON 26 OCT
One RED ADMIRAL shot by me on the wind today – their trouble is that with the name of Admiral they feel
they have to sail the winds in all weathers instead of having a quiet sip of nectar from the Ivy flowers, then
retreating into the dry, warm shelter of the dense ivy stems as a sensible Brimstone would do, hence their poor
showing as hibernating insects in this country.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

FRI 30 OCT
Walking back along the A259 from Chidham to Nutbourne at sunset this afternoon I was surprised to see a ROE
doe with two well grown young right out in the open in a field less than 200 yards south of the busy road and
in full view of many houses including the restaurant (now Indian) with the railway carriage.
THU 29 OCT
The conifer blocks within Havant Thicket have up to now had no noticeable crop of fungi but today it is clear that
recent rain has soaked the pine needle carpet to produce clumps of colour under the trees as the toadstools
sprout. The commonest find was of the rich yellow/brown Gymnopilus species (hybridus or penetrans). I also
found one of the YellowRussula species and my first Spotted Tough Shank of the autumn. Under Sweet
Chestnut I visited a well remembered patch of EARTH BALLS on which in a year long past I once found the
fascinating Boletus parasiticus – a tiny yellow pored bolete which only grows when its spores land on or
withing striking distance of an Earthball as it grows parasitically on these and nowhere else. As it does not
seem to persist in a colony of Earthballs from year to year I assume it must release its spores into the air and
send them off in the faint hope that one will land where its host is to be found – at a guess this is a style of
survival in which the odds of any particular parent actually generating viable offspring must be slightly worse
than are mine of winning the lottery.
WED 28 OCT
PHAEOLUS SCHWEINITZII is that delightful name of a fungus that grows like a dinner plate on top of wooden
stumps (with a very short stem that you do not notice). I mentioned it recently when Rosemary Webb saw it
had regrown (as it recent years) on conifer stumps to the west of the main road onto Hayling just south of the
bridge and Texaco garage. I cycled there today for the first time since she told me about it and as I
approached I saw the stump had almost disintegrated and the fungi appeared to have been torn (or kicked) off
it onto the ground nearby. In fact I need not have worried, what had happened was that the stump had passed
its ‘sell by date’ as far as the fungus was concerned, and the mycelium had spread into the roots extending
laterally from the stump so that brand new, undamaged toadstools were apparently growing from the grass. If
you go there look for three or four ‘gold rimmed cowpats’ about 30cm across with interesting extra knobbly
bits in the centre of the top surface, the whole being a a shiny laquered brown appearance with just the gold
rim to add contrast.
MON 26 OCT
Among the toadstools seen today (a big patch of Shaggy Inkcap at Broadmarsh and a few Volvariella speciosa by
the Brockhampton stream) I came on the first of the supposedly deadly poisonous but very common toadstools
called CLITOCYBE RIVULOSA in a small troop by the Brockhampton ‘corn wharf’. These have very short
thin stems 2 or 3 cm high and flat thin caps again 2 or 3 cm across, all in a pale white waxy colour looing a bit
like dead flesh from which the blood has drained so it is unikely that anyone would gather them for dinner, but
as they often grow in short grass by garden paths or in parks there is a genuine danger of very young children
having a nibble – beware of this species and its equally dangerous cousin Clitocybe delabata..
John Goodspeed’s poster today carries the news that the ALBINO SQUIRRELS of Portsdown are still around.
He reports recent sightings in gardens at Widley (bordering the Crookhorn Golf Course around which they

have been seen for perhaps 15 years) and at Drayton to the south of Portsdown. John also speaks of squirrels
that are grey with white bellies, indicating that the albinos not only breed but mix with the normal population.

HABITAT:

FRI 30 OCT
If you take the eastern road from the A259 south to Chidham and continue past Eastfield Farm and the road going
west to Chidham Church you pass a small roadside pond which presumably was the head of the creek now
held back by a high seawall to allow the road to continue south. Today I found a digger parked by it and the
pond somewhat enlarged and with a small domed island added in the centre. I wonder if anyone knows what
persuaded someone to invest in this ‘improvement’ and whether there is any specific wildlife benefit
anticipated from it?
WED 28 OCT
‘NORTHNEY SHORE OPEN SPACE’ has a small carpark off Northney Road south of the Marina, and when it
was constructed (two or three years ago) the surrounds of the carparkand the earth bank behind it were bare
soil on which it would seem packets of wildflower seed were scattered for they were soon covered by the
expected natural vegetation plus severral unexpected items such as a mass of beautiful HEDGEROW
CRANESBILL, YELLOW CHAMOMILE and GREAT MULLEIN (some having unusual pure white
flowers). Last summer most of these these beautiful flowers (which I assume had been planned and paid for in
the original scheme) were mown out of existence to achieve the preferred totally uninteresting strip of grass
only separating the carpark from the footpath, and on visiting the site today I find that part of the earth bank
(on which much of the Cranesbill had survived) has been removed and replaced with a metal gate for
controlled vehicle access (presumably with a view to bringing in heavy machinery to extend the destruction of
natural habitat in favour of park grassland for dog fouling). The new areas of bare earth I hope will grow a
new crop of interesting wild flowers next year, but I am not so happy with thoughts of picnic benches and
bland stretches of grass replacing the wonderful Teazel forest and Goats Rue valley that now exist (and which
certainly, along with brambles and nettles) need a hefty ‘swiping’ at this time of year to prevent them covering
the whole open area and to allow us to penetrate them by winding narrow tracks. I have no knowledge of plans
for this area and what I have said is pure speculation, but if my fears are fulfilled then we will have to be
content with looking north across the water to admire the eye-catching flouescent yellow wooden steps now
under construction on the Warblington shore – they at least catch the eye as ‘something different’ and will no
doubt provide children with something to run up and down (but maybe even they will be stained with a colour
that tones in with their surroundings, after all it was one of the conditions of granting planning permission that
they should be of material suitable for the surrounding environment)
DIBDEN BAY is in the news again today with the launch of an exhibition by Associated British Ports of their
concept of new port facilities that they want to create on the west side of Southampton Water. They propose
to set aside one third of the land for wildlife and will construct a mile long tidal creek to replace the habitat
lost to the birds. The issues involved are complex, and there are good reasons to oppose the development on
grounds other than loss of wildlife habitat (particularly the extra land traffic on both the west and east sides of
the water going to and from Southampton and the M27). My view is that the natural environment is as
important to us as the creation of jobs and that if permission is given to violate the SPA status of the area now
then there will be other ‘vital reasons’ for violating it again in the future until the whole west bank of
Southampton Water is built on … and after that it would be logical to place further development throughout
the New Forest. One contributor to the Radio Solent discussion today voiced a common view in saying “it’s
all waste land with nothing of interest that I can see” – and that must be true of most of the New Forest to such
people. It all goes to re-inforce my belief that the most important task confronting every individual and
organisation concerned for the conservation of the natural environment that is essential to man’s well being is
to open the eyes of such people to the wealth of interest to be found everywhere, and to change their values so
they attach a much higher importance to the maintenance of the living world which supports all aspects of
their own lives – from food and medicine to sheer natural pleasure and wellbeing.

BIRDS:

WEEK 42

SUN 25 OCT
Information on the CATBIRD continues to roll in. Today Mark Cutts (who is in the Royal Navy) told me ” Firstly
the Grey Catbird (spelt Gray in most US books) is from the family Mimidae as it is one of the US
mimics.Whilst I was in North Carolina I came across them and they are very hard to see, sitting in the middle
of bushes mimicing or as their name suggests giving out a strange "meaooouw" or mewing noise.” Mark goes

on to applaud the idea that birds recorded on British ships should be allowed to feature on the ‘British List’
and sees it as a great recruiting opportunity for the Navy. He says “Whilst onboard British warships I have
seen Rufous Collared Sparrow, Cattle Egret, Osprey and Great White Egret in the South Atlantic. Blackpoll
Warbler and Pine Warbler in the Caribbean, and finally Grey Nightjar and Blue-tailed Bee-eater in the Far
East. In fact this could be my only chance of getting up in the 400 club. How about we put it to the the powers
that be and see what they say, do you think there would be a mad rush to join the navy?”
It seems that the QE2 will return to Southampton on November 4th and the Daily Telegraph is predicting scenes of
mass hysteria on the dockside as birders get their first glimpse of the returning Catbird. I pass on a quote from
the internet which Brian has sent me. “Picture this. November the 4th. A huge crowd of birders is stood on
the dockside at Southampton. The QEII is spotted on the horizon. Scopes are trained on the deck. Everyone
scans avidly trying to see the bird. Momentary panic when someone thinks they spot it but its just a posh
person playing Quoits. The ship gets nearer and someone else picks the bird up - "There it is! On the walkway,
17th porthole along from the tea trolley". There is a mad scramble as people try to see the bird, but within a
minute or two everyone has seen it. People hug each other, some are in tears...... ahhhhh"
SAT 24 OCT
My ignorance of CATBIRDS is being dispelled - today Moira Doherty gave me the Latin name (Dumetella
carolinensis) and told me it is called a ‘mimic thrush’, while Mark Litjens told me that the ‘Zitting Cisticola’ is
a Fan-tailed Warbler (not a canned drink).
FRI 23 OCT
Brian Fellows walked the lower Ems valley south of Westbourne today and found the first LITTLE EGRET back
on these ‘water meadows’ marking the start of their hard weather preference for sheltered inland fishing sites
in place of the windy and/or freezing harbour shores. One Snipe, two Green Sandpiper and four Grey Wagtail
were there and a Dunnock chose to sing as Brian passed – at this time of year the wind should bring song from
the ‘Storm Cock’ but Mistle Thrushes do seem very scarce this autumn.
Chichester Gravel Pits drew both Brian Fellows and Maureen Coleman today and the best news they could muster
was of zero Canada Geese! Maureen remarked on the presence of up to 100 Great Blackback gulls – no doubt
they preferred the sheltered waters to places like Chichester harbour bar where they might otherwise have been
found. Maureen saw a few more Pochard than the 11 which Brian counted but she only told me of 10 Gadwall
where Brian found 19. Brian saw a few Wigeon and Maureen commented on several Shoveler in addition to
the inevitable Swans, Great Crested Grebe, Tufted Duck (ovr 100) and Coot (500)
THU 22 OCT
A GREY CATBIRD hit the headlines today and I received running commentaries on it from both Mark Litjens
and Brian Fellows, both of whom were passing on news from pagers and the internet as the waves of
excitement spread. What is a Grey Catbird? I don’t know (unless it is the garden birdwatchers ultimate
deterrent to the neighbour’s cat) but I have checked my new ‘British List’ and failed to find it (I did spot a
Zitting Cisticola on the list and am equally puzzled as to what that may be but at least have the clue that it
comes after Cetti’s Warbler in taxonomic sequence). It seems the Catbird arrived in Southampton on the QE
2 yesterday but preferred luxury accommodation to the docks, staying on board until (today) it was being fed
biscuits on the heli-pad of the ship which was then crossing the Bay of Biscay, so it is unlikely to be seen
along the Hampshire shore line as an addition to the British List – however it could still get on if we follow
this argument of an internet contributor … “Does the British-owned QE2 not class as part of Britain for the
purposes of recording? To take this to its (il)logical conclusion, you could end up with a catbird on the QE2
being tickable, while a second bird on a (say) Panamanian ship at the adjacent quay at the same time would
not be! And just think what a "British" list you could end up with from a QE2 Round-the-World cruise” I like
it!.
WED 21 OCT
Wind and rain make this a poor day for birding but late afternoon sun took me to South Moors where I put up
three SNIPE, perhaps ten Meadow Pipit and one Skylark. Walking down beside the Langbrook stream, where
a Lesser Spotted Woodpecker was seen not long ago, I heard a fainter ‘chik’ call than is usual for a Great
Spotted but never saw the bird. Many of the Willows in gardens along the edge of the stream have been
pollarded and have sent up a forest of thin shoots which I would think were ideal for the little bird rather than
the big one, but there are also plenty of substantial trees…
TUE 20 OCT
Colin Law today told me of a very exciting encounter he had last Saturday when walking on the downs near
Brighton. He says the bird in question was a RINGTAIL HEN HARRIER and “we met, as I walked round the
corner of an area of scrub, it flew round in the opposite direction, I don't know which of us was most surprised,
a harrier at head height flying towards you about 20 feet away was enough to make me jump, even though I
assume I am an unlikely prey item. From the harriers point of view I suppose if your hunting technique is to
catch things unawares by coming upon them unanounced as it were, then sometimes it is going to be you who
is surprised rather than (or in this case aswell as) the potential prey item. I had several good views of it over

the next couple of hours, hunting over scrub and adjacent fields.”
Brian Fellows spent a long weekend in Kent during which he managed some birding. On Sunday he was at
Stodmarsh where he came on a Robin imitiating the local Cetti’s Warblers in its song, and saw a flock of 26
Greylag (so much nicer than Canadas!) but came away with a longer list of things on the notice board which
he did not see – Bittern, Redwing, Little Gull, Red-crested Pochard, Barn Owl, Marsh Harrier, Hobby and
Siskin. On Monday he went to Dungeness where he met 4 Redleg Partrdidge, heard Bearded Tits, and saw a
flock of Gadwall and Pochard. Again the notice board had an excellent menu, but everything Brian asked for
was ‘off’ including 4 Woodlark, Richard’s Pipit, Redpoll, Brambling, Tree Pipit and Short-eared Owl. Worst
of all, the 170 RING OUZEL that had been there 3 days before were also ‘off and away’ so Brian is still
among the majority who have not seen one this year. The WOODLARK remind me that at this time of year
the birds from our heathland move to different habitat (often market gardens) and are occasionally seen flying
over, recognisable by their short tails (they are often in company with Skylark and the tail length difference is
clear) and by their quite different and more musical flight note. One superb sight which Brian did have was of
500 GOLDEN PLOVER which he remarks where in the same field where he had seen them two years earlier
– they do seem to have strong preferences, and I’m glad one of them is off Langstone nowadays.
As well as news of his week-end Brian told me that today he had been to Southsea, Milton and Baffins Pond as
well as making a brief excursion to Eastney tosee a headless bird corpse in the water which he concluded was
a GUILLEMOT but I personally would have difficulty telling one from a Razorbill without the bill. The local
Mallard have all realised that the best bread is on special offer at Baffins and there were 216 of them there
(only three left at the Canoe Lake where the traditional Med Gull is still not present). With all the food for the
birds and the number of them processing it into guano (including 42 Canada and 42 Barnacle Geese) I am not
surprised that Brian noticed an increase in the visible algae in the pond, but hopefully winter will soon clear
the water. The Canoe Lake had also lost half a dozen Swans compared to last week but still had 39. At the
Milton Lakes the large Swan family have now disappeared altogether. But Brian did hear a single burst of
Cetti’s Warbler song – very likely as these birds are thought to be established in the area (at least at Great
Salterns).
Another piece of late news is a report of 2 Buzzard over Hollybank (north Emsworth) last Saturday (17th).
MON 19 OCT
The GOLDEN PLOVER (still around 200) could be seen more clearly today, being gathered in a less overgrown
area of the Northney saltings almost due east of the Royal Oak at Langstone from where I watched them this
afternoon. A little further east, by the channel taking the stream from Warblington Church, SHELDUCK
numbers were increasing (I could see about three dozen), and further east still , some 100 Brent lined the
channel going south from the Nore Barn area but there was no Greenshank or Spotted Redshank along the
channel where the eastern Warblington stream flows east along the front of Nore Barn (a regular spot for
them in past winters). Coming back over the fields to Warblington Church the local Sparrowhawk came south
overhead, not hunting but still causing the Rooks in the fields suficient concern to get them all airborne and
vocal.
While walking the Warblington shore I looked for the wooden posts that mark the limits of the area in which local
wildfowlers operate, and had difficult in picking them out as they are the green and brown of weed and mud,
not the bright white of newly painted wood which I expected to see at this time of year. Is it too early for
their season, or have they been ‘put out of business’ by the new gun laws? (The Pheasant shooters were herd
loudly enough in the Racton Park area when I was in Stansted yesterday).
PLANTS:

SUN 25 OCT
The white flowers of Water Crowfoot are a delight to see but determination of the exact species name is not a
delight! My guess that the plants I found on Wednesday were R. baudotii were put to the test of the checklist
of 30 character features given in the BSBI 1998 Plant Crib, giving the precise (if not short) name of
“Ranunculus penicillatus subsp pseudofluitans var pseudofluitans”. I could find no sign of the blue tipped
sepals which indicated that the specimens I found downstream last year were R. baudotii.
Today the only flowering species to be added to my October list was Nettle Leaved Bellflower found on Head
Down. While there I looked in vain for Yellow Birds Nest but failed to find it – however Rosemary Webb
assures me that she has seen both it and Soapwort in flower this month, just taking the October list over the
190 species. Also in the Head Down area we admired the ‘pink lampshades’ which adorn SPINDLE bushes at
thistime of year (these fruits are of the type known as ‘arils’ in which a bare seed is hidden within the folds of
attractively coloured ‘flesh’ … Yew berries arr also arils – do you know of other examples of this type of
fruit?
WED 21 OCT
Yesterday I added THALE CRESS to my flowering list (one little plant growing from a pavement crack as I went

shopping) and today a walk down the Langbrook stream add MEADOW SWEET(in full flower), HEMLOCK
WATER DROPWORT (a fresh plant still in bud), WATER CRESS, HAIRY BUTTERCUP and CURLED
DOCK. Another addition to my list (but not a confirmed identification yet) is RANUNCULUS BAUDOTII
flowering in Homewell Spring in Havant – I guess it is this species as it does not have the long leaves of R.
Penicillatus and I did find R. baudotii here last year. It now looks possible to get 200 plants flowering in
October…
MON 19 OCT
BUTCHERS BROOM had opened its first flowers at Warblington today, becoming number 181 on my list of
flowers found in October, while the mass of Ivy growing on the wall of the Royal Oak garden at Langstone
was fully in flower, attracting my attention by its rather suckly smell for the first time this autumn.
Passing through Shawford Close off Wade Court Road today I was reminded of a recent planning application
requesting permission to prune a protected tree in a garden here. The tree in question is known to me as a
‘HANDKERCHIEF’ TREE (Davidia involucrata also called a Dove tree or Ghost tree) and gets its name from
the large, thin, white bract which surrounds each flower to give the effect of a tree from which many white
pocket handkerchiefs dangle in late May. This particular tree is the only example I know of in Havant and had
been apparently at death’s door when I saw it about a year ago. Since then permission has been given for
drastic surgery and every branch has been cut back almost to the trunk, but the operation seems to have been
successful as new growth with healthy leaves has sprung out everywhere. I look forward to seeing it next May.
INSECTS:

SUN 25 OCT
A female OAK BUSH CRICKET clinging to the trunk of a Beech tree in Head Down plantation was a double
surprise for people on a fungus foray this morning – firstly because this insect is more associated with summer
evenng visits to the lighted windows of houses, and secondly because they normally hide themseleves well in
daylight. I guess this one had been carried from its normal place of residence by recent high winds which
appear to have splatted it against the bare tree trunk (to which it was clinging in a rather battered state) with
not a hint of green ground vegetation in sight. It’s relatively fat body seemed to indicate that it still had eggs
to lay.
MON 19 OCT
A HALF-SIZE CLOUDED YELLOW butterfly greatly puzzled Eric Castle when he found it in a neighbours
garden at Berkely Square in Denvilles (Havant) last week. I met him in the street today and he told me it was
a fully formed insect, but only just over half the size of a normal specimen and this clearly had an effect on its
flight so his first thought on seeing it was to take it for a strange moth. Later he saw it settled and his only
comment on its markings was that the green on the underwings was of a deeper hue than usual. Presumably
the result of an underfed caterpillar which could not find enough clover or the like in August – personally I
blame the mother for not laying her eggs in the right place (though I suppose human activity could have
destroyed the food supply after she had laid). Today I saw one more Red Admiral around flowering ivy in the
sunshine.

OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 25 OCT
The fungus foray in Head Down plantation led by Rosemary Webb was well worth attending and introduced me
to a new species of the group which I think of as ‘bedpan fungi’ on account of their elongated flat bowl shape.
This is called TARZETTA CUPULARIS and has pale brown ‘cups’ only 5mm across, so easily overlooked.
Rosemary has only seen thisd species once before, so it is not common. On the same stump were examples of
another unusual fungus with the common name of DEAD MAN’S FINGERS – the black fingers emerging
from the ground could well be taken as vainly attempting to grasp the tiny cups of the Tarzetta for one last
drink… Another fungus which I am not familiar with (though it is listed as common) is CALVATIA
EXCIPULIFORMIS and we found a couple of examples of this olive brown puffball which has a small round
head on a tall columnar stem. Near it were the first troops of CLOUDED AGARIC and elsewhere we came
on WHITE HELVELLA in almost equally proflific troops (this fungus was clearly designed on a bad Friday at
the works – it is one of the most mis-shapen that I know). Much more symmetrical were the EARTHSTARS
of which we found a good many (both Geastrum triplex and sessile –which Rosemary says have been renamed
to Geastrum nanum). Odd xamples of WOOD BLEWIT, ROOTING SHANK and RUFOUS MILKCAP were
found, along with many small species of Mycena – of these we came on the colourful M. crocata which appear
to have coloured oils filling their tiny stems if held up to a strong light and have caps which turn orange or red
in response to bruising (the wind had left some of them looking like coloured ‘pie charts’, partly grey but with
various sized coloured sectors). We also found M. haematopus which bleeds very bright blood coloured latex

if the stem is broken, and troops of Fairies Bonnets plus single examples of the much bigger Bonnet Mycena.
In the woods troops of Coprinus micaceus (Glistening Inkcap) and many pink capped Mycena pura and deep
amethyst coloured Amethyst Deceiver were found, and outside, on grass near the cottage where we returned
to our starting lane, were the unusual black ‘EARTH TONGUES’ called Geoglossum hirsutum (despite a total
absence of hairy bits).
FRI 23 OCT
In answer to my query at the start of this week a message has arrived from Mike Bending to say that he has seen
one eating apples in his Cowplain garden – so are we the epicentre of a new twist to their wicked habits? Let’s
have more news on this. Also today part of Brian Fellows’ news was of finding what might have been edible
Parasol mushrooms but were more likely the less palatable Shaggy Parasols so he declined the temptation to
eat them, but that leads my thoughts on to taking revenge on the Grey Squirrels by collecting some really
poisonous fungi and placing them among the peanuts which I place on the ground under my bird nut feeder in
a vain attempt to satisfy squirrel cravings (I have a ‘squirrel proof’ feeder made of ceramic and strong gauge
metal which the squirrels hang on to for hours scraping the metal grille with their teeth and presumably getting
just a taste of the nuts – I am wondering how long it will take them to file away the metal and if they suffer
from toothache in the process)
MON 19 OCT
Are GREY SQUIRRELS regular fruit eaters? I had wondered this earlier in the autumn as I watched them eating
apples on my lawn and today I was asked the same question by Eric Castle (when telling me about his half
size Clouded Yellow) who had noted squirrels in his garden both eating pears and picking white strawberries
(possibly thinking they were the same colour and size as hazel nuts). Does anyone know if this is normal
behaviour or a newly discovered way to make themselves more unpopular with gardeners?
Today was also notable for the appearance of another great nuisance – my first sight of a flourishing clump of
HONEY FUNGUS toadstools.

HABITAT:

SUN 25 OCT
BRENT GEESE feature in most political debates about the development of any land on Portsea Island and today
Brian Fellows reveals another twist to the saga. We all know of the shortage of school places in Portsmouth
and most of us will now have seen the magnificent new Admiral Lord Nelson school on Dundas Lane facing
the Great Salterns Golf Course north of Burrfields Road. What you may not know is that one of the conditions
of building on that land (the ‘Dundas Meadow Recreation Ground’) was that the Brent which previously fed
there must be provided with alternative safe grazing, and an equivalent plot of grass between Baffins Pond and
the Portsmouth College south of Tangier Road has therefore been fenced off for exclusive use by the Brent.
All legal and above board as far as I know, but it seems that the Baffins Residents are protesting their loss of
the ability to walk (presumably with their dogs) on this grass. Brian points out that he has never seen Brent
using this grass before and wonders if Portsmouth officials have informed the geese of their obligation to
accept this change of grazing land – if not it seems the grass will grow and tempers will rise while the geese do
their own thing (probably continuing to use the new school playground and changing their diet to crisps and
coke).
SPOTTED FLYCATCHERS are a rapidly diminishing species so we were all delighted to know that a pair nested
this summer in the wooden hut where visitors to the house and grounds paid their entrance money. I now hear
that part of the scheme by which the Stansted Foundation hopes to raise more money, namely the creation of a
large ‘Garden Centre’ in the nearby walled garden area, will involve demolition of the wooden hut (I have no
information as to what will replace it as an entrance point – maybe the hut will be re-sited?). Will all those
well meaning gardeners that will flock to the new centre to purchase items to make their gardens more
attractive (in some cases to wildlife as well as humans) be the cause of further diminution fo the species? I
doubt it, but provision of a few open nestboxes in suitable places around the area of the old nest would be a
good idea for inclusion in the new development.

BIRDS:

WEEK 41

SUN 18 OCT
Looking across to Northney from Langstone pond this afternoon I reckoned I could see over 200 GOLDEN
PLOVER packed tightly on the north point of the saltings off the Northney hotel shore but as they were 400
metres from me and in vegetation which partly hid them I could not be sure about the number. I saw nothing
else of great interest along the South Moors and Broadmarsh shore, though the pair of PINTAIL were still on

the Budds Farm pools in the channel behind the west end of the concrete wall at the back of the pool over
which water pours into the pools. Returning up the Hermitage Stream and looking under the A27 bridge the
glorious orange breast of a Kingfisher could be seen distantly on a pile of driftwood close to a pillar
supporting the large pipe which crosses the stream just above the A27, the second I had seen today as I started
a walk around Stansted this morning with a close view of one at the Brick Kiln pond. Also on that walk I came
on six Swallows at Sindles Farm and had a good view of a soaring female Sparrowhawk over fields south of
Holme Farm when nearly back to my start point where the road passes the west end of Park Lane.
During todays walk at Stansted I had a chat with John Veltom over his garden gate at Sindle’s Farm and he told
me that one evening recently he was returning from Westbourne and had a good view of two BARN OWLS
over ‘the old watercress beds’ which are the pools at SU 764089 just east of Aldsworth Pond close to the track
leading to the farm
SAT 17 OCT
The Evening Clsss group made their walk today in the Ladyholt area (2 km east of Chalton) on the next ridge of
high ground east of Idsworth/Chalton Down, seeing a flock of 20 or more Yellowhammer and another of over
30 Skylark, some of which were singing – possibly one or two resident birds objecting to the arrival of
continental birds. Although this was not a very large flock it reminds me that in last winter’s Skylark survey,
in which we were asked to record all flocks of more than 50 birds, the only flock of that size which I saw was
also at Ladyholt
Today I visited the IBM Lake for the delayed WeBS count and found what I feel almost certain was a female
SCAUP – it had the round, tuftless head, had a complete circle of white around the bill, was overall a sligthly
bulkier bird than a Tufted Duck and lacked the ‘square’ panel of pale brown on the flanks. My only doubts
about it were that the white around the bill was not as broad as usual and the bird was only slightly bigger than
a Tufty – perhaps it was a hybrid. On the islands I put up the first winter Snipe and on the buildings two
Kestrels were a welcome sight (they are becoming less and less common and it is many years since they were
regular breeding birds on the site) – one was definitely a male and the other whose tail I did not see also had
the rich brown of a male so maybe they were not a pair (do they remain paired through the winter?). Bird
numbers were low all round – only 42 Mallard, 25 Coot (just starting a winter feeding flock of 9 on the grass)
and 17 Moorhen with 1 Heron, 2 Tufted Duck (plus the Scaup) and six Teal with 15 Canada Geese. Plenty of
gulls were as usual taking a break from feeding on the Paulsgrove tip to have a drink of fresh water and to
clean their feathers – at least 300 Black Headed with 120 Herring and 18 Great Blackbacks plus a small
number of Common Gulls. The three young Great Crested Grebe were still present but now unguarded by their
parents (only one of whom was to be seen at the other end of the lake). Two unseen birds were a Water Rail
making a continuous ‘pic, pic, pic’ in the reeds and a Sparrowhawk for which the only evidence was the
sudden commotion among tits in the bushes near me plus the desperate squealing of one that had presumably
been caught – the hawk must have come down the the far side of the bushes and disappeared before I could get
round. Later in the day when shopping in Havant I had the briefest glimpse of a single Swallow going east.
FRI 16 OCT
Brian Fellows tells me that you can now get a free list of the latest bird news for the British Isles sent to you by email twice a day. To sign up, or just to see the news when you want to, you visit
http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/town/close/xdu72/ and click on Bird News on the top toolbar. The example
which Brian has sent me includes the Great Grey Shrike at Black Gutter in the New Forest as well as a Long
Billed Dowitcher in Eire (at Tacumshin in Wexford) and also a report of 50 to 60 Redwing over Preston in
Lancashire to prove it is not only about rare birds. This method of getting your news is bound to catch on in
preference to the phone service if it is allowed to (the example Brian sent me has no instructions for finding
the bird when you get to the area – is that to persuade you to ring up to find out more?) and presumably is only
as good as the imput people send in (though I can’t see how Birdline can stop the originators of this service
from getting news off their line). I am always surprised when I hear of Hoopoe as winter birds (though I know
winter staying birds are not unknown) so I will pass on the news that a Hoopoe was ‘still showing well’ at
Halton in Lancashire on Thursday 15th.
A message from Maureen Coleman mentions six Merganser in the Oysterbeds yesterday (when Tim Timlick
spoke of a good number now to be seen in the harbour) but no one has yet seen a Goldeneye (which I do not
expect until the 25th)
THU 15 OCT
A GREAT GREY SHRIKE has arrived at Black Gutter Bottom in the New Forest today according to Mark
Litjens pager. With it were two male RING OUZELS and a MERLIN.
At the Budds Farm pools a pair of PINTAIL had arrived today, the male looking very smart, and I watched them
as three late SWALLOWS dipped over the water. Along the South Moors shore were some 300 Brent with
just two juveniles among them, a dozen Wigeon – including three smart males - were back at the Langbrook
stream mouth (and another 20 at the Budds Farm outfall), and at Langstone pond a fox was probably in the
reeds causing up to 100 Teal to spring out of nowhere. Oystercatcher numbers seem to have fallen recently

but there are plenty of Black Tailed Godwits and Redshank and more Grey Plover than usual (but no Golden
today).
On the South Moors I met Tim Timlick who told me he had seen a couple of FIELDFARE at Stansted on Oct 9th,
the first POCHARD back at Sinah lake on the 10th and his first flock of COMMON SCOTER far out at sea
off Hayling on the 13th. He has also seen a Rock Pipit back on the west Hayling shore.
In Emsworth Harbour Brian Fellows found Brent numbers were up to 82 (just one juvenile among them) and
Dunlin were present in a substantial flock of 70 birds but both here and at Broadmarsh he saw fewer Black
Tailed Godwit than recently (and not a single colour ringed bird). He confirms my impression of a build up in
both Teal and Wigeon in the last few days, and off the South Moors he saw 30 Great Crested Grebe.
WED 14 OCT
Nutbourne Bay is a good place for seeing PINTAIL in the winter and when Brian Fellows was there today he
found the first arrival (female) among the WIGEON which have now built up to a flock of 142 and been
joined by 16 Brent. Only 6 Swan were in sight and just one Little Egret on the shore. Earlier in the day Brian
was in the lower Ems valley (between the A27and Westbourne) where he found 2 GREEN SANDPIPER and
2 SNIPE as well as a Grey Wagtail – the old cressbeds up near Westbourne may now be too overgrown for the
Sandpipers, and the two seen today were in the section of the river artificially diverted along the north bank of
the A27.
TUE 13 OCT
This morning Brian Fellows found 45 Mallard on the Southsea Canoe Lake with a herd of Swans now numbering
44, but he still cannot find the Med Gull which has been a fixture there in past winters. In Emsworth Harbour
after lunch 16 Brent had moved in regardless of people walking on the Mill Pond wall, and the Shelduck had
increased to 12 birds. There were more Lapwing (16) than before but only one Greenshank.
A fascinating account of birds seen in the ORKNEYS in September has been passed on to me by Brian Fellows
(who found it among the breakers when surfing the net). The author is Andy Fawcett whose role I do not
know (no doubt Pete Potts could tell us – I wonder if he has thoughts of returning to those parts?) but his brief
report mentions 74 species that most of us southerners would be surprised to find here – even if we do not
have to adjust the spelling to achieve maximum impact as he does with a “Whopper Swan”. I was surprised to
see that Ruddy Duck have spread that far north and to hear of Cuckoo and Turtle Dove seen at the same time
as Redwing and Fieldfare. All three Flycatchers were on the list (including Red Breasted), and so far we
haven’t touched on the rarities such as two separate Great Snipe, a Western as well as Buff Breasted Sandpiper
andAmerican Golden Plover. At the small end were inevitably Yellow Browed Warblers but also Barred and
Icterine with Ortolan, Black Headed and Yellow Breasted Buntings, Bluethroat, Scarlet Rosefinch. Red
Backed Shrike and Wryneck (5 of them) held the middle ground. A Sabine’s Gull was seen along with Sooty
and Manx Shearwater – these are a little larger but nothing like the immature Sea Eagle. The only thing I can
find to restore my pride in Hampshire birds is the respect given to those two rarities up there – Grey Wagtail
and Reed Bunting. Oh, and by the way, they only had 120 Snow Buntings at the end of the month.
MON 12 OCT
Two superb adult AVOCET were feeding in the lake at Farlington when Brian Fellows visited there this
afternoon. The lake was packed with waders and ducks but Brian was able to pick out 9 LITTLE STINT at
the water’s edge. Offshore in Shutts Lake, the channel which drains the reserve stream into the harbour, a
flock of 48 Brent had 3 young birds in it. The notice board gives a figure of 2,000 for Brent in the harbour and
has Merganser for the first time (but only 2) – I guess both these counts are under the actual figure, as are most
attempts to estimate the total of a species in an area where you cannot see them all at once.
Earlier in the day Brian went round the Emsworth Ponds, finding the Emperor Goose on the Mill Pond with 33
Canadas and 98 Mallard. Also on that pond were the first (for the site) two Tufted Duck of the winter and just
35 Swans. 6 Greenshank and 5 Little Egret were feeding close by in the harbour and a Kingfisher added
colour to the Peter Pond scene.
Week-end news from Dave Mead via Brian Fellows is of a GREAT GREY SHRIKE and a ring-tail HEN
HARRIER at Thursley on Saturday and of a male Hen Harrier plus 4 HAWFINCH in the Ashley Walk area of
the New Forest on Sunday
News from Colin Law in Brighton is of two RING OUZELS seen by him (and probably more present) at the
Castle Hill nature reserve on Saturday morning. Although he had brief glimpses before they vanished in cover
he had the special pleasure of adding a new tick to his life list on his own patch without the aid of other birders
pointing out the bird, and also of finding Redwing, Song Thrush and Blackbird present in numbers that
indicated a continental invasion.
Also on Saturday morning Peter Morrison saw both PEREGRINE and WOOD SANDPIPER at the Kench,
returning on Sunday to see a coule of ARCTIC TERN.
PLANTS:

SUN 18 OCT
DWARF MALLOW was a new species to me a couple of months ago when I found a mass in orchards at
Nutbourne, and today I came on a second site for this plant right at the gate of Sindles farm – only a couple of
plants here but still in full flower. Before coming to the farm I had walked the ‘dry’ bed of Aldsworth pond
and seen the great mass (a patch roughly 60 x 60 metres) of MARE’S TAIL plants, still fresh and green but
with their tips drooping without the support of the water. Continuing north through the Stansted estate I came
on my very first autumn flowering COW PARSLEY at a field entrance close to Broadreed Farm. In the
afternoon I found the Turkish Tutsan still flowering by the Brockhampton stream where Gywnne Johnson
found it this summer, and on the roadside of Harts Farm Way (edge of Broadmarsh playing fields) I had the
fairly unusual sight of at least 25 plants of CHINESE MUGWORT in flower (perhaps 10% of the plants in
this colony – a good proportion in a species that normally does not flower at all). Two more good flowers
seen today were Lucerne (also at Broadmarsh) and Buddleia (several bushes still had flowers along Solent
Road near the Tesco store).
SAT 17 OCT
GREAT MULLEIN in fresh flower was one of several good additions to my October flowering list at the IBM
North Harbour site today. Others were Ribbed Melilot (hairless seed capsules and keel shorter than wings),
Small Scabious, Ploughman’s Spikenard, Henbit Deadnettle, Tansy and a mass of Yellow-wort. There was a
lot of Black Horehound in fresh flower but I think I already have that on the list but other new goodies were a
mass of Blue Fleabane and a bank of Ox-eye Daisise with one plant of Pale Flax and a couple of Tansy plants.
MON 12 OCT
The lovely little wild Snapdragon (Antirrhinum) called ‘WEASEL’S SNOUT’ was still flowering in the Havant
New Lane allotments today thanks to the regular digging and avoidance of chemical herbicides practiced there
(this is the only site I know for this plant). In Havant Thicket both Cross Leaved Heath and Common Heather
(Ling) were still in flower with Devils Bit Scabious, Eyebright, Tormentil, Corn Mint and Common Centaury
(together with Hoary Ragwort, Lesser Spearwort, and an unidentified speices of Hieracium) altogether
bringing my October count to 151 species

INSECTS:

SUN 18 OCT
Yesterday’s prediction that we had not seen the last butterfly of the year was proved right today with sightings of
Red Admirals at Forestside and Holme Farm when walking through Stansted Forest this morning
SAT 17 OCT
Despite the wind today’s sunshine brought one Common Darter and one Migrant Hawker out when I was by the
IBM Lake this morning – when the cold front which has brought snow to Scotland today passes over us
tonight or tomorrow I think that will mark the end of this year’s dragonfly season (hopefully we will still see
the occasional butterfly on warm still days).
FRI 16 OCT
Today I received a list of moths in Peter Sewell’s trap at Sandy Point last Saturday (Oct 10th) when the Evening
Class were there – here it is for those who can interpret it’s interest value. Lesser-yellow Underwing,
Feathered Ranunculus, Large Wainscot, Pale-mottled Willow, Lunar Underwing, Black Rustic, L-Album
Wainscot, Square-spot Rustic, Plume Moth, Common Marbled Carpet.
MON 12 OCT
SPECKLED WOOD were still out in Havant Thicket today, and I see from John Goodspeed’s poster that they
were seen on Portsdown yesterday along with COMMA and RED ADMIRAL. In Havant Thicket a male
COMMON DARTER was sunning itself and several insects of another dragonfly species (probably Migrant
Hawker were flying.

OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 18 OCT
I saw my first two FLY AGARIC toadstools today in the north of Stansted Forest and earlier (in the isolated
beech avenue in the East Park fields) I saw some brightly coloured large yellow toadstools (some sort of
Pholiota species) growing from a very decayed Beech tree (not part of the young trees in the ‘new’ avenue)
which also had a good crop of Ganoderma type brackets. Back at home, mowing the lawn, I came on a few
White Spindles (which Rosemary Webb has also had on her lawn recently).

Walking over the dry bottom of Aldsworth Pond this morning I was pleased to see several shells of the Great
Pond Snail and one big Ramshorn Snail shell (in previous years I have found masses of these when the pond
has dried out but this year there is so much vegetation that there is no bare bottom left and so they are very
difficult to see). I have several times wondered how they manage to survive in such an intermittent pond, but
this question was partly answered when I looked they up and found they are both air breathers which have to
come to the top of the pond to breathe, so presumably their survival is more dependent on the survival fo the
vegetation than the continuous presence of the water, and at this time of year I guess the adults of this summer
would be dying off anyway and the new generation would either be still in egg form or tiny snails which do
not need much food.
SAT 17 OCT
A small bunch of five Fallow Deer was seen by the Evening Class group in the Huckswood Lane area north of
Idsworth today. As we are now well into their rutting season I am quite surprised that I have not seen any, nor
any of the circular patches of bare earth where the bucks make their stands, this autumn. I have seen their
slots in one or two places in Stansted Forest but I wonder if they have moved elsewhere this autumn – perhaps
they are in the West Harting Down woods.
BLACKENING WAXCAP (Hygrocybe nigrescens) is the unpromising name of a small toadstool that occurs in
vast troops on the IBM North Haroub site and elsewhere (Rosemary Webb had them in her Hayling garden
this week and I saw them round the IBM Lake today). Although the caps are small (2 or 3cm) and stand only
3 or 4cm high they are a cheering sight on an autumn day being dressed in glossy red, tinged with a hint of
yellow, and the large number thay often come up together create a very colourful patch. After a few days they
do live up to their name and gradually blacken until the whole toadstool can look like a piece of charred stick
after a fire. A few of the poisonous Brown Rollrim were to be found at IBM together with two regulars that I
have never been able to identify – one with white gills is probably a Tricholoma species and one with brown
cap (with a prominent central bump or ‘umbo’) and brown gills is maybe an Entoloma.
FRI 16 OCT
Earlier this week Rosemary Webb noted the return of a fungus called Phaeolus schweintitzii to the stumps of
conifers opposite the Texaco garage as you drive onto Hayling Island and she says that this year it is more
impressive than in previous years – it has settled on stumps of pine trees blown down in the great storm of
1987 (I seem to remember one of these trees fell on a policeman without causing him serious damage!).
Rosemary asked me if I knew whether the Horn of Plenty was to be seen at Stansted yet, and yesterday I
searched to Hazel copse where it can usually be found without success though Amethyst Deceiver was
rampannt there. At the entrance to the path leading to this site (the northern most footpath entrance to Stansted
Forest west from the Forestside road) there is a very large log placed to prevent vehicles entering the gate, and
it stands like a hollow tree stump – inside the hollow was a marvellous display of Suphur Tuft, and elsewhere I
came on my first Tawny Grisette and several Larch Boletes and Boletus badius.
MON 12 OCT
As I was leaving Havant Thicket and not expecting more wildlife interest a rustling noise just behind me attracted
my attention to the tail of a retreating GRASS SNAKE which had presumably been sunning itself on the path
until I cycled by – I’m glad I didn’t run over it (snakes cannot hear you coming but feel the vibrations of your
footfalls, perhaps the constant pressure on the ground of a cycle gives them less warning of your approach).
Although I did not see it’s yellow neck collar the large size and uniform grey/green of its tail were sufficient to
name it.
BIRDS:

WEEK 40

SUN 11 OCT
144 GOLDEN PLOVER back on the Langstone shore made a pleasant surprise as I headed for the Oysterbeds in
today’s beautiful summer weather (when out of the wind). I reached the shore as the tide had covered the mud
and saw the Plovers lining the outside edge of the saltings off Langstone pond and before I left the area the
rising tide had sent them up into the air and off to an unknown destination. As the tide was only 4.5 metres the
Wade Court yew only held a dozen Little Egret and as the pools in that field are now dry the greatly increased
number of Teal were offshore on the sea. At the Oysterbeds six MERGANSER left no doubt about their
return, but there was only one Shelduck with them. Later I found 22 Shelduck in the old boating lake at
Northney with many more Teal and perhaps 250 Redshank roosting in their usual winter spot inside the wall
of that lake. Looking east I reckoned there were 30 more Shelduck on Fowley Island. Nearing the bridge off
the island I saw a cloud of LAPWING in the air, then counted 99 on the saltings close to the road east of the
bridge – there had been more Lapwing than usual everywhere but this was my first real flock of the winter.
SAT 10 OCT
The first two BRENT families with two and four young birds arrived in Chichester Harbour for Brian Fellows to
record off Black Point in the October WeBS count today. He counted 1252 Brent in his stretch of the harbour

from Tournerbury Marsh down to Black Point but he estimated there were another 1000 in the Gutner Point
area, leaving no doubt that they are back in force! (Still no reports of any ashore). Seagull Island west of
Black Point held 220 Bar tailed Godwit and two Sandwich Tern, and a pair of Swans with four cygnets
(probably from Tournerbury Marsh pools) were in the channel west of the Black Point causeway with the
Brent families. I have no news of birds on the IBM Lake today as the Hampshire WeBS count is postponed to
next Saturday on account of the practice at Farlington Marshes of counting the birds as they fly off after
roosting - with todays mid-afternoon high tide the birds would not fly until 5.30 or 6pm, too late for comfort.
Six STONECHAT were within Sandy Point reserve when the evening class group went there this morning.
Possibly this was a family party but the habit of political parties holding their conferences on the south coast at
this time of year (and a connection between the word Stonechat and the level of some discussion at those
conferences) made me wonder if these birds were the first of hundreds to book in at this resort for their own
rally. (Moira Dokerty tells me that there were ‘lots of Canada Geese’ at Pennington when she went there
today so we are hopefully spared their autumn conference – the cleaning up after them is no small task)
19 BRAMBLING flew over the Keyhaven area when Mark Litjens was there this morning with 10 Swallows and
single Wheatear and Yellow Wagtail going the other way (I too saw a dozen Swallows in the West Marden
area crossing the path of a few Redwing). 7 Little Egret were in the marshes and a Peregrine flew over before
Mark left for Old Winchester Hill where he learnt that he had just missed a RING OUZEL which had been in
the carpark area for the previous six days. A second Ouzel had been seen there during the week.
Moira Doherty visited the other end of the Keyhaven/Pennington marshes today and enjoyed the sight of a
Kingfisher among a long list of species including Curlew Sandpiper, Whimbrel and Green Sandpiper. She
says there were ‘lots of Canada Geese’ but only saw 38 Brent (unlike the 2000 plus which Brian saw at Black
Point and the hundred of more that can be seen at most places round our harbours but as I am not familiar with
this site I do not know if this is unusual)
My morning was spent in a pleasant walk from Forestside to Up Marden and back via Compton during which I
saw many RED LEGGED PARTRIDGE in three or four places (but am convinced they had all just been
released for the shooting season which begins today for Pheasants). I heard their ‘chucka’ calls as I came
down Oldhouse Lane past Big Busto House (just south of West Marden) and counted 40 Redlegs in the field
ahead across the main road – the three ‘coveys’ I saw elsewhere each had around a dozen birds. A Jay and
many small birds (including a Marsh Tit family) were in the hedge and field edge and this brought a
SPARROWHAWK along the hedge line towards me – I guess it did not see me but I got a good view of its
fanned tail (beautifully barred) as it put on its airbrakes to perch in one of the hedgerow trees. Later I saw
another female Sparrowhawk flying lazily above Compton until it came into the area where the Littlegreen
Rooks were feeding – the first couple which went for the hawk were easily given the slip, then one got a bit
closer making the hawk turn on its back with its talons extended upwards at the attacking Rook, but as the
numbers attacking increased the hawk folded its wings and went into a power dive into oak trees with the
Rooks still in pursuit – I hoped to see half a dozen Rooks dropping to the ground as they hit the trees but
somehow they swerved aside just in time.
Returning from Up Marden there were a few Redwing in the trees and then a flock of more than 50 Goldfinch
(some singing) but the dominant birds were WOOD PIGEONS – at least 500 in sight at the same time. I
suspect these were continental birds still on the move westward, and presumably as unwanted by farmers
everywhere as are the Brent along the coast.
Andrew Hardacre is a birder from Alresford currently based in Hong Kong, and he tells me that the Hong Kong
Birdwatching Society has a website into the presentation of which one lady member has put lots of effort, so if
you want to know the latest Pacific bird news visit WWW.HKBWS.ORG.HK Andrew is currently seeking
relief from the Asian financial markets in a birding trip to South Queensland in Australia – no doubt the
website will tell us about his trip.
FRI 9 OCT
Several BEARDED TIT were pinging at the Thorney Little Deeps when Brian Fellows got there at midday – he
saw two of them and also two STONECHAT. Going on to the Great Deeps, where many Black Headed Gulls
were fishing in a Tern-like way, he passed a WHEATEAR. Out in the harbour he saw just six SHELDUCK.
Two more REDWING flew over my garden this morning while a Chiffchaff was singing and in the afternoon I
heard another brief burst of Song Thrush song. With the tide high there were again at least 22 Little Egret in
the Wade Court yew tree. 80 Brent were close to the shore off Conigar Point (just east of Warblington
Church) and two other flocks of 20 each were south of Warblington.
THU 8 OCT
Last night Brian Fellows sent me a precis of comments gleaned from the internet about the recent massive fall of
RING OUZEL in Kent. Most are speculations on the influence of the weather on this year’s migration, and
assume that this mass of birds were of Scandinavian origin and were pushed a little west of their normal route.
One comment aroused my interest in raising the possibility if determining the origin of the birds by looking for

plumage variations between two sub-species (Turdus torquatus torquatus and T. t. alpestris). The person who
raised this seems to assume that birds from Scandinavia are of the T.t.t. ‘race’ while birds from Britain are of
the T.t.a. race which is mainly found in the European moutains (e.g. Alps). This sent me to my few books, of
which only one (Hollom’s good old Popular Handbook of 1952) mentioned the existence of subspecies, and it
states “our bird belongs to the race T.t.torquatus which breeds in Scandinavia, occasionally Finland, and
winters in the Mediterranean. My other authoriatative books (I omit the RSPB centenary book which is very
good in many ways but is written for an audience that does not believe in Latin names and so omits them) do
not mention subspecies or name our race fully, but I get the feeling that they believe our birds are the same as
the Scaninavian ones in which case it would be impossible to pick out ‘British Birds’ from the mass. The
person who raised this question goes on to say that T.t.t. males have a smaller wing patch than the T.t.a. (he
also says that T.t.t. has an all black belly, but without saying what colour the belly of the T.t.a. birds is so that
is not very helpful). Keith Vinnicombe (Macmillan guide to Bird Identification) says you must consider other
factors than plumage when identifying any Ring Ouzel (as plumage is variable and Blackbirds can have white
on the breast) and it seems the things to look for are a relative straight line along the back from the crown to
the tail – not much of a neck – which is more like a Fieldfare than Blackbird, the distinctive ‘chack-chack’ call
– different from a Fieldfare – and a strong, rapid, but erratic flight – usuall low to cover. I am no expert on
these things as the only Ring Ouzel I have ever seen was one wintering in the New Forest in the 1980s.
One RED BREASTED MERGANSER was seen by Brian Fellows this morning off Langstone (east of the
bridge), and while this could be one of the summering birds the date is consistent with the first arrivals in
recent years – in 1995 11 were in Langstone Harbour on Oct 7th and in 1996 28 were back on Oct 12th (with a
single seen elsewhere on Oct 5th). As no-one has seen the summering birds in either Langstone or Chichester
Harbours recently I assume this was an arrival.. Brian also saw one WHIMBREL west of the bridge – their
passage is now mainly over but ‘stragglers occur in October’ (Birds of Hampshire) and so it is difficult to say
whether this bird intends to stay the winter or move on. Back on the east side of the bridge were 38 Great
Crested Grebe, presumably another group of day trippers that will move on.
One WHEATEAR was at Sandy Point at midday when Brian Fellows went there. More likely to stay during the
winter were two STONECHAT.
WED 7 OCT
FIRECREST and MERLIN were both on the Farlington notice board (by name, not perched side by side on it),
with a figure of 1200 against the Brent, when Brian Fellows dropped in today. He found 4 Little Stint, a
Curlew Sandpiper and a Spotted Redshank still present. Lots of waders and duck at the lake…
Around 9am a thin whistle overhead made me look up to see the distinctive shapes and ‘stuttering’ flight of three
REDWING above my garden. I have listened for them after dark for several nights now with no success, and
they turn up in broad daylight! These birds were heading north, perhaps confirming my view that they follow
the wind south until they see the coast, then think better of another sea crossing and return to country north of
us until the weather turns really cold.
This afternoon I cycled along Ernest Road at Bedhampton where the reported Junco was said to be visiting a
garden feeding station. All I found was that there was no bird table visible from the road (and no sign of the
bird), and later I met up with Dave(?) King (I may be confusing him with another acquaintance of the same
name) who told me that he had heard about the Junco but knew of at least two local aviaries where this species
was kept. He also told me that a Junco has been a regular sight in gardens along the Shanklin seafront for some
time and that no-one thought that one was a trans-Atlantic vagrant. Dave had been out looking for YELLOW
BROWED WARBLER – with no success at the Hayling and Brockhampton sites but he had heard of three
recent sightings along the south coast (including further confirmation of Mark Litjens bird at Pennington, seen
again there in the evening after he had left). The nearest I got to seeing one was a single Wheatear and
numerous Chiffchaff shouting ‘Me’ from bushes along the shore.
This evening I spoke to Steve Hooper who originally told me about the Junco – he says it has not been seen
recently, but told me of a fall of RING OUZEL in Kent (700 seen at St Margaret’s Bay and another 380
elsewhere). Of more local interest he commented on an influx of Blackbirds to his garden (presumably
continental birds coming on the same east winds as the Redwing) and of hearing a recognisable ringed local
bird singing its objection to their presence. While I was at Bedhampton this afternoon I heard the much more
expected song of a SONG THRUSH maybe giving out the same message.
BRENT are now happily feeding along the north shore of Langstone Harbour – I saw about 100 distantly in Chalk
Dock from Broadmarsh this afternoon, and another 20 (all adults) along the South Moors shore. No reports so
far of them ashore on the fields.
COLLARED DOVE have always been found around the Southnoor Lane lorry park, especially in the winter, but
I was quite surprised when a flock of perhaps 40 rose from the electricity sub-station across the Brockhampton
stream from Budds Farm this afternoon.
TUE 6 OCT
LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER was heard calling and seen in the Hookheath reserve today by Theo

Roberts.
Brian Fellows made his regular tour of Portsmouth today, finding 43 Swans at the Southsea Canoe Lake, but no
Med Gull nor any Purple Sandpiper at the Castle. At Baffins Pond the Barnacle Geese were up to their full
strength (42 against the 38 seen on his last visit) and there were only 2 Tufted Duck (and 168 Mallard).
Otherwise things were normal except for a singing Chiffchaff – these birds are to be heard calling everywhere
but I have not heard one singing since the temperature took a dive. Continuing his tour to Thorney he found
the Crows which have been ‘guarding’ the Osprey have turned their attention to mobbing the local Kestrel
now that the Osprey has departed. At Nutbourne more Brent were close to the shore (30 of them with 58
Wigeon and 22 Swans), Reed Bunting were still on the seawall and a couple of Snipe were in the meadow.
MON 5 OCT
1,120 BRENT were counted by Brian Fellows looking north into Langstone Harbour from the Kench today.
Later he saw the majority of this flock fly towards Farlington Marshes, with a flock of 200 heading for
Langstone – possibly indicating that they have already overcome their fear of the land and its human activity.
At the Kench Brian was hoping to see the Red Backed Shrike that was there from last Wednesday to Saturday
but the nearest he got to locating it was to hear calls (a repeated sharp rasping whistle) which corresponded to
recorded calls of this species.
Emsworth Mill Pond had 50 Swans to show Brian Fellows today, plus a Cormorant and 32 Canada with 1
Emperor Goose. 70 Mallard were on the Mill Pond and another 20 on Peter Pond. The Slipper Mill pond had
2 Cormorant and 1 Heron plus the Peter Pond swan pair with their 3 cygnets (including the Polish one)
While Brian was in South Devon last week he found time to check out the abundant Cetti’s Warblers at Slapton
Ley where he also heard 3 Water Rail and saw a Spotted Flycatcher, a Buzzard and many Chiff Chaff on land,
and Gadwall, Wigeon, Pochard and 500 Coot on the water. Brian also visited Start Point and Prawle Point but
could not pick out any Cirl Bunting among the Yellowhammers or in a flock of 300 Meadow Pipit in fields
over which the sky was full of Swallows and Martins.
PLANTS:

SUN 11 OCT
My list of plants in flower in October has now reached a total of 140 species with the lovely WILD PANSY
(Viola tricolor), GOAT’S RUE and STRAWBERRY CLOVER all found on North Hayling where I also found
the lovely sight of the STRAWBERRY TREE (Arbutus unedo) at Northney Church covered in its colourful
and apparently delicious (until you try one) fruits plus the first of this year’s pure white blossom. Do have a
look if you are passing (it overhangs the church name board by the gate from the road at the east end of the
church) – I can’t count it as a wild flower but still find it a delight to see. One surprise flower was Lesser
Swinecress.
SAT 10 OCT
Today’s unexpected plants in flower included PELLITORY OF THE WALL at Up Marden church and GOAT’S
BEARD on the way from there to Compton. In Compton, not ‘flowering’, I was pleased to find a wall
covered with POLYPODY fern (and Wall Rue) before adding Field Madder and Fool’s Parsley to the list.
WED 7 OCT
The COCKSPUR GRASS is still flowering along the north side of Harts Farm Way opposite the entrance to the
Broadmarsh small carpark. Looking at it today I realised there was about twice as much as I had first seen
with another swathe of plants stretching towards the mini-roundabout at the bridge over the A27. The only
explanation I can think of for its abundant presence here is that it fell off the back of a lorry! This was one of
eleven more flowering plants to go on my October list – among the others were LESSER HAWKBIT and SEA
ARROWGRASS on the South Moors, Stream Water-Crowfoot and African Marigold at Bedhampton and two
umbellifers – Wild Celery and Wild Parsnip.
INSECTS:

SUN 11 OCT
A single SMALL COPPER on the Hayling shore north of Verner Common was the only butterfly I saw today
despite the sunshine.
SAT 10 OCT
15 MEADOW BROWN and 2 COMMON BLUE were still on the wing at Old Winchester Hill when Mark
Litjens was there today. With them he saw one Small Copper and one LARGE WHITE.
My thought yesterday that ‘other species were out’ was confirmed by Mark who had 2 BRIMSTONE and 2
PEACOCK at Hursley Park yesterday.
FRI 9 OCT

A single RED ADMIRAL visited Michaelmas daisies in my garden in warm sunshine at midday – I suspect other
species will have been out in their usual haunts.
TUE 6 OCT
MEADOW BROWN & COMMON BLUE were both still flying on Portsdown last Saturday, seen by Theo
Roberts who also saw Large White, Speckled Wood, Comma and Brimstone that day. The last three species
in this list were also out in his Cosham garden on the Sunday. Another species still on the wing at the
weekend was Red Admiral, but everyone I have spoken to agrees that Peacock and Small Tortoiseshell have
vanished from the face of the earth (except for Thorney Island where Barry Collins has seen a few of both
species recently).
The large number of HORNETS which I saw on Sept 27th could have been the aftermath of a mating flight in
which a queen leaves the nest followed by the entire male community (the drones, fulfilling their only purpose
in this world). The males hopefully mate with the queen but what happens to them when that is over? Do they
return to the nest and live out the rest of their lives in sheltered accommodation, or do they disperse to die
wherever the line of flight has taken them? If the latter then the scattering of males over a wide area would be
accounted for, and I did see a single queen (and I guess she had not just come out to take the air on a nice day).
Is this the right time of year for such an event?

OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 11 OCT
Many decaying toadstools have ended their lives at the bottom of my garden near the compost and each year I
take pleasure in seeing their unexpected offspring. Today as I dumped garden waster I found two beautiful
AMETHYST DECEIVER at my feet and when I was on Hayling I found the new open space on the Northney
shore behind the marina has a good selection of small toadstools as well as the bigger Shaggy Inckcaps –
among them were more of the pure white ones (I think the same as those seen near the Texaco garage at the
south end of Langstone bridge) which I guess are Lepiota leucothites. Other small white capped toadstools
with off-white gills and a strong pleasant sweet smell were I think examples of The Miller (Clitopilus
prunulus).
SAT 10 OCT
The YELLOW COWPAT TOADSTOOL smiled at me from cowpats near West Marden today. In the same
pasture an ash tree had fungi on its trunk which from a distance I thought were Oyster Mushrooms but when I
got closer I found they were slightly more chunky and the caps had a faint orange hue which suggested
Pleurotus cornucopiae.
MON 5 OCT
Yesterday Rosemary Webb found a marvellous display of fungi in the Selborne area. Most people will
understand the pleasure of finding the first FLY AGARIC, the beautiful colour of troops of AMETHYST
DECEIVER and the respect due to a cluster of DEATH CAP, but to a fungal fanatic there was more
excitement in a list of rarities including the rare GIANT CLUB (a yellowish club shaped fungus that can stand
a foot – 30cm - high), HARE’S EAR (also yellow but a hollow half club shape – ear shaped – not more than
10 cm high), and the Hedgehog like puffball LYCOPERDON ECHINATUM.. A startlingly beautiful fungus
that most people will not have seen is the SCARLET ELF-CUP which was also found at Selborne, while at
Head Down above Buriton Rosemary found the tiny jet black ‘paddles’ of TRICHOGLOSSUM HIRSUTUM,
and in the lawn of her Hayling garden WHITE SPINDLES and PARROT WAXCAP. The two common types
of EARTH STAR are still flourishing at Head Down, and among them are some that Rosemary at first thought
were ‘under-nourished’ specimens of GEASTRUM SESSILE but now thinks are the uncommon species
GEASTRUM NANUM. The fungal season is well and truly under way now – Rosemary’s list was much
longer than I have given, I see I have omitted a mass of SULPHUR TUFT and white CORAL FUNGUS, and
also the ANISEED TOADSTOOL.
HABITAT:

FRI 9 OCT
Today Brian Fellows noted what is presumably more improvement to the habitat on Thorney in the shaper of a
digger at work on the north side of the Little Deeps – I assume this was a mechanical digger creating or
clearing water channels rather than a bait-digger who had lost his way! I believe this area is not only an SSSI
but also a Sussex Ornithological Society reserve (with dedicated volunteer workers to whom we should all be
grateful) – but I do not know the boundaries of either the SSSI or the reserve. Also in Sussex Brian noted the
large scale reconstrustion of the Stansted House walled garden area – a massive amount of topsoil has arrived
behind the visitors carpark area and whatever is going on inside the walls must have an impact on wildlife,
hopefully for the good. Brian also comments on the fields around the house – some planted with winter wheat
but at least one large field still attracting birds to stubble.
BIRDS:

WEEK 39

SAT 3 OCT
A juvenile GREY PHALAROPE summoned Mark Litjens to Keyhaven today and waited on the second pool west
of the main path to the sea from the Lower Pennington Lane carpark until he arrived – it had been there for
three days. While there he saw 12 Little Egrets, 9 Wheatear, 2 Little Stint and a Tree Pipit plus a
DARTFORD WARBLER, a HONEY BUZZARD circling overhead then heading for the Isle of Wight, and
best of all a YELLOW BROWED WARBLER in an ivy covered bush in the carpark. Mark only had a 30
second view of the warbler. The Red Backed Shrike was still at the Kench today according to Mark’s pager.
80 LINNETS bouncing over stubble at Rowlands Castle while Swallows streamed by was a reminder of the
advancing autumn, and while walking in that area I met a resident of the Isle of Wight who told me that he
knows of four Peregrine pairs nesting on the south coast of the Isle of Wight.
FRI 2 OCT
RED BACKED SHRIKE is always a good find, and when I stopped my bike near the mouth of the Kench this
morning in order to scan the shore and harbour and found I was within ten yards of a Shrike perched on a wild

rose in full view, and that it was showing no concern about my presence, I was delighted. I watched it for
several minutes, seeing it fly up to catch a large flying bee or wasp, before going on my way. When I returned
home and started to ring people with the news I learnt that the bird had been there since Wednesday and (from
those able tosee it through scopes from a distance of 20 yards) that it was probably a young male, but the fact
that others had seen it in no way spoilt my personal pleasure in finding it with not a human in sight. Dave
Mead told me that he had seen it earlier this morning and that its plumage was very different from the juvenile
that he found on Farlington Marshes a month ago (Sept 3rd) – this one has a clear red back and white breast
and belly even in a close view with x10 bins, but a very un-aggressive looking bill, so that I thought it was a
female but I am told that with a scope there is a lot of mottling on the back, flanks and breast. I was also told
that its prey was mainly wasps. If you want to try to see it just follow the path along the east side of the Kench
and look on the bushes to the right of the path as you approach the harbour shore (I saw it on the last line of
bushes before the shore, and on the bush nearest to the path).
A SHORT EARED OWL got up from the grass at the Kench when Dave Mead went to see the Shrike this
morning. The owl flew south over the Golf Course. Dave has recently been at Fishbourne (today?) where he
saw what seems to be a very scarce migrant this autumn – two LESSER WHITETHROAT (in the same bush
as a Common Whitethroat and a Blackcap and near 2 Redstarts). Over in the New Forest at Pig Bush (last
Sunday?) he saw an even rarer migrant – a RING OUZEL – and he reminds us to keep an eye open for this
species as this is the peak time for their autumn passage through Hampshire. The only migrants which I saw
this morning on Hayling were half a dozen Wheatear in the Gunner Point area (plus one near the Oysterbeds)
and three or four Swallows heading east.
REDWING will soon be heard quietly whispering their whistles in the night sky and appearing in woods and
parks where there are berries to eat. Looking at the current weather maps with broad arrows indicating strong
east winds across the North Sea I can imagine the massive invasion of birds crossing from Scandinavia, but
today I also met Tim Lawman who has already seen a couple of Redwing on Hayling in mid-September.
BUZZARDS have probably nested at Goodwood this summer acording to Mike Collins who has seen three
together there recently and thinks it was a local family. He has also seen a single Buzzard over Prospect Lane
here in Havant. Back on the downs above Goodwood he has seen a young Peregrine, reminding me that last
year a pair were rumoured to be nesting in a chalk pit on the west bank of the River Arun where it cuts through
the Downs just south of Houghton and Amberly – that seemed a very likely site for them and it is only 12km
east of Goodwood.
There were at least 500 BRENT in Langstone Harbour when I cycled down the Hayling Coastal Path this
morning but no Merganser yet (they normally return in late October but could arrive earlier, and where are the
summering birds?). The two surprise observations that I noted were both of land birds – at the Oysterbeds a
Dunnock sang quite strongly and over the West Lane fields a Skylark sang fully for several minutes, probably
a resident objecting to the arrival of continental birds. I also had a close view of a female Sparrowhawk for
about half a second as it emerged at full speed from impenetrable trees on one side of the track to disappear
into equally dense trees on the other side – how do they do that? It was out of sight before the Goldfinches
feeding near me had time to get airborne.
WED 30 SEP
No sign of the OSPREY at Thorney Deeps east when Brian Fellows was there at midday (but this does not mean
it has left us). To make up for this Brian had excellent views of a PEREGRINE chasing and (he thinks)
catching a Greenshank – he thinks that the brown upper plumage and streaked breast indicated a juvenile
falcon, but if so it was doing a lot better than some juveniles that I have seen whose activites hardly disturb the
waders which an adult would panic. Going on to Nutbourne Bay Brian found 146 Wigeon, 44 Brent, 19
Swans, 6 Canada Geese and 8 Shelduck sheltering from the strong south east wind, but the more exposed
shingle spit at the mouth of the stream still had 12 Lapwing with 1 Little Egret, 1 Greenshank and 1 Curlew
Sandpiper. The Nutbourne meadow, which has been unused except by birds for some time, today had a good
many horses in it so few birds were seen (a few Teal and a Kestrel overhead). I would guess that horses
hooves may be the main agent in creating the broken soil which has become muddy pools and attracted so
many birds.
GOOSANDER bred somewhere in Hampshire for the first time this spring – stale news to those that read it in the
HOS Newsletter editorial a week or more ago but worth bringing to the attention of those who did not.
TRACKS & SIGNS OF THE BIRDS OF BRITAIN & EUROPE is the title of the first book which I have come
across which gives you a real chance of identifying those beautiful but frustrating feathers which suddenly
appear on the ground at your feet. I was shown it by Richard Barker who has had it for some time. If you
want to try to get hold of it the ISBN number is 0-7136-3523-1, the authors are Roy Brown and John Ferguson
and it is published by Christopher Helm. Richard also showed me a book which I suspect is better known –
the Field Guide to the Rare Birds of Britain and Europe by Ian Lewington, Per Alstrom and Peter Colston
published by Harper Collins with the ISBN number of 0-00-219917-3.

TUE 29 SEP
A juvenile AVOCET was in the stream at Farlington when Brian visited in mid-morning, maybe because a weed
removal exercise around the lake had forced it into this more open spot. The feathers which would have been
black in an adult were all brown. On the sightings board the total of BRENT had risen to 240, and in the
bushes Brian heard the first full song from a Blue Tit after the summer break. He also found 3 Shelduck back
in Shutts Lake. Down at Southsea Brian could not see a Med Gull but did find 43 Swans back on the Canoe
Lake. He also comments on hearing occasional Chiff Chaff song back in his Emsworth garden – here in
Havant they are now singing strongly every morning and can often be seen working round the garden,
repeatedly depressing their tails as an extra way to distinguish them from Willow Warblers.
14 SHELDUCK were on the sea off Warblington to confirm their return as I cycled along the shore today. Before
seeing them I glimpsed a female Sparrowhawk over Langstone Mill after seeing 300 gulls rise from the mud in
panic, and saw the first of two Wheatear on the shore near Pook Lane – the second was near the Thorney Great
Deeps. Also on the saltings off Warblington were some 43 Crows – for some reason the farmland and shore
here often attracts a large flock of these birds – presumably ‘surplus to requirement’ in other areas were
resident Crows defend their territories.
2000 STARLINGS were lining the power lines over the Thorney Little Deeps when I passed around 5pm, no
doubt preparing to spend the night in the reed beds. On the Little Deeps were three smart male Pochard and a
couple of females though some 75 Coot left little open water for them. Surprisingly there were only half a
dozen Tufted Duck to be seen, making me wonder if these have now flown to join their winter ‘party
conference’ on the Chichester Lakes, partly driven by the arrival of the Coot (some of which have probably
come from Aldsworth Pond as it dried up). Overhead a Snipe rasped, and looking up I saw a loose formation
of a dozen heading north west.
MON 28 SEP
20 SHELDUCK in smart adult plumage, plus two juveniles, were in Nutbourne Bay at high water this afternoon
when Brian Fellows was there. These are the first winter arrivals I have heard about and their arrival is
comparable to last year’s when the Sussex Bird Report (just out) recorded 37 in Chichester Harbour on Sept
20th when the monthly WeBS count took place – there were only 7 recorded in August. After the first few
birds the first big wave of arrivals is expected at the beginning of November, and numbers will again double at
the start of January.
Still at Nutbourne Brian found the ‘Nutbourne meadow’ was defiled by the presence of 5 Canada Geese, then
counted 51 Ringed Plover, 4 Turnstone, 5 Dunlin and 1 Grey Plover on the shingle roost at the mouth of the
Ham Brook stream. 4 Reed Bunting flitted along inside the seawall while 30 Swallow flew south overhead
and 7 Brent flew across the water on which were 46 Wigeon, 17 Swans and a Great Crested Grebe. After
seeing these birds Brian continued along the seawall towards a young man coming towards him on a bicycle
on the handlebars of which sat a TAWNY OWL enjoying (?) a limited view of the natural world after being
reared in an incubator. I only hope the young owner does not lose interest and abandon his pet – a few years
ago I was involved in rescuing a Barn Owl that was being tormented by children in Leigh Park until a woman
took pity on it and carried it into an outhouse from which I took it Brent Lodge and thus to a new owner with
more care for it. While still in the area Brian checked out the juvenile Osprey and found it still on the landing
light post at the east end of Thorney Great Deeps, this time with 11 Carrion Crows in mocking attendance.
The EMPEROR GOOSE was back on Emsworth Mill Pond today with 29 Canada Geese – this flock may well
alternate between this pond and the Thorney Little Deeps during the winter (I doubt they will return to
Aldsworth Pond until it refills next spring). Also in the Emsworth area was a total of 48 Swans, 138 Mallard,
4 Cormorant and 2 Heron.
Get ready for a 1999 NIGHTINGALE survey is the message from Chris Mead in replying to questions that Brian
Fellows sent him after reading the BTO document on which I commented last Saturday. The document was a
Press Release highlighting items which the BTO thought noteworthy (if you want the facts you will have to
get hold of the 169 page full document detailing the status of all ‘endangered’ bird species). It seems the
Nightingale is not on the list because there is as yet insufficient evidence, hence next year’s survey. When that
takes place it will be no use looking in Berkeley Square here in the Denvilles area of Havant – only this
afternoon John Goodspeed watched a female Sparrowhawk plucking a Collared Dove in the driveway of the
house he was visiting before carrying off its prey to eat elsewhere. I doubt a Nightingale would survive there.
A KINGFISHER caught a small fish ‘before my very eyes’ as I was inspecting the newly opened footpath around
the seaward side of Budds Farm this afternoon. Perhaps the Kingfisher was very hungry as it let me get
within twenty yards of it before flying off, only to land again still within my sight and stay there until it had
caught its supper. Perhaps we should name the new improved path ‘Kingfisher way’.
Mark Litjens has just returned from a holiday in Cornwall where he saw Melodious Warbler, Wryneck, American
Wigeon and Blue-winged Teal (to name but a few) and he tells me that it is not at all impossible that the
DARK-EYED JUNCO which was reported to be in Bedhampton by Steve Hooper (see last Friday 25th) is a
genuine vagrant as a bird of this species wintered in a British garden last winter and they commonly inhabit

gardens in North America. Before we all get excited bear in mind that the bird has not been positively
identified and I do not know if it is still being seen.
PLANTS:

SUN 4 OCT
Today I had to attemd a christening in the small church at Newtown near Wickham and while in that area I found
a number of good plants in flower to bring my October list to 112 species. HEDGEROW CRANESBILL was
certainly the prettiest but PEPPER SAXIFRAGE and SNEEZEWORT were good finds (the two names make
an appropriate pair – the pepper causing the sneeze). Honeysuckle was flowering in the hedgerow, Lesser
Spearwort in a damp ditch and Canadian Goldenrod in a dry spot far from any garden.
SAT 3 OCT
Stubble fields are a good place for wild flowers at this time of year and a circular walk north from Rowlands
Castle to Dean Lane End and back added 28 species to my garden list. One of the more interesting finds,
HOUNDS TONGUE, is not included as it was not in flower but there were masses of its ditinctive leaves and
seeds on the steep uphill footpath immediately west of where the road passes under the railway at Dean Lane
End (south end of Finchdean). At the top of that slope, along the field path south to Wellsworth Farm, I found
COMMON CALAMINT and ROUND LEAVED FLUELLEN in flower, and near the farm GREEN
ALKANET was still flowering with BUSH VETCH. Elsewhere on the walk I found Field Pansies and Forgetme-not, Dark Mullein, Wild Basil and Marjoram with Black Grass flowering in the fields and GOLDEN ROD
still flowering on the parapet of the footpath bridge over the railway east of the farm.
FRI 2 OCT
Now we are in October I have started to keep a list of plants flowering in the winter months and today I made a
good start with a lits of 75 species. One that I was not expecting to be in such full flower was the CORD
GRASS (Spartina) around the harbour. Two other late, but beautiful, flowers were the Viper’s Bugloss and
Thrift at Sinah and one that surprised me was a plant of Common Storksbill which had achieved the full 60 cm
height which Stace allows it! I think of Storksbill as a ground hugging plant, but I guess this is mainly
because I normally come on it in places where it has difficulty in raising its head on account of mowing,
trampling or plain poor soil. This tall plant was growing in the enriched soil beside the old rail line at West
Town station where trees and shrubs have been planted, giving it nourishment and protection against cutting ro
trampling.
TUE 29 SEP
TAMARISK bushes do not seem to have regular flowering times, but to bloom when they choose, and along the
Warblington shore this afternoon I enjoyed a good display as the landward side of these bushes which
overhang the seawall was being ‘hedge trimmed’ to maintain the field edges from encroachment.
INSECTS:

SAT 3 OCT
A male DARK BUSH CRICKET was an interesting find while gathering late blackberries today – only one seen
but there were a million SHIELD BUGS on the blackberries – the majority were brown and I think they are
called Sloe Bugs but there were also a few green ones. Just one Small White butterfly today.
FRI 2 OCT
RED ADMIRAL and SMALL WHITE were the only butterflies I saw today but I did hear something of interest
in relation to the large number of Hornets which I found last Sunday – namely that they had had a nest this
summer in one of the buildings of the Stansted Sawmills where they had been given careful protection.
WED 30 SEP
Despite the wind and occasional heavy rain the early afternoon sunshine brought a SMALL WHITE and RED
ADMIRAL into my garden.
TUE 29 SEP
The American GREEN DARNER seen by Mark Litjens in Cornwall (see yesterday’s entry) was no misprint! I
believe two common names for dragonflies were once ‘Horse Stingers’ and ‘Devils Darning Needles’ and I
guess this insects modern name is derived from the latter.
MON 28 SEP
1100 BUTTERFLIES were seen by Mark Litjens during a two week holiday in Cornwall which has just ended.
On one day he counted 136 Red Admiral and there were lots of Large White, Clouded Yellow and Painted
Lady. Several of the Clouded Yellow were Helice but best of all was a Berger’s Clouded Yellow flying and
settled alongside a standard Clouded Yellow, and a Monarch that needed no comparison. When it came to
dragonflies he has me floored as I do not have a book illustrating the American Green Darner (I guess that’s a
misprint for Darter) he saw in the Nanquidno valley (between Land’s End and St Just).

OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 4 OCT
GYMNOPILUS JUNONIUS is an eye-catching autumn fungus on tree stumps – the large toadstools are snuff
brown throughout and grow in large tufts which can cover the whole stump of a large old oak or other tree. I
found a clump in the churchyard of the little church at Newtown near Wickham today, and in the same
churchyard one broad tomb covered with stone chippings had a thick layer of grey/green lichen on top of the
stones and the lichen was celebrating the damp weather with a great array of grey/green lichen cups (probably
a Cladonia species)
SAT 3 OCT
BEEFSTEAK FUNGUS is an exciting rarity and today the Evening Class group were shown a lovely fresh
specimen, all juicy and dripping ‘blood’, when Rosemary Webb lead their walk in Stansted Forest. Also there
the first tall MAGPIE FUNGI were seen in the grass by the main avenue – these are a tall species of Coprinus
and thus related to the SHAGGY INKCAPS that are now abundant (some were growing outside the Rowlands
Castle home of one of the evenign class members). On my own walk I found a much smaller species of
Coprinus, which I could not identify, growing in cow dung. Less than 10 cm tall these had brilliant white tall
stems on which the initially cigar shaped caps were a delicate shade of very light brown.
FRI 2 OCT
The toadstool season was really under way as I cycled around Hayling today. In many places the FAIRY RING
toadstools were standing proudly in the grass which they seem to turn a deeper green around the current arc of
their growing circle (previously the few which I have seen have looked like badly cooked Yorkshire puddings
that have ‘gone flat’) and at West Town Station there was a good stand of SHAGGY INKCAPS in all stages
from newborn cigars to tiny umbrellas on tall stems after the cap has rolled up its edges and ‘deliquesced’ its
inky fluid of spores. With them were the tiny Japanese Umbrells (Coprinus plicatilis) and other small fungi.
Elsewhere I spotted several more species and I suspect that damp old woodland will now have a great fungal
harvest.
TUE 29 SEP
MUNTJAC DEER are not easy to see but their spread through southern England has certainly reached us. In the
past few years I have heard of them in the Southleigh Forest (by Woodberry Lane) and have even glimpsed
one dashing across the Lady’s Walk in Stansted Forest. Today I heard further strong evidence of their
presence from Richard Barker who was in Havant Thicket on Sept 25th quietly carrying out a bird survey when
he heard the distinctive repeated barking of what he thought must be a Muntjac followed by the noise of some
animal crashing through the thick bracken and bramble undergrowth to escape when it detected his presence.
HABITAT:

FRI 2 OCT
Radio Solent and BBC South television have today put out vague versions of what I imagine was a precise Press
Release about the proposed SPA and SAC status for Langstone and Chichester harbours. At first I thought
that they were saying that the protection given by these designations had now come into effect, but I think they
were saying that the proposal now has the backing of the UK government and will be passed by them to the
European authorities. Good news, but I wonder how much longer we will have to wait before the protection
comes into effect. (On BBC South Today they also carried a story about a farmer who has just destroyed about
2km of hedgerow after (a) timing his application for permission in December when it was impossible to assess
the true wildlife value of the hedge and (b) digging up 600 metres more than the stretch for which he had
secured permission). I hope that SPA status will not only preclude any such habitat destruction but will go
further and require landowners and local authorities to take positive steps to enhance wildlife habitat.
Yesterday on ITV’s evening news programme (Meridian tonight) I saw an interesting confrontation between
Jeremy Thomas for the government’s Institute of Terrestrial Ecology and Trevor Juniper for the Friends of the
Earth over the wildlife losses and gains from the construction of the M3 across Twyford Down and the
associated closure of the Winchester bypass and the creation of new wildlife habitat where that road once ran.
As usual the two sides were talking about different things – Trevor Juniper was condemning the construction
of roads and encouragement of road traffic (which I would agree with) and Jeremy Thomas was relating facts
to show that habitat created with wildlife as its intended ‘end product’ produces much more wildlife than
downland subject ot modern agricultural practice (which I would agree with). Makes you wonder why Trevor
Juniper was getting so heated in the short debate. I was also interested to see and hear Jeremy Thomas after
several years of relying on his butterfly book as my main source of knowledge on that subject. I am not, by
the way, supporting the argument that e.g. Associated British Ports would like people to believe in connection

with Dibden Bay – namely that if some wildlife habitat has to be destroyed for the essential purpose of making
money then equivalent habitat can be created elsewhere to replace the loss. I think Jeremy Thomas made the
point clearly that the circumstances in which habitat can be ‘created’ and be equally acceptable to wildlife are
very limited and certainly do not occur with wetland habitat.
WED 30 SEP
The revised planning application for more factories on the IBM land at Langstone South Moors has now been
approved. As part of the deal was to dedicate the land south of the factories as a nature reserve, with the
expectation that its management would be undertaken by the Hampshire Wildlife Trust, we await news of
developments in that matter. Part of the South Moors was never owned by IBM and is not part of that deal but
as that land also has no possibility of development it would make good sense to see it included in the nature
reserve to ensure the best habitat management. I hope this comes about.
BIRDS:

WEEK 38

SUN 27 SEP
The two OSPREYS are still present on Thorney (juvenile at the Great Deeps east end and an adult along the south
shore of the airfield). Today Barry Collins also saw a MARSH HARRIER there on two occasions – he thinks
it was the same bird (with some primaries missing from one wing).
A female MANDARIN duck was a surprise find when I used my permit to visit the Stansted ponds nature reserve
this morning. I first saw it standing on a log in the shallow water but it soon flew off towards the Brick Kiln
pond when 30 or so Mallard and half a dozen Teal all took fright at my presence. After walking through the
Groves where a pair of Marsh Tits were feeding on Honeysuckle berries I came back via Stubbermere pond,
hearing the ‘pee pee pee’ call of Lesser Spotted Woodpecker from the wodland edge to the north of the pond.
The holly berries in Hollybank are now red and it is usuually here that I come on my first Redwing but today it
was a couple of Song Thrush that attracted my attention by there sporadic attempts to sing – possibly they
were drunk on the yew berries on which they were feeding. While listening to their occasional notes I
watched a single SPOTTED FLYCATCHER and a good collection of other small birds including a female
Blackcap. Barry Collins also had a Spotted Flycatcher in Thorney churchyard today, and the birdbath in
Rosemary Webb’s Hayling garden today attracted a male REDSTART.
Emsworth harbour had a good selection of waders when Brian Fellows was there this morning – 94 Redshank
sounds like a considerable increase for this site, but the Black Tailed Godwit were down to 47 (including two
ringed birds) and there were 6 Greenshank which will hopefully remain through the winter. Brian went on to
Thorney and heard from a birder that one Osprey had been fishing in the Prinsted channel and a Marsh Harrier
had been over fields near the Little Deeps (I think Barry Collins two sighting were at the south of the island).
At Farlington Marshes Brian found some good numbers on the notice board – 39 Little Stint, 9 Curlew
Sandpiper, 5 Spotted Redshank, 39 Greenshank, 50 Bearded Tit and a Ruff at the Deeps. One Avocet was
seen yesterday (26th) and out in the harbour there are now 3 BLACK NECKED GREBE and 510 Wigeon as
well as the 200 Brent which Tony Gutteridge saw yesterday. In today’s high tide roost of perhaps 400 Godwit
a ‘funny wader’ had been seen – smaller than the Godwits, with a brown crown and streaked breast plus a
slightly down-curved bill.
SAT 26 SEP
Twelve PINTAIL flew over Pagham Harbour this morning while the Evening Class group were sheltering from
the rain which curtailed their walk from the nature reserve hut at Sidlesham to Church Norton. The Farlington
Marshes notice board listed 10 in Langstone Harbour on Sept 15th but these are the first returning birds for
which I have had an '‘eye witness” report. The Ferry pool had 4 Curlew Sandpiper and 2 Little Stint today but
only one juvenile Shelduck. In the harbour the group saw a Greenshank, a Common Sandpiper and 2 Snipe
with the expected Little Egret, Teal and Black Tailed Godwit. Overhead was a small flock of House Martin
and the odd Swallow, with a Kestrel giving as good as it got in a tussle with a Crow.
The Pagham notice board listed a SEMI-PALMATED SANDPIPER on the North Wall until the 23rd (at a guess
the same bird that was at Portfield Pit, Chichester on Sunday 20th) and a (passing?) Marsh Harrier at Church
Norton
BTO REVIEW OF COUNTRYSIDE BIRDS
The BTO have been reviewing the population changes of birds over a 25 year time period (1972-1996) and have
put out warnings of severe decline in the numbers of some species in a report to the JNCC (Joint Nature
Conservation Council), the government’s official wildlife conservation body for the whole UK within which
English Nature is the branch concerned with wildlife in England. They classify species showing a 50%
reduction in population as calling for a ‘high alert’ and have issued these for Snipe, Goldcrest, House Sparrow,
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker, Willow Tit , Yellowhammer and breeding Redshank. Three species over which
there has been much concern (Lapwing, Tawny Owl and Yellow Wagtail) are now off the high alert list but
still show substantial reductions (below 50%), and the Kestrel is thought to be down by less than 25%. There

is no mention of either Skylark or Nightingale in the document written by Chris Mead which Brian Fellows
has found on the internet, and I find this surprising in view of the fund raising the BTO has been doing based
on their decline. I also find the inclusion of Goldcrest very surprising, but these BTO statistics are based on
CBC results which are a pretty small sample of the country’s total habitat. As this document is undated and
clearly not a full list of birds in decline (it admits that the total list includes 40 species) I can only interpret it as
an indication of the fact that BTO statistics (whatever you may think of them) are all that we have as factual
measures of bird popultions, and that they are acted on by English Nature.
FRI 25 SEP
200 BRENT were seen in the centre of Langstone Harbour today by Tony Gutteridge from the Point at
Farlington. Tony also had a much closer view of a duck on the Farlington Deeps which closely resembled a
FERRUGINOUS DUCK and would be very interested to hear from anyone who knows of a strange Aytha
hybrid or local escapee of this species. Still at Farlington today Tony saw a female Gadwall, 4 Curlew
Sandpiper, and 4 Whinchat plus a good dozen Yellow Wagtail. On Wednesday (23rd) he saw a Kingfisher at
Farlington Marshes and at Broadmarsh saw two ‘summer’ Brent close to the shore. Another recent sighting by
him was of a SNIPE flushed from the ground near the top of the Trundle at Goodwood – no a drop of water of
mud within miles!
A KINGFISHER flew down the Hermitage Stream ahead of me this evening as I crossed the footbridge by the
Bedhampton water works site. Cygnets at the mouth of the stream are now showing extensive patches of
white plumage. Reaching Mill Lane at Langstone on the way home I heard the unexpected sound of
GOLDCREST SONG from one of the gardens – I do not normally hear this song after the breeding season
until December.
A JUNCO of some sort has been visiting a bird feeding station in the area of Bedhampton between the Hulbert
Road and Park Lane. This news came from Steve Hooper who was shown the bird by a friend. If you have
lost a cage bird and want to try to recapture it, or even better if you have any evidence that this might be a
genuine vagrant then do tell us so we can pop round to Bedhampton for a super tick. I believe there are
several species of Junco kept as cage birds, but the only species accepted as a genuine vagrant is Junco
hyemalis – Dark Eyed Junco, previously known as Slate-coloured Junco – and Steve’s description of dark
head and breast, white belly and white outer tail feathers could fit this though he added that it had a fair
amount of brown in its plumage. My Shell Guide to Birds gives the habitat as scrub and untended fields,
hardly what you find in Bedhampton housing
A more genuine long distance traveller was seen at Farlington by Brian Fellows last Tuesday (22nd) – this was a
BLACK TAILED GODWIT with a single metal ring on its upper left leg. As the details could not be read its
origin is uncertain but Pete Potts thinks it could have been ringed in Iceland. Birds of Hampshire tells us that
most of our wintering Blackwits are thought to come from Iceland – the evidence for this quoted in that book
is concerned with the direction in which migrants set off at the end of the winter and hard evidence from
ringing would no doubt be welcome.
Today Brian Fellows spent time in both Havant Thicket and The Holt carrying out HOS Sites Register survey
work – I see he too heard GREAT TIT song after their prolonged summer silence. I also today recorded the
details of Richard Barker's August visits to Havant Thicket on this survey and see that he saw a SPOTTED
FLYCATCHER there on Aug 28th in roughly the same area as one was reported in June, so maybe we did
have a pair of these ‘rarities’ breeding locally this year (the only other breeding I know of was one pair at
Stansted House and one at Racton).
THU 24 SEP
The juvenile LONG TAILED SKUA which Barry Collins saw over Pilsey last Monday morning had been seen
in the Wittering area on Sunday by Peter Gammage, so Barry told me today. A notable feature of its plumage
was the particularly white head. There have been no further sightings ..
A second OSPREY, this time an adult, was seen along the south shore of Thorney Island by Barry Collins on
Tuesday (22nd).
A WOODCOCK exploded from the backen in Havant Thicket as I got within twenty yards of it this afternoon,
giving me a reasonably good view as it flew off. No other birds of special interest were seen there – mainly
resident Tits and Goldcrest but there were still a few Chiffchaff (one singing) and a party of Swallows passed
over. It seems unlikely we will see flocks of Crossbill there this winter – if there had been an invasion from
Scandinavia we should have been seeing some of them from mid-summer on, and this afternoon I met John
Chapman who has spent the last fortnight in Norway (at a conference, not birding) and while he had seen
plenty of Sea Eagles he had not seen a single Crossbill.
Although we are now in the period during which the BREEDING SUCCESS OF BRENT is assessed it will be a
little while before families with young start to arrive (the first birds are almost exclusively non-breeders).
Barry Collins told me tody that the large number of Little Stint we are seeing should be a good sign of little
predation in their common breeding area – in other words there were probably plenty of Lemming to feed the

Arctic Foxes so both Stint and Brent were spared.
Off the South Moors this afternoon Brian Fellows could only see 4 Great Crested Grebe (and on Friday 25th I
could not see any). The 40 birds I saw here last Saturday (19th) may have been elsewhere in the harbour but I
have the impression that these birds use the harbour as a staging post in the autumn and that flock has probably
moved on west. Brian did see a Stonechat on the South Moors, and it would seem that a wave of these birds
has just reached the coast and may well stay for the winter. In Emsworth Brian found the EMPEROR GOOSE
still on the Mill Pond with 36 Canada Geese (by Friday 25th the Emperor had gone and the Canada Geese were
down to ten, but I suspect they are not far away).
WED 23 SEP
At least 140 BRENT were bobbing in the centre of Langstone Harbour on today’s high tide when I looked from
the west Hayling shore at Saltmarsh Lane. From there they were in line with Kendall’s Wharf, and I estimate
they were in square SU 6901 over the Langstone Channel or Sword sands – probably visible from Farlington
Point but not from the Oysterbeds on account of the bright sun reflecting from the water, and about 2km
distant from any shore viewing point.
‘New’ STONECHAT were present on the west Hayling shore this afternoon – a male at Saltmarsh Lane and a
female at the Oysterbeds (south west corner of the County Council’s ‘Ragwort field’). Two Yellow Wagtail
flew south over the Oysterbeds while I was there. Brian Fellows was at the Oysterbeds at midday, but as I
guessed he could not see the Brent from there – he did however see 120 Ringed Plover on the Stoke Bay
shingle bar where it leaves the oysterbeds and wathced one Common and two Sandwich Terns fishing in the
harbour.
A GREAT TIT was singing strongly in my garden today, reminding me that I also heard one briefly yesterday.
ANOTHER LAST SWIFT – this time over Southampton last Sunday (20th) – this news from Paul Winter reached
me today via Brian Fellows.
News of SPOONBILLS also comes from the internet via Brian. It seems that at Amstelveen in the Netherlands a
positive action plan to encourage these birds (which like the Little Egrets are showing a natural tendency to
spread northwards) has greatly exceeded expectation and there are now around 3000 birds and 1100 nests at
this site. The number of nesting pairs has tripled in less than 20 years. Next stop the English south coast!
THE EMPEROR IS BACK IN TOWN - the town being Emsworth. Brian Fellows tells me that 50 CANADA
GEESE with the lone EMPEROR GOOSE were back on the Mill Pond on Monday (21st). The Emsworth
Swan total was then 59 and the Mallard count was 101, with 4 Cormorant on the Slipper Mill pond where a
shoal of Grey Mullet can be seen temptingly near the surface. Yesterday on the Southsea Canoe Lake there
were 37 Swans
TUE 22 SEP
LITTLE EGRET COUNT NOW UP TO 235 is part of a message from Brian Fellows who got this news from
Barry Collins yesterday while they were at Black Point on Hayling looking for a juvenile LONG TAILED
SKUA which they did not see (it had been reported in the area on Sunday and Barry saw it briefly over Pilsey
on Monday morning (21st)). From Black Point they did see 29 BRENT in Chichester Harbour where Barry
had first seen them that morning, and from Gunner Point two Brent were seen flying (presumably west)
making me wonder how the majority of these geese travel – in large flocks or small family units? And do
they have a preference for night or day flying, or do they just plug on regardless when the urge takes them?
While at Gunner Point Brian saw 3 Wheatear and one Sandwich Tern.
BAFFINS POND was visited by Brian Fellows today, and he recorded 5 Little Grebe (1 adult and 4 young), 1
Cormorant, 2 Mute Swan, 38 Canada and 38 Barnacle Geese, the 2 Snow Geese and 1 Hybrid, 182 Mallard, 4
Tufted Duck, 17 Coot and 7 Moorhen. At Milton Common he found the area’s largest Swan family (up to
now a pair with 9 cygnets) had broken up leaving only 1 adult and 4 cygnets. The first Shoveler of the winter
had joined them on th Milton Lakes and a Chiffchaff was singing nearby.
40 BRENT GEESE were recorded on the Farlington notice board when Brian Fellows visited today. While there
he saw 4 Little Stint, 2 Green Sandpiper and 3 juvenile Shelduck but it was too windy to sort out many of the
other waders present though 2 colour ringed Blackwits were present.
A WILLOW TIT sighting was the high spot of a walk round Stansted Forest today – for the first time in my life I
saw the pale wing panels clearly (had the bird just completed its autumn moult?) though my certainty of its
identity came first from the distinctive nasal call (slightly like a quarrlesome squirrel) and second from the
side view of the head with the pale panels going to the back of the neck to give the ‘bull headed’ look
(surprisingly these extended cheek panels were not pure white but tinged with a buffish colour throughout).
The bird was at SU 749118 in larches with other tits at a place where I have twice before encountered Willow
Tits – to find the place go along the public path through the Forest from Rowlands Castle to Forestside, and at
the distinctive 5 way junction at SU 750116 turn north on the least used of these paths. You will have larches
on your left and birch/hazel on your right and you walk for about 150 metres until you find a Yew tree

overhanging the path from the right and opposite this tree you turn left along a very minor track through the
larches – the birds were along this track. With the Willow Tit I saw Treecreeper, male Blackcap, and heard
Chiffchaff song as well as seeing many tits and Goldcrest.
MON 21 SEP
2 DARTFORD WARBLER were unusually visible from the Hook shore yesterday and 2 BRENT were close to
the spit at the mouth of the Hamble when Trevor Carpenter was there yesterday – he thinks the geese were too
close to be wary migrants but does not suggest where they might have come from if they were summering
birds. In the upper Meon valley near East Meon, also yesterday, Christoph Harwood remarked on the large
number of Swallows and Martins skimming over the fields and river (as did Kevin Stouse on Cobnor). Brian
Fellows seems to have seen the first big flocks last Thursday and we can expect to see them going both west
and east along the coast for the next few weeks, presumably feeding up before they cross the channel.
The OSPREY was still at the Thorney Deeps this afternoon when John Goodspeed was there – he was lucky
enough to see it fishing, but the bird did not catch anything while John was present – no doubt it caused a good
deal of disturbance to the other birds.
PLANTS:

FRI 25 SEP
An ATLAS CEDAR is one of many interesting trees planted along the Civic Centre Road in Havant outside the
Council Offices and today it looked magnificient with its very healthy branches with their bright blue/grey
leaves absoloutely covered in what looked like a mass of tall, thin young cones. As they were unlike the
mature barrel shaped cones of most Cedars I checked in Alan Mitchell’s tree book when I got home and
decided they must in fact be the male flowers which bloom in mid-September and are up to 4cm tall.
In Havant Thicket and in the Holt today Brian Fellows enjoyed the blue of the DEVIL’S BIT SCABIOUS which
seems to be having a good year.
THU 24 SEP
JAPANESE RED CEDAR (Cryptomeria japonica) is a fairly common ornamental tree but not, I think, much used
in forestry (Stace’s Flora comments that it is grown in small forestry plots in Wales). Today I found a second
small planting of it in Havant Thicket (not counting the one or two ‘ornamental’ trees along the edge of Manor
Road, and wondered why it had been planted – I find it’s prickly foliage interesting but do not know of any
special use for the wood.
WED 23 SEP
The MILK THISTLES at the Hayling Oysterbeds which I commented on last Saturday (19th) have produced a
massive progeny – today I could see that many of the thousands of tiny dicotyledon seed leaves which have
appeared on the new bare soil (and which on Saturday gave no indication of their parenthood) have now
started to put out a second pair of leaves showing the characteristic mily veining.
TUE 22 SEP
PARSLEY PIERT is widespread and relatively common member of the great Rose family which is overlooked
by many people, and very few of those who do see it ever see the flowers as a hand lens is needed to discover
them nestling against the stem in the leaf axils. The flowers themselves are truly minimalist with a single
stamen and four greeny sepals but no petals at all and several of them sit in a green ‘cup’ formed by the fusing
together of what should be stipules at the base of the flower stems. The tips of these stipules remain separate
and offer the best way in which to distinguish the two species – in the normal plants they are relatively short
and triangular, but in Slender Parsley Piert they are long and oblong (and I think tend to curve in and cover the
fruit). I have never found the Slender species but the new Plant Crib offers good advice to those searching for
it – look for it on more acid soils and check plants which seem ‘tall and thin’ when compared to the normal
species, having long internodes between the leaves. One place in which you cannot fail to see the normal plant
is the ride in Stansted Forest leading east from the road at SU 756115 opposite the second footpath entrance
from the north on the west side of the road. This ride also has a lot of Water Purslane, but the plants are all
green and have none of the reddish tinge shown in Francis Rose’s illustration.
INSECTS:

SUN 27 SEP
Today seems to have been a Bank Holiday for HORNETS. On a walk from Hollybank Lane to Stansted House
and back I saw them in six different places all over the area I covered – something I have never experienced
before. My first encounter was in Hollybank Woods near the Emsworth Common Road (SU 747086) where
at least ten were zooming in all directions and I thought I must be near a nest but could not find it. I then
walked on a found a single Hornet by Stubbermere pond, then had a close encounter with what I took to be a

queen (bigger and more orange than the others) which flew straight towards me, veering away when about a
yard from my face (I once heard Chris Packham say they can’t abide human breath – he was filming at a nest
and taking care not to rouse their anger by breathing at them). I went on to see them in three more places, the
last being along the hedge of the lane leading back to Stubbermere – here ivy was beginning to flower and
attracting many wasps and other insects and I watched one of the yellower male (?) hornets moving from
flower to flower trying unsuccessfully to catch the much smaller wasps.
COMMON DARTER dragonflies were celebrating their bank holiday around the Brick Kiln pond by mass
egglaying. As I came to the edge of the shallow water I found at least ten pairs all hard at it in one small bay,
and walking on I could see there were others in other suitable places. The pairs in tandem flew up and down
so that the tip of the females body appeared to swipe the chosen destination for the eggs as if she was
knocking them out of her body – several pairs had chosen a log and seemed to be laying their eggs on it just
above the water surface – perhaps they rolled off into the water below and the log was just a convenient hard
object on which to bang their tails!
CLOUDED YELLOW and PAINTED LADY were both seen on Thorney Island by Barry Collins today. He also
saw Small Tortoiseshell, Small Heath and one Common Blue. Inland in Southleigh Forest I did not see a
single butterfly despite the warm sunshine.
FRI 25 SEP
A HUMMING BIRD HAWK-MOTH was in Colin Law’s garden near Brighton early this morning and was a
very good record to mark what may prove to be the last day of this summer. These insects do turn up at
random anytime between May and October and hopefully we will have more settled and sunny weather before
October is out. I guess this insect came in on the same winds as the invasion of Clouded Yellows mentioned
yesterday. Also seen today in a Havant garden was a Painted Lady.
THU 24 SEP
As many as 40 CLOUDED YELLOW were rumoured to have invaded the Brighton area last weekend, coming on
the same east wind as the Brent Geese. Barry Collins saw 9 of them on Thorney on Sunday (20th), and on
Tuesday (22nd) he came on a total of 15 around Thorney and Pilsey (including one Helice female). Barry tells
me he also had one Painted Lady yesterday and that he has had a few Tortoiseshell and Peacock while Small
Copper and Red Admiral are relatively common on Thorney.
WED 23 SEP
A SMALL COPPER was seen at Sandy Point by Brian Fellows this morning but otherwise it was all Small
Whites and Red Admirals plus the odd Speckled Wood. The IVY FLOWERS which are gradually opening are
as attractive to butterflies as to other insects so keep watching the ivy if you want to see butterflies.
TUE 22 SEP
A HORNET zoomed past me when I was in the north west of Stansted Forest today – its powerful buzzing being
quite as distinctive to those who have heard it before as the sound of the Rolls Royce Merlin is to those who
remember the excitement of a low level Spitfire in the war. Despite the sunshine I saw few butterflies today –
a good number of Small Whites, a few Speckled Wood and the odd Red Admiral. Common Darter and what I
assume to be Migrant Hawker were seen, but there was one exciting moment when I was in the new ‘Wood
Pasture’ compartment of the Lady’s Walk and I felt certain that a BROAD BODIED LIBELLULA shot past to
back up John Goodspeed’s unusually late sighting yesterday.
MON 21 SEP
2 CLOUDED YELLOW were seen at Hook yesterday by Trevor Carpenter and today (on Thorney) John
Goodspeed tells of seeing a ‘short, flat bodied’ dragonfly which can only have been one of the LIBELLULA
species (The ‘Broad Bodied’ or the ‘Four Spotted’ chaser) though both of these species normally reach the end
of the road at the beginning of August. He also saw a male Common Darter – these can appear very red in the
sunshine but if you think it might be one of the much rarer Ruddy Darters you should be careful to check the
body shape – the rare species has a ‘wasp waisted’ body as if someone had caught it and squeezed too hard
before letting it go.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 27 SEP
CALOCERA VISCOSA, the Yellow Stagshorn fungus, was a new addition to the autumn repertoire in the
Hollybank woods today. Nothing else of interest was seen though it seemed that the recent rain had ‘plumped
up’ some of the Birch Polypores.
FRI 25 SEP
‘THE URBAN FOX’ is the title of an excellent booklet published by Havant Borough Council last year and today
I picked up another copy as it is useful to have written support for the arguments for dealing with this creature
which impinges on our lives in many ways. The publication tells us that nationally the urban fox population is
stable and there is no effective way of controlling it – take one group of foxes out of the picture and another
group moves in (as with Magpies). It does give some good advice to those who do not want foxes in their

garden – make sure there is no food for them and block up any spaces which they might use (such as cavities
under outhouses), and use Renardine in quantity as a last resort. I am rather surprised at one paragraph which
tells you to remove all the earthworms from your lawn so the fox cannot feed on them – without worms I do
not think you will have much of a lawn or garden in the long run. There is lots more good information on
many other aspects of the man/fox interface, and sensible advice to discourage the feeding of them (while it
may be nice to ‘make friends with a fox’ they do not need the food and it does encourage the growth of the rat
population as well as the fox population. One thing that interests me is the existence of a FOX HELPLINE on
01732-365340 – I wonder how many desperate foxes have resorted to ringing it? Congratulations to Havant
Borough and to the author (Andrew Godman) and illustrator (Pamela Nichols) for an excellent publication.
THU 24 SEP
SULPHUR POLYPORE (‘Chicken of the woods’) had recently put out its glorious ‘lava flow’ fruiting body in
peach pink and delicate rose red from the trunks of two very dead Yew trees in Havant Thicket when I was
there this afternoon. On the ground Yellow Russula were the commonest toadstool but I also saw one Russula
with the grey/green cap of the R. aeruginea species and another that could have been R. brunneviolacea
(though the cap was more of an even ash grey colour than the violet tinged wine colour of the normal
specimen. A faint smell led me a few paces upwind to see my first Stinkhorn of this autumn and nearby was
my first example of the very common Blusher (Amanita rubescens – it gets its name from the way its white
flesh ‘blushes’ pinkish when damaged) and also the other common Amanita (A. citrina). Today I saw an
example of Boletus badius with its relatively small dark velvet cap and yellow ‘artificial sponge’ set of spore
bearing pores beneath it. I had seen this in Stansted Forest on Tuesday when I also found the rather dull
coloured Birch Bolete, and it was in Stansted that Brian Fellows found the very colourful Larch Boletus earlier
this week – Brian described it as a orange coloured domed toadstool so I guess he found a young specimen –
as they grow they usually become a bright yellow all over when full grown and are unmistakeable with caps
up to 10cm across standing on stout stems 6cm high under the Larch trees with which they have a symbiotic
relationship. When I was in Stansted Forest I also found one Wood Mushroom with its yellow tinged cap and
relatively tall thin stem having a prominent persistent ring on it.
TUE 22 SEP
MOLES never seem particualarly active in the summer and in several recent years I have become used to seeing
the dead and dessicated bodies of those which have starved to death as the dry soil causes the earthworms to
bury deep into the ground to find fissures in which they can sit out the summer at a level too deep for the
moles to burrow. This year much rain in early summer seems to have averted famine from the moles (I hve
seen no corpses) and today I noticed fresh molehills in many places to show that the little gentlemen in velvet
are back in business.
HABITAT:

SUN 27 SEP
Along the bridle way through the corner of Southeleigh Forest linking Emsworth Common Road to Woodberry
Lane notices tell you that forestry operations are about to start, and that these will include improvements to the
bridle way. The path here passes over several patches of clay which create permanent deep muddy pools and
some drainage or hard core to enable people on foot to negotiate these patches will be very welcome, but I
equally look forward to an opening up of this part of the forest by tree felling (over 300 trees have numbers
painted on them and I guess these will go). Some work has already been done on clearing out the channel
through which the stream marking the county boundary would flow if there were any water.
WED 23 SEP
My recent comments on the possible reasons for the flooding of the ‘Brick Field’ near the Hayling Oysterbeds
were conjectural but also wrong. I now learn that the reason was the simple one that the flap which should
have kept the water out just fell off. It has now been repaired and the flooding should not continue. Whether
or not this field becomes part of the proposed Local Nature Reserve, and how it will be managed if it does,
remain to be settled by future decisions.
TUE 22 SEP
ALDSWORTH POND gives us an annual reminder of the low water table is in this area. My knowledge of the
exact geological facts is small but I believe this pond to be spring fed, and not to have a clay lining, so that
when the springs cease to flow the water in the pond soon sinks below the surface. I also understand that
Sindles Farm have (or had) a licence to abstract water and in past years the water has been pumped from the
pond to spray onto the grazing fields near the pond to provide fresh grass for the cattle in dry weather – a
process which presumably does not lose the water from the environment but can speed the emptying of the
pond. This year I have not noticed any abstraction but the water level has nevertheless now sunk below the
bottom of the pond which can be expected to remain empty until perhaps February (if we have no substantial
rain in the winter it could remain dry for the whole year). What I read into this is that the aquifer supplying

the springs that feed the pond is barely able to do what it did in years past – in other words, the aquifer on
which we rely for all our local water is drying up.
WOOD PASTURE must have been an excellent wildlife habitat in the days when it was a common agricultural
practice. Modern meadows must appear as barren places to most wild animals and insects as well as to wild
flowers but when the cattle grazed under trees (and agricultural chemicals were unknown) many wild plants,
insects and mammals would have flourished throughout the system. I know it is very stale news, but a large
section of the south east corner of Stansted Forest around the south end of the Lady’s Walk has been fenced
off as a start to re-creating a wood pasture, and as I walked through it today I thought what an excellent project
this is. No doubt some of the old wood pasture would not have looked as pleasant to the eye as the mature
trees of Stansted now do - many of them would have been pollarded or otherwise mis-shapen in order to
obtain the fodder and other wood products they yielded – but just think of the wildlife exisitng in and around
them.
BIRDS:

WEEK 37

SUN 20 SEP
A SEMI-PALMATED SANDPIPER was the local item on Birdline today and drew Alistair Martin to Chcihester
at mid-day where he managed to get good views of it with four Little Stint. Alistair says it was easy to see it
was different from the Stint, having more drab plumage, no white V on the back and showing a slight ‘blob’
on the tip of the bill and an impression of ‘mud on its feet’. The bird was on the Portfield pit a little way down
the Oving/Shopwyke road from the traffic lights on the bypass, and could be seen from the bank by the Yew
tree (though there was not space enough on the tiny bit of accessible bank for the queue of birders)
COBNOR was the destination for Kevin Stouse’s walk party this morning and they had plenty to enjoy, starting
with four Little Stint and four Snipe on the Nutbourne Meadow, while towards the end of their walk a
Kingfisher was seen on the eastern shore pools. In between there were three MERGANSER close inshore
near Cobnor Point and three BRENT way out on the water – no way if telling if these were new arrivals as
there have been small parties of both species summering in Chichester Harbour. The 30 Wigeon must have
been newcomers and the four SHELDUCK will be have resident (some of the very few now left in the
harbours). Wheatear, Yellow Wagtail, Whimbrel and Greenshank were passage birds as were the cloud of
hirundines (all three species) unlike the 6+ Little Egret.
The OSPREY was still on the landing light post when Brian Fellows visited Thornham Point this morning – a
large fish clasped in its talons showing the reason why it stays on (no signs of hunger – the bird just clasps the
fish for as long as it takes for the previous one to be digested sufficiently to start on the new one!). Brian then
went to Farlington and found two juvenile Shelduck on the lake (rarities this season), another colour ringed
Blackwit among a group of 11, 7 Curlew Sandpiper, 4 Little Stint, 4 Snipe, etc. On the board were sightings
of 2 BLACK NECKED GREBE (only 1 previously) and 2 AVOCET (where can these be seen – on the scrape,
or where they just passing?) and 14 Brent. While on Thorney Brian also saw a Stonechat near the Great Deeps
(I think on the east side of the island)
The SOS NEWSLETTER which arrived a week or so ago has a number of items that may be of interest to non
members. In it Brian Fellows remarked on the Langstone Harbour islands breeding report from John Badley
listing 14 Med Gull nests among 2628 Black Headed Gull nests. There were 105 pairs of Little Tern, long
established at the reserve, with 158 Sandwich and 105 Common Tern pairs muscling in (many of these and the
gulls used to nest on Stakes Island in Chichester Harbour until erosion left little room for them). The
newsletter also reports that at Rye the 29 pairs of Little Tern had all their chicks eaten by Kestrels despite
giving the chicks ‘air raid shelters’ (I wonder if they have tried the technique which has worked at Langstone
in the past of putting dead day old chicks on th ground near the Kestrel nest – the lazy male Kestrel found the
‘local supermarket shelves’ were a lot less effort than going further to hunt for Tern chicks.) Rye raised a lot
of Common Terns from 120 nests and some Sandwich Terns came from 13 nests. At Arundel WWT reserve 4
Common Tern nests produced 6 young and at Chichester New Lake SOS reserve at least 97 Common Tern
eggs were laid and at least 56 chicks survived to ringing age. Also in this newsletter Graham Roberts from
Cosham appears twice – dangling dangerously 336 feet above Brighton to put a Peregrine nest box in place
(the accommodation was immediately taken up by a local pair which hatched 2 chicks in May, and under the
eaves of lower buildings to put up ten nest boxes for Swifts which are suffering a shortage of nest sites in
modern buildings (no news of whether they were used). There is also an article about the decline of House
Martins which has already had wide coverage in other media (I first read about it in British Wildlife and
commented on it last month), and finally there is the official announcement of this year’s Pom King at Selsey
– it was Chris Janman with just 16 birds seen (but there were only 25 in total logged at Selsey this year).
SAT 19 SEP
A juvenile RED-NECKED PHALAROPE on the Long Pool at Sidlesham was todays Birdline offering and
attracted Alistair Martin who managed to get good views depsite a tendency of the bird to move from side to

side of the pool – whichever side of the pool you watched from there were times when it was infuriatingly out
of sight below you, meaning that you missed the very closest views of this bird which was as tame as they
usually are. It seems that there was so much food on the surface of the pool that they bird was able to feed
continuously without any of the ‘spinning’ by which they stir up the water and attract minute creatures
towards them.
17 BRENT had arrived in Langstone Harbour this morning as expected. From the viewpoint mid-way down the
Hayling coastal path I first picked out six Brent fairly close to the shore off Saltmarsh Lane to the south and
concluded these must be the summer birds of which I had seen five yesterday in the same area. I then scanned
the centre of the harbour and sure enough there was a line of 17 Brent warily keeping as far from the shores
and boats as possible. This relatively small first arrival flock is in keeping with the pattern of previous years
and it could be another week before we find 500 new birds on the water.
BRENT BREEDING SUCCESS. The Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust are once more asking those who take an
interest in these geese to assess the number of young birds in relation to the number of adults in the flocks they
count, to record the results during the period Sept 21st to Dec 6th and return the forms by the end of the year. If
you want to have a go at this exercise you can get forms from richard.hearn@wwt.org.uk or possibly from
Anne de Potier who is co-ordinating the survey for Chicheste Harbour or in the last resort I could let you have
a copy of my form. Last year the overall average percentage of young birds was 9% and Chichester Harbour
was above average with 11%
SPOTTED FLYCATCHER are still rarities and I think the Saturday walk by the Evening Class Group set a
record in finding two separate birds on the same morning - both in the Lordington area of the Ems valley. One
was near the Racton Folly, the other on Woodlands Lane about a kilometre to the north. Neither is likely to
have been from the nest site found in the early summer near the main road junction at Racton. Near Sindles
Farm the same group saw some 500 hirundines. Later in the day Brian Fellows went alone to Thorney, saw
the Osprey, and then watched 100+ Black Headed Gulls hawking for insects over fields near the deeps. At the
Little Deeps more than 50 Coot were with the Wigeon and the Swans were on the south side of the water
sitting on a flattened area which Brian describes as a nest but which I would call a ‘squat’. Wheatear and
Whitethroat were seen and a Kingfisher flew across the Grest Deeps.
GREAT CRESTED GREBE numbers in Langstone Harbour rise dramatically at this time of year and then
diminish as the winter sets in. In the breeding season less than half a dozen could be found in the harbour but
we have seen a flock of around 20 for the past couple of months. Today there were certainly 40 off the South
Moors and at least another ten down the Hayling shore but before long it could be possible to count 200 in the
east side of the harbour before they disperse again to winter sites. Today there was also a flock of 88 Wigeon
just east of Long Island and on the South Moors I had the pleasure of seeing a single Yellow Wagtail among
the Meadow Pipits and a Kingfisher sitting on the Moors fence well away from any water.
Four SHOVELER were back on the Budds Farm pools this morning with one Green Sandpiper – otherwise
nothing out of the usual there.
FRI 18 SEP
BRENT GEESE may have arrived and more may come in tonight when the forecast is for light south east winds
and mist. This afternoon I checked out the Saltmarsh Lane corner of Langstone harbour and found 5 Brent
(almost certainly summer birds) feeding close to the shore, their activity suggesting to my mind that they were
putting out the landing lights for migrants expected to arrive in the dark. I then went to Black Point and saw a
flight of 8 behaving in a restless fashion along the southern shore of Thorney Island – I first saw them in flight,
seemingly coming from the east to pitch on the shore between Pilsey and Marker Point. A little later I saw
them in the air again, and a few minutes later picked them up again flying east low along the shoreline. They
could have been summering birds, but if so I would have expected them to be keeping a low profile in the
channels between Cobnor and Thorney (the tide was very low), not behaving in this restless fashion as if they
did not know where to land.
THREE RACES OF BRENT occur on our shores and there may be one or two other visitors to this website who
would like an answer to a question posed to me today about them. My answer was “my understanding is that
there is one Brent species that has at least two 'races' or subspecies. The birds we get here are the Dark Bellied
race (Brant bernicla bernicla) which breed in West Siberia, while in Northern Ireland they get the Pale Bellied
race (B. bernicla hrota) which breed in Greenland, Spitzbergen and Eastern Canada. The third race breeds
around Alaska (some in East Siberia and N W Canada) and is called the Black Brant (B. bernicla migricans).
In most winters there are a very few Pale Bellied birds here (up to half a dozen at most) and the occasional
single Black Brant. I think these birds arrive as a result of migration over-shoots, find the local Dark Bellied
birds and team up with them, probably staying with them for the rest of their lives and migrating back and
forth with them to the 'wrong places'. You need a front view to be sure of picking out a Pale Bellied bird from
a flock of Dark bellied - it will show a sharp cut off between the black throat and upper breast and the white
lower breast and belly. Its not so easy to pick them out from the side view and there is a possibility of
confusion with the Black Brant on which the most prominent feature is a lot of white on the flanks (it also has

a much broader white neck band but that does not catch the eye so much though it does provide a useful
double check).
THU 17 SEP
NUTBOURNE MEADOW (my new name – to distinguish it from the general Nutbourne Marshes area in which
it lies - for the meadow through which the Ham Brook flows from Farm Lane to Nutbourne Bay) gave Brian
Fellows some good birds and surprises this morning – the main surprise being the sudden ‘spring’ of 200 Teal
from the long grass on the west of the stream where perhaps 20 could be seen before they were disturbed
(probably by a Fox). Newcomers were a RUFF and a juvenile Bar Tailed Godwit which puzzled Brian until it
flew and revealed its tail. Other birds in the meadow included 2 Little Stint, 4 Lapwing, 3 Little Egret and
single Greenshank and Black Tailed Godwit. On the water and shore of Nutbourne bay at high water Brian
saw 9 Swans and one Great Crested Grebe plus three Wheatear, and as the tide ebbed a mixed flock of waders
flew in – 57 Ringed Plover, 3 Oystercatcher, 1 Redshank, 2 Turnstone, 4 Dunlin and 3 CURLEW
SANDPIPER. Their arrival put up 3 Greenshank. Before coming here Brian saw ‘that Osprey’ again at
Thorney Deeps.
DIRECTIONS TO NUTBOURNE MEADOW – to pre-empt your question! From Emsworth go east on the
A259 through Southbourne. After that village the road is straight for 600 metres (half a mile) with the Weston
Apple Orchard on your right. After the orchard ignore the first minor road on the right (School Lane) but turn
right into Farm Lane 200 metres beyond it. Drive down this narrow lane for 150 metres until it widens and
there is room to park outside the farm. Immediately beyond the farm, on your left, is the meadow in question
and it can best be viewed from the footpath going to the sea between the farm and meadow.
HIRUNDINES SHOWED THEIR STRENGH while Brian was on the Nutbourne seawall – two mixed flocks of
Swallows and House Martins flew west and he estimates 500+ in one flock and 300+ in the other. These are
the first big migrant flocks I have heard of …
A NEW LITTLE EGRET RECORD? Tim Ball made his first visit to the Thorney Egret roost this evening at
6pm to find Barry Collins was already there counting the birds as they arrived. They stayed there until 7.10pm
when it was almost dark and the final total of arrivals was only 205, but at one point the birds were disturbed
and while more than 100 were circling in the air it was impossible to count new arrivals accurately. However
the airborne count must set a new challenge to birders – who will be the first to clock 200 birds in the air
together? and will they go mad while trying to make the count? Tim also saw the Osprey (which David Parker
had seen in the morning) and 22 KNOT on the east side of Thorney, together with various waders including
Greenshank and a Wheatear, before heading west and saw two more Wheatear and two Whinchat in the west
wall area.
ONE BLACK TAILED GODWIT is not normally news but Kevin Stouse tells me he saw one fly up from the
IBM Lake islands today and I think it may be a first for the site. He found Chiffchaff in almost every bush,
saw the Great Crested Grebe pair with their three young and saw 1 Teal.
WED 16 SEP
At Ivy Lake, Chichester, this afternoon, a WHITE WINGED BLACK TERN performed alone around the water
ski jump, easily outclassing the 8 Black Tern and 1 Little Gull which had been there on Saturday as ‘warm up
artists’.
A WRYNECK is still present in the western part of the Sandy Point reserve on Hayling today according to Brian
Fellows who watched it for some time with Andy Parfitt. The bird showed well in a wild rose bush near the
western border of the reserve about 100 yards north of the stream channel (in which Brian saw a Kingfisher).
It seems the Wryneck has been at Sandy Point since last Friday (11th), not Sunday.
I met Brian at the Kench before he went to Sandy Point, but neither he nor I saw the first BRENT that we were
hoping for – the winds have been against the geese for some time but the latest weather maps show high
pressure extending from Germany across southern England and this may give more favourable conditions for
their westward movement. (Alistair Martin had just returned from Wales when I spoke to him late this
afternoon – although this was not a birding trip he did pass one lake on which he saw what looked very like a
flock of Brent, provoking the thought that the north west winds which are holding up the Dark Bellied birds
could have expedited the passage of the Pale Bellied)
Hayling Oysterbeds had a total of 15 (possibly 16) LITTLE EGRET at high tide this morning. As the tides are
Neaps at the moment there was plenty of room for them on the old bund walls. This goes to support my
theory that when the tide is high enough to cover the bunds these birds use the Wade Court Yew tree at
Langstone to sit out the time when they cannot fish – with the five that were visible in the Yew this morning,
and probably a few in the Northney area, the total comes to the 24 or so seen in the Yew tree last week.
The neap tide left plenty of space for small waders to roost at the Oysterbeds, and there may have been birds on
the outside of the walls invisible from the shore, but I could only see Oystercatchers (about 75), a few Curlew
and perhaps 25 Ringed Plover with the odd Turnstone. There were more roosting at the Kench, where about
40 each of Ringed Plover and Turnstone with some 25 Grey Plover were on the spit east of the entrance, and
out on the old railway bank in the harbour there were just over 100 each of Redshank and Bar Tailed Godwit

with some Oystercatcher and a dozen each of Great Blackbacks and Cormorant. Walking from Ferry Road to
the harbour shore the bar running parallel to the shore path had a single Whimbrel and what I guess where two
resident YELLOW LEGGED GULL but they would not stand up to show their legs. Going on to the harbour
entrance I thought I had found an unusual gull when I saw a large but slender immature gull on the shingle, its
very white breast and body contrasting with the very dark outline of the closed wings to give an instantly
‘unusual’ look. When it took off the wings were seen to be very long and thin (almost albatross like) and the
whole of the outer wing (from the ‘bend’ – I am surprised there is not a special name for this joint) was
unrelieved black (dull, not shiny). The mantle was darkish but there were still some brown markings along the
secondary bar, etc. Behind it the rump was pure white with a broad, sharply defined, very black terminal bar to
the tail. The head seemed relatively small for the body but I could not make out anything about the bill or
eyes, and when the legs dangled briefly they seemed pale flesh pink. I think it must have been a second winter
Lesser Blackback or possibly a Yellow Leg of similar age but I am still puzzled about the very slender body
and absence of dark streaking on any of the white parts of the plumage.
SWANS are still re-distributing themselves before the winter sets in, and today a message from Trevor Carpenter
says that there are now 31 in Fareham Creek where there has been a maximum of only 17 this summer
(compared to 40 or more in some recent years).
The Portsmouth RSPB Group visited Needs Ore Point today, finding another OSPREY on show, ably supported
by a single AVOCET.
AVOCET are rightly an emblem of the success of the RSPB, and no doubt that organisation will not fail to make
the most of the news that for the very first time a flock of over 1000 Avocet has been seen in this country.
Brian Fellows passes on news he found on the internet that a flock of 1022 birds has just been counted on
Havergate Island in Suffolk.
RED KITE are a more recent success story, and Brian also passes on the news that there are now 160 breeding
pairs in Wales, with that number or more expected to be established in the other countries of the UK by the
year 2000 as a result of the extensive re-introduction programme that has been in progress over recent years.
Alistair Martin, when in Wales this week-end, not only saw the Brent Geese mentioned above but also saw
three Kites without deviating from his journey.
15 LITTLE STINT were seen at Pilsey today by Barry Collins and yesterday he visited the Nutbourne marsh site
to find the party of four Little Stint there had increased to seven, but the Wood Sandpiper had not returned
(Bob Chapman is apparently worried that this site is offering stiff competition to Farlington Marshes as he has
only had one Wood Sandpiper there this autumn and it did not stay as long as the Nutbourne one).
TUE 15 SEP
Another late SWIFT was seen over Newhaven Tide Mills by Colin Law last Sunday (13th). Colin also had a
BUZZARD over Woodingdean (just east of Brighton) on both Saturday and Sunday, and saw a HOBBY
flying east over that area on Saturday afternoon. Buzzards have clearly spread east well past Hampshire now
and I see from the 1996 Sussex Bird Report that they bred at least six places in the county “equally divided
between the west and east”, with many more sightings (150 records) of birds moving throughout the county.
The local OSPREY was still well settled at the Thorney Deeps today when Dave Mead saw it.
FARLINGTON MARSHES was visited by Brian Fellows today and before he was ‘rained off’ he saw a Spotted
Redshank in the channel draining the lake within the reserve into Shutt Lake in the harbour. With it were two
Whimbrel. The sightings board gives a new figure of 10 for Whinchat, Little Stint are up to 12 and Curlew
Sandpiper up to 13. The figure for Wigeon has grown to 160 and there are now at least 10 Pintail on the
reserve.
BROADMARSH can now be relied on for sightings of colour ringed Black Tailed Godwit and in a flock of more
than 200 there today Brian Fellows picked out four with colour rings.
A WATER RAIL was seen in the reeds at Fishbourne by Kevin Stouse’s walk on Sunday but omitted from his
first list of birds seen (as were a family party of six Yellowhammer and the inevitable Willow-chiffs).
Recent heavy rain may have done the local KINGFISHERS a good turn. Cycling past their Hermitage Stream,
where previous landslips which had not fallen away from the face of the ‘cliff’ had allowed potential predators
access to the next hole and obscured the airspace in front of it with plants growing from the earth piled just
below the hole, I saw that the stream had now cleaned up the bank, taking most of the fallen earth from the
foot of the old nest site and also exposing a new section of cliff just downstream of it.
MON 14 SEP
Four LITTLE STINT were seen at Nutbourne this morning by Brian Fellows. The WOOD SANDPIPER was still
present (though it flew off while he was there, showing its barred tail and uttering its ‘Chiff, iff, iff’ call) and
Brian also found three Whinchat on fence wires. I visited the site myself around midday and was delighted to
see how this meadow between Farm Lane and the sea, which used to have the Ham Brook flowing along a
confined channel in its centre with just one small pool of water visible where cattle presumably used to cross
the stream, now has extensive muddy puddles on both sides of the stream. On the east side, nearest the path to
the sea, grazing has kept the vegetation down and the birds feeding and bathing in and around the puddles are

in open view. On the west side water loving vegetation is deep and lush, providing cover for shyer birds. I
believe that, like the re-creation of saltmarsh at nearby Thornham Point, this is more good work by the
Chichester Harbour Conservancy and Harbour Friends – congratulations to them. When I was there the Little
Stint were still in open view and two Black Tailed Godwit were probing the mud but the Sandpiper had not
returned. It might well have been hidden among the vegetation across the stream with many Teal and
Moorhen. Over the whole area many House and Sand Martins were feeding on insects arising from the water,
and in the further field two Heron seemed well content with whatever fish or frogs they had caught earlier..
High overhead Meadow Pipit and Skylark were clearly on the move westward, while other Meadow Pipit fed
and bathed in the marsh. Moving to the seawall I saw 13 Wigeon in the channel leading from the Ham Brook,
and 13 Swans were with them. With the tide low there were few waders but the inevitable three Little Egret
were working the waters edge and Curlew and Oystercatcher were on the mud with three Lapwing on the
weedy shingle. (Brian had seen a few more Wigeon and a few less Swans and had also picked out a couple of
Great Crested Grebe which were so distant at the bottom of the tide when I arrived that I could only guess at
them from the neck length – Brian had also been told of a Kingfisher present before he arrived)
The OSPREY was eating another fish on the landing lights at the east end of Thorney Deeps again early this
morning when Brian Fellows paid a passing visit.
News from Titchfield Haven arrived today via Trevor Carpenter. It seems that a SWIFT was over the reserve last
Saturday (12th) and that there were 25 LITTLE STINT and 22 CURLEW SANDPIPER there on Thursday
(10th) – the latter two species seem to be more numerous than usual this autumn. Brian Fellows tells me that
news of Swifts has not yet dried up on the internet, but there have been no local reports this weekend.
From Kevin Stouse comes news of the walk which he led at Fishbourne yesterday. By Fishbourne Creek were
Greenshank, Redshank, Dunlin, Ringed Plover, Black Tailed Godwit and Grey Plover – one of which was a
stunning bird still in full summer plumage. A Whimbrel paraded with Curlew to show the size difference and
at least a dozen Egrets provided the elegant chorus line to all these soloists. 2 Whinchat and 5 Wheatear were
seen on land together with a large flock of perhaps 90 Greenfinch, and over land and water Swallows and
House Martins moved on their way to unknown destinations.
PLANTS:

SUN 20 SEP
With the flowering season coming to an end I made a list of 84 species still in flower in the Harting Down/North
Marden area that I walked in this morning’s glorious sunshine. No of them were rarities but the list included
Autumn Gentian and Common Centaury, Harebells and Common Hemp Nettle. One thing that I did think
worthy of notice was the rich crop of berries on the JUNIPER BUSHES beside the South Downs Way just
west of Beacon Hill above Elsted.
A message from Pete Selby today says he has had several recent reports of two alien grasses which have
flourished in South Hants this year – both are quite distinctive, one being the Cockspur grass (Echinochloa
crus-galli) which can still be seen en masse opposite the entrance to the small carpark at Broadmarsh, the
other being a Bristle grass (Setaria pumila) which I found in 1997 on Idsworth Down – both have been
occuring in e.g. cracks in town pavements.
SAT 19 SEP
The final work on the Hayling Oysterbeds improvement was the covering of the ‘bare mound’ with a thin cover
of earth in which seedling plants are already appearing. If the machinery constructing the mound, or the
covering it with earth, had pushed just one metre further east at the southern end the small colony of MILK
THISTLES that had flourished there (and nowhere else in the Borough) could have disappeared as quickly as
the came. As it is the dead remains of this summer’s plants were slightly pushed eastward but not covered,
and today I found several fresh rosettes of leaves showing the distinctive milky veins and found the ground
thickly covered with a mass of seedling leaves not yet recognisable as thistles but which I hope are the
progeny of this years plants.
FRI 18 SEP
THOSE EVENING PRIMROSES AGAIN. At Black Point on Hayling this afternoon I was able to handle some
‘small flowered’ Evening Primroses and to measure their petals (only 2 cm long and 2½cm wide – the petals
of the common Large Flowered species should measure 3 to 5cm long while the rarer Small Flowered are
smaller and said to be about as wide as they are long). Back at home I got out the wonderful new PLANT
CRIB 1998 to run my notes against the 19 point checklist they give of critical factors separating the three main
species … no confirmation of an exciting find, but valuable words of wisdom to those attempting to identify
these plants. Firstly their ‘Note 2 – Flowers reduce in size after first flowering’ so these second flowering
plants cannot be relied on to give proper measurements. Secondly a much more basic fact, and I quote at
length .. “The reproductive behaviour of Oenothera is different from any other genus in Britain if not the
world. Oenothera does not conform to Mendel’s Law of Heredity. Individual plants, if isolated, breed true and

can perpetuate their exact genetic composition indefinitely.” But let them come in contact with other species
and they go wild .. “a three species colony of 2000 plants, 90% being one species, became a hybrid swarm of
4300 plants, none being a pure species, within eight years”.
THU 17 SEP
The SAFEWAYS STORE at HORNDEAN (Dell Piece West near the A3M) provides free carparking for those
wishing to access the ‘private land’ which is on your left as you drive along the approach road from the main
road. Within this land (which will probably be the site of further building in the near future) there is a small
pond which from a distance appears to be a dense jungle of Reedmace (which used to be called Bulrush). On
close inspection you immediately find both Common and Narrow Leaved Reedmace in close proximity
(probably also the hybrid which I did not identify on this visit), much Glaucous Bulrush, Soft Rush and what
must have been Yellow Flag. Hidden around their knees is a mass of Branched Bur-reed, two species of Sweet
Grass (Floating and Plicate), and some Water Plantain with a great mass of Jointed Rush. Down on the
ground and in the water is Water Starwort (Callitriche stagnalis). In the drier ground around the pond I found
Goat’s Rue (a third site in my patch, but only a couple of bushes unlike the hundreds at Northney) and Narrow
Leaved Bird’s Foot Trefoil, and also False Fox, Pendulous and Hairy Sedge. If the site is still there next
summer it should yield much more. If you want to access the land without climbing the easy fence you walk
out from Safeways, turn right at the mini-roundabout and walk towards the factories, turning left along a
public footpath when you reach them – at the far side if the factories where the path goes round the back of
them there is no fence between it and the land on which many people walk freely.
WED 16 SEP
EVENING PRIMROSES come in a range of species but (as with Model T Fords which were generally black) the
plants you find are almost always the Large Flowered species (Oenothera glazioviana). Today, looking
through the new fence around the Sinah lake, I saw a Small Copper butterfly sitting on an Evening Primrose
flower which was much smaller than usual and satisfied one of the criteria for the Small Flowered species
(now called O. cambrica though Francis Rose still calls it O. parviflora), namely that the small petals were
about as wide as they were long. However, to prove the point I would have had to penetrate the fence
(difficult enough) and then check for various features which I doubt I could have detected as this whole group
of plants consisted of dry brown stems with long open seed capsules (other than this one remaining flower).
So next year … All I can say is that the one flower looked right, and all the plants were smaller than usual,
under 50cm tall.
TUE 15 SEP
BUTTON WEED (Cotula coronopifolia) in the Hermitage Stream at Bedhampton was discovered in July 1997
during a stream clearance by the Friends of Langstone Harbour and attracted interest as the only current site
for the plant in Hampshire (it had died out in Tipner Lake). This year I found plants in flowers at the
beginning of June (5th) and today I saw that many were still flowering. Clearly this is a good site for an
unusual plant that thrives on a mixture of salt and fresh water. While by the stream I saw that the Stream
Water Crowfoot was having a strong second flowering in the water that overflows from the Bedhampton
springs into the stream and from among it I took a sample of Water Speedwell to check whether it was the true
Blue Water-Speedwell or the much commoner hybrid between the Blue and Pink species. The only effective
check is to count the number of flowers in a raceme – the true species has small racemes with an average of 25
flowers (and a maximum of about 40) while the hybrid has much bigger racemes with an average of 60
flowers (and my specimen certainly exceeded the 40 mark).
MON 14 SEP
DWARF MALLOW (Malva neglecta) is not a rarity but I had not until today come across it in my patch so I was
surprised and pleased to find a mass of it growing in the Nutbourne orchards where the footpath from Farm
Lane enters them. Although it is described as being mainly procumbent I found most plants here had erect
stems covered with small pale pink flowers. Moving from the orchard to Farm Lane I was further pleased to
find the stream bordering Rose Cottage full of Monkey Flower, but I guess these were of a garden variety as
their smiling yellow faces were adorned with large red/brown circular patches unlike the plain yellow or tiny
bright red spots of wild species. Heading south from Farm Lane there were many weeds in the field that
currently has an onion crop, and among them I noticed a contrast in flower size between what was I think
definitely Scented Mayweed (which had a strong pleasant aroma) and what I assume was Scentless Mayweed,
the former having much smaller flowers than the latter. Going west along the seawall there were the remains
of much Slender Hare’s Ear in the section between the two stiles, and my final interesting find was of
Common Calamint along the pavement edge of the A259 through Southbourne
FIDDLE DOCK is another plant which I had not come on before today, and I did so in an unexpected place – the
large area of mown grass between the Technical College and the Avenue de Chartres in Chichester. The
plants were widely scattered in the grass south of the college approach road and I came on them after parking

in the Leisure Centre carpark off the Westgate Bypass road and then walking across the grass to West Street.
I’m not sure if it was the result of earlier mowing, but the ‘Fiddle shaped’ leaves of these plants formed a
rosette on the ground, and the only part of the plant standing up was the stramgely angular set of flowering
branches at right angles to a curved central stem.
INSECTS:

SUN 20 SEP
BROWN HAIRSTREAK was an unexpected special pleasure as I walked beside Blackthorn bushes covered with
Sloes on Harting Down this morning. I saw four of these small, rich brown butterflies flying with fast and
erratic flight among the tips of the bushes and at first wondered what they could be – then I remembered
hearing that Pete Durnell had led a group for Portsmouth here earlier in the summer in the hope of seeing
them, but it was only when I got home and checked that their flight period is not yet over that I could feel
relatively confident in what I had seen (though I did also read that male Vapourer moths can be confused with
these butterflies, so I am not absolutely certain). In a three hour walk in this area I clocked eleven butterfly
species if you will allow me to count what looked very like a Small Tortoiseshell flying high and straight
overhead (having found one in my house this week I feel justified in assuming that there are some on the
wing!) and a similar distant view of a Large White as well as many Small White. The more colourful species
were a very fresh Painted Lady, a Small Copper, two Commas, two male Brimstone and a Red Admiral. The
other species were Speckled Wood and Meadow Brown.
CLOUDED YELLOW makes a twelfth species seen this weekend. Kevin Stouse saw one on Cobnor today with
Small Copper and Brimstone, and Brian saw three on Thorney yesterday afternoon (there seems to be a
resident colony on Thorney this year).
WED 16 SEP
Despite the strong, cool north west wind I saw four butterfly species on Hayling this morning. Red Admiral and
Small White were to be expected but Comma and Small Copper were two nice boni (or bonuses in English).
The Small Copper was of particular interest in nectaring on the only flower of what I think may have been a
Small Flowered Evening Primrose plant – see Plants for more on this possibly rarity.
A message from Mike Harris received today says that he had a fresh COMMA and a ‘brand new’ RED
ADMIRAL in his Cosham garden on Sunday, along with what were probably Small Whites.
TUE 15 SEP
On Sep 4th I commented on two strange names seen in the website that I assume belongs to the Wildflower
Society though it does not declare allegiance to any special organisation. They were the names of an insect
called Psallus confusus and the name of the Irish bog in which it had been found “Clochar na gCon”. Today
I learn from Ian Thirlwell that I have been poorly educated in the Gaelic and its philology – Ian explains that
the ‘gCon’ word which I found unpronounceable is in fact written in this way as an aid to pronounciation and
the small ‘g’ shows that the word Con that would in other circumstances be pronounced with a hard C (or K)
sound is here to be promounced with a soft ‘g’ because it follows the preposition ‘na’. I’m none the wiser as
to what the words mean but I am really grateful to Ian for extending my knowledge of language and being
now able to say “I’m just off to Clochar na gon to see the Psallus confusus”
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 20 SEP
Ten magnificent PARASOL MUSHROOMS, fully expanded but with no signs of wear and tear, were for me the
official opening of the autumn toadstool season. I came on these by chance and by accidentally ‘trespassing’ by
following the road from Telegraph House (half way between Hooksway and Harting Down) down its magnificent
800 metre avenue of Copper Beech trees instead of continuing along the bridle path at a bend in the road, and the
setting of the toadstools under the trees made the sight even better. On my walk I also came on Field Mushrooms
in two places and the brown ‘stalked’ Lycoperdon pyriforme puffballs growing on wood. When I told Rosemary
Webb of the Parasols she told me of a great crop of Field Mushrooms currently growing near Gunner Point on
Hayling, of a new crop of Ginat Puffballs in the meadow between the road and the ‘Walled Garden’ at Idsworth
(just south of St Hubert’s chapel), and of both the common types of Earth Star now to be seen in Head Down
plantation above Buriton – the colourful little Mycena crocata can also now be found there.
SAT 19 SEP
At the south end of Langstone bridge, on mown grass between the road to Northney and the Texaco garage, my
eye was caught by what at first looked like a good crop of Field Mushrooms, but as I approached them I saw that
the caps were flecked with a rich brown and were broken by a series of circular cracks reminding me of several
species of Lepiota. These were clearly not Lepiota (they have relatively tall, thin stems, usually with a prominent
ring, whereas these were only just clearing the grass – these stems were at most 3 cm high and fairly chubby), but

when I found that they had pure white gills I was puzzled as to what they might be. My books have not so far
suggested an answer but my guess would be that they are some form of Tricholoma – partly on account of the
fairly strong pleasan scent.

HABITAT:

FRI 18 SEP
‘CAMPDOWN COMMUNITY SPORTS FACILITY’ is the name under which a proposal for the fields in the
valley west of the A3M, north of Portsdown and south of Southdowns College is known to Havant Borough
Council which has commissioned a feasability study on the subject. Some people will remember large notice
boards appearing on that land beside the A3M about a year ago, but then all wen t quiet … If you want to
comment write to Frank Campbell, Head of Policy, Havant Borough Council (or use the questionnaire in the
‘Serving You’ magazine just circulated to all Borough households). I would be interested to hear of any
special wildlife interest in that land before it becomes sports pitches and clubhouses.
A NEW INCINERATOR AT QUATREMAIN ROAD, PORTSMOUTH is now a firm proposal. Details can be
seen at the Portsmouth City Planning department under reference JMW/A*29026/AF and comments should be
in by Oct 31st.
THE NEW SEWAGE PIPE from Eastney to Budds Farm and back is now under construction. One aspect of this
work is that a vast amount of soil, extracted to be replaced by the pipe, will have to find a new home
somewhere – do you know where it is going?
BRUNSWICK GARDENS, BEDHAMPTON. Another small plot of wild ground will disappear if a current
planning application to extend Brunswick Gardens and build seven new houses is approved. The land is
immediately south of Bedhampton Arts centre on the east side of Kingscroft Lane.
FAREHAM CREEK. Have you ever enjoyed the birds of upper Fareham Creek? If so you might wish to add
your thoughts to those of Roy Mullender who is very worried that in the discussion of a proposed new
restaurant to be built on the water’s edge of the Cams Hall estate facing the Delme pool the position taken by
English Nature was effectively that it would not disturb the birds or harm the harbour SSSI and SPA. He is
worried that soon the whole east shore of the creek will be opened up and the trees (English Nature now say
they are ‘only English Elm suckers’) will disappear. I see this creek as a vital wildlife corridor connecting the
harbour to the country north of the A27 along the River Wallington and believe that it should be protected as
such, and as part of Fareham Borough’s responsibility for maintaining biodiversity under Local Agenda 21,
rather than on grounds of the presence of ‘internationally significant bird numbers’ which support the harbour
SPA status. Tell me what you think and I will pass it on.
EMSWORTH MILL POND will soon see changes (probably for the better) when Havant Borough’s ‘Bridgefoot
Path enhancement scheme’ gets under way in ‘late autumn’ this year. The work will take 3 months and will
not directly affect the open water of the pond but will provide new seats from which to count the Swans.
WED 16 SEP
I believe that Noel Pycroft’s ‘Brick Fields’ in the extreme north west corner of Hayling, bounded by the top of the
Billy Line and the path which joins it to the main road near Langstone bridge, have been acquired by Havant
Borough as part of the proposed new ‘Oysterbeds area’ local nature reserve, and that the intention is to allow
them to revert to saltmarsh in the same way that Thornham Point and the field at the mouth of the Ham Brook
are being managed by Chichester Harbour Conservancy. Today I saw that the north part of the field (which
has flooded in the past from time to time, but I think only when very high tides overtop the Billy Line) was
flooding freely even on the neap tide due to the sluice being open under the bank which carries the path to the
main road (under the pair of power line posts). No waders were taking advantage of the flooding while I was
there, but no doubt they soon will as the soil becomes damper and alive with organisms brought in by the tide.
BIRDS:

WEEK 36

SUN 13 SEP
A HOBBY flew south over my head while I was watching a Tit flock in Havant Thicket this morning. I could not
make out any of its plumage markings, just a dark silhouette against grey clouds, but it was clearly not a
Kestrel or Sparrowhawk, and too small for a Peregrine, and my instant reaction to its size, shape and flight as
being a Hobby was confirmed when I got home and looked at the pictures in my books (especially the one
aspect about which I was slightly dubious as it briefly turned into the wind with fanned tail – two illustrations
showed just the silhouette which I saw with the fanned tail). The Tit flock that I was watching at the time was
the third flock I had seen while in the Thicket. As well as Great, Blue, Coal and Long Tailed Tits there were
many Goldcrest and a large number of Chiff Chaff - in one place two Chiff Chaff seemed to resent the Tit

invasion and were aggressively trying to drive off the invaders form the Chiff Chaff’s nest territory. One
surprise was to see only one Chaffinch in the whole of my visit (as against three Bullfinch heard in different
places).
SAT 12 SEP
WOOD SANDPIPER was an excellent find for the Evening Class group which visited Nutbourne Marshes today
and went some way to make up for the soaking they got in a heavy shower. The bird was seen at fairly close
range by the stream running south from Farm Lane to the shore, and Gwynne Johnson in telling me of it
commented on the pale yellow legs, the ‘mottled plumage’ and prominent eye-stripe, as well as its ‘Sandpiper
bobbing’.
FRI 11 SEP
A juvenile LITTLE GULL was with 8 BLACK TERNS seen near the water ski jump at Ivy Lake, Chichester,
today by Brian Fellows. Earlier in the morning I met Brian at the east end of Thornham Lane where he was
watching the OSPREY seemingly eating a fish on one of the landing light posts closest to the small bay on the
north side of the Great Deeps where the water comes closest to Thornham Lane. I was in the area for about an
hour but the Osprey remained on the same perch throughout. While there I saw a single YELLOW
WAGTAIL fly south over Thornham Point and picked out my first Whinchat when it fluttered down from
Ragwort in the rough field north of the Little Deeps beside the main road, and from the west sea wall I saw 16
Wigeon and 3 Pochard among the Coot and Tufted Duck on the Little Deeps. Back at Thornham Point the
newly developing saltmarsh field had a small flock of some 20 Meadow Pipit, probably birds heading south
from the northern moors.
The LITTLE EGRET roost was counted by Barry Collins this morning, raising the ‘official count’ of these birds
to a record 233.
5 GADWALL were back on East Copse Lake at Chichester today with 9 Wigeon when Brian Fellows was there –
Dave Mead had commented on a few Gadwall when he was there yesterday.
THU 10 SEP
A TEMMINCK’S STINT which has been on Birdline for a couple of days was seen at Pagham today by Dave
Mead in company with 7 Little Stint. They were by the pools in the first field on your right as you come onto
the Pagham Harbour north wall from Pagham village. Calling at Chichester lakes on the way home Dave also
saw 7 BLACK TERN beating over Ivy Lake around the water ski jump, and he tells me that he has heard that
the Wryneck is still showing at Hook
WILSON’S PHALAROPE is a real rarity in Hampshire but one seems to have been carried across the Atlantic in
the recent hurricane and dropped off at Pennington today. According to Mark Litjens who sent me this news it
is a first winter bird which should have been flying south from North to South America, but presumably the
dying hurricane diverted it to us. Birds of Hampshire gives only four Hampshire records up to 1989 and I
have not checked all the annual reports since then to see if we have had any more. Previous birds have stayed
from one to four days. Mark tells me that there was also an Avocet at Pennington.
SPOTTED CRAKE are fairly regular autumn passage birds, but not easy to see. Mark Litjens tells me one was
seen at the Lower Test reserve yesterday afternoon.
A GOLDEN PLOVER was listed on the Farlington notice board when Roger Stonham was there yesterday. As a
relatively new birder arriving at the Marshes when the islands were submerged by one of the highest tides of
the year he was amazed by the number of birds on the Marshes and he thinks that one bird which he saw but
could not identify for certain was the Golden Plover
A GREEN SANDPIPER was back in the Lower Ems valley (between Westbourne and Emsworth) when Brian
Fellows walked this stretch today. He also saw a KINGFISHER, 4 Grey Wagtail and a Sparrowhawk. On
large open fields south of the A27 at Southbourne he saw about 500 Black-headed gulls and this prompts me
to ask if anyone has any data or thoughts on something which I believe I have noticed – namely that Blackheaded gulls are quite happy to feed on fields near the coast or inland wheras Common and Herring Gulls, if
they leave the shore, do not seem to settle on fields near the coast but always go way inland.
WED 9 SEP
24 LITTLE EGRET were roosting in the Wade Court yew tree during today’s exceptionally high tide when the
Hayling Oysterbed bunds and many other local places where an Egret or two might wait for the tide to recede
were all under water. With the Egrets were at least 9 Grey Heron and as the high tide had backed up the
Lymbourne stream until it flooded the pools in the ‘wet meadow’ between Langstone pond and Wade Court
we had 19 TEAL on the pools for the first time this winter. One other effect of the tide was to cause the Swan
family to return from the sea onto the pond for the first time in months – both parents and all six cygnets were
on the pond.

The OSPREY had been seen over the Thorney Deeps at midday yesterday, so Brian Fellows was told when he
went to look for it late this afternoon, so it may well still be with us. All Brian saw of interest were 20 Egrets
at the east end of Thornham Lane.
BRENT GEESE will be with us again very soon (expected any time after Sept 14th) but keep your eyes open – in
1995 there were 55 in Portsmouth Harbour on Sept 9th. In my experience the first can usually be seen on the
east shore of Langstone Harbour towards the south end (off Saltmarsh Lane) or on the south west shore of
Thorney Island (off Pilsey).
TUE 8 SEP
BAFFINS POND is shaped like a square with rounded corners, and measures roughly 150 metres across. It has
busy roads on three sides with dense housing behind these roads. Only the east side has an open aspect
towards Portsmouth Harbour but even on this side a large busy school lies between the pond and Langstone
harbour (900 metres east of the pond). There are three substantial islands in the pond and its edges are
concrete and tarmac paths on which many people come to feed the birds, most of which are quite happy to
come out of the water and jostle with humans. In the late 1980s and early 90s the water had become very
polluted with the excess of rotten food, the droppings of many birds and the algae which flourish in such
circumstances – I remember counting the Canada Geese there for one national survey during a hot July
(chosen because the geese are flightless at that time) and holding my breath for a quick dash to the edge of the
pond to count some of the birds before retreating to a distance at which there was some fresh air before
making another foray into the poison gas zone. In recent years Portsmouth City have taken various measures
to purify the air and water and it seems that they have succeeded. Today Brian Fellows reports that Little
Grebe have bred on the pond for the first time to his knowledge, indicating that the water is healthy enough to
support fish. Although there were no Tufted Duck there today there have been up to 43 on the pond last
winter and 30 in the past summer, and these must also be reliant on fish. A count of 204 Mallard today is not
unusual but that probably reflects the bread supply, as does the excellent number and breeding success of
Barnacle Geese (which probably receive supplementary grain courtesy of Portsmouth City). One of the more
surprising things about the pond is that, despite the dense urban surroundings and human activity all round the
pond, it attracts many genuine wild birds such as Shoveler.
FARLINGTON MARSHES had 4 Curlew Sandpiper and 7 Little Stint for Brian Fellows to see at 2.30pm while
the tide was still high. He passes on the following from the sightings board for the week ending Sept 6th – 2
Peregrine, 1 Osprey (on the 6th), the Lanner still on the loose, 5 Whinchat, only 3 Wheatear, 2 Redstart, a Red
Backed Shrike (apparently still being seen on the 6th), 550 Black-tailed Godwit (Brian saw one ringed bird
today), 54 Greenshank, 7 Spotshank, 1 Wood Sandpiper, 160 Wigeon, 31 Shoveler, and 4 PINTAIL (are these
latter the first back in the area?)
MON 7 SEP
The ‘’tchay, tchay, tchay’ call of a WILLOW TIT was heard in Stansted Forest today by Brian Fellows – this is
the first I have heard of since April when a pair seemed to have established territory just north of the main
avenue (north of Lyels Wood). Brian heard his at SU 757108 when walking through the Hare Warren area of
the Forest east of the road.
The OSPREY was again fishing the east end of Thorney Deeps at 6pm this evening and seen by Brian Fellows
after he had made a fruitless visit to the same area round 11am. Brian tells me he saw it “for fully 10 minutes
as it cruised up and down Great Deeps, occasionally dropping down to the water, occasionally hovering with
its legs dangling. I did not see it catch anything. The bird appeared to have white scaling on the upper part of
its wings suggesting a possible juvenile? Eventually, the bird moved west towards Emsworth Harbour, being
mobbed by a Carrion Crow, and I lost sight of it.” Back at Emsworth the Mute Swan count was down to just
60 birds in total and there were only 63 Mallard to be seen.
12 SWIFTS will be over Cruden Bay, north of Aberdeen, at 9.30am on Sept 9th according to a message circulated
on the internet. I don’t want to be sceptical but both Brian and I think human error has crept in and the crystal
ball has turned a 6 in the date the wrong way up. From the same source an unknown contributor to the debate
on what determines when Swifts leave a given area suggests the obvious – that departure is determined by the
success of the adults in finding sufficient food for their young to be ready to fly (remembering that young
Swifts can go without food for several days, remaining in a state of suspended animation until the adults bring
more food to the nest, the period in the nest can be very variarble). No proof is offered, and I suspect there
may be other factors governing the start of nesting as well as the fledgling period.
WOODPECKER nest holes must be warm, dry and comfortable places to spend the night at any time of year, and
today Theo Roberts suggested that the nest holes may well be used as winter roosts. Has anyone any definite
info on this? This year bot Theo and I have observed Great Spotted Woodpeckers re-entering their nest holes
after the young have flown, and (in my case at least) heard prolonged tapping from inside the tree suggestive
of further excavation (perhaps to accommodate severat full grown birds)

PLANTS:

SUN 13 SEP
BULBOUS RUSH is a new addition to my local plant list (probably more because of my failure to recognise it
than any rarity). Today (for the first time) I walked south down the ‘Nightjar Valley’ in Havant Thicket,
following the small stream taking the overflow from the pond at the head of the valley, and found that the
volunteers who had built various wooden bridges that can be seen from the ‘yellow brick road’ at the south
end of the valley have also attempted to ‘pond’ the stream at several points by digging out square pools and
shoring up the sides with logs. These damp pools had their muddy floors covered with a mass of what seemed
to be a large ‘Toad Rush’ gone beserk, but when I took a close look at the plants I found they were growing
small new plants from the seeds still on the old ones, and this is characteristic of the Bulbous Rush.
BROAD LEAVED HELLEBORINE were found last year in Havant Thicket lining the path running parallel to
Manor Road between the carpark entrance and the gate opposite Castle Road but I could see none this year
and only four plants (with plenty of seed) in the trees a little west of this path. Elsewhere in the Thicket the
Devils Bit Scabious and Golden Rod are still in full flower along with Fleabane and Eyebright.
MON 7 SEP
NODDING BUR MARIGOLD was an unexpected find as I crossed a rather barren pony field today. One large
plant with numerous flowers appeared at my feet as came to a small man-made drainage ditch across a corner
of the field and with it were at least three other interesting finds which I have not yet checked out (two grasses
– one a Glyceria and one possibly a Marsh Foxtail – plus a small flowered ‘water’ Forget-me-not). Also in the
ditch were many plants that I could immediately recognise, such as Brooklime still in flower and Wavy Bitter
Cress also in flower, and the whole assmblage prompted the thought that maybe ditches are of more
importance to wildlife than the hedges that get so much more media publicity (don’t forget all the invertebrate
and vertebrate animal life supported by the watery environment)

INSECTS:

SUN 13 SEP
At least 10 SPECKLED WOOD rose from the rides of Havant Thicket as I walked round this morning, and one
fresh RED ADMRIAL settled on the blackberries beside me, but these were the only butterflies seen in the
chill northerly wind (though the sun was warm out of the wind). Also on the wing were one Common Darter
and one larger Dragonfly. In a spider’s web the intact wings an body of a pretty Small Emerald moth were
caught, but it had probably had a godo run for its money as I see the normal time for them to be on the wing
ends in early August.

FRI 11 SEP
A Hayling Islander rang me today to tell me about an unusual insect activity on her front doorstep where she saw
a living, but rather shrunken, Large White caterpillar with lots of tiny grubs emerging from its body. Michael
Chinery’s guide to Insects illustrates this event, and tells how the Ichneumon-like insect called APANTELES
GLOMERATUS lays its eggs in the Large White caterpillar, how the eggs hatch into grubs which eat the flesh
of the caterpillar without attacking its vital organs (thus keeping the host alive), and how the grubs (up to 150
of them) emerge just before the caterpillar would normally pupate, and the grubs immediately pupate around
the dead or dying body of the caterpillar. Insects which live off the flesh of a living host are called
Endoparasites, and a relation of this one treats Aphids in the same way, but when it is time for the parasitic
grubs to pupate they go one step further and cement their host to the plant on which it has been feeding, then
pupate inside the protecting skin of its dead body. So if you come on a dead caterpillar surrounded by tiny
golden pupae, the body of an aphid stuck firmly to a plant stem (and with a neat hole in its body) you will
know that members of the Braconidae have been at work.
The ‘Wasp Spider’ (ARGIOPPE BRUENNICHI) lays its eggs about this time of year in a delicate pale pink
‘Chinese Lantern’ structure hung from grasses that have been bound together by the mother’s web, and you
may see these in the sort of rough grass that the spiders prefer, probably hanging 20 to 25cm above the ground.
I thought the mother spider then died, but the lady who told me about the parasitised caterpillar also told me
the she has in the past seen a mother ‘guarding’ its eggs for several weeks into November – if anyone else has

seen this behaviour I would like to know about it.
CLOUDED YELLOWS are still to be seen on Thorney Island. I saw one there this morning (and Barry Collins
saw another two) along with a Red Admiral, several Small Heath and Common Blue, Small Whites and a
single Comma (resting with closed wings on a blackberry – I would never have seen it had I not been
gathering berries from the bush and almost pick the insect). Barry also saw both a Peacock and Small
Tortoiseshell so they are not quite extinct.
WED 9 SEP
A PAINTED LADY was seen at Sandy Point this morning when a group of people including Brian Fellows, and
led by Andy Parfitt, toured the nature reserve on a wet and windy morning.
MON 7 SEP
A ‘HELICE’ CLOUDED YELLOW was seen on Portsdown today by Theo Roberts when he was carrying out his
last butterfly transect of the year. He described it as having prominent black borders to the forewings and
most of the hind wing edges, the forewings were otherwise white and the hind wings a delicate pale grey.
Barry Collins also saw a ‘helice’ female on Thorney Island today – could it be the same insect as Theo’s?
Theo recorded six other species on his transect – 45 Meadow Brown, 3 Speckled Wood, 3 Large and 5 Small
White, 2 Small Copper and 13 Common Blue (some of each sex). Theo tells me that he is still seeing Green
Veined White but his last Gatekeeper was seen on Sep 1st.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SUN 13 SEP
AUTUMN FUNGI are conspicous by their absence at the moment – in three hours spent in Havant Thicket this
morning I saw just one battered Russula. Deer are also few in the Thicket compared to other local woods but I
did find fresh Roe slots at two places.
BIRDS:

WEEK 35

SUN 6 SEP
The first SHORT EARED OWL of the winter was quartering fields on Thorney Island today when Barry Collins
reported back there for duty after a couple of days sick leave. A HOBBY and an adult PEREGRINE were also
there to welcome him and an OSPREY was on the landing lights at the east end of the Great Deeps
(presumably the same bird that Tim Lawman saw there on Thursday). Barry’s last view of the Osprey was of
it heading north and disappearing over Southbourne. 222 LITTLE EGRET were counted at the Thorney roost
by Barry Collins on Aug 31st
The OSPREY was watched from the Thorney Main Road by Trevor Carpenter this morning and he writes
“Pandemonium hit the skies over the Great Deeps near the Guardhouse as every bird on the island appeared to
take to the skies at the sight of an Osprey. I watched for the next half an hour as the bird gave brilliant displays
being mobbed by Herons, Lapwings, Crows and others. It stopped for breath occasionally and sat on a runway
light when surprisingly none of the other birds took any notice. As soon as it took off again up they all went.
Among the birds in the sky at the same time a sparrowhawk flew fast over the fields. During my circuit I saw
three other sparrowhawks, I think all different birds and 5 kestrels. Other Thorney interest included 1
Whinchat, 15 Wheatear (all female/juv), many Goldfinch including one flock of well over 100, and 40+ Little
Egret.”
HOBBIES were seen in several places this weekend. In addition to the bird seen on Thorney by Barry Collins one
almost caused Trevor Carpenter to have a road accident when it flew low chasing passerines over his car as he
was driving down Posbrook Lane at the Titchfield village end on Sunday. On Saturday when Brian Fellows
was near Tournerbury he was asked about a small dark falcon that had just been seen there, and he guessed it
was a Hobby.
A SPOONBILL was seen by Trevor Carpenter at Titchfield Haven, visible from the road, and he adds that he has
heard that the WRYNECK is still at Hook ‘somewhere in the gorse!’
A TURTLE DOVE was still on the overhead power lines near Marina Farm when Brian Fellows walked down
the Emsworth Channel seawall in late afternoon and saw 3 WHINCHAT and 2 Wheatear.
The SWIFT story runs on … the latest was one in Cumbria yesterday (5th) and two in Yorkshire on the 2nd where
three were seen on Aug 30th. Also on the 30th two were in the Midlands over Walsall and two more over
Amsterdam. Lastly, two were seen at Leuven in Belgium on Sept 1st (but that may not be the end of the story
– the latest ever date for Holland was 20th Dec 1990!)
Two SPOTTED FLYCATCHERS were flitting between tombstones in the old abandoned cemetery at the
junction of New Lane and Eastern Road in Havant when I was passing this morning. I think one was a

juvenile and there may have been more birds making a family party.
A young Crow had an adventurous week-end in Havant. Yesterday it was seen in Havant bus station being
chased by several young boys before a lady took pity on it and managed to catch it and take it home in a
cardboard box which she left outside her front door overnight (with a little food and water). Early this
morning it seems a tramp called at the door asking for money, and he opened the box and released the bird. So
just before 9 am the lady turned up on my doorstep and asked for my help – as they bird could not fly we
eventually tracked it down in the walled garden of the local Conservative HQ and it was no problem to
recapture and take to Anne McMahon’s bird rescue centre – I think it was just exhausted.
SAT 5 SEP
A WRYNECK was at Hook (Warsash) this afternoon where Mark Litjens had good views of it on a fence post
after only half an hour’s wait. Normally I hear reports of at least one during August but this is the first I have
heard about this autumn – I hope that doesn’t reflect a further decline in numbers. Earlier in the day Mark was
at Keyhaven where had found a good group of waders on pool near the Lower Pennington Lane carpark – 13
Little Stint, 2 Spotshank, 2 Curlew Sand and 1 Ruff all together. 7 Little Egret and 5 Greenshank were in the
area, as were 3 Wheatear and a few Yellow Wagtail around the feet of some cattle.
A BAR-HEADED GOOSE was a surprise item in the September Wetlands Bird Count at the IBM LAKE
(included with Portsmouth Harbour figures) this morning. It was with 255 CANADA GEESE , one of them
being an aberration with white head and neck. The latter bird was probably the same one reported from
Titchfield Haven on Aug 20th when it was with 190 others, and this sort of mass movement between sites is
typical of this species’ autumn behaviour – they have some memory of migration at this time of year but don’t
know where to go. The Great Crested Grebe pair where still present with their three young (not yet fledged
and flying) – I suspect their decision to start breeding on the lake this year reflects an increasing population of
small fish and this was borne out by the sight of a juvenile Little Grebe juggling with a small silvery fish until
it got it in the head first swallowing position, and by a good view of a KINGFISHER, not a common visitor to
the lake. I doubt the fish influenced the decision of one pair of Moorhen to start yet another nest – a pair were
actively building one as I watched.
Brian Fellows carried out his usual part in the WeBS count by covering the south west shore of Hayling (from
Mill Rythe to Black Point). 28 Wigeon and 9 Teal were on the sea and 7 Common Sandpiper were on the
shore with 5 Redshank and a lone juvenile Ringed Plover (looking lost), plus a few Wheatear scattered along
the seawall. On Tournerbury Marsh the resident Swan family with 4 cygnets were on the pond and 48 Curlew
with 8 Lapwing on the fields. 7 Little Egret were in the woods and a pair of Dabchick with one youngster
were on the Tournerbury Farm pond. Brian does not mention any roost on Seagull Island off Black Point (I
guess the high tide covered it) but he did go on to visit the Kench where numbers of Great Blackblack Gull (11
of them) are beginning to increase while 2 Sandwich and 12 Common Tern were still present along with a few
Grey and Ringed Plover, Dunlin and Turnstone.
At Farlington Marshes there has been no further sighting of the Shrike but the Evening Class group did enjoy
views of 2 Little Stint and 4 Snipe by the stream.
FRI 4 SEP
Neither the Red Backed Shrike at Farlington nor the Osprey on Thorney Island were found by Brian Fellows
today – I hope others had more luck but I have not heard of any sightings (I did have a message from Mark
Cutts who was among those who saw the Shrike yesterday)
Peter Morrison has forwarded to me a copy of a message he has just had from Dr Jennifer Gill at the University of
East Anglia and I hope by publishing it here it will encourage more birders to report all sightings of colourringed or colour marked shorebirds. The routine is to send full details of the birds and their markings, with the
where and when of the sighting, to Pete Potts (for all sightings in the Solent area) via e-mail to
Ppotts@compuserve.com or by phone to 01489-578649. The message reads …
Pete Potts has just forwarded to me your observation of a colour-ringed black-tailed godwit at Titchfield Haven
on 31.8.98. Many thanks for reporting this sighting; records of birds on the south coast are always of great
interest. This bird (Left: GREEN above knee Right: YELLOW over GREEN above knee; WHITE (appears
yellow) below knee) was ringed at Terrington, the Wash estuary, Norfolk on 2.8.96 as an adult male. It has
since been seen several times: in Le Havre in September 1997, Titchfield Haven in January 1998, Portsmouth
Harbour in February 1998 and Needs Ore, Southampton in April 1998. The white rings below the knee have
discoloured badly since ringing and now look very yellow. These birds are being marked as part of a study
into the distribution and movement of black-tailed godwits throughout Britain in winter. Several of the birds
which moult on the Wash have gone on to winter on the south coast and I am particularly interested in these
birds as they appear to be more site-faithful than birds wintering in East Anglia. This bird retuning to the
same area in successive winters also appears to be following this pattern. As part of this study, I am
particularly interested in resightings of the same birds, whether or not they have moved. If you happen to see
this bird again, or any other of these colour-ringed godwits, I would be very grateful to hear about it.

A KINGFISHER was back on its regular winter fishing beat along the Hermitage Stream south of the A27 this
morning. As I came over the A27 footbridge with the tide high I saw it on the upper of the two outfalls on the
east bank of the stream and when I arrived on the path alongside the stream it flew to the lower outfall. When
the tide is lower it will probably use the brick parapet extending south from the A27 bridge to prevent erosion
of the bridge footings – that was under water this morning but at low water it provides a perch looking straigh
t down into the main channel of the stream.
Another Swan family is perhaps beginning to break up as the cygnets discover their independence. Two
unaccompanied cygnets were on Bedhampton Mill Pool waiting with ducks for a morning feed, while what I
took to be their parents with the third cygnet were half a mile downstream off the gravel quay.
BUDDS FARM POOLS are filling up for the winter and this morning I counted 85 Tufted Duck and 55 Mallard
with half a dozen Teal and the usual Coot, Moorhenm, Dabchick and pair of Swans (no Canada Geese). One
Little Grebe was feeding two very small youngsters, and one adult was on the sea way up Chalk Dock
(opposite the small carpark near the A27). The Swan herd was down to just 15 birds near the Broadmarsh
slipway, and opposite them the sea defence work is well advanced – all the piles seem to have been driven and
the gabions (wire nets of small rocks) are mostly in place at the end nearest the outfall, while loose rocks are
being scooped up against the foot of the piles. The next stage will be the creation of a sloping concrete wall
upward from the line of steel piles using what they call ARMORLOC blocks (a knobbly surfaced concrete)
and then there is just the tidying up, re-instatement of the footpath and addition of seats, etc.
WIGEON have returned to Langstone Harbour for the monthly (WeBS) count of harbour birds on tomorrows
high tide. Today Brian Fellows saw 119 on the water south of Farlington Point. While at Farlington Brian saw
four COLOUR RINGED BLACKWITS (Peter Morrison wonders if Brian has seen the bird from the Wash
described above) and a male CURLEW SANDPIPER still in summer plumage feeding in the channel draining
the reserve lake into Shutts Lake. Two Spotshank and a Whimbrel were also seen and in the main marsh
fields he found 60 Linnet. Later he saw a first winter LESSER WHITETHROAT on Thorney Island in fresh
autumn plumage of pale grey head and back
THU 3 SEP
A RED BACKED SHRIKE was found at Farlington Marshes at 3pm this afternoon by Dave Mead who watched
it for a long time before anyone else came along to share the view. It was on the wire fence separating the
reeds south of the lake from the main marsh, probably a good place from which to descend on grasshoppers in
the main marsh grass but probably not a good place to spend the night so if the bird does stay (and it showed
no sign of leaving for the hour or so that Dave watched it) it may have to be re-found in the morning. The bird
is said to be a juvenile.
An OSPREY at the east end of the Thorney Great Deeps was also showing well this afternoon where it was seen
by Tim Lawman at lunchtime and by Alistair Martin late in the afternoon. This bird may well be the one
which was seen flying south over Long Copse Lane at Emsworth yesterday by a workman on the roof of
Redlands House (I am told the man who saw and identified it keeps a Sparrowhawk of his own). The bird
seems to be happily settled in the area around the old landing lights at the east end of the Great Deeps and was
seen by Tim Lawman on one of the lights from the end of Thornham Lane road by the bungalows, but when
Alistair found it the bird had moved a little east to a fence post hidden behind reeds until he walked to the
seawall and looked back from the stile taking you south along the wall.
There may be a female Montagu’s Harrier in the area. A few days ago a lady in the Cosham area told John
Goodspeed that she thought she had seen a Ringtail Hen Harrier over Portsdown and commented on the white
rump, and today Dave Mead tells me he has heard reports of a similar bird seen over Hayling.
Other news from Dave Mead is of a BAIRD’S SANDPIPER whixh he saw recently at Stanpit Marshes (I gather
that not everyone who went there was as lucky as he was!) and of 7 Curlew Sandpiper and 6 Little Stint in the
Titchfield Haven reserve today. Also today John Gowen saw two Green Sandpiper together in the Langbrook
stream (under the bick bridge south of Mill Lane).
I checked out Aldsworth Pond this morning and found the water level down to the bottom of the dilapidated
sluice gate and very little water flowing away under the road (maybe this partly accounts for the lower water
in Peter Pond down in Emsworth, though most of the water reaching Emsworth is pumped up from ‘Deep
Springs’ at Westbourne). There was still plenty of water in the pond to support the usual birds (14 Coot, 8
Moorhen, 4 Little Grebe, 2 Tufted Duck and 1 Mallard seen by me). In Stansted Forest a juvenile
Sparrowhawk was making its loud and plaintive calls, and in Havant this evening a Tawny Owl has been
calling.
A message from John Goodspeed tells me that “I can not compete with Ospreys and Shrikes but today around
Fort Purbrook there were at least two redstart, two spotted flycatchers, a blackcap, a whitethroat and 3 or 4
phylloscs one of which was a singing chiffchaff.”
WED 2 SEP

The juvenile PECTORAL SANDPIPER may have disappeared from the Lake at Farlington but at around 10.30
this morning Brian Fellows had good views of it at the Deeps on the eastern side of the reserve. Brian
describes it as “1. Slightly larger than Dunlin. 2. Bright golden brown plumage (adult is duller), with white
edges to feathers showing up as Vs. Underparts pale with breast finely streaked and sharply demarcated from
the white belly, producing the ‘pectoral band’. 4. Legs yellowish. 5. Head slightly streaked with pale
supercilium. 6. Slightly down curved like Dunlin. 7. Feeding behaviour, a delicate picking, rather like
Knot.”
Our ‘lost’ EMPEROR GOOSE has also turned up again at the Farlington Deeps in company with Canada Geese.
It has been around in the Aldsworth/Thorney/Havant area for several years, and I recall thinking that it was a
blue phase Snow Goose when I first saw it (I didn’t even know there was an Emperor species then). Brian
Fellows tells me that the watchers of the Pectoral Sandpiper this morning were equally non-plussed by it.
Brian also saw 5 Whinchat, 4 Yellow Wagtail and 3 Wheatear while at Farlington Marshes and saw a Little
Tern fishing to the west of the reserve (most of these Terns have moved to the Harbour mouth by now). At the
lake he watched the release of 2 young Coot by one of the many dedicated ‘bird rescuers’ who had reared
them by hand (this release was made with Bob Chapman’s permission though personally I would be almost as
reluctant to have more Coot as I would to have more Canada Geese!)
One BLACK NECKED GREBE was noted on the Farlington notice board today – presumably marking the first
return to the harbour (though sightings in the early summer seemed to indicate that at least one bird was
staying here). One WOOD SANDPIPER was the first I have heard of at Farlington where numbers of passage
birds are building up e.g. 40 Greenshank and 41 Whimbrel but only 9 Common Sandpiper (I recall counts of
40 at this time of year not so long back). The notice board also lists 5 pairs of Bearded Tit with several broods
of young.
TUE 1 SEP
3 SWIFTS were seen over the Downs to the east of Brighton last Sunday (30th) by Colin Law who lives in
Woodingdean below Bullock Hill. Colin also reports sightings of 6 Whinchat, 3 Spotted Flycatcher, 3
Wheatear and a Redstart – the latter turned up in his garden
HAYLING OYSTERBEDS was a good choice for a brief evening visit around 7.30pm. The neap tide was at its
highest but left plenty of shore uncovered, including the northern part of the bar across the mouth of Stoke Bay
and a good many waders had settled here for the night. There was little wind, a pretty sunset, and no humans
in sight and I was able to walk to within 100 yards of the nearest birds before any were disturbed so I had good
views of the well ordered ranks of waders and gulls, all facing into what wind there was with each species
grouping together in their preferred terrain. The Gulls and Oystercatchers choose the highest ground, the
Ringed Plover and Turnstone nestle among the stones away from the tideline, Redshank and Greenshank like
to be close to the water with their feet wet, and Black Tailed Godwit (there were none here, but probably 100
off Langstone Mill) stand in deeper water which they allow to come up to their bellies before moving to a
shallower spot. At the Oysterbeds I disturbed one Whimbrel which flew off calling, and three Greenshank
decided to move off to the islands without any encouragement from me. I only saw a couple of Grey Plover
and few Redshank, but there must have been some 600 Ringed Plover with a good number of Dunlin among
them (difficult to pick out in the dim light) and some 50 Oystercatcher made a bold sight. I could not see any
waders on the Oysterbeds bund walls (there was just one Common Sandpiper in the pools) but as I left several
hundred of the waders flew out to sea then north up the outside of the bund walls, disappearing from view and
giving me the impression that there might be a substantial roost out of sight from the land.
The WADE COURT EGRET ROOST was deserted at dusk tonight (see my remarks last night) and the only
living thing there seemed to be the local fox strolling over the meadow.
At Broadmarsh Brian Fellows had his third sighting (all this autumn and all at Broadmarsh) of the ‘yellow over
green’ colour ringed Blackwit among a flock of 22. A Whimbrel and one Egret were among the other waders
on the shore there, and on Budds Farm pools there were 48 Tufted Duck.
At the Yew Hill butterfly reserve near Winchester Mark Litjens today heard 2 ‘boisterous’ Little Owls whose
loud conversation may have been sparked off by the unusual sound of 2 Greenshank calling nearby (or
overhead).
MON 31 AUG
EGRETS STAYING OUT ALL NIGHT? This evening the high tide was at 6.20pm, but being a neap tide it
would not have driven the Egrets from their fishing till late in the afternoon. When I passed Wade Court at
7pm at least 10 could be seen with 2 Grey Heron in the Wade Court Yew tree which they use for their daytime
high tide roost and from which they normally return to their fishing as the tide falls. This evening it would
probably be 8pm (and just about dark) when the tide had fallen sufficiently so I was left wondering if the birds
would fly straight from this daytime roost back to their Thorney night roost when it became dark or whether
they would stay where they were for the night – perhaps tomorrow evening I will go there at dusk and see

what happens.
This year’s CYGNETS were trying their wings, and showing many white feathers in them, when I passed the
Langstone Mill Pond family at the mouth of the Langbrook this evening. They were not flying, just stretching
and flapping their wiongs. Two of the six cygnets were well separated from their parents and their four
siblings when I first saw them – another sign of coming independence – but they had rejoined the family group
later. While I was on the South Moors I heard the strident calls of a GREEN SANDPIPER and saw one
(probably disturbed from the channel feeding the Tamarisk pool by a family walking over the moors with
dogs) in the air heading for the Budds Farm pools.
SWIFTS (NATIONWIDE). Thanks to Brian Fellows I can pass on the latest news known to his internet news
group. On Aug 23 small parties were seen in Norfolk and the Midlands (Bedworth). On the 25th seven were
seen near Edinbugh and one over Norwich. On the 26th Brian saw one with House Martins over Selsey and on
the 27th more than 15 in one flock were over Draycote water in Warwickshire and one was seen over
Southampton. The latest report is of three in South Glamorgan in the morning and a singleton there in the
evening.
EMSWORTH’S SWANS were all present and correct at their places of duty today, undeterred by yesterday’s
Dragon Races, but there was not a single Mallard to be seen on the Mill Pond where there had been 124 last
Monday. This news comes from Brian Fellows, who found 46 of the missing Mallard on the eastern ponds
(Slipper Mill and Peter Pond). A lower than usual water level in Peter Pond may mean that the River Ems is
drying up (and with it Aldsworth Pond ??) but it certainly meant that more Moorhen were driven out of the
vegetation around the pool to forage in the open and thus be seen by us. This reminds me that this is the best
time of year to see BITTERN (not in Emsworth) as the reed beds in their few remaining haunts dry out and
force the hungry birds to come out to seek their food in the water.
PLANTS:

SAT 5 SEP
Today I had confirmation from Eric Clement that the grass which I found yesterday was one of the Cockspur
Grasses but he was unable to match it with any of the 30 or 40 herbarium specimens of Echinochloa species in
his vast specialist collection of around 14,000 specimens of plants which turn up in Britain as alines. It was
interesting to see C E Hubbard’s signature on several of the specimen sheets – he was the author of what was
until recently the most comprehensive book on Grasses available to the layman (published as a Penquin).
Coming back to my specimen he told me it could be described as comparable to Echinocholoa crus-galli var
mutica but was approaching Echinochloa microstachya so for all I know it will end up as a new species called
Echinochloa clementii. I learnt that Echinochloa species are important food crops in Africa and Asia
(different species in the two continents) and some species grow in rice paddy fields. One species in his
collection was only there as the result of having a particularly observation taxi driver during one trip to Goa
Most of the WATER SPEEDWELL we see is the hybrid between the Pink and Blue species but the true species
can also be found. Today the Evening Class group found the PINK species at Farlington Marshes in the ponds
you pass on your left just before coming to the reserve building heading east from the Eastern Road entrance
through the ‘Bushes’. Near the source of the Meon (south of East Meon) Gwynne and Nigel Johnson came on
the true BLUE species (complete with seeds) in a pond (at SU 686210 on the south side of the minor road
from Lower Farm to Parsonage Farm at Oxenbourne) that also had the barren hybrid species.
FRI 4 SEP
COCKSPUR GRASS is a rare alien that is not even listed in the Hants Flora which seems to have chosen to
flourish in a ditch at Broadmarsh. I will have to await confirmation of its identity from Eric Clement who has
promised to have a look at a specimen for me but if anyone else wants to see it and offer a different
identification it is easy to find. Go to the entrance to the small shore carpark at Broadmarsh (150 metres south
of the southern mini-roundabout of the A27 flyover) and park just inside the height barrier then walk back
across the road and look in the ditch opposite (maybe a little to the right of the entrance as you come out) and
you will see a lot of semi-procumbent large grass with long ‘fingers’ of what is now seed. When examined
you will find the leaves have no ligule and have very rough edges to a broad soft leaf, and the inflorescence
has a lot of bristly hairs with the spikelets (now in seed) in pairs close packed along spikes each about 4cm
long forming an inflorescence some 11cm long.
RAGWORT has had a particularly good year but the Wildflower Website news pages tell us that MAFF believes
that the hand pullling giving hours of innocent employment to so many conservation volunteers may actually
make matters worse as parts of the roots are bound to remain in the soil and many will regenerate. The only
alternative they suggest is use of weedkillers, but there are none specific to this plant so other plants in the area
will also be killed.
EARLY and LATE SPIDER ORCHIDS are among many orchid species and other plants growing in an SSSI on
downland above Folkestone that are threatened by the local authority (Shepway District Council) wanting to

carve a giant galloping white horse on the down as a Millenium project .. can you believe it?
THU 3 SEP
LADY FERN and SCALY MALE FERN are uncommon in this area and I was pleased to find both today in the
same damp ride under conifers at the north edge of Stansted Forest west of the road. On the same walk I
crossed to the west side of the road and found a great deal of WATER PURSLANE growing with masses of
Parsley Piert along the ride heading east towards Rosamunds Hill at SU 757115. Another unexpected find was
of a dozen or more flowering plants of garden Lobelia in the track between the road and the forest fence
immediately south of the Forestside Hut.
A message from John Goodspeed says “I should have known better than to declare I had not found Autumn
Ladies Tresses on the hill. I have now been shown a lot of them. They are doing well in areas grazed by the
cattle.”
MON 31 AUG
GLASSWORT is not the sort of plant to have showy flowers, but it does have them and this evening I noticed
anthers protruding from the ‘stems’ of what I think is Perennial Glasswort which occurs at the top of the
shores on more or less dry land. This was at the mouth of the Langbrook stream, and on the way there,
walking beside the stream from Havant, I was forcibly struck by the extent of English Elm die back this
summer. I also noticed more IVY in flower and was reminded that I did not record the COMMON DOG
VIOLET which I found flowering in The Holt yesterday.
INSECTS:

SUN 6 SEP
One CLOUDED YELLOW was seen on Thorney Island today by Barry Collins
SAT 5 SEP
12 MEADOW BROWN, a few Small White and one female Common Blue were flying at the IBM North
Harbour site today and two dragonflies were still mating (possibly a pair of Migrant Hawker)
FRI 4 SEP
The September newspage of the Wildflower Website has an announcement of a new insect (PSALLUS
CONFUSUS) being found in an Irish Bog with the most unpronouncable name ever “Clochar na gCon” – I
think it must be a misprint unless it is inhabited by South Afircan Bushmen who find no difficulty in getting
their tongues around words such as gCon.
THU 3 SEP
SPECKLED WOOD were numerous in Stansted Forest today when the sun came out, and in one or two places I
saw groups of three or four chasing each other but a few Whites and one very battered Meadow Brown were
the only other butterflies I saw. On Portsdown John Goodspeed saw lots of Meadow Brown and also a
PAINTED LADY and one male Common Blue.
TUE 1 SEP
One SMALL TORTOISESHELL was on the wing when Mark Litjens made a lunch time visit to Yew Hill today
– hopefully there are more of these, an dof Peacocks, yet to emerge or there will be a dearth of them to start
the ball rolling next spring. Mark also found Meadow Brown and Chalkhill Blue numbers were well down (10
and 6 respectively) but there were 8 Common Blue (the summer brood is a little late but emerging at last) and
there were plenty of Whites among the 15 species he saw.
MON 31 AUG
Trevor Carpenter has just returned from a week’s holiday in Cornwall where CLOUDED YELLOWS were very
common, outnumbered only by Large Whites. He also saw plenty of other species uncluding a lot of Grayling
and several Painted Lady – two of the latter were waiting to welcome him home to Fareham. Trevor says that
Swallows were to be seen everywhere in Cornwall, and he had Ravens and Buzzards around his holiday
cottage.

OTHER WILDLIFE:

FRI 4 SEP
The September newspage of the Wildflower Website tells us that HARVEST MICE have returned to the grounds
of Gilbert White’s home at Selborne after conservation work aimed at encouraging them. I wonder how they
knew about the work and where they came from – could it be they were offered free transport to the site?

BIRDS:

WEEK 34
SUN 30 AUG

A REDSTART gave me elusive views at Catherington Down as it flitted from one Hawthorn to another. The
only good view I had of anything other than the distinctive tail was a front view of a juvenile but there may
have been more than one bird because another view of a bird disappearing into a bush seemed to show me the
pale grey wings of a male. Another juvenile bird was a Robin, so speckled that it seemed only just out of the
nest, presumably a second or third brood.
The DRAGON BOAT RACES on Emsworth Mill Pond today had little effect on the SWANS, so Brian Fellows
tells me. He also says that yesterday he saw 19 Swans back on the Southsea Canoe Lake (where I would
expect there is a brisk Bank Holdiday boating trade). I am not surprised at the birds standing up to humans (I
believe that at some places such as the River Stour at Christchurch the Swans have become a real nuisance,
attacking boats and people) but I am surprised that they are returning to Southsea – perhaps they know that
there are lots of people there now to feed them.
3 LITTLE GREBE were seen in the Emsworth Channel by Brian Fellows late this morning when 6
GREENSHANK and 7 LITTLE EGRET were at the water’s edge. I presume the Little Grebe were birds
normally resident on the Little Deeps out for a change of diet though I suppose they could be the first
youngsters showing their independence (or having been shown the door by their parents!). 5 Wheatear were
seen on the seawall.
SAT 29 AUG
THORNEY ISLAND news from Barry Collins via Brian Fellows is that 2 ROSEATE TERN were off Pilsey
yesterday (28th) with 4 juvenile CURLEW SANDPIPER, presumably on the shore. Today Barry counted 218
LITTLE EGRET (same number as last week) and earlier this week he counted 213, so the recent influx of
birds has stopped for the moment but we will have to wait to see if this is already the year’s maximum. Also
on the island 3 young BARN OWLS have fledged and are now flying, a HOBBY has been hunting over the
Little Deeps during the day and 9 WHINCHAT were scattered around the island.
SINAH LAKE had 102 Canada Geese when I cycled past in the late afternoon. Other than some 20 Tufted Duck
and a few Coot there was nothing else of interest on the water but out of the corner of my eye I caught a
glimpse of a bird diving into the base of a Hawthorn surounded by brambles which suggested Redstart – I
failed to see the bird or flush it so I will never know if it was. Later, from the beach south of the Golf Course, I
saw a flock of perhaps 30 Canada Geese flying down onto the lake and assume they were an addition to the
birds I saw.
A single, rather tame RED LEGGED PARTRIDGE was seen on Beacon Hill in the Meon Valley thi=s morning
by the Evening Class group – possibly a recently released bird that does not know it is only there to be shot at
by the friendly humans who hand reared it with loving care.
FRI 28 AUG
A LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER was seen with a Tit flock in trees by the Langbrook stream opposite
‘The Mallards’ (going south from the Xyratex approach road they were where you emerge from the trees just
before crossing the old path from what was IBM to what was their education centre in the old farmhouse). I
wonder if this was a young bird that had joined a ‘travelling circus’ to see the world as I have the impression
that established pairs remain in their territories throughout the year. The bird was seen last Monday (24th) by
Sarah Thompson (and/or Mark Hampton) but the news has only just reached me by a roundabout route. This
sighting wins Sarah/Mark the coveted medal for seeing all three woodpeckers in one day!
NOT THE LAST SWIFT. Sarah Thompson’s news also includes a sighting of two Swifts over Havant on the
24th, but these cannot qualify in our ‘last Swift’ saga as Brian Fellows has already reported a later one at
Selsey (see Wed 26th below)
FARLINGTON MARSHES was the destination for Brian Fellows this morning, but no Pectoral Sandpiper was
seen and the Curlew Sandpiper that was with it yesterday had also vanished. Brian did see 2 Spotshank, 2
Common Sandpiper, 5 juvenile Shelduck, 2 Yellow Wagtail, 1 Snipe, 1 Wheatear but only one colour ringed
Godwit (after the four he saw yesterday).
THU 27 AUG
PECTORAL SANDPIPER is described in the Birds of Hampshire as a ‘very scarce passage migrant’ and in quite
a few years none are seen, with five as the maximum number seen in any one year, so Alistair Martin can be
proud to have been at Farlington Marshes this evening when one (thought to be a juvenile) was attracting
attention and being identified. When last seen by him it flew from the lake in company with a few Dunlin and
seemed to alight by the stream – hopefully it will stay around to be seen by more birders over the weekend,
(but the hopeful watchers on Friday morning did not see it and heard from Chirs Cockburn that it was last seen
at 6pm on Thurs evening)
The LANNER FALCON that has become a regular sight at Farlington over the past couple of months was today
seen by John Gowen over the Langstone South Moors
My first WIGEON of the autumn were on Thorney Little Deeps this evening (four of them with one Teal) as I
passed at sunset on my way to see the Little Egret roost. I reached the roost about 8.20pm around 15 minutes
after sunset and stayed for about 15 minutes. When I arrived I could see around 55 Egrets roosting, but was

well aware that many more would be hidden in the trees below those that I could see on the tips of the
branches. As I watched at least 50 Egrets flew in but the visible total only increased by abut 15 to 70 birds. In
previous summers the birds have mostly arrived in groups of one to three, but this year they were coming in
six or eight at a time. Only one Grey Heron was fishing in the Great Deeps, but out on the mud around the
Emsworth Channel at low tide I could hear Greenshank, Grey Plover and Common Sandpiper, and on the way
along the shore from Langstone Pond to Emsworth I had seen thousands of gulls preparing to spend the night
around Sweare Deep with a few waders at the tide edge (Black Tailed Godwit, Curlew, Redshank, Lapwing,
Grey Plover and Dunlin) and at one point heard what must have been a Green Sandpiper going over unseen.
3 COLOUR RINGED BLACKWITS were seen at Broadmarsh by Brian Fellows today, two old friends of one
and two years standing and one newcomer to the scene. Earlier he had seen another clour ringed bird in
Emsworth Harbour
EGRETS AT LANGSTONE/NORTHNEY. With the large number of Egrets now in the area there are several
good places for seeing them and one is to look east from Langstone Bridge. At low tide you should see
several fishing in the shallow water channels and as they tide rises they collect on the saltings north of
Northney Marina where Brian Fellows saw 15 with 3 Grey Heron today. Todays tide was only 4.4m but
earlier in the week it had been higher – on Monday and Tuesday it was 4.6m and the saltings were probably
covered – this drives the Egrets to roost in trees and a favourite spot is a big yew beside the Lymbourne stream
west of Wade Court (you can see it diagonally across the pony field from the seawall where the stream
overflow runs out just north of Langstone pond). Eric Castle saw 11 and 13 Egrets respectively in that tree on
Monday and Tuesday. Sometines there are almost this number of Grey Heron about – they use the same tree
and salting, but also favour the smaller saltings just off the Langstone pond.
WED 26 AUG
THE LAST SWIFT (??) was over Selsey with a large flock of hirundines (mainly 100+ House Martins) when
Brian Fellows was there today. He also visited Chichester gravel pits where 52 Canada Geese dominated the
West Trout Lake though there are plenty of Coot and Tufted Duck around., and in passing Sidlesham Ferry
pool he noted 46 Teal and one Fox (good thing it wasn’t a Mink!)
OSPREY, RUFF & TURTLE DOVE were on the sightings list at Pagham Harbour reserve hut, as were a male
REDSTART and PIED FLYCATCHER
SEWAGE has greatly enriched the water and mud of Langstone Harbour in recent years, and the marine
organisms which flourish in the mud as a result support a large number of shorebirds each winter. While I
would like to be able to bathe in the water and to eat its shellfish I have long thought that the ending of sewage
disposal into the harbour and inshore waters must reduce the food available to birds and render the harbour
unable the support the density of birds that we now see there. An article in the New Scientist for July 25th
publicly supports this view and reports that monitoring by the BTO has already linked the cessation of sewage
outfall with “local losses and catastrophic reductions in waders and wildfowl numbers”. Another factor
reducing shorebird populations is the intensive beach cleaning adopted by some coastal resorts – in parts of
Swansea Bay there has been a massive decline in small crustaceans (e.g. sandhoppers) following the
introduction of mechanised beach cleaning.
CEDAR WAXWING. On Aug 20th I referred enviously to the Cedar Waxwing on David Parker’s bird list for his
recent holiday in Canada as ‘that well known Hampshire bird’ without checking my facts first and it seems I
must admit to gross negligence and to corrupting the youth of the county with mis-information. I was not
confusing the Cedar Waxwing with the well known visitors from Scandinavia which turn up every few years
and which were particularly numerous in the Bevois Vally area of Southampton in Feb 1996, but I thought we
had had just one of these rarities in recent years – but I cannot pin down the source of my memory.
TUE 25 AUG
BUZZARDS can be expected in the area around Watergate House between Walderton and West Marden and I
was not surprised to hear the calls of three birds as soon as I was in the area though it was some time before I
saw one soaring over Watergate Farm (SU 783121) halfway between calls from Watergate Hanger and
Warren Copse. Later I was walking up the Locksash road at SU 784124 when I saw three birds soaring in the
same thermal and assumed they were the local pair with at least one youngster but as I watched other Buzzards
entered the thermal until there were seven circling together over Fanny’s Row (SU 780125). I assume the
extra four were another group passing through the area and after only two or three spirals all together the
group split up after I saw one making a nose dive with wings folded back (I think this is part of their
territrorial display and may have been the resident male reminding the others that this was his territory). Not
much other bird activity in this area – half a dozen each of Swallows and House Martins were circling the
Watergate House area but I could see no Martins nests; a Nuthatch ws not only very noisy with chattering but
also made some spring ‘whee-oo’ calls; one hedgerow had a small flock of Yellowhammer (I thought I saw a
male Reed Bunting with them) plus a couple of Common Whitethroat; and one Elder bush had a resident
female Blackcap enjoying the rich black berries.
A JUVENILE MARSH HARRIER was seen over the Farlington reeds by Brian Fellows at midday today – it has

been seen over the reserve several times in the past two weeks, and as it flew off east towards Hayling it may
well be the same bird that has been seen at the Thorney Deeps recently. A little later Brian enjoyed the sight
of a PEREGRINE stooping over the lake to the consternation of gulls and waders, but none were taken.
Information gleaned by Brian on this visit was of two Peregrines visiting the reserve, of the SPOTTED
CRAKE having been seen again last week-end (Aug 22/23), of 3 KNOT being present on Sunday (23rd) and of
up to 8 SPOTTED REDSHANK. Brian also watched a colour ringed Grey Plover on the mud of Shut Lake
(mud west of the reserve) but after ten minutes could not decided if the rings were Red over Orange or Orange
over Red on its left leg.
BAFFINS POND was lucky to have only 2 Canada Geese today. 4 Little Grebe were present (the highest number
Brian has seen there) adding to the impression that these birds are having a good year. Most of the other
regulars were present including the 42 Barnacle Geese and 130 Mallard not deterred by notices saying that the
water may have poisonous algae in it.
MON AUG 24
218 LITTLE EGRETS counted leaving the Thorney Island roost at dawn on Aug 23rd is the latest news from
Barry Collins. This is the first count exceeding 200 birds. He also saw a juvenile MARSH HARRIER over the
Little Deeps on Aug 21st and he agrees with Brian Fellows that the headless gull seen nearby was Common
and not a Kittiwake despite its dirty feet.
More MALLARD are arriving at the Emsworth pools where Brian Fellows counted 124 in total today. Brian also
found a third Cormorant on the Slipper Mill, possibly attracted by shoals of Grey Mullet. A total of 75 Swans
were in the Emsworth area today, so it seems that the recent extra ‘visitors’ have departed.
Radio Solent today broadcast a lady phoning in on the ramblers ‘right to roam’ issue who said that she would
respect ‘no go’ areas for sensitive wildlife, giving as an example a request from the Forestry Commission this
year for people to keep out of a certain wood where HEN HARRIER were nesting. I do not believe
everything I hear on the radio, and realise that the lady may be confusing Monatagu’s Harriers in the open
forest with Hen Harriers in woodland, but I would be very interested to know if there is any truth in what she
said. I see that Hen Harriers have expanded their breeding range dramatically since 1945 when they were
restricted to the Orkneys and Outer Hebrides but I have not heard of any breeding in the south of England.
Nevertheless numbers of them can be in the New Forest in winter and some may have taken a fancy to staying
on… Do you know more?
At Black Point today the tide was just falling but there were very few waders on ‘Seagull Island’ or elsewhere. I
saw just one SANDERLING, one Dunlin and a couple of Ringed Plover. One adult and two juvenile
Sandwich Tern made a lot of noise and out on the shingle island roost area were some 40 Common Tern. As I
was leaving a few Whimbrel whistled their calls as they flew over westward.

PLANTS:

SUN 30 AUG
GREAT LETTUCE can be confused with Prickly Lettuce as the latter very common plant can sometimes grow
very tall and be suffused with a maroon tinge, but when Jim Berry found some plants well over 2 metres high,
very maroon flushed, and with large lobed leaves unlike the small ‘entire’ leaves of the common plant he
thought he had found the uncommon Great Lettuce but Stace’s Flora (the Bible to which we must now adhere)
told us that we could not be certain until we had seen the seeds. Today I collected seed from these giant plants
and from the common species and these larger, darker seeds confirm that the plansts are Great Lettuce (a new
species for me)
HOARY WILLOWHERB is described in the Hants Flora as ‘frequent and locally common’ and I have long
wondered why I did not seem to find it, but I have at last realised that I was looking for a plant very similar to
the Great Willowherb with the main difference being that the leaves did not clasp the stem. While this species
can occasionally grow to a size close to the Great Willowherb I now realise that the majority of the plants are
only a foot high (30 cm or a little more) and hide themsleves among the mass of small Willowherbs which are
so difficult to separate one from another. With this in mind I now find the species is pretty common and can
be picked out easily by the abundant white hairs on its stems, and although it is supposed to grow in wet places
I found it today lining the dry road through The Holt to where the Great Lettuce grew (no doubt when it rains
the roadside edges act as gullies collecting the run off from the road).
AUTUMN LADIES TRESSES vary greatly in numbers from year to year and this afternoon I only found 13
spikes in a quick walk round Catherington Down (where I have found well over 250 in some years). Brian
Fellows tells me that he has also heard from Barry Collins that there were only 48 spikes in the rough meadow
between Eames Farm and the Great Deeps this year, compared to 200 there last year.
IVY was just opening its flowers high on trees at Catherington Down today, attracting a varied swarm of insects.
Soon it will be a commonplace sight and most people will not realise how late in the year this plant comes into

flower.

SAT 29 AUG
TRIFID BUR MARIGOLD grows on Hayling on the shore of the ‘fish rearing pool’ at the east end of Sinah Lake
and as I was going past this afternoon I went to see how they were getting on – sadly I could only see one
plant (a healthy one in full flower) but the other specialities of this secluded pond shore were present in
abundance – Gipsywort, and Yellow Loosestrife (the genuine species, not the commoner Dotted Loosestrife)
covered nearly all the available space on the sunny side, while the shady side was abundantly carpeted with
Marsh Pennywort. The object of my trip was to see how the LUPINS were faring at Gunner Point – when I
was last there in May I was disturbed to see that the thousand or so plants growing south of the golf course and
east of the sand dunes hed all wilted just as they were about to open their first flowers, and looked as if they
had been sprayed with weed killer. I can only presume that the cause of the dieback was the unexpected warm
weather and lack of rain in May, and I had hoped that the heavy rain that fell throughout June would have
revived them but today’s visit showed me just two green plants out of a thousand that were totally dead (just
dry sticks). No doubt they will recolonise the area, but I wonder how long that will take with no seed having
been formed this year.
BEACON HILL, opposite Old Winchester Hill in the Meon Valley, was the destination of the Evening Class
group this morning. They found a rich downland flora still flourishing, with Harebells and Round Headed
Rampion still flourishing alongside the more recent newcomers Autumn Ladies Tresses and Autumn Gentian.
Devils Bit Scabious was flowering on the open slopes among the Field and Small Scabious and much of the
common Black Knapweed was of the ‘rayed’ form with flowers looking like those of Greater Knapweed – this
form is said to be an indicator of a long established (‘ancient’) meadow but I do not know if the association is
proven.
PURPLE MOOR GRASS is only now flowering and is a very elegant to many open areas in Havant Thicket
where I saw it yesterday but forgot to comment on it. Earlier in the summer the plants put up long thin flower
stems delicately curving outwards from their dense clumps of leaves. These slim strands gradually spread
their fingers, changing from ‘single wires’ into ‘lightning conductors’ (the v shaped prongs reminded me of
the skyward tips of these conductors), and now the purple flowers have at last opened we can see how the
plant got its name.
FRI 28 AUG
DEVILS BIT SCABIOUS is at its peak in Havant Thicket and Bells Copse. I found clumps in flower every
couple of hundred yards along the rides which I walked this morning, and it was particularly abundant along
the northern edge of Bells Copse where I found just one plant of SNEEZEWORT in flower. Last year at the
same place I had discovered a cluster of mystery plants which I eventually decided were Sneezewort by their
leaves after being baffled by the lumpy growths on every plant where the flowers should have been – this year
only two plants had these growths (presumably some insect gall) and just one plant had flowers to prove their
identity. Also in Bells Copse by the stream running off Blendworth Common I came on one small Broad
Leaved Helleborine in flower and one plant of Common Spotted Orchid looking as if it were still in flower
(the leaves and stem were very fresh but the flowering spike had just the remains of seed heads).
WED 26 AUG
MAN x LADY ORCHID. Orchiaseras melsheimeri is the name given to a new hybrid discovered in June this
year at a private woodland in Kent with Francis Rose present to name the newcomer. British Wildlife mag
(which also records the finding of the BEE x FLY hybrid at Fairmile Bottom in Sussex) describes the new
hybrid as tall with a long cylindrical spike carrying flowers intermediate between the parents. The hood and
labellum were edged with crimson and had tufts of red hairs. The spur was small around 1mm long (Man has
no spur, Lady has a spur 3 mm long). The magazine also records a remarkably persistent single plant of
EARLY SPIDER ORCHID in Gloucestershire which has flowered this year after not being seen for 16 years.
GLOBAL WARMING BRINGS TONGUE ORCHIDS TO BRITAIN. Serapias lingua is one of a family of
Tongue Orchids, common enough in Mediterranean countries, which has recently been extending its range in
Brittany and has already established a foothold in southern England. This year three more healthy plants
(thought to be this species) have appeared in a 20 year old grass ley in Devon The plants had four, five and six
flowers on them respectively.
TUE 25 AUG
COMMON VALERIAN is mostly past flowering but I found one flowering by the roadside near Watergate
House north of Walderton today and on the same walk found Rockrose and Dwarf Spurge along the southern
edge of Woodbarn (wood), with both Sharp and Round Leaved Fluellen flowering in field edges – there was a
great mass of Round Leaved in a field entrance by the roadside at SU 794114 in the Pig Legged Row area.
MON 24 AUG
The old hospital grounds east of Sandy Point were a blaze of gold and purple this afternoon over some two acres
where the gorse is regrowing after being cut down and is sending up fresh spikes covered with flowers among
a sea of heather. On the shingle to the east of this the SEA KNOTGRASS and SALTWORT are both

flourishing and in full flower, while further north at Black Point much SEA ROCKET (Cakile maritima) is
covered in pale pink flowers. I was particularly pleased to see one or two healthy looking plants of TREE
LUPIN – I have not been round Gunner Point since May when the great mass of Lupin plants that should have
been just opening their yellow flowers were instead all withered as if weed killer had been sprayed on them
(no doubt it was drought in May, not weed killer, that caused this setback and I suspect that heavy rain in June
corrected the balance.
UNUSUAL VIOLET HELLEBORINES lacking in chlorphyll and having pinkish rather than green leaves are
growing in Sussex at Fairmile Bottom north of Slindon and Rosemary Webb has just revisited the site (earlier
comment given on Aug 4th) to find that there are two clumps of this unusual variant within 100 yards of each
other. She says that sticks had been placed to protect one of the plants but were not tall enough with the result
that the flowering spike has been damaged by them!

INSECTS:

SUN 30 AUG
1 CLOUDED YELLOW was seen on Thorney this morning by Brian Fellows with 2 Common Blue and 4 Small
Heath. Today at Catheringtong Down I saw many Large and Small White with Meadow Browns and 2 fresf
Common Blue males, and yesterday I saw a couple of Small Heath on the grass at Gunner Point.
4 CLOUDED YELLOW and 1 PAINTED LADY were seen on Thorney Island during the past week by Barry
Collins and today’s news from Mark Litjens reads – “This morning (30/8/98) I visited Old Winchester Hill.
The weather was perfect: 100% sun, temperature started at around 15c but quickly rose to around 21c and the
wind was an occasional F2. As it turned out there has been an emergence of SILVER SPOTTED SKIPPERS,
the 3 previous visits in the past two weeks have only produced 8 Skippers but today 40 though weather
conditions are not comparable. Other butterflies include good numbers of Meadow Brown, 60 Chalk-hill Blue,
3 Brown Argus, 4 Painted Lady, 2 Small Copper, 7 Small Heath, 5 Common Blue (fresh Males), 3
CLOUDED YELLOW and 1 Essex Skipper.”
SAT 29 AUG
LARGE & SMALL SKIPPERS were seen today alongside SILVER SPOTTED SKIPPER on Beacon Hill in the
Meon Valley by the Evening Class group. They saw one CLOUDED YELLOW, thousands of Meadow
Brown, many Speckled Wood and the occasional Brimstone and Red Admiral but not a single Chalkhill Blue.
News from Mark Litjens today reads – “Friday (28/8/98) lunch time I visited Old Winchester Hill. Although it
was mostly cloudy there were glimpses of the sun. There are still good numbers of Meadow Brown present but
only 36 Chalk-hill Blue showed themselves. When the sun did shine 2 CLOUDED YELLOW showed well but
I only found 1 Common Blue. Other butterflies included 4 Painted Lady, 1 Red Admiral, 5 Silver-spotted
Skipper, 1 Small Copper and 6 Small Heath. Saturday (29/8/98) I started with a walk around Keyhaven.
Butterflies included 1 CLOUDED YELLOW, 1 WALL BROWN, 1 Essex Skipper and 5 Small Heath. Birds
included 1 Dartford Warbler, 9 Greenshank, 3 Wheatear, 1 Common Sandpiper and 1 Kingfisher. After this I
went onto Martin Down and ended the day seeing 20 butterfly species, quite good for this time of the year.
Large numbers of Meadow Brown were present and also good numbers of Blue's: 74 ADONIS (many fresh
specimens), 50 Common and 72 Chalk-hill (most were very tatty). Others included 25 Large White, 2 more
CLOUDED YELLOW, 5 Small Heath, 3 Small Copper, 6 Brown Argus, 2 SMALL TORTOISESHELL, 2
Painted Lady, 9 Red Admiral, 6 PEACOCK, and 1 very tatty MARBLED WHITE.”
FRI 28 AUG
CLOUDED YELLOW. A late report has just reached me of one seen on Aug 12th by the Hayling Coastal Path
just south of Stoke Bay – interesting as it was seen three days before the ‘mini-invasion’ on the 15th
GATEKEEPER have vanished from my garden this week but in Havant Thicket today I saw at least two, a
couple of Meadow Brown and one Green Veined White. This dearth of most common butterflies is in contrast
to the abundance of Speckled Wood – I must have seen well over 30 in Havant Thicket today. One sad sight
was a single forewing of a male Brimstone lying by the pathside – I assume the rest is inside a bird and if I had
seen a Spotted Flycatcher I would have forgiven it (but to eat the butterflies and then hide from sight is
unforgiveable)
WED 26 AUG
BUTTERFLY ABERRATIONS CAUSED BY THE WEATHER. I had assumed that untypical butterflies and
moths were the result of random ‘accidents’ to sex cells which are part of the evolutionary mechanism – if the
aberration was beneficial it would catch on, if not it was a dead end. Today I read an article in British Wildlife
mag showing that some aberrations are a direct result of weather conditions and can be induced by subjecting
larvae to simulated conditions. Brian Fellows recently drew my attention to the prevalence of larger, paler
‘hutchinsonii’ Commas in the summer brood and it seems this condition is directly attributable to day length at
a critical period in larval development – larvae that mature and pupate while daylength is still increasing

produce mostly hutchinsonii butterflies while later developing siblings produce darker ‘normal’ Commas.
Some similar mechanism probably controls regular seasonal variations in other butterfly species (Whites,
Holly Blue, Speckled Wood). Melanic variants of several species can be induced by giving hot or cold shocks
to newly formed pupae.
TUE 25 AUG
WEATHER BEATEN BUTTERFLIES. The following message has come from Mark Litjens - “A lunch time
visit to Yew Hill on a cloudless, windless, warm day (18-20c) produced 12 butterfly species and some 60%
were very tatty indeed. I expect Sundays weather has taken its toll. Species include 6 Speckled Wood, 15
Large White, 5 Small White, 4 Green-veined White, 5 Holly Blue, 1 Small Copper, 18 Meadow Brown, 10
Common Blue (a few of the males were very fresh), 1 Brimstone, 1 Gatekeeper, 19 Chalk-hill Blue and 2
Brown Argus.”
MON 24 AUG
5 CLOUDED YELLOW and 1 PAINTED LADY were seen on Thorney Island by Barry Collins last Friday (21st)
two days after Brian Fellows found four Clouded Yellow there (see note for the 19th). Brian now thinks the
pale insect he saw was not a ‘helice’ female as these are usually almost white in their main background colour,
but I have not heard if he has matched his sighting with a Pale or Berger’s Clouded Yellow.
A SILVER WASHED FRITILLARY was still flying at Noar Hill on Saturday (22nd) when Mark Litjens was
there. He was hoping for close views of Brown Hairstreak but although he did see two they did not come as
close as he would have liked. He did see 14 butterfly species including a Painted Lady, Small Copper and
Essex Skipper there, and when he returned to the Fareham area he found 11 Speckled Wood and just 2 Purple
Hairstreak at Whiteley.
ARGIOPE BRUENNICHI found at Catherington Down. I think this spider (see note for 22nd below) must be
what young Kit Harwood (aged 5) found at the reserve yesterday from the description I have been given. The
dry grassland habitat is right for it but I thought these spiders were normally only found with a mile or so of
the coast – there are plenty on Portsdown but I have not found them inland of the hill. Dick Jones has written
several books on spiders and has taken amazing photos of these very difficult subjects (he came to an interest
in spiders from photography), and he says that they can be found from Dorset to Kent in this country but does
not comment on distance from the sea. I also see from his book that I have in the past spelt Argiope
incorrectly with two ‘p’s.
GRAYLING can still be seen at Sandy Point. I did not go in the reserve nor search for these butterflies but one
was on the gravel path between the reserve and the hospital grounds as I headed for the shore today

OTHER WILDLIFE:

WED 26 AUG
MAERL. This is the new slogan of the fighting snail man – and we all know what a powerful force he is after the
battle of the Newbury bypass. He has now taken up battle stations on the St Mawes Bank at the mouth of the
River Fal in Cornwall where the CALCIFIED SEAWEED COMPANY has applied for a licence to suction
dredge (for use as agricultural fertiliser) 30,000 tonnes of hitherto untouched areas of dead maerl, causing “a
threat to hang over the integrity of one of the rarest and richest marine habitats to be found in British coastal
waters”. By now you deserve to know that MAERL is a calcareous red seaweed that grows in coral-like
shapes, pink when alive and bleached white after death. Even the dead Maerl supports a rich mollusc life and
usually has living Maerl growing among it.
TUE 25 AUG
BADGER DUNG PITS were plentiful and filled with large balls consisting mainly of wheat husks along the
roadside from Walderton to Up Marden, and near Lye Common, today

BIRDS:

WEEK 33

SUN 23 AUG
SWIFTS were once reliable adjuncts to the calendar. In my book Swifts came on May 1st and left on July 31st.
Now their arrival and departure dates are much less predictable but the internet is bringing out one fact that I
did not know – thanks to many contributors to a birding newsgroup, and to Brian Fellows for passing me
summaries of their news, I learn that there is a correlation between the latitude at which Swifts nest and their
departure date from the nest sites. The further north they nest the later they leave. I leave you to work out the
reasons. It looks as if the average ‘last departure’ of birds nesting in the latitude of our south coast is in the
first half of August, but in Scotland and Scandinavia the birds do not leave until the end of August. The
majority of these northern birds fly over us without showing themselves, but a few will drop in giving

exceptionally late dates, even into November. There were at least six sightings in Britain this week – the last
reported was over Ipswich on the 21st.
HOUSE MARTINS. I see (thanks to the latest issue of “BRITISH WILDLIFE”) that a couple in West Sussex
have kept a record since 1982 of every day on which they saw House Martins around their house – these
records show that up to the early 80s the Martins would arrive on April 23rd (give or take a day) and would be
around until early October. Since then they have been arriving later and later and departing earlier and earlier
– they used to be seen for 150 days each year, now it is down to 66. So the disappearing House Martin
syndrome must be more than a loss of birds in Africa, a drying up of the puddles where they can collect mud
for their nests, or an army of houeholders knocking down nests ‘because of the mess’. Even if they are
welcome and have suitable nesting facilities they are not only fewer in number but less keen to arrive and
more eager to depart. I have been told that the House Martin is one of the few birds for which we do not know
their wintering area, and I also see from the same Wildlife mag that, along with the Tree Creeper, they are the
only species for which the length of dependence on parental help after leaving the nest is not known.
RINGED PLOVER chicks are sometimes picked up by well intentioned humans in the belief that they have been
abandoned by their parents and this may or may not have been the case with one found on Hayling and taken
to Brent Lodge this summer. For some reason the orphan was then passed on to a human foster parent in the
Waterlooville area where it arrived as a very cold and weak chick with only a small chance of survival. The
bird was determined not to give up easily and the foster parent did a great job, and the bird was soon well on
the way to survival. By this week it was fledged and fit for return to the wild but the lady who had reared it
was not long over a hip replacement operation so she asked me if I would release it and today at noon I
collected a cardboard pigeon carrying case emitting the lovely soft piping of a Ringed Plover and set off for
Langstone Harbour. I thought the best bet was to release the bird close to a high tide roost of Ringed Plover
and first tried the Broadmarsh /Chalk Dock corner but there were no birds there – this being the second highest
tide of the month many sub-roosts such as this were covered but I knew that the Hayling Oysterbeds carpark
would be packed with windsurfers and difficult to get in and out of with the Sunday traffic. So my next stop
was at the Kench where I had a good close view of a YELLOW LEGGED GULL and many Terns, but no
Ringed Plover. Heading back north I stopped at the Oysterbeds carpark, and as soon as I reached the corner of
the nearest pool I could hear and see at least 50 Ringed Plover as well as Dunlin and Turnstone. I released the
young bird on the seaward shore and it was soon in close company with two of its kind (and following one of
them around). I saw the older birds finding things to eat on that shore and the young bird pecked frequently
and seemed to find food so things were looking good except for the fact that the young bird had no flying
experience (though its wings were capable of it) and on the two occasions I saw it open its wings the strong
wind blew the young bird over. The tide was just falling so the newcomer had a long afternon of exposed mud
to give it acclimatisation time, and I hope its luck holds out.
SAT 22 AUG
WHINCHAT are moving south at last. I hear that Maureen Coleman saw about 20 perched on wires at Farlington
Marshes on Thursday 20th (and guess the wires in question are the fences of the main marsh, probably just east
of the reserve building – but that’s only my guess) and I see that one was at Unstead sewage farm near
Godalming yesterday (21st) – this from Jonathan Hutchins birding news of the Guildford area (a site well
worth a visit if you are likely to be in that area).
HAWFINCHES are better than Yetis as they do exist and can be seen but they hold an equivalent fascination for
me and more news from Jonathan Hutchins is that there is a good wood for them at East Horsley in Surrey
(halfway from Guildford to Leatherhead on the A246). I do not know where the wood is but I see that
Effingham Forest lies south of East Horsley.
STANSTED FOREST was the venue for today’s ‘evening class’ outing and Brian Fellows tells me that the
autumn song of Robins was heard at nine places on their route. They also saw two SPOTTED
FLYCATCHER just north of Stansted House (SU763106 near the junction of the tarmac road with the track
heading east across the East Park (the Stansted people call this the ‘Iron Gates’ because there were once iron
gates across this track). These might be the birds that nested 500 metres to the south west of this point but
could equally be the start of the annual movement south in which birds can be seen at many points in the
Forest.
ROBIN ON A BRICK WALL. The only response so far to the question of whether Robins now visit nutfeeders
(see Thursday 20th) comes from Jim Berry who saw a Robin clinging to a brick wall for 10 minutes after flying
into a patio door. We now know they have the stamina to ‘stick to it’, whether wall or feeder!
EMSWORTH HARBOUR is one of the favoured feeding grounds of Black Tailed Godwit and as today’s tide fell
I saw several large flocks heading north west from their roost at the east end of the Great Deeps channel.
When I returned from the west end of the Deeps I counted 207 of them feeding on the mud and and among the
seaweed nearer the shore. The Little Deeps is equally attractive to Coot and at least 50 were on its water when
I went past but the Great Deeps were almost empty of birds – just one Common Sandpiper, one Grey Plover,
one Heron, two Cormorant and four Lapwing. A Kestrel flew low over the long grass of the field behind

Eames Farm carrying a large vole and a single Wheatear accompanied me along the seawall path. Out on the
mud there was a broader choice of birds from Curlew through Greenshank down to Dunlin.
FRI 21 AUG
TITCHFIELD HAVEN was Brian Fellows destination this afternoon and he found a Little Egret perched in a tree
there which is of some interest in view of Trevor Carpenter’s news on Aug 1st that three Little Egrets had
visited the reserve on July 31st (Trevor says that during the expansion period since 1989 they have never been
particularly common at the Haven). More regular winter visitors are back there early in the shape of 190
Canada Geese – they usually only settle in there for the winter when they have finished their autumn fly-about
but they finished their moult a couple of weeks early this year (and their presence does not mean they will
stay). Brian remarks on one bird with white head and neck (not pure white throughout) and I suspect this may
be one that has been around for two or three years and was on the IBM Lake this summer (of course there may
be several such birds). No one seems to have seen the half sized ‘minima’ bird this year, or have you?
Among the waders seen there was an early returning SNIPE as well as three Green and one Common
Sandpiper.
THU 20 AUG
ANOTHER KINGFISHER sighting was made by Brian Fellows at Nutbourne this afternoon – this was by the
small pool on the east side of Nutbourne Bay close to where the path goes off over the fields to Chidham
village. I guess one of the reasons that there are more sightings than usual around this time of year is that
birds coming from inland nests are unfamiliar with their new surroundings and consequently not so adept at
hiding from our gaze – the majority of them are probably young birds (with black feet and a tiny white tip to
the bill – all adults have orange feet) which are not yet skilled at fishing, giving another reason for remaining
in open view for longer as they try to make a catch before retreating into the shadows.
MORE RINGED GODWITS. At Broadmarsh in the late afternoon Brian Fellows scanned a flock of 42 Black
Tailed Godwit and found three of them had leg rings – one had yellow over green on its right leg (and has
been seen hereabouts recently) but two of the birds just had single white rings on the lower part of their right
legs and Brian is awaiting a reply from Pete Potts as to their origin.
NEWS FROM ALASKA comes in a message indicating that David Parker has just returned from a great trip to
Canada and Alaska. He sends me a list of 76 bird species seen including “CLARK’S NUTCRACKER”
(beware of this if you string John Clark along with phoney reports of Hampshire birds) and that well known
Hampshire bird “CEDAR WAXWING” as seen in Southampton a couple of winters back (??). David ticked
two Murrelet species but failed to find the ANCIENT MURRELET (probably still hiding on Lundy). I’m a
sucker for bird names and I’d like to give David a prize for one of the following three “RHINOCERUS
AUKLET, WESTERN WOOD-PEEWEE, or VIOLET GREEN SWALLOW” – tell me which of these you
would most wish to have on your list.
ROBIN ON NUT-FEEDER . Have you seen one? Moira Doherty tells me she has just been watching one in her
garden at Alton and I wonder how widespread the behaviour is? I suppose the Robin might have been after
something else like a spider that happened to be on the feeder but I expect it was after the nuts. Moira also
passes on news of a recent evening dash around South Hampshire in which she saw a couple of WOODLARK
near Beaulieu Road Station and the lone KNOT which others have seen at Farlington Marshes (surprisingly
she saw it on the edge of the stream, not the lake where SHOVELER were in evidence).
A HEADLESS GULL ON THORNEY seen by Peter and Sue Morrison on Sunday evening (16th) as they walked
towards the Egret roost seemed to have black legs making Peter wonder if it could have been a Kittiwake. I
would think this is unlikely as even in winter storms Kittiwake do not come far into the harbours, and I
wonder if this was the same corpse that had been seen by Brian Fellows the previous evening – he thought it
was a Common Gull and speculated as to whether it was a Peregrine kill. Possibly the legs had blackened
with another day’s sun.
WED 19 AUG
A SPOTTED CRAKE has been seen intermittently at Farlington lake since Aug 11th and was seen there on
Sunday (16th) afternoon by Andrew Green who tells me he saw it “on the far shore of the main lake at
Farlington Marshes in the vicinity of what is commonly referred to as the entrance to the old stream.
Typically, the bird gave only occasional, brief views during the two hours I spent scanning through my 'scope
for it after my initial sighting.”
MARSH HARRIER AND OTHER BIRDS AT FARLINGTON. Andrew Green’s message continues “Of other
interest there, yesterday (16th) I saw an adult CURLEW SANDPIPER (retaining only a few red feathers on the
breast) and a KNOT on the lake at high tide, while on Saturday (15th) a juvenile MARSH HARRIER gave
excellent views as it hunted low over the reedbed, six SPOTTED REDSHANK (including one juvenile)
briefly roosted on the lake at high tide, and there was a WHINCHAT in the Point Field.” The Marsh Harrier
may well be the immature male which was seen by Kevin Stouse’s walk party at Farlington on the previous
Wed evening (12th) – that party also saw 1 Spottted Redshank and 1 Curlew Sandpiper among many other
waders, 6 Little Egret and 9 Grey Heron

FULMARS NESTING ON THE ISLE OF WIGHT?. Kevin Stouse is just back from a short holiday on the island
and wonders if four Fulmar which he saw making regular flights to and from the cliffs west of Ventnor were
visiting nests – can anyone help? Nearer home Andrew Martin has been seeing small numbers of Gannet off
Sandy Point recently.
ANOTHER SWAN SONG comes from Trevor Carpenter who wonders where the birds that usually throng
Fareham Creek have gone to. He says that in past years he has come to expect up to 40 in the area from Cams
Bay to the Delme roundabout, but for the past few weeks he has not seen more than 17 there. He asks if they
have gone to Emsworth – I think not, but in view of the ‘Dragon Boat races’ that will take place on Emsworth
Mill Pond this coming weekend he may find some of the Emsworth birds coming to Fareham for peace and
quiet.
FAREHAM CREEK may be under threat from other sources. I hear that the owners of Cams Hall want to build a
waterside restaurant on the east side of the pool immediately below the Delme roundabout and that an
environmental assessment report made by Jonathan Cox (now a freelance) based on a limited number of visits
to Fareham Creek last winter indicates that there is little significant bird life there to be disturbed by such a
development – furthermore it seems that English Nature have accepted this report as the basis for their
repsonse to the development proposal. I may have my facts wrong as I have not seen any of the documents
concerned but if it is true I hope that others who know the rich bird life of the creek will join me in putting a
contrary view – particularly as once such a statement has been accepted by the planners it will not be long
before further developments extend down the Cams Hall side of the creek and its value as a hard weather
retreat for winter waders and wildfowl is lost for ever – to say nothing of the peaceful view now enjoyed by
those humans who see it from the Fareham shore.
WHEATEAR passage is now in full flow. On Friday evening (14th) Andrew Green found six in the Fort Nelson
area of Portsdown, where he saw 8 on Sunday (16th), and by Tuesday (18th) Brian Fellows found at least 16 on
the beach south of Hayling Golf Course.
STONECHATS may have nested in the Fort Nelson area of Portsdown this year as Andrew Green saw four
juveniles there on Sunday – they could of course have arrived from distant parts. Brian Fellows tells me that
they have not bred at Farlington this year
CHIFF CHAFF have been silent for some time, so it was a surprise to hear one singing strongly from the Hayling
Billy line behind my garden this morning. At the same time I heard brief song from a Robin in the garden –
their autumn song is still intermittent but now widespread.
TUE 18 AUG
THE DUCKS ARE RETURNING TO LANGSTONE HARBOUR. Kevin Stouse’s walk on Wed evening (12th)
found 2 TEAL and 4 SHOVELER on the Farlington Deeps, and a note of the latest wader count results
(presumably on Aug 8th) seen there today by Brian Fellows lists 70 Teal, 10 Shoveler, 3 PINTAIL, 2
WIGEON and 1 GADWALL. Figures for the waders were – 1200 Curlew, 600 Oystercatcher, 100 Bar-Tailed
+ 450 Black-Tailed Godwit, 400 Redshank, 350 Dunlin, 80 Lapwing, 31 Greenshank, 300 Grey Plover, 41
Whimbrel and 7 Spotted Redshank.
OTHER NEWS FROM FARLINGTON, via Brian Fellows who was there today, includes further confirmation
that LITTLE EGRET did breed at the Bedenham/Frater site on the Gosport shore of Portsmouth Harbour
(alongside the well protected Heronry within the naval armaments depot there), and news that the escaped
Lanner Falcon is still flying around with its jesses trailing – as it has not been claimed by any falconer it is
assumed to be an ‘illegal bird’. Near the lake Brian say several Yellow Wagtail adults and juveniles, 50
Goldfinch and one Stonechat.
SINAH LAKE on Hayling had 98 Canada Geese, 2 Swans with no cygnets, and just one white Embden Goose
(where are the other three now?) when Brian Fellows was there in the evening. As noted above he saw 16
Wheatear near Gunner Point.
A HOBBY circled for several minutes among ant catching gulls over Saltmarsh Lane on Hayling this afternoon to
the delight of Alistair and Jeni Martin who saw the falcon clearly enough to pick out the moutache stripes, the
rufous thighs, and the typical transfer of food from talons to bill, but not closely enough to see what that food
was. We assume that the circling gulls are after flying ants but have no proof of it, but I cannot imagine a
Hobby catching one with its talons, then transferring it to its bill, so I guess it there were other larger insects
in the air.
A WHEATEAR was on the South Moors this morning (with a Clouded Yellow) to welcome John Gowen back
from his sailing holiday, and in the evening I saw my first Grey Plover still in summer plumage as I walked
along the Mengeham Rythe shore and then past the Fishery Lane lake by which 9 Canada Geese were resting
(presumably a family hatched there). As on my last visit here a single Swan was on the lake, making me
wonder if one of the pair which usually nest here has died and not been replaced this year.
A KINGFISHER was back on the Hermitage Stream by the Bedhampton water works late this afternoon when
John Goodspeed was passing. John also saw one of the Grey Wagtails there and had a female Sparrowhawk
over his home on Portsdown at lunch time.

YELLOW LEGGED GULLS have been seen at the Kench more than once recently by Alistair Martin, and last
week he had close views of four together on the spit running alongside the shore path on the east side of the
Kench.
MON 17 AUG
A KINGFISHER was back at the mouth of the River Ems today for Brian Fellows to enjoy its colour as it flew
upstream from Peter Pond today. The Swan’s nest on the pond was surprisingly re-occupied by the family
which hatched there this year – they have been on the salt water of Dolphin Creek along the west side of
Slipper Mill pond or in the harbour for a month or more. To get back onto the higher level fresh water above
the Slipper Mill sluice they could have walked up the shore and along Slipper Mill Road to do so, but it could
be that the cygnets can now fly and made a short practice flight over the seawall from the harbour. The other
Emsworth Swans seem to have lost the extra 15 visitors which we think came from Broadmarsh – the
Emsworth total was back to 79 but we do not know where the ‘touring 15’ have gone (perhaps to a Rugby
ground?).
A CANARY in a cage is not a normal twitcher’s destination but today I had a phone call from a Wildlife Trust
member who had been making a hedgerow survey in the Blendworth area and had seen a small, very tame,
bird nearly run over by traffic more than once and had managed to capture it by distracting it while a friend
crept up behind and threw a cloth over it. She thought it was a Canary at first but later wondered if it was a
baby Yellowhammer and if she had done wrong in taking it from the wild so I paid a visit to the birdcage to
confirm that it was a Canary – obviously happy to have food, water and company in a palatial cage.
PLANTS:

SUN 23 AUG
AUTUMN LADIES TRESSES were out on Portsdown by Aug 15th according to Alan Thurbon’s website. He
says they are not easy to find but does not give any location. The only places I have found them in the past are
at the very top (dead end) of Drayton Lane on the high bank on the east of the road at SU 668063 (on the west
side of Collyers Pit) and at two places in the Paulsgrove chalkpit area. These two are at SU 641066 again on a
steep bank below a path coming up hill on a sort of embankment and at SU 639067 at the top (road) end of the
valley which has the Bastard Toadflax site at its bottom (chalkpit) end.
CAN YOU HELP A GERMAN GIRL GIVE ENGLISH NAMES TO WILD FLOWERS? I have just had a
message from Hamburg asking this question and suspect that the answer is to get a good English Fieldguide
with illustrations and Latin names alongside the English names so that the corresponding entries can be found
in a German Fieldguide. Are there any good fieldguides on the market nowadays at less than £15? And do
you know of any better way of finding the English name of a plant for which you know the German name?
SAT 22 AUG
AMPHIBIOUS BISTORT is one of the world’s less interesting plants but it does occasionally flower and I found
it doing so today on the east side of Mill Lane just before it reaches the new A27 going south from
Westbourne to Lumley at Emsworth. More Marsh Woundwort was flowering near the same place and on the
Lumley Road side of Peter Pond (near the southernmost concrete fence post)
SLENDER HARE’S EAR was flowering along the inner base of the seawall near Thorney Great Deeps with the
remains of much Spiny Rest Harrow on the bank above it. After visiting Thorney I cycled north along the
Ems valley to Westbourne, passing clumps of Water Plantain both below and above Lumley Mill and
discovering an unexpected large clump of Shasta Daisies close to the A27 where the canalised water reappears after its diversion under the new road – presumably they had been planted by the road builders as I
guess had the Dames Violet plants that I discovered here earlier in the year. Reaching Westbourne I lay on the
tarmac ‘tow path’ and managed to retrieve from the water one of the plants which on my last visit had left me
puzzled as to whether it was Unbranched Bur Reed or regrowth after clearance of the channel of what should
have been a larger plant of Branched Bur Reed – I am happy to say it was the unbranched species so I have
both sorts growing together here.
FRI 21 AUG
AUTUMN LADIES TRESSES can now be found on Catherington Down. A message from Andrew Powling
saying he found two spikes in flower on the 18th has just reached me and I suspect that diligent searching in
the near future would discover a lot more there.
WED 19 AUG
POLYPODY FERN is not common in this area, so a bank of it beside the minor road leading to Butser Hilltop
was a pleasant surprise find this afternoon.
TUE 18 AUG
AUTUMN LADIES TRESSES are not uncommon on the lawns of Hayling Island gardens but I was quite
surprised to see a hundred or more of them on the lawns of numbers 28, 38 and 71 Southwood Road (the first
two just east of the junction with St Hermans Road). On the way home after walking along the promenade to
check out the beach flora I found a large Bladder Senna bush covered with ‘bladders’ in the garden of number

INSECTS:

SUN 23 AUG
BROWN HAIRSTREAK can be found on Harting Down where a group of Portsmouth members of Hampshire
Wildlife Trust saw just two of them after a long walk through the woods on Aug 15th. If you want to know
more contact Alan Thurbon
SAT 22 AUG
ARGIOPPE BRUENNICHI, the ‘Wasp Spider’ is now easy to find on the inner bank of the seawall running past
the Thorney Little and Great Deeps. The spiders are dramatic when seen but to find them you must first look
for natural gaps in the thick grass (places where grasshoppers would have to make a bold jump from one side
to the other) and then check the centre of such a ‘hole in the grass’ for something that looks like a wisp of
smoke rising from the ground (this is the zigzag pattern of white silk which is a vertical feature of this spider’s
orb web). Only when you have located the web are you likely to see the spider at its centre, or if the web is
empty she may be on the ground below (though a fair number of webs have been deserted by their makers).
CAN SPIDER’S TUNE PIANOS? In a book about music as a healing art I was recently shown a statement
which I am not sure is true but could be. It said that when an orb web spider has completed the outermost
circle of its web (plus its ‘anchor ropes’) it goes round the peripheral circle coating it with a more liquid dose
of its silk. After giving the whole periphery this coating the spider moves to one of the anchor ropes and then
jerks the circle to cause it to vibrate rapidly – such a vibration creates a ‘standing wave’ with sections of the
circle vibrating violently and other points (nodes in the wave form) remaining stationary. The liquid material
just deposited on the whole circle is shaken form the vibrating sections and accumulates at the node points
which very precisely subdivide the circle into equal length sections, and these lumps of silk mark out the
points at which the radiants of the web reach the periphery, allowing the spider to use them to achieve a
beautifully symmetrical web. (The only problem is that each species of spider has its own ideas about web
construction and most of them do not adhere to this ‘perfect harmony’ system.)
FRI 21 AUG
GLOW-WORMS are more widespread in Havant Thicket than I realised. Belated news today from Richard
Barker is that he counted a total of 86 on the night of July 17th and he tells me he found them all around the
peripheral track of the woodland.
WED 19 AUG
Another CLOUDED YELLOW seen today near Fort Widley on Portsdown by John Goodspeed, and Brian
Fellows found four on Thorney Island near the Great Deeps this afternoon. The interesting part of Brian’s
observation is that two of the butterflies were flying while still mating and, in Brian’s words, “When they
settled they were so preoccupied that they allowed my wife to lift them from the plant they had rested on. We
noted that one of the pair appeared to be much paler than the other, suggesting the possibility that it was of the
form helice.” This is the first ‘helice’ female that I have heard of this year, and I wish them success in their
breeding – will we see an autumn emergence of half-castes with one dark and one light wing?
One PAINTED LADY flew rapidly past me as I walked up the minor road towards Butser Hilltop this afternoon.
Also along that road I found many nettles covered with black caterpillars which I hope were Small
Tortoiseshells in the making.
TUE 18 AUG
A CLOUDED YELLOW was seen on the South Moors by John Gowen this morning, the first I have heard of
since last Saturday’s mini-invasion.
MON 17 AUG
CHALKHILL BLUES seem to be having a very good year from what Mark Litjens has to say. Last Friday he
estimated there were over 1000 on the slopes of Old Winchester Hill, and returning there on Sunday his
conservative estimate was of 2000+ of this species on the wing on a windless sunny morning, with 1500+
Meadow Browns for good measure. A less encouraging observation was that he only saw 3 Common Blue
there at a time when the summer brood should be fully out – hopefully those that are will make the best of the
good weather to establish a good brood for next spring and they should be able to do so as I have seen a good
proportion of females among the small numbers I have come across. Old Winchester Hill had 12 butterfly
species on view, including 2 Silver Spotted Skipper and 2 Painted Lady plus 76 Large White (these also are
abundant relative to numbers in recent years, but their numbers vary widely with invasions such as those of
last August).
MARBLED WHITE SOLDIERS ON – just one was among 15 species seen by Mark Litjens at Yew Hill today.
He was disappointed to find only 33 Chalkhill Blue on the wing there but he did find 10 Common Blue and 10
Holly Blue. 3 Essex Skipper were still flying (I thought all except the Silver Spotted had finished for the year)
and he also saw 4 Brown Argus and a Painted Lady with 8 Speckled Wood and ‘many Whites’.
SPECKLED WOOD are more than making up for a gap in their appearance earlier in the summer and today Brian
Fellows reports one from Brook Meadow at Emsworth where he has not seen them previously.

OTHER WILDLIFE:

SAT 22 AUG
COCHLICELLA ACUTA is the Pointed Snail, a small uncommon coastal species of land snail. Last month I
commented on thousands of them massing on wooden posts around the carpark of the IBM North Harbour site
and today I counted at least 400 at the base of the seawall at the west end of the Thorney Great Deeps – this
was just the number which I could see hanging from grass stems and the like without bending down to look
under leaves. The species is clearly thriving at these two sites but I do not know of any other local sites for
them – do you?
THU 20 AUG
HUMPBACK WHALES, ORCAS, DOLPHINS & SEALS were all part of David Parker’s wildlife package
during his holiday in Canada – have any of our sea-watchers got any equivalent Hampshire reports (John
Goodspeed has already told us of a nude male bather in Langstone Harbour – can you do better?)
WED 19 AUG
BROWN LONG EARED BATS in the attic came free with the property at Rowlands Castle when Jane Noble and
Mark Wilson moved into it recently. I cannot be sure of their identity and Jane’s message telling me of them
is really a request for contacts with the local bat group which I hope I can supply but if you are an authorised
‘bat person’ living in that area please get in touch! Jane’s message says “When we first went into the attic
there were probably about 20 little furry friends visable, some dangling from the rafters or clinging to the
chimney breast and others flying around having been disturbed. It seemed that they had quite a pale belly and
quite big ears but we didn't take a close look as we didn't want to disturb them further.”
ROE DEER are common at the foot of the northern slopes of Portsdown but I was surprised to hear that one was
high up near Fort Widley in daylight today when John Goodspeed saw it.

BIRDS:

WEEK 32

SUN 16 AUG
LITTLE EGRETS at the Thorney roost are now very close to breaking the 200 barrier – Barry Collins made an
evening count of 185 on the 14th.
The STONECHATS which have been resident on Hazleton Common this year have been successful in raising
young and are to my knowledge the only local pair to have done so. I have not seen the usual Stonechats on
the south face of Portsdown above the Paulsgrove chalkpit this year, and news from John Goodspeed of the
pair on the north face behind the Churchillian pub has not indicated breeding so far. Of those which I saw at
Hazleton today all I can say is that I saw at least three birds of which one was a juvenile and one an adult
female.
2 GREY PLOVER were seen by Brian Fellows in the Emsworth Harbour area (among many other waders) when
he went back to the Little Deeps to see if the Marsh Harrier was still there – he did not see it. Two of the 200+
Black Tailed Godwit present were colour ringed (one with green over orange on its right leg and the other with
yellow over white – Pete Potts will be informed)
CHIFF CHAFF still singing in Stansted Groves at midday was a newsworthy observation by Brian Fellows and
so I suppose was the fact that I happened to put up a WOODCOCK when I was exploring the corner of the
Holt near the Golf Course and main road this afternoon.
SAT 15 AUG
A FEMALE MARSH HARRIER was almost the first bird seen by the evening class group which met at the
junction of Thornham Lane and the main road onto Thorney Island. From this junction they watched the bird
hunting the reeds north of the Little Deeps for about ten minutes until it went to ground after being harried by
a Crow. In the same area, near Marina Farm, a TURTLE DOVE was perched on overhead wires and along the
seawall they saw 3 WHEATEAR. Surprisingly they saw no Egrets but they did see 2 Common Sandpiper and
a Sparrowhawk, and found a headless Common Gull that could have been the victim of a Peregrine.
Whimbrel were seen on the mud among the many Oystercatcher, Redshank, Greenshank and Black Tailed
Godwit.
SWIFTS. One was over Thorney Island this morning and later Brian Fellows saw 3 in Emsworth apparently
entering a nest site (I can’t imagine they ever enter a confined space at this time of year unless they have
young within – but why have they not been seen more regularly and why three adults – that sounds as if the
whole family returned when mum got worried that they had not turned the gas off before leaving!)
BUDDS FARM POOLS today had a GREEN SANDPIPER and around 28 Canada Geese when I paid a quick
visit. I think there was one Teal present with plenty of Mallard and Tufted Duck. By the outfall there were

only 36 Swans and off South Moors I counted 14 Great Crested Grebe and three Egrets.
GREEN WOODPECKER are widespread and noisy but it was a surprise to have a juvenile quietly picking ants
on our garden lawn all morning.
A TAWNY OWL woke Trevor Carpenter at 3am . He expresses surprise at hearing one in a Fareham garden but
I would have guessed that more than one has discovered that gardens with leftover bird food and other human
waste are a good place in which to find mice and small rats. This is the third time over recent years that he has
had them in his garden at this time of year and he assumes they are dispersing young – any comments? I
would have thought it was early for juveniles to be hooting and hunting on their own (but I have no facts!) and
I understood that the noisy time was around October when they establish new territories.
BEARDED TITS were easy to see at Farlington this evening according to Trevor Carpenter who watched them in
the reeds behind the lake from the seawall – I doubt he saw all 40 which have been listed on the noticed board
this summer, they must have had a good season. Also on the lake he saw 11 Greenshank (up to 30 reported
there) and no Spotshanks (3 reported). The most exciting news he picked up was of a SPOTTED CRAKE
seen there on Aug 11th.
FRI 14 AUG
A GUILLEMOT, plus a male nude sunbather, seen by John Goodspeed in the bay north of Kendalls Wharf (on
the Portsmouth shore west of Farlington Marshes), are this week’s top story. John saw the Auk just after high
tide at around 4.30pm this afternoon and he was close enough to get some photographs – the bird seemed to be
in good health but was in non-breeding (white faced) plumage. Checking in the Birds of Hampshire I was
surprised to see that Guillemot are very nearly as common as Razorbill at this time of year – both are very
uncommon but I think I have heard of more Razorbill sightings in past summers so I was surprised to see that
the official August figures over the 30 years from 1950 to 1980 are 18 Guillemot against 21 Razorbill.
PAGHAM HARBOUR was visited by Brian Fellows today and he lists the following from the notice board – “1
Hobby, 4 GOLDEN PLOVER, 9 Swift, 2 MARSH HARRIER, 2 Wheatear, 1 WHINCHAT, 2 Turtle Dove, 5
TREE PIPIT, 55 Whitethroat, 14 Lesser Whitethroat, 2 Garden Warbler, 15 Willow Warbler, 1 Peregrine, 3
Ruff, 1 Spotted Redshank, 1 Mandarin, 1 Mediterranean Gull, 1 WOOD SANDPIPER, 1 OSPREY, 1 Little
Ringed Plover, 8 LITTLE STINT, 2 Whimbrel, 2 SHOVELER, 1 Green Sandpiper, 1 Common Sandpiper, 15
Black-tailed Godwit, 6 Shelduck and 1 AVOCET (3rd Aug).” Brian himself saw his first six returning
(eclipsed) Teal at the Ferry Pool with only 3 juvenile Shelduck plus one adult, and at Church Norton he saw
one Knot and 54 Grey Plover (two species present in Pagham and Chichester Harbours but not yet reported in
Langstone harbour – I’m sure there are Grey Plover there but they are not obvious around the shores) plus a
good list of other waders and the expected line of 62 Cormorant.
MUTE SWAN are down to 52 in the Fishbourne Channel when Brian Fellows looked at the stretch above Dell
Quay today – Brian saw 95 there a month ago. If they also are moving to Emsworth we may get back to the
200 I have seen there many years ago.
HOBBY sightings are beginning to proliferate and today Peter Morrison reports one over Titchfield Haven. They
are usually regular visitors to Farlington Marshes but so far I have not heard of them hawking over the ponds
or passing over the main reserve – perhaps they are now so regular that they do not warrant special reports.
A MALE SPARROWHAWK idling over my garden with no thought of the chase drew worried cries from the
local House Martins which now have young on the wing (the maximum of four birds seen over the last couple
of months has suddenly become eight) and these alarm calls drew my attention from painting window frames
to the hawk. At this time of year I always hope that House Martin alarm will mean that a Hobby is about –
twice in recent years I have seen hunting Hobby from my garden but not so far this year.
ANOTHER ROBIN was singing its autumn song when I was at Chalton Down this afternoon and I think I saw
one of the Turtle Doves that have been based there again this summer but the dove was silent and I only had a
flash of the distinctive black and white tail pattern as a bird disappeared into a distant tree. In harvested fields
below the down a couple of hundred Rooks with a few Jackdaws were spread over the ground, presumably the
colony from the very large Littlegreen rookery at Compton, only a couple of miles to the east.
TWO NEW SOURCES OF BIRDING INFO have come to my notice today in a message from Jonathan
Hutchings who lives in the Guildford area. He has a website with news from that area (including Thursley)
which I have not yet had a chance to visit – if you want to do so the address is
HTTP://EASYWEB.EASYNET.CO.UK/~JHUTCH/BIRDGUIL.HTM (why do so many web sites require
you to use the ‘not’ sign, the ~ or tilde, with your name – one of the reasons I did not move my website to
BT’s Lineone was that I did not want to advertise myself as ‘Not Ralph Hollins’), and Jonathan tells me that if
you are interested in Berkshire birds someone called Bren McCartney has a Berkshire Birding Page but I do
not have an address for it.
THU 13 AUG
173 LITTLE EGRET were counted at the Thorney Island roost today by Barry Collins – 52 more than at the same
time last year when a count of 121 was up on the year before that. Barry had more special news today with the
sighting on Pilsey of his 30th Kentish Plover (in total over many years) – a female among the Ringed Plover.

Further Thorney info from Barry is of 242 Black-tailed Godwit, 126 Greenshank, 250 Grey Plover, 500
Dunlin, 450 Ringed Plover, 216 Sanderling, 28 Whimbrel, 900 Curlew, 2 Knot and 1 Green Sandpiper. The
last 2 Swifts over Thorney were seen on the 10th.
LESSER BLACKBACK seem to favour Emsworth Harbour and Brian Fellows saw one there today among the
many shore birds visible from the marina wall. On the other side of Thorney at Thonham Point he saw 9 Grey
Plover and 10 Little Egret even though it was midday.
ANOTHER LAST SWIFT was overhead in Havant as I went to put the car in the garage this evening. I watched
it for less than a minute before it flew out of sight.
WED 12 AUG
SEA DEFENCE WORK AT BROCKHAMPTON has now started and the footpath is closed at the bridge over
the Brockhampton stream. Looking across from Broadmarsh you see large steel piles lying on the ground
awaiting pile driving equipment and on Broadmarsh slipway area a ‘contractors base camp’ has appeared in
the form of a long trailer vehicle and a huge ‘tractor’ of the sort used in lorry racing. Possibly this preliminary
activity has disturbed the Swan herd – I doubt it, but whatever the reason I could only count 26 SWANS in the
area this evening and assume that the 20 which arrived at Emsworth a couple of days ago were from here.
Before finding the fence closing the footpath at the bridge I set off down the Brockhampton stream and as I
left Harts Farm Way a KINGFISHER (which must have been perched where the stream emerges from under
the road) went downstream ahead of me showing its brilliant blue back, then perched on a willow to reveal a
flash of its russet breast before deciding to continue downstream.
CHALK DOCK had a substantial wader roost on the saltings close to the eastern entrance to Farlington Marshes
when I arrived this evening. I had cycled round there in the hope of seeing the Black Necked Grebe (of which
I have heard no recent reports, but it could be around). I did not see it annd only saw 3 Great Crested Grebe,
but I had accidentally timed my arrival with the moment when the Black Tailed Godwit, Redshank, Turnstone
and Lapwing in the roost decided it was time to get back to feeding on the mud that was just re-appearing so I
had an excellent view of the birds on an evenng with superb visibility in the late evening sun. Two Common
Sandpiper flew round in circles here, and at the South Moors shore later I saw a few Ringed Plover, Curlew
and what I assumed were Whimbrel, but there were no Little Egret. Black Headed, Common and Herring
gulls were numerous and I saw one or two Common Tern but nothing else exciting.
BUDDS FARM POOLS attracted a single SWIFT this evening. Among the less mobile birds seen there were a
good many Tufted Duck and ducklings, Mallard and young ducklings, three Canada Geese, Coot and
Moorhen, and (I believe) three POCHARD and seven DABCHICK.
A NATIONWIDE SWIFT STATUS ANAYLSIS has been made by Brian Fellows from Internet sources, and this
indicates that birds in the north of England and Scotland stay longer than those in the south of England
(recently those in Scotland must have been battling with rain and winds that we have escaped). A report from
Manchester tells of a large flock over the city on Aug 7th (only singles since) while they were still numerous at
the Boat of Garten in Scotland on the 10th. A report from Holland says that the residents there left in July and
one passing over on the 10th was unexpected.
TUE 11 AUG
A ROBIN was in full song this morning as I walked through Havant (and by the weekend their song had become
widespread)
SWIFTS are still passing over. This morning I saw two over the garden just before 9am, and at 4pm the
screaming of 3 more made me look up to see them.
A POCHARD was on Aldsworth Pond this afternoon. My first view was of a drab duck sitting motionless on the
surface with the sunlight making seeing conditions difficult, but as I watched it suddenly made a small leap
and dive to leave me with little doubt about its identity – it certainly was not a Tufted Duck. Two Dabchick
were on the vegetation clogged surface, along with a few juvenile Moorhen and 14 Coot (some presumably
this years young which have by now become difficult to separate from adults).
ANOTHER HOBBY was seen over West Walk (Wickham) yesterday by Peter and Sue Morrison. Some sources
say that you will not see them flying when the temperature is below 70 Fahrenheit and the fact that they saw
the falcon in the evening when Nightjar and Tawny Owl were audible says something about the current hot
weather. Peter asks if anyone can name the many bats they saw there (which others have commented on) but
the answer from me is no – are there any bat enthusiasts out there who can help?
MILTON LAKES were fenced off with plastic ropes when Brian Fellows visited them today (I had heard of this
on Radio Solent – as Brian suggests the ropes are the official safety precaution to prevent human death from
an algal bloom). The resident Swan pair have not lost any of their 9 cygnets to the algae, and the presence of
straw bales in Baffins Pond seems to have prevented an algal bloom there. All but 20 Canada Geese have left
Baffins, and one of the two Snow Geese was also absent, but Brian saw 42 Barnacle Geese and counted 142
Mallard (only 1 Tufted Duck).
A COLOUR RINGED BLACK TAILED GODWIT, with yellow over green on the right leg, was seen by Brian
at Broadmarsh today (Pete Potts has been informed) and the herd of 50 Swans was down to 39 but Turnstone

(142 of them) were numerous
MON 10 AUG
HOBBY are not mentioned very often in these notes although they are supposed to be widely distributed in
Southern England – I seem to remember a BTO statistic which claimed that each summer more than two pairs
(or was it four?) breed in almost every ten kilometre square in Southern England. If you go to Thursley
Common or certain parts of the New Forest on a warm afternoon between June and September you have a
pretty good chance of seeing them but those ‘statistically widespread’ BTO birds are remarkably elusive – I
for one have not seen a single bird this year. So congratulations to Christoph Harwood who sent me a
message today announcing with pride that he saw one this morning at the hamlet of Drayton which is about a
mile from East Meon along the road to West Meon and within sight of Hen Wood.
NEW RECORD SWAN COUNT AT EMSWORTH. At midday today Brian Fellows found 59 Swans on the
Emsworth Mill Pond, 25 in the harbour and another 10 at Nore Barn, not counting the Peter Pond pair with
their three cygnets. Where do they come from? he asks – have you noticed a drop in numbers elsewhere or are
these more Londoners coming down to the coast for their summer holidays?
KESTREL HUNTING LIKE SPARROWHAWK. Walking up Harvesting Lane from Oxenbourne (East Meon)
to the top of Butser Hill past harvested fields that were attracting small birds I saw a Kestrel coming fast
towards me perhaps twenty feet above the ground with wings half folded back in a power glide. It passed to
my right, reached a hedge on which half a dozen Sparrows had just been perched, and dived over it just as a
Sparrowhawk might do to seize prey, but I saw no more. I know Kestrels include small passerines in their
prey, but I have previously assumed they caught these on the ground when the birds were behaving like mice –
I have never seen a Kestrel grab a bird in flight, but what I saw today convinces me that they do occasionally
try.
BIRDS BENEFITTING FROM THE HARVEST. The disk harrowing of the harvested field described above had
attracted some 700 gulls to the valley north of Butser and virtually all of them were Common Gulls. Earlier I
had seen perhaps 500 Rooks with a few Jackdaws in the same field but they do not seem to have the same
expertise at moving in on the newly turned ground immediately the tractor has passed, and were perhaps
equally happy searching for food among sheep grazing in another field nearby. A third field in which wheat
had just been cut and straw bales were stacked in ‘castles’ was the source of much noise from unseen Red
Legged Partridges – when holding territory I have seen the males use similar castles as display points but all
these birds kept a low profile.
CORN BUNTING song from a hedge close to the summit of Butser Hill (junction of the road leading to the
summit and Harvesting Lane leading down to Oxenbourne) was a pleasant surprise at the end of an interesting
walk. Nearby four Skylark chirruped as they flew from my presence and on another hedge what seemed to be
an adult and two young Meadow Pipit watched me silently – the two which I took to be young birds were
more heavily streaked all over than the adult.
FIVE MIGRANT WHIMBREL called from the sky above Butser Hill this afternoon as they returned to the coast
on the overland route which we see and hear them take north east in May. I could not see them with the naked
eye but soon picked them up by training my binoculars on the sound.
AUTUMN BIRD SONG. Late this evening I heard a sound which I have not heard in my garden since April –
Willow Warbler song. This bird must have been a migrant, probably with a family in tow, making its way
twoards the coast via the now overgrown Hayling Billy rail track passing behind my garden. Earlier in the day
a chimney pot on the house next door was the song post of a Starling which I have not heard for some time.
The only other songs heard today were the ongoing Wood Pigeons and Collared Doves and a lone
Yellowhammer on a country hedgrow.
PLANTS:

SUN 16 AUG
GOLDENROD is coming into flower and I saw it today in Havant thicket and on Hazletone common. Devils Bit
Scabious was also flowering in the Thicket.
FRI 14 AUG
AUTUMN GENTIAN (Autumn Felwort) was in flower on Chalton Down this afternoon among many other
pleasant but less newsworthy plants. The plant I was hoping for was Red Hemp Nettle but the only plants I
could find were Common and Bifid Hemp Nettle. On the high shoulder of the down at SU 736152 strip about
400 yards long by 80 wide runs north south and is used to grow odd crops for Pheasants but at the moment it is
a wonderful sea of red Poppy flowers – all Common except for one plant of Rough Poppy that I came on. I
passed the site of my wonderful July find of Basil Thyme, but today I was hard put to it to find two dozen
isolated plants in flower.
THU 13 AUG

BEECHMAST already falling ripe to the ground was the only observation worth noting from a walk I made this
afternoon at Walderton though I did also find one plant of COW PARSLEY just opening a second crop of
white flowers.
WED 12 AUG
HOPS were flowering around the pool just south of the A27 in the cul de sac section of the old Brockhampton
Road this evening, and on the South Moors seawall SLENDER HARES EAR was in flower – perhaps a dozen
plants seen as I cycled by and at least one showed microscopic yellow flowers. Much of the coastal vegetation
is now very dead – typified by the dry stems of Hemlock and the shrivelled plants of Beaked Hawksbeard –
but some is at its best – typified by Golden Samphire and Sea Wormwood. Every dog has its day, they say,
and at the moment the drab bushes of Sea Buckthorn are passably attractive with their fresh orange berries (but
they do not persuade me to advocate its planting!) In the Broadmarsh area this evening one bush of Lucerne
in fresh flower was very atttactive, as were the yellow flowers of Common Fleabane wherever you looked.
Less exciting, but now flowering at their peak, are the many plants of Canadian Fleabane that seem to enjoy
the less popular urban sites.
ELDERBERRIES are now turning black and many will be gathered by local wine makers but the Elder bush is
still over common hereabouts to my way of thinking.. Elsewhere in this country, in areas around the factories
which bottle various ‘Elderberry’ beverages, I hear that Elder is almost an endangered species thanks to the
commerical pickers who fan out around the factories to pick every seed, beating down the bushes which bear
them in order to do so.
HAREBELLS were prominent on Old Winchester Hill when Brian Fellows visited today – its good to know they
are still flourishing. Brian also commented on an abundance of what he took to be Common Blues butterflies.
TUE 11 AUG
LESSER WATER PARSNIP has immediately responded to yesterday’s comments and decided to let me record it
in SU70 – more realistically the plant is now in flower and stands out clearly from Fools Water Cress. At any
rate, a visit to the canalised section of the River Ems immediately south of Westbourne church today enabled
me to add it to my local list. The reason for this visit was mainly to check on the Skullcap plantsand while
these are fewer than in past years (partly due to human activity in removing ‘weeds’ from the walls and partly
due to aggressive growth of other plants) there is still a good show and one plant in full flower was
‘spotlighted’ by the evening sun. While there I took a good look at the Bur Reed plants which I have
previously recorded as ‘Branched’. The larger plants were clearly ‘Branched’ but I was puzzled by a number
of plants which appeared to be ‘Unbranched’ but which were possibly plants which had been cut down in the
stream clearance and which had regrown flower heads which only appeared to be ‘Unbranched’ – I see that I
should have checked the leaves for the ‘keeled’ property to be sure.
MON 10 AUG
LESSER WATER PARSNIP (Berula erecta) is a plant which I have been told (by a fisherman, not a botanist) is
“very abundant in most streams and rivers”. The Hants Flora agrees that it is common in the main rivers but is
only ‘locally frequent’ and is not found everywhere – certainly not in the acid streams of the New Forest. I do
not have many streams in my SU 70/71 patch and have searched them for this plant without success so far so it
was a surprise to come on it today in a place that I would have thought of as being waterless though it is in fact
one of the sources of the river Meon (in which the plant is plentiful). This was at Oxenbourne, close to
Parsonage Farm were a tiny roadside stream runs down from Fishpond Cottage – as you might guess this is
just in SU 72 and outside my recording area, so the search goes on but I have proved to myself that I can
recognise the plant if it does occur in my area.
HAREBELLS are now in short supply on Portsdown and around Havant so I was delighted today to come on
masses of them as I remember seeing them years ago. If you want to share this sight go to the top of Butser
Hill, but at the point where the road becomes a cul de sac ending in the hilltop carparks take the road north
downhill towards Oxenbourne and East Meon. This is Harvesting Lane, and once you are beyond the first
field on your left the roadside verge widens and from here on the Harebells flower in great swathes along a
narrow line at the foot of the field fence between the part of the verge that is mown and the field beyond which
is grazed. Here also Round Headed Rampion and other good things can be found.

INSECTS:

SUN 16 AUG
PRIVET HAWK MOTH CATERPILLARS are impressive bright green creatures up to 10cm long with
reddish/purple diagonal markings and a black hook tip on the tail. They are not restricted to Privet as a food
source but whatever plant they are feeding on you will have difficulty in spotting them unless you sneak up on
them at night when they are feeding, but at this time of year (end of August) they pupate deep in soil and you

may see them almost anywhere as they go walk about seeking a suitable spot to burrow. I guess this is why I
heard of one today from Shirley Cole in Langstone – she found it on a garden shed and temporarily restrained
it in a jam jar until she was certain it was not a ‘dangerous animal’.
SAT 15 AUG
5 CLOUDED YELLOWS were seen on Thorney Island this morning by the evening class group – one was seen
near the river Hamble at Swanwick by Mark Litjens this afternoon (with 3 Painted Ladies), and two more were
noted on the Farlington notice board this evening – sounds promising.
1 SILVER SPOTTED SKIPPER was seen at Old Winchester Hill by Mark Litjens this morning. Also there he
estimated at least 1000 Chalkhill Blues and many Meadow Browns. Mark then went to Noar Hill and saw two
male BROWN HAIRSTREAK after half an hour of searching.
BUTTERFLY NUMBERS seem to have plummeted this week according to Mark Litjens. I would agree that
Peacocks and Tortoiseshells are few and far between, and that the Small Skippers have followed the Large into
oblivion, but I cannot agree that Whites have decreased – I am still seeing many Large and Small and not a
few Green Veined while Speckled Wood have become numerous this week and I have seen more Common
Blue, Small Heath and Small Copper than I might have expected. Brian Fellows also reports many Speckled
Wood and saw 2 Small Copper on Thorney
DRAGONFLIES are fairly numerous at the moment – I had a Southern Hawker in my garden this afternoon and
this morning Brian Fellows saw an Emperor and a Black Tailed Skimmer on the Thorney seawall path.
Damselflies, on the other hand, are now in short supply but the Common Darter is common. Very soon now
the Migrant Hawkers should appear almost anywhere – you might mistake them for small Southern Hawker
but if you see two or three together they are probably the Migrant Hawker – it is the only semi-sociable
dragonfly.
LAMIA TEXTOR is a possible name for a large beetle which I found on a leaf of Water Mint at the South Moors
today. At first glance I estimated it was about the size of a female Stag Beetle, but I think it was in fact no
more than 2cm long. The wing cases (elytra) were very dark brown with longitudinal lines of faint gold
hatching. I noted very long legs and a prominent head but did not see long antennae (though they may have
been hidden in the gloom as the insect was well down in thick vegetation). The suggested name is of a
Longhorn Beetle whose larvae can be a pest of osiers and it could have taken a fancy to the old Crack Willows
here, and as well as looking somewhat like the picture of that species it was of a lethargic disposition, not
making much movement when I exposed it. The South Moors is probably an insect hunters mecca and today I
saw two fly type species that I have not met before as well as a good selection of butterflies – all three
common whites, Meadow Brown and Gatekeeper, Common Blue, Small Heath and Small Copper
FRI 14 AUG
THE LAST MARBLED WHITE(?) was seen at Yew Hill today by Mark Litjens. Among the 15 species he saw
there were Holly Blue, 46 Chalk-hill Blue, 2 Brown Argus, 11 Common Blue, 1 Painted Lady, and 1 Small
Copper
ONE PAINTED LADY was on Chalton Down this afternoon when I disturbed it from a Musk Thistle. On the
sunlit east facing slope of the down near the road bridge over the railway an excellent display of Marjoram and
other herbs meant that many butterflies of several species could be seen – I saw numbers of Chalkhill and
Common Blue, many Meadow Brown and Gatekeeper, plenty of Large White (probably 30 in sight at most
times) and a few Small White, at least three male Brimstone and one each of Small Copper and Small Heath.
THU 13 AUG
BROWN HAIRSTREAK are out on Noar Hill where Maureen Coleman saw at least one ‘earlier this week’ – last
year the first were not seen until Aug 10th.
ONE PEACOCK was in my garden today with the usual Large and Small Whites, Gatekeeper and Holly Blue. I
have seen very few Tortoiseshell or Peacock butterflies recently and even the Gatekeepers have been absent on
some days this week.
WED 12 AUG
ELEPHANT HAWKMOTH CATERPILLARS are very fond of Fuschia leaves as a source of food, so when I
phone call this evening told me of large caterpillars found on Fuschia bushes, I felt I could identify them
without seeing them – and I was right. When I called to remove the jamjar containing the unwanted guests
there was no doubt about the identity of its three caterpillar contents, but they did have to suffer a bumpy
journey on my bike before I came to a clump of Great Willowherb plants on which they should be able to
complete their development – ideally they like Rosebay Willowherb but there was none close at hand.
PYRAUSTA AURATA is the answer to the question posed on Aug 5th about the tiny but colourful moths
commonly seen in my, and Brian Fellows, gardens around mint and marjoram in the daytime recently – one
was in my garden today. Many thanks to Andy Collins of Southampton University for this identification – the
moths I see look just like the picture of this species in Chinery’s Collins Guide to Insects. Being a ‘micro’ it is
excluded from the ‘complete book of British Moths’ by Margaret Brooks which I happen to have (but in
searching for it in the index I came on the delightful name of “Mythimna putrescens” – we must all possess a

‘My Thingma’ which is tending towards the putrescens – though the actual moth of this name sounds much
nicer under its English name of Devonshire Wainscot). Andy Collins tells me that he has a garden list of 387
Macro Moth species (presumably with the aid of a light) in Southampton and that he wishes he had time to
maintain a website of moth news – so do I! – but by default please let me know of interesting records and I
will do my best to publish them.
TUE 11 AUG
SAPYGA QUINQUEPUNCTATUM is a parasitic insect, of a type similar to Ichneumon flies, which parasitises
Mason wasps. To find their nests it must inspect every likely cavity in brickwork and that on my house offers
many possible sites, so while I was painting a window frame this afternoon I was distracted by the sight of an
‘impossible flying object’, head and antennae close to the birckwork, long thin wings whirling above and
impossibly long and thin abdomen and ovipositor hanging down below. My species identification is not really
justified by any observation, but the activity was clearly that of a predator looking for prey, and the likely prey
in these brickwork cavities leads me back to this wonderful name listed by Michael Chinery.
MON 10 AUG
NOT THE LAST OF THE MARBLED WHITES? Having said last Friday that I did not expect to see any more
this year one flew around me on the north slopes of Butser Hill this afternoon where I was particularly pleased
to see a fresh Small Tortoiseshell as these seem to be thin on the ground at the moment.

OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 16 AUG
A FALLOW BUCK with a full grown set of new antlers was seen in the Park Slip at the east end of Stansted
East Park by Brian Fellows today. Adult bucks drop their antlers at sometime between late March and early
June and the new set starts to grow in early July. Towards the end of August the antlers are full grown and for
a few days they look very messy as the velvet drops and the blood supply stops and they become hard long
before the October-November rut. In the summer the sexes are in separate groups, so the buck which Brian
saw was probably with several young bucks whose first year antlers would not be so obvious – just two short
straight spikes a little like Roe deer. A group of several bucks with full sets of antlers is a good, and not
uncommon, sight in corn fields at this time of year but this year an early harvest may have left them with no
hiding place other than the trees.
SAT 15 AUG
A WEASEL was seen by the evening class group on Thorney this morning – it was in the field with the NRA
road across it immediately south of Marina Farm. This reminds me that earlier this week I had been surprised
to see a large Vole (Bank or Field) crossing a road in front of me, and being surprised that the animal was not
a Weasel. Weasels are at their most active at this time of year and you may be lucky enough to see a fmaily
party of them all out hunting together.

BIRDS:

WEEK 31

SUN 9 AUG
LATE SWIFT. From force of habit I still wander into the garden for a few minutes in the evening to check the
skies and this evening I was rewarded with a single Swift at around 8pm making a single circuit over Havant
on its way south.
SAND MARTINS IN SEA CLIFFS. A few days ago I had a phone call from someone living in Sway who had
been given my number by the Wildlife Trust and wanted to report a Sand Martin colony with up to 12 active
nest holes which he had found in the cliffs at Barton on Sea, visible from a cliff top path towards Milford
where it ran south of a Golf Course. This evening I had a message of acknowledgement from John Clark (to
whom I passed on the news) saying that Charles Cuthbert (who has run a Hampshire Sand Martin survey for
several years) was aware of a colony here but thought it was not in use this year, so the information may have
been useful after all.
SAT 8 AUG
GREAT CRESTED GREBE are not uncommon breeding birds and there are probably up to a dozen pairs that
nest on the Chichester gravel pits but I have never known them to nest on the IBM Lake in the 20+ years of its
existence until today when I found a pair with three well grown youngster. I have occasionally seen single
birds on the lake in a few winters, but they have never been regular visitors. I saw one adult in breeding
plumage during last months count but was not expecting to see a family this time. I understand that Great
Crested Grebe do not find it easy to become successful parents, being subject to numerous predators and to the
aggression of Coots so I am the more pleased to see three youngsters that look as if they will now survive.

IBM LAKE MONTHLY COUNT. Nothing seen on todays visit was of equal interest to the Grest Crested Grebe
family, but two ‘not seen’ birds have some interest – firstly, the Swans which raised three young have, I am
told, left the site and walked off down the main road to the Hilsea lines (not at all an uncommon activitity over
the years), and secondly ‘Willy the Wood Duck’ is giving casue for concern – he always keeps a low profile
during eclipse, but I was told by Ian Pearson (in charge of the resident Landscape Maintenance team) that he
normally hides out in the same place and comes out in response to a whistle and offer of bread but has not
shown for several weeks. Ian also told me with some pride that he recently managed to capture over 100 Feral
Pigeons (a particular nuisance as they sit on top of the tall glass covered ‘street’ which connects the buildings
and render the glass opaque with their droppings – cleaning the glass is a problem as the machines designed to
transport window cleaners have been abandoned after claiming at least one human life) and took the birds
more than 30 miles away before releasing them, and they have lived up to their reputation as drop-outs from
the racing world by not returning. Birds that I did see included a ‘lakeful’ of perhaps 700 gulls – Great and
Lesser Blackbacks, Herring, Common and Blackheaded with two Med Gulls (losing their head masks but still
showing scarlet bills and legs, and a ‘bull headed’ look). Canada Geese are now mobile but 52 were present,
as was one Cormorant and two Heron.
FRI 7 AUG
GOLDCREST AND BULLFINCH were both in evidence when Brian Fellows took a brisk walk through Stansted
Forest from Forestside to Rowlands Castle and back at midday today – both species had noisy family parties.
THU 6 AUG
126 LITTLE EGRETS were counted by Barry Collins at the Thorney roost this evening. Last year the equivalent
count at this date was 106. Barry also estimated the Swallow roost at the Little Deeps last night to have been
700 birds.
SWIFTS. Ten were circling high over Havant in the late afternoon – possibly passing migrants – and three were
diving over the local nesting area late in the evening. None were seen at Emsworth this evening (and as none
were seen at all on Friday 7th, these were probably the last local birds). I hear that one of Graham Roberts
many activities for birds in Sussex this year has been the installation of a number of Swift NEST BOXES to
compensate for the lack of roof space access in modern houses.
THURSLEY COMMON gave Brian Fellows some much needed respite from a journey to Heathrow and back
today. He was there around 2pm, not the best time for birds, but he did see several Redstart and Stonechat,
plus one of the big mixed Tit/Warbler flocks that add interest to woodland at this time of year.
WED 5 AUG
JUVENILE SPARROWHAWK ON THE WING. Second only to the screams of a rabbit with a Stoat at its throat
are the pitiful cries of a young Sparrowhawk with an empty stomach and absent parents. This afternoon I
heard this noise in The Groves at Stansted and before I could pin down its origin the bird flew towards me,
close overhead, and pitched on a tree where I could see it well. Hopefully one of its parents came along soon
afterwards with food, otherwise the other inhabitiants of the wood were in for a prolonged earful of its
complaints.
SWIFTS. Brian Fellows saw six still over Emsworth this morning and it seems that a single pair have remained
behind at Havant when the main body have gone – I see one or two overhead morning and evening and I
imagine a sickly chick in some roofspace holding them back from the journey south.
EMSWORTH HARBOUR area is becoming crowded with birds. In late afternoon Brian Fellows saw over 1,000
Black Headed Gulls with a few Common and one adult Lesser Blackback, 50+ Black Tailed Godwit, 3 Little
Egret, and Oystercatcher and a Greenshank. Swans on the sea, together with 53 on the Mill Pond, gave a total
of 75 (including 4 cygnets).
COMMON GULLS inland. Today I saw the first Common Gull among the Blackheaded and occasional Herring
Gulls that commute over my house between inldnad fields and the harbour roost. While in Stansted Forest I
noted around a dozen Common among the Black Headed hawking for insects over head.
A KINGFISHER was seen over Thorney Great Deeps this evening by one of the party making an evening visit to
the Egret roost and yet another newly hatched family of six Tufted Ducklings were with their mother on the
Little Deeps. Up to 100 Swallows were circling above the reeds at the Little Deeps prior to using them as their
night roost, and at the Great Deeps Common Sandpiper and Greenshank were seen and heard.
TUE 4 AUG
WHEATEAR. My first returning bird, a juvenile, at the Oysterbeds this morning While there I saw four Egrets,
one Heron, one Greenshank and three or four Whimbrel with the Oystercatchers. I did not see a small party of
Common Sandpiper that I was told of as I arrived by someone who had just been to Sandy Point where there
were 150 or so Little Tern and a very few summer plumaged Sanderling. My informant also told me of
Balearic and Manx Shearwater seen together at Portland in the past few days.
JUVENILE SHELDUCK. I hear that there are a good number now to be seen at Sidlesham Ferry pool as I would
expect but I was surprised to find a lone juvenile on the mud off Langstone Mill Pond as the tide fell this
morning. With it were 21 Black Tailed Godwit, 60 Dunlin, 40 Redshank and just 3 Lapwing, while in the

Wade Court Yew at least six Heron were roosting (and two Stock Dove dropped into the dry ‘wet meadow’ as
I watched them)
JUVENILE EGRET. Mark Litjens tells me that one was seen at Stanpit Marshes (not too far from Brownsea
Island) over the week-end and was at first identified as a Western Reef Heron, causing a bit of a stir.
YELLOW LEGGED GULL (?) off the Kench. Brian Fellows was there in mid-morning and and saw a very
probable Yellow Legged Gull with red eye ring, lightly streaked head, darkish mantle and dusky yellow legs.
A nearby Herring Gull emphasised the differences between them. Also off the Kench were 80+ Common and
30+ Sandwich Tern and smaller numbers of Redshank, Ringed Plover and Dunlin and what were probably Bar
Tailed Godwit in the distance.
BONXIE IN THE SOLENT (?). The Hayling Ferryman told Brian Fellows this morning that a fisherman
claimed to have seen one in yesterday’s high winds.
FARLINGTON MARSHES were visited by Brian Fellows at mid-day. On Shutt Lake, west of the sea wall, he
saw 304 Black Tailed Godwit and 2 Whimbrel, and on the reserve lake he found two juvenile Shelduck with
two adults – the Swan pair still have five cygnets and Dabchick had three youngsters. The notice board still
reports 40 Bearded Tit but 2 Stonechat are I think new there – soon it will be Whinchat.
SWIFTS. Just two over the house this morning.
TAWNY OWL. Last night Alistair Martin told me of a daytime sighting at Stansted as the bulky owl flew south
from Wythy Piece to Long Copse over the meadow at SU 765115, and that he had then seen a new looking
owl box on one of the two lone Beeches (?) south of the copse at around SU 762109 (I hope I have the place
right from his description)
MON 3 AUG
SWIFTS are still here in Havant. Four were to be seen over my house in the cool air and drizzle tonight.
EMSWORTH NEWS from Brian Fellows is brief on this wet and windy day which seems to have proved too
much for a dozen or more of the local Swans – only 60 could be seen on and off the Town Mill Pond
(including 11 at Nore Barn). At the Slipper Mill things were so bad that one of the Coots had committed
suicide (no evidence for this) and was imitating the famous dead parrot on one of the rafts. I still stick to my
theory that someone in one of the houses overlooking the pond has an air rifle and has no compunction in
using live targets – possibly we can persaude the chief guardian of the pond to use his boat to retrieve one or
more of the corpses, and if these are found to have been shot I would hope that the police can be persuaded to
take an interest before the owner of the gun does something worse with it. One pair of Coot with chicks still
survives on this pond and another pair has chicks on Peter Pond.
SUN 2 AUG
SWIFTS. Brian Fellows reports a dozen still screaming round the houses at Emsworth today, and this evening
less than ten are silently circling over Havant where I saw five this morning. The last ‘screaming circus’ seen
by me was of 26 to 30 birds last Thursday evening (30th), and that was a substantial reduction on the flock of
up to 40 birds seen earlier in the week, so I guess the bulk of the birds have already left. Maybe the birds seen
today are not locals but birds from further north pausing on their journey?
SOUTH MOORS SHORE had two Little Egrets fishing the tideline this morning as the tide fell and a single
Canada Goose in the mouth of the Langbrook stream. Oysercatcher were easily the most numerous birds (94
around the Langbrook mouth) and offshore I counted 24 Great Crested Grebe. The Budds Farm outfall shore
was much more lively with 70 Oystercatcher, around 60 each of Black Tailed Godwit and Dunlin, plus 30
Turnstone and more than 20 Redshank. The Swans were split between the outfall and the Hermitage Stream
north of Harts Farm Way so I could not count them but I could not see any Canada Geese other than 5 on the
Budds Farm pools. A Cormorant, two Heron, a few Common and Little Terns, and many gulls (including
Common) completed the shore scene. One item of interest was the silence of both Meadow Pipit and Skylark
over the South Moors.
SAT 1 AUG
THE SOLENT ALIVE WITH TERNS. A message from Trevor Carpenter reads “around midday I estimated that
there were about 350 terns on the shore off Hill Head Sailing Club, plus a probable other couple of hundred
out at sea. I was able to identify one Roseate at some considerable distance through binoculars (no scope due
to being on my bike). I went back at high tide in the evening and had an excellent view of an adult Roseate on
an island in the river. This followed a period when a thunderstorm looked imminent but passed us by. During
this time the Solent appeared to be alive with Terns throughout its visible length. Apparently five Roseates at
once were seen in the Haven on Friday.”
LITTLE EGRETS IN PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR AND NOW AT TITCHFIELD HAVEN. Trevor Carpenter’s
message continues with “Three Little Egrets spent the day at the Haven yesterday either on the scrapes or on
the river. During the expansion period Little Egrets have never been particularly common at the Haven. This
is unlike the shores of Portsmouth Harbour. On my travels its appears that every suitable location had a single
bird, this included Tipner Lake, Portchester foreshore and Fareham Creek. It was nice to see that in Fareham,
Grey Heron's outnumbered the Egret 3 to 1 although if I had gone around to Cams Bay I suspect there would

have been more Egrets. I am convinced that Grey Heron numbers are diminishing locally.”
YELLOW LEGGED GULL IN TIPNER LAKE seen by Trevor Carpenter today along with single Lesser
Blackbacks at Tipner, Portchester and Fareham. Back at Tipner a Sparrowhawk flying over the IBM Lake just
across the motorway was undaunted by the mobbing of two Crows, both looking a third larger than the hawk.
CANADA GEESE OUTNUMBERED MUTE SWANS BY 70 TO 30 at the mouth of the Hermitage Stream this
morning when the Evening Class group visited the Budds Farm area according to Brian Fellows report on the
walk. I don’t recall ever seeing a large flock of Canada Geese here before but at this time of year the
migration habit of these birds sends them in all directions (except back to the Americas!). A phone call from a
Langstone resident last Tuesday told me of a couple of large flocks flying over towards Hayling and I expect
Sinah Lake has a ‘full house’ at the moment.
ARE STOCK DOVE WOODLAND BIRDS? Brian Fellows raises the question of whether the Brockhampton
Stream area wasan unusual place in which to hear a Stock Dove which he regards as a woodland species. I
automatically associate Stock Dove with trees and have been surprised to see them as regular visitors to the
South Moors (a small group of up to half a dozen often feed there). The RSPB centenary Bird Book says “the
Stock Dove is best known as a bird of farmland and parkland with old trees but will nest wherever a cliff ledge
or cavity gives it room to lay its eggs …so it can be seen high on moorland crags or sea cliffs” and my old
Popular Handbook says “it frequents not only woods, plantations and parkland with old timber, but the vicinity
of maritime and inland cliffs and rocky places, sand dunes, warrens, etc; also sometimes old buildings and
ruins. It feeds largely on fields and other open ground”
PLANTS:

SAT 8 AUG
SMALL FLOWERED CRANESBILL (Geranium pusillum) is listed in the Hants Flora as locally common on
sandy soils in the north east and south west of the county, but as ‘scattered’ in other parts where you may find
it on open dry banks. The distribution map shows it has been found in two places on Hayling Island (near the
Ferry and Oysterbeds) and two in SU 71 to the north, so I have not been expecting to find much of it (so far I
have only come on it once in two years searching), but as always happens the day after asking for advice on its
whereabouts (from Pete Selby when I sent in my July plant records for the Atlas 2000 project) I find it right
before my eyes. This was on a very dry bank at the IBM North Harbour site – the small plants with a few tiny
flowers caught my eye and sure enough proved to have no long hairs on the flower stems and only five visible
stamens (in this species the anthers on the other five stamens do not develop). These plants were close to the
very rare Rough Mallow (Althaea hirsuta) which is flourishing thanks to the grazing of the Canada Geese. I
was also pleased to see, in another part of the site, that Sneezewort is just suriviving close mowing of the
grass.
WED 5 AUG
DEVILS BIT SCABIOUS is supposed to be in flower from June, but in my experience it does not normally
flower until late August or September so I was pleased to find one plant in flower today at Stansted. I must
check out the Havant Thicket sites where it is most numerous around here – it is almost a rarity at Stansted.
Also found at Stansted were a couple of flowering plants of Common Dog Violet, grateful that a passing
vehicle had pushed down the bracken and let the light reach them.
TUE 4 AUG
PEPPER SAXIFRAGE. Anyone who is not familiar with this plant can see an excellent specimen in flower on the
edge of the Hayling Billy track behind the Oysterbeds – you can’t miss it as it stands tall and lonely between
the track and the bare garden of the house now being built at Stoke Common.
AUTUMN LADIES TRESSES & OTHER ORCHIDS. On July 31st Rosemary Webb found one full grown but
not yet flowering spike on her lawn (on Hayling Island), but subsequently she discovered 9 spikes, on one of
which all the flowers had opened and some were over, so this year theses orchids must have been flowering in
July. Rosemary also gave me news of two rarer orchids. In Bordon, on the grass verge of busy Hollywater
Road (near Mill Chase School), she found a thriving colony of Epipactis phyllanthes which has various
English names and is famed for flowers that rarely open (and the plant is forced to self-fertilise – what would
the bishops of the Church of England say!). These plants are exceptional in having open flowers. An even
rarer orchid form has been found by Rosemary in both Surrey and Sussex this summer – this is a form of
Violet Helleborine without normal chlorophyll, and its leaves are of a rose pink colour and the flower colours
are equally strange.
MON 3 AUG
ENJOY A GREAT DISPLAY OF FUCHSIAS (and support the Hampshire Wildlife Trust and Butterfly
Conservation) by visiting Froxfield next weekend. Peter Gardner will be opening his small garden at 35
Dellfield, High Cross, Froxfield next Saturday and Sunday (Aug 8/9) as he has done each August for many
years. I have no idea of the actual number of species to be seen but guess it is now in the range of 500 to

1000. The garden is open from 10am to 5pm each day and the entrance is £1-50. From Petersfield take the
road through Steep and up the Little Switzerland hill climb, then take the first left at the top, and continue
across a cross roads to High Cross about a mile ahead. There should be plenty of signs directing you but if
you want to know more ring Peter on 01730-827488.
SUN 2 AUG
BROOKWEED was still flowering alongside the streamlet feeding the Tamarisk Pool on the South Moors today.
Plenty of Parsley Water Dropwort can be seen here among the Sea Rush clumps, and in the stream Celery
Leaved Buttercup is re-flowering in bright yellow. Another yellow flowering plant that should be long over,
but can now be found by the Brockhampton Stream, is Yellow Rocket (Wintercress).
SAT 1 AUG
SMALL LEAVED LIME and TURKISH TUTSAN were two good finds by the Evening Class group walking
around the Budds Farm area this morning although both were probably planted in past years. The Lime is to
be found on the west side of Southmoor Lane, the northernmost tree on that side, growing on the left side of
the entrance gate to the lorry park, and has all the required characteristics – leaves never more than 3cm long
and hairless underneath except for tufts of buff hairs around the base of the veins, plus flower clusters which
are held erect above the leaves. The Turkish Tutsan (Hypericum xylosteifolium) can be found on the east
bank of the Brockhampton stream immediately south of the bridge leading into the private boat park, and is
accompanied by a large Fuchsia bush and a mass of Greater Periwinkle. These were presumably planted by
the owners of a boat moored here, and I like to think this was the good ship Freya which gradually decayed
here in recent years (providing a regular Kingfisher perch on its rudder) until it was washed downstream and
broke up on the Budds Farm shore.

INSECTS:

SAT 8 AUG
COMMON BLUE BUTTERFLIES were reasonably numerous at the IBM North Harbour site today (I saw at
least 15 while there) and there was at least one Holly Blue in the carpark shrubs. No Marbled Whites, but
plenty of Meadow Browns, Gatekeepers and Small Skippers with Small and Green Veined Whites. I think I
only saw one blue damselfly and one red male Common Darter but there were several Emperor and Southern
Hawker.
FRI 7 AUG
LAST OF THE MARBLED WHITES? In view of Theo Roberts comments yesterday I was quite surprised to see
one very tatty Marbled White in a grassy clearing of the Q E Park today. During my afternoon visit to the
Park I saw 13 butterfly species including my first pair of Silver Washed Fritillaries in ‘dive bombing’ mode
(which I assume to be a male pursuing a female – she flies straight and level, he follows, repeatedly diving on
her from behind). Earlier I had watched a male nectaring on Buddleia within easy reach of my hand had I
stretched it out. Small Skippers were quite numerous and a fresh female Brimstone on a Spear Thistle was an
attractive sight. Both Comma and Peacock were seen, but no Small Tortoiseshell.
THU 6 AUG
DARK GREEN FRITILLARY. Theo Roberts this evening told me that he had recorded two of these on his
Portsdown Hill transect today – they were flying along the track running parallel to Portsdown Hill Road
between the road and Fort Purbrook – hopefully more can be seen further west on the hill. On the same
transect very few Marbled Whites were seen - this year they have put up a good showing but have now
exhausted themselves. Theo also commented that he had only seen two summer Common Blues and no
Brown Argus this year.
HOLLY BLUE are having a good summer and one is regular in my garden. Today two more brightened the chore
of my weekly visit to Havant Council Offices to inspect the planning applications.
WED 5 AUG
ARGIOPPE BRUENNICHI is the name of a large and very colourful spider which appears in grassy places where
it can enjoy it’s favourite food – grasshoppers. The web is usually placed where there is a gap in the grass
cover over which the grasshoppers have to jump (hopefully into the web) and it is an untidy sort of orb web
with a vertical zigzag of denser silk looking like a wisp of smoke arising from the ground (as if a carelessly
discarded cigarette had landed there). The female spider when full grown is larger than my large thumbnail,
and is banded with gold, black and white in a striking pattern – well worth seeing, and this evening Ros
Norton found the first that I have heard of on the Thorney Island seawall as she was heading for the egret roost
with the walk party.
TINY DAY FLYING MOTHS are sent to worry those who have only just mastered the commoned butterflies,
and I see that they are now worrying Brian Fellows by coming to Marjoram in his garden. These are not of the

impossible ‘grass moth’ type but have identifiable colour and shape and suggest a tiny Yellow Underwing, and
I would have suggested that they are the Small Yellow Underwing (Panemeria tenebrata) which I believe to be
a similar species in my garden, but I see the are supposed only to be on the wing in May and June (and I have
not seen them recently). The description given by Brian is “the moths varied in colour but their wings were
generally reddish-brown with yellow patches. The lower wings appeared to be darker than the upper ones.
The best match I could find in The Collins Guide to Insects was the Beautiful Yellow Underwing Noctuid
moth illustrated on p.157. Although these moths are day-flying, they are mainly on heaths and moors, which
would seem to rule this ID out for my moths.” Can any kind mother help?
TUE 4 AUG
GLOW-WORMS. A message from Mark Wilson today tells me that he has recently moved to Rowlands Castle
and is able to visit Havant Thicket more easily in the late evening. Last Saturday night he saw 50 Glowworms and last night (Monday) he counted 70.
BUTTERFLIES were plentiful in a short trip down the Hayling Billy line from Havant to the Oysterbeds and
back this morning. Least expected was a single female Common Blue among Burnet moths on the north
embankment leading to the old rail bridge but nearby I had a pristine Red Admiral and elsewhere I had all
three Whites, Holly Blue, Comma, Gatekeeper and Meadow Brown plus a couple of Speckled Wood. (Last
night Alistair Martin told me of seeing White Admiral yesterday when walking in the east side of Stansted
Forest at around SU 759116)
BUTTERFLIES AT YEW HILL. The following message came from Mark Litjens today. “A lunch time visit to
Yew Hill, 1st time for nearly 2 weeks, saw a bit of a change in the butterfly species. Virtually over now, at
Yew Hill that is, are Marbled Whites - only 1 recorded. The emergence of BROWN ARGUS, 5, was expected
but as I didn't see any during the spring I had wondered if this "2nd brood" was dependent on the "1st". So if
there wasn't a "1st brood", not that I saw, then may be not. The numbers previously recorded of Marbled
Whites have now been taken up by Chalk-hill Blues, some 120 recorded - this is almost certainly an under
estimate as I don't cover the whole reserve. There are also plenty of Whites, mainly Large and Green-veined.
Gatekeepers and Meadow Browns are still holding numbers of a couple of weeks ago. 17 species of Butterfly
in all made a good lunch time visit.”
MON 3 AUG
SUPPORT BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION NEXT WEEK-END – see today’s entry under Plants to find out
about Peter Gardner’s annual Fuchsia Show.
SUN 2 AUG
BRIMSTONE. A lovely yellow male feeding on bramble along the south side of the A27 Havant bypass was my
best butterfly today. A Holly Blue was seen with it, and another in my garden, and Comma, Peacock,
Tortoiseshell and all three Whites were seen while I was in the Brockhampton area, along with Meadow
Brown, Gatekeeper and Small Skipper. A similar selection were seen here yesterday by the Evening Class
group.
SAT 1 AUG
OLD WINCHESTER HILL. A message from Mark Litjens tells me that “This morning, Saturday, I arrived at
Old Winchester Hill at 08:00 to find it sunny, warm but very wet from the overnight dew. I was hoping Silverspotted Skippers would have emerged but I didn't manage to find any this time. I saw 18 species of butterfly
including 30 Essex Skipper, 26 Small Skipper, 250+ Meadow Brown, 100+ Gatekeeper, 40 Large White, 39
Marbled White, 2 Small Copper, 13 Red Admiral, 58 Chalk-hill Blue, 11 Dark Green Fritillary and another
Painted Lady (it's been 10 months since my last one then 2 in 2 days)” As far as the Silver Spotted Skipper are
concerned I believe that nowadays the chances of seeing them are much higher on the slopes of Beacon Hill
across the valley than in the bottom of the Old Winchester Hill site, and it is still very early to be sure of
seeing these August butterflies.

OTHER WILDLIFE:

SAT 8 AUG
COCHLICELLA ACUTA (The ‘Pointed Snail’) is a coastal species with a predeliction, so I read, for sand dunes.
I have only seen it in two places – on Thorney Island (west sea wall by the Great Deeps) and on the IBM
North Harbour site on what used to be the shore line at the west end of the site. It is easy to identify, having a
‘church steeple’ shell up to 15mm high and 6mm wide at the base, greyish white in clour with brown markings
but if you are looking for it you should be aware that its life cycle is just one year – from late autumn to about
June you may find empty shells on the ground but any live snails in the spring and early summer will be small
and difficult to find. By now the molluscs are full grown and can be found on the stems of plants like
Common Mallow or under the leaves of Sea Beet which provide food and shelter, but those snails which do
not find themselves in cool places out of the summer sun have a real problem on hot days – the temperature of

dry ground can be high enough to fry the snails but just a few inches above the surface the reflected
temperature drops off and passing breezes make life quite pleasant, so the snails have learnt to climb any
nearby stem as the ground heats up. At the IBM site today I saw a really impressive demonstration of this
habit – along the northern side of the extreme western carpark a line of 25 ‘Dragons Tooth’ separates the
carparkfrom the grass bank which is the snails favoured habitat, and every one of these wooden posts had its
collection of snails (I estimated an average of 50 snails on each post with more on the metal posts of a couple
of signs). So if you want to see over 1,000 of these rare snails they are putting on a ‘drive in’show during this
hot period.
FRI 7 AUG
PIPISTRELLE BATS have been seen in my garden earlier this summer but the warm air this evening has brought
them out to replace the Swift’s evening entertainment.
THU 6 AUG
SHREWS. One which found its way into Nigel and Gwynne Johnson’s home earlier this week could have been
either a Common or Pigmy Shrew. The Common Shrew (the commoner species) is about 3 inches (7.5cm)
long and has a snout which taers smoothly into its head. The Pygmy Shrew is lass common and smaller (2.5
inches or 6.4cm long – about the size of a Stag Beetle) and has a bulbous head with a sharp pointed snout that
does not taper smoothly into the head shape. Whichever species visited them it is surprising that it had the
energy to force and entry and then play games with the outstretched feet of the resident humans – normally
they have time for nothing but eating but perhaps the house had a good supply of spiders and other small
insects with which to repay the entertainment offered by this small and permanently hungry creature.
MON 3 AUG
EXTRA-TERRESTRIALS, not necessarily living, can be expected on the night of Aug 12-13 (Wednesday night
of next week). This is the night of the annual meteor shower when you should see several meteors in the
eastern sky if you stay out for a reasonable time, and it may well be worth looking out on the previous night.
If the nights are as cloudy as we have come to expect you will have to be content with the lesser chance of a
meteorite landing in your garden!
REPTILE REPRODUCTION is a lot better understood by myself after a quick visit to the library this morning.
The information which I had from my own books, and which I reported yesterday, is correct but of the four
egg laying species only the Grass Snake and Sand Lizard lay eggs and leave them to gestate on their own – the
Slow-worm and Smooth Snake are what is known as “ovoviviparous”, which means that their young do each
develop within eggs but these eggs are retained within the body of the mother for the gestation period (3
months in the case of the Slow-worm), and are only laid immediately before the young emerge from them.
These eggs do not have a hard shell and are really just membranes, so you could never confuse them with
those of the Grass Snake.
SUN 2 AUG
EGGS, oval in shape, whitish in colour, leathery in texture and each about an inch long, were found today by Jo
Herman in a large pile of Wood Chippings that had sat in her garden undisturbed for a month or six weeks.
She tells me that when she began to move the chippings to spread them as mulch she came on the first clutch
of eggs, and then found two or three more clutches each of up to 20 eggs. My guess is that these are Grass
Snake eggs, but all I have found out so far is that, of the six species of reptile in this country, Grass and
Smooth Snakes, Slow-worms and Sand Lizards all lay eggs while Adders and Common Lizards give birth to
live young. I am sure we can rule out Smooth Snake and Sand Lizard, and I would think that eggs an inch
long are rather large for a Slow-worm, but I will be off to the library tomorrow to see if I can find out how big
the eggs of these two species are, and more importantly what sort of temperature is needed for these reptile
eggs to hatch. I understand that Grass Snakes nowadays favour compost heaps for their eggs, and
temperatures in a garden compost heap can be much higher than I would expect in a pile of wood chippings,
so maybe Jo will soon be putting out an urgent request for “foster heaps”.
BIRDS:

WEEK 30

SUN 2 AUG
SWIFTS. Brian Fellows reports a dozen still screaming round the houses at Emsworth today, and this evening
less than ten are silently circling over Havant where I saw five this morning. The last ‘screaming circus’ seen
by me was of 26 to 30 birds last Thursday evening (30th), and that was a substantial reduction on the flock of
up to 40 birds seen earlier in the week, so I guess the bulk of the birds have already left. Maybe the birds seen
today are not locals but birds from further north pausing on their journey?
SOUTH MOORS SHORE had two Little Egrets fishing the tideline this morning as the tide fell and a single
Canada Goose in the mouth of the Langbrook stream. Oysercatcher were easily the most numerous birds (94
around the Langbrook mouth) and offshore I counted 24 Great Crested Grebe. The Budds Farm outfall shore
was much more lively with 70 Oystercatcher, around 60 each of Black Tailed Godwit and Dunlin, plus 30

Turnstone and more than 20 Redshank. The Swans were split between the outfall and the Hermitage Stream
north of Harts Farm Way so I could not count them but I could not see any Canada Geese other than 5 on the
Budds Farm pools. A Cormorant, two Heron, a few Common and Little Terns, and many gulls (including
Common) completed the shore scene. One item of interest was the silence of both Meadow Pipit and Skylark
over the South Moors.
SAT 1 AUG
THE SOLENT ALIVE WITH TERNS. A message from Trevor Carpenter reads “around midday I estimated that
there were about 350 terns on the shore off Hill Head Sailing Club, plus a probable other couple of hundred
out at sea. I was able to identify one Roseate at some considerable distance through binoculars (no scope due
to being on my bike). I went back at high tide in the evening and had an excellent view of an adult Roseate on
an island in the river. This followed a period when a thunderstorm looked imminent but passed us by. During
this time the Solent appeared to be alive with Terns throughout its visible length. Apparently five Roseates at
once were seen in the Haven on Friday.”
LITTLE EGRETS IN PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR AND NOW AT TITCHFIELD HAVEN. Trevor Carpenter’s
message continues with “Three Little Egrets spent the day at the Haven yesterday either on the scrapes or on
the river. During the expansion period Little Egrets have never been particularly common at the Haven. This
is unlike the shores of Portsmouth Harbour. On my travels its appears that every suitable location had a single
bird, this included Tipner Lake, Portchester foreshore and Fareham Creek. It was nice to see that in Fareham,
Grey Heron's outnumbered the Egret 3 to 1 although if I had gone around to Cams Bay I suspect there would
have been more Egrets. I am convinced that Grey Heron numbers are diminishing locally.”
YELLOW LEGGED GULL IN TIPNER LAKE seen by Trevor Carpenter today along with single Lesser
Blackbacks at Tipner, Portchester and Fareham. Back at Tipner a Sparrowhawk flying over the IBM Lake just
across the motorway was undaunted by the mobbing of two Crows, both looking a third larger than the hawk.
CANADA GEESE OUTNUMBERED MUTE SWANS BY 70 TO 30 at the mouth of the Hermitage Stream this
morning when the Evening Class group visited the Budds Farm area according to Brian Fellows report on the
walk. I don’t recall ever seeing a large flock of Canada Geese here before but at this time of year the
migration habit of these birds sends them in all directions (except back to the Americas!). A phone call from a
Langstone resident last Tuesday told me of a couple of large flocks flying over towards Hayling and I expect
Sinah Lake has a ‘full house’ at the moment.
ARE STOCK DOVE WOODLAND BIRDS? Brian Fellows raises the question of whether the Brockhampton
Stream area wasan unusual place in which to hear a Stock Dove which he regards as a woodland species. I
automatically associate Stock Dove with trees and have been surprised to see them as regular visitors to the
South Moors (a small group of up to half a dozen often feed there). The RSPB centenary Bird Book says “the
Stock Dove is best known as a bird of farmland and parkland with old trees but will nest wherever a cliff ledge
or cavity gives it room to lay its eggs …so it can be seen high on moorland crags or sea cliffs” and my old
Popular Handbook says “it frequents not only woods, plantations and parkland with old timber, but the vicinity
of maritime and inland cliffs and rocky places, sand dunes, warrens, etc; also sometimes old buildings and
ruins. It feeds largely on fields and other open ground”
FRI 31 JULY
EMSWORTH HARBOUR again visited by Brian Fellows at low tide, this time in the morning. The Peter Pond
Swan family and two Little Egrets were the only birds to be seen other than Black Headed Gulls, but four men
were in the main channel using rakes (presumably to collect some form of shellfish and not to remove
rubbish!). If this is the start of a new form of bait digging it sounds to me to be preferable to turning over the
mud with spades or the mechanical raking which has been a problem in Portsmouth Harbour. I believe the
Oyster season does not start until Nov 1st and I wonder if these people are after some form of clams?
THU 30 JULY
WILLOW WARBLER. In Havant Thicket this morning I found myself among mixed Tit flocks for the first time
and later watched a family party of Willow Warblers after hearing the first autumn song from one of the
adults. The juveniles are easily distinguished from their parents and from Chiff Chaff by their bright yellow
plumage at this time of year. Later in the day I heard a brief burst of Blackbird song in my garden – another
male celebrating his freedom from the summer’s domestic duties before moult makes him ashamed to
announce his presence.
FISHBOURNE. A note from Kevin Stouse, who led yesterday evening’s walk at Fishbourne, tells me that a
CORN BUNTING was seen at ‘the usual spot’ (somewhere between Fishbourne, Dell Quay and Apuldram),
and half a dozen Greenshank plus three Whimbrel were seen on the creek.
EMSWORTH HARBOUR was visited late this evening by Brian Fellows when many of the gulls had returned
from their inland foraging to their nightime roost in the saftey of the harbour. Brian reckoned he could see
2,200 gulls from the Mill Pond sea wall path, and I am wondering if these are in addition to those which in
previous years have favoured the saltings south of Warblington Church for their roost, or whether the focus of
the roost has moved east – another of those questions waiting to be answered! Brian also noticed that one of

two Common Terns flying by had a piece of twine some 2 feet long trailing behind it….
WED 29 JULY
HOBBY. One was hunting over Pilsey this afternoon and seen by Barry Collins.
BLACK TERN. Today John Bagley saw one fly west over Langstone Bridge from The Ship at lunchtime. John
also passed on a report of Garganey at Farlington (listed on the notice board) and told me that the Lanner is
still flaunting its jesses over the Farlington area with no claimants to its ownership yet. John also told me that
there had been reports of a Little Gull at Farlington about the time that I felt sure I had seen a juvenile at
Budds Farm outfall on June 18th.
HERMIGAGE STREAM MOUTH SWANS seen by me at high tide this afternoon totalled 51 plus two pairs each
with three cygnets. I was interested to see that the 32 Swans which crowded into the Broadmarsh slipway in
the hope of food when they saw humans were not in the least dsturbed by two dogs which went in to the water
close to them, but all unanimously moved off rapidly when the Bedhampton Mill male bird came steaming
downstream towards them with his wings raised in the ‘busking’ position. Further upstream a single
COMMON SANDPIPER was sitting out the high tide on the large bore pipe which crosses the stream
immediately above the A27.
BUDDS FARM POOLS had many Tufted Duck this afternoon, including two family groups – one of 7 fairly well
grown ducklings and another of 13 tiny ducklings (which may or may not have been the same family which I
saw in a different pool about 15 minutes earlier , when I reckoned there were only 9 tiny ducklings). I thought
I saw a Pochard against the light but could not refind it and I think I saw three pairs of adult Little Grebe (one
with a juvenile). At the back of the pools was a bird with black wingtips and an overally grey head and nape
which might have been a juvenile Med Gull.
TUE 28 JULY
LITTLE EGRET COUNT OF 88 birds made at the Thorney roost by Barry Collins this evening. Barry has also
counted maxima of 119 GREENSHANK (Thorney Deeps) and 148 SANDERLING (Pilsey sands) in the past
few days – he says he is disappointed in the Sanderling numbers which he would expect to reach 200 around
now. Later news via Brian Fellows of recent counts made by Barry Collins on Thorney include 23 Whimbrel,
23 Bar-tailed Godwit, 3 Green Sandpiper and a Black-tailed Godwit colour ringed legs (Left has white over
red and right has yellow over light green).
BRIAN FELLOWS visited Thorney this evening and saw 62 Black Tailed Godwit in the Emsworth Channel, 8
Common Sandpiper at the Great Deeps, and heard a Turtle Dove purring somewhere near the Osprey Quay
‘stilt houses’.
BAFFINS POND was visited by Brian Fellows this morning where he found a new record total of 42
BARNACLE GEESE (including this year’s young) but alos found that the CANADA GEESE are coming to
the end of their flightless moult period and half the 121 birds there earlier this month have flown, together with
the Emperor Goose, leaving just 65 Canadas. Another departure is the single cygnet hatched by the resident
Swan pair (presumably it has been eaten, not flown!). Other birds on the pond were 124 Mallard (one new
family), the 2 Snow Geese plus the hybrid, a Little Grebe and a visiting Cormorant, one Muscovy Duck, 13
Coot and 10 Moorhen plus Black Headed gulls. The Milton Lakes Swan pair still have their 9 cygnets
surrounded by singing Reed Warblers and safeguarded by a hovering Kestrel to give advance warning of
approaching predators, while Common Gulls and Black-tailed Godwit are back on the shore.
HERMITAGE STREAM MOUTH was next on Brian’s round but the tide was low and the Swans were
elsewhere. A single Bar-tailed Godwit was on the mud with 32 Black-tailed plus Redshank, Curlew and
Oystercatcher. Common Gull and one Great Blackback were present and 4 Little Tern fished offshore.
MON 27 JULY
THORNEY ISLAND. The walk led by Kevin Stouse around the island yesterday was very productive with
sightings of Seals and many butterflies as well as birds. 25 LITTLE EGRET were seen, 10 of them in a
daytime roost in bushes on the east side of the island. Other shore birds included 2 WHIMBREL, 3
COMMON SANDPIPER and a number of GREENSHANK (that probably means more than 20 to judge by
the number I saw at the Great Deeps recently). LESSER WHITETHROAT was a good tick for the day, as
were four TURTLE DOVE and a POCHARD in summer plumage (Pochard also seen at Budds Farm Pools on
Monday). Kevin votes for the CORN BUNTING, which they found on the west shore half a mile south of the
security fence, as bird of the day. Pilsey wder roost held some Dunlin but none of the Sanderling which I am
told achieve peak numbers in the autumn rather than in the winter (flocks of up to 400), and good views of
Black Tailed Godwit still in summer plumage gave pleasure to the party. The resident BEARDED TITSput in
a token appearance with just one brief callnote.
TERN IDENTIFICATION. Trevor Carpenter sent me the following message today on this subject, raising a
very interesting question about the difference in visibility of birds on the Norfolk and Hampshire coasts
respectively. He says “You recently talked about tern identification. If you really want to master it, I can
recommend 'The Common Tern' in the Hamlyn Species Guides by Rob Hume (ISBN 0-540-01266-1). In my
opinion it covers Common/Arctic and Roseate identification far better than any other publication that I have

seen and in a very readable format. However I dispute the claims that you should be able to differentiate all
close birds and even some at distance. This I suspect is a claim made by people living in Norfolk. A few years
ago I sat on the beach at Cley in late August while a stream of terns was passing and I was able to recognise
Arctics and Commons with reasonable ease. Try doing that in Hampshire at any time of the year. I have spent
many hours seawatching and only rarely am I able to be absolutely confident of Arctic identification. This is
not a recognition of my ability. I have spent time in the company of many 'ace' birders and have never yet met
one who could identify other than very close birds with absolute certainty. I think the issue is light. As well
as most of the time facing south as opposed to north at Cley I think that the quality of our light here is so much
poorer. Are there scientific explanations for this? I'd be interested to hear from birders on the north side of the
Isle of Wight. Do you have any readers there? Is tern identification much easier for them?”
ROSEATE TERNS AT TITCHFIELD. A message from Peter Morrison tells us that three Roseate Terns were
present on the river and scrapes on Sunday afternoon (allowing you to look northward to get good views of
them as in Norfolk!). Peter was also at Titchfield Haven on Saturday (25th) and saw four or five MED GULLS
– an adult, a first summer bird and two or three juveniles fresh from the nest.
CURLEW SANDPIPERS. 6 or 7, still in breeding plumage, were seen at Farlington on Saturday by Peter
Morrison.
BLACK HEADED GULLS AS FLYCATCHERS. This weekend we have once more seen the sky full of circling
Black Headed Gulls presumably picking off flying ants. Peter Morrison comments on seeing them over the
M27 near the Paulsgrove Tip, I saw them over Havant, and I suspect there are few places where they have not
been seen doing this at some time this summer. I know that in my youth seagulls knew their proper place and
kept to the coasts whereas most now commute miles inland every day, their only dependence on the sea now
being as a safe nighttime roost. Blue Tits learnt to open milk bottle tops in the 1950s or 60s but we have
cured them of the habit by giving up daily milk deliveries to most homes, and delivering in plastic boxes
where the milkman still has a round. And the latest food oriented change in avian behaviour is the current
arrival at our garden nutfeeders of birds with insectivorous beaks. Are the Black Headed Gulls newcomers to
aerial fast food? Or have they always included airborne insects in their diet?
TURNSTONES RETURN. Latest of the shorebirds to return, Brian Fellows had 78 on Budds Farm outfall pipe
casing at midday today while Little, Common and Sandwich Terns fished nearby. The summer swan flock
had grown to 53 excluding the presumed Bedhampton Mill pair and their three cygnets.
ONE MALE POCHARD re-appeared today on Budds Farm pools when Brian Fellows was there at midday today.
One SHELDUCK and one COMMON GULL were also present along with a new family of ten TUFTED
DUCKLINGS, a Mallard with 5 new young and a Coot with 3.
EMSWORTH REGULARS seen by Brian Fellows this afternoon included a total of 73 SWANS and one cygnet
and 54 Mallard on the Mill Pool. One Common Sandpiper and one Cormorant were on the Slipper Mill pond
with the Coots whose raft homes rise and fall with the tide unlike the Coot pair nesting at Peter Pond whose
nest has once more been flooded by the spring tides this weekend.
PLANTS:

SUN 2 AUG
BROOKWEED was still flowering alongside the streamlet feeding the Tamarisk Pool on the South Moors today.
Plenty of Parsley Water Dropwort can be seen here among the Sea Rush clumps, and in the stream Celery
Leaved Buttercup is re-flowering in bright yellow. Another yellow flowering plant that should be long over,
but can now be found by the Brockhampton Stream, is Yellow Rocket (Wintercress).
SAT 1 AUG
SMALL LEAVED LIME and TURKISH TUTSAN were two good finds by the Evening Class group walking
around the Budds Farm area this morning although both were probably planted in past years. The Lime is to
be found on the west side of Southmoor Lane, the northernmost tree on that side, growing on the left side of
the entrance gate to the lorry park, and has all the required characteristics – leaves never more than 3cm long
and hairless underneath except for tufts of buff hairs around the base of the veins, plus flower clusters which
are held erect above the leaves. The Turkish Tutsan (Hypericum xylosteifolium) can be found on the east
bank of the Brockhampton stream immediately south of the bridge leading into the private boat park, and is
accompanied by a large Fuchsia bush and a mass of Greater Periwinkle. These were presumably planted by
the owners of a boat moored here, and I like to think this was the good ship Freya which gradually decayed
here in recent years (providing a regular Kingfisher perch on its rudder) until it was washed downstream and
broke up on the Budds Farm shore.
FRI 31 JULY
AUTUMN LADIES TRESSES. The first spike is now full grown on the lawn of Rosemary Webb’s Hayling
garden and she expects the flowers to open this weekend.
WILD ANGELICA was newly flowering in the woods to the south west of Harting Down where I walked this
morning. A single plant of Hound’s Tongue on the roadside verge of the road leading to Woodcroft Farm (by

the railway east of Chalton Down) and a small isolated plant of Tutsan beside a woodland ride far from where
anyone would have dumped a garden plant were probably the only items of general interest.
WED 29 JULY
BORAGE flowering in the ditch beside the Broadmarsh slipway approach road was a pleasant surprise this
evening. Earlier, cycling down the path beside the Hermitage Stream I saw Gipsywort flowering opposite the
Gravel Quay and then found a great mass of ROUND LEAVED CRANESBILL still flowering all round the
foot of the post supporting the height barrier at the entrance to the little used large carpark near the slipway,
and I found the Borage in the ditch on the left of the road less than 50 yards from the carpark entrance as I
headed for Harts Farm Way.
TUE 28 JULY
YELLOW BIRDS NEST is seen in most years at Head Down plantation around SU 737194 but this evening
Rosemary Webb told me that it is ‘super abundant’ there this year. Growing in shade this saprophytic plant
gets its food from rotting leaves and sends up bright yellow stems less than six inches high which uncurl like a
fern to act as an airborne dispersal point for its seeds.

INSECTS:

SUN 2 AUG
BRIMSTONE. A lovely yellow male feeding on bramble along the south side of the A27 Havant bypass was my
best butterfly today. A Holly Blue was seen with it, and another in my garden, and Comma, Peacock,
Tortoiseshell and all three Whites were seen while I was in the Brockhampton area, along with Meadow
Brown, Gatekeeper and Small Skipper. A similar selection were seen here yesterday by the Evening Class
group.
SAT 1 AUG
OLD WINCHESTER HILL. A message from Mark Litjens tells me that “This morning, Saturday, I arrived at
Old Winchester Hill at 08:00 to find it sunny, warm but very wet from the overnight dew. I was hoping Silverspotted Skippers would have emerged but I didn't manage to find any this time. I saw 18 species of butterfly
including 30 Essex Skipper, 26 Small Skipper, 250+ Meadow Brown, 100+ Gatekeeper, 40 Large White, 39
Marbled White, 2 Small Copper, 13 Red Admiral, 58 Chalk-hill Blue, 11 Dark Green Fritillary and another
Painted Lady (it's been 10 months since my last one then 2 in 2 days)” As far as the Silver Spotted Skipper are
concerned I believe that nowadays the chances of seeing them are much higher on the slopes of Beacon Hill
across the valley than in the bottom of the Old Winchester Hill site, and it is still very early to be sure of
seeing these August butterflies.
FRI 31 JULY
11 GRAYLING and 1 SMALL COPPER were seen at Sandy Point at lunchtime today by Mark Litjens who also
saw his first PAINTED LADY of this summer
WED 28 JULY
PAINTED LADY & CLOUDED YELLOW. Another seen by me this afternoon on Budds Mound above the
sewage works. This evening Barry Collins told me that he had seen a single CLOUDED YELLOW and three
PAINTED LADIES on Thorney on or around July 20th (and more recenlty had had a PRIVET HAWKMOTH
in his garden.
TUE 28 JULY
HUMMING BIRD HAWK MOTH. Last night Sonia Bolton told me she had recently seen one (probably on
Sunday 26th) in her garden at Stansted. This is the first of these migrants to come to my attention this year.
BEAUTIFUL DEMOISELLE. Mike Harris went on the Butterfly Conservation walk at Hookheath on Sunday
and last night he gave me a list of the butterflies seen (nothing out of the ordinary) plus some other insects
including this damselfly which I did not know was present at the reserve (through which flows the River
Wallington or one of its tributary sources)
MON 27 JULY
WALL BROWN AND PAINTED LADY were both on the butterfly list of 12 species seen on Kevin Stouse’s
walk around Thorney Island yesterday.

OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 2 AUG
EGGS, oval in shape, whitish in colour, leathery in texture and each about an inch long, were found today by Jo
Herman in a large pile of Wood Chippings that had sat in her garden undisturbed for a month or six weeks.
She tells me that when she began to move the chippings to spread them as mulch she came on the first clutch

of eggs, and then found two or three more clutches each of up to 20 eggs. My guess is that these are Grass
Snake eggs, but all I have found out so far is that, of the six species of reptile in this country, Grass and
Smooth Snakes, Slow-worms and Sand Lizards all lay eggs while Adders and Common Lizards give birth to
live young. I am sure we can rule out Smooth Snake and Sand Lizard, and I would think that eggs an inch
long are rather large for a Slow-worm, but I will be off to the library tomorrow to see if I can find out how big
the eggs of these two species are, and more importantly what sort of temperature is needed for these reptile
eggs to hatch. I understand that Grass Snakes nowadays favour compost heaps for their eggs, and
temperatures in a garden compost heap can be much higher than I would expect in a pile of wood chippings,
so maybe Jo will soon be putting out an urgent request for “foster heaps”.
FRI 31 JULY
SLUGS ON PARADE. My front garden has two 8x4 metre lawns, one on either side of the path leading to the
front door, and this evening I have just counted 86 slugs moving slowly over the grass like one of those herds
of antelope that can be seen on the TV crossing African plains. Though not as graceful or speedy as the
antelope the slugs offer better and more interesting viewing – its very easy to get close to these animals
without disturbing them, and each is clearly an individual whose size, colour and activity mark it out from all
the others. They vary in colour from jet black to orange, and the one which gets top marks for elegance is a
large one with an almost translucent but delicately veined body, orange skirts, and jet black horns. These
animals may well contain some rarities, and even the commonest of them will give you hours of soothing
entertainment as it crosses the plains of your garden lawn, so why not take advantage of a special offer to
coem and collect the lot for free?
THU 30 JULY
STINKHORN ‘EGGS’. I suspect that Stinkhorns have been shooting up for a month or so but I have not seen any
yet. This morning in Havant Thicket I came on four of the jelly like ‘eggs’ from which they emerge, and
talking to Rosemary Webb about thm she added to my knowledge by saying that she had in the recent past
seen a good display of Stinkhorns mixed with the rarer Dog Stinkhorns in Racton Park Wood.
WED 29 JULY
SEALS. Speaking to Barry Collins this evening he told me that he had had up to 5 Seals off Pilsey this summer
and had on one occasion seen a very you (and possibly sickly) puppy haul itself onto the sands, then quickly
return to the water – could they give birth in the harbour?
TUE 28 JULY
‘HENRIETTA, HEIDI & HEATHER’ are three Scottish Longhorn cattle which have recently been bought by
Hampshire County Council to graze rough and scrubby areas such as Sandy Point where the conservation
interest prohibits more brutal methods of scrub clearance. They have been at work for several weeks but have
only just hit the Radio Solent local news. When they complete the work at Sandy Point they will move on to
similar work elsewhere in the county.
GIANT PUFFBALLS were a feature of the meadows between the road and the ‘Walled Garden’ at Idsworth
when I was there on Sunday – at least three clumps, each of 1 to 4 puffballs, could be seen from the public
path crossing these meadows.
MON 27 JULY
SEALS are regularly reported from Chichester Harbour but that in no way diminishes the pleasure of seeing them
for yourself. Yesterday four of them were seen, basking on the Pilsey (or East Head?) Sands near the harbour
entrance, by those who walked around Thorney Island with Kevin Stouse.
BIRDS:

WEEK 29

SUN 26 JULY
YELLOW LEGGED GULL. One was seen this evening by Brian Fellows in Nutbourne bay at low tide this
evening.
HOUSE MARTINS continue to nest at South Holt farm (Finchdean) in what looked like ‘full house’ numbers.
As I walked past I thought I could see at least 20 birds in the air and counted 16 nests (though I could not say
all were occupied many were being visited)
ROBINS have been silent for some time but one or two were starting to sing their autumn song in Markwell
Wood above Idsworth this morning in gentle rain. Near West Marden a Song Thrush also welcomed the rain
by breaking its silence and back in my garden afternoon sun brought me a short burst of Blackbird song.
Dunnock and Greenfinch were still singing strongly, as was a Skylark and a Yellowhammer, but the birds are
‘dumbing down’ now.
SAT 25 JULY
NORTHNEY was the venue for the Evening Class walk and had an early SPARROWHAWK sighting as a female
went over heading east, although it was not hunting the Starlings were taking no chances and it was their
shouted warnings that made us look up as it went over. Brian Fellows saw two Whimbrel and two Little Egret

near Langstone Bridge on the way to Northeny, and after he had left us we watched a single Bar Tailed
Godwit back on the Sweare Deep mud, then saw some 60 Redshank and perhaps 40 black bellied Dunlin
flying in to a high tide roost west of the marina. Brian went on to the Oysterbeds where he saw 8 COMMON
SANDPIPER and a flock of 10 RINGED PLOVER (mainly juveniles). The breeding pair of Ringed Plover
were still on their island. One Greenshank was also seen , but surprisingly no Terns (when their young can
fly they tend to take them to the harbour mouth and large flocks of Terns can be seen just inside Langstone
and Chichester Harbours in the autumn)
EMSWORTH HARBOUR and channel had good numbers of returning waders when Brian Fellows was there in
the late afternoon – he saw another 3 Greenshank and more than a hundred each of Redshank and Dunlin with
over 70 Black Tailed Godwit.
NIGHTJAR were still noisy in Havant Thicket at dusk. I heard churring, wing clapping and quip, quip calls and
probably saw four different birds at six different points from SU717109 in the north to SU719102 in the south.
None were heard or seen in the traditional ‘Nightjar valley’, and I don’t think they have used it this season.
While there I had three WOODCOCK roding at 15 minute intervals (could have been one bird) and briefly
herd a Tawny Owl. In Havant, before setting out, the Swifts were active (up to 30)
FRI 24 JULY
BLACK HEADED GULLS filled the sky over Havant and Emsworth this afternoon, obviously feeding on flying
ants, and this evening there are more Swifts than ever in the sky – at least 40 over Havant.
BULLFINCH SONG heard today briefly in The Holt by Brian Fellows when he made a visit there for the Hos
survey (I’m glad someone is counting the birds, I’ve only been listing plants!)
THU 23 JULY
SPARROWHAWK. John Goodspeed had the pleasure of a home visit from a male this morning – his garden is
on the northern brow of Portsdown and is at he corner of road, and once when I was visiting the house I saw a
Sparrowhawk sweep along the road about two feet above the surface and use his driveway as a convenient
link to the gardens in which I guess it was about to hunt. John’s message reminds me that I have not yet
heard the hungry calls of young Sparrowhawk yet this year, and that reminds me that a couple of weeks ago
Maureen Coleman told me that she had been shown young nestlings in a South Hayling nest at a time when I
thought they should have been about to leave the nest. Have Sparrowhawks nested later than usual this year??
SWIFTS. The evening display over Havant had at least 32 birds – the highest number seen so far – and there is a
slight change to their display in that they no longer concentrate on high speed aerobatics with power dives
over the nest sites but now spend most of their time high in the sky, occasionally joining into a tight formation
in which they move relatively slowly but make a lot of noise (more a chattering than screaming). Are they
practicing close formation so that they will keep together on the long flight south? And is the chattering
addressed to young birds who have to be taught this formation for the first time?
BIRD SONG. Brian Fellows remarks that Blackcaps are still singing, which reminds me that the Song Thrushes
which have been vocal until this week seem to have fallen silent. Plenty of bird song in fields and woodland
(Skylark and Meadow Pipit, Yellowhammer and Whitethroat, Chiff Chaff and Coal Tit plus all the doves) but
very little in most gardens other than Wren and the occasional Dunnock. Goldfinch, Greenfnch and Chaffinch
can still be heard and I suspect that Reed and Sedge Warblers are still at it.
WED 22 JULY
SILVER PLOVER is a much more suitable name than Grey Plover for the birds now returning in breeding
plumage, and Alistair Martin rang me today to say that he had just seen the first half dozen in the Bosham
Channel. He walked from Cutmill Creek down the shore path along thefields of Eastfield Farm and found the
Corn Bunting which I heard and saw last week was still in situ (hopefully the male of a successful breeding
pair) but did not see the three Grey Partridge which got up beside the path when I walked it.
LITTLE EGRET. One back in Emsworth harbour was the first that Brian Fellows has seen there since their
return. Overhead 12 Blackwits flew towards Thorney.
KNOCK, KNOCK – WHO’S THERE? was the question I asked myself as I passed a dead tree in The Holt today.
It had clearly been a Woodpecker nest but there were no screaming young left in it, just a regular tap tapping
which was proved to come from a female Great Spotted when I reached the foot of the tree and the bird flew
out (the noise had been coming from inside the tree). I thought it unlikely that she was working on the nest
with a view to having a further brood, and can only assume that she was searching for food. Whatever the
reason she thought it worth returning as soon as I had passed, for when I came back a little while later I could
again hear the same regular tapping within the tree.
TUE 21 JULY
HOUSE MARTIN DISASTER? Brian Fellows has passed on to me news that the RSPB has launched an
emergency national survey of House Martin numbers in response to evidence that the numbers which reached
Britain this spring were way below expectation, indicating a possible major disaster affecting them in Africa
last winter (I believe it is still true that no one really knows where in Africa our House Martins spend the
winter, making it more difficult to understand the cause of any disaster). I think the HOS survey of breeding

House Martins is still in progress this summer, and presumably that will give us further information about the
scale of the problem, but if you want to help to discover the facts (and thus support work to reduce the
likelihood of a repeat disaster) you can either contact Mark Thomas at the RSPB at Sandy
(mark.thomas@rspb.org.uk) or Brian Fellows (Brian.Fellows@Lineone.net) who has already asked Mark to
send him a survey form.
FARLINGTON MARSHES. Brian Fellows walked round the reserve at high tide this morning. On the stream 2
adult MED GULLS stood out sharply from the many Black Headed and some 90 Lapwing. The Swan pair still
had five cygnets on the stream, and on the lake were 100 Black Tailed Godwit, 200 Redshank, 36 Dunlin and
2 Spotted Redshank (on still dark black, the other already pale). At the edge a Common Sandpiper was with 2
SHELDUCK (but no young), and on the grass several YELLOW WAGTAIL could be seen (Adults, juveniles
and probably nestlings as Brian saw an adult removing faecal sacs).
HERMITAGE STREAM MOUTH still has around 50 Swans. Brian Fellows counted 49 and he also saw the pair
with 3 cygnets which I saw yesterday and like me he assumes they are from Bedhampton Mill.
MON 20 JULY
NIGHTJARS IN WEST WALK. Trevor Carpenter was back at the small roadside layby on the Hundred
Acres/Lodge Hill road (SU60001232 next to where major clearing work has taken place on the edge of West
Walk) , arriving at 9.30pm . He heard much churring and saw three birds fly overhead, then watched at least a
pair for some 20 minutes to accompaniment of Tawny Owl calls.
KINGFISHERS. Passing Bedhampton Mill Pool this afternoon I heard sharp calls from something that was
clearly moving rapidly from one end of the pool to the other and back – it could only have been a bird and the
sound was that of a Kingfisher but I could not see it. From now on Kingfishers that have nested inland, and
their young (though these move independently, not in family groups), will be arriving at coastal sites so keep
your eyes and ears open.
BEDHAMPTON MILL SWAN FAMILY. A pair of Swans with three fairly young cygnets were in the
Hermitage Stream near the Gravel Quay this afternoon and I suspect they are from the ‘hidden’ nest at the Mill
Pool though I never saw young on that pool (from where the nest was it was probably just as easy to climb
straight down into the stream.
NEWS FROM BRIAN FELLOWS IN EMSWORTH includes a count of 73 Swans there this morning (45 on the
Mill Pond, 12 in the harbour and 19 at Nore Barn), and news that Mallard are still priducing fresh ducklings
on the Mill Pond. At the Slipper Mill a Reed Warbler sang from one side, the Peter Pond Swan family rested
on the other and a Cormorant fished in the middle with Grey Mullet up to 12 ins long as part of the food on
offer (Brian thinks theses would be too large for a Cormorant but in my book no fish will be ignored by a
Cormorant on the grounds of size alone!). On the rafts Coot are still producing young, as they also are in Peter
Pond. In the late afternoon Brian drove along the B2178 west of Funtington and again saw many Rooks and
Crows – he feels his estimate of 500 when he saw them recently was an underestimate.

PLANTS:

SUN 26 JULY
LONG STALKED CRANESBILL and ROCKROSE were found growing together this morning in a very similar
situation to the find I made on July 8th. This time the place was SU755135 on the south edge of Markwells
Wood just west of where a new ‘road’ has been created to join the existing track within the wood to the field
south of it. Along the south facing foot of the field edge I could only see a few plants of the Cranesbill but
there was a mass of Rockrose. Continuing east along the woodland edge path I came out into the same field at
its northeast corner and here I found a few plants of GREEN FIELD SPEEDWELL.
HOUNDS TONGUE, VERVAIN & HAREBELLS were among the good things to be found alongside the
unpromising ‘clinker road’ heading up Compton Down alongside Drift Road Plantation at around SU 767144.
Here a mass of good plants survives in a tiny strip of roadside grassland between the barren road and the
sterile cornfield, yet the Vervain and Harebells seem healthier and more numerous than on e.g. Catherington
Down. Less eyecatching is a great mass of Thyme Leaved Sandwort (leptoclados)
SAT 25 JULY
WOOD SMALL REED (Calamagrostis epigejos) was a good find for my list when I joined the Evening Class
group at Northney this morning, and near it on the rabbit grazed grass, just behind the houses west of the new
carpark and south of the Marina, the promised show of LESSER CENTAURY was far better than expected.
At the west end of this ‘secret garden’ PEPPER SAXIFRAGE is abundant and had just started to flower. A
new find in this patch was made by Gwynne Johnson – SPINY RESTHARROW. Having seen the
Calamagrostis here (where it makes a large dense stand) I had my eye in for it and found in by one of the paths
in Havant Thicket this evening – here the plants are few and well separated so they do not immediately catch
the eye. In Havant Thicket the Goldenrod was nearly, but not quite, in flower.

FRI 24 JULY
LESSER CENTAURY was the best find when I visited the south of the Q E Park this morning for my plant
survey, and when I had listed the plants of the 1km square there I had a quick look at fields close to the
Ancient Farm below the Chalton Windmill, finding ROUGH POPPY and ROUND LEAVED FLUELLEN.
THU 23 JULY
CHICORY & LUCERNE were growing in profusion along the west shore of Mill Rythe on the stretch just south
of the boatyard. They are presumably the left-overs from crops of previous years, and behind them were
stands of Rape and Onions marking where other surplus crops had been dumped. Cycling there via the
Oysterbeds I saw that the new earth covering to the mound had not eliminated the stand of MILK THISTLES
(which had probably set seed before the operation), and in Daw Lane BETONY was a colouful addition to the
roadside ditch. The brightest flower seen en route was probably a clump of BROAD LEAVED
EVERLASTING PEA (the bright red wild Sweet Pea) in the meadow immediately south of Station Road
(giving access to Stoke Bay).
WED 22 JULY
GREAT MYSTERIES. In The Holt wood at Rowlands Castle Jim Berry recently found a plant which may well
be GREAT LETTUCE and today I saw the (two) plants for myself. Standing over two metres high they have
stout purple flushed stems and all the leaves are deeply lobed (the leaves on all the Prickly Lettuce that I have
seen so far are all entire, i.e. unlobed) but Stace’s Flora indicates that Prickly Lettuce can be this tall and can
have these lobed leaves. As Great Lettuce is a rarity in Hampshire we will have to wait and see the colour of
the ripe seeds (maroon for Prickly,olive grey for Great) that provide the only sure determinant of the species. I
also saw another plant in the same wood which may be another rarity in Hampshire – GREAT
BELLFLOWER – but again the signs are that it is possibly a very large specimen of Nettle Leaved Bellflower.
The size of the flowers at 4cm long by 4cm across was very large and there was only one flower per flower
stem (indicators of Great) but the proportions of the flower fitted Nettle Leaved better and I did not know that
the secret lay in finding out whether the lower stem leaves were sessile or not so I will have to look again!
PALE SEDGE (Carex pallescens) is not a rarity in woods like The Holt but it is a new species for my local list
and was a good finish to today’s visit.
MON 20 JULY
GOLDEN SAMPHIRE was newly in flower on the South Moors shore today.
SEA LAVENDER comes in two species, and if you wish to compare them I suggest you go to Langstone Mill.
Approaching from the Royal Oak you pass the wall of the Mill and then emerge with a view over the shore
towards Warblington Castle. Stop at this point and look down at the shore just below the seawall on which you
are standing. If the tide is down you cannot miss a large circular patch of Common Sea Lavender, and if you
look on the landward side of this patch you will find a number of plants of Lax Sea Lavender on which the
flowers are not easily seen from a distance as they as small and spaced out along the wiry branches of the
plant, but you should be able to walk to them without getting too muddy and see them close up.
PRICKLY LETTUCE is just coming into flower but like Stone Parsley it seems to hover on the verge of opening
its flowers for weeks – watch this space!
ALLSEED (Radiola linoides) is a tiny plant which grows on bare sand or gravel, often at the edge of ponds or
places that are flooded in the winter. It is reasonably common in the New Forest but rare elsewhere and I have
just received late news that it was found at Sandy Point last Saturday.

INSECTS:

SUN 26 JULY
One PAINTED LADY got up from a cornfield edge near Forestside this morning as I walked by. Maybe it had
not arrived alone but I did not see any more.
SPECKLED WOOD have been absent from most woods for a month or so so it was good to find a fresh specimen
trying to draw heat from a cloudy sky , perched with open wings on a bramble leaf in Markwells Wood this
morning. A little earlier I had passed a Buddleia near South Holt Farm on which two or three individuals of
each of Small Tortoiseshell, Comma, Red Admiral and one Peacock were feeding. Elsewhere this morning I
had the usual Whites, Meadow Browns and Gatekeepers, and the only other surprise was to find several
Ringlet still in fine fettle.
SAT 25 JULY
PEACOCKS were numerous at Northney this morning, reflecting a general emergence which Mark Litjens first
detected yesterday. One fresh female COMMON BLUE was also seen here among many more expected
butterflies
GLOW WORMS can still be seen at Havant Thicket, and the majority are at the easiest place to find them, at and

around the entrance gate near Castle Road. I was here before it was fully dark and saw 28 glowing, more than
half of them right by the gate and circular gravel area just within it, the remainer were along the rough track
going north from the gate parallel to the main road. Presumably some have mated and put out their lights by
now but it would seem that there should still be a good show for another week or so, especially if you go when
it is fully dark.
MARK LITJENS news today tells us that he “started at Bentley Wood looking for White-letter Hairstreak but
eventually found out I was looking completely in the wrong place. Never mind, I'll know next time. However I
saw 18 species of Butterfly including 1 Purple Emperor, 1 White Admiral, 11 Silver-washed Fritillary of
which 1 was of the race valezina. Whilst there I was told that Timsbury has had White-letter Hairstreaks in the
past. As it was on the way back I stopped for a while but didn't see any, I think it will need time and patience if
they are still there. On to the New Forest for Grayling at Crockford where I saw only 1. Silver-studded Blue
numbers are very low now only 10 in the Crockford area. After this I went onto Whiteley Pastures where I
had 18 species of Butterfly including another Purple Emperor, 10 Peacock, 8 Purple Hairstreak and good
numbers of Whites, Ringlet, Gatekeeper, Small/Essex Skippers. Back home whilst checking the buddleia for
butterflies a Purple Hairstreak landed on a dead flower head for a few minutes.”
The ‘VALEZINA’ form of the SILVER WASHED FRITILLARY is restricted to females and applies to those
which have a drabber/paler brown background colour on their upper surface. To me the name recalls one of
my youthful ‘heros’ – the Viscount Bolingbroke, descended from the Bolingbrokes of Shakespeare’s plays but
reduced in the 1940’s to living in a small farmhouse on the edge of the New Forest (close to where we were
living) where he pursued his only real interest in life - butterflies. I was priviliged to see his collection and
hear of his enthusiam for the insects, but at the age of ten or twelve I remember being equally impressed by his
large Velocette motorbike (was it really a 750cc?). Another person I met at his house was a lady with flaming
red hair called Valezina – named by her father (his name was Frohawk, a great butterfly man of the early 20th
century). The said Valezina married Lord Bolingbroke, but the lady was not of the true colour for her name –
far too red-headed – and the marriage was very short lived, so I suspect the title has now died out.
FRI 24 JULY
WHITE LETTER HAIRSTREAK was seen by Mark Litjens today in Crab Wood west of Winchester. They
should have been out from the beginning of July but this is the first I have heard of – does anyone know if they
have been seen at Farlington Marshes or on the South Moors here? Mark goes on to say about his visit to Crab
Wood that “of the 18 species of Butterfly seen there today other notable ones include 3 Purple Emperor, 2
White Admiral, 13 Silver-washed Fritillary, 1 Dark-green Fritillary and my first PEACOCK since late May.
At least 1 Purple Hairstreak is still gracing our oak tree in my garden in Fareham this evening.” (I did see a
Peacock on Hayling yesterday but cannot remember when I previously saw one)
HOLLY BLUE was seen by Brian Fellows in the thin strip of woodland known as Soakfield Row just south of
Horndean – generally they are still widespread.
FLYING GRASSHOPPERS are not a common sight in my experience but that may be because they are not easily
seen in flight. This morning one happened to fly close by me and land where I could identify what was
otherwise a “UFO” – the long thin gossamer wings and long thin body and legs looked odd as they passed me
in flight. I saw this at the edge of the Q E Park where Meadow Brown and Small Skipper were very abundant
with Gatekeepers and Small Whites also in good numbers. I also saw Marbled White, Large and Green
Veined Whites, Small Tortoiseshell, Comma and Holly Blue plus a few very tatty Ringlet. Back in my garden
the huge hoverfly VOLUCELLA ZONARIA visited my Buddleia again.
WED 22 JULY
WHITE ADMIRAL in her garden bordering the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth was a good reason for Sue
Drewett to ring me today. She also told me of three Holly Blues that frequent the garden and of a Green
Woodpecker family that feed on the lawn. White Admiral was also seen today in Havant Thicket by John
Goodspeed – I can’t remember having seen them there before.
SILVER WASHED FRITILLARY (rich brown male feeding on bramble flowers) was one of my rewards for a
visit to The Holt today. While there I also saw Comma, Holly Blue, Gatekeeper, Meadow Brown and Ringlet
(both looking rather tatty), Large and Small White plus Small and Large Skippers.
STRANGLALIA MACULATA is is not the name of Jack the Rippers spotty faced apprentice but of a
‘Longhorn’ beetle which frequents flowers at this time of year. I saw one in The Holt today and Jim Berry had
seen one there at the week-end, and Brian Fellows may well have seen one at Emsworth today (he describes at
‘Yellow Beetle with dark markings’ seen on Hogweed). In The Holt I also saw my first full grown DEVILS
COACH HORSE beetle along with a number of black ground beetles of other species and red ‘Soldier
Beetles’ (some call them ‘Blood Suckers’).
RED ADMIRALS (3), a Small Tortoiseshell and a Comma were seen in Emsworth’s Brook Meadow by Brian
Fellows.
STAG BEETLE. A female found on the pavement of our road this afternoon – it had seen better times but was
still alive.

MON 20 JULY
YEW HILL again visited by Mark Litjens at lunchtime, and his list reads as follows “10 Green-veined White, 19
Small Tortoiseshell, 16 Large White, 7 Holly Blue (first ones of 2nd brood that I have seen there), 65
Gatekeeper, 90 Meadow Brown, 3 Red Admiral, 2 Brimstone, 55 Marbled White (a drop in numbers of these),
1 Comma, 32 male and 1 female Chalk-hill Blue, 1 Essex Skipper, 1 Small Skipper, 10 "small" Skipper, 1
fresh male Common Blue, only 2 Ringlet” Sounds like the first 2nd brood COMMON BLUE and the end of a
good but early innings by RINGLET this summer.. A later message from Mark reads “I have just been to
Whiteley Lee Ground Coppice this evening and again Purple Hairstreaks are still abundant. It seems like every
Oak tree has a pair, sometimes 3 or 4 flutter together. I have even noticed this evening that I have a pair in my
back garden, fluttering round a big Oak tree. My street is Oak Road, seems appropriate.
IN EMSWORTH Brian Fellows saw Gatekeeper, Meadow Brown, Small Skipper and Small White at Brook
Meadow and here in Havant I noted fresh Red Admiral along with the usual Comma, Small Tortoiseshell and
Gatekeeper.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 26 JULY
MARKWELLS WOOD and the other woodland on the slopes of Compton Down had plenty of signs of Badger
activity – potentially in use setts, tracks, and dung pits – and in a field above Finchdean a well grown Fox Cub
had found something to eat right in the open I was able to walk by within a hundred yards of him without
causing him any concern – I could not see what he was eating but every now and then he raised his head and I
could see his jaws working (probably chewing on bones)
FRI 24 JULY
FALLOW DEER seen in The Holt by Brian Fellows today are a good addition to the fauna of that wood. Only
two were seen.
ROOTING SHANK is a common autumn toadstool of beech woods and I saw my first today in the Q E Park. It
has a tall thin white stem (perhaps 10cm tall) on top of which is a relatively small glossy light brown cap
having a prominent ‘umbo’ (central bump or nipple). If you dig it up carefully you will find the stem goes
well into the ground and becomes almost a hard ‘root’ below ground.
WED 22 JULY
The first SHAGGY PARASOL and RUSSULA toadstools were to be seen in The Holt today.
MON 20 JULY
HYGROCYBE CONICA (The Conical Wax Cap) is the most likely name for an attractively coloured toadstool
which I found in long grass yesterday. The very conical cap (7cm across at the base) and the tall (11cm) fairly
stout stem were coloured in various shades of yellow and peach pink (blackening with age after collection).
Less exciting was a small greyish white puffball found in short grass – I thin this is called Bovista plumbea.
Although we think of autmn as the time to search for toadstools plenty of them enjoy the present warm, damp
conditions.

LOCAL ISSUES:

FRI 24 JULY
RADIO SOLENT today featured the difference of opinion between Havant BC and Hampshire CC over the
Hayling Coastal Path. Havant wish to upgrade the whole Hayling Billy track from Havant station to Hayling
West Town using a scheme proposed by Sustrans in the hope of getting more people to use bikes instead of
cars but Hampshire think ‘smooth surfacing’ of the Hayling Coastal Path (which they own) would be out of
keeping with the rural atmosphere which the path now has. My own view is that I think it most unlikely that
re-surfacing the path would cause any detectable easing of the road traffic to and from Hayling. It might well
bring more ‘leisure cyclists’ to use the route and in my opinion the combination of the surfacing and an
increased number of cyclists using it to get from ‘A’ to ‘B’ and back (rather than to enjoy the birds, flowers
and views that the track now affords) would significantly change the character of the route. I also heard talk
on the radio of the ‘potholes’ and ‘mudbaths’ making the present path difficult to negotiate – these words
clearly came from people who have not seen it. As one who cycles it regularly I find it an esy ride, and the
only bumpy bit is the Havant section that has not been surfaced under the care of the County Council! My
personal vote is against the standardisation of the track to a Manchester view of what a cycle track should be (I
think Sustrans started in Manchester). Long live Hayling!
WED 22 JULY
HAYLING OYSTERBEDS. The following e-mail arrived today from Steve Mountain, the Havant Borough
engineer in charge of the work there:

Further to my E-Mail last week, H. T. Hughes & Sons (Transport) Ltd have this afternoon completed the work
commenced last Monday (13th). The hill has been rounded to its new shape and some 25 - 50mm of topsoil
placed on it. In all a further 200 tonnes of concrete have been removed and taken for recycling. The main
footpath has been reconstructed over a distance of some 100m to improve alignment and surface quality. Soil
has also been placed alongside the shoreline footpath and on the two large flat viewing areas facing the largest
tidal lagoon (what we called during the civil engineering phase, "Lagoon 3"). This latter soil looks a bit tatty at
the moment but plant growth will soon pull it together. We have checked the areas worked on thoroughly for
any exposed metal "spikes" but if you hear that we've missed any please let me know and I can arrange
clearance. EMail to steve.mountain@havant.gov.uk
We just need a bit of rain now to bed the whole lot down and encourage some new growth!
As regards the Management Plan for the proposed West Hayling Local Nature Reserve, we are in possession
of a "first draft" as produced by the Hampshire Wildlife Trust's Bob Chapman, paid for by H. T. Hughes &
Sons (Transport) Ltd under the Landfill Tax rebate scheme. It is anticipated that this will be reworked and
issued for public comment and wider consultation in the early autumn. It contains a number of promising
proposals which if brought to fruition will see the establishing of a considerable area of the Harbour's eastern
edge and adjoining land, as a Local Nature Reserve, managed for nature conservation.

BIRDS:

WEEK 28

SUN 19 JULY
TURTLE DOVE were present on Idsworth Down in their usual territory close to the footpath heading from the
road bridge over the railway to Chalton village and I had good views of them as well as the soothing noise of
their purring. Whitethroat, Yellowhammer and Skylark song came from the downland and a Song Thrush was
noisy in the valley – occasionally joined by a BLACKBIRD (I heard one singing briefly in The Holt on Friday
– presumably they are recovering from parental duties and feel able to sing their enjoyment of summer before
the shame of moult silences them)
COMMON GULL – just one back on the Langstone shore today.
UNPREDICTABLE SWIFTS. This evening at least 30 Swifts were screaming overhead – the biggest number so
far. In previous years the numbers have suddenly increased towards the end of their stay and I have put this
down to additional youngsters joining their parents but I cannot believe the five pairs which may have nested
here can have produced this number of offspring (I suspect that many young will have died from lack of food
this year). So the current theory is that as the ‘end of season’ approaches the birds begin to flock together in
anticipation of migration, the small number of local birds being joined by non-breeders ‘thumbing a lift’ back
south with the older birds that have bred.
SAT 18 JULY
SPOTTED FLYCATCHER. In autumn these elusive birds give us the best chance of enjoying their presence
when they bring out their families and local pairs are joined by those on the move southwards. The first such
family party was found today by the Evening Class group in Catherington churchyard where I suspect they
have nested (no reason – just seems a likely spot!)
LITTLE EGRETS are returning to their Thorney Island roost. Barry Collins counted 35 last Wednesday (15th) and
this evening both I and Brian Fellows independently thought it would be a good time to pay the roost a visit (a
fine evening with high tide just before dusk driving the birds from their fishing round the harbours). We did
not arrive until 8.30pm, less than half an hour before sunset, and all the birds had already settled down for the
night. When the tide is out in the evening they tend to go on fishing until it gets dark and some do not reach
the roost until it is quite dark, but this evening they had all arrived before we did and as you can only see these
that perch on top of the roost trees, with an indeterminate number hidden in the branches below the 11
(possibly 13) birds that we could see may well have represented 33 or more.
GREENSHANK were the most numerous of the birds on the Thorney Great Deeps this evening – possibly 20 of
them. A few Redshank were with them and three Herons were fishing with single Little, Common and
Sandwich Terns. Two Common Sandpiper flew noisily from side to side of the water, later trying the outside
of the seawall and a small but noisy party of Oystercatcher flew out into the harbour . A single Kestrel gave
up hunting as the ligth faded and flew south to its roost, and the long grass on the south side of the Deeps hid a
Grey Partridge that turned its rusty lock several times to assure itself that the door was safely locked against
night predators.
SHELDUCK have now left us for their summer moult and it was quite a surprise to see just one at the Great
Deeps this evening – the only adults that you are likely to see in the next three month will be the few babysitters left in charge of the communal creches of young, and the bird I saw this evening was able to fly off with
no thought of dependants that could not yet fly.
SWALLOWS swirled around us along the Thorney seawall and as we returned home past the Little Deeps in the

twilight we had an unexpected view of thirty or more settling down for the night on reeds at the edge of the
dense reedbed. Several times we saw a reed, whose tip was already near the water surface with the weight of
perhaps half a dozen birds, dip into the water as a newcomer added its weight to that perch, causing one or
more birds to move to a safer perch for the night. In a flock of over 50 Swallows there were a few SAND
MARTIN, and we saw two of them perched among the visible Swallows. On the water of the Little Deeps
earlier in the evening the Swan pair were present with no cygnets (they have given up sitting at last) and Brian
Fellows saw a Tufted Duck family with 5 ducklings.
GREY WAGTAIL are always a delight to see but the sight of one on the banks of the Lavant Stream running
alongside the Bartons Road playing fields in West Leigh reminded me that I was told recently that a pair had
nested on the nearby buildings of the big Colt Factory and Offices at the north end of New Lane this year.
FRI 17 JULY
BREEDING SUCCESS ON THE LANGSTONE HARBOUR ISLANDS. I have not seen the details but Brian
Fellows latest news includes a reference to a report from John Badley in THE NEWS (probably today’s issue
but could be yesterday’s) detailing the breeding success on the RSPB Reserve. In summary it is good news
and numbers are well up on 1997
BULLFINCH SONG. When Brian Fellows was in Stansted Forest yesterday he heard a Bullfinch calling
repeatedly and then heard it give a brief burst of its squeaky song. I have only heard one sing once in my life
and Brian has now heard the song twice this year. If you want to try to hear this bird take the path east from
the main road about half way up the stretch bisecting the Forest and listen when you come to the first broad
north/south track at SU 757111.. Bird song is now waning fast but I note that Brian also heard a Song Thrush
singing – these seem to be vocal later than usual this year. While at Stansted Brian saw the ‘childless’ Swan
pair still on Brick Kiln pond.
POLISH SWAN at Emsworth. This is the name given to ‘leucistic’ cygnets which have an adult looking plumage
from the start rather than the brown plumage that most cygnets have for their first year, and it seems that one
of the young raised at Peter Pond, and now resident in Dolphin Creek alongside the Slipper Mill pond, is of
this type according to Brian Fellows. Brian enjoyed the sight of two Coot families on the Slipper Mill pool
and another on Peter Pond – he tells me that he does actually like the look of their young but does not go as far
as saying that he gets pleasure from the Black Headed Gull corpses, of which a second has just appeared on
one of the Slipper Mill rafts.
THU 16 JULY
CATTLE EGRET at Winchester Sewage Farm. Mark Litjens passes on the news that Ron King saw one briefly
last night but it has not been refound.
WEST WALK BY NIGHT. The following message comes from Lyndon Hatfield, saying “I can confirm Trevor
Carpenter's message about the NIGHTJARS at Hundred Acres. Following the directions given (the layby is a
very small pull-off on the left), we walked up the track from the layby about 100yds. Arriving at 9.30pm on
Thursday 16th, three birds were immediately obvious calling as they circled over the overgrown plantation on
the left. They put on a magnificent display for at least the next 30 mins. There were actually at least 4 birds, 3
flying and calling, and one churring on several occasions, plus an additional bird churing in the distance and
another on the other side of 100 Acres Road. Viewing conditions were excellent, with the birds backlit against
the western sky, and they flew overhead at about 5 feet on occasions! I think we were looking at a family
party, mum plus 2 juv or 3 juvs, with dad churring (he sat on bushes within 20 feet). We also saw many
BATS (I don't think they were pipistrelles) and heard a TAWNY OWL calling from the other side of the road
but we didn't see the LITTLE OWL!” (The Little Owl was seen by Trevor at Spurlings Farm just upstream
from where the River Wallington crosses the M27, not at West Walk)
GREEN SANDPIPER is back at the South Moors. When I was there at noon I heard its noisy calls as it
approached from Langstone and saw it fly up the Langbrook Stream (I see that Havant Borough in their
Landscape Assessment consider that the Lavant Stream which comes down from Idsworth in some winters
ends in the Hermitage Stream via the piped diversion from the where it crosses Crossland Drive, and that the
stream coming south through Havant Town centre from that diversion is called the Langbrook – this makes
sense to me). On the South Moors shore a WHIMBREL called to confirm its identity and offshore I counted
16 Great Crested Grebe with 50 Swans round the corner at Budds Farm outfall. 45 Redshank and some 20
Black Tailed Godwit were near the Swans, and on Budds Farm pools I counted 42 Tufted Duck and one adult
Shelduck still with us.
SWIFTS. What a difference a day makes! A brief ridge of high-pressure this evening brought late sun and a light
wind, and with it the Swift circus returned – at least 16 of them racing around the sky and screaming their
songs to each other. In view of the length of time (it seems almost a week) that we have not seen them (or at
most one pair) I can only assume that the great majority of those that seem so attached to this area must be
non-breeders – but why do they come here each evening and go through their ritual sky-dancing?
WED 15 JULY

CHICHESTER CANAL BASIN, just south of the level crossing at the railway station, can have interesting birds
(particularly in the winter), and the canal continues south and west via Hunston and Donnington to the Yacht
Basin at Birdham. Today Brian Fellows found the Mute Swan pair which at nested at Hunston had brought
their 5 cygnets ‘up to town’ with the single Embden Goose which has attached itself to the family.
THE BIGGEST ROOKERY IN SUSSEX is at Hambrook so I was not surprised to hear that Brian Fellows had
today seen a flock of perhaps 500 Rooks and Crows in a recently cut wheat field at SU 795080 (south of the
road between Funtington and the DRA radar testing site). This is about 1km north of the the rookery site and
is close to the ‘pig fields’ which no doubt help to sustain the Rooks in times of summer drought. The 1996
Sussex Bird Report contained a review of a recent national Rookery survey in which this Hambrook Rookery
was listed as having 154 nests and was the biggest in Sussex. On March 27th this year I vsited the site and
found 105 nests in the grounds of Hambrook House (this was an undercount as I did not stray from the
driveway up to the house) and could see at least 20 more nests in trees near Littlecourt Farm a little to the
north east, and know there was another substantial outstation to the north west in the grounds of Hambrook
Grange, so I am sure numbers are not decreasing.
ST SWITHIN AND THE SWIFTS. I believe this rainy, windy, chilly day to be the feast of St Swithin and that
the next forty days will be much the same. So, it would appear, do the local Swifts which have seemingly
abandoned their nests and have certainly ceased their evening screamng celebrations of summer. On several
recent evenings I have not seen any Swifts in the sky but a longer check this evening showed two silent birds
above the usual nest area and I assume that just one pair still have young alive.
TUE 14 JULY
ARCTIC TERNS are the latest migrants to arrive back on our shores and Kevin Stouse saw three off the
Langstone South Moors this morning. I only wish these pole-to-pole voyagers would spend a little more time
with us so that I could learn to identify them – Keith Vinicombe in the MacMillan Guide to Bird Identification
says that every birder should be able to differentiate Common and Arctic Terns at a distance and that there is
no excuse for using ‘Comic Tern’ as a get-out. He does however go on to say “it must be stressed that
thorough practice is essential”. I know that just looking for an ‘all red’ bill is not enough (many Common
Terns appear to have no black tip to their bills even when seen close in flight), and I know that juveniles at this
time of year can look and fly remarkably like Black Terns (from experience with a couple that spent a week
over the IBM Lake a few years back). One of the features of Arctic Tern is longer tail streamers, and I may
well have seen one over Black Point yesterday as this feature caught my attention and made me think of
Roseate Tern, but I had no chance to check for other features such as more sharply angled wings, ‘see through’
primaries, or a neat clear-cut black trailing edge to the wing.
GREAT CRESTED GREBES are also back in strength on the sea off the South Moors where Kevin Stouse saw
20 rather than the two which have been there recently. As autumn progresses this loose flock can increase to
perhaps 200 birds before some move on to other winter quarters.
HERMITAGE STREAM MOUTH. Here, off Broadmarsh, Kevin found 62 Black Tailed Godwit on the mud and
counted 53 Swans on the water, the highest count so far.
BAFFINS POND was visited by Brian Fellows this morning and a CORMORANT gave him a pleasant surprise –
it is the first he has seen there since March 1995 and hopefully means that fish stocks are improving (some
time ago the pond was in such poor health that I think all the fish died). He also found a new Tufted Duck
family of seven young and counted 41 Barnacle Geese (including this year’s young) – the highest number he
has ever recorded there. The Emperor Goose remains in state surrounded by its court of 121 moulting Canada
Geese, 120 Mallard, 2 Snow Geese as special ‘equerries’ and a Muscovy Duck as the Court Jester.
MILTON LAKES still have singing Reed and Sedge Warbler, and the family of 9 cygnets have moved to the
middle lake. At Great Salterns Lake a second pair of Swans, complete with 2 cygnets, have joined the barren
pair, and another Tufted Duck family of 9 ducklings were new on this visit. Brian Fellows.ended his tour of
inspection at Hilsea Lines where just one pair of Swans (no cygnets) were seen just west of Peronne Road.
MORE DEAD GULLS. Brian Fellows found two more partly eaten corpses along Emsworth Western Parade
shore this evening, so they do not all get to the Slipper Mill in time to die there. Some must die of old age, but
their feeding habits on rubbish tips bring about the death of a good many – I am told that many contract
Botulism and that you should take great care when handling them when checking for rings (and that you
should not try to capture dying birds in the vain hope of saving their lifes – you could even lose yours)
MON 13 JULY
EMSWORTH SETS NEW SWAN COUNT RECORD. Today Brian Fellows found a total of 77 birds present,
some on the Mill Pond and some on the sea just off it. By co-incidence I had to visit Maisemore Gardens so I
made a slight detour to check the Swans off Nore Barn – and found none, they had obviously heard of the
record attempt and were not going to let it fail! I still think they are not really trying because I am sure that
long ago (was it in the 1970s) I had found something like 200 Swans at Emsworth for several summers (but
my memory my be failing me!). I also remember larger numbers at the Hermitage Stream mouth, but the peak
there was only around 75 birds. Mallard are also flocking back to the Mill Pond with 49 there today.

WHY DO BLACK-HEADED GULLS CHOOSE TO DIE ON THE RAFTS OF EMSWORTH SLIPPER MILL
POND? Brian Fellows today found a new corpse following in a long tradition, and I am wondering if we have
a sharp shooter in one of the houses bordering the pond – if so, why on earth don’t they shoot the coots
(perhaps those hard white shields are there for a purpose!). Coots and Canada Geese are the only two species I
would love to see declining to the state of rarity – that would give them some purpose in a bird watcher’s life
and do something to make up for the ugliness of their young.
BLACK TAILED GODWITS have returned to Emsworth Harbour – Brian saw 11 in full summer plumage off
the marina today.
QUAIL. One of the Yew Hill birds was calling again today when Mark Litjens was there at lunchtime.
PLANTS:

SUN 19 JULY
SANDY POINT, with Pete Durnell as host and guide, was the venue for a group which included Maureen
Coleman and Gwynne Johnson today. Gwynne tells me that they saw LESSER SKULLCAP and an
interesting hybrid between HEDGE & LADY’S BEDSTRAW in flower, and a couple of rare sedges – LONG
BRACTED SEDGE (Carex extensa) is just ‘rare’ but DOTTED SEDGE (Carex punctata) gives Sandy Point
the additional honour of being the easternmost location in the British Isles for this species.
BASIL THYME is a very pretty herb (mauve trumpets enhanced by white dots on the lips) which until today I
had only seen once in my life (a single plant on Butser Hilltop) so I was delighted to find a mass of this plant
filling a gully running down the side of Idsworth Down (more accurately Chalton Down) this morning. Three
other new flowers were also added to my list here – DWARF THISTLE, PLOUGHMAN’S SPIKENARD and
VALERIANELLA DENTATA (Narrow fruited Cornsalad) – but even more exciting was the find of two or
three plants of Hemp Nettle (as yet no flowers) close to where I found what I thought was RED HEMP
NETTLE last year. The plant I saw last year was in the edge of the wheat and was presumably cut with the
crop but these plants were a little removed from such danger and I hope to see them in flower later.
SLENDER HARE’S EAR has not yet revealed itself to me on the South Moors but this afternoon I found a very
healthy cluster of large plants on Northney Marsh on Hayling, not yet in flower but looking as if they soon
would be. Also in this area I found a lovely plant of Alsike Clover (with large flowerheads of very distinctive
pink tinged white flowers) and my first plants of Hoary Willowherb for the year.
SAT 18 JULY
FROG ORCHIDS are flourishing at Catherington Down – the Evening Class group were there this morning with
Rosemary Webb as visiting expert and together they found a total of 28 plants. The Down is an excellent
place to visit at the moment with many delights on offer – among them masses of Clustered Bellflower and
Round Headed Rampion. Burnet Saxifrage was also in flower.
LESSER SNAPDRAGON (or Weasel’s Snout) continues to flourish in the New Lane allotments here in Havant –
I was pleased to see today that much of it is growing in what I have been told is the ‘secretary’s plot’ of this
independent self-governing set of gardeners. Also growing there was more Black Nightshade which is just
coming into general flowering.
SQUARE STALKED ST JOHN’S WORT was an addition to my list for this year when I found it flowering by
the Lavant Stream alongside the Bartons Road playing fields in West Leigh – unfortunately the great mass of
interesting flowers that flourish in and by this stream have once more been razed to the ground by whoever
feels obliged to maintain a standard vegetation height of zero throughout this playing field area (I know the
watercourse must not become blocked, but the danger of that occurring in the couple of months before an
autumn clear out would be appropriate seems unlikely) Another plant that I may have found here, judging by
the remains I could see, was Juncus articulatus (Jointed Rush).
THU 16 JULY
MARSH WOUNDWORT is one of my favourite plants – very colourful, not uncommon, but sufficiently discreet
to hide itself away in a few selected places so that you have to go and find it rather than it getting under your
feet wherever you go. I came across my first colony of it last Monday when cycling through Emsworth but
forgot to record it at the time so it has to go on record a few days late. If you want to share the pleasure of its
company walk north along the roadside pavement from Emsworth railway station, under the bridge, and look
at the foot of the flower rich bank on your right. The plants are only a foot or so high with spires of mauve
flowers and thin, pointed leaves which distinguish it from the common Hedge Woundwort, and are right at the
foot of the bank among plants such as Tall Melilot and Stone Parsley. I also expect to find it by the side of the
Hayling Billy Trail in Havant where it is not far from the mass of DANEWORT now in flower, and it also
grows by the Lavant stream flowing past the Bartons Road playing fields.
LADY FERN is a plant that has long intrigued me – apparently widespread but never found by me in this area
until May 30th this year when I came across one plant in the Southleigh Forest (just in Sussex). Today I found
another plant in The Holt at Rowlands Castle and this time it had sori, leaving me in no doubt as to its identity.

The only other plant that I added to the list for this wood today was Grey Sedge, but I found lots more
Common Hemp Nettle and more of the Parsley Piert that I found on Tuesday.
HIMALAYAN BALSAM. I was asked today how uncommon this plant was in the Havant area and I had to say
that I did not know of it within the Borough of Havant but it was easy to find by streams not far away – to
which I was told that it was growing in North Street in the centre of Havant! Sure enough I found healty plants
planted just round the corner of the United Reformed Church on its north side, obviously planted but in a
damp shady spot in which it could flourish.
TANSY on the South Moors was just coming into flower (I had forgotten that it grew there) and at least a dozen
plants of BROOKWEED were flowering in the central stream not far north of the Tamarisk Pool. I took home
specimens of a feathery grass that was growing in the stream and which I did not recognize as a water plant –
rightly for when I checked it out it turned out to be Creeping Bent which I have also found in extremely dry
pavement cracks. One plant that is worth a second look if you are there now is the SEA RUSH which is
dominant over the boggy area of the moors and could easily be passed over as Soft Rush – the main thing to
look for is the short, stiff, pointed bract under each flower cluster.
TUE 14 JULY
TANSY was flowering on Milton Common when Brian Fellows visited the site today, reminding me that I had
forgotten to check the area of the IBM North Harbour site where this grows when I was there last Saturday
thus giving Brian the honour of being the first to see this bright and sweet smelling herb this year. Brian also
beat me to the first CHICORY flowers, also at Milton – the site that I was thinking of checking was the west
shore of Hayling Mill Rythe, south of the ‘industrial estate’, where both Chicory and Lucerne can usually be
found. Brian also saw COMMON BISTORT on Milton Common – this was probably the result of a garden
chuck out as the Hants Flora lists this plant as ‘very local’ and only shows two tetrads in SU 60 where it has
been found in an acceptable wild state – whatever it’s origin it is still a pretty sight.
THE HOLT at Rowlands Castle was my destination this afternoon, continuing my habitat survey with the second
of the compartments we have defined for the HOS bird survey. My best find was the year’s first COMMON
HEMP-NETTLE but I was also pleased to find SPIKED SEDGE (Carex spicata), IMPERFORATE ST
JOHN’S WORT, HAIRY BROME, PURPLE MOOR-GRASS (Molinia – the first grass I have checked out
with a ring of hairs in place of a ligule, and if it were not for that very obvious feature I might still be guessing
about this specimen which did not accord with its description in several features, though it did agree with the
statement that ‘this is a very variable grass’). I also found SQUIRREL TAIL FESCUE along one of the paths.
MON 13 JULY
SMALL CUDWEED (Filago minima) and ROUGH CLOVER (Trifolium scabrum) were two good chance finds
when I visited Sandy Point on Hayling today, both being new to me. The Cudweed was growing beside the
pathway between the nature reserve and the shore on the half fenced off strip of sand dune outside the reserve
proper, and was found when looking for a plant that I have seen there before – SALTWORT (Salsola kali) –
which I also found just coming into flower (if you can see the tiny flowers on this prickly plant). The Clover
was growing in profusion in a section of the causeway to Black Point on the ground of the new visitors
parking area (and probably enjoys the trampling of car tyres which subdue the competion of plants that do not
hug the earth as it does, thus letting the light reach it when the cars move off). In both areas SEA HOLLY was
just coming into flower and along the southwest side of Black Point SEA ROCKET (Cakile maritima) was
flowering in greater profusion than usual.
BLACK NIGHTSHADE (the one with the white flowers, obviously named by a true botanist used to calling a
spade a piano) comes into flower about this time of year but is usually found in arable fields or market gardens
so it was a surprise to find my first flowering plant on the Hayling shore growing in sandy shingle among the
SEA KNOTGRASS colony off old Sandy Point hospital grounds. The very rare Sea Knotgrass (listed by
Stace as only occurring in Cornwall, East Sussex and Waterford (Ireland)) is thriving in this only Hampshire
colony despite my fears that much of its habitat had been covered in the recent addition of shingle to the beach
in flood defence works. The plants have responded to the challenge well and have climbed through the
‘added overhead’ to appear over a wider area than usual, many of them well outside the small ‘staked’ area
where the footpath reaches the shore – some are as far north as the old swings and slides for the children at the
hospital and a few even further north.
INSECTS:

SUN 19 JULY
PURPLE EMPEROR in Hollybank Woods at Emsworth was clearly seen today by Peter Craddock, a long time
butterfly enthusiast when not conducting the Havant Orchestras. So far as I know this is a first for these woods
and the nearest sighting that I have heard off was the other side of Southleigh Forest close to Stansted Groves
(a couple of summers back). He also had good views of PURPLE HAIRSTREAK which is a regular in
Hollybank and saw at least one Silver Washed Fritillary.

HEATH FRITILLARY, like High Brown, is unlikely to be seen in Hampshire but 5 were found by Mark Litjens
today in its Kent stronghold in the Blean Woods. This brings back distant memories of the late 1940s when my
school returned from its wartime evacuation to St Austell Bay in Cornwall to the hilltop above Canterbury
close to these woods and I recall glimpses of the butterfly and the Cow Wheat on which its caterpillars fed.
My daughter is at this moment working on that same hill but I doubt she will have time to go butterfly hunting
as she is part of the small admin team running the Lambeth Conference of 800 Bishops and is based in the
Univeristy of Kent which they have taken over for a month.
CHALKHILL BLUE. I saw my first male this morning on Chalton Down and in the afternoon noted a good
number of SMALL HEATH (at least half a dozen) near the Northney seawall on Hayling
SAT 18 JULY
PURPLE EMPEROR ‘CAUGHT SHORT’. I have heard that one way of attracting this butterfly into camera
focus is to carry a small pile of rabbit droppings to the chosen woodland site at dawn, to add a little water
(human or other) to the dung, and wait for the sun to warm the pile. The odours drift up and the butterfly
drifts down into the sunlit spot on which the camera is focussed. It’s that easy! This morning at Bentley
Wood Mark Litjens found it even easier to get a close up of this beautiful insect – he did not arrive until 7am
(long after dawn) and found one sitting on a Thistle waiting for him. His theory is that it had landed there the
previous evening and become too cold to fly to its oak tree roost, and was still too cold to move when he
arrived on this cloudy morning. Despite the cool morning he saw 15 species of butterfly including Purple
Hairstreak, Silver Washed and Dark Green Fritillary.
HIGH BROWN FRITILLARY is now a great rarity in Britain and has not been recorded in Hampshire for years.
In the 1997 Hampshire Butterfly report Matthew Oates writes that a single individual had been seen in the
Wiltshire part of Bentley Wood and it seems that there are rumours of their presence again this year but Mark
Litjens failed to see one there today.
CATHERINGTON DOWN had no rare butterflies for the Evening Class group but was brimming with Marbled
White, Gatekeeper, Meadow Brown, Small Skipper, Small Tortoiseshell, Small White and Comma according
to Brian Fellows.
FRI 17 JULY
HOLLY BLUE and GATEKEEPER were both out in my garden in late afternoon sunshine
Today’s news from Mark Litjens is as follows – “PURPLE HAIRSTREAKS are abundant at the moment, in
Whiteley at least. 31 seen on Thursday evening and 8 this evening (Friday) in Lee Ground Coppice including
2 males and a female sunning themselves low down in the Oak trees. SILVER STUDDED BLUES are still
also abundant in the New Forest around Crockford this lunch time (Friday) but no GRAYLINGS yet. Are
SILVER Ys arriving at our shores at the moment?, I had 3 at Yew Hill yesterday and 3 at Crockford today.”
My only comments are that I have been seeing Silver Y moths for a long time but have not noticed any
increase this week, and that so far as I know the Graylings have not yet been seen on Hayling.
THU 16 JULY
CHALKHILL BLUES are emerging at last with seven males seen at Yew Hill today by Mark Litjens, three days
after the first appeared. These seven were a small fraction of a total of more than 300 individual butterflies
seen at Yew Hill within one hour today thanks to the brief change in the weather as a ridge of high pressure
rolled back the clouds. The list which Mark sent me reads “85 Meadow Brown, 95 Marbled White, 66
Gatekeeper, 13 Ringlet, 14 Small Tortoiseshell, 3 Red Admiral, 5 Green-veined White, 7 Chalk-hill Blue
(males), 4 Large White, 8 Small White, 13+ Small Skipper, 3+ Essex Skipper, 1 Brimstone - that's over 300 in
an hour in a small butterfly reserve. Excellent place.”
HOLLY BLUES are now widespread and today I saw one at Budds Farm and another in the centre of Havant.
GATEKEEPER are now resident in my garden with one or two visible whenever ths sun shines warmly. On
the South Moors in midday heat I saw a couple of Tortoiseshell, Meadow Browns, Gatekeeper, Large and
Small White and Small Skipper. Just outside The Holt I passed one Marbled White, and found Ringlets and
Green Veined White in the woods despite a windy and dull evening
MINING BEES of the small black sort (Halictus rubicundus?) were working hard on an earth bank at the South
Moors at midday – presumably these are the offspring of the ones that we saw in April.
HARVESTMEN should be on the scene now and I see that I forgot to record my sighting of an early specimen (I
did see one extraordinarily early some time ago) on Monday 13th. They look superficially like spiders of the
sort that have very long thin legs and pinhead sized bodies (like Pholcus phalangioides with which everyone
must be familiar and which is sometimes called the House Spider, though that name is generally used for
Tegenaria gignatea, the great big hairy monster that runs across your floor at night). The basic difference
between spiders and harvestmen is that the latter have the thorax and abdomen fused into one, without the
narrow joint that you find separating the ‘head’ from the ‘body’ of a spider. Looked at closely some
harvestmen bear a close resemblance to a flying scaucer with legs, having a round body on top of which a
‘conning tower’ is mounted centrally, but there are at least 15 species that you might come across in our area
and about the only things they have in common are this fusing of the two body segments and very long thin

legs. Luckily Britain is spared the presence of Lacinius horridus, but will the EEC force us to import it under
standardisation of fauna regulations?
WED 15 JULY
YEW HILL BUTTERFLIES are within 5 km of where Mark Litjens works at IBM Hursley, providing an
excellent alternative to the cafeteria menu at lunch time, and today his lunch consisted of some 60 Marbled
Whites, 45 Meadow Browns, 20 Ringlet, 10 Large, 3 Small and 5 Green Veined White, 30 Gatekeeper, 10
Small but only 1 Large Skipper plus 5 Essex. Chalkhill Blues are very sensibly remaining in the chrysalises
until the weather improves and there was no increase on the singleton seen on Monday.
PURPLE HAIRSTREAK have not been put off by the rain and Mark saw 10 flitting around the tops of the Oaks
in Lee Ground Coppice south of Botley Woods this evening – at least they have some shelter under the oak
leaves when it rains, unlike the Chalkhill Blues.
TUE 14 JULY
HOLLY BLUE appeared in my garden in the hot morning sunshine along with my first two Gatekeepers. Within
half an hour, while mowing the lawn, I saw two Small Tortoiseshell and one each of Comma, Red Admiral
and Large White plus a female Common Darter and the huge hoverfly Volucella Zonaria. A neighbour had an
Emperor Dragonfly in his garden and has the photo to prove it.
WHITE ADMIRAL were parading the rides of The Holt this afternoon, though I did not see any Silver Washed
Fritillary. When the sun came out briefly a burst of Ringlets appeared in the rides with Small and Large
Skippers and three Commas. A few Meadow Brown were in the woods and outside on the Golf Course where
I also saw one Marbled White.
MON 13 JULY
CHALK HILL BLUE. Mark Litjens saw the first at lunchtime today, a bright male at Yew Hill. In the early
evening he was back at Whiteley in Lee Ground Coppice and saw his first two PURPLE HAIRSTREAK.
Mark asks if anyone can tell him if White Letter Hairstreaks can now be seen – perhaps in the new colony
along the north of the Farlington reserve?
MARBLED WHITES OVER THE HILL? These will continue to be seen for at least another month but today at
Yew Hill Mark Litjens had the impression that numbers of these and Meadow Brown were down on what he
has been seeing. He found plenty of other butterflies there, with all three Whites plus Brimstones,
Gatekeepers and Small Tortoiseshell plus Small Skippers (I note he does not mention Large Skipper)
HOLLY BLUES have re-appeared for the summer in Maureen Coleman’s garden near Sandy Point in the last few
days, and she tells me she has seen lots of Gatekeeper at Gunner Point but has not so far seen the Grayling that
she is hoping for (earliest dates for these in the latest two annual butterfly reports are July 8th and 4th
respectively).
COMMON DARTER (Sympetrum striolatum) was first seen by me on June 25th but since then I have seen no
more of them so one which landed on the Buddleia in my garden today came as a surprise – it most species the
males are out first so as not to miss a chance of performing their only function in life, but both my two
sighting have been of olive brown females.
HUTCHINSONI COMMAS. Brian Fellows today noticed something that I did not know and find intriguing,
namely that one in three of the summer brood of Commas have a form slightly differing from the standard.
Their dark markings are reduced and the colour of their wings is a brighter orange, making it easier to mistake
them for Fritillaries, while in close up they have a less ragged outline to their wings. I must look more closely
at them.
FIRST BURNET MOTH. Brian Fellows today saw the first of these and identified it as a 6 Spot (I think the
secret is to look at the wingtips – if there are clearly a pair of spots there it is six spot, if only one it is five spot
– don’t try counting the total number of spots as the ones nearest the body can run into each other). While
checking up on this species I notice that there are eight species of Burnet to be found in Britain – luckily four
of them only occur in Scotland (among these is the misleadingly named New Forest Burnet which is only
found in Argyllshire) but that still leaves the 6 spot, two sub species of 5 spot, and the Narrow Bordered 5
spot. I think I will leave moths to others!

OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 18 JULY
COMMON LIZARD is not the first creature that you expect to see when you visit and industrial estate but I had
marvellous views of two this evening when I cycled between the factories along Downley Road in West
Leigh. At the far end there is an undeveloped plot which is always good for plants and while looking at these I
came to a row of Dragons Teeth wooden posts preventing vehicles from driving onto the waste land. On top
of two of these posts, partly concealed by long grass, two large lizards were sunning themselves and allowed

me within a yard of them without scuttling off.

FRI 17 JULY
NAVIGATION HAZARDS ON THE RIVER HAMBLE. The following message came today from Peter
Morrison today saying “On my way to the hide at Hook I came across an ADDER, about two feet long, on the
path that runs down the side of the Nautical College (around SU 491054). It was lying on the path motionless
but coiled up and began hissing when I got close. I stepped past/over it but it made no attempt to bite. It had
gone when I returned half an hour later. A FOX appeared beside the pool below the hide, it's approach
heralded by much reed warbler scolding. There was a dead HARE at the side of Posbrook lane a few days
ago.”
THU 16 JULY
TOADSTOOLS are starting to provide interest in woodland. Today I found troops of HORSEHAIR FUNGUS,
some SULPHUR TUFT and one cap of PLUTEUS CERVINUS (Deer Toadstool) in The Holt, where I also
came on a cluster of small pinkish toadstools on pine needles but cannot name them.
WED 15 JULY
FOXES can be seen around Wade Court at most times of the year but this evening I was told that the postman
who delivers to that area has been regularly seeing a family of four cubs in the pony fields just north of Wade
Court itself, so for a pretty picture in the morning sunshine (what’s that?) get down there early.
MON 13 JULY
TOADS are generally unpalatable to most predators, having a thick skin covered with noxious glands, but today I
hear that neither this skin, nor its size (increased by ‘self inflation’) deterred a GRASS SNAKE from taken an
established garden ally (i.e toad) from a garden just south of the Havant bypass (near the Lymbourne stream)
recently.
LOCAL ISSUES:

WED 15 JULY
HAYLING OYSTERBEDS. An e-mail this evening from Steve Mountain, Havant Borough’s engineer in charge
of the good works at the Oyster Beds, tells me that, in his words, “hopefully by the end of the week (weather
permitting) the hill and coastal path at the above site will be finally completed. As you probably know we had
to pull off site last year due to the very wet conditions which left the material which makes up the hill almost
unworkable. This also meant leaving many large lumps of concrete from the old embankments exposed on the
face of the hill. Hughes are on site shaping the hill into its final form and placing topsoil onto it - likewise if
we have enough material, the coastal footpath will benefit from some additional topsoil to encourage plant
growth. The opportunity is being taken to remove most of the exposed concrete lumps from the hill, these will
be taken to a crusher and recycled for use in the construction industry. Unfortunately the activity has disturbed
some of the vegetation on the hill but I am confident this will regrow as soon as we leave it be.” I look
forward to completion of the path – the introduction of the steps at the north end was a great improvement
over the previous scramble up the bank and negotiation of the deterrent fences, and I hope that the special
bonus that we gained in the shape of the huge Milk Thistles which appeared at the south east base of the
aforesaid ‘mound’ will not disappear as suddenly as they appeared.

BIRDS:

WEEK 27

SUN 12 JULY
‘SUMMER BIRDS’ AT FARLINGTON was the enticing title of Kevin Stouse’s walk today and half a dozen
stalwarts did join him and see some good birds but it is disputable if they were ‘summer’ birds. In the note
which Kevin sent me (after drying out) the birds which caught my attention were a RUFF, a couple of
JUVENILE YELLOW WAGTAIL, a WHIMBREL, two TURNSTONE, and one each of GREEN &
COMMON SANDPIPER. Towards the end it is likely that they saw a PEREGRINE, but by then all their
optics were unusuable as a result of the heavy rain.
SAT 11 JULY
KINGLEY VALE gave the Evening Class group a first class outing this morning with butterflies and flowers as
well as some good birds. From the West Stoke carpark they went south and then west through Stoke Wood for
a short distance before taking the path north back to the very minor road from West Stoke to Funtington,
meeting the road opposite Hollandsfield Lodge. Here a TURTLE DOVE was purring in the hedgrow trees and
as they walked west along the road they heard two more purring at roughly 100 yard intervals. At Woodend
the OSTRICH FARM added a different sort of birding interest, and after touring Kingley Vale itself (where a
family of 5 GREEN WOODPECKERS were seen) they had almost returned to the carpark down the broad
farm track when a BUZZARD was spotted, not soaring but perched in a dead tree some 100 yards west of the
track behind a field of peas. The party tried to get a closer look but when the entered the field the Buzzard

flew a short distance to another tree.
FARLINGTON MARSHES was visited by Alistair Martin who saw a LITTLE RINGED PLOVER plus
JUVENILE by the stream and three SPOTTED REDSHANK at the lake in summer plumage that is already
looking tatty. Also seen was the first large flock of perhaps 120 DUNLIN but perhaps there is more interest in
the news of other birds not seen by him – Chris Cockburn told him of a HOBBY that has been seen regularly
using a tree near the ponds in the north part of the reserve as a hunting post (perhaps for dragonflies over the
ponds) and gave him chapter and verse on the SHORT EARED OWL sighting – it was Chris who saw it over
the Point field on July 1st but there have been no other sightings.
DID EGRETS BREED AT BEDENHAM? There’s nothing like a good rumour and we have had several rumours
of local breeding in recent years and the latest is that a pair bred ‘in the Gosport area’ this spring. This is now
backed by a report of a juvenile being seen with adults at Farlington Marshes in the past week. If it did come
from Gosport the most likely place for a nest is in the existing small Heronry among the Navy’s stockpile of
atomic bombs (another rumour to stir your imagination) at the Bedenham/Frater site where 20 or so Egrets
have been reported to roost in the past winter, but unfortunately I believe this wood has been substantially
reduced by the Navy in recent years – at any rate the number of Herons nesting there has reduced greatly in
the last 30 years (in the 1960s I understand that up to 64 pairs nested there, and I doubt the present count is
much more than 10 pairs). This is pure speculation on my part, and even if they did breed in Gosport there are
several other good candidate areas around the old forts and in the Alver valley near the Wildgrounds.
IBM LAKE MONTHLY COUNT was scheduled for high tide at 1.30pm but in view of forecast rain I made my
visit in the morning. Bird of the day was a full adult MED GULL which dropped into a flock of 100 Black
Headed gulls as I was counting them – it’s shining black head and scarlet bill standing out from the drab
brown heads of the Black Headed gulls like an Oystercatcher and when they took off I could see equally bright
scarlet legs and the pure white plumage of wings and body (though the white did not attract nearly so much
attention as the scarlet bill and legs). A separate flock of 86 Herring Gull was further down the lake and
beyond them were the Canada Geese – 146 of them with 6 obvious juveniles. The Swan family (two adults
with three cygnets) which I missed last month were tracked down to the east end of the canal system, Mallard,
Moorhen and Coot were as expected but only one drab male Tufted Duck was on show and the Wood Duck
was presumably hiding the shame of having lost its superb plumage somewhere in the long grass. Five
separate families of Little Grebe were scattered around the lake. What I presume to be the local Kestrel flew
in with the wind behind it, making me wonder if it was a Hobby until it turned into the wind as if to hover and
the only other birds of interest were a few Reed Warbler (only one singing) and a male Reed Bunting with a
bright green caterpillar in its bill, presumably about to feed young.
NUTHATCHES. A message from Moira Doherty this evening asks if a Nuthatch which was foraging on the
ground in her garden at Alton today was behaving unusually and my reply was to the effect that my
impression is that Nuthatches will do almost anything – perhaps this one had dropped a nut it was trying to
open. These birds have been very quiet for the past couple of months and it was only yesterday that I heard
one making it’s usual racket in the trees near Idsworth which I guess means they have finished nesting and off
on holiday.
FRI 10 JULY
FISHBOURNE SWAN HERD numbered 95 when Brian Fellows was there today (it could still rise to last year’s
peak of 130 birds). The pair which nested on Fishbourne Mill Pond have lost one cygnet but have taken the
remaining 5 onto the creek.
CHICHESTER LAKES were also visited by Brian Fellows who found 8 pairs of SWAN with 21 cygnets, 5
juvenile Great Crested Grebe and 11 Canada Geese (I am surprised these have not joined one of the bigger
‘moult parties’ – perhaps lack of activity on the caravan site in recent bad weather has allowed them to stay?).
On the nature reserve (New Lake) Brian found more than 30 Common Tern and over 20 Tufted Duck, and
overall he counted 200 Coot but only 3 Cormorant (at midday, maybe more at dusk?)
COMMON GULLS RETURN. Three were sitting on posts at Cutmill Creek, the north west corner of the
Bosham Channel, when I was there today.
CORN BUNTING – ‘Fat bird of the peas’. These birds used to be called ‘the fat bird of the barley’ but are now
rarely seen with that crop, and this afternoon I saw one firmly attached to a field of peas on the shoreline east
of Eastfield Farm at Chidham, singing strongly and only reluctantly moving between the tops of small trees as
people occasionally passed along the footpath beneath these trees.
GREY PARTRIDGE. Also in these shore fields presumably belonging to Eastfield Farm I put up three Grey
Partridge – a singleton and a pair together.
CUTMILL CREEK, BOSHAM also had a pair of SWANS with seven well grown cygnets, a few Lapwing,
Oystercatcher and Redshank, and one Sandwich Tern perched among the Black Headed and Common Gulls
on the posts. Swallows dipped over the water, House Martins flew high above and Linnets and Goldfinch
searched for seeds along the shore while House Sparrows chirped and Whitethroat sang from the hedgerow.
LITTLE OWLS & NIGHTJAR. The following message from Trevor Carpenter ‘got lost in the post’ and relates

to last weekend but is still of interest. He says:“Saturday 4th Driving west from Nine Elms Lane into Pook Lane north of the M27 in Fareham on Saturday
night I caught a Little Owl in my headlights on the side of the road. I stopped and pulled up within feet of
it without it seeming too bothered. After a few seconds it took off and landed on a fence post about 6 feet
off the ground. Close to here has been a traditional site, near where the Wallington crosses the road. I
haven't seen them for a few years but I haven't been looking very hard. My best chance was always on the
telegraph poles in South Boarhunt but I haven't seen any here for several years despite looking.
“Sunday 5th Deciding to check the area for Little Owls, I find none. However I stop in a small lay-by on the
Hundred Acres/Lodge Hill road su60001232 next to where major clearing work has taken place on the edge
of West Walk. On stopping the car I could immediately hear Nightjar churring 100yds to the NW. Shortly
afterwards I heard another from the other side of the road. A good deal of clearing has also taken place
here in recent years. The first bird or one on that side made several alarm calls and I then saw one fly
around. This is the first nightjar on my car list, a definite rarity. I haven't really got a car list but it would
be a good bird if I did. Getting out of the car I had better views the next time it came around. Incidentally
the bat activity from this spot is intense.”
THU 9 JULY
QUAIL was again calling at Yew Hill, Winchester, when Mark Litjens was there yesterday, and a friend of his
who lives near the reserve told him that two Quail were calling there on Monday (6th) when Mark was
listening to one at Beaulieu Heath.
CORN BUNTING was also singing at Yew Hill yesterday.
SKYLARKS HELPED BY HAYLING FARMER. A phone call from Pat Lea told me that the field west of St
Mary’s Church, across which she walks to church along the footpath from Higworth Lane, has this year had a
crop of hay which has attracted a good number of Skylarks. The good news that she passed on to me is that it
seems that the farmer, having cut the hay around the periphery of the field some time ago, is leaving the
majority of the field until the birds have finished nesting. Maybe this same person will also offer the Hayling
Rangers a home when they lose their present office as part of the re-development of the Hayling School in the
near future.
WED 8 JULY
HAYLING OYSTERBEDS were visited by Brian Fellows this afternoon and walking along the wall south of the
pools which retain water he had not reached the point at which the old seawall has been severed before he was
mobbed by a very irate pair of Redshank so it is more than likely that they tow have a nest in this area (or
perhaps have brought chicks from a grassier area where they mght be more likely to nest. On the ‘island’ in
the ‘lake’ the two Ringed Plover chicks were showing well with their parents and Brian again saw four Little
Terns (so there may still be two pairs nesting) but he did not see their chicks nor the Oystercatchers nor the
Mergansers.
JUVENILE BLACK HEADED GULLS are already losing their baby clothes – in a brief glance from Broadmarsh
slipway this eveing all the juveniles I saw were looking much smarter with glistening white body and neck
feathers, their ginger brown plumage now restricted to wings and head markings. I also noticed an increase in
the Redshank population – probably 40 birds in sight – and may be a decrease in the Shelducks with only one
adult in view.
TUE 7 JULY
QUAIL again heard by Mark Litjens at midday today – this time at the Yew Hill butterfly reserve south of
Winchester. I believe these birds are supposed to be more vocal at dusk but this one was ‘cracking its whip’ all
the time Mark was enjoying a brief midday visit to the mass of butterflies here.
SHORT EARED OWL was a surprise item on the FARLINGTON MARSHES notice board when Brian Fellows
arrived this morning. These owls do occasionally breed in the south of England (I think they are regulars at
the RSPB Elmley reserve on the Thames estuary) and have been seen on Thorney in recent summers – I
assume this is a wandering non-breeding bird and cannot be expected to stay. Also on the board was a
LANNER FALCON which is presumably the same escaped falconer’s bird that was reported at Farlington on
June 16th – Brian wonders if this could be the ‘large bird’ seen over Milton last week (I would have thought a
Buzzard is just as likely and the question cannot be answered without knowing the full description given by
the lady who saw it). The notice board also listed 2 Common and 1 Green Sandpiper, a Greenshank and
‘several’ Med Gulls.
98 BLACK TAILED GODWIT on the Farlington Lake were among the 33 bird species seen by Brian Fellows
this morning, many in colourful breeding plumage, and on the stream a pair of Swans had 6 cygnets. 20 Little
Tern were feeding in the high water to the west of the marshes and out on the islands a group of 25 Cormorant
were resting – I imagine the 300 Oystercatcher and 60 Curlew seen by Brian were also on the islands for the
high tide roost – I don’t think birds come onto the main marsh in summer.
MON 6 JULY
QUAIL do not seem to have been heard since an early report of two in the Martin Down area but yesterday (6th)

Mark Litjens heard one repeatedly calling all the time he was at Beaulieu Heath watching butterflies early in
the morning.
NEWS FROM DAVE MEAD. A note from Dave dropped in my letter box this morning contained the following
items.
BEARDED TITS with up to 7 juveniles seen during the RSPB Group walk around Thorney Island on
Saturday (4th)
Also seen on Thorney – 2 Little Egret, 1 Kingfisher, 1 Common Sandpiper and 3 Turtle Dove
SAND MARTINS. On Friday (3rd) Dave saw 8 over Hook scrape, presumably the first to think of moving
south. While in the Hook/Warsash area he also saw one DARTFORD and one CETTI’S WARBLER.
LITTLE OWLS start to show themselves more readily at this time of year and Dave saw 2 in the Hook area on
Friday and 2 at Bosham on Wed (1st)
TITCHFIELD HAVEN was the venue for Kevin Stouse’s walk (around the periphery, not in the reserve)
yesterday, and he sends me this list of birds seen on what he judge’s to have been a good outing. 2 Green
Sandpiper, 2 Redshank, 2 Oystercatcher with 2 young and 2 juvenile Black Headed Gulls (with two of each I
wonder he didn’t pass Noah on the canal). A Reed Warbler was feeding 3 young and one Lesser Blackback
was among Great Blackbacks. Song was heard from Sedge and Reed Warblers, Blackcap, Whitethroat and
Chiff Chaff and shouts from Cetti’s Warblers. One Egret was seen and the high spot was the first juvenile
SPARROWHAWK out of the nest (probably less skilled at hunting than the three Foxes also seen).
BRIAN FELLOWS has been in the Emsworth area today and reports that the Peter Pond Swans with their three
cygnets seem to have settled in the Dolphin Creek area alongside the Slipper Mill Pond, and that one of the
cygnets is paler than the others, possibly it will be a ‘Polish’ bird. By putting together the total of Swans seen
on the Mill Pond and harbour (48) with the 26 now at Nore Barn he comes to 74 which is very close to the
peak seen on the Mill Pond and he assumes they are just parts of one herd. Excluding Coot (which I think
deserve the same degree of interest as Feral Pigeon, except that they are a greater menance to other waterfowl)
he heard Reed Warbler singing again at Peter Pond and strong song from a Song Thrush in the Palmers Road
copse beside Brook Meadow (are Thrushes more vocal than usual just now? – I think they are)
PLANTS:

SAT 11 JULY
BLUE FLEABANE was beginning to open its inconspicuous flowers around the IBM Lake this morning while
the bright clolours of PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE and WILD PARSNIP were both conspicuous. Many
Pyramidal orchids were still looking healthy, as was one plant of COMMON SPOTTED ORCHID (very late).
Both the Common and Narrow Leaved Reedmace had flowers, the latter not only having noticeably thinner
female flowers but also having a gap between them and the male flowers above. Much less conspicuous, but
much more widespread than I have seen it before, was a great mass of Fern Grass in the carpark flowerbeds
and where I parked I found a patch of Upright Pearlwort (Sagina apetala). I also collected a sample of Thyme
Leaved Sandwort and back at home gave it a thorough check (mindful of my experience with Horsetails - see
Thursday’s entry) which arrived at the conclusion that it was the subspecies Leptoclados (which Pete Selby
says is the commoner one) despite the fact that the seed capsules are what I call ‘flask shaped’, not ‘straight
sided’. Taking into account the small size of the capsules and the tendency of the flower pedicels to turn up at
the tip, (and never having seen the capsules which are described as ‘flask shaped’ in order to make a
judgement on what is meant by that description!) I placed my bet on balance of all the factors listed.
The Evening Class group walk at Kingley Vale enjoyed a great selection of plant life on the downs and in the
fields and woodland below but I cannot report any new flowers for out list, merely the pleasure the had from
the mass of FIELD PANSY where their path crossed fields, and the pink colour of MUSK MALLOW offset
by the blue of SELF HEAL by the wayside.
FRI 10 JULY
LAX SEA LAVENDER was flowering (with Common Sea Lavender) by Cutmill Creek at the head of the
Bosham Channel this afternoon, and near Chidham I saw my first FLEABANE which Brian Fellows had been
the first to see yesterday.
COMMON EVENING PRIMROSE (its flowers distinctly smaller with squarer petals than the Large Flowered
species that has been out for a while) was flowering by Newells Lane near Bosham, and just south of the level
crossing a garden hedge was red with a mass of Broad Leaved Everlasting Pea.
THU 9 JULY
TEASELS were out en masse on the rough ground east of Marlpit Lane (Funtington area) when Brian Fellows
took a walk across it today. He thinks this must be the biggest ‘Teazel Field’ in the area (we must check it out
against that south of the A259 west of Cutmill Creek north of Bosham) and was delighted with the number and
variety of colourful flowers there – Rosebay Willowherb, Common Centaury, Dark Mullein, Vipers Bugloss,
Common Ragwort being devoured by Cinnabar Moth caterpillars, and in particular the yellow flowers of
COMMON FLEABANE which he is the first to record this year. The only thing missing on this vist was any

bird interest – the Nightingales are now quiet but there could have been Turtle Dove in the air of Partridges on
the ground.
SHADE HORSETAIL is a species not listed in the Hants Flora and presumably never found in Hampshire.
Earlier this month I found a Horsetail which appeared to satisfy all the requirements of this species, in
particular having three angled branches, and duly recorded it as such, and today I found another specimen
looking similar but this turned out to have the normal four angled branches of Field Horsetail. It was in
checking this one out that I found that Shade Horsetail is an upland plant and discovered that it was unknown
in Hampshire. The lesson to be learnt is twofold – when ‘discovering’ any new species first check all the
available sources to establish the likelihood of the plant occurring where you found it, and secondly check all
the attributes of the plant against the wording of the best keys to identificiation. With horsetails it seems that
most of the features can be variable, and the results of checking e.g. a single branch for the number of angles
should be repeated on several branches or similar plants to get a statistical view of the commonest value for
the feature you are looking at. Another example of this was my similar misidentification of other Horsetails
last year as Wood Horsetails because some of the branches split into secondary branches -–I know realise that
such occasional splitting is quite common, and only when it occurs consistently all the time does the plant
qualify as Wood Horsetail.
WED 8 JULY
LONG STALKED CRANESBILL (Geranium columbinum) must be a fairly common plant wherever chalk is the
in the soil throughout Hampshire and Britain but it is one that I have never seen before today so when I came
on a hundred yard stretch of field edge rampant with this attractive flower I was delighted. The flowers are
about the same size and colour as Hedgerow Cranesbill but arise on really long stems from plants resembling
Cut Leaved Cranesbill. If you are not familiar with this plant and want to share my pleasure in it go SU
757155 where a broad north south bridle way cuts across Cowdown Lane (you may know it as Huckswood
Lane). Turn south from the lane into the open field and look to your right along the field edge to see a mass of
the plants stretching away into the distance. While here you should find plenty of ROCK ROSE (at your feet,
left side of the entrance into the field) and going south through the field you should find plenty of SMALL
TOADFLAX (proper bushy plants, not the minute specimen I saw yesterday!) and some DWARF SPURGE
(another first for the year)
GREY FIELD SPEEDWELL (V. polita) was also flowering in this bridle way through the vast barley fields
between Idsworth and Compton and adds another species to my personal list. The plants formed small circles
hugging the ground in the pathway, looking very down trodden, but one small bright blue flower shone up at
me from where it nestled in the dull, dusty leaves, encouraging me to take a specimen home to prove its
identity. Near it, but managing to stand upright at the edge of the path, was a small amount of HENBIT
Deadnettle.
YELLOW-JUICED LONG-HEADED POPPY (Papaver dubium lecoqii). Last week I found Long Headed Poppy
near Blendworth but at the time I was not aware that it had a rare subspecies whose latex is bright yellow
(rather than the normal white) when the stem is broken, so when I came on a specimen today I broke one stem
and found I had a winner with the yellow juice. I found it within 100 yards of where I parked the car at SU
768155 (a tiny opportunity to park beside the stile leading to the footpath I wanted – I climbed the stile into
the meadow on the south side of the road and found the plants at the edge of a patch of ground completely
overgrown with weeds in contrast to the grass and Musk Thistle in the rest of the field.
FOOL’S PARSLEY. The footpath mentioned above also goes north of the road across a barley field to meet
Cowdown Lane, and here I was reminded of something I only learnt earlier this year, which is that Fool’s
Parsley comes in two subspecies, one having plants up to 20cm tall, the other having plants up to a metre tall.
In this field the taller plants were rampant, raising their heads well above the crop wherever you looked.
CROWN VETCH (Securigera varia) is marked as very rare in the Hants Flora and prior to last year I had only
seen a single plant which mysteriously appeared beside the Hayling Billy track in Havant some years back.
Last year I discovered a mass of it, apparently wild, at the entrance to the garden drive of a house in
Southbourne near Emsworth (156 Stein Road) where the lady in the garden next door assured me that to her
knowledge it had not been planted by anyone. This year I could see the plants in bud on June 12th and this
evening in passing I found the clump to be a mass of flowers in fine fettle. The clump of plants is about three
metres long and the plants climb on each other and the hedge behind them to a height of about a metre, so you
can’t miss them if you look.
TUE 7 JULY
SMALL TOADFLAX was an unexpected find when exploring in The Holt – just a minute plant with a single
flower on but sufficient to count as my first of the year (I believe they hae been out for a week or so). The
heathy parts of this wood also gave me a mass of WAVY HAIR-GRASS to illustrate the differences between
itand the now very common TUFTED HAIR-GRASS, the main point of difference is that WAVY has no flat
leaves (all are bristle fine like the low tufts from which its stems arise). Another newly flowering plant was

CANADIAN FLEABANE seen in the streets of Havant later in the day.
MON 6 JULY
EASTNEY seemed a good place to park while waiting for some of my wife’s pupils to take their music exams in
Portsmouth today and I had a walk around the area north of Fort Cumberland where the GREAT YELLOWRATTLE has been seen but was probably too late to see anything but dead remains and did not even see these.
I had been told that the plants (only one or two) had been ‘behind a clump of Japanese Knotweed’ and as I
could only find one small clump I reckon I was in the right area but all I found in that clump were some
potatoes and eggshells dumped by the travellers who have recently moved on from this site. There were many
other items of botanic interest of which some were easily identifiable such as the mass of SHEEP’S BIT ,
some probably identifiable such as the completely dead skeletons of SMITH’S PEPPERWORT (one seed had
kindly died in situ with the distinctive long style still sticking out at the top) and a grass which I think can only
have been Silver Hair Grass (though when I first saw the skeletal remains I thought they looked like Common
Whitlowgrass), and others which left me wondering as with the masses of tufted grass with green bristle leaves
but only dead remants of flowering stems which were not Mat Grass (one guess) nor a Vulpia species
(another). Two other plants which left me puzzled were a delightful HAREBELL with greener and lusher
stems and leaves than the wild species, and with it bells pointing up, not dangling (presumably a garden
species) and also an extremely aromatic woody herb which had no flowers or buds, only leaves that do not fit
any of my guesses.
INSECTS:

SAT 11 JULY
PURPLE HAIRSTREAKS have been seen at Bentley Wood according to a friend of Mark Litjens who also tells
us that Purple Emperors have been out in that wood all week. Mark’s personal Purple Emperor allowed itself
to be refound again today (see Friday below)
GREEN VEINED WHITE SUMMER BROOD. Mark Litjens had seen these last Thursday so I was expecting
them at the IBM North Harbour site this morning and saw at least half a dozen – their markings are much
brighter than first generation and the underwings are much brighter yellow, almost hiding the veins. I also saw
one Marbled White, one Small Tortoiseshell and a Meadow Brown despite the dull weather. A Gamma moth
(Silver Y) flew by and the Cinnabar moth caterpillars were on the Ragwort.
GATEKEEPERS were seen by the Evening Class group during their walk in the Kingley Vale area today, along
with the omnipresent MARBLED WHITE and RINGLET that seem to be having a very good year. Meadow
Brown and Skippers were also on a list that featured a well seen WHITE ADMIRAL as top of the bill (in
Stoke Wood)
FRI 10 JULY
PURPLE EMPEROR IS ON THE WING. The following message from Mark Litjens today tells its own story –
“A lunch time/early afternoon walk around Whiteley pastures produced some excellent butterflies. I arrived
when the weather was still cloudy and a few Ringlet were noticeable. Then the sun came out and out came the
butterflies. In all 7 Silver-washed Fritillary, 6 White Admiral, 50 Ringlet, 7 Green-veined White, 25 Large
Skipper, 3 Red Admiral, 2 Brimstone (first for a month or so). But the best one was a totally unexpected
Purple Emperor. I walked into the Lee Ground Coppice area of Whiteley Pastures for the first time and found
a reasonably sheltered spot as the wind was getting up. I was checking all the bramble bushes for possible
White Admirals or Purple Hairstreaks then this butterfly flew above me and sat on a leaf some 10 feet up. It
sat there, closed its wings and gave good views of it's underwing then slowly opened it's wings until they were
fully open and sat there for a further 20 seconds or so before flying off. Excellent.”
SMALL SKIPPER was common along the Chidham shore of the Bosham Channel today – maybe some were
Essex but none were Large. Small White were also present in numbers. The only other butterflies seen were a
couple of Small Tortoiseshell, a Red Admiral and a Meadow Brown.
THU 9 JULY
CINNABAR MOTH caterpillars in their Black and Yellow ‘World Cup’ football shirts were on show for the first
time today near Marlpit Lane when Brian Fellows walked over the rough ground there today.
GREEN VEINED WHITE summer brood were out at Yew Hill when Mark Litjens arrived there at lunch time
yesterday. He also noticed an increase in the number of Gatekeeper and Small Tortoiseshell.
STAG BEETLE news has gone quiet over the last couple of weeks but while shopping in Waitrose today a lady
who clearly knew my interest in wildlife came up to tell me she had recently seen a couple between Wade
Court Lane and Pook Lane in Havant. I am not sure how long adults normally survive but I do remember
being shown a grotesque piece of home video featuring a dying Stag Beetle (still moving) that was filmed in
November one year.
WED 8 JULY
COMMA and SMALL TORTOISESHELL were in my garden today, and while I was out in the Compton area
this morning I saw half a dozen SMALL WHITE, several Ringlet, one Red Admiral and was surprised by a

single MARBLED WHITE flying across a barley field at SU 777155 (possibly from Compton down to the
south, but I cannot think of any likely colony close by.
TUE 7 JULY
SILVER WASHED FRITILLARY & WHITE ADMIRAL were both added to my personal list in The Holt at
Rowlands Castle this morning (only one of each but that was more than I would have expected of this wood
prior to this year. Last week Brian Fellows also saw one of the Fritillaries here but I think his was in the
northern part of the wood whereas mine (and the White Admiral) were at SU 718113 in a a pleasant broad
woodland ride, just right for them. I also saw one Marbled White (as Brian had done) together with Large and
Small Skippers, Meadow Brown and Ringlet.
YEW HILL is one of (is it now four?) magnificent reserves acquired by the Hampshire Branch of Butterfly
Conservation under the inextinguishable leadership of George Yorke. As it is close to where Mark Litjens
works at Hursley he was able to make a visit at lunchtime today and he sends me the following list to give
some idea of its riches - Marbled White (up to 200), Meadow Brown (around 100), 2 Gatekeeper (Mark’s first
this year), 1 Dark Green Fritillary, 5 Small, 1 Essex and 2 Large Skippers, 15 Ringlet, 3 Small and 2 Large
White and a Red Admiral. (Plus the calling bird – a Quail).
BROWN TAIL MOTHS continue to be a problem and a good few years back I know that someone called (I
think) Philip Sterling (son of a well known Hampshire moth-man) was undertaking research at Oxford
university on the possibility of developing a natural control for their numbers. The only outcome of that
exercise that I know of was that Philip Sterling, despite wearing a ‘space suit’ type of garment desgined to be
impentrable by the caterpillars, ended up with a body covered in the dreadful rash these creatures cause to
some people. Perhaps he has at last got his own back as Brian reports that a series of small white boxes were
being hung in the bushes this morning, and when he asked what they were he was told that they were a new
trap to catch the moths using the pheonomes (scent molecules) with which the female moths attract males. I
wander what the score will be after this round? I doubt it will be the final!
MON 6 JULY
CLOUDED YELLOW. Another report of one seen by Dave Mead near Thorney Great Deeps on Sat (4th) plus a
note that he had seen on in the same place on June 24th, probably the earliest to be seen.
SMALL HEATH seen on Eastney shore was my only butterfly of interest today
NEWS FROM MARK LITJENS of his weekend visits to Martin Down, Bealieu Heath and Botley Woods
34 DARK GREEN FRITILLARY were out on Martin Down early on Saturday (4th). With them Mark listed
(approximately) 150 Marbled White, 50 Meadow Brown and 50 Small Heath, 21 Ringlet, 12 Large and 4
Small Skipper
BENTLEY WOOD, also visited on Saturday, had 50 Ringlet but Mark was told he would have to wait a week
or more to see PURPLE EMPEROR there and goes on to say “If anyone goes to Bentley Wood the Purple
Emperor tree is the Oak near the car park notice board at ST 259 292. According to "Butterflies and
Dragonflies: a site guide" by Paul Hill and Colin Twist "Bentley wood is the finest site for the Purple
Emperor in Britain".
SILVER STUDDED BLUE were Mark’s target species on Sunday (5th) and he arrived at Beaulieu Heath
around 7.15am to see them before they were too active. He certainly hit the target as he saw at least 100 of
them within 200 yards of where he parked near the model aircraft area. Later he went on to Whiteley
Pastures and Botley Wood where he saw 10 each of WHITE ADMIRAL and SILVER WASHED
FRITILLARY many Marbled White, Ringlet, Meadow Brown and Large Skipper plus 3 Small and 1
possible Essex Skipper and 2 Comma. Mark comments that this seems to be a good year for White
Admiral which he has seen and heard of in several new places
DARK GREEN FRITILLARY are almost certainly out (as I expected) on Old Winchester Hill where Christoph
Harwood saw a butterfly of that description (though his message is to ask for suggestions as to its identity).
Will there be any on Portsdown this year?
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SAT 11 JULY
BROWN ROLLRIM toadstools, large, brown and poisonous, were out in numbers on the grass at IBM North
Harbour today.
TUE 7 JULY
ROE FAWNS are usually dropped in June so it was no great surprise to hear that two had been seen recently but
the source of the information was unexpected (Havant Tourist Info office again – no wonder they win prizes
for being good at their job), as was the place where they were seen – a clump of trees in the middle of the
Rowlands Castle Golf Course, seen by golfers. Perhaps the place was not so surprising with The Holt
alongside the course, and this morning in that wood I saw my first really ‘bright orange’ ‘summer plumaged’
ROE.

BIRDS:

WEEK 26

SUN 5 JULY
BROADMARSH & BUDDS FARM gave me a few interesting birds this afternoon, the most unexpected being
the sight of a male TEAL in the Budds Farm pools. I could only see 28 TUFTED DUCK but they now have
two families of ducklings. There, and on the shore, the ground was covered with Black Headed gulls and their
young – a total of well over 500 birds. The SWANS on the water have now scored a half century – I counted
them more than once to make sure but there were exactly 50 birds. One of the Little Grebe from the pools was
on the sea and near it were the three BAR TAILED GODWIT that have recently become a fixture here – they
were on the Budds Farm side of the stream feeding in the mud where the stream disappeared into the harbour
at low tide. Also on the water here were two Shelduck which I think were different from the two at the mouth
of the Lavant stream and in between two Great Crested Grebe and two Cormorant were on the harbour water
while two each of Common and Little Tern fished the water’s edge and many Oystercatcher probed the drier
mud among Herring Gulls. Meadow Pipit and Skylark were still singing over the Moors and I heard Song
Thrush, Whitethroat, Dunnock, Greenfinch and Goldfinch song in the area.
SAT 4 JULY
HAYLING OYSTERBEDS gave Alistair Martin some interesting sightings today, the most newsworthy being
the return of two MERGANSER. Alistair had seen a male/female pair here in early May and I saw the pair
together on May 29th, but I have not heard of them since until today when Alistair thinks one of the two birds
he saw was the male already in eclipse. On the new island/old bund wall separating the two inner pools which
retain water he saw an Oystercatcher with a chick, so they have nested there successfully, and saw young
being fed in one Little Tern nest (and maybe a second).
UPDATE TO THE ABOVE came from Alistair on Sunday when he took his scope and was able to see that there
is just one LITTLE TERN NEST with 3 chicks, the Oystercatchers have two chicks and one pair of RINGED
PLOVER have at least two chicks. The MERGANSER pair were also on the bund wall island and Alistair
was able to confirm that one of the birds is an eclipse male – unfortunately there was no sign of nest or young.
AN INCREASE IN SWIFT NUMBERS over their nest sites has been noticed recently both by Brian Fellows in
Emsworth and myself in Havant. This evening Brian counted 20 and during the week I have seen asimilar
number over my house in the evening. When they first settled in here in Havant in May this year I was lucky
to see more than two or three birds and this seemed to settle down to a mximum of ten which I took to be five
pairs joining each other for a brief period off the nest in the evening. This week I have seen parties of at least
sixteen, maybe 24, and wonder where the extra birds come from. As incubation lasts for only 20 days at most
the young have probably now hatched and will require more feeding, so it may be that we are only now seeing
the full population of adults all out together gathering insects for the young (so maybe we have a dozen nests
here rather than five). Since the young can spend up to 56 days in the nest before emerging (at the earliest
they are out after 30 days), and this great variability is probably due to the availability of insect food and
weather conditions – prolonged storms can drive the adults far from the nest, and I gather that the young birds
can go into a state of suspended animation when the parents are unable to bring food for several days.
SWAN NEWS from Brian Fellows is that the Hermitage Stream mouth herd numbered 47 today. Yesterday Brian
was in the Milton Lakes area where the proud parents of the 9 cygnets still have their full brood safe on Frog
Lake, but the Great Salterns Lake pair seemed to have forgotten about nesting and were on the water together
with no family. On Thorney the Little Deeps pair have not yet abandoned their nest – one bird was still sitting
on Friday with its mate on the water above which 20 Swallows were skimming.
JUVENILE BLACK HEADED GULLS are to be seen all round Langston Harbour now. Brian Fellows saw
more than 40 in the Broadmarsh area today and yesterday he found several on the Milton Lakes.
FRI 3 JULY
BARRY COLLINS gave me his latest news when our cycle paths crossed today. His end June roost count of
LITTLE EGRET on the 30th was five birds, but these are not the only shore birds now returning. On July 1st
he had a SPOTTED REDSHANK in summer plumage along with 2 COMMON SANDPIPER and 1 GREEN
SANDPIPER. Yesterday (2nd) he had 12 GREENSHANK, all these birds being at the Thorney Deeps, while
down on Pilsey Sands area he has recently seen up to 300 Curlew – back in a big way.
THORNEY GREAT DEEPS this evening had possibly 6, certainly 5, EGRETS going to roost seen by Brian
Fellows who also saw at least 5 GREENSHANK and a flock of about 50 REDSHANK
THU 2 JULY
CUCKOO was the best bird seen during our last CBC visit to Warblington for this year but not the only surprise
as the local pair of SPARROWHAWKS came out to give us a special display, soaring as a duo over the open
maize fields – at one point the male got too close to the female for her liking and you could almost hear her
telling him to leave her alone (at any rate you could see how quickly he moved away when she turned on him).
There was no hint of the presence of any Reed Warblers but I suspect that one or two pairs have nests in the

reeds as usual, but I did catch a SEDGE WARBLER out on the open marsh with a beak full of insect food for
young – doubly surprising because we have not heard or seen them there earlier this season and because they
are very rare breeders at this site.
BLACK TAILED GODWIT were another bonus on our CBC visit when a party of 14 – presumably newly
returned from breeding areas and still in breeding plumage – were seen on the mud offshore with 19
LAPWING, the frst sizeable party I have seen back on the mud, and 10 Shelduck feeding while four more
flew over east, possibly starting to head for Heligoland for their moult (Do our birds go there or to the other
moulting site in Bridgewater Bay?)
MUTE SWANS are perhaps given too much publicity in these notes but so far this summer we have not heard of
the summer flock off Nore Barn at the west end of the Emsworth shore and today I had my first look at them
and counted 24. Swans were also the subject of an e-mail from Kevin Stouse who yesterday saw the IBM
Lake pair with three large cygnets sitting on the grass beside the lake – I did not see them at all on my June
13th visit to count the birds but it is possible for a whole Swan family to be hidden in the reedy canals unless
you walk every inch of them. Kevin also mentions seeing 35 Canada Geese yesterday but I suspect that if he
were to do what I did not do and to walk the whole area he might well find 135 birds – I certainly saw 108 on
June 13th and suspect they will be staying there during the flightless period of the summer moult.
LITTLE OWL at Fort Purbrook. John Goodspeed had a very good ten minutes bird watching here while walking
his dogs today – not only did the owl move freely about the walls of the fort unconcerned about John and the
dogs but several times ventured down into the bottom of the moat where a young Fox was strolling about with
equal indifference to the presence of others. Some of the news items that reach me fail to suggest a way of
writing them up so that readers will share the excitement of the observer, for instance a story from Brian
Fellows recently of a Fox chasing a Rabbit across Milton Common – I am sure it was very exciting to watch
but its not very exciting to read ‘Fox chases Rabbit’ without further detail of the sort which John’s story has)
BUZZARD OVER MILTON. John also tells me of a second hand report from a woman who saw a very large
raptor being mobbed by Magpies in the St James Hospital area, her description being almost certainly of a
Buzzard.
WED 1 JULY
COMMON SANDPIPER are returning. On the 30th Pete Potts saw one at Dibden Bay and on the 1st Brian
Fellows saw two together at Hayling Oysterbeds.
CURLEW. Pete Potts tells me today that birds which have been in the Low Countries are now returning to the
Solent, accounting for the flock of 18 seen at Fishbourne Creek last Saturday and 6 at the Oysterbeds on
Monday – presumably these firstcomers are non breeding birds.
SPOTTED FLYCATCHER. News of two more birds comes via Pete Potts – one in Havant Thicket on the 23rd
seen by the Portsmouth HWT party which went mothing there, and one seen at Bishops Waltham (Claylands)
by Pete.
OTHER NEWS FROM PETE POTTS is of a HOBBY seen by him over Claylands on the 28th and a BUZZARD
seen south of Bishops Waltham on the same day, the latter being the latest of several Buzzard sightings in that
area this summer.
NEWS FROM BRIAN FELLOWS:SWANS. The Hermitage Stream mouth herd numbered 48 on the 30th and the Emsworth Mill Pond herd
totalled 72 on the 29th (including birds in the harbour). The Peter Pond pair were in Dolphin Creek
alongside the Slipper Mill on the 29th with 3 cygnets and the pair on Baffins Pond (nest not discovered)
brought out a single cygnet on the 30th – the nearby Milton Lakes pair still had their 9 cygnets on that day.
The pair on Tournerbury Marsh had 4 cyngets on July 1st
CANADA GEESE. There were 108, plus 13 goslings, on Baffins Pond (30th) and today a pair were seen on the
Mill Rythe Holiday Camp lake with 10 goslings, one of which was in difficulties with fishing line round its
legs (Brian spoke to the people at the camp and they promised to deal with it).
BAR TAILED GODWIT continue to be seen on the mud off Budds Farm. Brian had 5 there on the 30th and
John Gowen saw the same number on the 1st.
BAFFINS POND on the 30th had, in addition to the Swans and Canada Geese, 34 Barnacle Geese with 7
goslings (one missing), 148 Mallard with 21 ducklings, one Emperor and one Muscovy duck, 2 Snow
Geese and the strange hybrid (just returned after absence), and only 6 Tufted Duck among the Coot and
Moorhen.
HAYLING OYSTERBEDS, visited today, had a good line up on the bar dividing the inner pools which retain
water. In addition to the pair of Common Sandpiper the 2 redhead Merganser were back and Brian saw 2
widely separated Ringed Plover (two nesting pairs?) and 4 Little Tern (again two or more nests suspected).
In the main pool 46 Shelduck were present where I had seen only 23 on Monday. (In view of Alistair
Martins careful look at the Mergansers it is possible that Brian did see the male/female pair, Alistair tells
me that his book tells him that males look very like females when in eclipse but have some black patches
and more white that the females, and Alistair has detected these features through his scope – see Saturday

above)
BLACK HEADED GULL juveniles are likely to be very numerous soon if the 2500 odd pairs on the islands
all raised young. The first three were at Budds Farm outfall last week and yesterday Brian counted 34
there.
REED WARBLER. Despite earlier fears that they had abandoned the Emsworth Peter Pond site at least two
are singing there now and another two were heard by Brian in the tiny patches of reeds between the Slipper
Mill and the road alongside it (Brian has not encountered them here before).
NEWS FROM KEVIN STOUSE of the walk he lead at Durlston last Saturday:A PEREGRINE gave close views both above their heads and below their feet as they looked down the cliffs
and saw it carry off prey (thought to be a young Guillemot). There are said to be five different Peregrine
now operating in this area.
Many GANNETS and SHAG were seen with 3 KITTIWAKE and a single FULMAR, though the numbers of
GUILLEMOT and RAZORBILL seemed much lower than in past years (perhaps due to the Peregrines and
many Herring Gulls).
A male STONECHAT and a GREEN WOODPECKER gave good colourful views but the item which I would
most liked to have seen and heard was singing ROCK PIPIT.
CORN BUNTING. One was singing strongly by the minor road leading from the A3 to Blendworth across the
southern slope of Windmill Down (where they have been heard earlier this year)
MINOR NEWS – there is little to fill these notes at this time of year but things that have caught my attention
recently include the sight of a Great Spotted Woodpecker family making its way across Catherington Down
today, the unusual sound of Herring Gulls calling loudly over my garden this morning and evening as they
make their way inland and back from the fields where they feed, and yesterday a spectacular mid-afternoon
display by at least 10 Swifts criss-crossing my garden at very low level and high speed (presumably after some
insects that I could not see). Bird song will soon diminish but at present there is plenty to be heard from
Blackbird, Song Thrush, Chaffinch, Greenfinch, Linnet, Goldfinch, Wren, Dunnock, Blackcap (and the
occasional Garden Warbler), Wood Pigeon, Collared Dove and Turtle Dove. Chiff Chaff is probably the most
persistent songster and Willow Warblers can still be heard but I have not heard a Great Tit for some time and I
have almost forgotten about Cuckoos while Robin song is becoming very rare. In open country Skylark and
Meadow Pipit still sing strongly and in hedgerows Common and Lesser Whitethroat can be heard with
Yellowhammer, and at the water’s edge Reed and Sedge Warbler can still be heard.
TUE 30 JUN
EMSWORTH PETER POND SWANS – yet another twist in their tangled life story this year was revealed by
Havant Tourist Information Office today! The mother of the manageress of the office lives close to Peter
Pond, and I was told that my story of the original male surviving the death of his mate and then immediately
taking on a new mate is not quite true – the male did survive but was injured in a fight after the female had
been hit by a vehicle, and I am told that he was taken away to Brent Lodge and a totally new pair were
introduced (but this remains hearsay for the moment). I was also told that there are now four cygnets.
MON 29 JUN
HAYLING OYSTERBEDS. 23 SHELDUCK were in the outer ‘main pool’, with 5 Redshank beside the stream
running out from the inner pools, when I visited at low tide today. The central ‘island’ (old bund) separating
these two inner pools had one LITTLE TERN visible on its nest (a second bird visited the nest, probably
bringing food for young) and near to it I could hear the quiet call of a RINGED PLOVER but could not see it.
South of the Oysterbeds a TURTLE DOVE was purring from the trees where shingle bar running south from
the entrance to Stoke Bay meets the coastal path, and where the coastal path goes through a gate before
passing the ‘brick field’ on the way north a LESSER WHITETHROAT sang loudly from the bushes. Back at
Langstone I noticed at least four LAPWING back on the mud and a single CORMORANT on one of the
channel marker posts (above the SWAN family whose cygnets I could not count.
PLANTS:

SUN 5 JULY
CREEPING YELLOW CRESS was in full flower on the roadside outside Bedhampton allotments today, making
another addition to my list of plants for this year, while in my garden TEAZEL has been flowering for most of
the week. Near the Hermitage Stream I found my first flowering HOARY RAGWORT in a patch of much
flowering WILD CELERY and PERENNIAL SOWTHISTLE.
SAT 4 JULY
WILD BASIL was the least expected new flower when I joined the HWT Portsmouth Group’s walk on
Portsdown this morning. FIELD SCABIOUS was also out, joining the Small Scabious, and MARJORAM
was in full flower (I had only seen it ‘opening one eye’ previously). TRAVELLERS JOY (or Old Man’s
Beard) was newly flowering for me but I gather others have seen it for a good week. Alan Thurbon confirmed
to me that the GREAT YELLOW RATTLE plants in the Fort Cumberland area of Eastney have been properly

authenticated, and the plant has lost it’s ‘extinct in Hampshire’ status. At the end of this walk I refound the
SILVER RAGWORT plants which had caught my eye as I cycled past them in June and they were now in
flower. One other plant worth a mention is the TALL MELILOT (I did check its seeds and keel!) that is now
rampant along the straight wide path below Fort Purbrook paralle to the road – the sea of yellow flowers is as
pretty as a Rape field and about as useful to wildlife, the plants are crowding out many orchids and other
flowers and do not support any special butterflies.
FRI 3 JULY
CORNCOCKLE is an interesting newcomer to Havant. A couple of days ago I noticed it flowering around the
skirts of a Holly Tree at the edge of the parking area for the Red Cross Hut in The Pallant and today I met
someone likely to know its origin (a Wildlife Trust member who has been a kingpin of the local Red Cross for
years) but all he could tell me was that the man who normally cuts the grass around this area is now too old to
do so – had he been at work the plants might never have raised their heads but as it is we have five beautiful
flowering stems.
THU 2 JULY
ROUND LEAVED FLUELLEN was flowering in Warblington Cemetery today (it avoids the grass mowers by
rooting in the cracks at the edge of the tarmac paths rather than among the gravestones) and other first
flowerings seen on this visit to the farmland were BETONY by the east stream, BLACK BINDWEED in the
maize fields and REDSHANK on an earth tip in the cemetery. In the Conigar Point field pond what I think of
as Glaucous Bulrush was in flower but I find that the great god Stace now insists that I call it Grey Club-rush
or Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani!
WED 1 JULY
DROPWORT is one of my favourite downland plants and I was delighted to find it in good shape on
Catherington Down today - the feathery plumes of tiny white flowers (reminiscent of Meadow Sweet) grow
on short stems and the flower buds have a lovely pink tinge. There were 30 plants flowering in the usual spot
and I found another single plant about 100 yards from them – hopefully this is the start of a general spreading
of the plant over the down.
ROUND HEADED RAMPION and RED BARTSIA were new additions to my ‘first flowering’ list at
Catherington Down today and I also saw my first HAREBELL there (they have been out on Portsdown for at
least a week).
DARK MULLEIN (with the brown centres to its yellow flowers and relatively hairless leaves) was flowering by
the A3 when I stopped at the Blendworth turnoff at the top of the hill coming down into Horndean. Among a
great selection of plants on the chalk roadside here were many SWEETBRIAR bushes (planted with many
other shrubs in the overwhelming desire of the Department of Transport to hide any bare earth it creates in
road building – and to provide work for men later to cut down the shrubs, as in the case of the many Juniper
bushes that caused a stir when cut in this area a year or so ago!). Another way of introducing plants is the
practice of roadside dumping of garden refuse, and a tiny area on the south side of this minor road to
Blendworth had obviously experienced this with the good result that a lovely patch of pale pink GERANIUM
ENDRESSII were flowering here. Walking about 100 yards from the A3 to the foot of Windmill Down
(which will soon be a brilliant blue with the flax crop just starting to flower) I found Poppies and Field Pansies
among the field edge weeds, and running my eyes over them I found both LONG HEADED POPPY and
VIOLA TRICOLOR – unfortunately I did not have the knowledge in my head to cause me to check the Long
Headed Poppies for yellow juice in their stems – if present that would indicate a rare subspecies. Less
exciting, but still a first for me, was the find of COMMON COUCH grass at the roadside.
MUGWORT was found flowering (not a pretty sight!) on Milton Common by Brian Fellow yesterday and he
reports that the much more lovely flowers of GREAT WILLOWHERB were out at Emsworth’s Brook
Meadow on Monday.
TUE 30 JUN
HUTCHINSIA (Hornungia petraea) is a plant name which was new to me when I was told today that it grows on
Sinah Common. As I heard this at second hand and have not yet been able to contact anyone who has actually
seen it (and since this limestone species is not even listed in the Hants Flora) I am inclined to think that it may
have been mistaken for the similar and rare SHEPERD’S CRESS (Teesdalia nudicaulis) which has been found
on Sinah Common though not so far by myself.
MON 29 JUN
CHILDLING PINK found at last (by me) – exactly where Eric Clement had told me. I had been told that the
plants were small and had been looking for small upright stems something like emaciated Common Centaury,
but when I came on them today I found the tiny pink flowers apparently suspended in mid-air about a foot off
the ground, their very thin stems coming up through the firnges of the gorse and extending sideways over the
tiny path. Having spotted one or two I soon had the others and made a total of eleven stems supporting a total
of 8 flowers. The leaves are relatively long but very thin, and they and the stems are a whitish/glaucous colour.
To find them for yourself start from the Beachlands funfair and head west along the tarmac road towards the

Inn on the Beach. When you have almost reached the far end of the beach huts you will find a red sign saying
‘No Fires’ on the north side of the road (the first such sign coming this way, the third if coming from the Inn
on the Beach). Stand in front of this sign looking north and take a line on the windows of the west most of the
houses (these windows should be framed between two Macrocarpa trees) and double check this bearing by
seeing that the line continues behind you to a white post with a water stand pipe on the south side of the road.
Walk north on this line and you will enter the gorse at the start of a track through it and as you step on the first
bare patch of sand and gravel the plants should be almost touching your feet to the left of you (I left a burnt
gorse branch on the unburnt gorse behind the plants, the two ends of the branch delimiting the area in which I
found plants). On Sunday July 5th Alistair and Jenni Martin followed these instructions and found the plants.
RIBBED MELILOT was flowering as John Goodspeed had predicted among the mass of White Melilot at the
Oysterbeds, though I had to take a specimen home and dissect a flower to find the short keel which was hidden
within the longer wings – although the seeds that I also took were still green they were clearly hairless. Many
thanks to John for adding another species to my list.
MILK THISTLES were in full flower at the Oysterbeds, but the growth of brambles and bindweed coming out
onto the bare earth of the mound now almost hides the huge ‘milk veined’ leaves and the flowers are not much
bigger than those of a Spear Thistle so could escape the attention they deserve – if you do take a close look the
double ring of huge spikes below the flower heads leave no doubt that these are a special species. In the
overflow carpark at the back of the Esso garage the display of GOATS RUE is not immediately apparent, but
go to the far end and look on the seaward side and you will have a hint of the great display now to be seen
behind the Northney marina where there is about an acre of this plant in flower. On the main track SLENDER
THISTLES are still flowering (landward side of the shore carpark). Further down the Coastal Path the
‘Hoopoe Field’ was a mass of bright yellow Dyers Greenweed and a little further on I found the three Bee
orchids (see below) ooposite the north end of the mound, between a Willow and a Wild Rose.
HAVANT THICKET gave me more botanic interest when I walked round the first of our ‘compartments’ nearest
the carpark. Going north from the carpark through the trees you eventually come out on the main northward
track at a small pond in which BRANCHED BUR REED is flowering and the leaves of BOG PONDWEED
can be seen. In one corner of the pond a mass of feathery spikes of a WATER MILFOIL species emerge from
the water, and when I got this home the white flowers nestling in the leaf axils told me it was M. aquaticum
commonly known as ‘PARROTS FEATHER’ (probably arriving here from a garden pond). Under the
conifers between this pond and the Forest entrance gate near Castle Road I found half a dozen BROAD
LEAVED HELLEBORINE plants (one with a developing flower head) – this was a new site for me, but last
year I found a good many of these plants near the main road just south of the entrance gate (could not see them
this time). SILVER HAIR GRASS was a nice find (new to my local list) and so was a plant of SCALY
MALE FERN
INSECTS:

SUN 5 JULY
COMMAS are now emerging in strength and with warm sunshine in the afternoon I saw up to half a dozen as I
cycled round the Bedhampton and Broadmarsh area – one of the favourite foodplants of Comma caterpillars is
Hop which is not uncommon in this area. On Budds Mound I saw a PAINTED LADY and two more SMALL
TORTOISESHELL and elsewhere I saw at least two RED ADMIRAL as well as Large Skippers, Meadow
Browns and both Large and Small Whites.
SAT 4 JULY
BUTTERFLIES ON PORTSDOWN were in short supply for the Portsmouth HWT Group walk led by Theo
Roberts this morning but this was partly made up for by close views of many MARBLED WHITE resting on
flowerheads with wings stretched to gather what sunshine there was and partly by news from Theo that he had
seen a few GATEKEEPER earlier this week and that WHITE ADMIRAL were on the wing at Hook Heath
nature reserve on the low ground north of Portsdown. He also told us of three more recent CLOUDED
YELLOW sightings in the Portsmouth area in addition to those which I reported last Wednesday. During our
walk all we saw in addition to the Marbled Whites were a few Large Skippers and Meadow Browns but an
EMPEROR Dragonfly flew by and elsewhere on the hill I saw a female Common Blue that was so small that I
really thought it was a Small Blue until it settled and showed its underwing.
BURNET MOTH CATERPILLARS are coloured a bit like a Cabbage White caterpillar but have the slug like
shape of a Hairstreak caterpillar. As the moths will be emerging soon these caterpillars should all have
pupated but one found on Portsdown this morning confirms that some spend two years as larvae.
‘THIGH BEETLE’ is the name I have given to Oedemera nobilis, a small green beetle which feeds on pollen and
can often be seen at this time of year on ‘yellow daisy’ flowers. The male is instantly identifiable by the much
swollen ‘thighs’ on its back legs.
FRI 3 JULY
WHITELEY PASTURES on the southern fringe of Botley Woods gave Mark Litjens a good showing of

butterflies at lunch time today – 10 SILVER WASHED FRITILLARY, 6 WHITE ADMIRALS, 23
RINGLET, 7 MARBLED WHITE, 2 RED ADMIRALS and a COMMA. Mark, by the way, did not go to the
Alps to avoid the football - he tells me he enjoyed watching several games on TV while out there.
SMALL TORTOISESHELL on the garden Buddleia today and an overflying RED ADMIRAL yesterday are all I
have to offer in the way of insect news.
THU 2 JULY
SILVER WASHED FRITILLARY (just one) was the highspot of a joint expedition to The Holt at Rowlands
Castle today by the three people who are monitoring the birds in that wood for HOS. They do not mention any
birds of interest but did see COMMA, RINGLET and MARBLED WHITE in this wood which I did not
suspect had much butterfly interest until now.
WED 1 JULY
CLOUDED YELLOWS. Following John Goodspeed’s sighting on Portsdown last Sunday Pete Potts tells me he
saw two at Dibden Bay yesterday (30th) and has heard of one at Titchfield Haven ‘last week’. Pete also reports
a PAINTED LADY at Claylands in Bishops Waltham on the 27th.
WELCOME BACK TO MARK LITJENS who has just finished a holiday in the Alps during which he saw 76
species of butterfly and no football. On return he visited Yew Hill butterfly reserve south of Winchester
yesterday and saw 100 each of Marbled White and Meadow Brown plus 10 Ringlet and one suspected DARK
GREEN FRITILLARY. Today, while walking across the carpark at IBM Hursley, a WHITE ADMIRAL flew
past (reminding me of a sighting by Michael Bryant in Fareham West Street – once they get their wings going
there’s no stopping them).
SMALL TORTOISESHELL. Another fresh one seen near Blendworth today. With it was a Ringlet, a Small
White and several Large Skippers, while at Catherington Down I saw one Marbled White, one female
Common Blue and many Meadow Browns
PISAURA MIRABILIS is the name of the very common long legged spider of low vegetation which at this time
of yer earns it nickname of ‘Nursery Tent Spider’ by building a waterproof tent of silk in the tops of the
vegetation and placing its ‘cottonwool ball’ (egg sac) underneath it just before the eggs hatch – earlier the
mother spiders can be seen with the egg sac held under their bodies as they walk around.
TUE 30 JUN
SMALL TORTOISESHELL. I believe that I saw the first of the summer brood on Thorney on June 12th but have
not seen any since until one appeared in my garden today
MON 29 JUN
SMALL SKIPPER – my first seen on Sinah Common this morning.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

THU 2 JULY
FOXES IN ACTION AND INACTION. On a recent visit to Milton Common Brain Fellows’ bird watching was
interrupted by the interesting sight of a Fox chasing a Rabbit over the rough ground but he was unable to see
the outcome and thus could not collect his winnings on the race from the bookmaker. Today John Goodspeed
saw a less violent but equally inconclusive encounter between a young Fox and a Little Owl in the bottom of
the Fort Purbrook moat. The owl was presumably collecting beetles or similar prey from the ground and was
not put off by either John or the Fox which was probably unaware that it should be trying to catch the owl for
its dinner – the young animal was presumably still relying on its parents bringing home dinner with no effort
required on its part!
MON 29 JUN
ADDER. My first this year was a rich brown female seen ‘basking’ in adverse conditions on a wet and windy
afternoon in Havant Thicket – admittedly the rain had stopped and the sun was generating heat through the
clouds and the dry grass on which the snake was coiled must have made a pleasantly warm spot.
LOCAL ISSUES:

FRI 3 JULY
BUDDS FARM is in the news again with a Planning Application (98/50154/4) for sea defence works at the
mouth of the Brockhampton stream. I cannot see any adverse implications for wildlife in what is proposed,
especially as there is a requirement that the work be completed in the July to September period to avoid
disturabance to breeding or wintering birds, but it may be impossible to get along the Brockahmpton stream
path while the work is in progress. When it is complete this shoreline will look very different to what we now
see. The area affected is from opposite the south end of the boat moorings in the Brockhampton stream all
around the small bay opposite the gravel quay and round to the open shore of the harbour. Piles will be driven
all along this stretch and then a sloping wall will be built and covered with the ‘knobbly concrete blocks’
called ARMORLOC, with a scree of loose boulders at the foot of the wall. This wall will stop roughly at the

point where the relatively new footpath comes down from a small mound the to harbour shore, and for about
100 yards east from the end of the wall gabions (wire baskets filled with boulders – as now being installed at
the end of Southmoor Lane) will guard the flanks of the wall. On top of this new seawall a glorious new
footpath will be created with new seats for weary walkers – I only hope that there will be adequate recognition
by Southern Water of the need for regular beach cleaning along their part of the foreshore if the attractive new
path is not to lead travellers into the morass of rubbish that they now encounter. The only other thing that I
noticed in the application was that a ‘contractor’s compound’ is proposed on the opposite shore alongside
Broadmarsh slipway – but there is no hint that any vehicles or materials would arrive at the working area other
than by road along Harts Farm Way and Southmoor Lane (either then through Budds Farm or around the shore
at the south end of the lane.
JOHNSON’S MOUND is apparently the name given by Havant Borough to what I (and most people) have
always called Budd’s Mound. This is the high mound at the south end of Southmoor Lane lying between the
Budds Farm pools and the Budd’s Wall shore. It appears that a Mr Johnson was the Havant Borough engineer
responsible for the creation of the mound covering the rubbish tip that grew here 30 years or so ago.
BIRDS:

WEEK 25

SUN 28 JUN
NEWS FROM BRIAN FELLOWS. On Thursday (25th) he visited The Holt for the HOS survey but found no
birds of interest. He then visited the Hermitage Stream mouth where the SWAN HERD had risen to 45 birds
and there were 3 BAR TAILED GODWIT on the mud. In the evening he went on the Friends of Stansted
Forest walk in the South Coopers Wood area (between the sawmill and the house) during which he picked up
news from Michael Prior that a pair of SPOTTED FLYCATCHER have a nest, with young, inside the hut
where you pay to visit the house, and also heard that a LITTLE OWL often perches on a fallen beech at the
south end of the Ladies Walk.
On the 26th he was at Wimbledon and during breaks for rain on the Centre Court saw a Heron flying over as
well as House Sparrow, Crow, Starling, Wood and Feral Pigeon.
On Saturday (27th) the Evening Class walk at Fishbourne gave him a view of 18 CURLEW in a flock in
Fishbourne Creek (just returned? or have they been there since the breeding birds left?) where the usual large
but uncounted Swan herd was present with a single redhead MERGANSER. Several REED BUNTING with
young were also seen.
Today he has been to London where he saw another single redhead Merganser and one male Wigeon on the
lake in St James Park.
SAT 27 JUN
BUDDS FARM POOLS. After taking part in the beach clean organised by the Friends of Langstone Harbour I
had a quick look at the pools over which a dozen House Martins and a few Swifts were hawking insects. The
Canada Goose family were in sight on the grass within the sewage works behind the pools and I now realise
why I have not seen them on recent visits – being grass eaters they have not been on the pools but enjoying the
greener grass out of sight nearby. On the water the Tufted Duck family were still present, as were the two
Little Grebes representing nesting pairs in two different pools, but there were no Shelduck. The mian interest
was an apparent large increase in the number of Tufted Duck from 33 recently to 52 today – are they moving
in before they go into eclipse in the hope of a continued supply of good food in the sewage?
PETER POND SWANS HATCH CYGNETS. I could hardly believe the news from Barry Collins today that
there were three cygnets to be seen at Emsworth Peter Pond. Normal incubation is 37 days and I had seen four
eggs in the nest on Apr 23rd, 65 days ago! Clearly this is the result of a second attempt by this pair and it ties
in with the reports from Brian Fellows in May of the Swans seemingly deserting the nest for a period, and with
Brian’s report on May 17th of an empty nest with no eggs.
LITTLE EGRETS have not yet returned in any numbers. Barry Collins has not seen more than a couple this
month so far but hopes to have a few more when he attempts a further roost count at the very end of June.
WED 24 JUN
HOBBIES OVER TITCHFIELD HAVEN. A message from Peter Morrison says that now the reserve is open
from Wednesdays to Sundays he visited it at lunchtime today and was rewarded with the sight of two Hobbies
over the scrapes. He also comments on a “Giant New Sign” being erected there – I hope it is visible for miles
around and attracts lots more birds which might otherwise not know that there was a reserve here!
BAR TAILED GODWIT AT BROADMARSH. Brian Fellows has again seen these unexpected visitors to the
mud between Broadmarsh and Budds Farm – he saw 8 there on Monday 22nd following his sighting of 10 on
June 12th. I have never seen them on this mud before this year but my database shows that I saw 2 on Feb 5,
19 on Apr 2, 46 on Apr 17 and 7 on Apr 24 – they may well have been there on other occasions but were
overlooked by me as Black Tailed which are much more expected there. Pete Potts in a message today echoes
my surprise, based on their apparent preference for the sandy mouths of the harbours rather than the muddy

upper shores.
BUDDS FARM POOLS were visited by Brian on Monday 22nd when he saw the Canada Goose pair on the water
again with their 5 goslings – at a guess they have been there all the time since nesting on the tiny central islet
of the middle pool but they have escaped my eyes on several visits. He only saw 2 Shelduck where I have
regularly seen 4 of them but we agree on the Tufted Duck count of 32 or 33 including one female with 5
ducklings left out of 7.
SWAN NEWS from Brian is that the Hermitage Stream mouth herd had increased by another two to 42 birds on
the 22nd when the Emsworth herd numbered 51 (there may be more at Nore Barn where a smaller flock can
sometimes be found). Today Brian found a new pair on the Emsworth Mill Pond with a young cygnet and he
is wondering where they had nested as the Peter Pond and Little Deeps birds are still sitting (I am sure in
vain). My suggestion is that they came from Fowley Island where they could easily nest inside the ‘wall’
without being visible from the shore, but I have no evidence. Yesterday at the South Moors I could only see
six cygnets (now well grown) with the Langstone pair but may have missed one
TERNS AT THORNEY DEEPS. Brian Fellows saw a Little Tern feeding young here today (as well as seeing a
Common Tern and two Sandwich). When I was there recently I saw a Little Tern flying west with a fish to
feed its young and wondered where the nest might be (and also noticed the aggressive way a Common Tern
attacked a Kestrel as if it were over its territory). I wonder if any Terns do nest on Fowley Island?
MY LITTLE GULL SIGHTING LAST WEEK MAY NOT HAVE BEEN AN ILLUSION! Pete Potts comments
on my June 18th reported sighting of a juvenile at Budds Farm outfall that (a) he once had a similar sighting in
Langstone Harbour at this time of year and believes that even if the bird was hatched in Holland it could have
reached here by now (after all, butterflies make similar journeys with a favourable wind) and (b) that Little
Gulls are like Marsh Terns and breed in similar places so – if they did nest here – it would not have been on
the islands but could have been at Farlington Deeps.
A REQUEST FOR ALL SIGHTINGS OF COLOUR RINGED OR DYED SHOREBIRDS FROM PETE POTTS.
He is very pleased with a report from Barry Collins of a colour ringed Greenshank in the Emsworth Channel
area from mid Feb to early May this year. He says this bird was ringed at Farlington last autumn and may be
the first evidence that Scandinavian/Russian birds (as opposed to Scottish birds waiting to cross the channel
for the World Cup) winter here – thus are the bounds of knowledge extended. He uses this opportunity to ask
me to re-publicise the need to keep the reports coming , saying:“The Farlington Ringing Group has been colour-ringing Greenshanks, Black-tailed Godwits and Grey Plovers for
several years now - the latter only at Dibden Bay - we would very much appreciate birders to send in EVERY
single sighting to us c/o Pete Potts - they will all be entered up onto a database and help us create the bigger
picture of these species ecology and movements. ALL records will be acknowledged - even if it takes a little
while to get a response depending on work loads!
“The Solent Shorebird Study Group & Farlington Ringing Group have also been colour-dying waders in
Southampton Water each winter 1994/95 - species marked as follows: Oystercatchers, Lapwing, Ringed
Plover, Grey Plover, Curlew, Dunlin, Redshank & Turnstone. All with yellow dye on their breasts, with the
exception of the majority of the Grey Plovers that were both colour-ringed and dyed pink at Dibden Bay and a
small group of Dunlin with yellow dyed legs to vents also marked at Dibden.
“NB the dye only stays on the plumage till the birds next moult - mostly in the spring with the exception of the
Oystercatchers that moult in late summer. The dye does not harm the birds and several of the birds have been
dyed two or three times in consecutive winters!
“If any body does see either a colour-ringed or a colour-dyed shorebird please do take the time to record the
details as accurating as possible, including date & times, grid reference, flock size and notes on behaviour (i.e.
if feeding or roosting etc.). If any body has old records in their note books that they never got around to
sending in or had no idea who to report them to even if seen four or more years ago I would love to hear from
you!
“We also welcome incomplete sightings i.e. birds with colour-rings on but not all the details recorded.
“I have copies of colour-mark posters for birders if the want them to keep in their notebooks to help them to
record the details fully. So just get in touch! Pete’s E-Mail address is Ppotts@Compuserve.com.”
TUE 23 JUN
CREECH WOODS NIGHTJARS. Five were heard by Kevin Stouse’s party there last night and this time this did
have one Woodcock.
PLANTS:

SUN 28 JUN
BEE ORCHIDS BY THE HAYLING COASTAL PATH. Pat Lea rang me this afternoon to say that when Sir
John had been walking the dogs today he had found someone with a video camera trained on at least three Bee
orchids on the landward side of the path opposite the earth mound to be found on the seaward side just north

of the pill box guarding the path connecting to the West Lane bends.
MELILOT SPECIES. A message from John Goodspeed today comments on the display of WHITE MELILOT
(sometimes called ‘French Lace’) to be seen at the Hayling Oysterbeds (near the outflow from the pools which
retain water to the main pool which drains) and spurs me to re-check the identity of the yellow flowered plants
there. They are unlikely to be Small Melilot (though that has been found on the North Harbour IBM site and
could be present) but could be any combination of the look-alike TALL and RIBBED species. When in
flower the only distinction is that its keel is shorter than the wings in the Ribbed species (Tall has keel and
wings of equal length) but if you wait until the plants have seeds it is a lot easier. ‘Tall’ seeds are black and
hairy, ‘Ribbed’ are brown and hairless while ‘Small’ are olive green and hairless. The seeds of both Tall and
Ribbed are ‘ribbed’ (i.e. have transverse ridges)
FLY ORCHIDS ON PORTSDOWN. John Goodspeed also tells me that he has searched in vain for these in the
woodland on the Porstmouth Golf Course where they were once found. I am not aware of any other sites for
this orchid in the immediate Havant area.
SAT 27 JUN
SOUTHERN MARSH ORCHIDS were found by the Evening Class group walk at Fishbourne this morning.
Also in the wet meadows between the church and the creek they found Reflexed and Stiff Saltmarsh grasses
along with Lesser and Greater Sea Spurrey. Fools Water Cress and Greater Birds Foot Trefoil were flowering
by the wet ditches. HEMP AGRIMONY was in flower – the first I have heard of.
WOOD SAGE was in flower for the first time when I visited Stansted Forest this afternoon and the first plant of
UPRIGHT HEDGE PARSLEY was in bud. Making my way up from the Main Avenue I checked the colony
of Skullcap plants but could see no flowers yet. The rushes growing nearby, which puzzled me last year, are
definitely Juncus tenuis (SLENDER RUSH). Among much Lesser Stitchwort I found a few plants of BOG
STITCHWORT, and when I reached the west end of the Rough Avenue I found much HAIRY ST JOHN’S
WORT in flower among many other good plants – MUSK MALLOW, COMMON CENTAURY and all three
normal wild roses (Dog, Field and Sweetbriar)
FRI 26 JUN
CHILDLING PINK. About a month ago I heard that this rare plant had been found on Sinah Common by two
very well qualified botanists (Eric Clement and Delph Smith) when searching for a plant which I found there
last year (Amsikckia micrantha or Common Fiddleneck). They did not find the Amsinckia but did find a
dozen tiny plants of the Pink (which previously was only known to occur at one site in this country at the
mouth of Pagham Harbour. Despite detailed instructions for locating the plants I have so far failed to do so,
but today I had confirmation of their continued existence from an unexpected source, Steven Kerr whom I met
on the stairs in Havant Council Offices today (he had seen them in the company of Clive Chatters earlier this
week). Must try harder!
GREAT YELLOW-RATTLE (Rhinanthus angustifolius) is recorded in the recent Flora of Hampshire as extinct
in the county. In 1890, the Flora tells us, it was formerly to be found in the cornfields near Grately (Andover
area) in such numbers as to kill the crops. Since then only one record of it is known (at Silchester in 1906).
So it is very pleasing to hear that a plant of it was seen at Eastney by a party from the Portsmouth Group of the
Wildlife Trust (this information comes from Alan Thurbon’s website). Taken with the appearance this year of
the Childling Pink on Hayling and last year’s find of Field Cow Wheat on Portsdown I wonder if the phantom
‘Portchester Postman’ (said to be (ir)responsible for introducing the Cow Wheat) has been roaming further
afield.
THU 25 JUN
STANSTED GROVES this afternoon were graced with newly flowering TUFTED HAIR GRASS which I found
to make an attractive sight despite C E Hubbard’s evaluation of it in his book on Grasses as “a coarse,
worthless grass of wet and badly drained soils” (though he does end his description with the statement that
“the beautiful panicles of Tufted Hair-grass may be used in the fresh or dried state for decorative purposes”).
Aprroaching the Groves along the start of Park Lane I found the tall green ‘skeletons’ of Stone Parlsey lining
the route together with much more attractive bushes of Field Rose (only recently in flower). The path through
the Redwood trees was lined with much Remote Sedge interspersed with the occasional plant of Grey Sedge to
test your eye with a ‘spot the difference’ competition. ENCHANTER’S NIGHTSHADE was in full flower
(my first) and the omni-present tufts of Wood False Brome were starting to put up flowering stems.
NORE DOWN south of West Marden was a great place to visit on one of the few sunny June afternoon’s that we
have had this year. Approaching it from the West Marden to Walderton road I found my first LESSER
BURDOCK bush in full flower before coming out on the steep hillside which has been sharply divided into
two habitats by the rabbits. The top and upper half of the slope is a wonderful flower rich turf of short grass
thanks to their grazing, the lower half – where their burrowing and scraping has removed the topsoil – is a
thick jungle of tall Welted Thistles and Deadly Nightshade bushes (both beautiful in flower at the moment)
which hides a great mass of Thyme Leaved Sandwort on any bare patches of soil that still receive any light.
One of my best finds was a bush of VERVAIN in flower on the top edge of this broken ground before treading

out on a turf that was more than 50% flowering Wild Thyme mixed with much Suinancywort, Ladies
Bedstraw, Bird’s Foot Trefoil, Fairy Flax and Milkwort. The leaves of Cowslips and Hairy Violet could still
be found among the stems of Hoary Plantain. Here I found my first plant of CLUSTERED BELLFLOWER
with perfect flowers, a highspot only exceeded when I came on a second extraordinarily large plant of the
same species on the many branches of which I estimated there were more than 60 flowers open or in bud.
TUE 23 JUN
SOUTH MOORS. An afternoon visit found ‘fresh evidence’ to denounce two of my recent wrong conclusions
about plants. Firstly I found my genuine first flowering plant of LARGE BIRDS FOOT TREFOIL which I
had been claiming to have found earlier (but had been puzzled about the fact that the books say that it must
have a hollow stem) and on looking at the genuine article with its round, hollow stem I realise that what I had
found previously were plants of BIRDS FOOT TREFOIL forced to climb much higher than usual by other
vegetation competing for the light, and secondly I took home a specimen of what I had declared to be Large
Bittercress and immediately realised that the flowers did not have the purple anthers that they should and that
these were puny plants of Watercress. To make up for this I also took home a specimen of the Horsetails
which grow sparsely in the damper areas (and are obviously not Field Horsetail as they have a small spore
bearing cone at the tip of each leafy stem) and found they were MARSH HORSETAIL. While there I formed
the opinion that there were now more orchids on view that when we made our count of 4890 plants on the 13th,
and suggest that next year’s count is planned for nearer the end of June (many plants are only now coming into
flower and the spikes will be easily seen for at least two more weeks). Down near the Tamarisk pool I could
only see two small plants of Brookweed and assume the reason I have had difficulty in finding them in the past
has been that they are tasty to grazing animals (they certainly get eaten at Warblington and only survive in
hidden places).
MON 22 JUN
HYBRID BEE/FLY ORCHIDS. A message from Rosemary Webb (now recovered from her eye operation and
‘back in business as usual’) today told me of a couple of very unusual hybrids beside the A29 just north of
Slindon. They have flowers roughly the shape of a Fly orchid but larger and looking very different (with Bee
orchid type pollinia, etc). They are nearly over (only one flower left one spike which had six flowers) but it is
to be hoped that they appear again next year, especially as the only other similar hybrids used to be found in
the Avon Gorge at Bristol but that site has been lost.
FROG ORCHIDS should now be out on Catherington Down and elsewhere – Rosemary Webb saw several plants
not then in flower at Noar Hill a week ago.
INSECTS:

SUN 28 JUN
CLOUDED YELLOW. One seen on Portsdown by John Goodspeed around 8am this morning. This is the first
sighting this year to come to my attention (though Barry Collins did tell me that one had been seen
somewhere in Sussex – not by him – in mid May).
LARGE WHITE & RED ADMIRAL both visited my garden buddleia today.
SAT 27 JUN
MARBLED WHITES were struggling to soak up sunshine in the strong wind when I visited Stansted this
afternoon – I found more than half a dozen at the west end of the Rough Avenue where Barry Collins tells me
they have been numerous in recent years – the only other butterfly seen was a female Common Blue hanging
tenaciously to a grass stem. Walking back along this avenue I came on a family gathered round something on
the ground and this turned out to be a TIGER BEETLE, not the bright green one that I have seen in heathland
situations but a browner species with yellow dots along the outer edge of its elytra and occasional revealing a
startlingly bright green rear end under the tip of the elytra – I think this must have been the WOOD TIGER
BEETLE.
SMALL & ESSEX SKIPPERS have both been seen on Thorney Island this week by Barry Collins (on the 23rd
and 25th respectively). Barry has also seen the first Silver Washed Fritillary (and late Wood Whites) on a
recent visit to a wood in Surrey.
THU 25 JUN
My first summer COMMA appeared this morning while I was watching a Red Admiral enjoying the newly
opened flowers on a Buddleia in my garden, and in the afternoon, in the Stansted Groves, I added both
RINGLET and COMMON DARTER (Sympetrum striolatum) to my butterfly and dragonfly records for the
year. I looked in vain for White Admiral, only finding one Red Admiral on the blackberry flowers. Many
Meadow Brown were on the wing, one or two with more orange than usual on their upper-wings to tempt me
into thinking that I had seen a Gatekeeper.
WED 24 JUN
GLOW-WORMS. I know these are widely scattered around this area (preferring places where there is a good
supply of snails to feed their larvae, and that often means chalky places where the snails in turn have the

material for their shells!) but I am surprised to hear from Pete Potts today that he has seen a lot of them in
Botley Woods during May – but perhaps he has seen the larvae rather than the glowing adult female beetles as
I have always thought that they did not light up until June (I stand to be corrected). In the past Pete has seen
these beetles at Claylands and at The Moors in Bishops Waltham.
ALL MOTH RECORDS WANTED. Pete Potts tells me that the moths of Hampshire are to be mapped by Tetrad
as the birds and plants have been and as the butterflies are currently being mapped for a millenium book of the
Butterflies of Hampshire. According to Pete anyone who sees a moth and can identify it (even if only a day
flying Cinnabar or Silver Y) should let Barry Goater have the details and map reference. Write to him at The
Ridge, 27 Hiltingbury Road, Chandlers Ford, Southampton SO53 5SR or ring him on 01703-266034.
TUE 23 JUN
THE MYSTERY FLY OF HAVANT THICKET which I described last Friday (18th) has probably been
identified. I took my description to Chris Palmer at the Havant Museum today and he immediately said that ,
while he could not name the species from a group that of 250 very similar insects, it was one of the
DOLICHOPODIDAE which Michael Chinery says are sometimes called ‘Long Legged Flies’. They live in
damp places (aquatic or damp humus) and are carnovorous, grabbing even smaller insects with their fleshy
‘labellae’ which in some species have tiny primitive ‘teeth’. A possible name for our species is
POECILOBOTHRUS NOBILITATUS which is illustrated in Chinery’s “Collins Guide to Insects” with the
wing pattern which I described (becoming black towards the wing tip but ending in a white fringe).
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 28 JUN
GRASS SNAKES & SLOW WORMS have been unusually abundant at Stansted this year according to Michael
Prior, while GREY SQUIRREL have also been abundant and doing great damage by bark stripping despite
strenuous efforts to control them – last year I reported Michael’s sensible combination of his job as forester
and his interest in conservation whereby he was shooting the Squirrels and laying out their bodies in an open
area where the Buzzards could find and feed on them. This news comes via Brian Fellows who was on the
Friends of Stansted Forest walk last Thursday evening.
SAT 27 JUN
WATER VOLE. I believe these can still be found in small numbers on the rivers Itchen and Meon but I was
delighted to hear that the Evening Class party walk at Fishbourne today had seen one in the stream crossing
the meadow west of Fishbourne Church this morning. I am often told of them in more local streams or ponds
by people whom I rather suspect do not realise that the common Brown Rat also enjoys living by and
swimming in nice clean water and it is all the more pleasing to have a genuine report of the Vole rather than
the Rat species.
WED 24 JUN
GREY MULLET?? I know very little about fish but am always pleased to see shoals of long, thin grey sea fish
feeding in shallow water or just below the surface of deeper water and believe these are Grey Mullet. On
Monday (22nd) Brian Fellows tells of seeing what I think must be these fish in both Emsworth Mill Pond and
the Slipper Mill Pond. With the gates of the Town Mill Pond being regularly opened at this time of year to
drain and refill it there is no difficulty in seeing how they get into that pond but Brian wonders how they get
into the Slipper Mill Pond? Maybe they are permanently trapped in it as I recall certain fish were trapped in
the IBM Lake when it was reclaimed from the harbour – I was once told that Flatfish caught in this way gave
rise to a new generation in which the small fry (which are always free swimming) failed to get the stimulus
which forces them to the bottom where they adapt their shape to suit and we thus had ‘Flatfish’ which were
still normal fish shape and free swimming. (Probably one of the better fishermen’s stories about the ones that
couldn’t get away!))

LOCAL ISSUES:

FRI 26 JUN
The only item of interest to me when checking the Havant Planning Applciations today was a notice of the
intention of Hayling Golf Club to have another go at stopping the sea from washing away the ‘roadway’ going
south from the carpark alongside Langstone Harbour entrance south of the Ferry. This road is needed for access
to the Sailing Club (the Golf Club own the land and have a landlord’s duty of maintaining access for their tenants)
and for emergency vehicles. It will be interesting to see who wins the next round – the sea or the firm acting for
the Golf Club who claim they know how to ensure that the defences are not washed away again.
A SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR THE SOUTH EAST was the title of a document on

display at the Havant Planning Office today. This sets out long term strategies that will have a great influence on
the quality of life in South East England over the next 20 years – if you want to comment on it the closing date for
input is July 24th (the address to send them is in the document).
The overview left me rather disheartened, emphasising the need for more jobs and more houses for more people,
all of them expecting more of everything each year – the only hope for better protection of wildlife being in vague
statements such as ‘the countryside is to be more strongly protected from development’ and ‘the environment is to
be enhanced’ (the latter phrase could mean anything at all – probably nothing!). It was good to see a proposal
that 60% of all new development should be on previously used urban land, but not so encouraging to find that the
only statement about the natural environment in the overview was that woodland should be increased from 11 to
16% of the overall land area – that could mean destruction of existing good habitat of many sorts to produce a
very uninteresting planted landscape of uninteresting trees, possibly covering our open downland with them.
Getting a bit further into the detail I was encouraged to find that ‘Local authorities should draw up biodiversity
action plans in conjunction with the statutory and voluntary agencies’ and that they should especially co-operate
with the Environment Agency, English Nature and the water industry to safeguard wetland and water habitats
while recognizing ‘the importance of the region’s low lying coastal habitats as a fragile resource to be protected
against habitat loss and sea level rise’ and ‘the need to prepared management plans for the estuaries’ which are a
very important part of our coast.

BIRDS:

WEEK 24

SUN 21 JUN
NEWS FROM PETE POTTS. Checking three Kestrel nest boxes in the Warsash area he found two with young in
them, and at the Chilling Riding Stables found some 8 pairs of Swallows (same number as last year) but only 1
or 2 pairs of House Sparrows compared to a normal total of 8 or 10 pairs, dramatically confirming the decline
in this species that is reported nationally. More exciting news was of his first sighting of a Peregrine over
Botley Woods and he also tells me that Woodlark have been heard singing somewhere in this area this year –
possibly birds that have moved from the West Walk woods where we have not been able to locate any this
spring.
HOUSE MARTIN NESTS are difficult to find nowadays but Brian Fellows today found three under the eaves of
the Robin Hood pub at Rowlands Castle. He then went past the Brick Kiln pond on which he saw a pair of
Swans with no cygnets, possibly those which had been nesting there on the inner pond.
SAT 20 JUN
YET ANOTHER SPOTTED FLYCATCHER. Seen by the ‘Evening Class Group’ on their Saturday walk at
Stansted close to the hut where people pay to go in – this is the first bird that I know is back in a regular site.
The scarcity of this species is borne out by news from Pete Potts that he has only just seen his first bird this
year, and that as far away as Wimborne. The group at Stansted saw just six House Martin nests under the
eaves of Stansted House (where it is normal to see around 30) and were uncertain of the breeding success of
the house’s drain pipe Kestrels – the adults were present and there were marks of droppings around the nornal
nest site at the top of one of the pipes taking rain water from the roof of the house, but no other sign of any
young.
HAVANT THICKET BIRDS BY DAY. My visits to the north of the Thicket this week (compartments 4,5,6 and
parts of 2 & 3) have not made any exciting finds in the way of birds but I have enjoyed the songs of Chiff
Chaff, Willow Warbler, Blackcap and Garden Warbler (seen as well as heard today), and Coal Tit, Goldcrest
and Chaffinch. I have seen families of Blue and Great Tits and heard the distinctive calls of Great Spotted
Woodpecker and Tree Creeper.
HAVANT THICKET BIRDS BY NIGHT. Brian Fellows was here around 10pm and may have found an already
fledged NIGHTJAR FAMILY. In the Long Wood area he heard a ‘Cu-ik’ call from one bird, then saw three
others fly up from the ground to join it. My book of birds nests tells me that incubation lasts 17 or 18 days and
the young can fly 3 weeks after hatching, so young could be flying now from eggs laid in the first week of
May. The book says that they only lay two eggs, so the three birds flying up could have been mum and
chicks, called up by dad when he saw Brian approaching. To carry on this fantasy along with the facts
reported by Brian (who saw one of the birds come to investigate him, then land on the path only 20 feet from
him) I imagine the brave dad putting on a distraction display to let his family escape from this monster of the
night! In fact I think it is quite common for the birds to come close to intruders, especially if they have a dog
with them, and I can bear witness that when I once took a dog with me into the Thicket we were buzzed. I am
told that waving a white handkerchief will also bring them close (they are said to think a there is a male
intruder showing his white wingtips and tail corners). Brian also had two sightings of roding Woodcock.

SWIFTS NESTS. Walking the dog this evening in Town Hall Road alongside Havant Arts Centre I watched
another Swift ‘practising’ the strange task of entering a potential nest site in the roof of the building in which
the Registrar of Births etc has his office. From the moment a juvenile Swift leaves its nest it will never touch
the ground for perhaps two years, so the business of flying into a brick wall at 60 mph must be unnerving!
Even an adult which has nested will, when it makes its first entry to the nest each year, have spent 10 months
or more in the air – and when it returns to its nest site it may find the entrance blocked or some predator
lurking inside the hole, so I can understand some hesitancy. What puzzles me is that this is the first time that I
have seen them doing this, and taken together with the apparent inexperience of the birds, makes me wonder if
they are only now thinking of nesting (I would have assumed that they built their nests and laid their eggs in
early May when they first return). Can anyone tell me more about their nesting habits?
FRI 19 JUN
LITTLE EGRETS BACK AT THORNEY DEEPS. Brian Fellows cycled down to the Deeps this evening and
found 2 Egrets there. On the way down he saw a family party of four Sparrowhawks perched on fence posts,
and around the water he saw 5 Heron, 6 Shelduck, 6 Oystercatcher and 1 Redshank with one each of Common,
Little and Sandwich Tern plus a smart adult Great Blackback flying over.
BUDDS FARM POOLS SAVED FROM DESTRUCTION. See Local Issues page for details of the revised
Planning Application from Southern Water which allows the pools to be dedicated to the needs of local
wildfowl – and for my comments and the need to record our local bird life.
SWIFTS NESTS. Walking east along Waterloo Road from Havant station , as I came to the junction with
Fairfield Road, I found five Swifts buzzing my head as they continually flew to the eaves of the building
(which has been a builder’s workshop) on the south side of the junction. At first I thought that the entrance to
their nests had been blocked as they almost crashed into the wall and gutter but then sheared off, but one of
them went in through the gap that still exists, and later another gripped onto the wall as if about to go in but
then thought better of it. I regularly see up to five birds around here in the evenings, and once saw ten of
them, so I have formed the conclusion that we have 5 pairs with one bird of each pair now sitting. So what
was going on this morning? Could it be that the eggs were hatching and the anxious fathers were pacing up
and down outside the labour ward? Can you tell me?
BUZZARD. A message from Sonia Bolton tells me that she is still seeing at least one Buzzard over the Lumley
Seat area of Stansted – hopefully it’s mate is sitting or guarding young.
LITTLE OWL. During the ten CBC visits to the Warblington Farm plot each spring the resident pair of Little
Owls keep a low profile and we are lucky to see them (as happened this morning) but as soon as the last visit
is over they come out and perch for all to see!
THU 18 JUN
NIGHTJAR put up a good show for Kevin Stouse’s walk part at Creech Woods last night – 4 were heard and two
of them ‘buzzed’ the intruders! Surprisingly no Woodcock were encountered but when it was still light a
Spotted Flycatcher and Tree Creeper were seen, and later a Tawny Owl
LITTLE EGRET. The first which I have seen since April 16 was on the South Moors shore this afternoon.
BLACK HEADED GULL JUVENILES. Three of these, the first I have seen this year, were on Budds Farm
outfall with one second summer Lesser Blackback
LITTLE GULL. Looking down from Budds Mound to the outfall with the tide well up I saw a small bird on the
water which I immediately thought was a Phalarope from its small size, upright neck, and a white throat with
dark cap, thin dark line down the back of the neck and dark closed wings. It was not ‘spinning’ but was going
round in a circle pecking at the water. Then it momentarily took off, revealing the distinct ‘W’ pattern of a
Little Gull on its wings before settling back on the water. Before going down to the shore to get a closer look I
went to check out the Budds Farm pools but the gull had disappeared when I returned. It seems late in the
year for a bird to still have first winter plumage and it is unlikely to be a juvenile, so was I mistaken?
Checking on the possibility of breeding close enough for a juvenile to be here I find that this species does have
a tradition of odd pairs breeding almost anywhere so could it be that in addition to everything else on the
harbour islands we have a Little Gull’s nest? Don’t forget the two long staying birds at Farlington Deeps this
spring – my database tells me that one was still there on May 6th (though the person who saw it was an
unnamed member of Dave Mead’s group), but they were definitely there in March and April.
BUDDS FARM BIRDS. 33 Tufted Duck were on the pools, one a female with several well grown ducklings, and
two pairs of Shelduck were present but no Swans and no Canada Geese. As I was leaving I heard a Dabchick
trill.. On the sea the Swan flock now numbers 40.
GOLDFINCH FLOCK. A noisy group of 14 were in trees at the edge of the South Moors, presumably nonbreeding adults who have given up thoughts of love for social pleasures.
SPARROW HAWK. As I set out this afternoon the local male was idling over my house to give the local
Starlings something to talk about.
BIRDS OF KENT. Today I followed up the note in the latest SOS Newsletter and visited the Kent Ornithological
Society’s website (WWW.KENTACCESS.ORG.UK/KOS/HOME.HTML) which I found very interesting and

a good example of what I hope both HOS and SOS will soon be offering.
WED 17 JUN
OSPREY. Barry Collins had one on the mud off south west Thorney this morning (north west of the landing
lights) and as he has not seen it before he was wondering if it could be the same bird that Pete Potts saw on the
Hamble recently – presumably a non-breeding bird that will spend the summer on the south coast. Barry also
told me that he has 13 Ringed Plover chicks in the Pilsey area from (I think he said) five nests – a better
breeding result than usual there.
FISHBOURNE CHANNEL. Brian Fellows found the summer Swan flock here had increased to 82 birds when
he was there this morning – there was also a third female MERGANSER and two Lapwing were on the mud.
CHICHESTER GRAVEL PITS. Here Brian found a single male POCHARD and counted 7 Swan families
having a total of 27 cygnets. There were also 38 Canada Geese with 10 goslings and the usual Common Tern
and Great Crested Grebe. One CORMORANT was fishing prompting me to wonder if the summer roost on
the power lines is active in June – the Sussex Bird Report does not give figures for the summer months until
September when the 1996 roost count was 174. (I see that the report says that some birds were seen to fly
west towards Hampshire and you may remember that the latest Hampshire Bird Report comments on the fact
that a noctural roost in the Langstone/Portsmouth Harbour area remains to be discovered – is there one? if so ,
where?)
PETER POND AT EMSWORTH. Today Brian saw two silent Reed Warblers here - he has been concerned
about their apparent absence this summer, and my only thought is that they are keeping quiet so as not to
disturb the Swan family of addled eggs on which the ‘new’ female continues to sit.
TUE 16 JUN
BAFFINS POND was visited by Brian Fellows today and was greeted there by a flock of 104 CANADA GEESE
with 12 goslings. Many of these have flown in from outlying locations (such as Aldsworth Pond) and will
remain here for the month or so when they are flightless during the summer moult – the location and number
of geese both act as deterrents to predators on the ground and there should be a good supply of free feed if you
like dry bread. The presence of the lone EMPEROR GOOSE indicates that some of the Canadas have come
from Aldsworth. The lone BRENT GOOSE which has been at Baffins is no longer there and has probably
joined the rest of the Langstone Harbour summering birds out on the islands where they sit out their summer
moult. BARNACLE GEEESE are returning to Baffins for the sames reason and there are now 32 present with
8 goslings – this is the second year that they have raised young here. Other birds counted were 127 Mallard, 22
Tufted Duck and the 2 Snow geese.
MILTON LAKES. The Swan pair which had a record brood of 9 cygnets this year were present with young but
Brian was unable to count them today. Near-by he found a headless Starling and wonders if it could be a
Peregrine kill – my only contribution to this is that I know Starlings are a favourite with Sparrowhawks which
typically behead their prey (tightening the grip of their talons around the neck past the point necessary to
throttle the bird and severing it from the body) – it could also have been the escaped Lanner which has been
spotted at Farlington this week.
SHELDUCK. Brian Fellows found more than 60 on the lake at Farlington today. I would have been surprised to
come on so large a flock together in June but I see that the Birds of Hampshire gives Langstone Harbour a
summer population of 100 or more birds so I guess he just came on a group that had found the best wide
screen on which to watch the football. The notice board did not mention any Bar Tailed Godwit but did list 34
Black Tailed, 29 Grey Plover, some Knot and 1 Whimbrel plus the escaped Lanner Falcon.
MON 15 JUN
THE GREAT WALK TO QUEBEC. Yesterday Kevin Stouse led a combined HOS & HWT walk from Buriton
north east through farmland to Goose Green (in the Falklands) and Quebec (in Canada). At Buriton Pond the
SPOTTED FLYCATCHER which I had seen last Wednesday was showing well and a list of 40+ species had
been recorded by the time they returned – nothing greatly exciting but they did watch a Blackcap feeding
young, saw a Grey Wagtail in a suitable setting by Nursted Mill Pond and found the hedges full of
Yellowhammer as well as seeing a Painted Lady and a Grass Snake sunning itself.
WOOD WARBLER. The birds which Brian Fellows found in Southleigh Forest on May 29th may have moved on
– at any rate there was no sign of them when Brian paid a quick visit this morning.
EMSWORTH NEWS. At the Slipper Mill pond today Brian found the two Coot pairs starting second nests and at
the town Mill Pond (now drained regularly, if not at each tide) the summer Swan flock is doing its best to
retain its right to be fed by the local people with their left over bread without losing their dignity by
scrambling in the mud when the pond is empty, so they commute between the pond and harbour as the pond
empties and re-fills. Today Brian found a total of 57 still present (25 on the pond and 31 in the harbour). The
poor deluded Peter Pond Swan is still sitting but without even the background music of Sedge and Reed
Warbler song as none have stayed at the pond this year – possibly because of last winter’s reed cutting, though
that has actually increased the availability of reed with luxuriant new growth.
LEUCISTIC SPARROW. Brian Fellows’ garden has an ‘open all hours’ feeding station for the birds which

attracts a good range of species, and among the regular visitors is a pale creamy bird which looks like a House
Sparrow, behaves like a House Sparrow and consorts with House Sparrows – he believes it is a House
Sparrow but would be delighted if anyone can tell him that he has an additional species for his garden list.
PLANTS:

SUN 21 JUN
BASTARD TOADFLAX was on e of the potential attractions luring me to Portsdown Hill this morning. The
Toadflax (no relation to others of the same name, it is a member of the Sandalwood family) was just starting to
flower in both the places that I have found it before (approx 642066 and 639066). At the moment it is difficult
to differentiate it from the very common Fairy Flax as the flowers are very simialar in size, colour and shape,
but a close look shows the Flax is on wire thin dark vertical stems while the Toadflax flowers are space out
along rigid green stems which run parallel to the ground, radiating from a central root. (You could also
confuse it with Thyme Leaved Sandwort, which has similar petals but sepals protruding well beyond them,
and with Squinancywort, similar in some ways but having flowers nrmally tinged with pink). Later in the
season the Bastard Toadflax leaves and stems will take on a yellowish hue that makes them easier to pick out.
LESSER CENTAURY is one of those rarities that offer no difficulty of identification when in flower – the only
thing it could possibly be confused with is Common Centaury, but that is generally a very much larger plant
without the intensity of pink in its flowers that makes the Lesser species such a magnificent find. Today I
found it at its very best with some twenty minute, single flowered plants nestling around the base of a clump
of Viper’s Bugloss, the blue of the Bugloss offseting startling (not ‘shocking’) pink of the tiny star shaped
flowers held up to the sky on stems half an inch high. To find these plants go to the end of the Portsdown hill
fenced area nearest the hill top roundabout and enter through the gate nearest the road coming up from the Q A
Hospital. You will see a notice board with the picture of a cow looking at you – turn half left from it and go to
follow the path leading to the exit gate near Portsdown Hill Road. You will immediately come to clumps of
Vipers Bugloss on either side of the path, and the Lesser Centaury is under those on the left (there are a few
more plants further along on the left of the path).
SQUINANCYWORT and THYME LEAVED SANDWORT. While in the Lesser Centaury area you can see
good examples of both these plants. Go back out of the grazing area through the gate watched by the picture
of the cow and turn half right up the steep bank of bare chalk, and you will find a mass of pinkish
Squinancywort on the left of the track as you start to go up (more further along it). Where this track brings
you to the new cinder path cross it and take the grassy track towards the parking area west of Fort Widley,
cross the road and reach the far side near the ‘way in’ for cars coming to park or use Mill Lane. Here the close
mown roadside verge has a mass of tiny white flowers which puzzled me at first but which are Thyme Leaved
Sandwort (without seeds I cannot tell which subspecies). Restharrow also grows out over the road, but the
Sainfoin which last year flourished outside the entrance to the Equestrian Centre is not to be seen this year
(presumably due to verge mowing – it was left unmown last year).
VANDALS NEEDED FOR WILDLIFE CONSERVATION WORK – thoughts inspired by this morning’s finds
on Portsdown are in the Local Issues section.
SAT 20 JUN
IVY BROOMRAPE is still flourishing at the Stansted Chapel site where it was seen by the ‘Evening Class
Group’ today. The also came on an unexpected Bee orchid in the grounds and saw a good display of Common
Spotted orchids near the Groves.
HAVANT COUNCIL OFFICES have a good selection of trees planted around them and very soon the two trees
dominating the approach ( a TREE OF HEAVEN and a RED INDIAN BEAN TREE) will be in full flower
(now in bud). The leaves of the Tree of Heaven are in the shape of ladder rungs leading up to heaven and the
bean tree still has last year’s bean pods (very long, thin and dead!) hanging from its branches.
SLENDER RUSH (Juncus tenuis) was one of the better finds in Havant Thicket yesterday (only keyed out today)
as it is not recorded for SU71 in the Hants Flora (not a great find, this plant is becoming widespread in damp
woodland rides by attaching its seeds to the tyres of Forestry vehicles, or so the theory goes, but it is
illustrative of how a detailed study of any area can extend our knowledge). I also extended my knowledge by
finding a mass of tiny green grass along the drier edge of the tracks and discovering that it was SQUIRREL
TAIL FESCUE (Vulpia bromoides) and by discovering single flowering stems of SMALL SWEET-GRASS
(Glyceria declinata) at two damp points in the woods (neither of them being pools). I have also confirmed that
the Timothy Grass which I found here yesterday was of both sub species (Pratense and Bertoloniii) and learnt
to distinguish Creeping Soft grass (Holcus mollis) from Yorkshire Fog (H. lanatus) ‘at twenty paces’ as well
as by checking for awned lemmas.
FRI 19 JUN
GRASS VETCHLING (Lathyrus nissolia) is one of my favourite flowers which surprises me each year with
spectacular but very short lived displays of its tiny blood red flowers invisibly suspended in mid-air (the grass
like stems are so inconspicuous) in places where I do not expect to see it. This year I have looked in vain in a

couple of spots where I have seen it before but, as ever, it took me by surprise in the middle of Havant Thicket
today on the north side of the gravel track around the north end of the ‘Nightjar valley’ – I found plants on
both side of the dip which has an unexpected pool with White Water Lilies.
TIMOTHY GRASS was new on the scene today, taking over from the Foxtails (Foxtails have single awns on
their lemmas, Timothy and other Phleum species have unique horned glumes)
CROSS LEAVED HEATH was flowering in Havant Thicket – no doubt it has been out for some time at Sandy
Point but this is the first time I have seen it.
THU 18 JUN
CLUSTERED BELLFLOWER was out on Catherington Down on Tuesday (16th) when John Goodspeed found it
coming into flower. On Wednesday John enjoyed some of the better plants of Portsdown, including
Restharrow, Sainfoin, and most of the Toadflaxes (Pale, Purple and Common, but not the Bastard Toadflax
which is one of the hills rarities that should be out now – it is not a member of the Toadflax family but belongs
to the Sandalwood family).
ROCK SAMPHIRE. Plants on the South Moors sea wall have well defined umbels and will soon be opening their
flowers.
WED 17 JUN
MEADOW SWEET was in full flower for the first time at Brook Meadow in Emsworth when Brian Fellows was
there this morning.
NOTTINGHAM CATCHFLY at Eastney. A message from Alan Thurbon confirms my fears that the big colony
of these plants at Melville Road is no more, though some can still be found on Eastney beach. I recall that the
residents of council houses in Lumsden Road (close to Melville Road) were evacuated a year or so ago when it
was found that the ground on which the houses had been built was contaminated with poisonous metals and a
large scale exercise was undertaken to remove the contaminant and to seal the ground which might still
contain traces of poison before the resident were allowed back. The land on which the Nottingham Catchfly
flourished was part of this suspect soil, and although the Portsmouth group of the Wildlife Trust made valiant
efforts to transplant as many as possible to the beach the numbers have drastically declined – the origianal site
is now sealed and fenced off and those transplanted to the beach did not enjoy this change of scenery.
TUE 16 JUN
WOOD SEDGE is a plant which I thought I could now recognise as easily as the Pendulous Sedge which it
resembles but in Havant Thicket today I came on some clumps that were much larger than normal and yet had
less long stalked, pendulous, female flower spikes than usual. ALDER BUCKTHORN (which abounds here,
hence the large population of Brimstone butterflies) was in flower and so was SLENDER ST JOHN’S WORT
and its tiny ground-hugging relative Hypericum humifusum.
MON 15 JUN
HAREBELLS are out on Portsdown according to John Goodspeed’s poster today – he has seen them on the close
mown sward beside the A3 alongside the slip road leading down from the Portsdown Hill Road to join the city
bound traffic. These banks are a mass of WILD THYME at the moment and I remember once searching the
Hill Road verge near its bridge over the A3 for some rare plant (but can’t remember what the rarity was! – I
never found it)
INSECTS:

SUN 21 JUN
MARBLED WHITE were out in reasonable numbers on Portsdown this morning and I saw one Red Admiral plus
a few Meadow Brown, Lsrge Skipper and a single white butterfly that I think was a female Brimstone. One
female and one male Black Tailed Skimmer flew past me, as did one Cinnabar moth. Later in the day I saw
another Red Admiral at Budds Farm.
SAT 20 JUN
PAINTED LADY. My first of the year landed on a bramble flower beside me in Havant Thicket today, and a few
yards further on a fresh RED ADMIRAL shot past, then landed on a leaf. Also on parade were many Meadow
Brown along the woodland edge near the grassland of Deerslaughter Plain, Speckled Wood and Large Skipper
and a couple of tatty Common Blue plus fresh Brimstone and Cinnabar Moth.
A HORNET was seen near Stansted House by the ‘Evening Class Group’ today.They also found Red Admiral,
Brimstone, Meadow Brown, Speckled Wood and Large Skipper in and around the Groves.
ONE GLOW-WORM was found in Havant Thicket this evening by Brian Fellows at the end of his Nightjar visit.
FRI 19 JUN
HOLLY BLUE. One was flying around Havant railway station today – I have not seen any for some time and
winder if this is the first of the summer brood?
LARGE SKIPPER. My first two seen in Havant Thicket in today’s hot sun. Male and female BRIMSTONE were
also out with a couple of Meadow Brown and at least half a dozen Speckled Wood.
MYSTERY FLY. In Havant Thicket every woodland puddle was completely covered with hordes of small flies

which I assumed were egg laying in the water. Relatively long legged with long thin bodies (about 5 mm
long at a guess) and long thin wings I thought they would be easy to find in my insect book as they had two
distinctive features – bright metallic green topside to the thorax and wings that became almost totally black
towards the wingtips but then ended in a white ‘fringe’ – but I cannot find anything like them. Any
suggestions?
THU 18 JUN
MOTTLED BEAUTY MOTH. (Alcis repandata) is now on the wing and one settled on my garage doors
overnight togive me a close look in the morning.
MARBLED WHITE. The first was seen on Portsdown by John Goodspeed yesterday (17th), and on Tuesday
(16th) he was at Catherington Down but only saw Common Blue and Meadow Brown.
WED 17 JUN
PAINTED LADY. Barry Collins saw one on Thorney today or possibly yesterday, following up the one seen by
Kevin Stouse near Buriton on Sunday.
STAG BEETLES. It seems that the young children in Glenhurst School here in Beechworth Road have found
several in the school garden, most of them being female (the only female I had heard of previously was in the
Hayling Billy track just behind the school).
OTHER WILDLIFE:

MON 15 JUN
GRASS SNAKE. Following on the news of Alan Thurbon’s colleague’s ‘Enoch Powell’ attitude towards these
creatures (‘send the niggers back where they come from’) it is good to hear that Kevin Stouse and his walk
party in the Buriton area yesterday enjoyed the sight of one sunning itself (yes, there was some sun) and left it
in peace.
LOCAL ISSUES:

SUN 20 JUN
VANDALS ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE WILDLIFE WE ENJOY – EVEN ‘DEVELOPERS’ CAN
ENHANCE HABITAT.
These thoughts will no doubt be mis-interpreted by many who read them but they are inspired by things I saw on
Portsdown Hill today, starting at the place where on my last visit I noticed what appeared to be a series of ramps
and pits contructed by local youths to add excitement to their unofficial motor-cycle scrambling on the hill.
Today I found the pits filled in and replaced by a level patch of disturbed bare chalk soil on which the seeds of
many of the rarer and more delicate chalk plants may well grow. Without the efforts of the ‘vandals’ to change
the hillside to a shape that suited their purposes that soil would not have been turned, and it reminded me that the
great variety of wildlife that we now enjoy is almost entirely the result of man’s efforts, over the centuries since
Stone Age men first practised slash and burn, to change the face of the land so that it will best serve his purposes.
Even the original Vandals (and their colleagues the Goths and Visi-goths), whose purposes were those of rape,
pillage and domination rather than earning an honest living from the soil, played their part – even if it was only
that assumed by the railways in later years of unintentionally carrying seeds across the face of Europe.
From the same spot on the hill I could look down on the IBM North Harbour site and Paulsgrove rubbish tip to
see another example of vandalism (the reclamation of hundreds of acres of Portsmouth Harbour by developers in
the 1970s) bringing a great extension of wildlife habitat that has given living room to a far greater number of
species than the original harbour supported (yes – I do know that we cannot allow this argument to support the
case for reclaiming all our harbours which are a very rare and special habitat to turn them into grassland and
freshwater habitats that are not so rare or special).
Some people, with the best of intentions towards maintaining a flourishing wildlife, believe that the way to do this
is to leave nature to its own devices, never cutting down a tree, grazing a wildflower meadow, or clearing the
scrub from a hillside (some even go one step further, and promote the planting of trees everywhere). My own
view is that anyone whose actions allow a greater variety of wildlife to flourish than would otherwise be the
case is a friend (and this could include the Eagle Star company which wishes to turn the monoculture wheat
fields of Micheldever into a new town in which garden and parks would greatly increase the opportunities for
wildlife over those allowed by the ‘farming business’ with its intent to kill all but one living things), while those
whose actions decrease the variety of wildlife is an enemy (and this includes, as well as those who poison the
soil or cover it with concrete, those politicians who think they are doing good by promoting inappropriate tree
planting schemes or turning country paths into urban cycleways, and those ‘eco-warriors’ who act in the simple
believe that every tree or bramble bush is sacred – and I know there are many who are much more intelligent than
that!)
Still thinking in terms of Portsdown we can see great improvements to the wildlife there over recent years, partly
due to grazing but mainly to a group of volunteers and the city officials who support the Portsdown project.
There are many such projects doing good work all across Britain, as there are thousands of acres managed as

nature reserves, but the people and acreage involved in such good works is a minute percentage of the population
and acreage of Britain. If our grandchildren are to enjoy the wildife which we can still find all around us we have
to think and act on a bigger scale than an acre here and there to be preserved as a museum (it won’t work anyway
– think of Adonis Blues on Old Winchester Hill). We need to bring in the vandals and developers, and to
create a way of life for them which achieves their goals in way which enhances the ability of our land as a
whole to support life.
Above all we must achieve the impossible by (a) stopping and then turning around the staggering population
growth which people will not talk about because they have no solutions to it and (b) turn the phrase ‘sustainable
growth’ into terms that every individual understands, i.e. rid them of the idea that every year they will have more
of everything they want – one part of the answer to this would be to show them how much pleasure they can
derive for free from the natural environment and by sharing rather than grabbing the world’s resources as
individual property.
WATER FOR WILDLIFE
I expect many of you will have seen the item on BBC TV News about the recent rumours that there is to be a
change in the rules which at present allow anyone who has been granted a water abstraction licence to take the
amount of water specified by their licence regardless of water levels and the impact of the abstraction on the
environment. We can only hope that these rumours come true and that the right to abstract will be conditional on
the availability of the water without excessive damage to the environment. The BBC item featured Bishops
Waltham Moors as its example of how wildlife and wetland could be destroyed by the present rules. A message
from Pete Potts tonight reminds me of this, and he tells me that up to now the Portsmouth Water Company, in
order to supply its customers, has been pumping water from its Hoe Road station alongside the Moors regardless
of water levels in the Moors – the problem is not just some individual who has dug a hole in the ground near the
Moors in order to run a Trout fishing business, it is you and me who expect to get water out of our taps. (Another
reflection on the need for population limitation and implementation of sustainable growth!)
FRI 19 JUN
HAVANT BOROUGH PLANNING APPLICATIONS this week contained one item of good news for a change.
A revised application for the rebuilding of BUDDS FARM sewage works (98/50154/3/HCC) introduces a new
method of primary treatment (using Lamella spirals, whatever they may be) which can achieve the desired
effect in a much smaller space. It is thus not necessary to build over the existing settling pools which are used
by so many birds throughout the year. The northern 10% of the surface area will go, but the remaining area
will be dedicated to the birds – not only will they no longer be subject to periodic emptying of water but
English Nature and the Wildlife Trust will advise on how to improve their attractiveness to wildfowl.
THE IMPORTANCE OF WILDLIFE DATA in the defence of habitat is brought out by the Budds Farm case.
The environmental statement accompanying the original application lays out the available data about birds
using the settling pools and rest of the site, and this comes from the WeBS counts over the 1993/95 period and
from the Farlington Ringing Group which have regularly had mist netting sessions within the site. For each of
the species known to use the site average and ‘exceptional peak’ numbers are given – for example the average
number of Pintail counted on the pools in the winter months was 2 with a peak of 10 while the average number
of Teal is given as 141 with a peak of 350 (Tufted Duck 33 and 100). Alongside this data I see that for
Shoveler the average and max figure is just 2, while both Brent Geese and Shelduck are said not to use the site
at all – now I am sure I have seen more than half a dozen Shoveler there at one time, and while I do not recall
seeing Shelduck there in the winter when the wildfowl counts take place my database has seven records of
them on the pools since the start of April with peak figures of 12 and 19 birds. I am trying to do my bit to be
prepared to defend local habitat through detailed records of species in each 1km square of SU 70 and 71 but no
one person can cover such an area in detail so please, if you want to be counted as a defender of local wildlife,
do make detailed records of what you see (birds, plants, insects, etc) and let me add them to the database.
BIRDS:

WEEK 23

SUN 14 JUN
BAR TAILED GODWIT. In commenting on Brian’s sighting of ten at Budds Farm outfall last Friday (12th) I did
not express the surprise which I felt on hearing of them and a message from Brian today quotes the June
WeBS count for the 1991-96 years (1,42,12,0,0,3 respectively) as further evidence of the unusual nature of
this sighting. My quote from ‘Birds of Hampshire’ may well reflect an out of date view of the likelihood of
seeing them, but I was merely making the point that there can be lots of birds out on the islands which we do
not see on the shores – for example I do not see Sandwich Terns in numbers relecting the presence of 158
nesting pairs and would be as surprised as anyone to 316 adults fishing off Broadmarsh! I also do not see the
Grey Plover that remain here in June. I am also dubious about taking the WeBS counts as reflecting the true
status of birds in the harbour, particularly in the summer months when many counters do not bother to turn up.
What I am keen on (but do not expect to achieve) is the use our modern technology to bring together current

information from all viewpoints and make it available to everyone.
HOS SITES REGISTER SURVEY is the cumbersome title given to a new HOS initiative, not to register sites but
to record the bird populations of sites already selected by some HOS committee in conjunction with
conservation projects within the County Council and other bodies. Regardless of the name we have been
asked to record the bird populations in Havant Thicket and The Holt and if anyone wishes to join in this
worthwhile effort I have the details – had a similar exercise been carried out in the Inhurst/Outhurst Woods
before the A3M cut through them in the 1970s it might have been possible to prevent the devasting loss of
natural habitat that has now gone for our lifetimes. The two woods have each been subdivided into six
compartments of a reasonable size to cover in one visit and the only requirement on participants is that they
make visits at least once every three months (preferably once a month) and record all the birds seen in the
compartment(s) they visit. Brian Fellows has already managed to get round two compartments in one visit
made today.
NIGHTINGALES. The arrival of the SOS newsletter yesterday brought with it a form for ordering a CD
containing a full hour of Nightingale song for just £10. I am all in favour of habitat conservation as it allows
me to go and hear the nightingales in their natural setting – I’m not sure I could stand having to stay indoors
for a whole hour of canned birdsong, but this effort does reinforce my theory that the conservation value of a
species (bird or otherwise) is measured by the amount of money that can be raised by mention of its name.
Would that the same amount of money could be raised by the mention of the habitat itself, but for that the
general public would have to be aware of the pleasure they could derive from visiting that habitat and enjoying
it’s full community of wildlife.
SAT 13 JUN
CANADA GEESE are beginning to drop their flight feathers and will soon be grounded for a month so wise birds
are settling in places where they have food and a good chance of escaping predation – hence a count of 108 at
the IBM Lake in today’s monthly count. I only saw one family of four goslings there, which is good news to
my mind. While there I could not see any Swans – they had left the nest and might have been feeding cygnets
somewhere in the overgrown water channels around the site (though I looked in most places) but I think it is
most likely that they have left the site for the Hilsea Lines (if they have young) or one of the summering flocks
if they have not. The Wood Duck was also not seen but it can easily hide away in the long vegetation.
GREAT CRESTED GREBE – one on the IBM Lake in breeding plumes was a minor surprise.
FRI 12 JUN
HOBBY. One was over Hayling Oysterbeds as Tim Timlick cycled past this morning. I met him at Thorney Little
Deeps where he told me of some recent sightings from his windows overlooking Hayling Bay, including
Gannets seen almost daily from May 30 up to today, Fulmar seen on June 2 and Arctic Skua seen on June 3.
KESTREL violently mobbed by Common Tern at Thorney Great Deeps west was my most interesting bird
sighting this morning – as the Kestrel hovered over the sea wall the Tern came along the Deeps at full speed
making noises like a child imitating a machine gun, then flew at the Kestrel from every angle until it
reluctantly moved a couple of hundred yards to the south. One Little Tern was also fishing the deeps and flew
off towards Hayling with a good sized catch – I wonder if either of these Tern species nest anywhere nearer
than Langstone Harbour?
FIRST TUFTED DUCKLINGS were on Budds Farm pools when Brian was there today – he saw 6 ducklings
with a total of 18 ducks. The pair of Canada Geese were there without the goslings which I saw on May 30,
the Swans were absent and there were only 2 Shelduck. Overhead were 20 Swallows and some 156 Swifts
which seemed to be moving west.
SWANS at Broadmarsh - Brian found the flock here had increased to 39 birds with two more up the Hermitage
stream. He also saw 15 Little and 1 Common Tern fishing here.
BAR TAILED GODWIT. This year they seem to have taken a liking to the Budds Farm outfall shore but Brian
Fellows was very surprised to see ten there today, some of them in summer plumage. The Birds of Hampshire
book somewhat dampens the excitement of this sighting by saying that each year a summering flock of 50 to
100 of them are in Langstone Harbour.
THU 11 JUN
LEE EVANS CAR STOLEN. Mark Litjens forwarded a message to me saying that Lee Evans (the greatest
birder ever?) has had his car stolen in the Amersham area and with it 2 telescopes, 2 pairs of bins, 3 phones,
and worst of all many papers, books and rare bird photos plus the membership list of the UK400 birders club.
If you are offered any of these things on the cheap please ring him on 01494-763010. I’m sure every birder
will feel sympathy for this setback in his career.
NESTLINGS are suffering lack of insect and other invertebrate food according to Pete Potts who has also noticed
a paucity of “prey” in his moth trap.
TAWNY OWL seen by Kevin Stouse outside the ex-Plessey offices (opposite Havant BUPA Hospital) as he
drove down East Leigh road last night
SPOTTED FLYCATCHER at Racton (see June 5th) seen again today by Brian Fellows on the same old ash with

dead ivy stems covering its trunk – the bird was firmly attached to this tree and seemed to be visiting a nest in
the ivy. Brian says that it is wary if you try to watch it from the field gate near the road but you can get clear
views of it from a little way up the track to Racton Folly.
HOUSE MARTINS (50+) and SWALLOWS (20+) were over the Ems valley meadows by the Racton road
junction when Brian was there. Walking to Racton Park Wood he failed to see the Nightingale at the wood’s
east edge but did see 8 Swifts over the farm.
DUNNOCK. Only yesterday Brian Fellows remarked on seeing youngsters in his garden and today I had to take
one that had been attacked by a cat to Anne McMahon’s wildlife rescue centre at Bedhampton – it seemed to
have a good chance of survival. It was saved by one of the elderly residents of the Havant Abbeyfield Home
who has little eyesight left, but sufficient to see the commotion with the cat and to ask the warden to intervene.
WED 10 JUN
SPOTTED FLYCATCHER. At last I have seen one. Getting out of the car at Buriton Pond this morning I heard
squeaky sounds suggesting one was around and then saw one bird in an Ash tree at the south west corner of
the pond (in previous years I have seen them a little way along South Lane from here)
GRAHAM ROBERTS this evening had a second TV appearance this year to celebrate the successful breeding of
a pair of PEREGRINE in the nest box he was seen putting in place in his first appearance – the box is at the
top of a tall tower block in central Brighton, above the West Pier site where the birds have bred in recent years
but which is now being taken back into human use. The falcons have two healthy chicks seen in the TV
pictures.
WOOD WARBLER. One of the two Southleigh Forest birds was singing when Brian Fellows visited today – the
other bird may well still be present
EMSWORTH POND NEWS from Brian Fellows is that the Peter Pond Swan was still sitting with its mate on
guard nearby on Monday (8th) when there were 72 Swans on the Mill Pond, the second highest count this year
since the record of 76 on March 2nd. At the Slipper Mill one Coot was so aggressive that it launched a personal
attack on Brian when he was seen watching its chicks. More immature Herring Gulls than usual were on the
rafts of this pond – 23 of them were crowded together.
DUNNOCK with two juveniles was in Brian Fellows’ garden on Monday – many birds now have young out of
the nest but this is the first Dunnock family I have heard of
HAVANT SWIFTS. This evening I saw five birds circling the nest area where I have only seen three in recent
evenings, and at one moment tonight ten birds were in the air, suggesting five breeding pairs.
MON 8 JUN
OSPREY. Last Friday (5th) at 9:45am Pete Potts saw one drifting over the Hamble Country Park and being
mobbed by a Herring Gull as it dropped towards the Hamble river. With the message comes a plea for more
sightings of coloured ringed or marked shore birds.
STONE CURLEW. I hear from Cath Cooper, who visited Martin Down last Thursday (4th) that the Stone Curlew
pair now have two chicks on view. She also says she and Ros Norton saw a Harrier while they were there and
are wondering if the Montagu’s have possibly returned to their one time nest site over the main road east of
Sixpenny Handley, or whether they had seen one of the Black Gutter birds.

PLANTS:

SUN 14 JUN
NORTHNEY NORTH SHORE was my only destination today. The bright yellow flowers of YELLOW
CHAMOMILE were out in the carpark with several young plants to indicate that it is surviving and spreading
from its probable origin in a wildflower seed-packet when the carpark was constructed a couple of years ago.
One plant of DOTTED LOOSESTRIFE was in flower here as was much Hedgerow Cranesbill and Feverfew.
Walking towards the sea and then turning right into the ‘dell’ away from the path I had to negotiate the
biggest bank of Teasels that I have seen anywhere (when full grown they will be impenetrable) to get into the
half acre of GOATS RUE which is just coming into flower. On the way out of the dell a mass of Perforate St
Johns Wort formed made the exit realtively easy. Heading east on the sea wall I found my first
STRAWBERRY CLOVER flowers – a very delicate whitish pink – but could see no sign of the Grass
Vetchling (Lathyrus nissolia) that I found last year (maybe a little later than this). Finally I visited the area
behind the houses, west of the carpark, where I hoped to see the Lesser Centaury seen there last summer but
today the best I could find was a flowering plant of Garden Asparagus!
SAT 13 JUN
SOUTHERN MARSH ORCHID COUNT on the Langstone South Moors this morning gave a respectable total of
4890 with all the plants still in perfect condition. The 1995 count was 6763, in 1996 we made it 4319 and last
year could only find 2407. While we were there we saw a healthy ‘crop’ of one of the other rarities of the site
– KNOTTED HEDGE PARSLEY – and found two other plants which I have only seen in one previous year –

GREAT BITTER CRESS, which is this year abundant in the water channels to the east and south of the orchid
meadow, and BROOKWEED, of which there were three or four flowering plants to be seen beside the central
channel feeding the Tamarisk pool (I glimpsed one of these plants about three years ago but could not refind it
in that year or since).
SOUTH MOORS GRAZING REGIME. There is no doubt that the ‘orchid meadow’ is currently looking much
healthier this year as a result of grazing by cattle until May, when the cattle were excluded, rather than the
regimes of previous years which varied from no grazing (resulting in a tangle of waist high vegetation difficult
to walk through) to faily heavy pony grazing (keeping much of the rough vegetation down but causing
possible damage to the smaller plants from horse-shoes on soft soil). I have no expertise in this area but I am
very pleased to see more fencing is now in place to compartmentalise future grazing. I see that the
management plan proposed by IBM’s agents (Grimley), as a result of various environmental studies they
commissioned, advocates grazing the ‘orchid meadow’ from mid-summer to late winter, and grazing the rest
of the South Moors in spring, summer and autumn but not winter. They also propose that both the old playing
fields and the hay meadow south of the old orchard become scrub and coarse grassland and that a considerable
area on either side of the central channel feeding the Tamarisk pool, and other low lying areas near the
seawall, be permanently flooded. Hampshire Wildlife Trust have also published a proposed management plan
which is similar but I do not have it to hand and there could be significant differences of detail (I remember
that ir includes the construction of several artificial pools/scrapes, connected by a water channel, on the old
playing fields but I am not sure where the water would come from).
IBM NORTH HARBOUR ORCHIDS could not possibly be counted in my two hour visit to count the birds but I
estimate that an accurate count of both PYRAMIDAL and COMMON SPOTTED (if we include those on the
motorway bank) would produce figures well in excess of 5000 for each species, and there must be well over
1000 BEE ORCHIDS. While at the site I checked out some of the other rarities, finding a good ‘crop’ of
LATHYRUS APHACA ( the small yellow pea) with flowers and seeds in the easternmost carpark divider
which is on your right as you drive out of the carparks (look especially where there is a tarmac walk way
through it half way up this dividing bank) and a super crop of HAIRY BIRD’S FOOT TREFOIL flowering on
the close mown bank which is on your left if driving away from main reception at the point where you turn
right onto the road heading out of the site, plus another very good crop of ALTHAEA HIRSUTA (Rough
Mallow) just starting to flower on the lake banks surrounding the inlet to the ‘Archimedes Screw’. I came on
two substantial colonies of FERN GRASS (Catapodium rigidum) in the carparks, with my first CENTAURY
flowering on the canal bank of the westernmost carpark. The mound west of all the buildings, seeded with
wild flower seed last year, has a substantial survival rate for both CORNFLOWER and CORN COCKLE, and
here I found my first ALSIKE CLOVER (large white clover flowers tinged a delicate pink at the base of each
flower to give a pretty two tone effect). Also on this mound one bush of WHITE MELILOT was flowering
among many of the yellow TALL MELILOT, and by the crossing to the inner island the usual cluster of
YELLOW LOOSESTRIFE was starting to flower (no dark centres to the flowers, so not the commoner Dotted
Loosestrife). Three clumps of COMMON BROOMRAPE (Orobanche minor) were fully grown on the south
of the lake and one flower of SMALL SCABIOUS had begun to open a flower, and among the carpet of goose
droppings on the grass south of E Building MARSH CUDWEED was as much in flower as it ever will be! I
still have not finished the list of noteworthy plants at this extraordinary site as I saw on the southern and
western motorway banks ROSEBAY WILLOWHERB, GREAT MULLEIN and BROAD LEAVED
EVERLASTING PEA in full flower.
FRI 12 JUN
DYERS GREENWEED was flowering abundantly south of Thornham Point on east Thorney today and I also
found my first AGRIMONY flowering near the Great Deeps. Sea Aster, Sea Lavender, Sea Plantain and
Spartina cord grass were also in flower.
CROWN VETCH, almost certainly a garden escape but now growing abundantly on the roadside just outside the
gate of 156 Stein Road, Southbourne (north end of the road near the new A27), will soon be a colourful sight
when it starts to flower in the next week or so – it was a great sight last year.
THU 11 JUN
GUNDYMOOR WOOD is the remnant of the Forest of Bere lying on between the A3M and College Road north
of Southdowns College and south of Purbrook Way. Following a phone call from Jane Noble (the Forest of
Bere project officer based in Denmead) to say that Havant Borough were considering some sort of
management for the wood, and she would welcome any information to help with this, I visited the wood this
afternoon to find two surprises in addition to a colony of 240 Common Spotted orchids which she had already
seen. The first was the presence of GREATER TUSSOCK SEDGE, the first time I have come across it in our
area, and the second was the much smaller SLENDER MARSH BEDSTRAW (Galium debile). My plant list
for the wood came to a reasonable 99 species, but this could no doubt be increased if the wood were managed
to let in more light. Broad Buckler Fern was surprisingly abundant and in the considerably area of damp
ground several species of Moss and Liverwort were flourishing.

WED 10 JUN
COULTER’S DEAN BANK was the high spot of a walk from Buriton to the top of the Downs above it. Wall
Rue and Polypody were on the churchyard wall where I parked by the pond and the Pencil Cedar was still in
the corner I passed going to the fields leading to the ‘Milky Way’ path. Just before the clearing under the
electricity pylons, at the top ot the steeepest part of the climb, a mass of Twayblade orchids could be seen, and
under the nearest pylon itself were the largest Solomon’s Seal plants I have seen with stems over a metre long.
In the reserve area below the bridleway scrub clearance in recent years has paid off, giving a magnificent
display of flowers – Common Spotted orchids were everywhere (with two albino plants that I saw) but it was
the few GREATER BUTTERFLY and FRAGRANT ORCHIDS that caught my eye, and there were more
plants of Broad Leaved Helleborine than I have seen there before, promising a good display in a month’s time.
ROCK ROSE was more numerous than I have seen it anywhere and the local speciality – COLUMBINE –
was flowering close to the bridleway near the stile into the lower part of the reserve but I found more and
much bigger plants by climbing up through the upper part of the reserve and then heading south along a little
used track at the top of the hill – the plants were shortly after passing a concrete post with HWT on it so I
suspect they are outside the reserve. In the lower area of the reserve HAIRY ST JOHN’S WORT was just
coming into flower and I note from the Hampshire Flora that this species is ‘unknown south of Portsdown’ so
keep your eyes open for it!
HEAD DOWN PLANTATION had two clumps of YELLOW BIRD’S NEST well up above the ground – one
clump of some 25 spikes (still ‘crook shaped’) was about half way up the broad path from the South Down’s
Way road and the second (only four spikes) was near where this path joins the main ride through the wood at
the top of the slope. I was surprised to find only two straggly plants of White Helleborine in the trees
alongside this broad uphill path – I remember it as a site having many hundreds of them along with other
orchids. Going back down the official narrow path I checked out the grass sward on top of the chalk pit and
found one plant of HAIRY ROCK CRESS (Arabis hirsuta).
PURPLE TOADFLAX can be pink! Today I discovered yet another of my ‘built in errors’ of identification –
years ago I had been impressed by a mass of pale pink toadflax flowers on a stone bridge in the Lake District
and whatever book I used to identify them convinced me that this was Pale Toadflax, and since then I have
always taken pale pink flowered plants to be Pale rather than Purple Toadflax but tonight I checked out the
two types that are now flowering in my garden drive and find they are both the same species with corolla spurs
of equal length, etc,
FOXGLOVES. Brian Fellows remarks on the magnificent display of these now to be seen in the newly cleared
and re-fenced area of Stansted Forest behind the Forestside Hut – last time I drove down the road through the
Forest I also noticed a great display in the wood south of this point.
MON 8 JUN
LESSER SNAPDRAGON (aka ‘WEASEL’S SNOUT’) is flowering profusely once more in the Havant New
Lane allotments. While looking at them over the fence one of the allotment holders came over and in the
course of chatting I discovered he was a fellow member of the Wildlife Trust with a great interest in wild
orchids, adding to my knowledge of local sites by saying that he had found one or two Green Winged orchids
in Leigh Park Gardens.
PLANTS OF GIPSIES PLAIN. Following the finding of Marsh Speedwell last Saturday by the Evening Class
group I this morning visited the ditch in which it was found and listed some very interesting plants. Best of all
was MARSH STITCHWORT which beckoned me with a single white flower. As this is a rarity only found in
about 20 of the 1000+ tetrads in Hampshire I am either wrong in my identification or this is a good find. The
same applies to a single plant of Water Dropwort which tried to convince me that it was FINE LEAVED
WATER DROPWORT, but as the Hampshire Flora does not accept that this species has ever been correctly
identified in the county I am driven to the conclusion that it is either Parsley Water Dropwort rather far from
the coastal meadows where it is normally found or an unusual example of the Corky Fruited species that could
be expected here – we await its seeds. One plant of whose identity I could be sure was the MARSH
PENNYWORT lining the bottom of the ditch, and for colour I could rely on some 400 Common Spotted
Orchids.
INSECTS:

SAT 13 JUN
WHITE ERMINE MOTH? In the short period sunshine this afternoon, while I was by the IBM Lake, what I at
first thought was a white butterfly flew by me and settled at the base of tall grass stems. From what I could
see of it I thought it might be a Leopard Moth but looking through my books I think White Ermine is more
probable. Although I did not have a very good view I could not see any black spots at all and am wondering if
it could be a Water Ermine? – is that species confined to East Anglia? While at North Harbour I saw one
CINNABAR moth and a couple of COMMON BLUE butterflies.

MORE STAG BEETLES. Today my neighbour tells me they have had two in their garden this week birnging the
local count to six so far.
FRI 12 JUN
CONVOLVULUS HAWK MOTH. The first of these migrants which I have heard of was on Portsdown on June
4 when Tim Timlick came on it in long grass below the view point carpark near the A3 road.
SMALL TORTOISESHELL. A very fresh specimen seen by me near Thorney Little Deeps this morning was
probably the first of the summer brood. Small Heath and Common Blue were out in force on Thorney and I
also saw a couple of Meadow Brown, one Small and one Large White plus a couple of Cinnabar Moths.
STAG BEETLES. The first report of a female, seen on the Hayling Billy track near Fairfield School in Havant,
came from a retired postman walking his beautiful Basset Hound and a phone call from someone living in
Orchard Road brought news of a male found dead there this week.
WED 10 JUN
SPECKLED WOOD, LARGE WHITE & GREEN VEINED WHITE were all on the wing today, and in Ditcham
Woods I came on my third CARDINAL BEETLE of the year, but the weather is not being kind to butterflies
on the wing – though those which laid eggs earlier have a plentiful food supply for their caterpillars.
MON 8 JUN
COMMON BLUE. Strong wind and rain gave butterflies an extra day in bed, and while I was searching for
plants on the Gipsies Plain I almost trod on a Common Blue fast asleep on the tip of a small plant.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 14 JUN
GRASS SNAKES. A message from Alan Thurbon today tells of a work colleague of his who lives close to the
Hollybank Woods in Tudor Avenue at Emsworth and who manages to catch the grass snakes which visit his
garden pond and then releases them ‘a mile away’ to save his newt population. While I must admit that he
must be skilled to catch them I doubt he can prevent predation by these tactics and I hope the snakes survive
the displacement.
SAT 13 JUN
POINTED SNAIL (Cochlicella acuta) has been established at IBM North Harbour for many years and I have
often seen a hundred or more scattered on flower stems or found them under leaves in the north west corner of
the site but today I came on them in a way I have never seen before – along the north side of the westernmost
carpark there is a row of low wooden posts about two feet high and on three of these I found clusters of snails
(I estimated more than fifty snails in each cluster) packed together in as tight a bunch as they could manage,
forming a white circle on the brown creosote colour of the posts – on other posts there were other smaller
groups. The only reason that I can think of them for them to be together in this way was that this was a mass
mating procedure, but that is purely a guess. As these snails only live for a year they have reached the start of
maturity by this time of year, making that guess slightly more likely.
THU 11 JUN
BADGER CUB ROAD CASUALTY. Pete Potts tells me of one seen at Fleet End (Warsash) this week and asks
if I know if anyone keeps a record of road casualties and if so to whom he should report it. I do not know the
answer to this (do you?) but suggested that either Pete West on 01329-238501 or Charlie Duffy on 01705596353 should be able to tell him – these are my two contacts listed in the Wildlife Rescue directory section of
the website Wildlife Organisations page and additions of useful numbers are always welcome.
TUE 9 JUN
BADGER. Today Brian Fellows passed a roadside corpse as he drove down Woodberry Lane through Southleigh
Forest

LOCAL ISSUES:

FRI 12 JUN
HAVANT PLANNING APPLICATIONS for this week include one that will, if it goes ahead, eliminate the
scruffy pony fields north of the railway between Havant station and the New Lane level crossing. Rail Track
have submitted two applications, one for 32 flats and the other for 22 houses, both using Eastern Road for
access. I cannot see any good wildlife grounds for opposing this but I suspect that (as on previous occasions) it
will generate a lot of heat locally. The number is 98/55485 with a 4 suffix for the flats and 3 for the houses.
SAFEWAYS at Horndean (Dell Piece by the A3m) have also submitted an application to extend their buildings
and carparks and although this is an East Hants matter it is mentioned with the Havant applications.

BIRDS:

WEEK 22

SUN 7 JUN
SWAN NEWS. Today Brian Fellows counted 56 at the top of Fishbourne Creek and yesterday he found 63 at
Emsworth Mill Pond. Cycling past the Southsea Canoe Lake today I saw just one (apparently headless)
standing on the walkway round the pond – no doubt if it had had a head it would have flown with the others!
Both the Peter Pond and Little Deeps birds are still sitting and Brian wonders when they will realize the effort
is in vain.
BRENT GEESE. The Fishbourne Creek summer flock has increased to 12 according to Brian Fellows – the
additional two birds may well come from the other summering flock nearby in the Thorney Channel.
SHELDUCK. Brian found 16 at Fishbourne Creek today and saw 6 at the Little Deeps yesterday. On Friday I
saw only 12 on the Budds Farm pools which were then starting to drain.
SAT 6 JUN
FLYCATCHERS. Both John Goodspeed and I visited the Racton site where Brian saw a Spotted Flycatcher
yesterday – we heard the Garden Warbler and saw the Ash tree with the dead ivy stems (which turns out to be
by the roadside ditch on the west of the road junction) but saw no Flycatcher. I was en route to South Harting
and did not stay for more than a few minutes. Another possibility for finding one is in the area south of West
Marden – last year I saw one at 773127 in trees across Oldhouse Lane from Big Busto house and in the past I
have seen them at the edge of Westmarden Copse around 774132. Mark Lijens did see one today at
Boldrewood when he successfully tracked down the Pied Flycatcher nest there, and both he and Alistair
Martin have slightly worrying news of that nest in that neither saw the male bird – Alistair saw the female
frantically gathering food and taking it to the nest unaided for up to half an hour and Mark only saw a ‘tatty
tailed female’, leaving the area quickly to avoid disturbance. Mark also saw a Lesser Spotted Woodpecker and
ten Redstart in the same area.
BLACKCAP & GARDEN WARBLER were heard singing in the same garden near Havant Thicket by the
Saturday walk group who visited the Gipsies Plain area west of the Staunton Arms today. Brian Fellows
remarked on the presence of 70 Rooks which in my experience are nearly always to be found here (together
with the largest flocks of Woodpigeon that I have found away from the stubble of cereal field in winter). I
assume these Rooks come from the big rookery by the railway north and south of Rowlands Castle railway
station though a few may be from the smaller rookery in Leigh Park gardens (above the old stable block,
newly renovated).
SUMMER MERGANSERS. I see I did not note my sightings at Hayling Oysterbeds on Thursday (4th) when I
watched a pair of Little Tern on the new island in the inner pool which retains water (one caught a fish and
offered it to the other, so I guess they are thinking of nesting there again despite the presence of a dozen
Herring Gull and two second summer Lesser Blackbacks with eager appetites for eggs). A Ringed Plover was
also on the island and five pairs of Shelduck were present but no sign of any Merganser. Possibly they have
moved east as today Brian Fellows saw a redhead on Thorney Great Deeps, and on Sunday 7th he saw two
redheads in Fishbourne creek.
SUMMER CORMORANT. Brian Fellows points out that the one at Emsworth Slipper Mill is an adult (nonbreeding – no white roundels on its ‘thighs’) and last Thursday I watched an adult fishing near Langstone
bridge and saw another flying over Hayling so they are not as scarce as I made out.
WHIMBREL. Brian saw and heard one at Thorney Great Deeps today, maybe a late migrant or maybe a
summering bird (a few stay in both winter and summer)
RED LEGGED PARTRIDGE. On Little Torberry Hill this evening, far from habitation or breeding pens, I heard
one calling then saw it fly
FRI 5 JUN
SPOTTED FLYCATCHER. Brian Fellows has succeeded in the impossible and found one within our local area
at approx SU 782094! Just as he was starting up the track to Racton Folly from the B2147 today, from the
metal gate which can close this track behind the old farm buildings now being converted, he saw the
Flycatcher in an Ash tree with old Ivy stems on it (I guess this was in the field north of the track). Other birds
seen in a circuit along this track, up Park Slip and back along Woodlands Lane, were one singing Nightingale
at the Five Oaks site and a singing Garden Warbler (also seen with what might have been nest material in its
bill) in the trees above the southern end of the Butterbur site at the junction of the B2146 Hares Lane from
Funtington with the B2147 coming north from Westbourne.
BRIAN IN BRISTOL. A trip to Bristol yesterday gave Brian Fellows the following birds.
PEREGRINES. From the Circular Road above the Avon Gorge at Bristol he saw male and female Pregrines in
trees on either side of the gorge. The nest is apparently on the west side and four eggs hatched on May 4th
this year.
LESSER BLACKBACKS. Brian comments on the number of these which I suspect were local nesting birds. I
am sure I have read, or seen on TV, that many of these now nest on the buildings in Bristol (I think there is

an RSPB film of Herring Gulls doing this).
BLACK REDSTART. A smart male was on the railings of the pomenade at Severn Beach – at this time I
would suspect breeding.
DUNLIN. Also at Severn Beach were five Dunlin in breeding plumage and some Ringed Plover. I am sure
the latter will be breeding birds but I am very interested to hear of the Dunlin and that the latest BTO Atlas
of Breeding Birds suggests that they do nest here.
GOOSANDER. Stopping where the Keynsham to Willsbridge Road crossed the River Avon Brian saw a
female on the river. Could that also be breeding?
BEDHAMPTON MILL POOL SWAN NEST. This evening I confirmed that the nest does exist but is hidden
from the footpath near the railway. It is at the extreme north east end of the bank which separates the mill
pool from the Hermitage stream, behind the wall of the water company brick building.
THU 4 JUN
BREEDING BLACK REDSTART. The possibility that a pair are breeding on Hayling came a step nearer
resolution today with a call from the lady who originally alerted me to the presence of a strange bird in her
garden to say that it had been seen today by a second person who did see the white wing flashes and red tail.
As the bird has been present for more than two weeks and attracts attention to itself by warbling from a
prominent perch, and there is an old war time pillbox in the area in which a mate might be nesting, I await
developments with interest.
CAT AND DUCK. In reponse to my internet website update on Wednesday, which included the entry for
Tuesday under this same heading, I had an immediate response from Peter Morrison who is very satisfied with
the effectiveness of an electronic device which he has installed that sends out bursts of supersonic noise at
random intervals. One of these devices with a mains transformer costs £60 (I think they are obtainable from
the RSPB but Peter has the details). Many other suggestions are made for keeping cats from gardens and birds,
ranging from catching the cat and cutting off its claws through many chemical devices (Renardine said to be
the best, but having a smell to drive all humans away) to the old gamekeepers trick of laying a circle of human
urine around the nest to be protected. The electronic ‘phazer’ is apparently the best solution, but I have not
heard (What did you say?) of its effect if any on human hearing.
PIED FLYCATCHER NEST. This evening Dave Mead told me that he had found the nest of one of the two pairs
said to be breeding at Boldrewood in the New Forest and that he is prepared to attempt to describe its location
to those who already have a good knowledge of Boldrewood.
TURTLE DOVE. These may be breeding at a third site on Hayling in addition to Sinah Warren and the Stoke
shore. Cycling down West Lane I heard one purring from the trees around the isolated group of houses south
of Daw Lane, and I hear that there may well be another pair of Little Owl in that area.
WED 3 JUN
WOOD WARBLER. Messages from David Parker and Brian Fellows confirm that at least one bird is still present
at the Woodberry Lane/Sussex Border path site in Southleigh Forest and Brian heard it today. I think the best
chance of hearing both birds is early in the morning, by tea time only one bird seems to have the stamina to
keep singing.
NIGHTINGALES. On Monday evening (1st) Brian Fellows heard three at Marlpit Lane (with Cuckoo, Green
Woodpecker and Whitethroat accompaniment) and one at Racton Park Wood which he also saw several times
flitting between the wood, across the path, to perch on the 8th post from the gate on the east side of the wood. I
imagine the gate is at the point of the wood nearest the farm (SU 781087) and that a fence has been put to
separate the field (centre 783085) from the track beside the wood – if so the bird choose the 8th post south from
the gate to perch on!
BARNACLE GEESE. On Tuesday (2nd) Brian was at Baffins Pond and found in addition to the 26 adult
Barnacles there were two families of 3 and 5 goslings – this is the second year these birds have bred. No clue
as to where the other 12 Barnacles have gone (the winter flock numbered 38) but maybe they are breeding
elsewhere in greater privacy than this pond offers! Other birds contributing to the lack of privacy were 118
Mallard, 39 Canada Geese, 31 Tufted Duck, 2 Snow Geese, and 2 Muscovy Ducks (the latter ugly enough to
drive anyone away).
EMSWORTH SWANS. On Monday (1st) Brian counted 62 back on the Mill Pond (that may correlate with a drop
in the Broadmarsh herd to 25) and saw the Peter Pond deluded Pen still sitting. More interestingly a
Cormorant is still to be seen on the Slipper Mill Pond and while this may be an immature bird it is still unusual
to see any Cormorant here in the summer.
LITTLE TERNS AT THE OYSTERBEDS. Brian saw 4 here on Tuesday (2nd) and I wonder if that means that the
one pair which bred on the old footpath separating the two halves of the inner pool that retains water will this
year be two pairs.
SHELDUCK AT THE OYSTERBEDS. Brian saw 4 here on Tuesday, and I suspect there are still 6 or more pairs
hanging about with some breeding potential, but I was pleased to get a message from John Worley this week
saying that he too was aware that the nestbox which the Friends of Langstone Harbour had placed at the

Oysterbeds was an encouragement to breed (rather than a poor replacement for lost nest sites) as he agreed
with me that there is no hard evidence for breeding ever having taken place there.
TUE 2 JUN
CAT AND DUCK. My only bird news today comes from a phone call from someone with a Mallard nesting in
her Emsworth garden asking what she should do now that a local cat had discovered the nest and launched an
attack on the sitting duck. My reply was (a) to let nature take its course, or (b) domesticate the duck (taking it,
its nest and ducklings into permanent human care) or (c) invest a large sum in one of the supersonic ‘phazer’
machines which are said to be an effective cat deterrent by emitting at random intervals piercing sounds that
we cannot hear but which the cats cannot bear. If anyone can tell me more about these devices I would like to
know – how much do they cost? are they effective? do they damage human ears even though we cannot hear
them?
MON 1 JUN
GREY WAGTAIL SONG. Not often heard, and not particularly beautiful, this bird’s song is evocative of rocky
streams and consists mainly of high pitched sharp sounding notes that penetrate the noise made by a waterfall
(as do the calls of Kingfisher and Common Sandpiper). Today I was waiting near the Hermitage Stream
alongside the Bedhampton water works overflow sluice in the hope that the Kingfisher might visit its nest
when I heard a Wagtail flying towards me and saw it with wings held low and tail cocked high (a bit like a
parchuting Pipit) as it approached a song post from which it continued to sing for some time. I did not see the
Kingfisher (whose call I thought I heard earlier) and it looks to me as if the nest hole is now too covered by
plants growing up from below to be easily approachable by a bird that would normally fly straight in, but I did
notice a Wren creeping through the vegetation and entering a much smalle hole in the same bank where it
presumably has a nest.
BEDHAMPTON MILL POOL SWANS. I may be a step nearer solving the mystery of this nest site. As usual I
could see one bird on the water as if on guard near a nest, and then I saw it climb out on the east end of the
bank which separates the mill pool from the Hermitage stream. As it did so I had a glimpse of a second Swan
moving away along that far bank, and I thought I could see the sort of debris that might surround a nest at the
foot of a tree. I am now guessing that the nest is on that bank, hidden by trees from the footpath.
PEREGRINES AT BISHOPS WALTHAM. Pete Potts tells me that he had his first view this year of a Peregrine
over the Claylands Nature Reserve at Bishops Waltham and that he has seen one earlier this year over The
Moors reserve nearby. He also tells me that some Blackcaps have now fledged.
SOUTHLEIGH FOREST. A note from Kevin Stouse tells me that he has now enjoyed seeing one of the Wood
Warblers and hearing the other, and that while he was there his curiosity led him on into the trees until he was
lost but a friendly pair of Tree Creeper and a pair of Nutchatch pointed him in the right direction. These
woods are certainly ones in which it is easy to get disoriented and on a recent visit when I made a full transect
of the forest I was very glad I had my compass with me (the map alone gives no help with the tracks that do
exist).
PLANTS:

SUN 7 JUN
NATIONAL BIKE WEEK. This morning I made the 40 mile ride along Portsdown, through Fareham to Lee on
Solent and back along the coast to Hayling. On the way up Portsdown I stopped at Farlington Redoubt where
there were half a dozen excellent BEE ORCHIDS among many PYRAMIDAL and a few COMMON
SPOTTED. A surprise to me was the presence of a LUCERNE plant just opening its flowers here.
Continuing up the hill I found NARROW LEAVED PEPPERWORT strung out along the bare sections of the
southern verge opposite Fort Purbrook and as soon as I had passed the Farlington Avenue junction at the top
of the hill I noticed two plants of what I took to be SILVER RAGWORT (Senecio cineraria) at the edge of the
‘meadow’. Outside Fort Widley equestrian centre (where last year the mowers allowed a mass of SAINFOIN
to flower) the roadside was shaved but this beautiful ‘pink lupin’ like flower (it is actuall a Vetch) could be
seen as usual on the north verge of the road just after passing Fort Southwick. Turning off the route down
Skew Road I enjoyed the display of FIELD COW WHEAT at the usual spot (see Friday entry) – there were
more plants than last year (I estimated over 100) and the purple colour was super but there were no golden
crests to be seen. The STRAW or SMALL YELLOW FOXGLOVE was easy to see as I turned up Nelson
Lane and YELLOW WORT was also in flower here. Going down Boarhunt Road towards Wallington I saw
my first SMALL SCABIOUS flowers and elswhere on the hill GREATER KNAPWEED was out in several
places.
NOTTINGHAM CATCHFLY was one of the plants I expected to see as I cycled down Melville Road at Eastney
towards the Hayling Ferry, but at the spot where I expected to see it there was what seemed to be a new
mound of almost bare earth behind a stout fence. This might be some attempt to enhance the habitat for this
plant, but I fear the worst. As I had just had a puncture I was in a hurry to catch the ferry and did not stop to

investigate but will try to find out more from Alan Thurbon. After crossing the ferry I spent some time trying
to find the CHILDLING PINK plants on Sinah Common but could not find them and my only Hayling find
was of the domed (not flat topped) umbels of what I assume to be PARSLEY WATER DROPWORT (rather
than Corky Fruited).
SAT 6 JUN
MARSH SPEEDWELL (Veronica scutella) was an excellent find made by the Saturday walk group in ditch on
the Gipsies Plain south of Havant Thicket. This plant is not recorded anywhere in SU70 by the Hampshire
Flora and is not in my own current list of 708 plant species for SU 70/71 so I will be searching it out in the
very near future
HOUNDS TONGUE. Late in the afternoon I drove to South Harting, turned left towards Petersfield and parked
under Little Torberry Hill to check out the 7719 and 7619 squares and the first plant that I saw, on the roadside
verge, was Hounds Tongue in full flower. Having made my circuit I thought I would explore the hill and
managed to climb it easily, finding a great mass of this plant on the hill brow above the road. Also at the hill
top there was a mass of apparently ancient BOX - could it have arrived naturally? One bush was almost a tree
and the bushes had just finished flowering. Out from the trees a bush of DEADLY NIGHTSHADE with its
lovely brown bell flowers fully open. The lower slopes of the hill, just above the Sussex Border Path, were a
mass of TWAYBLADES.
WALL LETTUCE. Climbing the Downs (here Hemner Hill) opposite Torberry, I found WHITE
HELLEBORINE and COMMON SPOTTED ORCHIDS, and at the top plants of Wall Lettuce were just
opening their first flowers.
BROAD BEANS were one of the more unusual plants growing on the roadside verge as I walked back to the car.
Of more interest as wild flowers I found NETTLE LEAVED BELLFLOWER in full flower and lots of leaves
of BROAD LEAVED EVERLASTING PEA that will soon turn the northern verge of that road scarlet with
wild sweet pea flowers for quite a distance west of Torberry Hill.
FRI 5 JUN
BUTTONWEED (Cotula coronopifolia) is now flowering in the Hermitage Stream just east of the right angle
bend in the stream north of Bedhampton Mill. Last year I discovered this in July when assisting with the
stream clearance organised by the Friends of Langstone Harbour and was surprised to find it out so early this
year. This is presumably still the only site for this plant in Hampshire.
CORKY FRUITED WATER DROPWORT. The meadow east of Bedhampton Mill is normally grazed heavily at
this time of year and in the past I was surprised to hear Jonathan Cox (when he was the English Nature man
for this area) saying how species rich that meadow was. Since then I have also heard glowing reports of it
from Paul Bowman, and this year it is not being grazed and has a great growth of wild flowers in which the
Dropwort is now one of the more obvious features.
FIELD COW-WHEAT. Last year I raised a lot of interest when I came on a marvellously colourful patch of this
Isle of Wight speciality on top of the M27 bank at SU 614067 but thoughts that wind borne seed had blown
from the Island were dispelled when Richard Jones found that this was a deliberate introduction by an unnamed ‘Portchester postman’. Maureen Coleman has seen these plants again this week and if you want to
enjoy them park on the wide verge south of Skew Road where it runs parallel to the M27 above the bridge
over it. Go to the 20th fence post east of the bend at the bridge (this is opposite the point at which the kerb
stones at the roadside end and you can drive onto the verge) and look over – the plants should be less than a
yard from your feet. While there you can also see another rarity (DIGITALIS LUTEA or STRAW
FOXGLOVE) which has been flowering in increasing numbers since the motorway was built on the steep
bank north of Nelsons Lane just before that lane turn north away from the motorway at SU 613068. I am told
this plant can also be found at South Boarhunt on the other side of the hill.
BEE ORCHIDS AT FARLINGTON REDOUBT. Maureen Coleman has also refound these at a regular site
which is not, I think, in danger of mowing as it is within the barrier separating the Portsdown Hill Road from a
short section of road leading to the fenced area within the redoubt. This area within the barrier is worth a visit
at this time of year – you have a good chance of seeing Small Blue butterflies as well as many plants.
PYRAMIDAL ORCHIDS. I have not visited the road junction on the east side of Fort Purbrook this week but the
bank of Portsdown Hill Road across the junction from the Fort is a marvellous site for Pyramidal orchids and I
gather from John Goodspeed’s latest poster that they have begun to flower. When there have a look for
Common Gromwell.
SWEET BRIAR. Cycling east along Harts Farm Way past Broadmarsh I spotted the smaller, pinker flowers of
this lovely rose peering at me over the hand rail of the bridge over the Hermitage Stream on my left as I
reached the bridge. Stopping to check the smell of the leaves I was rewarded with the full apple scent that
positively identifies the plant.
THU 4 JUN
CHILDLING PINK ON HAYLING. This plant supposedly only occurs at one site in Britain, the shingle at the
mouth of Pagham Harbour on the Pagham side, but about a week ago a small group of about a dozen ‘smaller

than usual’ plants were found by Eric Clement and Delph Smith when searching for the Common Fiddleneck
(Amsinckia micrantha) which I came across last year (and which was identified by Eric Clement). The
Amsinckia cannot be found – apparently it needs the ground to be disturbed – but the pinks were close by. To
attempt to find these plants go to the south end of Staunton Avenue and walk south from Seafront Road with
the fence of the last garden on your left. Where this fence ends turn half left and walk towards a clump of
gorse with Duke of Argylls Teaplant mixed in with it. At the clump turn right and go through a narrow path to
the level ground beyond. Having gone through turn left and go along the edge of the bushes for 50 feet, then
look for the plants on the west side of another path going back through the bushes (thought to be the second
path east of the one you came through).
DODDER can now be seen on gorse on the north side of the east end of the track along the south side of the
minature golf course east of Hayling Golf Course.
CLOVERS. Hare’s Foot Clover is coming into bud and one specimen that I brought home is quite fascinating to
look at under the microscope. Knotted Clover (Trifolium striatum) was quite prolific along the shingle edges.
LARGE EVENING PRIMROSE. The very first flower was open on one of these plants that will soon be
plentiful to the west of Beachlands fun fair.
HOUNDS TONGUE. One plant in the Sandy Point Reserve could be easily seen from outside and was obviously
in flower. Tony Gutteridge had found this plant in flower on the South Downs more than a week ago.
SEA KNOTGRASS still survives on the shingle off the old Hospital grounds - I could see three plants, one with
many flowers.
BUGLOSS is still flowering en masse where (I suspect) it was planted as part of the Black Point Sailing Club
developments. I first saw it here last year and today as you go down onto the sand south of the club (just
before the ramp into the club carpark) it is flowering beside you.
HARE’S TAIL GRASS. This seems to be greatly enjoying the reshaping of the sand dunes south of the sailing
club and is flowering there in great numbers. Someone once told me that they had found lots of it along the
Hayling shore but I think they were confusing it with the much smaller and slimmer Sand Cats Tail which is
very common.
SILYBUM MARIANUM and ONOPORDUM ACANTHIUM are both large thistles with white veined leaves. In
the books which I use their english names are MILK THISTLE and COTTON THISTLE respectively and both
are currently flourishing on Hayling. The Milk Thistles can be found at the Oysterbeds (landward edge of the
great earth bank, south end) and the Cotton Thistles at the extreme south west point of the Black Point land –
there is no way you can miss either of these huge plants if you go to visit them.
WED 3 JUN
FIELD BINDWEED. These pretty pink and white flowers were out en masse along the Emsworth Road in
Havant today – the first time I have seen them.
CHINESE TEAPLANT (Lycium chinense) was flowering in the same hedge as a Russian Vine plant above the
footpath from Emsworth North Street to Lumley Mill where it passes the end of Sultan Road. Unlike the
Duke of Argyll’s Teaplant which has succeeded in establishing itself in new places (see the plants coming up
from pavement cracks against the east end of the Royal Oak at Langstone) the Chinese Teaplant seems to
remain where it has been planted but grows with an exuberance that seems to want to break out of the gardens
where it has been planted.
MYSTERY FERN. Found under the footpath railbridge immediately east of Emsworth station (SU 750063) was
a small cluster of fern that I took to be Black Spleenwort. I took one large frond home to check it out and am
very puzzled as to its identity after searching six books from the brand new BSBI Plant Crib back to an 1877
“Fern World”. Unfortunately the frond I brought has not sori and it incomplete (tip damaged/missing) but I
am sure that the following description of it should be good enough for identification. The fronds were growing
out from a crack in the brickwork and the rhacis of mine is 18 cm long (probably should be about 20cm but tip
missing) by 1mm wide and is straight and very rigid. There is a dark section about 5mm long where it came
out of the bricks but it is otherwise yellowish green with no scales at all. The petiole is 3cm and above it are
four pairs of pinnae each 4cm apart sticking out at right angles to the rhacis. The lowest pinna (one side only)
is 6cm long by a max of 15mm wide, the next up is 9cm long and the next is 7cm (top is withered and
damaged). The pinnules are long and thin (1cm by 4mm near main rhacis) and vary from being themselves
pinnate (those nearest base) to being entire or slightly lobed. The pinnae are as rigid as the main rhacis.
Above the petiole the main and side rhacis and the pinnules have long patent white hairs (some seemingly
glandular), the hairs being densest on the under side of the lowest pinnae. This seems to be some sort of
hybrid between Asplenium adiantum-nigrum and A. obovatum. I think this qualifies for the famous Star Trek
phrase – “It’s life, Jim, but not as we know it”
LYCHNIS CORONARIA (Rose Campion), which is now well established at Gunner Point, was another surprise
at Emsworth this morning where a small colony was flowering on the bank of the new A27 (south side) where
the path up the Hampshire side of the Ems Valley goes under it. As there was a mass of Foxgloves and
Oriental Poppies with it I assume that someone had scattered a packet of wildflower seed here when the road

was built.

MON 1 JUN
BEE ORCHIDS AT BEDHAMPTON SAVED BY HAVANT BOROUGH DIRECT SERVICES. Today I had a
phone call from Mark Wilson at Havant Borough to pass on the news that one of the mowers working for the
Borough’s Direct Services Division had spotted a patch of Bee Orchids in the triangle of ground separating the
roads approaching and leaving the Forty Acres roundabout (below the A3M close to where it merges with the
A27) on its west side and had had the good sense to leave that section unmown. Last year many local people
were very upset when this same patch was mown, and I hope they all join me in congratulating the man doing
the mowing and his managers at the Borough who agreed with his decision. Today I counted 58 good
specimens of orchid at this spot and noticed four excellent specimens of Common Spotted Orchid on the A3M
bank (east side, just south of the roundabout).
OTHER ROADSIDE FLOWERS. In the same patch as the Bee Orchids I found a lot of KNAPWEED already in
flower together with Wild Oats and Melilot (presumably Tall, but I have not yet checked my sample), and on
the side of the road running south from the Forty Acres roundabout to Broadmarsh, on its west side between
the railway and A27 running below it, there was a great display worth stopping for. MUSK MALLOW was
out here in a big way and the first St John’s Wort (again not yet specified!) was just opening a first bud while
one plant of SELF HEAL and several SPEAR THISTLES were fully out.
BROADMARSH AREA. Among the flowers I found in a quick circuit of the ‘Archery Field’ (soon to be
Havant’s Hi-Tech Industrial Park) was my first SMALL FLOWERED CRANESBILL of the year and near the
slipway LUCERNE was just opening its first flower, while in the roadside ditch opposite the entrance to the
small shore carpark a patch of WILD CELERY had flower buds. On the playing fields themselves much
Water Dropwort was in flower but I am not certain if this is Corky Fruited or Parsley at this stage.
ORCHID NEWS. In addition to the Bee Orchids at Bedhampton I hear that PYRAMIDAL ORCHIDS are
beginning to open on Portsdown (best place to look is on the roadside bank of Portsdown Hill Road
immediately east (downhill) of the College Road junction by Fort Purbrook). I also have a message today
from Jac Smout who works at the IBM North Harbour site pointing out that my count of 1124 Common
Spotted Orchids at Hurstwood could be easily surpassed if I counted those at North Harbour – I can well
believe this and look forward to my next monthly visit there. I have no idea of numbers but Pete Potts tells me
that many Common Spotted can now be seen at the Claylands nature reserve in Bishops Waltham.
INSECTS:

SUN 7 JUN
GLOW-WORM. While I was out today Jo Herman (one of the Evening Class group) left a message that she had
seen the first for this year in Havant Thicket at 10.15 pm on June 3rd. I will be making an expedition to check
them out very soon.
LARGE SKIPPER. The first of these to come to my knowledge was seen today at Hordle Cliffs in the south of
the New Forest area by Mark Litjens who also saw 10 GLANVILLE FRITILLARY there with a few Common
Blue.
MEADOW BROWN. While checking out the Field Cow Wheat by Skew Road above Portchester, just as a rain
shower was clearing, I must have nearly trodden on one in the grass!
SAT 6 JUN
STAG BEETLE. The third I have heard of and the first I have seen was a superb male walking up the roadside
gutter of my road as I set out shopping in Havant - I had to delay my shopping long enough to carry the beetle
back to the safety of my garden
MARTIN DOWN BUTTERFLIES. A visit today by Mark Litjens gave him a list of 42 Small Heath and 42
Adonis Blue, 10 Common and 5 Small Blue, 5 Grizzled Skipper and 1 each of Dingy Skipper, Marsh Fritillary
and his first Meadow Brown.
FRI 5 JUN
PUSS MOTH. Alistair Martin tells me that a pair have been so firmly united in his garden all day that he has
been able to put them on his hand (from which he found it difficult to dislodge them) and admire their furry
legs and veined wings in close up.
THU 4 JUN
HAYLING BUTTERFLIES. While plant hunting today I noted both male and female Common Blue and Small
Copper at Sinah, and Small Heath at the south end of Langstone Bridge. I saw one Large White at Sinah
Common and found at least a dozen Small Whites over Sandy Point.
WED 3 JUN
STAG BEETLE. A second local sighting has been reported to me today by a neighbour in my road who saw one
on the ground (possibly just emerged) last Sunday.
GREEN VEINED WHITE was the single butterfly seen by me this morning – hopefully the wind and rain will

soon abate to give them a chance.

MON 1 JUN
MEADOW BROWN on the wing is the news from Pete Potts at Bishops Waltham. He saw one last Saturday
(30th) – the first I have heard of - and one on Sunday at the Claylands reserve where Small Copper, Brimstone
and Common Blue are on the wing.
DRAGONFLIES. This morning I found a fresh female Black Tailed Skimmer fluttering on my front lawn and
when I attempted to help it get airborne I discovered that it was minus one wing and had its head almost
severed from its body. I like to think that this was the result of being hit by a Hobby over my house but will
never know! A more lively sight in my garden have been mating pairs of Common Blue (Enallagma
cyathigerum) and individual Blue Tailed Damselflies (Ischnura elegans). On today’s poster from John
Goodspeed I see that he has SOUTHERN HAWKER (Aeshna cyanea) emerging from his garden pond. A
message from Pete Potts tells me that at his Bishops Waltham nature reserves Broad Bodied Chasers (Libellula
depressa) and Emperor (Anax imperator) are now a common sight, and I omitted to mention that when I went
past the Brick Kiln Pond at Stansted on Saturday the surface was alive with Common Blue damsels with my
first Emperor among them.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SAT 6 JUN
‘FAIRIES BONNETS’ were rampant on a fallen log on the South Downs this afternoon. This tiny toadstool is
the only one to which I can give a name but I have had a display of what I call ‘Lawn Toadstools’ (minute,
unidentifiable ones in the grass).
WED 3 JUN
‘JAPANESE UMBRELLA’ TOADSTOOLS (Coprinus plicatilis). I noticed these in the grass by a path this
morning and expect to see more toadstools now the ground is damp – I thought I smelt a Stinkhorn the other
day but could not track it down.

LOCAL ISSUES:

FRI 5 JUN
The Havant Borough planning application which caught my eye today in the latest list was one for the creation of
a ‘Waste Transfer Depot’ for recycled material in the Brockhampton Lorry Park opening off Southmoor Lane.
I looked at the plans in case the lorry park site was to be extended further downstream alongside the
Brockhampton stream but as far as I can see everything will be behind the great wall of railway sleepers
recently contructed to conceal the site from the public path. If anyone wishes to enquire further the
application number is 98/50757/14 (from Hampshire County Council) and the planning officer at Havant is
Miss A Potts.
BIRDS:

WEEK 21

SUN 31 MAY
QUAIL. Two were heard (and seen) by Mark Litjens today at an unspecified location where he believes they
may have been present throughout this week. Although there are reasons to withold the location of these birds
the weather is right for them, so keep your ears open – they might be anywhere, and it may turn out to be
another Quail summer.
WOOD WARBLER. This morning Brian Fellows found both singing birds still present in Southleigh Forest.
LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER is not uncomon in the Leigh Park Gardens area and I heard a brief call
from one today in the north east corner of Hammonds Land Coppice (SU 725095)
SAT 30 MAY
WOOD WARBLER. I had no difficulty in locating the bird which Brian found yesterday and could hear it’s song
clearly as soon as I got out of the car on Woodberry Lane. This bird was only just inside the wood, in Birch
and Chestnut scrub on the left of the bridleway, and further in (at the spot where Brian hear his) was another
also singing. The two could easily hear each other and no doubt this was spurring on their vocal efforts – I
suspect both are young males which have failed to find mates in other sites but why they have chosen this spot
is difficult to answer as their normal preference is for open glades in beech woods and it is hard to find a
beedch tree here.
ALDSWORTH POND. The Swan pair still present but no offspring. I could only see 6 Canada Geese with a few
goslings (grass too long for a clear view). The Dabchick pair still feeding two young.
SOUTH MOORS. The Langstone Swan pair still have their seven cygnets safe here. Just one Brent present at
high tide (the others presumably can fly and have gone to the islands where John Badley reports 12). A Lesser
Whitethroat still singing at the end of Mill Lane and two Meadow Pipit singing strongly but no Skylark song

or presence today.
BUDDS FARM POOLS. An unusually large number (19) of Shelduck here now, the Canada Geese have already
hatched a small family seen on the water but the Swans have nothing to show for their nest (both adults on the
water). At least 19 Tufted Duck present. On the sea I could make out 25 Swans but there were probably more
up the Hermitage Stream at high tide.
NEWS OF THE RSPB ISLANDS FROM JOHN BADLEY.
MED GULLS. John reckons there are 14 nesting pairs
SANDWICH TERN. Numbers have increased dramatically in the last three years and 158 pairs are nesting
this year
BLACK HEADED GULLS. John gave me a count of 2628 which I take to be nests rather than birds. He says
there is still room for other birds to nest and the large number of gulls acts as a magnet to other species.
OTHER BIRDS NESTING ON THE ISLANDS include the Little Terns whose numbers are about the same as
last year, Oystercatcher, Redshank, Lapwing and Common Tern.
STORM PETRELS. Mark Litjens tells me that Birdline reported some between Sandy Point and Selsey, 1 to 3
miles out to sea, last night but he could see nothing of them from Sandy Point today.
NEWS FROM SINAH. Brian Fellows saw the Swan pair on Sinah Lake had two cygnets today and met Bob
Hoare who told him that a Night Heron had been there during the week and that a pair of Turtle Dove and
three pairs of Dartford Warbler had nested on the golf course. Later in the day Brian went to Stansted and
recorded the song of one of the Garden Warblers that can still be heard there.
FRI 29 MAY
WOOD WARBLER SINGING IN SOUTHLEIGH FOREST. Today Brian Fellows had a most unusual and
exciting find at SU 747092 close to where the Sussex Border Path crosses Woodberry Lane. At 12.30 he heard
a Wood Warbler singing here and had close views of it and the bird was still there when he returned at 17.00
to record its shivering song (which I have heard from the recording which he sent me this evening). From
what Brian says I think you might come across it by entering the Sussex Border path from Woodberry lane
and turning left at the first path. Brian says he has marked the entrance to this path with a pieve of red cloth
tied round a tree but as far as I know there is only one path going south east parallel to Woodberry Lane about
100 yards or less from it (eventually passing behind the house on the lane). There is no doubrt about the
identity of the bird – Brian got within 20 feet of it and heard the ‘piu’ call note as well as the song.
ALDSWORTH POND DABCHICKS. A pair on the pond was feeding two chicks when Brian Fellows saw them
today. At other Ponds the Mute Swans are sitting at both the Peter Pond and Little Deeps nests – sounds as if
both have addled eggs by now! On the Slipper Mill pond 20 immature Herring Gull and a Cormorant were
waiting for the chance to get at the eggs – the Cormorant to put them in paper bags!
TURTLE DOVE. There may be two pairs nesting by the Hayling Billy line in the Stoke area. Today I heard one
purring from the trees near the Westcroft stables (716024) and then saw one fly up from the pool in the
‘Hoopoe field’ into trees south of the pool and also heard this one purring.
MERGANSER. We normally have two or three summering females at the Oysterbeds each year but this year we
have a male/female pair which I saw today and Alistair Martin saw at least a fortnight ago. Could they nest?
My book on nests says they nest “on the coast near the sea hidden in some kind of cover on dry ground on
moors, marshes or dunes” which sounds like the Oysterbeds but the book goes on to say “confined to northen
areas in the British Isles”.
PEREGRINE NEST?? Over my garden wall today my neighbour told me that their teenage son had been camping
at Houghton (where the road to nearby Amberley crosses the River Arun) and that he had been watching
Peregrines flying to what might be a nest in the large chalk pit just downstream of Houghton (at TQ 013110).
It seems you can turn right in the village before reaching the river, drive to the river and then walk south along
the west bank. Talking to Dave Mead it seems that there is truth in this message as he had heard the same
from birders at Selsey.
BULLFINCH pair probably have a nest in Jill von Westarp’s garden (which was open for its Green Winged
orchids at the first Bank Holiday this month). Last year she watched the pair collecting seeds from Violets in
her driveway and this year they are collecting seeds from elsehwere in the garden. Jill also reports a recent
sighting of two Buzzards over the centre of Emsworth.
ROSEATE TERN. Early this morning Dave Mead saw two on mud off Hill Head (south of the sailing club at the
foot of Cliff Road) and he tells me that six were seen there yesterday..
THU 28 MAY
TEMMINCKS STINT. Mark Litjens saw two at Keyhaven yesterday evening but thinks they are not there
today.
NIGHTINGALE NOT AT HURSTWOOD. I visited the Hurstwood section of our Hermitage stream (north west
quadrant of A3M/Hulbert Road junction) this evening and did not hear a Nightingale and did meet a dog
walker who has heard one there in previous but not this year.
WED 27 MAY

RED FOOTED FALCONS AT BEAULIEU HEATH. Last Sun evening (24th) Birdline reported 3 of these at
Beaulieu and Mark Litjens was there first thing on Monday, getting distant views of one first summer male but
also seeing ‘two well known bird photographers’ showing total disregard of the disturbance they were causing
to breeding Curlew on the heath as they charged after the falcons. Dave Mead tells me that these falcons
caused other problems as hundreds of birders arrived and parked their cars in places that brought the Bank
Holiday traffic to a halt. Dave came to see them on the Tuesday and saw two first summer males, he also
found a police motor cyclist permanently stationed there to prevent further traffic chaos.
AMERICAN GOLDEN PLOVER. Mark says it was still at Keyhaven on the 25th
CROSSBILLS. Dave Mead watched a family party of six in the Longdown carpark on the eastern edge of the
New Forest (close to the ex-Nature Quest site) and has recently seen another family party at Thursley. I
wonder if anyone will come across a family at Stansted?
RAPTOR NEWS. In addition to the Red Footed Falcons Dave Mead saw a Peregrine at Beaulieu Heath and has
recently seen a wing-tagged Red Kite at Ashley Walk (near Black Gutter in the north of the Forest) and a
Honey Buzzard over Denny Wood. At Thursley he had excellent views of three Hobbies. Nearer home Brian
Fellows saw two Buzzards over Stansted on Monday clearly keeping an eye on the falconry exhibit at the
show.
NETTED BIRDS. On Tuesday Brian Fellows saw a Rook caught in the roof netting put to keep pigeons off the
Solicitors offices in Havant North Street opposite the Pallant. He saw it at 11am and spoke to the Receptionist
who promised to get help to release it – this she did, but not until 7pm when Brian saw a Fire Engine in
attendance to enable the RSPCA man to release the Rook. Dave Mead tells me he recently had to go to a flat
in Buckland (Portsmouth) where a pigeon had got into the netting put across the balcony of the flat to keep the
pigeons from fouling it (and the resident’s washing which has to dry there). The lady whose flat it was was
terrified of the bird and very grateful to Dave for letting it out and repairing the netting. I remember a similar
story of a pigeon caught in the netting on the roof of Waitrose in Havant when it took more than a day to get
the bird released, and another of a pigeon which became stuck in tar near the roof of the tallest IBM building
at North Harbour when several people risked their lives to attempt to free the bird and eventually three fire
engines attended.
BOB CHAPMAN ON RADIO SOLENT this afternoon dealt with a listeners question on a similar topic. The
listener asked about Chaffinches in her garden with ‘concrete stuck to their legs’ and Bob told her that he was
familiar with this condition – he thought it was a fungal disease to which Chaffinches were prone (particularly
females – he thought it might come from sitting too long in a damp nest!). He had found several such birds
when netting them as a ringer and remembered from when he worked at Lepe that almost every Chaffinch
there suffered from it – some could not stand on their legs at all.
SEED FOR GREENFINCH. In the same programme Bob dealt with a question about feeding birds at this time of
year – he said that you should not put out bread but should put out seed as this is the time of year in which it is
in shortest supply – he said that Greenfinch mortality is highest in June for this reason.
LONG TAILED TIT FEEDING GREAT TIT CHICKS. Another story that has reached Dave Mead is of a nest
box in which the baby Great Tits are being fed by a Long Tailed Tit (as well as by their parents). I can well
believe this as I have heard before that any adult bird will feed any chick if the chick makes enough noise – in
particular that whole teams of birds will feed a young Cuckoo!
HOUSE MARTINS IN DECLINE. For many years House Martins have been decreasing in numbers (they used
to nest on our house thirty years ago!) and Brian Fellows reports that this year when at the Stansted Show on
Monday he could only see four occupied nests under the eaves of the main house where there have been up to
30 in recent years.
POND NEWS from Brian is that the Canoe Lake Swans are down to 8 but Emsworth Mill Pond still has 49 of
them, while the Peter Pond nest still has a bird sitting. The Slipper Mill now has two Coot families on the
water and a single Cormorant still present. At Baffins Pond the Barnacle Geese are returning (23 preent on
Tuesday) and the deluded Brent is still there admiring the success of the Canada Geese in raising 13 goslings.
Brian comments on the continued absence of both Reed and Sedge Warbler from Peter Pond (at Warblington
on Monday there were no Reed Warbler in the reed beds by the stream for the first time in living memory!)
but in nearby Brook Meadow three singing Whitethroat indicate the current high numbers of this species
everywhere.
TUE 26 MAY
GREBES IN CHALK DOCK. A visit to the Broadmarsh shore as the tide was falling this afternoon found a party
of 6 (maybe 7) Great Crested Grebes moving with the tide from the A27 shore back to the area of Broad Lake
off Budds Mound and at one stage I thought I saw the Black Necked Grebe which John Badley assures us is
here again this summer. Whatever it was it was very dark, smaller than the Great Crested, and dived.
MAY SWIFTS. At this time of year large flocks of Swifts congregate over coastal water and then vanish within
half an hour. Today I saw around 50 over Budds Farm for less than 10 minutes and am left wondering if these
are non-breeding birds that have perhaps only just arrived in England or if they are the non-sitting partners of

breeding birds from a vast area gathering together for a social afternoon gathering – the birds we see over the
nests in the evenings must go somewhere during the day and a 50 mile flight there and back to see friends
would help to pass the time during the day!
BUDDS FARM POOLS. This afternoon both Swans were on the water with no cygnets (maybe just taking a
breather?) while the Canada Goose sat patiently on its tiny islet nest. I counted 25 Tufted Duck and 15
Shelduck (an unusually large number). Only three or four Mallard, one with four or five ducklings.
SOUTH MOORS SHORE. Just three Brent Geese at the mouth of the Lavant and no sign of the Langstone Swan
family. Oystercatcher were literally the only waders seen on the shore (but up to 100 of them along the
Broadmarsh/South Moors shore). Two Swallows were over the Lavant mouth and a Lesser Whitethroat sang
from near Mill Lane.
MON 25 MAY
SANDERLING. Two, presumably late migrants, were seen on Southampton Water today by Pete Potts
CUCKOOS were very active during our CBC visit to Warblington this morning. One could be heard during most
of the three hours I was there and at one point I watched three flying east together – presumably one or two
‘resident’ birds driving off one or two intruders. One male made itself particularly conspicuous, perching on a
bare branch of one of the tallest trees and making short circular flights around the area – on return it would
adopt the characteristic Cuckoo stance with wings drooping and tail cocked up. On one of its expeditions it
went into the Castle grounds from which came excited male calls and female bubbling.
SPARROWHAWK and KESTREL both showed well at Warblington. The female Sparrowhawk (presumed to
have a nest in Nore Barn) came east over the fields at high speed and charged into the eastern hedgerow but
failed to find prey so it then rose and soared above the hedge before heading south towards Nore Barn. The
female Kestrel (which we are told is not nesting in the castle tower this year) appeared from trees along the
north of the castle grounds and flapped/glided its way south to perch on a prominent branch near the shore as
if having a short break from sitting on a nest and wanting to have a look round at the scenery rather than
hunting for breakfast (does her mate bring her breakfast in bed?)
SWALLOW. At least one pair is nesting in the farm barns at Warblington – on our last visit we watched three
birds going in and out of the barns and today the male alternated between sitting on a wire across the farmyard
making its chattering song and making short expeditions in search of food.
LAPWING. Just one flying over the harbour mud south of Warblington farm was a surprise at this time of year
when the winter birds have left – normally we do not see one until July.
STARLINGS now have their young out feeding with them in the fields and young Magpies were on the wing at
Warblington. A pair of Goldfinch seemed to be just starting to nest – the male perched high and singing while
the female gathered a huge beakful of nesting material.
PLANTS:

SUN 31 MAY
BOG PONDWEED (Potamogeton polygonifolius) had flower spikes present in a tiny pond near the north end of
the Havant Thicket carpark today.
REMOTE SEDGE was abundant in the damp woodland of Hammonds Piece Coppice and the avenue going north
from the Leigh Park Gardens today.
WHITE WATER LILY was in flower on the pond at the north end of this avenue and MARSH BEDSTRAW was
flowering at the edge.
HEATH BEDSTRAW was in flower in the avenue and in Havant Thicket where there was a mass of DWARF
GORSE (its flowers now over) along the southern edge of the Thicket.where a colony of some Hieracium that
I have not yet examined was coming into flower.
HOLLY BERRIES. In Hammonds Piece Coppice I came on a Holly tree with one cluster of perfect red berries –
even if the birds failed to get them I am surprised they have not withered by now.
SAT 30 MAY
LITTLE ROBIN COUNT at Gunner Point. Seven stalwarts from the ‘Evening Class’ group counted a total of
4658 plants (that is 666 for each of them, a good magic number) on the shingle south of the golf course and
Brian Fellows tells me that they did find the Round Leaved Cranesbill plants among them and he believes they
also found the Nottingham Catchfly. They also found the first REST HARROW in flower and it seems that
Maureen Coleman has found FENUGREEK in flower. The proposed re-alignment of the golf course fence
will not prevent us from enjoying these beauties.
LADY FERN is a plant for which I have previously looked in vain in the SU 70/71 area, mainly because of its
preference for damp acid heath, but having been shown examples at Liss Forest last Saturday and being drawn
to an area of damp acid heath in the Southleigh Forest by the Wood Warblers I am convinced that I found at
least one plant there – everything about it that I can see is right but the fron which I brought home did not have
any sori under its pinnules so I cannot be absolutely certain yet. Helping to confirm the find was my discovery
of HEATH WOODRUSH nearby (and the two went together at Liss).

ALDER BUCKTHORN was in flower in Southleigh Forest – two mature trees of it flanked one side of a clearing
dominated by a tall ASPEN which did not seem to have been planted.
DAMES VIOLET seems to be flourishing this year and today I made my third find of it in a most unexpected
place. As you approach Aldsworth Pond along the Emsworth Common Road from Havant you come to a
sharp bend (where more than one car has failed to round the corner in the past) soon after the turning to
Stansted. Recent re-kerbing of this bend has left bare clay earth behind the kerb stones, and one tiny plant less
than a foot high was flowering on this.
WESTBOURNE CRICKET GROUND would, if managed differently, by a great site for Green Winged Orchids,
Lousewort, and many other interesting plants. Unfortunately cricket comes first here and the field is close
mown, normally leaving a rough outfield but this year it has been cut to the very edge leaving very few plants
among which were Quaking Grass (Briza media) and the first leaf of Pepper Saxifrage.
SOUTHERN MARSH ORCHIDS. I visited the South Moors in the afternoon and found the orchid field in a very
healthy state. Recent additions to the fencing now allow full control of grazing and the cattle, after doing a
great job on the orchid field, are now excluded from it. I found the first single plant (leaves only) on May 12th
, 8 spikes with flowers on the 20th, and today counted 428 spikes in a figure of eight walk around the field
today. At this rate I estimate that all the plants that are likely to appear will have pushed through in the next
fortnight and should all be easily seen on the 20th of June when the ‘Evening Class’ group propose to make
the annual count.
OTHER PLANTS ON THE SOUTH MOORS. RED FESCUE and CRESTED DOG’S TAIL grasses were seen
for the first time this year, MARSH THISTLE and WATER FIGWORT were newly in flower, and I was able
to convince myself of the identity of MARSH HORSETAIL (E. palustre) by finding green spikes with and
without fertile cones. The KNOTTED HEDGE PARSLEY is now fully in flower and both GREATER and
LESSER SEA SPURREY were flowering on the beach. No sign of the Slender Thistle that sometimes
flowers here.
COMMON RAGWORT. In flower for the first time beside the Lavant Stream where it passes the new Tesco
store. HEDGE WOUND WORT and CREEPING THISTLE were also flowering nearby.
FRI 29 MAY
TOADFLAX. The bright yellow spikes of this were to be seen on the southern end of Langstone Bridge (east
side) as I cycled over this morning. Close by, in its usual place, the pure white flowers of the variant Red
Valerian were out.
MILK THISTLE (Silybum marianum) is now flowering at the Oyster Beds (south east edge of the bare earth
bank near the pools). Also by the pools the first bright yellow TALL MELILOT was in flower.
SLENDER THISTLE. This uncommon seashore thistle had 19 flowering plants at the Hayling Halt carpark on
the shore of Stoke Bay. Coming from the main road go past the overflow carpark and look on your right at the
bend into the carpark area. A much better display of 49 plants was seen on the shingle of what is I believe
called ‘Knots Landing’ at 715019 (I have heard Bob Chapman use a name like this but it is not on any map –
can anyone tell me more?). I could not see any on the South Moors shore when last there (and I looked
specially) nor could I see it at Ferry Road outdside Sinah Warren nor near the lake to the south.
MEADOW VETCHLING. The first bright yellow flowers of this common plant were out a few yards up the
Billy Track from the West Town Station gate.
ENGLISH STONECROP covers much of the South Hayling shore and was in flower today with my first HOP
TREFOIL.
LITTLE ROBIN has been out for a week or so but I saw my first today (When talking to John Badley recently he
told me he had made his annual count of this plant on South Binness in April so as not to disturb the nesting
birds later – when I said this was expceptionally early to see this plant at all he said it was always out then on
the islands making me wonder if his counts are for a different plant?) Several plants of ROUND LEAVED
CRANESBILL were to be found in the same area but have much stouter stems to distinguish them.
SHEEPS-BIT was also in flower at Gunner Point as was the HIERACIUM species that Ted Pratt told me last year
was called (? I can’t at the moment see the name he gave me – I think the ‘section Amplexicaule’ that I can
find was my attempt to key it out)
NOTTINGHAM CATCHFLY. So far as I know there is just one tiny patch of this on Hayling to be found on the
Gunner Point shore at approx SZ 694990. To find it first locate the largest of the group of Holm Oaks – one
that is 120 paces east of the pill boxon the public open area and which is a few yards from the golf course
fence (but not touching it). Stand on the path facing west with this Holm Oak immediately on your right, walk
west for 17 paces then turn left and walk 9 paces south to find the plants immediately on your left in a
relatively open area of short turf with a minor track passing close to them. I counted 85 plants there today
which is I think more than last year.
SEA BINDWEED. Near the Catchfly I found the very first two flowers of this lovely plant beginning to open.
All around the Lychnis coronaria (or Rose Campion) is about to open.
LUPINS. Presumably overcome by the drought almost every bush seems to have died – literally only one or two

still had flowers or leaves.

THU 28 MAY
COMMON SPOTTED ORCHID. This evening I counted a total of 1124 flowering spikes in the north west
quadrant of the A3M/Hulbert Road interchange at Waterlooville (the Hurstwood site). In previous years there
has always been a substantial number in the wood here but this year it is so overgrown that I could only see
one spike. A good number were in the public area but more than half were on the motor way banks over the
fence. One pure albino plant was found.
HAIRY SEDGE. A great deal of this at the Hurstwood site, mostly ‘over the fence’ near the roundabout.
DYERS GREENWEED. Not yet out but masses of it about to flower at Hurstwood. One plant that I did find in
flower for the first time was YARROW.
WED 27 MAY
SWORD LEAVED HELLEBORINE are thriving at Chappetts Copse which I visited this morning with Richard
Hedley (the reserve warden). The annual count will take place this coming weekend and Richard expects the
count to exceed 1000 flowering spikes for the first time – a tribute to his work and the support of the Trust in
clearing scrub. While there I saw my first Fly orchid and several White Helleborine but did not see the Birds
Nest Orchids that also occur.
TUE 26 MAY
NEWLY FLOWERING PLANTS today started with Creeping Thistle and Hemlock at Bedhampton, continued
with much Tufted Vetch, Sweet Brier and Hedge Bindweed by the A27 at Chalk Dock and ended with the
South Moors KNOTTED HEDGE PARSLEY actually in flower. I think I have recorded Horseradish
previously but if not it was well out today.
MON 25 MAY
MARSH HELLEBORINE. I am told these once flowered at Purbrook Heath and I believe I have heard of it at
Lye Heath (near Hookheath) but nowadays our nearest site for this summer beauty is at Bishops Waltham
Moors. When the County Council acquired this very important site some years ago it was in need of
management and a squadron of Highland Cattle were flown in as part of the restoration plan. This created a
conflict between the need to protect the orchids from grazing (allowing them to set seed) and the need to graze
the area where they grow. At first the orchids were protected by an electric fence, then in the last few years
the fence has been removed to give the cattle free access, but Pete Potts tells me that tomorrow the fence will
be put back and hopefully there will be a good show of orchids this July – no doubt there will be some chance
to join a party to view them when the time comes.
ROUGH CHERVIL. Today I saw my first example of this successor to the spring Cow Parsley. All its flowers
were new (no seeds), the stem was rough and deep purple in some places while other parts of the stem showed
purple blotching similar to Hemlock. Other new flowers today were CREEPING CINQUEFOIL, MARSH
THISTLE & SEA BEET. I also came on my first example of Italian Rye-grass, also in flower.
INSECTS:

SUN 31 MAY
RED ADMIRAL. I think I saw eight of these in the Staunton Country Park woodland today and following on
Mrak Litjens sightings yesterday I suspect that easterly winds have been bringing in re-inforcements from the
continent. I also saw several SPECKLED WOOD which have clearly had a new emergence in the past week.
One the edge of Havant Thicket I saw male and female BRIMSTONE within a few yards of each other, both
looking very fresh and feeding on clover – these must still be insects which emerged last year and have
hibernated, and in the circumstances I think they were doing very well.
MARTIN DOWN is still one of the best places to see butterflies and Mark Litjens was there today, seeing 40
SMALL HEATH, 6 DINGY & 18 GRIZZLED SKIPPER, 70+ ADONIS BLUE & 20 SMALL BLUE plus a
couple of GREEN HAISTREAK, one MARSH FRITILLARY and two DUKE OF BURGUNDY. I imagine
he must have also seen many Common Blue.
TIGER BEETLE. In Havant Thicket today I was at a spot where I saw one last year and was thinking that the
one I saw earlier this year in Stansted Forest was my annual ration when one of these vicious green gems
appeared at my feet. Nearby I saw what I took to be an ICHNEUMON FLY species but its black body and
orange legs might have belonged to Apanteles glomeratus which I see parasitises the caterpillars of Large and
Small White butterflies.
SAT 30 MAY
BUTTERFLIES AT BENTLEY WOOD. Mark Litjens visited this butterfly site on the Wiltshire border today
early enough to find both PEARL BORDERED and SMALL PEARL BORDERED FRITILLARY before they
were warm enough to fly strongly and was able to make close comparisons between the species. He also
found MARSH FRITILLARY and DUKE OF BURGUNDY. He also found a couple of RED ADMIRAL
which I think are now arriving in this country from the continent.
FRI 29 MAY

STAG BEETLE. A knock at my door this evening came from someone who lived nearby in Havant who had just
seen one and wanted a form on which to report it’s presence to the Wildlife Trust (after hearing about the
current survey from Bob Chapman on Radio Solent this week). This is the first that I have heard of on the
wing this year.
BANDED DEMOISELLE damselfly is an insect that I think of as restricted to running streams but today one
flew alongside me as I headed north up the Hayling Coastal Path at Stoke Bay. A more expected dragonfly
was a yellow (female) Black Tailed Skimmer near Sinah Lake
SMALL WHITE were out in good numbers on the Hayling Coastal Path today and COMMON BLUE seemed
relatively abundant at Gunner point. I also saw SPECKLED WOOD both on Hayling and in Havant.
MON 25 MAY
NOAR HILL had 5 DUKE OF BURGUNDY, many COMMON BLUE and a few DINGY SKIPPER and
SMALL HEATH for Mark Litjens today
LARGE WHITE was probably the commonest butterfly seen at Warblington this morning, closely followed by
SMALL WHITE with rleatively few GREEN VEINED.
SPECKLED WOOD. A second brood appeared to have emerged today with a good number of fresh specimens
on parade..
OTHER WILDLIFE:

WED 27 MAY
DRYAD’S SADDLE FUNGUS. This tawny bracket which can grow to at least half a metre across to
accommodate the stoutest Dryad is now putting out fresh growth which is well worth a close look. I saw some
today in Chappetts Copse and Rosemary Webb has reported it from Head Down. Unlike the even more
colourful Sulphur Polypore that should also be appearing now the Dryads Saddle usually grows low down on a
trunk or even as a stemmed fungus coming up from wood buried underground.
TUE 26 MAY
GREY SQUIRREL. Perhaps the first sight of a baby is worth a mention – one was running over the ground at
The Parchment off Havant South Street, but if so I should also tell you that I saw a very large dead Rat beside
the road near Havant amenity tip

LOCAL ISSUES:

THU 28 MAY
HAVANT PLANNING APPLICATIONS. Three caught my eye in connection with wildlife today but none of
them will attract any objection from me. The one of most general interest is an application (98/50704/12)
from Hayling Golf Club to replace their perimeter fence along the north boundary opposite the Kench (where
the present fence is very easy to breach) and along the southern boundary where the new fence will be a few
yards further south than the present one. All the new fencing will be of the green mesh type with barbed wire
strands at the top that is already installed outside the Greenkeeper’s building Ferry Road entrance. The second
was an application to work on a ‘Handerchief Tree’ (protected by a TPO) in Shawfield Road off Wade Court
Road – this used to be a magnificent tree but died back a few years ago and I am glad to hear it is still alive
and is being cared for. The third was from Stansted requesting permission to have an advertisement board for
their shows at the Horndean/Emsworth Common Road junction near the BUPA Hospital. Not of wildlife
concern were applications to start on the Waterlooville ‘Dukes Walk’ scheme, one that seemed to say that the
ASDA Hypermarket is to be pulled down and re-built, and several for new housing at the Oak Park School site
and Havant Road on Hayling at the junction with Victoria Road opposite the Oysterbeds entrance.
HAVANT BOROUGH PLANTING WEEDS AT HURSTWOOD. I understand the definition of a ‘weed’ to be
‘any plant in a situation where it is inappropriate or unwanted’ and this is certainly true of the plants that have
been put in alongside the new tarmac path across the wonderful wild flower site across the Hermitage Stream
from the Hurstwood housing. As far as I could see all the plants had died in the recent drought and I sincerely
hope they are not replaced. The ground disturbed beside the path should rapidly regenerate appropriate wild
flowers such as the 1124 Common Spotted orchids currenlty flowering within sight of the path.
BIRDS:

WEEK 20

SUN 24 MAY
CORN BUNTINGS. A call from Trevor Carpenter this evening told me that 3 more Corn Bunting are said to be
in residence at Hoe Cross between Hambledon and Soberton. Trevor had not seen them himself but he had
spotted a TURTLE DOVE them might well be on territory alongside the old Fareham/Wickham railway line
just north of the Wickham Golf Course.
TREE CREEPER are not often seen at this time of year but Brian Fellows was lucky enough to see one on the
same tree as a Great Spotted Woodpecker as he was walking up the path through Wick Hanger from

Finchdean this afternoon.

SAT 23 MAY
NEWS FROM MARK LITJENS
HONEY BUZZARD seen twice during a visit to Acres Down. While there what was probably a SAKER
FALCON was seen more briefly!
AMERICAN GOLDEN PLOVER still at Keyhaven this morning
MONTAGU’S HARRIER male said to have been seen again at Black Gutter
TREE PIPIT. My day was devoted to botanising in Liss Forest but the heathland in the valley southwest of the
old army tank had two very vocal Tree Pipits singing more or less continuously and we saw one male
STONECHAT and later a female SPARROWHAWK soaring over the railway to the south.
STONECHAT on Portsdown. I still have not explored the area between the old DRA ‘west’ buildings and
Paulsgrove chalk pit where one or two pairs usually breed and at this moment the only pair of which I am
aware in our area is the the one which John Goodspeed tells me is still present on the north face of the hill
below the Churchillian pub (he has only seen the male, but as he has been faithful to the same spot for several
weeks he presumably has a sitting female nearby). PS a visit to Portsdown on Sunday found no Stonechat in
the expected area.
BLACK REDSTART?? While I was out today a lady rang from Hayling Island to say that a Black Redstart was
singing in her garden – at this moment I do not have a name or phone number to contact her and find out more
but should this be true we could have the first breeding Black Redstart in the area since 1976.
CORN BUNTING. I hear from Brian Fellows that the ‘evening class’ walk on Windmill Down north of
Blendworth found at least two Corn Bunting today.
BULLFINCH SONG? This afternoon Brian was in Havant Thicket and heard a Bullfinch ‘calling’ from one of
the dead trees used by Nightjar in the evenings. I do not know what he heard exactly but it reminded me that I
once heard a Bullfinch (also in Havant Thicket years ago) producing a jumble of notes and decided that this
was its song (it fitted one descripription of that song). Subsequently Alistair Martin told me that Bullfinch
have a pleasant song which I have never heard and I wonder if anyone else wishes to award this bird marks for
content and presentation!
WILLOW WARBLER. Responding to Kevin Stouse’s recent worries about a lack of these birds Brian backs me
in saying that they are not scarce but do have a habitat preference for dry scrub – he heard 11 of them singing
during a walk around Havant Thicket today.
FRI 22 MAY
AMERICAN GOLDEN PLOVER. A message from Mark Litjens tells me one was showing well at Keyhaven
this morning and had been there since the 20th. He saw it at the west end of the first pool west of the sea wall.
PIED FLYCATCHER. Mark also tells me that two pairs of these are reported to be in the Boldrewood area – if
you find them please let him know where they are as he has searched in vain so far.
ORANGE BREASTED OYSTERCATCHER. Peter Potts tells me the bird (see note for May 20th) is probably one
of five caught and colour marked at Dibden Bay last winter
NEWS FROM BRIAN FELLOWS (for which I am grateful and apologise for reducing his fuller data!)
Monday 18th – Emsworth Mill Pond still had 53 Swans but they had already started to disperse. At the Slipper
Mill the well established Tree Mallow were in flower and at Peter Pond the Swan pair were back in serious
mood about their parental duties with the female sitting and the male on guard. Brian was pleased to hear
Whitethroats singing in Brook Meadow where Ragged Robin was in flower.
Monday evening – Evening class outing to Havant Thicket for Nightjar. They heard 3 churring at 718104 just
north of the ‘yellow brick road’ (well south of where John Goodspeed heard his birds) and saw another
well to the north in one of the clearings at 717109 (the clearing now becoming overgrown but the two
favoured dead yew trees still provide perches). Putting these sighting with others it sounds to me as if there
could be six pairs present this year but one has to be aware that the birds nest and feed in different areas
that can be some distance apart so the same bird may be heard churring in two different areas.
Tuesday 19th – Southsea Canoe Lake had only 10 Swans (my database entries show 42 there on Jan 21; 50 on
Feb 17; 22 on Mar 24; 17 on Apr 6 and 13 on Apr 14th). Some of these Swans will have left to breed but
some will be non-breeders driven away as boating activity gets under way and some of these are probably
in the Broadmarsh summer flock. Crossing to Hayling Brian found the Sinah Lake Swan pair still at their
nest at the east end of the lake but little else of interest. Returning to Milton Common he found those lakes
alive with Swallows, House Martins and Swifts (possibly late arriving non-breeding birds) and heard
breeding Reed and Sedge Warblers plus a pair of Cuckoos. The well established Swan pair there have
taken a massive family of nine cygnets from the nest in the southern pool overland to the northern pool (the
need for weed to feed the young is one reason for such travels, another is the need to find a place where
foxes cannot creep up through cover). At Baffins Pond a single BRENT GOOSE was the first that Brian
has ever seen there but it seemed to have caught on to the local customs and showed little concern when
Brian approached it closely (within a couple of feet!). The Barnacle Geese were down to just 8 – where

have the other 30 got to? The Mallard (116 of them) had a total of 43 ducklings) and 18 Canada Geese had
11 goslings (although Brian writes of them as one family I suspect that two or more families had merged).
Finally, at Hilsea Lines, a pair of Swans had a very exposed nest with just one egg at the extreme west end
of the moat near the London Road Texaco garage – hopefully there is at least one more successful pair at
the east end in the pool east of the railway.
Wednesday 20th – Brian toured the Chichester Lakes finding more Swan families and a couple of families of
Great Crested Grebe. Despite the noise of traffic a Turtle Dove was purring near the A27 at Westhampnett
and there was a single male Gadwall and a single male Pochard on Ivy Lake. New Lake had 40+ Common
Terns around their nests on the rafts.
Thursday 21st – a cycle ride along the shore from Emsworth to the South Moors found Cuckoos calling at both
Nore Barn and Langstone Pond. The Langstone Pond Swan family was still intact at the Lavant Stream but
only 1 Brent Goose could be seen there. Brian remarks on a pair of Swans on the Warblington shore and
these are regulars there – I suspect they may be a pair which used to nest in past years in the Northney
Marina area (no nest there nowadays). An afternoon visit to Lordington Copse (above Walderton) with the
Friends of Stansted Forest brought a sighting of Tawny Owl and Buzzard (Michael Prior believes a pair
may nest here – we saw them low over the trees there on a similar visit last year)
Friday 22nd – the Peter Pond Swan is still on its nest …
THU 21 MAY
EMSWORTH SWANS. Today the Mill Pond was partially drained and the Swan count was down from nearly 70
to around 33 and I guess the rest of them have moved to Langstone Harbour (though some may be on the sea
off Maisemore Gardens where there is often a small summer flock). The Peter Pond bird was still sitting on its
nest ….
GOLDCREST SONG. This seemed louder than usual this morning as I set off along the Emsworth Road in
Havant where a bird was singing near the bridge over the Hayling Billy line with the force of a Wren, and on
my return home the bird in the New Lane cemetery was equally insistent on making itself heard. I wonder if
these are unpaired males desperately advertising for a mate?
STARLING SONG. I have heard a lot of ‘song’ from my rooftop in the past two or three days and today saw the
adult giving a great concert performance with its wings outstretched and waggling as wildly as any pop star. I
wonder if this is an effort to bring the young birds out of the nest – letting them get hungry in the nest while
they can hear the usual food source having a great time outside could be a great persauder to emerge!
SWIFTS. The Havant breeding population which I see daily seems to number about 10 birds now (there may
well be other local clusters which I do not see – e.g. near Bedhampton station)
WED 20 MAY
EIDER. John Badley today told me that 6 Eider had been in Langstone Harbour last Friday (15th) and he believes
that Pete Durnell had seen them in Hayling Bay on the 14th.
OSPREY. Another arrived at Pilsey this morning and sat around till midday (possibly staying longer). It was
seen by Barry Collins and John Badley.
MUTE SWAN HERD in the Hermitage Stream mouth numbered 33 this evening. This is four more than Brian
Fellows saw on the 14th but the extra birds could be the ones that have been there all spring and could include
the pair that have been nesting on Budds Farm Pools (no sign of them on the pools)
LAVANT STREAM SWANS & GEESE. The Langstone Mill Swans still have their seven cygnets safe but the
Brent were down to just 6 (though at this time the summering birds tend to move to the islands where they can
hide out safely during their moult.
ORANGE BREASTED OYSTERCATCHER. When I first saw the cygnets at the Lavant stream mouth (on May
12th) I also noticed an Oystercatcher bathing and thought it was trying to get rid of some light oiling that had
left it with an orange coloured breast but John Badley tells me that there is a colour marked bird in the area
which should be reported to Pete Potts (which I will now do!)
WANDERING WHIMBREL. At the South Moors and Budds Mound late this afternoon I saw one or more
parties of up to seven Whimbrel flying around fairly high up and seeming uncertain of where to go (the first
group were heading south from inland, later they were flying north then circling back). I assume they were
working up enthusiam to set out on a longer journey north which they may well do as darkness falls tonight.
BUDDS FARM POOLS. No sign of the male Pochard this afternoon but still 19 or more Tufted Duck and two
Dabchick in breeding plumage (in separate pool, presumably from two pairs). A single Canada Goose was
sitting on its absurb nest on the tiny bare island (it looks as if any eggs would roll off into the water if the
sitting bird stood up) and there were four Shelduck on the pools and another four on the sea.
NIGHTINGALES IN SUSSEX. The evening walk this evening was led by Kevin Stouse and came up with the
good news that two Nightingales are singing in Racton Park Wood once more in addition to two at Marlpit
Lane. With the three singing at Stansted Park Slip (‘Five Oaks’) and one at Lumley we seem well served by
these birds – if anyone knows of other sites please let me know (there could well be one at Hurstwood in
Waterlooville, another in the valley below Dunsbury Hill Farm (Bells Copse), and another over at Woodend)

… and of course there is always a good show at Botley Woods/Whiteley if you are in that area.
BUBBLING CUCKOO. At the Marlpit Lane site Kevin’s party saw a pair of Cuckoos together and heard both
the male’s usual call and the female’s bubbling (first report of that this year).
NIGHTJARS IN HAVANT THICKET. John Goodspeed was enjoying these this evening and it sounds as if
there are several more pairs present in addition to the two that have been churring at 716105 and 717109.
John heard and saw a pair flying and churring at 718108 (I thought this favourite corner looked a bit
overgrown for them when I was there but it seems that has not put them off), heard one at the top of Horsefoot
Hill near the north boundary of the Thicket and another at 714108 to the east of the north end of the traditional
‘Nightjar valley’. John also saw two roding Woodcock flying in company but does not remark on the usual
excited squeaking that occurs when two males run into each other and try to persuade each other that this is
‘their exclusive territory’.
TUE 19 MAY
NIGHTINGALES IN TURKEY. Mike Harris has just flown back from a holiday in Turkey (at Izmit on the shore
of the Sea of Marmora) and is one up on me having actually seen a Nightingale (one of many that he could
hear singing)
MON 18 MAY
NEWS FROM ALISTAIR MARTIN
a) TREE PIPIT. Alistair recently visited the north of West Walk (SU 601136 - open area accessible from
Liberty Road) and heard one Tree Pipit on the north side of the open square
b) CORN BUNTING. He also found a couple of Corn Bunting on the slopes of Windmill Down north of
Blendworth – a regular site for them in the past, glad to hear some are still there.
c) TURTLE DOVE. One heard briefly from the Hayling Billy line south of the Oyster Beds
d) GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER nest in the ‘Saltmarsh Lane copse’ now has noisy young giving
away its very accessible location
NEWS FROM KEVIN STOUSE re yesterday’s Farlington Marshes walk
a) WILLOW WARBLERS. A good selection of other warblers were heard but no Willow Warbler and
Kevin wonders where they are. My guess is that Farlington does not offer the dry ground under open
scrub which seems to be their preferred habitat. There seemed to be plenty of them in Havant Thicket
when I was last there, similarly in parts of Stansted, though they are nowhere as numerous as Chiff Chaff.
b) YELLOW WAGTAIL Only three males seen, and despite Bob Chapman’s assertion when I last saw him
that there were a good number present I feel these are diminishing at the marshes.
c) WADERS. A couple of Redshank making display flights is always a cheerful sight, but the only other
waders noted by Kevin were one Black Tailed Godwit and one Turnstone. Hopefully the 30+ pairs of
breeding Lapwing were there in the background.
d) SEABIRDS. 4 Little Terns maybe reflects the small number of breeding birds this year but Farlington is
not always the best place to see them. 1 adult Med Gull was presumbably an off duty bird from the 10 or
11 pairs supposed to be breeding on the islands.
e) BUZZARD. Not at Farlington, but seen over Kevin’s garden near Warblington station when he got home.
It was heading south pursued by four Crows.
NEWS FROM TREVOR CARPENTER re a Sunday cycle ride up Portsdown.
a) BUZZARDS - 3. Carrying on from Kevin’s sighting of one over Havant, Trevor scored three sightings
over Portsdown Hill – maybe he was looked on as a prospective prey item as he was out on his bicycle and
probably feeling near death after racing up from the Wallington river valley. He actually saw the Buzzards
from the South Boarhunt area and thinks there were two separate birds one of which headed south towards
the M27 junction 11 (Fareham exit).
b) CORN BUNTINGS – 0. Trevor was mainly looking for Corn Bunting at the west end of Portsdown
where they have in past years been regular near the Nelson monument, Fort Nelson carpark and Swivleton
Lane, but I do not recall any being found there last summer and Trevor could find none
LESSER WHITETHROAT singing by the railway line at the north end of Bartons Road playing fields in West
Leigh was my only bird of interest today (very close to the fence separating the playing fields from the pony
fields).

PLANTS:

SUN 24 MAY
HIERACIUM MACULATUM. Yesterday I came on this plant for the first time, checked its identity with the
picture in Keble Martin, and read in the Hants Flora that it is found in several places in Hampshire, all of them
being close to railways which are thought to distribute the seeds. Today – surprise, surprise – I came on a
second cluster of these plants in a very different situation on top of Portsdown far from a railway. The

location is SU 628067 very close to dense scrub at the foot of a distinctive ‘bonzai Buckthorn’ tree about three
feet high. To find them go west along James Callaghan Way from the Portsdown roundabout till you have
passed the three tall radar towers and stop just before you you reach a set of brick buildings with boards on
them saying “MWC Operational analysis” (and before the tower with what seems to be a helicopter landing
platform on top). South of this point is a grass area and the plants are on its south east edge, a little north east
of where a well beaten chalk path disappears into the scrub. Walk along the edge of the scrub, find the bonzai
Buckthorn and look at its feet!
HORSESHOE VETCH. On Portsdown I was impressed by the greatly increased amount of this plant – I found 8
large patches of it widely separated – and I also found QUAKING GRASS (Briza media) and VIPERS
BUGLOSS in flower (the latter outside Farlington Redoubt).
BURNT TIP ORCHIDS were seen at Martin Down today by Mark Litjens and Rosemary Webb. Rosemary
comments that there is a very good display this year but the majority of the flowers are to be found in the
shorter grass (recently sheep grazed) on either side of the path leading west from the main carpark over the
Dyke towards Pentridge. Mark also found Common Spotted orchids starting to flower among some late Early
Purples and Rosemary told me of two very good Greater Butterfly orchids and a good display of Field
Fleawort.
SAT 23 MAY
1000 BIRDS NEST ORCHIDS seen in Head Down plantation was the most exciting item of news from
Rosemary Webb which she told me after a visit there today – from her description of the location I think they
are to be found near the path around 739184. White Heleborine, Common Spotted and Fly orchids are also on
display in those woods and Rosemary also had an intriguing find of pink flowered Bugle. I am sure you will
all join me in wishing Rosemary all the best for an eye operation which she has to undergo next Tuesday
(26th) to regain the failing sight of one eye.
LISS FOREST. Today I tagged on to a botanic foray aiming to fill in the blanks in the recording of the plants of
SU72 for the Atlas 2000 national survey of plant distribution. I was allocated to a group of three asked to
survey the ‘top right’ tetrad of this 10 km square and was lucky to have Tony Mundell as the recorder for this
group. We started from the carpark on the disused railway line between Liss Forest village and Greatham and
spent the whole morning in the 1km square SU 7829 on the acid heathland stretching north to Longmoor
ranges and Woolmer. In the afternoon we turned our attention to the squares 7828 and 7929, walking the
more cultivated sandy soils south of the railway (plus the road running parallel to the railway on its north side
and the stream alongside it) In all we spent nearly 8 hours, and even right at the end we were still making
exciting finds – including Rusty Back and Black Spleenwort ferns on a rail bridge and a roadside stand of a
Hieracium with black blotches on its leaves which none of us had come across before today and which must
have been HIERACIUM MACULATUM – see comments below). Many of the plants were more exciting to
than to the others as I am not familiar with acid heathland but I think the following precis of some species
found will indicate the richness of the flora.
FERNS. Narrow Buckler and Lady Fern were abundant. We of course found Male Fern and the Scaly Male with
its ‘black spot’ but had difficulty in finding the normally common Broad Buckler. Harts Tongue and Hard
Fern were regulars but the best were the Black Spleenwort and Rusty Back.
RUSHES. Tussocks of Heath Rush were just beginning to put up flower spikes and Heath Woodrush was
abundant. We found no Hard Rush (masses of Soft) but I was shown both Jointed and Bulbous Rush and the
tiny Toad Rush. In place of the Hairy Woodrush that I am familiar with we found masses of Heath Woodrush.
SEDGES. One acid bog had much Cotton Sedge which may have included Hare’s Tail as well as Common, but
the most impressive plant was the huge Tussock Sedge that dominated the damp places south of the railway.
Tony Mundell thought he might have found White Sedge (C. curta) near the Cotton Sedges. On the dry heath
small tussocks of Pill Sedge occurred and in between wet and dry we came on Carex Nigra (Black or
Common) and Glaucous Sedge and in the less acid wetlands we found Hairy Sedge.
GRASSES. I was made very familiar with Deschampsia flexuosa which I had previously thought of as a ‘difficult
to separate’ version of the big tussocks of Deschampsia cespitosa and was introduced to the tiny Hair Grasses
(Aira caryophyllea and A. praecox). In the stream alongside the houses north of the railway we found
Glyceria species and Tony Mundell thought that at least one was G. maxima (Reed Sweet Grass) with which I
am not familiar. Both Holcus mollis and lanatus were to be found among many other common species and
towards the end of the day we found what seemed to be a strange distorted variant of Rye-grass which (after
looking at the books without a specimen) I am left wondering if it could have been Darnel – very unlikely as
this was a grass ley and Darnel is said to prefer rubbish tips or at least arable fields.
OTHER PLANTS. On the heath the tiny BIRDS FOOT was really abundant and with the Lesser Trefoil (T.
dubium) was some even smaller Slender Trefoil (T. micranthum). Another ground hugging plant with larger
leaves in a damper area was Water Purslane (only one find) and a much more abundant one in damp places
south of the railway was Opposite Leaved Golden Saxifrage (I did not realise that the leaves of this plant
continue to grow and the tiny plant of early spring, when it lays its golden carpet over the damp ground, are

much larger by this time). Here we found the best plant of the day, the superb PINK PURSLANE, still in full
flower. DAMES VIOLET was another good find in a damp hedgerow and on the dry clinker of the railway
we saw lovely plants of VIOLA TRICOLOR. The small Field Pansy was found in arable fields where
BUGLOSS was in flower with a very few (as yet) Common Poppies. A surprise find in a heathland boggy
bankside was a small colony of orchids (leaves only) which were closest to Common Spotted, but one or two
had leaves with ‘smoke ring’ markings on them like the Southern Marsh var pardelina (‘Leopard Orchid’).
We also found Small Cudweed (Filago minima) in two places – once with the commoner Marsh Cudweed.
HIERCIUM MACULATUM. The illustration in Keble Martin helps to confirm the identity of this plant and the
Hants Flora has no occurrences for SU72 where we found it (the discoverer was third member of our team – I
did not hear her surname clearly so she must be Mary from Southampton). The Flora goes a long way to make
the find a likely one as it lists a good many Hampshire locations every one of which is close to a railway line
and our find was separated from the Portsmouth mainline by just the width of the road running parallel to it at
SU 792287. The Flora also tells us that this large and handsome plant is grown in gardens (and then
distributed by rail!)
FRI 22 MAY
SAND CAT’S TAIL. I made quick evening excursion to the Hayling Ferry in order to get a couple of plant
specimens and while looking on the sand around the roundabout at the Ferry Inn I found this grass at its best (my
first find this year)
THU 21 MAY
WHITE HELLEBORINE flowering at the main gate to Lordington Copse on Woodlands Lane is what I read into
Brian Fellows report of an ‘egg orchid flower’ seen during the Friends of Stansted visit this evening. Most
frustratingly I had cycled past this point earlier in the day and had thought of the White Helleborine which I
had found on the fringe of Lordington Copse (opposite side) a couple of years back.
SKUNK CABBAGE?? Today I re-visited Priors Leaze Lane (running from Southbourne to Hambrook) to check
out the state of the strange and huge arum species seen there earlier this year and last year. My immediate
reason for going was a message from Pete Selby saying that it was probably a Skunk Cabbage (of which two
similar species – American and Asian respectively – occasionally escape from gardens). What I saw today
was a small custer of plants on the edge of a wet ditch, each consisting of a singled ‘flower spike’ backed by a
single huge ‘leaf’. The leaf was an upright narrow oval or ellipse some 80cm high by 27cm wide at the
broadest part (perhaps 2/3rd of the way up), it was a shiny dark green colour with intricate veining from a
broad channelled mid-rib to the edge. This ‘leaf’ was relatively flat and slightly leaning back from the vertical
in order to grasp the base of the flower-spike, and I guess it was technically a spathe rather than a leaf. The
spike was a solid green cylinder some 55 cm tall and up to 2cm in diameter. The top ten cm of the spike was
covered with a cylindrical mass of conical spikes that may have been flower buds or the remains after
flowering. The description of these plants in Stace includes stalked leaves (I saw none) and a nasty smell
which I did not detect!
SALSIFY. I found this flowering in two different places today – one was beside Scant Lane in Hambrook and the
other beside Cheeseman’s Lane nearby
DAMES VIOLET. A clump of this in flower beside the lower end of Cheeseman’s Lane at Hambrook was a
pleasant surprise. That site is close to the north side of the new A27 and there should be more of this plant to
be found on the south side where Lumley Lane reaches the A27
NEWCOMERS. The very first MUSK (NODDING) THISTLE found in flower at Walderton today, also the first
less exciting HEDGE WOUNDWORT, and the first COMMON CENTAURY plants, not yet in flower, were
an encouraging reminder of things to come. I also saw my first CRESTED DOG’S TAIL grass – not yet in
flower.
RED HORSE CHESTNUT. A few days ago I noticed a couple of these brightly flowered trees on the north side
of the main avenue at Stansted and today I noticed another guarding the road juction at Walderton where you
turn off to Stoughton.
TUBEROUS COMFREY and LEOPARD’S BANE. Both these Stansted specialities can now be seen flowering
in Lumley Wood. As you come north from the main house towards Lumley Seat the yellow flowers of
Leopard’s Bane are easily seen a few yards into the wood on your right at the lowest part of this road (almost
as soon as the wood becomes ‘open’. To find the less eye-catching yellow flowers of the Comfrey go on until
level with the lone old Beech tree in the field on your left and look right into the wood near one of the young
Beech trees in the wood that is nearer the road than the others.
WED 20 MAY
SOUTHERN MARSH ORCHID. The first flowers were open on several of the eight spikes which I found at the
South Moors today.
SMITH’S PEPPERWORT. Some tiny plants on the South Moors SSSI prove to be of this species (rather than
Field Pepperwort) after searching not only Stace’s large flora but also my much larger one volume Oxford
Dictionary to find out what a ‘vesicle’ might be as the presence or absence of vesicles on the fruit is critical to

Stace’s key and he does not define the word in his glossary. A ‘vesicle’ is a small bladder or cyst and as there
were no such things on the seeds I looked at (and the remains of the style stood out well above the tip of the
seed) it must be Smith’s Pepperwort. I had this same complaint against Stace on Monday when trying to
identify Willowherb – Stace uses the word ‘perennating’ (which I guess means ‘surviving overwinter’) which
he does not define in his glossary and cannot be found in the Oxford dictionary at all!
SEA MILKWORT (Glaux maritima) is now flowering in the damp saline grass of the South Moors. The first
sight of this always gives me a thrill, I think because such a pretty flower manages to occur in thousands and
yet hide itself from all except those who approach close enough to look down and see it nestling within the
very short grass.
SLENDER SPIKE RUSH. Spike rushes are easily found on the South Moors but I had not looked at them closely
until today and I was interested to see that the specimen I brought home was not the Common Spike Rush but
the less common Slender species
DIVIDED SEDGE. I think I can now be confident that the sedge which I have found flowering at the South
Moors for a couple of months now is Carex divisa.
KNOTTED HEDGE PARSLEY. The very first tiny sign of a flower bud on one of these plants at the South
Moors today.
TUE 19 MAY
FLATTENED MEADOW-GRASS (Poa compressa) is apparently not very common in this part of Hampshire and
I was pleased to find that one of my finds in West Leigh (left over from yesterday) was this species when I got
it in bits under the microscope today.
EYEBRIGHT was in flower on Portsdown today (my first for the year) when I took a walk south west of Fort
Southwick. Other ‘firsts’ seen there were HAIRY ROCK-CRESS (Arabis hirsuta), MOUSE EAR
HAWKWEED, WELD, and the first of HAWKWEEDS which was clearly of the ‘section Hieracium’ within
the Hieracia. I also found my first BLADDER CAMPION but it had clearly been out for some time, and a
specimen of the abundant roadside grass which I brought home came out as UPRIGHT BROME.
MON 18 MAY
WEST LEIGH. Today I visited one of the local squares (7208) for which my current score of recorded plant
species was very low (only 42) bumped it up to a more reasonable count of around 100. In Wakefords Copse
outside the ‘evening class’ school I found the first WILLOWHERB of the year in flower and recorded it as
BROAD-LEAVED, and not only saw the remains of Wood Anemones and Moschatel but found WOOD and
REMOTE SEDGE flourishing. Crossing the adjacent Petersfield Road I saw several plants of NARROW
LEAVED PEPPERWORT at the roadside and in the Staunton Country Park carpark I recorded PARSLEY
PIERT and LESSER TREFOIL but not the Corn Spurrey which I have seen there on a previous visit.
DOG ROSES were in flower beside the Bartons Road playing fields (my first for the year) and HEDGEROW
CRANSEBILL was a pleasant addition to the roadside grass in the relatively barren streets of West Leigh.
INSECTS:

SUN 24 MAY
SMALL BLUE. I know these have been out for some time (Mark Litjens reported them at Martin Down on the
16th) but I was delighted to see my first on Portsdown today among the flowers at the entrance to Farlington
Redoubt. One was resting on grass and another was flying nearby.
MARSH FRITILLARY was seen today by Mark Litjens at Martin Down where he greatly enjoyed more than 70
ADONIS BLUE and added Small Blue and Dingy Skipper to yesterday’s species list. He comments that other
species that have been common during the last month or so are now diminishing in number but he detects a
recent increase in the number of Small and Large Whites and I agree that I have seen more Large Whites
already this year than I did in the whole of last summer.
SAT 23 MAY
CINNABAR MOTH. These were on the wing for the first time today at Liss Forest where we also saw three
SMALL COPPER and one COMMON BLUE but no other butterflies
GLANVILLE FRITILLARY (just one) was seen by Mark Litjens sunning itself on the beach below Hordle Cliffs
this morning proving that the mainland colony is still surviviing, Mark then went to Martin Down where he
found ADONIS BLUE were out but failed to see the Marh Fritillary that others had seen. Other species which
he did see included Small Copper, Small Heath, Grizzled Skipper, Green Hairstreak, Common Blue and
Brown Argus plus a Duke of Burgundy in Kitts Wood.
WED 20 MAY
SMALL HEATH. One at the South Moors was the first I have seen there this summer.
BROAD BODIED CHASER. Sonia Bolton rang me today to say that the first (a male) had appeared in her
garden at Stansted today and that she is getting regular sightings of a Hornet.
TUE 19 MAY
COMMON BLUE. Mike Harris, who has just returned to work at Marconi in Hilsea after a holiday in Turkey,

saw a newly emerged Common Blue at the Marconi site today, along with a number of Damselflies.
MON 18 MAY
PAINTED LADY. Another one has been seen in Stansted Forest, this time by Alistair Martin last Friday (15th).
OTHER WILDLIFE:

THU 21 MAY
HAMBROOK’S LLAMA HERD. It is a very long time since I cycled up Cheeseman’s Lane at Hambrook from
the A27 to the ‘Funtington Radar Station’ and I was pleasantly surprised to see a small herd of Llamas resting
in the shade of trees in the grounds of Hambrook Grange.
LOCAL ISSUES:

SUN 24 MAY
PORTSDOWN. Richard Jones continues to improve the habitat and today I not only found much more
Horseshoe Vetch than I have ever seen before but also found a welcome new track cut through the scrub close
to the road running past the DRA west buildings – this is not only good for the plants and insects but also
makes it much easier to get along the hillside to see them. Richard has worse problems to deal with than scrub
and one of them was represented by the youths using the hill as a motor cycle scrambling track while I was
there – what concerned me most was to see, in the valley running diagonally from the eastmost radar tower to
the north east corner of the chalk pit, a series of ditches and ramps for the bikes to race up in order to jump the
ditches – these were so well constructed that I wondered if this was an officially encouraged project. If so I
hope that the botanic value of this valley is known to those encouraging its use for scrambling – at the south
end (where a collection of beer cans lay around a recent camp fire) is the main site for the Bastard Toadflax on
the hill and many other plants enjoy the short turf. I do know that Bastard Toadflax needs heavy grazing to
maintain its habitat but I am not sure if spades, boots, bonfires and motor-cycle rubber are the best forms of
grazing.
THU 21 MAY
“MOFFAT’S MEADOWS” was I think the name of a new rural enterprise on the west side of Newells Lane
immediately south of the A27 north of Cutmill Creek at the top of the Bosham Channel. Someone has
acquired a large plot of Hawthorn scrub and is turning it into some sort of equestrian centre and pony fields
plus a huge new pond (not another hole dug in the ground for Trout fishing but a much more natural piece of
water achieved by damming an existing watercourse). You can see the pond and hear the continual noise of
scrub clearance, etc, if you stop on Newell’s Lane immediately south of the bridge that takes it over the A27.
From what I could see it seemed 'a good thing', especially the pond.
MON 18 MAY
RECENT HAVANT PLANNING APPLICATIONS
a) 90/60415. To site a Portacabin to the north of the Marine Biology unit at Hayling Ferry. There is nothing of
concern to wildlife in this but looking at the application revealed some interesting information that was news
to me. I know changes have been taking place at this site, previously the Marine Biology unit of Portsmouth
University (pretty well hidden on your left as you turn south from Ferry Road into the harbour entrance
carpark, and opposite the ‘ice cream cabin’ that does catch your eye) but it seems that it is now mainly
occupied by an organisation called “EMU Environmental Ltd” which will have a staff of around 20 there and
will offer marine environment survey and consultancy services to whoever pays them (they claim to be
already signed up to work for English Nature and Conservation bodies, etc) and they talk of being a ‘small
new business’ but their previous address was Sparrowgrove, Otterbourne which you may recognize as the
address for a major part of Southern Water, and they can still be contacted there. If you want to know more
ring 01705-637446 and ask for Viv Hughes, Marine Environmental Scientist. The portacabin is no problem
and will be sited within the existing walled area but the plan of the site seems to show that they (or the
university) own the approach road to the public carpark.
b) 98/62192/4. Autoliv Factory, South Moor Park. Application to build a compressor building south of the new
extension to the main factory. Anything south of the factory sounds worrying but once more do not get too
excited about this. The design of the south face of the existing factory buildings has always reminded me of a
set of building blocks with which I played in the mid-1930s, and the modular use of triangles, squares and
upright columns is to be repeated in minature for this extra building, giving a ‘mother and child’ look to the
front of the new extension when finished (the small scale replica will nestle in front of and to one side of the
large building). Looking at the plans I see that the current westward expansion is only Phase 3 of 5
(eventually the buildings could extend west almost to Southmoor Lane).

BIRDS:

WEEK 19

SUN 17 MAY
IBM LAKE. Some items of interest from my visit today (should have been yesterday)
a) SWAN pair hatched 8 cygnets last weekend (same time as Langstone pair) and have them safe in the
canals where there is plenty of weed to eat
b) COMMON SANDPIPER. Three migrants noisly flitting round the lake
c) CANADA GEESE. Maybe 9 pairs present, one with 7 goslings and one still on nest
d) SHELDUCK. One bird not flying off when disturbed by me was behaving as if it had a mate nesting on
site
e) BARN OWL. A security guard told me that one can occasionally be seen at night perched on a roadsign
by the approach road (near the carpark exit)
f) GREEN WOODPECKER – the same guard told me he had recently seen two together on site (we have
had a single bird for several years)
NEWS FROM BARRY COLLINS
a) OSPREY. He had one at the Little Deeps on the 13th
b) MARSH HARRIER. He had a male over Thorney airfield on the 15th
c) NIGHTJAR. One evening this week he flushed one at Stansted near the big enclosure on the north side of
the Rough Avenue (SU 750113)
d) RED KITE. He was lucky enough to see one over Acres Down when in the New Forest yesterday but did
not see the Montagu’s Harriers which had already lost their eggs to Crows (see Mark Litjens news below)
NEWS FROM BRIAN FELLOWS
a) MUTE SWANS. The summer flock at Budds Farm outfall has started – Brian saw 29 Swans there on the
14th. At Emsworth Mill Pond there were still 67 birds on the 11th and neither the Little Deeps nor the Peter
Pond pair seem likely to produce any cygnets now (no eggs to be seen in the Peter Pond nest)
b) NIGHTINGALES. The Stansted Park Slip (‘Five Oaks’) still has at least three very vocal males (a regular
dog walker claims to have heard five there this year) and the Lumley/Orchard Lane bird continues to sing
on the plot recently saved from building (for how long?) but the Marlpit Lane birds were ‘subdued’ on the
15th and Brian could hear no Nightingale in Racton Park Wood that evening.
c) COMMON SANDPIPER. Four on the Budds Farm shore on the 14th – the migrants seem late this year.
d) BUDDS FARM POOLS. On the 14th the Swan pair were still present with no cygnets, two pairs of
Canada Geese were present, 22 Tufted Duck were counted and the single male Pochard was again on view
e) TAWNY OWL. One flying down Park Lane just ahead of Brian when visiting the Park Slip Nightingales
on the 12th.
f) FARLINGTON MARSHES (visit on 12th) still had Whimbrel, Knot and Dunlin to be seen in the harbour
and a pair of Canada Geese at the Deeps with 10 goslings. Brian also saw 2 Kestrel by the stream, a Reed
Bunting at the lake, three Black Tailed Godwit at the Deeps and a Cuckoo in the bushes. Bob Chapman
told him that there are three pairs of Swan and 30 to 35 pairs of breeding Lapwing on the reserve.
g) HOUSE MARTINS could not be seen at their regular nesting place in Emsworth Westbourne Avenue on
the 13th and there was no sound of Grasshopper Warbler beside Aldsworth Common Road (where one was
present last summer).
h) BEARDED TIT. Brian saw the bird on the north side of the Thorney Little Deeps when he was there on
the 11th and heard two Nightjar when in Havant Thicket on the 15th
SAT 16 MAY
TURTLE DOVE. One purring in the place where I heard it last year (SU 737153 at the foot of Chalton Down,
east side near rail bridge) was the only bird of much interest in walking this area today. I’m pretty sure a
Garden Warbler was on the hillside nearby and there were the expected Whitethroat, Linnet, Yellowhammer
and Skylark with one singing Willow Warbler.
NEWS FROM MARK LITJENS
a) MONTAGU’S HARRIER. Sad news that Crows ate the four eggs in their nest on Thursday or Friday this
week and the adults have disappeared.
b) PIED FLYCATCHER. A pair reported to be back in the New Forest (near Rufus Stone??) since last
Tuesday (12th)
c) HONEY BUZZARD. One or more also reported to be back in the New Forest
d) LESSER GOLDEN PLOVER. One reported to be at Farlington Deeps until 17:00 on the 15th but not seen
by Mark on the 16th
e) ROSEATE TERN. One passing Hordle Cliffs and seen by Mark when he was in the Keyhaven area today
NEWS FROM JOHN GOWEN (back for a brief rest between arduous sailing holidays) is that 10 BRENT were to
be seen at the mouth of the Lavant stream this week with the Langstone Swans and their cygnets.
FRI 15 MAY

SHELDUCK. I was in Southleigh Forest today and was surprised to hear and see a pair of Shelduck flying
noisily overhead in some sort of display flight. No doubt there are several pairs nesting this far inland (every
year I see them in the Stansted East Park and East Ashling areas from which they have to walk any young that
they rear all the way to the harbour, somehow crossing the busy A27 and the electrified railway)
SPARROWHAWK. The local male was soaring high over our house at breakfast time today.
THU 14 MAY
LONG TAILED DUCK. A pair seen on the sea off Hill Head by Trevor Carpenter last evening (13/5). He also
saw a single Barwit and some 15 Whimbrel though others saw a total of 54 passing.
NIGHTJAR. I at last managed to get to Havant Thicket where I glimpsed one Nightjar which I heard churring at
717109 and heard another at 718105. Before they started up at least three Willow Warbler and three Song
Thrush were singing strongly, and as it got dusk I four times encountered roding Woodcock – they could all
have been one bird but I doubt it.
SWIFTS & HOUSE MARTINS. The resident population visible over my garden seems to be only 6 Swifts and 3
or 4 House Martins. The flock of 20+ Swifts seen by Barry Collins here last Sunday must have been joined
by a pasing migrant group for one night only.
WED 13 MAY
WALLCREEPER?? While Trevor Carpenter was at work his partner Frances had a good view of a bird in their
garden which fitted the description of a Wallcreeper fairly well, though Frances thought the bird had an all
black (rather than mainly grey) body and that the red on the wings was even brighter than the illustration she
was shown. Sounds like the ultimate dip to have one in your own garden and not to be sure of its identity –
but of course it was probably a put up job by Pete Potts who is a dab hand at putting bright colours on birds
nowadays (though I had not heard of his skill at bending beaks before this).
ANOTHER NIGHTINGALE. An ex-member of Havant’s excellent Tourist Information staff rang me today
saying that she had heard that reports of Nightingale were wanted and that she had one which had been singing
for two weeks close to her garden in Orchard Lane, Emsworth (just off Woodfield Park Road across the A259
almost opposite the Thorney Road junction). As this area is more built up by the day it sounded an unlikely
story but Brian Fellows visited the lady and found the bird singing as promised. It is in a thickety area south
of the railway lying between Orchard Lane and The Rookery (a road off Lumley Road) which is like a minipark with mature oaks standing in grassland and having bushy areas around the edge (SU 754059), and the
good news is that this piece of land (which was the subject of a recent planning application which would have
destroyed it) has been saved and the planning application rejected (I hope permanently).
TWO MORE TURTLE DOVES. Tony Gutteridge and I carried out another CBC visit to Warblington Castle
Farm this morning and Tony recorded two Turtle Doves though we do not expect them to be there on the next
visit. The best I could do was to record three Swallows entering the big barn (around which the road turns to
reach the church) and to see the male Kestrel hunting. Despite the planting with Sweetcorn of the three fields
most favoured by Skylarks we still seem to have around 8 pairs.
TUE 12 MAY
BRENT GEESE & MUTE SWAN CYGNETS. It must be fairly unusual to have a pair of Swans with 7 cygnets
in the same binocular view as 8 Brent Geese but that is what I saw at the mouth of the Lavant stream (South
Moors) this afternoon. The cygnets are the ones which Kevin Stouse saw yesterday and they must come from
Langstone pond where they probably hatched on Sat 9th (one dog walker told me they had been in this stream
since Sunday if not Saturday)
NIGHTJAR. This evening Barry Collins saw two males and one female in Havant Thicket
A HAZE OF TERNS. On a hazy evening at Hill Head it was difficult to count the large number of Terns over the
sea but Trevor Carpeneter (who was not present) tells me he heard that there were at least 1000 Comic Terns
and 40 Black Terns. Inland at around 8:15pm a BARN OWL was seen over the reserve.
MON 11 MAY
BLACK KITE. Barry Collins had the pleasure of seeing one fly in from the south over Pilsey, circle and rise for
some time, then head west over Hayling at around 11 am (I think)
MARSH HARRIER. Also on Thorney Dick Senior saw a female over the Little Deeps in late afternoon which
appeared to pitch somewhere east of the road at around 5pm.
OSPREY. Early this morning, seawatching in comfort from his car at the end of the High Street, Dave Mead saw
an Osprey pitch on the shingle bar (away to the right from the Bill, but closer and straight ahead from the
carpark off Marine Gardens). After resting for a little while it flew on inland.
RED BACKED SHRIKE. I hear via Barry Collins that one has been reported today in the gorse at the bend in the
shore of Pagham Harbour half way from Church Norton to Sidlesham Ferry. (At least two in Britain this
year!)
SPOTTED FLYCATCHER. Not quite as rare as the Shrike it shares the honour of having only two reported in
our area so far this year – the first was seen by Dave Mead in the New Forest and the second was seen by the
Chichester Canal when he led his RSPB Group from Chichester Yacht Basin to Donnington and back last

Saturday (8th). On that same walk they came on two TURTLE DOVES and one CORN BUNTING..
BLACK TERN. At midday today Vinnetrow Lake at Chichester (the one on your left as you enter the caravan
site) was swarming with Terns of several species including at least 12 Black Terns seen by Dave Mead. When
I went there a couple of hours later they had all turned into Swifts (although I looked at all the main lakes and
went to Westhampnett the only Terns were to 20+ pairs of Common Tern breeding on the New Lake nature
reserve rafts).
LITTLE RINGED PLOVER. Dave Mead tells me that a pair are back at the Chichester Portfield Lake site (the
sand quarry on the north side of the Shopwyke Road going east from the traffic lights on the Chichester
bypass). They are almost certainly nesting but to see them you have to climb barbed wire and trespass! (They
are on the low spit on your left as you look from the “Yew Tree viewing point”).
STONECHAT. John Goodspeed tells me that he saw a male recently on the north slope of Portsdown below the
Churchillian pub (near the edge of the ‘Children’s Wood’) and we assume that a pair is in residence here – has
anyone seen them elsewhere?
NEWS FROM TREVOR CARPENTER
a) BLACK TERN – 7 at Gilkicker on Sat 9th
b) POMARINE SKUAS – Two small parties each of four went past Selsey on Sat 9th
c) SWIFTS – The Fareham residents returned on Sunday 10th, as usual a day or so later than those at Havant
and Emsworth
NEWS FROM DAVID PARKER
a) NIGHTJAR – 2 were churring at Creech Wood, Denmead at 9pm on Friday 8th (also Woodcock roding)
b) STONE CURLEW. David saw the two at Martin Down on Sunday 10th where Mark Litjens saw them on
Saturday
NEWS FROM KEVIN STOUSE
a) CETTI’S WARBLER heard during the Sunday walk (10th) he led round Titchfield Haven
b) GADWALL. Still 5 present at Titchfield Haven (10th) where they also saw 12 TURNSTONE and 1
SANDERLING flying over the sea.
c) LANGSTONE MILL POND CYGNETS?? On Monday 11th Kevin saw a pair of Swans with 7 cygnets at
the mouth of the Lavant stream east of the South Moors – certainly not the pair that has been ‘playing
mothers and fathers’ with a toy nest on the shingle spit there, and in recent years the Langstone pond pair
have taken there young to this stream immediately after hatching (much safer than staying on the pond
where foxes can creep up on them).
d) WHINCHAT on the South Moors on the 11th (not a good enough view to be certain, but very likely) and a
definite LESSER WHITETHROAT there.
e) GREAT CRESTED GREBE. Still 5 off the South Moors on the 11th
PLANTS:

SUN 17 MAY
STANSTED FOREST. Newly flowering plants seen here this morning were FOXGLOVE, WHITE CLOVER
and HEATH SPEEDWELL with Marsh Thistle, Honeysuckle and Heath Bedstraw on the verge of opening
their flowers.
IBM NORTH HARBOUR. Here SALSIFY and OPIUM POPPY were out, at least 100 spikes of COMMON
SPOTTED ORCHID were in flower and PALE FLAX was effectively in flower (blue petals poking from buds
on many plants. SEA CLUB RUSH and DOGWOOD were also out.
SAT 16 MAY
DOG ROSE. The first flower is out in Rosemary Webb’s Hayling garden.
CORNSALAD. The mass of plants in the ‘square’ at Finchdean have now seeded and I was able to see that these
are ‘Keel Fruited Cornsalad’ (Valerianells carinata) rather than Common Cornsalad. Pete Selby tells me that
several people have discovered the same about plants elsewhere in the county.
CHALTON/IDSWORTH DOWN. Plants newly in flower here today included FAIRY FLAX, SPINDLE,
GOAT’S BEARD, COMMON POPPY and WILD PARSNIP. By the roadside I found SPIKED SEDGE in
flower. It would seem that the owner/farmer of this east facing slope of the down is doing an excellent job of
conservation management to improve the downland flora – it is a delight to visit.
FRI 15 MAY
SMALL SWEET GRASS (Glyceria declinata) was a surprise find for me today in a damp ride in the middle of
Southleigh Forest but I see that this species does occur in this sort of situation well away from open water. I
doubt it will survive despite being in flower as I could only see one stem!
EARLY PURPLE ORCHID. ‘Acting on information received’ I today found a new to me colony of 155
flowering spikes on the western edge of Southleigh Forest. The plants were very close packed into a small
area and many were starting to go over.

LESSER STITCHWORT and LESSER SPEARWORT were the only ‘first flowering’ plants seen today
WED 13 MAY
BROOKLIME was the first new flower seen this morning at Warblington. I also found my first LESSER
TREFOIL, SEA ARROWGRASS, TAMARISK and less colourful COMMON SALT-MARSH GRASS and
PLICATE SWEET-GRASS.
BIRDS NEST ORCHID was an unexpected find in the wood beside the steep hill leading down into South
Harting from Uppark. I had come here to refind a small colony of HERB PARIS which I discovered last
spring but I did not find it this time though the visit was not in the least wasted. TWAYBLADE ORCHIDS
were thriving here – every where there were small groups of them and there must have been well over 100 in
all – and I added two more first flowerings to my list, COMMON FIGWORT and BRAMBLE.
TUE 12 MAY
CUT LEAVED CRANESBILL was in flower for the first time this morning in Havant where I also found both
BITTERSWEET (Nightshade) and SCARLET PIMPERNEL in flower. On the old Oak Park School site I
found another cluster of plants of the large subspecies (ssp Cynapium) of FOOLS PARSLEY which was a
personal discovery elsewhere on this site recently (prior to that I thought of Fool’s Parsley as a small plant
growing in arable fields after the harvest but these are plants a couple of feet tall growing on waste land in the
spring). The first HORSERADISH flowers were also seen.
WILD MIGNONETTE in flower was a surprised find on the north pier of the old rail bridge to Hayling this
afternoon. Near it the SEA SANDWORT which I had come to look for was also in flower (also SEA
PLANTAIN) and on the South Moors both LESSER SEA SPURREY and SILVERWEED were in flower.
Further up the Lavant stream by the Tesco store COMMON MALLOW was in full flower.
INSECTS:

SUN 17 MAY
STANSTED FOREST produced yet another Hornet while I was there. I had met up with Barry Collins here
shortly before this and he had news of single CLOUDED YELLOW and PAINTED LADY seen recently and
a large number of PEARL BORDERED FRITILLARY seen this morning (he said that he had counted 34 of
them in one coppiced block near the road and just north of the ornamental drive, with several seen in other
places in the Forest). I saw a total of 8 Fritillaries and one Grizzled Skipper (plus Holly Blue, Speckled Wood,
Orange Tip, Peacock, Tortoiseshell, and all three Whites) but did not see Dingy Skipper which Barry had seen.
IBM NORTH HARBOUR in the afternoon gave me my first two COMMON BLUE and a female BROAD
BODIED CHASER
SAT 16 MAY
NEWS FROM MARK LITJENS. Today he saw the first two BROWN ARGUS at Martin Down, a SMALL
BLUE at nearby Kitts Wood and a DUKE OF BURGUNDY at Bentley Wood - until this evening this was
the first I had heard of, but Rosemary Webb told me at this evenings AGM that she had seen one at Noar Hill
last Sunday (10th). Martin Down was alive with butterflies and Mark saw at least 13 Dingy Skipper, 15 Small
Copper and 17 Grizzled Skipper, plus a couple of Green Hairstreak, while at Keyhaven he had 15 WALL
BROWN. These numbers of Skippers were echoed at the other sites he visited and at Bentley Wood he
counted 10 PEARL BORDERD FRITILLARY.
CHALTON/IDSWORTH DOWN. Here I saw my first SMALL HEATH and a few Dingy and Grizzled Skipper
today.
HORNET. Another report, this time from Ann Hearn who had seen one in her garden on the edge of the
Hollybank woods.
FRI 15 MAY
HORNET. At this time of year the massive orange coloured queens are on the wing seeking nest sites and not
averse to devouring the odd smaller insect to keep up their strength. I saw one today searching flower heads
on what was the garden of Holly Lodge in the Hollybank woods but did not see it capture any prey. Sue
Drewett who lives nearby told me that she had twice recently found one trying to get into their house
(presumably as a nest site) and I am not sure if she or Sonia Bolton, who also saw one in Stansted earlier this
week, was the first to see one this year.
CARDINAL BEETLE. These large scarlet beetles have just emerged from dead wood and I enjoyed the sight of
one resting on bracken in Southleigh Forest today.
DRAGONFLIES. I saw my first Broad Bodied Chaser (Libellula depressa) in Hollybank woods this morning – a
blue male – and also saw the Large Red and Common Blue damselflies around Sue Drewett’s garden pond.
THU 14 MAY
GREEN HAIRSTREAK is a butterfly that I am always hoping to discover in a new colony in my wanderings
over my SU70/71 patch (where I know it can be found on Oxenbourne Down). Today Mark Litjens saw one
among some 9 species of butterfly around the Hampshire Butterfly reserve at Yew Hill south of Winchester.
WED 13 MAY

A PROFUSION OF WHITES. At Warblington this morning the delightful wet meadow by the eastern stream
near Nore Barn was filled with all three species of white (at least 5 LARGE, perhaps a dozen SMALL and
probably 20 plus GREEN VEINED) some of which might have been migrants brought on the east wind. I also
saw one Red Admiral with several other of the current regular species.
TUE 12 MAY
BENTLEY WOOD. Mark Litjens points out that I gave the wrong location for the wood where he was searching
for Pearl Bordered Fritillary on Sunday – it was in fact Bentley Wood near Salisbury, not Bentley Station
Meadow near Alice Holt at Farnham. I have never been to Bentley Wood but it sounds to be a great place for
butterflies with both Pearl Bordered and Small Pearl Bordered Fritillary on its list of offerings, followed by
Purple Emperor later in the summer (Mark says that fruit is put down in the carpark to attract the Emperors
which sounds a lot better than the old technique of bringing your own rabbit droppings and adding water to
make them steam in the sun!). For those like me who do not know where this wood is it is on the Wiltshire
boundary near to West Tytherley – to get there from Havant you could go via Romsey and the A27 to
Whiteparish, then turn north through West Dean (not to be confused with our local West Dean!) and head for
Winterslow, or you could go through Winchester and Stockbridge, turning left at the top of Whiteshoot Hill.
WALL BROWN. Barry Collins had another definite sighting on Thorney today
MON 11 MAY
PAINTED LADY. The first for this year was seen by John Goodspeed on Sat 9th at the far end of the Stansted
Rough Avenue (i.e. the west edge of the forest nearest to Drew’s Farm at Dean Lane End).
PEARL BORDERED FRITILLARY. Barry Collins had the first three at Stansted today – two were at the end
of the Rough Avenue (where the Painted Lady was) which is not a place that they are often seen, and one was in
the north end of Lyels Wood where they are expected.
WALL BROWN. A definite recent sighting of this butterfly on Portsdown by Theo Roberts helps to confirm the
probable sighting by Barry Collins yesterday
GREEN VEINED WHITE. Of the many ‘Small Whites’ currently on the wing today the few which allowed me a
look at them when resting were all Green Veined and I suspect the majority are at present Green Veined.
DIGGER WASPS. Although these are solitary insects they tend to congregate around suitable places to excavate
their nests and some dead logs in Sue Drewett’s garden are just what one group want (there are many species,
some nest in decaying wood, others in earth, and it seems that each species has its own insect prey species). The
ones which Sue has seen today are wasp like in colour.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 17 MAY
GREY MULLET were swarming in Peter Pond at Emsworth when Brian Fellows was there today and when I was
at IBM North Harbour a Security Guard told me that two sets of Fox Cubs had been seen on that site recently.
FRI 15 MAY
DEER in Southleigh Forest. As well as the omni-present Roe deer I came on a bunch of Fallow in the woods
today, among them a young white animal carrying on the local tradition of a regular supply of these white
creatures. I also had a good view of an adult fox running across a field by the edge of the woods.
SQUIRRELS ON HAYLING. These creatures do occur on the island and today one invaded Pat Lea’s well
known garden in Bright’s Lane. It did interrupt the peace of a ‘sun down’ drink but luckily it has not yet
climbed the flag pole and shown dis-respect to the famous flag – that might well seal its fate as far as Sir John
is concerned!
TUE 12 MAY
SLOW WORM. I almost ran over one on the Hayling Billy Track as I cycled home in Havant today. It was so
motionless that I fear it was dead but I did not stop to look.
MON 11 MAY
GRASS SNAKE. Two foot long and as thick as your thumb, one was hunting in Sue Drewett’s pond today.

WEEK 18 MAY 4 - 10
BIRDS:

SUN 10 MAY
NEWS FROM MARK LITJENS:a) RED BACKED SHRIKE at Titchfield Haven was seen by Dave Treacher (Mark missed it but passes on the
news)
b) GREAT NORTHERN DIVER (winter plumage), a PEREGRINE, 21 BAR TAILS and an ARCTIC SKUA
harrying many Comic Terns seen by Mark
NEWS FROM BARRY COLLINS, who today led a SOS walk around Thorney:a) One BLACK TERN and a HOBBY coming in from the sea were his highlights around Thorney. His party
also heard and saw TURTLE DOVE in the Egret roost trees and watched a BEARDED TIT apparently
taking food to a nest close to the seawall path on the north side of the Little Deeps (I saw the Bearded Tit
independently and heard the Turtle Dove).
b) At Selsey (I think this morning) Barry told me that a WHITE WINGED BLACK TERN had been seen and
a GARGANEY had flown west.
NEWS FROM JOHN BADLEY whom I met on Budds Mound this morning watching over his islands:a) MED GULLS. Ten or eleven pairs nesting on the islands this year where three or four nested last year
b) BLACK NECKED GREBE. The regular summer bird is here again and has been in Chalk Dock.
c) LITTLE TERNS are fewer than usual so far this year.
d) BLACK HEADED GULLS are nesting in large numbers on South Binness but fewer are on Round Nap this
year due to erosion of nesting areas – it was the rising water levels and storm erosion which drove the colony
from Stakes Island in recent years – now none nest there and they are all on the Langstone islands.
NEWS FROM BRIAN FELLOWS (for the reasons indicated above I am putting his whole week’s report here)
a) Monday 4th – morning walking the square (SZ 8595) south of Sidlesham Ferry Pool which has been selected
at random by the BTO computer as a Breeding Bird Survey square. You are supposed to walk one of these
squares with military precision – starting at the bottom left corner you walk east 250 metres, then due north
for 1 km, east 500 metres and then south for 1 km, recording every bird you see in each 200 metre stretch of
the north and south sections. Most squares do not fit in with the statisticians view of the world and in this case
Brian was forced to walk one of the north-south sections on the busy Selsey road – not conducive to a long
life and difficult to concentrate on the birds, so Brian is revolting (anyone else want to take on this square?)
The only decent birds were in the Ferry Pool – two BLACK TAILED GODWIT in full summer plumage, 16
SHELDUCK and 8 REDSHANK.
b) Later on the 4th, back in Emsworth, a COMMON SANDPIPER was resting on raft 3 of the Slipper Mill pond
and one Swan was on Peter Pond, but off the nest where the eggs are now unlikely to produce young birds.
c) Tuesday 5th – 17 Swans on Southsea Canoe Lake and 6 Ringed Plover at the Kench, then a TURTLE DOVE
on Sinah Common and 22 Canada Geese on Sinah Lake where the Swans are nesting on an island at the east
end (not the central island this year). Back on Portsea there were 23 Barnacle Geese on Baffins Pond among
118 Mallard. 17 Tufted Duck and 12 Canada Geese also present, many now with young. At Milton Lakes
the Swan was sitting and a Cuckoo was calling nearby.
d) Wednesday 6th. Despite the wind 3 NIGHTINGALE were singing at Marlpit Lane and 3 pairs of LAPWING
seemed to be nesting (one pair tried to drive Brian off the public path east of Marlpit Lane and two more
were in the reclaimed area to the north).
e) Thursday 7th – two singing NIGHTINGALES at the Stansted Five Oaks site (see details under May 2nd
below). Nearby Brian came on a female BLACKBIRD which indicated its support for Cambridge by a
LIGHT BLUE BAND AROUND ITS TAIL (tell us more, Brian, was this colour dyed or a ribbon tied around
the tail?). Brian also discovered the first young ROOKS out of the nest and begging their parents for food –
presumably birds from the Racton Park farm rookery? Or from Aldsworth and its satellites (there is one with
26 nests in Stansted East Park this year – immediately north of the track serving Sindles farm).
f) Friday 8th – Back at the Five Oaks site Brian detected three singing Nightingales at SU 771097, 770102 and
769102. He also came on a LONG TAILED TIT family with eight young and heard a Cuckoo in the east
Stansted area. Returning home to Emsworth Brian found 6 SWIFTS back on territory, the same day that they
arrived in Havant.
g) Saturday 9th. The evening class walk from Racton to Lordington via Park Slip attended by 8 members
produced a total of 33 species of bird and lots of flowers (Gwynne has the list). 2 GREY PARTRIDGE were
seen in the field at the start of the track to Racton Monument. Warblers were very much in evidence with
numerous singing Blackcap and Chiffchaff. 3 NIGHTINGALES were singing in Park Slip as expected and a
GARDEN WARBLER was heard in Park Lane opposite the entrance to New Barn Cottage.
h) Sunday 10th – Swan pair back on Peter Pond with the female on the nest. I saw her sitting in the afternoon as
if she had never been off the nest but in view of Brian’s observations I doubt any eggs will hatch. I imagine

this is the female’s first attempt at nesting and from other ‘first nests’ I have seen it seems that sitting does not
come naturally to Swans (one at IBM failed to lay its eggs in the nest! And they seem reluctant to settle to
the chire of sitting for 37 days). To brighten this news I have a feeling that the Little Deeps Swan may have
had cygnets hatching today – it was standing over the nest (rather than sitting on it) with its head tucked under
its wing, and my guess was that it did not want to suffocate or obstruct cygnets during their efforts to emerge
from eggs.
i) “WHITE EYE” seems to be the name of an oriental ‘finch’ type bird sometimes kept in cages. Brian passes
on news of one sighted at Church Norton last Monday and reported on something called UK Birdnet. It must
have been a striking sight with green back and head, silver breast and belly offset by yellow throat and vent,
black legs and a black eye surrounded by a thick white ring.
MY OWN NEWS ….
SWIFTS back in force over Havant in late afternoon when Barry Collins was with me and his keen eyes picked
out more than 20 birds.
BUDDS MOUND in the morning gave me views of the Canada Goose pair having re-established their entirely
exposed nest on the tiny central island in the central pool. The Swan is still sitting and there were perhaps 17
Tufted Duck, a pair of Shelduck and the usual Coot, Moorhen and Mallard on the pools. One Little Grebe was
fishing at the outfall (I guess it’s mate is sitting on the pools) and a single TURNSTONE was on the outfall
case. Four Bar Tailed Godwit flew by and one Little Tern and two Sandwich Tern patrolled the harbour. A
Cuckoo could be heard from the South Moors and several Whitethroat were singing. Going on to Fort
Purbrook on the hill I had little to add except one singing LESSER WHITETHROAT.
THORNEY ISLAND (Marina to Great Deeps) in the afternoon gave me the BEARDED TIT and TURTLE
DOVE mentioned above, plus a couple of GREENSHANK by the Emsworth Channel Two COMMON
TERN hunted over the Great Deeps and two more over the Emsworth Channel. It was good to hear Meadow
Pipit singing as well as Skylark. In Emsworth I found 69 SWANS on the Mill Pond with 7 Canada Geese, and
saw the Peter Pond Swan pair behaving as if they were the best of parents (the female on the nest re-arranging
the grasses around her, the male on the water nearby), and resident Swifts were screaming overhead.
SAT 9 MAY
NEWS FROM MARK LITJENS:a) At Titchfield Haven yesterday (8th) he heard and saw a TURTLE DOVE and (offshore) a RED THROATED
DIVER in winter plumage, the three EIDER (which Trevor saw on Thursday) and 16 SANDERLING.
Coming back in the evening the Diver was still present and new items were 3 BLACK TERN, 2
KITTIWAKE, 20+ SANDERLING and a flock of 44 BAR TAILED GODWIT (plus 1 loner). At the end an
EGRET flew over.
b) Back at Titchfield Haven this morning he watched an ARCTIC SKUA and saw 7 COMMON SCOTER as
well as the 3 EIDER.
c) Heading inland this morning he saw 2 STONE CURLEW and 5 WHEATEAR and heard 3 NIGHTINGALE
at Martin Down, then saw the male MONTAGU’S HARRIER, 2 HOBBIES and many BUZZARD in the
New Forest.
FRI 8 MAY
THE GREAT ‘POM DIP’ continues as far as Trevor Carpenter is concerned. He spent 8 hours at Selsey from
6.30 to 14.30 and saw no Poms but did record this impressive list … 430 Common, 72 Sandwich and 1 Black
Tern, 4 Divers unspecified, 1 Bonxie and 5 Arctic Skua, I Little and 1 Med Gull, 68 Common Scoter and 58
Sanderling plus 1 Hobby (Trevor’s 3rd coming in from the sea this spring).
SWIFTS are back at their Havant nest sites (in Manor Close). 5 were overhead this morning (ignoring a male
Sparrowhawk on its regular display route) and at least 4 were screaming and diving over Manor Close at dusk.
LITTLE GREBE with one juvenile out on Aldsworth Pond where a pair of Canada Geese also had goslings on the
water and Coot had four young. Another pair of Canada Geese had young on the Stansted ‘boating lake’
behind Brick Kiln Pond. In addition to the breeding birds there were 20 more Canada Geese in the area with
the Emperor.
GARDEN WARBLER. The bird at Stansted which (see last Sat 2nd) I recommended as a good one on which to
practise song recognition proved my point again today. It was singing continuously from the bare branches of
a young Ash tree (near the north side of the triangular enclosure close to the ‘Ornamental Drive’ roadway) and
a Blackcap was also singing near the southern edge (with Whitethroat, Chiff Chaff, Willow Warbler and
Yellowhammer all singing in the enclosure and Goldcrest just outside)
REED & SEDGE WARBLERS singing around the Brick Kiln ponds, and a birder listening to them from the road
told me he had seen a Hobby over the ponds recently.
TREE CREEPER & PARROT species were among my last entries for todays visit to Stansted. In the Groves I
hear the raucuous calls of some Parrot or Parakeet flying abovew the trees but never saw it, and as I emerged
from the Goves at the north end of the path a Tree Creeper flew onto one of the big Oaks beside the path
where I suspect they have a nest.

THU 7 MAY
SWIFT. The first potential Havant resident was overhead in the afternoon, but they did not take up residence
until tomorrow (8th)
WOODCOCK & WHIMBREL are both waders but not oftern encountered together, but at dusk this evening in
Havant Thicket while one or two Woodcock were roding a party of Whimbrel flew over calling as they headed
north east overland for a night flight to their next stop off. (No Nightjar heard though I deluded myself into
thinking I heard one brief ‘Quip, quip’)
EIDER. Three seen off Hill Head by Trevor Carpenter
POM SKUA. Two went past Selsey (the only two seen there so far this spring) when Trevor was otherwise
occupied
WED 6 MAY
NEWS FROM TREVOR CARPENTER, who spent today on one of his long walks from Bursledon to Titchfield
along the coast (and presumably back)
a) SWIFTS. A flock of around 40 over Titchfield Haven with many other hirundines, of which …
b) SAND MARTINS made up the majority.
c) WIGEON. Four still on Hook Scrape, and of course the odd WHIMBREL all along the coast. Finally …
d) LONG TAILED TIT. A family of five babies sitting tight packed all on the same branch
e) GARGANEY. Three (two males and a female) not seen by Trevor today, but reported to have been at the
Haven on Monday (4th).
NEWS FROM DAVE MEAD, who was today taking Australia’s chief birder on a tour of the New Forest ….
a) MONTAGU’S HARRIERS, the pair still together at Black Gutter
b) SPOTTED FLYCATCHER. One back on duty in the Forest. Also second hand news from Farlington …
c) LITTLE GULL still present at the Deeps (and a more dubious report of two SCAUP with it)
NEWS FROM RICHARD HEDLEY of what was probably a HOBBY in his garden at Lee on the Solent at 1pm
today. I did not get the message first hand and I heard that there was some conflict of opinion in the
household, the other view being that the bird was a Merlin, but I vote for Hobby as Birds of Hampshire says
that there have only been 8 Hampshire records of Merlin in May (they start to depart from the end of
February), and as his garden is more likely to be chosen by an exhausted Hobby that had just reached the shore
than by a Merlin which would prefer wide open spaces.
NEWS FROM DAVID PARKER – details of his seawatch at Selsey on May 2nd
a) No Skua or Diver species at all, but a reasonable number of GANNET and TERNS (Little, Common and
Sandwich), and a few FULMAR, plus …
b) HOBBY coming in chasing a SWALLOW (not gaining on it, and may have been chasing it all the way
across), also some SWIFTS
c) MANDARIN taking a trip along the coast was a surprise
d) SHEARWATER. One, thought to be MANX, going west
TUE 5 MAY
WHINCHAT. Alistair Martin had two today at Sandy Point reserve (one a smart male, the other probably a
female) and glimpsed the tail of a Redstart.
MON 4 MAY
SEAWATCHING NEWS from Trevor Carpenter (not much, he says after a frustrating week-end, but here are
some good things he did not see and a couple that he did)
a) BLACK KITE. Richard Carpenter (who was the first to see the Bee Eater last week) again struck gold at
Titchfield Haven on Thursday morning (30th) with a Black Kite that passed over quickly with only a couple of
other witnesses to its passage
b) SPOONBILL seen at Titchfield Haven on Friday
c) POM SKUAS – not for Trevor’s eyes at Selsey but reports reached him of 14 at Glyne Gap (Bexhill area)
yesterday and 10 off Seaford today.
d) HOBBY – one did come in at Selsey as a consolation prize
e) BOTTLE NOSED DOLPHINS – two of these also seen at Selsey (at first thought to be a couple of
‘empties’ chucked in the sea by other frustrated seawatchers who had turned to beer for solace)
ROSEATE TERN. Mark Litjens tells me that Bird Line reported one passing Titchfield Haven about 7:30 this
morning (this is the first I have heard of) as a sub-item to their main news of a LONG TAILED SKUA going
north east over the Haven at that time. Two more that Trevor didn’t see but he can take comfort that neither
did Mark who was at Needs Ore chasing a Little Crake that seemed to have turned into a Water Rail over
night.

PLANTS:

SUN 10 MAY
GREY FIELD SPEEDWELL, which I had never identified until this spring on Hayling, is probably a lot
commoner than I thought (and is overlooked by me as Wall Speedwell – the flowers are almost identical and
the plants are only separable when you look at the leaves and general habit of the plants). Today I found it
alongside Wall Speedwell on Budds Mound (the bank overlooking the pools) and at Fort Purbrook.
COMMON GROMWELL. Now in flower (just starting) at Fort Purbrook where WAYFARING TREE bushes
are well out.
BURNET SAXIFRAGE was also just starting to flower on Portsdown and SOFT BROME (Lop Grass) was in
evidence for the first time
BLACK BRYONY had flower buds and the Red Valerian and Aquilegia plants were well out beside College
Road.
RED HOT POKER flowering close to Thorney Little Deeps as usual and CHANGING FORGET-ME-NOT out
by the west end of the Great Deeps.
HEMLOCK WATER DROPWORT in flower at Thorney and the distinctive AFRICAN TAMARISKS coming
into flower
FLY ORCHIDS are out at Noar Hill, so Rosemary Webb tells me. Today she saw the first flowers open on the
special albino plant that is established there and normal plants were also in flower.
FRI 8 MAY
TREACLE MUSTARD is a plant which I came across for the first time last autumn in a stubble field in Sussex
and today I found a second example on the edge of a Rape field at Stubbermere while making a circuit of
Stansted
GREAT YELLOW CRESS was just coming into flower in the sluice between the two Brick Kiln ponds
BEECH & ELDER trees were both in flower at Stansted. This is not the first time of seeing either of these in
flower but I do noth think I have recorded them until now. Elder was definitely in flower near the Sandy Point
reserve on the 6th
BOG STITCHWORT in flower was a good find at Pond Copse. Near it were plants of Lesser Spearwort nearly in
flower and in several places Three Veined Sandwort was flowering
BLACK GRASS was flowering in the arable fields for the first time and I also saw my first flowers on Swine
Cress. In the woodland Barren Brome was showing unopen spikelets
DUKE OF ARGYLL’S TEAPLANT in flower was a welcome sight in the Havant New Lane cemetery as I
thought it had been eradicated in the recent clear-up there – this plant escaped as it is entwined in a Holly Tree.
It is unusual to find this species inland, and this example is probably the tallest in the area thanks to its
friendship with the Holly.
PALE FLOWERED PINK OXALIS seems to be the right name for plants flowering along the edge of Robin
Lane at Westbourne (close to the junction with the main road). The flowers look white at a distance but are
pale mauve with darker lines when seen close up. Further up Robin Lane (outside the animal feed store)
several stems of Caper Spurge have set up home.
WED 6 MAY
FLOWERS AT SANDY POINT RESERVE
a) SUBTERRANEAN CLOVER flowering in the short grass. All that can be seen of this plant is is a patch of
white ‘pea flowers’ scattered in the grass and seemingly unattached to any plant.
b) LOUSEWORT also flowering pinkly in short grass but the plants distinctly visible. This should also be out
now on Westbourne Cricket Ground.
c) HAIRY TARE. More tiny white pea flowers but in rougher grass.
d) COMMON MILKWORT. Many pure white flowered plants (unusual) and some a more usual deep blue
e) TREE MALLOW. One plant with one fully open flower found by Maureen Coleman.
f) FALSE FOX SEDGE was also a newcomer to my flowering list.
g) PLEASURES FOR THE FUTURE. To lure me back Pete Durnell showed some brown, apparently dead and
sludge like, plant material at the bottom of the water channel running through the reserve and told us it was
BEAKED TASSELWEED. He also said that ALLSEED (a minute member of the Flax family looking like a
minaturised Cornsalad) should be on show later in the season.
h) GREY FIELD SPEEDWELL is my present identification of the tiny Speedwell with pure blue flowers that
accompanies the EARLY FORGET-ME-NOT on the shore edge thin grass.
FLOWERS AT GUNNER POINT
a) SEA KALE. Quite a few plants now in flower
b) YELLOW RATTLE. Many plants in flower
c) TREE LUPIN. A great array of healthy plants in bud and at least two flowers fully open
d) BIRD’S-FOOT TREFOIL. My first single plant in flower was seen on Apr 27th but Gunner Point gave me
the first general flowering
e) GREEN VEINED ORCHIDS. My estimate today was that 1,500 plants were flowering

f) BUCK’S HORN PLANTAIN in flower for the first time
g) SPRING VETCH. Both here and at Sandy Point there is a stupendous showing of this tiny plant’s flowers this
year – huge numbers, very widespread.
MON 4 MAY
SHINING CRANESBILL. Yet another colony of this in flower by Long Copse Lane as a reward for attending
the Wildlife Trust open gardens there this afternoon. Go west along the lane from Redlands Lane past the first
set of flats and small houses and look in long grass under conifers along the frontage of a larger house (just
beyone a red cats-eye on a post warning of low railings in front of the plants).
THREE VEINED SANDWORT in flower in Hollybank Woods. Not a world shattering flower but it is known to
me as the Nynex plant as my personal recording code for it is CATV as on the manhole covers left by the
Nynex tree root cutters (my codes have two letters for the family – CA for Campion – and two for the species
– TV for Trinerva, the codes save a great deal of writing and act as keys to my database)
MARMELADE TREES. Walking in Hollybank woods this morning I was suddenly aware of an overpowering
smell of cooking marmelade and new immediately that I was walking under a bank of flowering Douglas Fir –
a very strong and unique woodalnd scent.
ORCHID NEWS. The GREEN VEINED ORCHIDS in Jill von Westarp’s garden fulfilled all expectations of
number, looks and variety of colour (three albinos among a thousand more normal colours) and I hear that
those at Gunner Point are also putting on an exceptional show this year. No news of any FLY ORCHIDS yet
but EARLY PURPLES are clearly thriving – to cap the 450 I found ata Stansted site on Saturday today I found
some 850 in the Southleigh Forest and heard of another massive site in the Hyden Woods north of Clanfield –
just a little up Hyden Lane from Lowtons Copse.
INSECTS:

SUN 10 MAY
GREEN HAIRSTREAK (seven) seen at Magdalen Hill Down, Winchester, by Mark Litjens today. I had Dingy
Skipper on Portsdown today and he had Grizzled Skipper again at Whiteley but could not find PEARL
BORDERED FRITILLARY at Bentley Station Meadow, Alice Holt (nor had Barry Collins seen any yet).
SMALL HEATH seen on Thorney by Barry Collins today, along with a ‘probable’ WALL BROWN
RED ADMIRAL seen at Noar Hill by Rosemary Webb today and at Stansted by Brian Fellows on Friday (8th)
CHOCOLATE TIP sounds like an edible goody but is in fact an unusual and very attractive small moth – Barry
Collins showed me a beautiful fresh specimen that had come to his light last night (it is much prettier than the
book plates promise and has lovely furry bootees on its feet). Barry also showed me a less fresh specimen of a
HERALD moth but did not produce the CHINESE CHARACTER moth that he had also had – probably
because he says it looks just like a bird dropping!
SAT 9 MAY
DINGY & GRIZZLED SKIPPER were both out at Martin Down and seen by Mark Litjens today – he also had
Grizzled Skipper at Whiteley Pasturde north of Fareham
FRI 8 MAY
LARGE WHITE butterfly seen by me for the first time this year at Stansted along with seven other species.
SILVER Y (or GAMMA) MOTH is another migrant which I saw for the first time today, and a numerous
woodland resident moth – the SPECKLED YELLOW – was also on the wing. Longhorn (Adela) moths were
also clustering round bushes at Stansted.
GREEN TIGER BEETLE is a fierce insect predator which hunts by running over the ground at high speed. Today
at Stansted I saw one covering the ground exceptionally fast by flying from point to point, making a quick
survey of the ground, then flying on.
WED 6 MAY
HOLLY BLUE & SMALL COPPER both on the wing at Sandy Point despite the strong wind. Also trapped by
Peter Sewell at a moth light there in the last few days was an early POPLAR HAWKMOTH. In talking to
Pete Sewell I learnt that the BLOODY NOSED BEETLE has a small sized look-alike to answer my recent
question as to whether small beetles can turn into large ones! and Pete showed us an example of the female St
Mark’s Fly which has a smaller head and much larger, fatter body than the male.
MON 4 MAY
GREEN HAIRSTREAK. The first of these spring beauties seen today by Mark Litjens at Magdalen Hill Down
butterfly reserve at Winchester. I searched diligently for them around a patch of sunlit gorse in Hollybank
woods but every available flower was occupied by St Mark’s Flies – now out in plague numbers. I did
however see my first SMALL COPPER in the woods, and Mark must also have seen one of these as today he
listed the full twelve species that are currently on the wing.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 10 MAY
GREY MULLET are one of the few fish that I can recognise and at this time of year they arrive in coastal waters
swimming often very close to (and breaking) the surface so that you can see their long grey shapes quite
easily. Today some were in Emsworth marina.
POINTED SNAIL. A few of these were to be seen on the seawall at the west end of Thorney Great Deeps – one
was very small, another almost full grown, but neither easy to see without looking for them on the vegetation.
At Fort Purbrook in the morning I found a ‘Common or Garden Snail’ lying upside down on the path and
wondered if it had been bitten by a Glowworm larva – these live by injecting a poison into the soft bodies of
snails, the snails then roll on their back so that the shell forms a basin holding the dying body of the snail with
the soft parts on top, and the effect of the poison causes the snail to liquefy and become a ‘bowl of soup’
which lasts the Glowworm larva for several days.
FRI 8 MAY
THE MAY SEX MARATHON. I admire those who compete in the annual marathons to raise money for charity,
but cannot understand the habits of Roe Deer at this time of year as they chase each other for hours over at
least the 26 miles of a full marathon as a prelude to mating. I watched a couple pausing close to me in
Stansted on the 8th and asked if they wanted a plastic cup of water but got no answer.
WED 6 MAY
PAEDERIN KILLS. At the Open Garden at Emsworth last Monday a young girl was delighted to capture a tiny
red and black beetle in her newly bought 'bug box' and I was able to tell her that it was called Paederus litoralis
and was one of the Rove beetles which have wing cases with cross-divisions (like the lid of a roll top desk)
that permit them to flex their tails up and down. Today on TV I saw the English Nature insect man (Roger
Key?) talking about beetles and telling us that this beetle is the most poisonous insect in Britain, being stuffed
with the drug Paederin from which it gets its name (or vice versa). Roger said that one of these tiny beetles can
kill a Shrew with its poison.
MON 4 MAY
BOTTLE-NOSED DOLPHIN. Two seen off Selsey Bill by Trevor Carpenter this morning – he says that he saw
them but takes no credit of blame for their identification which he took on trust from other seawatchers.
ST GEORGE’S MUSHROOM and SMALL BEETLE. Both seen at the Emsworth Open Gardens today. The
white gilled mushrooms are well past their eat-by date but the tiny, slim red and black beetle (Paederus
litoralis) caught by a young girl in her ‘bug box’ would have been happy to munch away. This beetle is
related to the Devils Coachhorse which can turn up the tip of its tails to pretend to be a scorpion and both are
Rove Beetles, a group in which the hard wing cases (solid and inflexible in other beetles) are transversely
ridged (like a roll top desk) for flexibility.
WEEK 17 APR 27 – MAY 3
BIRDS:
(Species list at end of this document shows that 91 bird species were recorded this week,
and 29 of them were heard to sing)
SUN 3 MAY
BRIAN FELLOWS RETURNS. Yesterday we had Kevin Stouse’s list of 100 birds seen in Africa, today we have
news of 109 seen by Brian whilst in the company of the Lesbian women while holidaying on their ‘fairest isle’
– Brian says he enjoyed it greatly! Back in Emsworth he found that the Peter Pond Swans appear to have
deserted their nest (not seen there at all today) despite laying at least four eggs and sitting normally during his
absence. This morning he was off to Fishbourne early to carry out his BTO ‘Breeding Bird Survey’ ( or BBS)
in SU 8404 east of the village centre and afterwards went to the Fishbourne Channel where he found the ten
BRENT which Kevin saw there the week before (so almost certainly an established summering flock) and
found a new flock of 17 Swans that is likely to swell greatly during the summer. Nine SHELDUCK were also
in Fishbourne Creek (hopefully the mates of birds sitting locally). Yesterday he heard both Reed and Sedge
Warblers at Peter Pond (perhaps it is the endless churring of Reed Warbler that has driven away the Swans)
and found the same number of Swans and Geese on the Mill Pond (58 and 5) as on my last visit to fill in for
his absence – he did find a new family of ducklings and also Coot chicks on the Slipper Mill Pond.
THE FIRST SWIFT FLOCK? At Budds Farm today I saw a flock of at least six after earlier seeing singles there
and at the Portsmouth Water HQ in Havant. We usually have to wait until mid-May before the big flocks (200
or 300) start swirling around favoured coastal sites. No resident birds back in Havant yet. Also seen at Budds
Farm were at least 25 Swallows and 1 House Martin and at Portsmouth Water in Havant the flock of at least
20 seemed to be all House Martins.
BUDDS FARM POOLS. The majority of the Tufted Duck seem to have left with only 17 (plus the lone male
Pochard) to be seen. The Swans were still sitting and the pair of Canada Geese had arrived back on the tiny
bare island in the central pool where they have nested previously (there was a third lone Goose in the seaward
pool which had been taken over by gulls today).

GARDEN WARBLER. One singing at Budds Farm and one Lesser Whitethroat singing near South Moor lane
and another beside the Hermitage Stream – Common Whitethroat are now singing everywhere and one on the
high mound by Broadmarsh slipway seemed to be settled there to judge by its aerial dancing song flight.
SAT 2 MAY
NIGHTINGALES AT STANSTED. Following yesterday’s query from Michael Prior (see below) I set off this
afternoon to check out the Five Oaks site. It seems to have what Nightingales are said to like – trees, thick
undergrowth and damp ground (the Park Slip is a real quagmire of a track going north). Sure enough there
was loud song from one bird, even at 2.15pm, and as I reached the junction and looked north I saw two rich
reddish brown birds of the right size fly from the puddles in the Park Slip track. At a guess we have an
established pair there. On the way to and from this site I also noted the following birds.
GADWALL. Still a pair on Aldsworth Pond where I could not see any Swans but did see Little Grebe and both
Coot and Mallard juveniles. There were at least 19 Canada Geese with the Emperor in the field west of the
pond.
LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER. Still at Stansted, on the road from the House to the Avenue carpark, I was
passing the end of the Ladies Walk when I heard a loud ‘Pee-pee-pee’ coming from trees on the north edge of
the ‘Rough Avenue’ just west of the stile to the Ladies Walk and I was lucky enough to see the bird fly into
the topmost branches of a ‘Stag headed’ oak where I was able to watch it for a minute or so and see the red
crown of a male bird.
GARDEN WARBLER. My first, a good week after the first arrivals, at Stansted in a place where those not
familiar with their song can esily track it down and hopefully see the bird as I did. Michael Prior tells me he
noted their arrival there several days ago and the bird is likely to stay there. The location is SU 745106 in the
large fenced off triangular enclosure between the main avenue and the ‘ornamental drive’ (the road from the
house to the railway station) with the western base of the triangle along the line of the Broad Ride going north
opposite the path coming north from Horsepasture Farm When I was there the bird I watched was very active’
flying from bush to tree, sometimes appearing to chase small warblers (Chiff Chaff?) out of its territory though
it could have been searching for the best nest site. I had good views of it on a Hawthorn tree.
COCKATIEL. While in Lyels Wood I heard the distinctive calls of a Cockatiel flying east along the main avenue
– I then saw its distinctive shape as it flew back overhead.
HAMPSHIRE NEWS FROM MARK LITJENS. Today Mark toured the county visiting Keyhaven, Martin
Down, Noar Hill and Whiteley near his home in Fareham. On the coast Whimbrel and Bar Tailed Godwit in
summer plumage were in evidence and a Cuckoo was guarding its flock of Reed Warblers as a cat guards a
mouse. Everywhere Whitethroat were present in good numbers and Lesser Whitethroat were widespread. 5
Garden Warbler were at Martin Down and another two at Whiteley where two Nightingale were singing at
midday.
YOUR 100 BEST BIRDS FROM TANZANIA. This ‘personal choice’ list from Kevin Stouse arrived in my
letter box today following his recent safari there. It has some fascinating names, especially from the Serengeti
where ‘Taita Fiscal’ is the one really arousing my curiosity .. is it related to the Procurator Fiscal who is is I
think an essential pillar of the Scottish legal system, and does the ‘Fiscal Shrike’ pick up dropped coins and
pin them to thorns on the trees? Is the Red Bishop about to spread Communism through Africa and what on
earth was going on at the party that produced the Laughing Dove, Red Eyed Dove and Mourning Dove? (They
say you should take care of the ‘illegal substances’ pushed by the White Browed Coucal and these three girls
seem to have been suffering the effects of his work … the Yellow Vented Bulbul was suffering even worse
effects!). Perhaps the one that I would most like to have on my garden list is the Pin Tailed Whydah as no one
would believe me if I said I had just seen a “Bare Faced Go Away Bird”. Kevin seems to have had a really
good holiday, but back at work remotely controlling computers all across Europe he can still have fun in the
middle of the night when calling out a Swedish Fire Brigade by throwing a few of these names into the
conversation …..
FRI 1 MAY
WARBLINGTON CBC. Despite a chill N E wind Tony Gutteridge and I visited the plot this morning. Items of
some interest were:a) MISTLE THRUSH had young out
b) KESTREL flew east over church to hover over the central ‘wet meadow’
c) Male SPARROWHAWK came fast and low along the public path from the west and caused consternation
among birds in the cemetery
d) GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER flew east along the seawall south of the cemetery, pausing to ‘Chik’
on the Tamrisks
e) GREEN WOODPECKER visited the cemetery but had returned to Langstone Pond when we finished
f) REED WARBLER. One (or two) singing in central shoreline reeds, several singing at Langstone Pond
afterwards.
g) WHITETHROAT, LESSER WHITETHROAT, BLACKCAP & CHIFF CHAFF singing (no Willow

Warbler)
h) The pair of PIED WAGTAIL which nest (?) in the farmyard spent a good three minutes engaged in a
headlong high speed chase around the farm buildings – courtship? or an intruder that would not go away?
i) SKYLARK numbers seem to be much the same despite loss of the three southeast fields to maize (just
planted). One bird singing over each of these fields. Possibly they are able to survive with the aid of the
unimproved wet meadows to either side of these fields. Other Skylarks on the plot have grass as normal
(and I hear that the wet conditions are making it impossible for farmers to take an early crop of silage)
j) Among miscellaneous items it was nice to hear Yellowhammer song; two Shelduck flew from the north
east to the harbour, plenty of Whimbrel on the shore (and no summering Brent)
NEWS FROM OTHERS. This evening I found 8 messages waiting for me, and rather than separating them up
under the past dates to which they refer I am putting them all here on the assumption that those who access the
website regularly might miss items under ‘back dates’ which they have already looked at after earlier
updates….
a) WHINCHAT. These are late this year (average arrival date Apr 18th) and Mark Litjens had the first (a
male) at Farlington on April 29th
b) YELLOW WAGTAIL. Mark only saw one at Farlington on the 29th but on the 28th Bob Chapman did a
CBC survey and told me that there were about half a dozen present (no exact figure). I have not heard of
any from elsewhere such as the South Moors.
c) AVOCET. Mark had heard that there was one at Farlington but did not see it – he did have a Greenshank
and one Wheatear.
d) DOTTEREL. Mark went to Crondall (between Farnham and Odiham) in pursuit of 3 reported birds but
did not see them. Now we are in May keep looking in any bean fields you come across (Adage – Dotterel
are seen in bean fields in May)
e) SPOTTED FLYCATCHER. A fall reported from Portland on April 30th
f) PIED FLYCATCHER. I must have missed earlier news from Mark of one he saw on Apr 23rd as he was
going south from Titchfield to the Haven (by the bends just north of Thatcher’s Copse). On that day Mark
also had a definite ARCTIC TERN.
g) MAY 2 IS ‘POM DAY’ – Trevor Carpenter reminds me that May 2nd is traditionally the day on which the
greatest number of Pomarine Skuas pass up the channel and all who aspire to the title of Pom King for the
year must be at Selsey on that day or admit failure (to win the title you have to spend three weeks without
food or sleep there any way, so what’s one day!). This year I think the contestants are in for a hard time
with bitter north winds and a high tide around 4.15am, but no doubt we will hear later how the day went.
h) RINGED PLOVER/LITTLE RINGED PLOVER? Today John Goodspeed saw one on the parapet of the
Eastern Road bridge and thought it might be Little Ringed Plover as it had a black bill but he did not see
its legs nor get a close enough view to see the yellow eye ring.
i) NIGHTINGALE. Today Michael Prior asked if I knew of Nightingales singing in the trees (a spot he calls
Five Oaks) north of the junction of Park Lane (leading from Stansted Groves to Racton) and the Park Slip
track going north at the eastern limit of Stansted East Park. He reminded me that last year Barry Collins
had heard Nightingale in Pits Copse(south of the Groves) and I recalled having good views (years ago) of
one singing from the bare branches of fallen Beech at the Five Oaks site. I also intend to follow up
rumours from more than one local non-birding person that ‘lots of Nightingales’ sing in the north east
corner of the main Forest nearest Broadreed Farm (south east of Ladge Farm). The BTO’s current
campaign to raise lots of money on the strength of Nightingales becoming extinct should bring them back
in force this year!!
j) SWAN hatching. On TV came news of the earliest ever cygnet to hatch at the huge Abbotsbury Swannery
but I did not phone in to pass on my daughter’s news of a family out on the Thames several days ago!
None hatched locally yet.
THU 30 APR
BLACK TERN. The first was seen passing Selsey by Barry Collins this morning. Among the birds he saw at
Selsey were 4 LITTLE GULL, 1 RED THROATED DIVER and 7 ARCTIC SKUA.
MONTAGU’S HARRIER. Alistair Martin and Tim Lawman had a day in the New Forest and saw the pair back
at the Black Gutter site. Alistair commented that the male this year is in fully adult plumage and is assumed to
be the same bird as last year, now grown up. While in the Forest they went to Eyeworth and heard Wood
Warbler and saw Redstart, and later at Beaulieu Road station they watched a Dartford Warbler carrying food
to a nest they did not see, saw a Crossbill taking a bath, and picked out two Woodlark near the trees. On the
way home, driving past Farlington Marshes, they saw what they thought was an Osprey over the harbour.
BUZZARD was a surprising sight on a windy afternoon in Havant Thicket where I have not seen one before.
WHIMBREL were another surprise at Havant Thicket. While heading west to Bells Copse along the south of the
Thicket I heard ‘tittering’ and looked south over Deerslaughter Plain to see 14 or them flying from one damp
patch to another.

TURTLE DOVE. Barry Collins told me this evening that he had seen the first of these at Thorney Little Deeps
last Saturday (25th), and had since had two more on the island.
WED 29 APR
FIRST CYGNETS hatched – on the River Thames, not locally, but watch this space!
NIGHTINGALES. Three were heard at Marlpit Lane by Alistair Martin and Tim Lawman tonight.
TUE 28 APR
MORE MIGRANTS ON THORNEY ISLAND. Cycling down Thornham Lane this afternoon I had another
SWIFT over the sewage works with perhaps 20 HOUSE MARTINS and a dozen SWALLOWS. From the
seawall near the deeps I saw two CUCKOOS over Eames Farm fields and heard both SEDGE and REED
WARBLERS. One SAND MARTIN hawked over the Little Deeps as a male SPARROWHAWK carried prey
south (to a female on a nest in the Egret roost trees??). In Nutbourne Bay there was a sprinkling of
WHIMBREL and a pair of REDSHANK made more noise than usual as they mated on the shore. Later I saw
another Cuckoo flying near the A27 near Woodmancote.
LAPWING defending territory alongside the Hambrook Lakes was a welcome sight – it must have had a mate on
a nest in the short rough grass forming a defensive perimenter to the trout fishing pools on their west side.
Looking from Priors Leaze Lane I could also see two white shapes distantly on the grass and thought they
might be the Bar Headed Geese.
EMSWORTH SWANS. 59 Swans were back on the Mill Pond in good weather bringing people out to feed them
– my previous visit to the pond in wet and windy weather last Thrusday (23rd) found only 10 Swans present
and I could not see where the rest had gone to. Five Canada Geese were with them. On Peter Pond one Swan
was sitting and its mate was not in sight. Close by was a Mallard family of eight ducklings which gave
indications of promiscuity on the mother’s part (two were pure yellow and the others varied in colour to
almost black).
MON 27 APR
OSPREY doing fish dance off Hill Head was Trevor Carpenter’s entertainment this evening. Looking towards
the Isle of Wight he saw a bird hovering over the sea perhaps half way to the island and was unable to judge
its size. The hovering suggested a Kestrel but as it came closer there was a glint of silver from a fish it was
carrying (or perhaps fighting in mid-air). The bird was an Osprey but it and the fish remained too far away to
see any more detail – another object lesson in how difficult it is to judge size in the air and how misleading can
be any unusual behaviour (the hovering action made the Osprey’s wings seem much smaller than they are).
SWALLOWS back on territory at several places in Langstone and Hayling today. Four were circling Wade Court
Farm, one or two were around Northney Farm and at Upper Tye Farm one sat twittering on a telephone wire
near a barn while its mate circled overhead – others seen all over the island but not in direct connection with a
likely nest site.
LESSER WHITETHROAT and WILLOW WARBLER sang in scrub at Northney and my first CUCKOO called
from the Verner Common area. Half a dozen WHIMBREL showed me their head stripes at Northney and I
listed Sandwich, Common and Little Tern.
TAWNY OWL heard from my garden at 2am was an unusual sound nowadays. As these birds rely on their
hearing to locate mice I suspect that the ever-present noise from the new A27 is a contributory factor in
driving them from parts of Havant.

PLANTS:
(Species list at end of this document shows that 134 plant species were recorded this
week, and 119 of them were in flower)
SUN 3 MAY
HEDGEROW CRANESBILL. The Southmoor Lane road verges have been cut but several of the amazing plants
there (still flowering as if in a florists shop) have escaped by being so close to the sewage works fence.
SAT 2 MAY
LEOPARD’S BANE has been established in one wood at Stansted for longer than the present inhabitants can
remember and today I found the very first flower of the hundreds that will bloom there – half a dozen buds
were preparing to open for the Bank Holiday. At the moment the plants are very easy to find as you follow the
road from Stansted House towards Lumley Seat – just look on your right at the very lowest point of the road
and you will see (less than ten paces from the road) a very pale green circle (at least four yards in diameter) of
ground hugging leaves looking as if someone had spilt a churn of milk over the ground. When you get there
there will probably be a number of bright yellow ‘mini-sunflowers’ sprouting from it. The site is at the
southern end of the open section of this woodland floor.
YELLOW PIMPERNEL was out for the first time in strength today – in some cases mixed with Tormentil.
Another plant which was in full flower for the first time (though it is already on my flowering list) was

Woodruff.
SOUTHERN WOOD-RUSH. Recently I have found masses of Hairy Woodrush in local woods and have been
looking at the tips of their leaves in order to distinguish the Southern Woodrush. The commoner plant has a
blunt end to the leaf, in some cases a noticeable rounded bulb at the tip. The Southern Woodrush has a similar
bulb but with a minute spike sticking out from it to form the final tip of the leaf. Having looked at masses of
leaves in Havant Thicket and not seen the spike today I found that every plant I looked at in Stansted Forest
did have it.
GREY SEDGE was out in Stansted Groves today and at Aldsworth Pond the tips of the unusual MARES TAIL
plants had just risen above the surface.
PIGNUT. Not quite in flower but the white umbels in bud were rising high on the drooping tips of the plants at
Lyels Wood in Stansted – the extremely fine leaves look as if these were ‘Love in the mist’ plants.
WHITE VIOLETS. Lyels Wood today shattered one of my well established preconceptions – namely that if a
Violet is white then it is a Sweet Violet. One tiny cluster of plants with pure white flowers were definitely
Common Dog Violets (flowers not growing from root stock, no hairs on stems or leaves, and small blunt sepal
appendages)
ORCHID NEWS. In Stansted Goves I counted 450 flowering spikes of Early Purple, 16 plants of Twayblade
(most with flowers) and only 8 plants of Common Spotted. I also learnt from Michael Prior that the Early
Purples are thriving in Lordington Copse and he told me of a new site on private land along the west edge of
Southleigh Forest facing Mays Coppice Farm (to which it belongs). Mays Coppice incidentally is now farmed
by a Dr Maggie Evans who is a keen conservationist.
FRI 1 MAY
RAGGED ROBIN. First flowers on one clump near Nore Barn.
MARSH VALERIAN. One plant in flower by the eastern stream at Warblington where a mass of Cuckoo Flower
and a few Marjs Marigold were flowering
WATER SPEEDWELL. One cluster of plants flowering in the Warblington cressbeds (presumably hybrid).
WATERCRESS seemed to be flowering nearby and one YELLOW IRIS was out.
GRASSES & SEDGES. Another half dozen specimens collected at Warblington for identification. I think we
have Glaucuous Sedge (C. flacca), Common Sedge (C. nigra), Distant Sedge (C. distans), Brown Sedge (C.
disticha), and both Lesser (C. acutiformis) and Greater Pond Sedge (C. riparia). A new grass on the scene
(looking like a tiny relative of the abundant Meadow Foxtail) was I think Smaller Cats-tail (Phleum
bertelonii).
HOLLY had a first flower open at Warblington today and on the way there I passed the first tree of LABURNUM
in flower.
THU 30 APR
BITTER VETCH already out in Havant Thicket and on Blendworth Common. I found a new colony of at least 50
plants in a place that is easy to find if you walk far enough. Go along the ‘yellow brick road’ from the Havant
Thicket entrance opposite Castle Road and keep on west past the ‘Nightjar valley’ towards Bells Copse. About
half way from the valley to the west side of the Thicket there is a broad track going south, but coming to a
dead end within 30 yards at the fence of Deerslaughter Plain, and if you turn into this cul de sac and walk 10 to
12 yards you will find a mass of the plants on your left at your feet. There was much more, and lots more to
come, along the southern fringe of Blendworth Common abutting Bells Copse (and just within Bells Copse at
this north edge there was a great mass of Broom in flower).
TWAYBLADE ORCHIDS are doing well this year and today I found a new colony of around 20 plants (among
many more Common Spotted) in the tree belt between the ‘yellow brick road’ in Havant Thicket and the grass
of Deerslaughter Plain. Go west past the Nightjar Valley and when you come to the very first tall trees on
your right look under the trees on your left among Primroses, Dog Violets, Bugle, etc
TORMENTIL. This pretty heathland plant was flowering widely in Havant Thicket today
GRASSES & SEDGES are now getting fully under way. In addition to the masses of Sweet Vernal Grass and
Hairy Woodrush I found Wood Millet and Giant Fescue opening their flower panicles and found three
flowering sedges that await identification. Soft Rush was also approaching flowering, the brown ‘sacs’ from
which the flower heads will burst were noticeably swollen,
TUE 28 APR
HEATHER HEDGE IN HAMBROOK. A hedge of heather in full flower at least four feet high and running the
full length of the roadside frontage of an old cottage was hardly a wildlife feature but an interesting natural
sight to look for on the east side of the main north/south road through Hambrook (a little south of the A27
bridge and almost opposite the village store).
EXOTIC ARUM. Coming back from Hambrook along Priors Leaze Lane I saw a plant which had puzzled me
last year. It is in the ditch on the south side of the road opposite the entrance to Loveders Farm (SU 777062 look on the west side of a bridge into a field). It is clearly a type of Arum with a green spadix seemingly the
size of a Sweetcorn head, enveloped in a spathe perhaps three times the largest Lords and Ladies, I expect this

to grow a great deal bigger to match what I saw last year. I cannot see anything to match it in Stace but
perhaps a gardener can help?
SPANISH GORSE (Genista hispanica) was my reward for attending a meeting of the Friends of Langstone
Harbour at the Tudor Sailing Club off the Portsmouth Eastern Road this evening. Turning east from the
Eastern Road traffic lights you go towards the gate of Kendalls Wharf, then turn right onto the track to the
Sailing Club and outdoor centre. The plants, now flowering, are on the seaward side of the road just past the
gate to the Wharf.
MON 27 APR
GREY FIELD SPEEDWELL is a plant which I have never found in my life (I have been shown it, but never
bothered to take its characteristics on board!) but today I definitely found it at Northney (in a Tetrad where the
Flora of Hants does not record it). The leaves and plant look like Common Field Speedwell but the small
flowers are totally deep blue (no white lower petal) and their stems are less long than the leaf stems so the
flowers have difficulty looking out past the leaves. The flowers could be confused with Wall Speedwell, but
this plant was sprawling and covered with long hairs where Wall Speedwell is upright and only downy.
BIRDS FOOT TREFOIL. Finding a plant in full flower was a real surprise, but it was on shingle in the full
sunshine of the Hayling Eastoke promenade.
BUR CHERVIL is now in full flower around the edges of the South Hayling beaches, including Sandy Point
where I could look in over the fence and see many plants of both Spring Vetch and Early Forget Me Not in
flower.
INSECTS:
week)

(Species list at end of this document shows that x butterfly/insect species were recorded this

SUN 3 MAY
MIDGE SMOKE. At Budds Farm today I saw the first swirling midge-column that can be big and solid enough
to look like smoke from a fire
SAT 2 MAY
BUTTERFLIES had another good day today with 10 species seen. 9 by Mark Litjens and 7 by myself, thought I
missed the Red Admiral and Holly Blue which were on his list I did have a Comma which he did not see. I
hoped to find the Pearl Bordered Fritillaries out at Stansted but a walk through Lyels Wood and back along the
ornamental drive failed to spot one.
SCORPION FLY. In a damp area of Stansted Groves I had a very close look at one of these extraordinary insects
thanks to the cool air which allowed me to get the insect from the grass onto my hand and look at it face on
through my 8x lens before it warmed enough to fly off. I estimated it was at least 1.2 cm long with long
wings having conspicuous black markings (little triangles between the veins). The wings were held flat above
the body and were longer than the body – the wings were long thin triangles in shape giving a Concorde like
overall shape. The antennae were relatively long (perhaps half the body length) but the most distinctive feature
of the head was the stout downward pointing ‘beak’ which I could see through my lens had twin dark tubes in
an almost transparent structure. I saw no indication of the scorpion like turned up tail, but that may have been
because the insect was too cool to cock its tail or it may have been a female (do they have the tail?)
THU 30 APR
CLOUDED YELLOW butterfly. This has been an exceptional year weatherwise and pehaps we should not be
too amazed to hear that a Clouded Yellow, clinging to grass in sheer exhaustion, was seen by Sonia Bolton in
her garden at Stansted today. The books say that these migrants do not arrive until late May, and the earliest
date given in recent Hampshire Butterfly reports is May 10th (1994) but Barry Collins tells me that he has had
similar unusually early records in the distant past
LONGHORN MOTH. The first of these tiny gold winged moths with white antennae more than twice their body
length was fluttering in Havant Thicket today, and I also saw one Peacock out despite the wind.
MON 27 APR
SMALL WHITE, SMALL TORTOISESHELL & PEACOCK were plentiful on Hayling today with at least four
of each seen. One SPECKLED WOOD was defending the footpath south from the entrance to Mill Rythe
Holiday Camp to Tournerbury.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SAT 2 MAY
PIPISTRELLE BATS. At least two were very actively hunting over my garden at dusk this evening the first time
I have seen them this year. One colourful Brimstone moth escaped them by clinging to my front door.
FRI 1 MAY
FOX & MOUSE. We had the usual nonchalant Fox strolling across the Warblington meadows (and I think

responsible for a large number of small scraped hollows in the newly sown maize fields) but coming home via
Wade Court Road I cycled past the more unusual sight of a Woodmouse sitting meditatively on the tarmac of
the road as if posing for a Beatrix Potter portrait – my cycle wheel went within a foot of it without the mouse
moving.
SUN 26 APR
PIPISTRELLE BATS. An e-mail message from Mike Harris today remarks that he has seen these recently but I
do not know enough about their habits to comment. I do know that they do not make as clear a distinction
between winter and summer as we used to believe – in the winter I am told they wake up every few days to
‘stretch’ and sometimes come out to hunt, and I have the impression they are still in a wait and see mood at
this time of year when they cannot rely on warm nights. Can anyone comment on the distinction between their
winter (hibernating) and summer (active) periods?
LOCAL ISSUES:

FRI 1 MAY
EMSWORTH MILL POND. In the Havant Council offices foyer today I saw an exhibition advertising plans
for greatly improving the Bridgefoot Path (east) side of the Mill Pond. I can see no problems for the wildlife
of the pond (which is tame life anyway!) and better grass verges, seats for Swan watching, and a one way road
system below Nile Street all seem welcome. The proposals include the planting of a few reeds along the edge
of the pond to give it a more natural look and ‘to help purify the water’ (I know reeds have been show to be
very effective water cleaners in sewage works – research into them was I think pioneered at Budds Farm – but
I doubt a few along the edge will have much effect). Not part of the current proposal, but mentioned as a
further possibility, is the provision of rafts for birds to roost and nest as in the Slipper Mill pond. If you have
any comments you must get them in by May 8th (presumably the exhibition is on view at the new Emsworth
Library?)
BIRD & PLANT WEEK LISTS
The list of birds recorded during the week ending 3rd May totalled 91, with 29 in song

Great northern diver
(1)
Little grebe (3)
Cormorant (1)
Grey heron (2)
Mute swan (11)
Canada goose (5)
Brent goose (1)
Emperor goose (1)
Shelduck (6)
Gadwall (1)
Mallard (10)
Pochard (2)
Tufted duck (3)
Red breasted
merganser (1)
Sparrowhawk (2)
Buzzard (1)
Osprey (1)
Kestrel (2)
Pheasant (3)
Moorhen (3)
Coot (4)
Oystercatcher (3)
Avocet (1)

Grey plover (1)
Lapwing (1)
Bar tailed godwit (2)
Whimbrel (6)
Redshank (1)
Greenshank (1)
Turnstone (1)
Black headed gull (2)
Herring gull (1)
Sandwich tern (2)
Common tern (3)
Little tern (1)
Feral pigeon (2)
Stock dove (3 - S)
Wood pigeon (4 - S)
Collared dove (4 - S)
Cockatiel (1)
Cuckoo (7 - S)
Swift (3)
Green woodpecker (3)
Great spotted
woodpecker (3)
Lesser spotted
woodpecker (1)
Skylark (7 - S)

Sand martin (1)
Swallow (9)
House martin (4)
Meadow pipit (2)
Yellow wagtail (1)
Grey wagtail (1)
Pied wagtail (2)
Wren (6 - S)
Dunnock (4 - S)
Robin (9 - S)
Nightingale (4 - S)
Whinchat (2)
Wheatear (2)
Blackbird (8 - S)
Song thrush (6 - S)
Mistle thrush (3 - S)
Sedge warbler (2 - S)
Reed warbler (6 - S)
Lesser whitethroat (7 S)
Common whitethroat
(13 - S)
Garden warbler (4 - S)
Blackcap (6 - S)
Chiff chaff (6 - S)

Willow warbler (4 - S)
Goldcrest (3 - S)
Long tailed tit (6)
Marsh tit (2)
Coal tit (1 - S)
Blue tit (7 - S)
Great tit (7 - S)
Nuthatch (2)
Treecreeper (1)
Jay (1)
Magpie (2)
Jackdaw (2)
Rook (2)
Carrion crow (2)
Starling (3)
House sparrow (3)
Chaffinch (6 - S)
Greenfinch (3 - S)
Goldfinch (7 - S)
Linnet (5 - S)
Bullfinch (3)
Yellowhammer (1 - S)

WEEK 16 APR 20 - 26
BIRDS:
(Species list at end of this document shows that 90 bird species were recorded this week, and
25 of them were heard to sing)
SUN 26 APR
ICELAND GULL. At high tide today this bird (seen here on Thursday by Tim Lawman) was back on the Hayling
Bay shore for at least a couple of hours and seen at distances down to 50 yards through Alistair Martin’s scope.
He is quite certain it is an Iceland Gull (not Glaucous or an albino Herring Gull) and says that it has no black in
its flight feathers and no tip to its tail but the bill indicates it is not fully mature, having a black tip and pale colour
going to greyish pink at the base. Alistair found it a little east of Eastoke Corner, but not as far as the Creek Road
shore carpark.
LESSER WHITETHROAT. No definite news of arrival, but Dave Mead has heard that one was rumoured to have
been seen at Farlington today
SAT 25 APR
SWIFTS. At least three over the IBM North Harbour buildings with at least three House Martins. Southerly winds
blow across the lake before hitting the buildings which cause a strong updraught acting as a vacuum cleaner to
collect insects from the surface of the lake and throw them high into the air where the birds feed on them.
REED WARBLER. One back in the dead reeds around the IBM Lake, giving me a good view of him as he sang.
WOOD DUCK. The smart but lonely male was lounging in the grass by one of the canals at North Harbour as I
made my monthly bird count
SWANS. The IBM Lake pair are now sitting on a nest at the east end of the lake – no attempt at concealment this
year.
CANADA GEESE. Six pairs on the IBM site plus one loner. I saw the nests of two pairs (one sitting tight against
the buildings behind the man reception lake, the other on the outer island)
OTHER BIRDS at IBM included a sight of a hovering Kestrel (I think a female) and a Coot family of four young
chicks. Other than 40 Mallard and the Wood Duck the only duck were 12 Tufted. Counts were low as many birds
are hidden on nests but I had 20 Coot and only 9 Moorhen and 2 Little Grebe plus a young Cormorant.
NIGHTINGALE. Two singing strongly at Marlpit Lane this evening, one in the apple tree above the footpath and
the other just south of the rubbish disposal hard standing. Across the road a Blackcap also sang.
FRI 24 APR
SWIFTS. Two back a t the IBM Lake seen by Kevin Stouse who has just survived a strenuous safari holiday – ask
him all about it when you join him on one or both of the walks he is leading this weekend (Fishbourne Creek on
Saturday and Cobnor on Sunday)
SANDY POINT – Trevor returned for more of the good birds he saw here yesterday but had only one Sandwich
Tern!
GREEN SANDPIPER. One still on the Wade Court wet meadow late this afternoon.
BUDDS FARM. More than 50 SWALLOWS and perhaps 10 HOUSE MARTINS here briefly this afternoon.
BUDDS FARM POOLS. As well as 50 Tufted Duck there was an unmistakeable male POCHARD sleeping against
the far wall of the western pool and alongside it was an object (seemingly a sleeping bird) of a rich brown colour
and flattened shape that suggested Ruddy Duck. A pair of Teal were still present and the Swan was on its nest
with mate nearby but the presence of a single Canada Goose was puzzling as I could not see a mate on a nest.
SOUTH MOORS SHORE. A single WHEATEAR by the stream mouth and a total of 22 BRENT (8 at the west end
on shore, 3 flew from on shore near the stream and another 11 out on the water). At a guess the 11 on shore were
summering birds and those keeping their distance were migrants.
THU 23 APR
ICELAND GULL. It seems that Tim Lawman saw one in Hayling Bay today (see Sunday 26th for more) and Tim
also saw the PURPLE SANDPIPER still at Sandy Point – it had been seen there yesterday as well and seems to
have been resident for about a week now.
LITTLE GULL. One immature bird was among the good birds seen from the Hayling Lifeboat Station (Sandy Point)
by Trevor Carpenter in a one hour visit this morning. He tells me that he saw 3
ARCTIC SKUA, 38
COMMON TERN, 24 SANDWICH TERN, 28 BRENT & 30+ SANDERLING
WILLOW WARBLER singing from the Hayling Billy track at the end of our garden this morning for the first time
this year and later in the morning a WHITETHROAT was in our front garden in shrubs overhanging the
pavement of this relatively busy road.
PETER POND SWANS. Brian Fellows will be pleased to know (when he returns from holiday) that there are now
at least four eggs in the nest with both birds close by – the female seemed to be gathering more material for the
nest. At Emsworth Mill Pond the swans were down to just ten birds this afternoon. A few Mallard and three
Canada Geese were their only company.
SEDGE and REED WARBLER were both singing north of Thorney Little Deeps , as they have been for at least a

week – this was my first visit since they arrived.

WED 22 APR
SWIFTS. The first two were seen this evening over Titchfield village by Mark Litjens on his way to the Haven
where he saw 12+ Whimbrel, 8 Little Tern, 15+ ‘Comic’ Tern and one Egret. Mark also comments that House
Martins have arrived back at Hursley today.
ARCTIC SKUA. Two seen off Hill Head by Trevor Carpenter who heard of at least four more passing today.
WOOD WARBLER. A good description of very yellow breast and very white underparts on a Chiff Chaff like
warbler seen by Sheila Burton in the Hayling Saltmarsh Lane copse makes exciting news of what is now a rare
species – hers may well be the only spring record we have hereabouts. Among other birds noted by Sheila in the
west Hayling area today were Cuckoo calling from the Littlewood area, a prty of 16 Turnstone on the shore and at
least 7 Swallows passing over. A single BRENT was on the harbour here.
WHITETHROAT back at Warblington for our CBC visit this morning. We also had 20 Swallows and three
Wheatear on the plot, and in the afternoon I had another Whitethroat at Locksash near West Marden.
WHIMBREL. At least four could be heard ‘tittering’ over the water south of Warblington this morning.
KESTREL. One female seemed to have returned to the Warblington fields where I watched it hovering and then
perching on three different trees.. Later in the day one Sparrowhawk flew over central Havant.
TUE 21 APR
PURPLE SANDPIPER. Alistair Martin saw one briefly on the coastal defence rocks at Sandy Point today.
Subsequently he learnt that Tim Timlick had seen it there a day or so earlier and that Andy Parfitt saw it bck on
the rocks later this morning. While at Sandy Point Alistair also saw COMMON SCOTER and COMMON TERN.
NIGHTINGALE. David Parker stopped off at Marlpit Lane on his way home from Chichester this evening and
heard one in full song.
HOUSE MARTIN. Around 30 of these over Aldsworth Pond with a dozen SWALLOWS and a couple of SAND
MARTIN also seen by David Parker.
CUCKOO. Sonia Bolton has been hearing this bird at Stansted today
WHITETHROAT & REDSTART both seen by Tim Lawman along the Hayling Coastal Path according to Alistair
Martin but he does not know which day – if it was Sunday then he has the first Whitethroat for the area.
LITTLE TERN. I saw two fishing just south of Stoke Bay on Hayling this afternoon and saw half a dozen
SWALLOWS stream by on the south east wind
GREAT NORTHERN DIVER seen by (unknown) at Hill Head today – yesterday Trevor Carpenter saw 1 ‘Diver sp’
passing there.
MON 20 APR
COMMON WHITETHROAT. Mark Litjens was at Titchfield Haven early today and came on the first
Whitethroat. He also saw/heard a CUCKOO and a MARSH HARRIER.
SERIN. Mark Litjens reports that one flew east at Titchfield Haven yesterday and that one is at Fleet Pond today.
HOUSE MARTIN. A small flock seen over Aldsworth Pond by Mike Collins last Friday (17th) was news coming
from a chance meeting with Mike at the South Moors this evening. Mike tells me he is now working permanently
at Goodwood House and a few weeks back (when his time of passing through West Stoke village coincided with
its ‘hours of business’) he had had several good views of the local BARN OWL which is probably still active
there but later in the evening. He also told me that CORN BUNTINGS were still to be seen in that area.
CUCKOO at Langstone Pond today heard by Julian Howard – he gave me the news on Friday and told me he has
heard it on several mornings this week
KESTREL. Following yesterday’s comments I had a close view of a male hunting over the seaward fence of Budds
Farm today. At a guess this is the male of the pair which used to nest regularly high on the Havant Incinerator –
does anyone know where they are now nesting since the incinerator has been pulled down?
SOUTH BINNESS was very clearly visible from Budds Mound in the evening sun and looked as white with birds as
a Gannet colony. Most of them on that island and Round Nap were probably there for the night roost but I guess
that many more were in fact nesting birds.
BUDDS FARM outfall produced just two Redshank and two Little Grebe (on the sea) plus a raft of Black Headed
Gulls, and the pools also had relatively little in the way of birds – still at least 38 Tufted Duck with a very few
Mallard, Coot and Moorhen, plus the nesting pair of Swans.
LAVANT STREAM MOUTH appeared equally devoid of birds but a scan of the shingle near the tideline revealed
14 RINGED PLOVER, 10 DUNLIN and a few TURNSTONE disguising themselves as stones. The Swan pair
were upstream in the Mill Pool so I was able to check the spit and discover there was a primitive nest on it where
I had seen the Swan pair last Friday – I doubt they will even lay eggs, Swans seem to need several years of
practice before they master the art of parenthood! Offshore two SANDWICH TERN were on patrol and one
MERGANSER flew by.
SUN 19 APR
BEARDED TIT seen at Farlington Marshes by a small party including Moira Doherty from Alton. Also on their list,
despite heavy rain, were both Brent Geese and Whimbrel and one female Wigeon

SAT 18 APR
HOOPOE. Not local, but one seen at Lightwater by Moira Doherty is close enough to remind us that one could pop
up anywhere at this time of year.
PLANTS:
(Species list at end of this document shows that 127 plant species were recorded this week,
and 118 of them were in flower)
SAT 25 APR
LESSER CELANDINE, subspecies BULBIFER. At least I have seen the ‘bulbils’ on the strange Lesser Celandines
to be found on the canal bank at IBM North Harbour north of E building. These only develop when the flowering
is over, and today I found groups of two or three small yellow ‘lumps’ in the leaf axils of the plants whose leaves
were dying back and yellow.
PARSLEY PIERT, which grows in abundance at North Harbour, was definitely in flower today when I used my
hand lens!
CHANGING FORGET-ME-NOT was also flowering in abundance at three or more sites around North Harbour, the
tny flowers clearly white on opening, becoming blue later.
BLACK MEDICK was in flower at North Harbour. To distinguish it from Lesser Trefoil I see that in addtion to the
presence of the tiny apiculus point on the leaves of the Medick it also has hairs on its calyx which the Trefoil does
not.
OTHER FLOWERS AT NORTH HARBOUR. Of the 59 plant species which I found in flower today some others
deserve a mention, including my first example of COMMON SEDGE (Carex nigra), the first WILD CARROT,
and the banks of WOOD SPEEDWELL which flower by the lake edge. The first CURLED DOCK had flowers
open and I listed HAIRY BUTTERCUP as well as BULBOUS for some specimens with paler flowers and very
hairy stems.
Two plants not yet flowering were Common Spotted Orchid – the strong colony on the outer island is often the first
to flower anywhere locally but none of the plants had flower spikes yet – and Southern Marsh Orchid (the one
plant which I brought from the Autoliv factory site at Langstone had very health leaves showing already).
FRI 24 APR
BROAD LEAVED DOCK and NETTLE both in flower for the first time at Bedhampton today. Nearby I found the
first leaves of BROOKWEED close to the Hermitage Stream
WED 22 APR
SHINING CRANESBILL. Quite a mass of this was flowering this morning at the side of the footpath going west
from the point where Pook Lane now comes to an abrupt end, cut off by the A27. Most was in the short section
before the path crosses the next road (is it Norric Gardens?) but there was a little more further west.
DISTANT SEDGE was a new flower found in the Warblington marshy meadow.
TOOTHWORT. In the afternoon I found the plants which Tony Gutteridge had recently discovered in Grevitts
Copse, a little south of Up Marden. If you go into the copse from the Up Marden road you will find the
Toothwort on two corners of the small open square where the path divides into two (not far from the road).
TUE 21 APR
TARTARIAN HONEYSUCKLE. The bush which has established itself on Sinah Common was a mass of pink
flowers today and already going over – no wonder I have not found it in flower in previous years when I have
looked in the summer! To see it go along Ferry Road and just before the entrance to Sinah Warren turn left
towards the gate by which anglers enter the Gravel Pit lake. The bush is creeping all over other vegetation on
your right as you go in (right on the junction with Ferry Road).
GREEN WINGED ORCHIDS. I counted just over 300 in flower today at Gunner Point. Among the spikes I noticed
several patches on the minute SPRING VETCH plants in flower and on the shingle the very first Sea Kale had
formed tight buds.
MON 20 APR
FOOLS PARSLEY. I had a closer look at the large plants on the Oak Park School site (which had puzzled me last
Tuesday) and have decided that they must be examples of subspecies Cynapium (which can grow to a metre or
more tall and favours waste land) rather than the much smaller subspecies Agrestis which does not exceed 20cm
high and prefers arable land – the latter is the subspecies which I comonly find later in the year.
PRICKLY SOWTHISTLE is an extremely common plant which takes a bow today on the occasion of its first
flowering.
INSECTS:

(Species list at end of this document shows that 8 butterfly/insect species were recorded this week)
SAT 25 APR
ORANGE TIP were out in force at IBM North Harbour today – I saw three males and four females. Also seen there
were my first GREEN VEINED WHITE (2), SMALL TORTOISESHELL (2), PEACOCK (1) and a male

BRIMSTONE.

WED 22 APR
BUTTERFLIES responded well to a warmer day and I saw many BRIMSTONE (perhaps ten), PEACOCK,
TORTOISESHELL, SPECKLED WOOD, HOLLY BLUE and ORANGE TIP. At the Butterfly Conservation
nature reserve on Magdalen Hill Down just east of Winchester (above the A272) Mark Litjens saw 8 species in a
brief lunch time visit – in addition to those I saw he found RED ADMIRAL, SMALL WHITE and GREEN
VEINED WHITE.
TUE 21 APR
SMALL WHITE butterflies where out on Hayling despite a cool air. The first was seen to land among seaweed on
the shore (perhaps enjoying the salt?).
BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION PORTSMOUTH AREA GROUP. The meeting to launch this group was held
tonight at Anchorage Park in Portsmouth and was a useful get together (despite the dreadful acoustics of the
hall!). I was pleased to be able to add several new names and faces to my list of local butterfly-minded
neighbours and to hear the news that the Hampshire Branch of this organisation are planning to publish the very
first authoritative book on the ‘Butterflies of Hampshire’ in the year 2000. If anyone wants to help with this one
of the important tasks is to fill in the gaps currently showing on the distribution maps of the common species –
ones like Meadow Brown that probably occur in every tetrad of Hampshire are not recorded in far too many of
those tetrads. The existing coverage is detailed in maps printed in the 1997 Hampshire Butterfly Report.
MON 20 APR
LARGE RED DAMSELFLY. Sue Drewett today noticed the first of these in her garden near the pond – in fact she
told me she had seen the first damselfly but could not be sure of its species as it was still in that colourless state
that many of these insects are in when they first emerge – the colour does not appear until they have been out for
perhaps a day. From her experience it is most likely to have been the Large Red species.
THE EFFECT OF SMOKE ON BEES. Listening to Radio Solent today I heard a lady talking in detail about bees
and bee-keeping and heard her say that when the bee-keeper puffs smoke into the hive prior to opening it the way
in which it calms the bees is by making them think that their hive is on fire and sending them all off on the task of
saving what they can – they go and gorge on their own honey so that they can fly off with it if their work is to be
destroyed by fire. I assume that when they find there is no fire they replace what they have taken.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SUN 26 APR
PIPISTRELLE BATS. An e-mail message from Mike Harris today remarks that he has seen these recently but I do
not know enough about their habits to comment. I do know that they do not make as clear a distinction between
winter and summer as we used to believe – in the winter I am told they wake up every few days to ‘stretch’ and
sometimes come out to hunt, and I have the impression they are still in a wait and see mood at this time of year
when they cannot rely on warm nights. Can anyone comment on the distinction between their winter
(hibernating) and summer (active) periods?
TUE 21 APR
STOAT AT NORE BARN. It is difficult to say how common these beautiful killers are but at this time of year with
new born young they are likely to be more active than usual. Tony Gutteridge saw one at Nore Barn, Emsworth
HEDGEHOGS are another species whose numbers are difficult to estimate - I do not think of them as regular
visitors to my garden but there was one in it tonight which the dog found and would not stop barking at it until I
had come to see what it had found.
MON 20 APR
PREGNANT BADGER ROAD CASUALTY. Today Mike Collins told me that he had just seen a freshly killed
Badger by Prospect Lane on the northern boundary of Havant and that it was heavily pregnant. I thought they
would have normally given birth by now as books tell me that cubs are normally born between mid-January and
mid-March.
WEEK 15 APR 13 - 19
BIRDS:
(Species list at end of this document shows that 76 bird species were recorded this week,
and 30 of them were heard to sing)
SUN 19 APR
KESTRELS seem to become fewer each year but driving to Folkestone today I saw six hovering near the road.
Two close together were probably a pair. The best of these for local interest was flying west over the fields
north of the A27 just after joining it at the Warblington (Emsworth) junction. In our first two visits to the
Warblington CBC plot we have not glimpsed the birds that often nest in Warblington Castle tower, and this
could be one of them – perhaps it has chosen a new nest site north of the A27. While at Folkestone (for a
christening) I was told of a Sparowhawk kill of a Collared Dove and how all the feathers left around the kill

vanished almost immediately into House Sparrow nests!
SAT 18 APR
CUCKOO. Here at last! Barry Collins had two of them today, one on Thorney and one at Idsworth near St
Hubert’s Chapel. Barry says that both SEDGE & REED WARBLERS are now singing on Thorney.
MORE ROOKERY NEWS. At Rowlands Castle today I counted 27 nests in the northern rookery near the
Railway Station and saw at least 47 in the main rookery by the railway south of the viaduct – there are almost
certainly more there. I had a very distant view of the nests at Blendworth (near Cadlington House) and could
not give a sensible estimate of the number of nests but I think this is a sizeable rookery.
FRI 17 APR
NEW SWAN NEST. The pair that have been hanging around the mouth of the Lavant stream at Langstone seem
to have made a nest at the far end of the shingle spit jutting into the stream where it meets the shore. I could
not be certain but the two birds were sitting side by side and one seemed to have nest material around it.
Today I also noted the return of the Bedhampton Mill Pool to their nest site which they moved into a clump of
Yellow Iris n the north bank of the pool when their previous site was taken from them by reconstruction of the
waterworks building at the east end of the pool several years ago, and their delay in returning this year may be
due to slow regrowth of the Iris clump.
BRENT GEESE. A total of 39 at the point off Budds Mound this morning. I think at least 5 of these were
summering birds, the rest probably migrants.
MIGRANT WADERS. I still have not positively picked out any Whimbel but at Budds Farm outfall this morning
I watched a mixed party of 80 BLACK TAILED GODWITS (most in summer dress), 46 BAR TAILED
GODWIT & 42 KNOT (none of these two groups in summer plumage). Among some ten DUNLIN was was
in full breeding plumage. Two RINGED PLOVER and around 100 OYSTERCATCHER with a few
CURLEW were on the South Moors shore.
BUDDS FARM POOLS. Still 66 TUFTED DUCK there with just 4 TEAL, 8 MALLARD and a few Coot and
Moorhen. The pair of LITTLE GREBE were seen and the pair of CANADA GEESE had returned while the
SWAN pair remained at their nest.
THU 16 APR
GREEN SANDPIPER still at Westbourne Cressbeds where Brian Fellows saw it.
PETER POND SWAN PAIR. Today Brian found the female on the nest. How do we teach her how to lay an
egg?
WILLOW WARBLER song. The first strong and continuous song I have heard this year from the scrub south of
Northney marina. In the Ems valley Brian heard Yellowhammer song which I have not heard for some time.
TURNSTONE & DUNLIN (around a dozen of each) at Hayling Oysterbeds deserve a mention now they have
become a rare sight.
SHELDUCK. The Friends of Langstone Harbour are thinking of installing some artificial nest tunnels for these
birds at the Oysterbeds. Today there were four pairs plus a single bird there waiting on their delivery.
EGRETS. Just two seen by me in the Langstone/North Hayling area – numbers are presumably going down as
some birds depart to breed elsewhere.
SERIN. A phone call from Ian Thirwell this evening added to the sighting of one at Sandy Point on March 29th
by Mark Litjens. Ian tells me that Brian Lawrence, who is not familiar with Serin, was puzzled by a small
streaky finch with a bright yellow head (no Siskin black cap) which he saw in the grounds of St James hospital
in Southsea on March 30th.
WED 15 APR
ROOKERY at Long Copse Lane, Emsworth was visited by Brian Fellows who found 22 nests in use
TUE 14 APR
KENTISH PLOVER. Today Barry Collins had a smart male on Pilsey Sands which he says is quite
unmistakeable if seen face on. The ‘half-collar’ is very black as are the legs and the head is a crown of the
head is chestnut. This is the second bird of this species he has seen at Pilsey this year and he has seen a total
of 28 there over the years – they must like it. The 1996 Sussex Bird Report says that of 36 records of this
species in the 1988-96 period 21 have been at Pilsey. Barry said this bird could be seen well from the public
footpath.
NIGHTINGALE. Two said to have been back at Botley Woods (Tapnage) for several days according to Trevor
Carpenter
SEAWATCHING. The season for it is open us and what better way to relax for an hour after a day in the office?
Trevor Carpenter was at Hill Head from 17.40 to 18.40 this evening and saw 23 BAR TAILED GODWIT, 5
WHIMBREL, 1 LITTLE EGRET all going east plus a SKUA which he could not identify as it kept its back
to him until out of sight over by the Isle of Wight. 30+ SAND MARTIN were over the scrapes at the Haven.
WHIMBREL. The five which Trevor saw at Hill Head were the first I have heard of as migrants.
LAPWING. Two seen at opposite ends of bare ground (reclaimed gravel pit east of Marlpit Lane near Funtington)
may have represented two breeding pairs. Birds seen here on my last visit on Mar 27th.

CHAFFINCH FLOCK. Having been surprised to see a flock of at least 30 Chaffinch at Stansted yesterday I was
again surprised to see a similar flock working through larches and other trees in Racton Park wood today
(could have been the same birds).
TREE CREEPER are inconspicuous at the best of times and seem to vanish during the breeding season but are
still to be seen in woodland. Today I came on a pair at Hambrook and saw another single bird in Racton Park
wood – possibly they are extra active feeding up to gain strength for mating and egg-laying and of course the
trees are still bare enough for the birds to be seen.
ROOKERY at Hambrook Grange in pine trees caught my attention today. I was not close enough to even
estimate the number of nests but it should probably be regarded as an outstation (similar to the outstation north
east of Littlecourt Farm) of the huge rookery at Hambrook House which is about 700 metres south of the
Grange along Cheesemans Lane. The mass of Rooks feeding in the Funtington area pig-fields presumably
come from all three.
SHELDUCK. Brian Fellows found 100 still on the main marsh at Farlington today where there were still 11
BRENT (probably summering birds)
MON 13 APR
EMSWORTH SWANS. Today there were still 64 Swans on the Mill Pond but the exciting news from Brian
Fellows was that one of the Peter Pond Swans was on the nest with the other on the pond – he thought it was
the male on the nest, perhaps still having to persuade the female of her duties.
WILLOW TIT. Repeated ‘zurr, zurr, zurr’ heard in larches at SU 745109 in Stansted Forest and bird eventually
seen by myself. Possibly the same bird as the one reported recently (Mar 30th) by Michael Prior in
compartment 22b at SU 743107. Barry Collins has also had one in this area.
TREE CREEPER SONG. I hear this very infrequently (not as much as once a year) and was very pleased to hear
a good singer this afternoon at SU 763116
REDPOLL & SISKIN. I saw at least three Redpoll and heard more around SU 755114 just west of the road
through Stansted Forest this afternoon. Crossing to the east side of the road the tops of a Scots Pine plantation
seemed to be full of Siskin (some singing) but I did not see any of them. Below them I did see a flock of
around 30 Chaffinch all behaving like Flycatchers – there must have been some tasty insects in the air!
LAPWING. The fields of Stansted East Park immediately south of Lumley Seat are still bare earth after
ploughing some time ago and the behaviour of a single Lapwing over them suggested that it had a mate on a
nest.
PLANTS:
(Species list at end of this document shows that 82 plant species were recorded this week,
and 76 of them were in flower)
SAT 18 APR
WOOD AVENS was flowering at Rowlands Castle and both WOOD SEDGE and WALL SPEEDWELL were
found in flower for the first time.
GOLDILOCKS buttercup seems to be more widespread than I thought. I found it flowering today in two roadside
places between Pyle and Nobles Farm at Blendworth, another mass of flowers close to Finchdean and a small
colony at Forestside
BOX grows as a native plant at Box Hill in Surrey and is thought to be native at Noar Hill and Stoner Hill on
steep limestone slopes. A mass of it grows in Wick Hanger below the present Idsworth House and most of this
was probably planted or originates from introduced plants but it is certainly now untended by any gardener and
has taken on a life of its own, extending from the original to new self sown bushes. Today I noticed two of the
bushes were covered with flowers, confirming my thoughts that over the years it has been seeding and extending
its hold on the hill.
CORNSALAD. The plants which I saw at Sonia Bolton’s house at Stansted last Monday were probably
introduced (perhaps accidentally) by her but unless she has taken to drinking at The George in Finchdean the
great mass of plants at the foot of the roadside garden wall opposite the pub have arrived there by other means.
Nearby, in the ditch of the road to Chalton before it has left Finchdean, were many plants of Greater Celandine
(not yet in flower).
EARLY PURPLE ORCHIDS. The big colony in The Holt at Rowlands Castle is flourishing and I counted 318
flower spikes.
FRI 17 APR
ADDERS TONGUE FERN. The colony at Hilsea Lines is flourishing and I saw some 100 plants there today,
most with fertile spathes. If you want to find them go east along Scott Road (south of the lines and east of
Peronne Road) until the cycle route veers right from the road. They are just the other side of the roadside
hedge from the cycle-route blue sign (and opposite a couple of flowering Horse Chestnut growing at the foot
of the lines). Ron Dooler is to be thanked for keeping this site clear of excessive growth of taller plants.
MARSH ARROWGRASS has raised its first flower spikes by the channel running west from the South Moors
tamarisk pool (and the Duke of Argyll’s Teaplant continues to flower profusely).
TUE 14 APR

FIELD FORGET-ME-NOT. Earlier this spring I have reported finding this species in flower in many places but
all those were finds of the larger flowered WOOD FORGET-ME-NOT. Today I found the real thing in the
Marlpit Lane area near Funtington.
FIELD PANSY. Many of these lovely flowers among the roots of the Rape crop in the field west of the
Funtington DRA station. The first time this year.
HERB ROBERT. I have seen this in flower occasionally for a couple of weeks but today near Woodmancote I
found it in its normal spring abundance.
BROOM. The first flowering of this was reported from Stansted a couple of weeks ago but I came across it for
the first time today when flowers were opening on bushes in Racton Park Wood.
FOOLS PARSLEY was flowering on the old Oak Park School site in Havant today (the plants were about two
feet high with large flowers having their distinctive bracteoles sticking out horizontally rather than pointing
down – I think I may check with Mervyn Southam as to whether this could be an exotic look-alike)
HORSE CHESTNUT FLOWERS out in the New Lane cemetery. No doubt others have seen them before this,
but these were my first.
MON 13 APR
SWEET VERNAL GRASS was prominent along the north side of the Stansted Main Avenue close to the carpark.
WOOD SPEEDWELL starting to flower at Stansted today
CORN SALAD (Valerianella locusta) has been flowering close to Sonia Bolton’s house within Stansted Park for
over a week and I saw it today – Sonia believes she may have been responsible for introducing the seed last
year but it has grown without assistance.
INSECTS:

(Species list at end of this document shows that 10 butterfly species were recorded this week)

NOTE TO ALL INTESTED IN BUTTERFLIES. You are welcome to a ‘kick off’ meeting of the new
Portsmouth group of Butterfly Conservation (non – members welcome) to be held at 7.30 pm on Tuesday 21st
April in Anchorage Lodge – a hall close to the Safeways store in Anchorage Park off Portsmouth Eastern
Road. Park in the Safeways carpark then walk along the west side of the Compass Road pub (itself west of
Safeways) to find Anchorage Lodge behind the pub. Admission is free to all. Come and meet the local
butterfly enthusiasts and hear about some local sites.
SAT 18 APR
PEACOCK. One of these was the only butterfly I saw in a long walk in the midday sun today. The only item of
insect news worth reporting was the presence of the first swarm of YELLOW DUNG FLIES on fresh horse dung.
MON 13 APR
GREEN VEINED WHITE found in Stansted Groves by Alistair Martin today - later I heard that Theo Roberts
had seen the first of these on the 7th. Alistair also saw several Orange Tip there but had a close up of both
upper and lower sides of the Green Veined White and was sure it was not a female Orange Tip.
HOLLY BLUE. One spent the morning on Portugese Laurel at my front gate today – the first I have seen though
I gather they are now fairly common.
SPECKLED WOOD. I found two in Stansted Forest today and also saw Peacock and Small Tortoiseshell. I
reported Barry Collins as the first to find Speckled Wood this year (in Havant Thicket on the 8th) but
subsequently learn that Theo Roberts, as ever, had one in his garden two days earlier on the 6th!
BEE FLIES were out in force at Stansted this afternoon – I must have seen half a dozen
SMALL COPPER seen on Portsdown by Theo Roberts today became the 11th butterfly species to appear this
year. Even more surprising today's Bank Holiday weather was good enough to bring out all 11 species BRIMSTONE, SMALL & GREEN VEINED WHITE, ORANGE TIP, SMALL COPPER, HOLLY BLUE,
RED ADMIRAL, SMALL TORTOISESHELL, PEACOCK, COMMA and SPECKLED WOOD. (To be
honest I had reports of ten species, excluding the Red Admiral which I feel confident was just being bashful).
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 19 APR
STOAT. Driving to Folkestone and back today I was sorry to see the beautiful body of a Stoat dead (but
seemingly undamaged) on the road
SAT 18 APR
MITROPHORA SEMILIBERA seems to be the name of a strange fungus which I found near Warren Down at
Forestside today. It was probably about 10 cm high on a pure white, fairly slender, stem, and its cap was
reminiscent of a Morel but very small and seemingly pure black. There was just one of these to be seen on the
north east side of the tiny bit of isolated woodland at SU 7485-1200 (just in the meadow, close to the fence)
THU 16 APR
ST GEORGE’S MUSHROOM. A troop of these found at Northney on the open space south of the marina. The
caps had a slightly brownish hue but the size, shape and white gills indicated the food of our patron saint.

BIRDS:

WEEK 14 APR 6 - 12

SUN 12 APR
GRASSHOPPER WARBLER heard singing at Titchfield Haven by Trevor Carpenter today. He says REED &
SEDGE WARBLERS arrived at the Haven yesterday and there were many CHIFF CHAFF today.
RED THROATED DIVER in full summer plumage seen off Hill Head today. A GREAT NORTHERN DIVER
was with it. They were not seen by Trevor Carpenter but he heard of them from several reliable
observers.
LITTLE RINGED PLOVER. Dave Mead saw three by the stream at Farlington Marshes, one having four
coloured rings (two on each leg). One arrived on Friday (10th), two were there on Saturday and three today.
YELLOW WAGTAIL. Dave Mead saw one at the Farlington Point with a single WHITE WAGTAIL
LONG TAILED DUCK. The regular male (still has no tail) seen on the Farlington Deeps (where it is said to roost
each night) by Dave Mead. A female GOLDENEYE was with it.
TREE PIPIT, COMMON REDSTART, BRAMBLING & CROSSBILL all found in the Boldrewood area of
the New Forest by Dave Mead today. 2 Tree Pipit were singing and there were 3 Redstart.
STONE CURLEW. Dave Mead saw three at Martin Down this morning (The first was back there on March 28th)
EMSWORTH PETER POND SWAN SAGA. Brian Fellows found the pair engaged in mutual display and saw
material had been added to the nest.
SAT 11 APR
NIGHTINGALE. The first is reported to have been heard singing near the Pagham Harbour Reserve Hut today
according to Dave Mead
SPOTTED REDSHANK. Dave Mead saw two already in black plumage at Sidlesham Ferry today. With them
were one RUFF and two GREEN SANDPIPER.
COMMON TERN. Two on Ivy Lake at Chichester seen by Dave Mead.
FIRST COOT CHICKS seen by Brian Fellows on ‘Raft 1’ at Emsworth Slipper Mill. Another Coot and one
Mallard still sitting on rafts 2 & 4. On the water was a female MERGANSER and only 8 Black Headed Gulls.
SWALLOWS. Brian Fellows had 10 over Aldsworth Pond today – the first party of this size that I have heard of.
He also enjoyed the sight of a pair of BLACKCAP together close to the Palmers Road carpark in Emsworth.
FRI 10 APR
WILLOW WARBLER were among a good list of birds heard singing in Havant Thicket today by Brian Fellows.
THU 9 APR
KINGFISHER. Passing Bedhampton Water Works this afternoon with the Hermitage Stream in very muddy
spate I disturbed the Kingfisher close to the Wayfarers Way footbridge over the stream giving further
confirmation of its presence around the nest hole. I guess fishing was impossible in that muddy spate and this
may account for a report given me this evening of a recent sighting on the Brockhampton Stream (seen
upstream from the bridge taking the path from the west to the east side of the stream above the old Corn
Wharf).
SWAN NEWS. At last one back at the Bedhampton Mill pool but I could only see the one bird (and it was not
there when I passed again on Friday). Further down the Hermitage Stream (below the A27) two pairs appear to
be waiting the time or opportunity to nest, and I am still puzzled by the pair that have taken to hanging around
the mouth of the Lavant stream this spring (there has never been a nest site up that stream in the past). Brian
Fellows tells me the Peter Pond pair are now bonded but there are no eggs yet.
LONG TAILED TIT FAMILIES ALREADY?. While on the path between the railway and Bedhampton Mill
Pool I heard much noise (squeaky contact notes, not rattles) from three or four Long Tailed Tits. At first I
thought two pairs were interacting but then saw them fly off together and wondered if they could be an early
family (very small) group. Later, at the south end of Southmoor Lane, I came on another (possibly the same?)
noisy group of birds – again four at the most. In neither case did I see the black cheeks of juveniles but I only
got glimpses of the birds.
BRENT GEESE. They still have not left us. John Gowen told me he had seen around 40 at the Kench today, and
between Budds Mound and the Lavant stream mouth I saw three parties of 8, 5 and 52 birds – the latter had
yung birds among them and must have been migrants.
WED 8 APR
POMARINE SKUA. Two were seen off Hill Head by reliable observers today (may have been yesterday)
according to Trevor Carpenter.
COCKATIEL. One flying south over Castle Farm at Warblington was an unexpected entry on my Common Bird
Census sheet this morning. Other items worth a mention were one Teal flying from the watercress beds where
we have had suspected breeding in past years (this is not one one their winter haunts) and a close encounter
with a female Sparrowhawk at the same spot – having failed to catch anything at the cress beds she came low
over my head on her way back to Nore Barn (where she probably has a nest). One Willow Warbler sing
briefly and a lone Brent stood on the shore near Pook Lane while a single Snipe, disturbed by me, shot off east

from the field south of the cemetery. Five Canada Geese, driven by total confused migratory instincts, came
west over the plot, changed their minds and headed back east.
SANDWICH TERN are now passing east along the channel coast in a steady stream, and at Black Point virtually
the only birds present were a party of 23.
COMMON TERN. Just one seen in Hayling Bay by Brian Fellows today, again with a dark bill.
WILLOW WARBLER and WHEATEAR were the main birds caught by Trevor Codlin on one of his regular mist
netting trips to Sandy Point this morning, according to Pete Durnell. Apparently Trevor was on the reserve
last week when the Serin was heard, and was disappointed not to have heard it, as Pete Durnell was not to
have come across the two Dartford Warbler which Mark Litjens had at the same time – Pete says he has not
seen any Dartford Warbler in the reserve for quite some time.
BUDDS FARM POOLS were visited by Brian Fellows who found 30 TUFTED DUCK still present with just 2
TEAL, 5 Shelduck, 1 Little Grebe and the pair of Swans (at that moment off the nest). On the South Moors
nearby Brian heard Blackcap song close to the Autoliv factory and saw a few Linnet.
TUE 7 APR
GREAT NORTHERN DIVER. One off Hill Head in the evening reported by Trevor Carpenter – it was in full
winter plumage.
COMMON TERN. While waiting for the Hayling ferry at Eastney Brian Fellows watched two fishing in the
harbour entrance but remarks that they had dark bills. Could they be last year’s young not yet in their full
glory? (#) Subsequently Brian pointed out that there is an illustration on page 136 of the Macmillan Guide to
Bird Identification showing a Common Tern with full black cap and almost wholly black bill (base tinged red)
with a caption saying that some adults show a black bill in early summer.
WILLOW WARBLER. One singing clearly near the Westcroft Stables behind Stoke Bay on Hayling today.
Brian Fellows heard two singing at Sinah.
SAND MARTIN. My first two over Sinah lake. Also a couple of Sandwich Tern over the Kench and several
small groups going east along Hayling Bay.
BRENT. Around 45 on the South Moors shore seen from the Oysterbeds where there was a single Brent on the
pools and another 18 at Stoke Bay. Further down the Hayling shore (at the ‘middway’ saltings) were another
30 and another 25+ off the Kench. (Brian Fellows saw 48 here with 4 Merganser)
WOODCOCK RODING. A very late report of the first observation of this comes from Tony Gutteridge who
saw it in Inholmes Wood (somewhere near SU 810130) north of Stoughton on the evening of April 1st.
BLACKCAP. Tony Gutteridge helped to confirm the large number of these that are currently singing in our area
with a report of 9 heard singing today in a small area at Halnaker (a little east of Goodwood).
BAFFINS POND. Brian Fellows found 76 Mallard and 40 Tufted Duck here with the female Red Crested
Pochard. All 38 Barnacle Geese were present with 27 Canadas and just one Snow Goose. The pair of Swans
still present but not nesting.
SOUTHSEA CANOE LAKE. The swans here ar now down to 17 according to Brian Fellows
MON 6 APR
SPARROWHAWK DISPLAY FLIGHT. A male showing his territorial presence seen from my garden at midday.
Flying at roughly 150 feet up he would enter a shallow dive, then pull up in a near vertical climb until he was
about to stall when he would slip sideways to regain momentum and restart the cycle which makes sure that
everyone in the area is aware of his presence.
YELLOWHAMMER are not common in Leigh Park but I came on four or more in the hedge separating the Leigh
Park Gardens carpark from the field to the south currently full of sheep and lambs.
LEIGH PARK GARDENS ROOKERY. The conversion of the old stable block into a modern attraction as part
of the Sir George Staunton Country Park is nearly complete (will it be called ‘Paradise Row’ after David
Paradise, the well known birder who lived in it for many years?) and many of the tall trees above it have been
‘topped’, leaving only one or two in which the rooks can build but they are still there and have found sites for
16 nests.
ANOTHER WILLOW TIT? At SU 715092 in the wood going west from the Leigh Park Gardens lake I
repeatedly heard what could have been Willow Tit song – a far carrying and rather mournful single note
‘Peooo, peooo, peooo, peooo’ coming from the treetops and moving about over a wide area. The damp habitat
was probably suitable for a pair, but as there was a Nuthatch also in the area I cannot be certain the notes did
not come from his repertoire. While here I did enjoy the colour of a male Bullfinch and Great Spotted
Woodpecker both seen in sunlight.
ROMANCE ON EMSWORTH’S PETER POND. Brian Fellows watched the replacement female swan breast to
breast with the widower male and saw them indulging in mutual neck dipping. Can we count on Easter eggs
in their nest?
OTHER EMSWORTH WILDFOWL. On the Mill Pond Brian found the swan count marginally down at 60 birds
with 9 Canada Geese, 21 Mallard and still 1 Coot (is it a loner? has anyone seen a mate for it or a nest?). The
male Goldeneye has left the Slipper Mill Pond but the dead gulls have not yet rotted away. One Little Grebe

and one Dabchick were present in addition to the sitting tenants of the rafts.
GOLDFINCH SEXING is Brian Fellow’s latest hobby it seems but he tells me he has not yet graduated to
measuring the length and colour of the birds’ nasal whiskers for this purpose. It appears that it is not sufficient
to see if the eye is totally surrounded by the red of the facial feathers to be sure of the sex – in one pair on his
lawn today both birds had red around the eye but in a different pair the red only went half way to the back of
the eye on what he assumed to be the female. (They tell me that Brian has a special old raincoat which he
wears when engaging in this study).
SUN 5 APR
COMMON TERN. Late news via Tim Lawman that Peter Gammage had seen the first Common Tern today.
LITTLE GULL. Still present at Farlington Deeps and the LONG TAILED DUCK still off the point (John
Goodspeed)
WHITE WAGTAIL. A few of these normally turn up on the coast in April and it seems that at least one was at
Farlington today (via John Goodspeed)
SAT 4 APR
WILLOW WARBLER. Several heard on Portsdown by John Goodspeed..
PLANTS:

SUN 12 APR
SPRING SEDGE found flowering on Butser Hill. This is the first time I have identified this sedge – a minute
plant not more than 5 cm high (only 3 cm showing above the short turf).
HAIRY VIOLET. Those who visit chalk hills more frequently than I do will have seen this for some time but I
found my first flowers on Butser Hill today. After seeing it there I found more plants in the Q E Forest on War
Down.
GOOSEBERRY. Wild plants in the Q E Park were in flower today
LARGE LORDS & LADIES. Also in the Q E Park I found a clump of larger, paler leaves than the normal Lords
& Ladies and believe they were the subspecies ‘neglectum’.
PERENNIAL CORNFLOWER. This has been in flower in my garden (as a weed) all this week.
FRI 10 APR
ABRAHAM, ISAAC, JOSEPH at Catherington Lith. Today John Vigay took me to see the great discovery and
the first thing I learnt was that he had found it in 1993, and that since 1996 it has been flourishing. From the
single plant found in 1993 four well separated clusters have grown to give a present total of at least 45 plants.
Unfortunately they flower in February and though there were many flower heads left none had any petals or
anthers (one or two had delicate pink/purple stiles). John tells me that this area has always been woodland and
the plants could well be remnants of an original wild population. There was a ‘shanty plot’ on the site where
they are but this is an unlikely plant to have been introduced by the inhabitants – in fact it seems to have only
appeared and flourished when the shanty went and volunteers moved in to restore a semblance of open
woodland (Moschatel grows with the Wood Anemones around the colony). Even if it were introduced it is
clearly flourishing and spreading rapidly.
TWAYBLADE ORCHID. Also in Catherington Lith John Vigay showed me the best colony of these orchids
that I now of in this area. At least 100 plants in a small area perhaps twenty yards across. Most of them had
healthy buds, very few were blind, and at least one already had an open flower. These flowers are a discovery
by John this year and come following scrub clearance that only took place last autumn. They may have been
dormant for a very long time as while we were there a man came up and told us that before the scrub grew up
he owned that land and it was a grass pony paddock.
TOOTHWORT. Also in Catherington Lith John Vigay showed me two good clumps of Toothwort, beginning to
be past their best.
FIELD MADDER. First flowers on this tiny purple ‘star of the pavements’ seen as I was delivering Wildlife
Trust magazines in Bedhampton today.
THU 9 APR
CORNSALAD. An Easter Card from Sonia Bolton this morning gave news that this strange little plant had
already appeared by the path to her house - presumably at Stansted, not her father’s house in Winchester, but I
do not have the full details. Look out for it on bare ground or poor soil (but not at West Town Station on
Hayling - it has in the past flourised with many other interesting flowers there but those who think that all
people want from the natural world is urban park grass delimited by ‘native shrub’ scruffy hedges have been at
work here, mowing the open grass down and spraying what they cannot get at under the shrubs to leave a
scene of death, destruction and decay)
WED 8 APR
EARLY FORGET-ME-NOT (Myosotis ramossima) is a plant for which I have searched in vain for several
years and this morning I found it in relative abundance at Sandy Point. The plant is so small that it is hidden in
the short turf of the well trodden main reserve path near the sea and the flowers are about 2mm across, hardly

visible with my eyesight when I am standing up. I found the plants after getting down on the ground to have a
close look at another, more abundant, blue flowered tiny Speedwell whose flowers were as tiny as Wall
Speedwell but were (I think) the very much dwarfed flowers and plants of Common Field Speedwell – I need
to go back and check the details. Sea Mouse-ear was by far the most abundant plant here.
ANNUAL WALL-ROCKET and SEA ROCKET (Cakile maritima) were both flowering at Black Point today,
and the first leaves of SEA HOLLY were showing through the sand. One plant of Bur Chervil had the tiniest
of first flowers, hardly enough to warrant listing it – soon this will line all the sandy shores of Hayling.
MEADOW FOXTAIL grass was in full flower at Warblington this morning, and I also found the male flowers
showing on a few plants of Great Pond Sedge and the very common Glaucous Sedge.
ABRAHAM, ISAAC, JOSEPH is a name given to a close relative of Borage which is very rare in Hampshire.
Today Gwynne and Nigel Johnson told me that John Vigay has discovered it at Catherington Lith, but they do
not know its provenance (planted by man or the hand of god?)
TUE 7 APR
LORDS AND LADIES. Everywhere today these were turning back their veils to expose their purple spathes
WINTER CRESS (YELLOW ROCKET). First flowers found on Sinah Common of both Common and
American Wintercress (easily distinguished by the ‘entire’ leaves of the former and the very pinnate leaves of
the latter. The Common was in the Gorse north of the lake west end and the American in the ‘ditch’ south of
the Golf Course at the east end.
SPRING BEAUTY in flower all around Sinah. Other new flowers found in that area were SEA RADISH, SEA
PINK (THRIFT), SPRING VETCH and the first GREEN WINGED ORCHIDS (one with flowers fully
out and three almost out, should be thousands more to come but little sign of them yet).
MOUSE-EARS. I have been struggling with these recently but my confidence is increasing and today I separated
Common, Sticky, Sea and Little Mouse-ear. In simplest terms the first two are large and can be distinguished
on the ‘tightness’ or laxity of the flower head, the latter are small and you have to look at the bracts (which
resemble small leaves pressed to the stem immediately below the flowers) – if these are all green like leaves
then it is Sea Mouse-ear (abundant at Sinah and other coastal sites), if the tip is ‘see-through’ (scarious) then it
is Little Mouse-ear, and my break-through today was to find the latter species and see it’s scarious bracts.
SWEET VERNAL GRASS? A grass flowering on the Sinah shore seems to have been this but I am not entirely
convinced. One ‘first flowering’ plant of which there was no doubt was RIBWORT PLANTAIN.
MON 6 APR
CORN SPURREY in flower was a surprise in the overflow section of the Leigh Park Gardens carpark. Also in
the gravel surface where few cars have been recently Common Whitlowgrass was flowering.
SANICLE caught my eye for the first time this year in woodland close to the Leigh Park lake. Still small this
peculiar plant will grow taller over the next three months and the cauliflower like flower heads will expand. I
never seem to catch it flowering but I understand that when that happens minute but long stalked male flowers
will push up between the sessile female flowers in the umbel and nature will take its course.
BUGLE was in flower by a damp path in Hammonds Piece Coppice, and work to clear the understorey of that
wood has resulted in a glorious blaze of Wood Anemones, Common Dog Violets, Primrose and Lesser
Celandine – among them I saw my first pink flowered Wood Anemones of this year. While walking off the
regular paths I came on a (new to me) small colony of 20 or more EARLY PURPLE ORCHIDS, two or three
already having coloured flower buds, and a single plant of GOLDILOCKS buttercup (no doubt more will be
visible when they start to flower here). LARGE BITTERCRESS was in flower along the damp path edges and
Spurge Laurel had gone to seed as the first leaves of WILD ANGELICA displayed their unique shape. A final
item worth mention was a large fresh OAK APPLE (looking very apple like) on one oak tree.
EARLY PURPLE ORCHIDS had begun to flower in the colony at the extreme east end of the Hollybank Woods
when Brian Fellows forced his way through the woodland to this hidden spot today. He was pleased with the
display of Wood Anemones, Bluebells, Primroses etc he found there.
SUN 5 APR
EARLY PURPLE ORCHIDS with a few flowers fully open on about six plants at Stansted Groves but no sign
of the Broom seen yesterday. I found one TWAYBLADE orchid plant in bud and some Common Spotted
orchid leaves plus Hairy Woodrush in flower. Cuckoo Flower, Common Dog Violet, Germander Speedwell
and Herb Robert added much colour to the scene and I found several Bugle plants coming close to flowering.
In the old orchard next the Groves the (planted) Cherry Laurel had a mass of blossom as did some ancient
Plum Trees.
BUSH VETCH first flowers also found today close to the stile at the south end of the Groves and east from theat
stile along Park Lane both Moschatel and Crosswort were out and the Lesser Periwinkle flower display
continues to be the best for years.
TRIFID BUR-MARIGOLD plants were well grown in the sluice between the Stansted old Boating Lake and
Brick Kiln Pond, and in addition to flowers found in the Groves I here added Field Woodrush and Wood
Sorrel as well as Sitka Spruce male flowers.

DUKE OF ARGYLL’S TEAPLANT on the South Moors is now covered with lovely purple blossom only three
days after seeing the very first flower open on this bush. At the stream mouth bench seat the Common
Whitlowgrass has almost vanished as its white flowers give way to seed but that seed helps to confirm that this
is the expected sub-species (Erophila verna verna) Near the Autoliv factory the small line of MARSH
MARGOLDS that remain are putting a brave face on their lonely situation but for me they make a sad sight.
SAT 4 APR
TOOTHWORT freshly flowering at Lowtons Copse where I also found my first GOLDILOCKS
BUTTERCUP, MOSCHATEL in flower and just one flower open on YELLOW ARCHANGEL . (#)Since
finding the Toothwort I hear from Tony Gutteridge he beat me to it last Wednesday (1st) by finding some in
Grevitts Copse near Up Marden (at SU 793135)
SOLOMON’S SEAL was shooting up in Lowton’s and several shoots had unopened flower buds hanging from
them. I saw my first BUGLE stems (no flowers) and tight buds on a few stems of BUSH VETCH
STANSTED GROVES was the destination of the Saturday Walk group and I am told they found BROOM in
flower and Early Purple Orchid buds about to open
INSECTS:

SUN 12 APR
No butterflies seen by me today in a four hour walk around the Q E Park and Butser Hill despite lots of sunshine
– the cool north wind must have deterred them – I did meet David Ball who had recently seen his first Orange
Tip. On Butser there were a number of what seemed to be very small BLOODY NOSED BEETLES and I
wonder if anyone can tell me if these mature insects can increase their size over time? Crabs and Spiders can
I know shed their shells and grow new ones, but surely Beetles cannot?
THU 9 APR
SMALL WHITE, SMALL TORTOISESHELL & ORANGE TIP all seen in the vicinity of the South Moors today
– the first two seen by me and the Orange Tip (I think two of them) seen by Heather Mills
WED 8 APR
SPECKLED WOOD and RED ADMIRAL seen in Havant Thicket by Barry Collins. Barry also tells me that he
has a good number of HOLLY BLUE out on Thorney Island (south, near Pilsey) were there must be little
Holly for them – this made me realise that as the autumn generation lay their eggs on Ivy rather than Holly it is
to be expected that the spring butterflies will emerge from Ivy.
BEE FLY. This fascinating cross between a Narwhal and a Koala Bear was on the wing in my garden today.
HOLLY BLUE. One seen by Heather Mills, I think in her Portsmouth North End garden
TUE 7 APR
RED ADMIRAL seen by myself near West Town station on Hayling and by Tony Gutteridge (unkown location)
today. Tony also saw Comma in woodland while I saw Small Tortoiseshell, and we both saw Peacock (the
commonest species at the moment) but neither saw the Speckled Wood I am expecting.
HALICTUS RUBICUNDUS. Another colony of these small mining bees hard at work on a dry Hayling bank at
SU 713008
MON 6 APR
PEACOCK butterflies seen in my garden and in woodland today (when I was looking for, but not finding,
Speckled Wood). While in my garden I glimpsed for about one second what must have been a female
BRIMSTONE. In the Hollybank Woods Brian Fellows saw one Peacock and several Small Tortoiseshell
today.
ST MARKS FLIES? St Mark’s Day is April 25th and around then we find a rather nasty looking all black fly
which behaves almost like a hover fly, hanging in the air with its long black abdomen drooping below it. A
small black, long-bodied fly was out in damp woodland today which reminded me of St Mark’s but I think it
was too small to be that species.
SUN 5 APR
SMALL TORTOISESHELL. Today Brian Fellows noted several of these feeding on the Butterbur flowers in
Emsworth Brook Meadow.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

FRI 10 APR
LICHENS & MOSS in Catherington churchyard. John Vigay showed me a great variety of both on the
tombstones. One moss was distinctive in having silvery hairs growing from the tips of its green stems but I cannot
find a name for it in a casual glance through the books that I have.
YELLOW NECKED FIELD MOUSE. A message from John Goodspeed today passes on news that Pat Morrisey
discovered one of these in her garden earlier this week, reminding me of my great ignorance of the vast
number of mammals large and small which surround us but which most of us never see – partly because so
many of the creatures are nocturnal.

WED 8 APR
DOG LICHEN (Peltigera canina) was flourishing in the short turf at Sandy Point today where it could have been
mistaken for a fungal species. True fungi found in the damp meadows at Warblington were of several species
but one that was prominent was the ‘Yellow Cowpat’ fungus (Bolbitius vitellinus).
LOCAL ISSUES & HABITAT:

THU 9 APR
BLENDWORTH COMMON. News today that the government inspector has decided against permitting the
development of a landfill site on Hazleton Farm which would have greatly changed the nature of Blendworth
Common and which would have allowed masses of decaying matter to accumulate within a mile of the vast water
reservoir that is to be built in the Havant Thicket area before 2015. There are already signs of the boundary of
that reservoir to be seen in Havant Thicket – from SU 719102 to 713103 a line of concrete posts marked
Portsmouth Water Company has appeared in the last few months, presumably marking part of the boundary and
encouraging use of a new path to keep people out of the water!
BIRD & PLANT WEEK LISTS:
The list of birds recorded during the week ending 12th April totalled 94, with 29 in song (all records known to
me, not just what I saw)
Red throated diver (1)
Great northern diver
(2)
Little grebe (4)
Great crested grebe
(2)
Cormorant (1)
Little egret (3)
Mute swan (11)
Snow goose (1)
Canada goose (4)
Barnacle goose (1)
Brent goose (10)
Shelduck (6)
Teal (3)
Mallard (10)
Red crested pochard
(1)
Tufted duck (4)
Long tailed duck (1)
Goldeneye (1)
Red breasted
merganser (7)
Sparrowhawk (2)
Kestrel (1)
Pheasant (1)
Moorhen (4)

Coot (8)
Oystercatcher (5)
Stone curlew (1)
Little ringed plover
(2)
Grey plover (1)
Ruff (1)
Common snipe (1)
Black tailed godwit
(1)
Curlew (2)
Spotted redshank (1)
Redshank (3)
Green sandpiper (1)
Pomarine skua (1)
Black headed gull (4)
Herring gull (2)
Great blackback gull
(1)
Sandwich tern (3)
Common tern (3)
Stock dove (1)
Wood pigeon (9 - S)
Collared dove (3 - S)
Cockatiel (1)
Kingfisher (1)

Green woodpecker (5)
Great spotted
woodpecker (2)
Skylark (6 - S)
Sand martin (1)
Swallow (1)
Tree pipit (1 - S)
Meadow pipit (5 - S)
Yellow wagtail (1)
Grey wagtail (1)
Pied wagtail (3)
Wren (11 - S)
Dunnock (7 - S)
Robin (11 - S)
Nightingale (1 - S)
Common redstart (1)
Wheatear (1)
Blackbird (8 - S)
Song thrush (8 - S)
Mistle thrush (7 - S)
Grasshopper warbler (1
- S)
Sedge warbler (1 - S)
Reed warbler (1 - S)
Blackcap (9 - S)
Chiff chaff (8 - S)
Willow warbler (5 - S)

Goldcrest (4 - S)
Long tailed tit (7)
Marsh tit (1 - S)
Coal tit (1 - S)
Blue tit (7 - S)
Great tit (9 - S)
Nuthatch (3 - S)
Jay (2)
Magpie (5)
Jackdaw (3)
Rook (1)
Carrion crow (7)
Starling (3 - S)
House sparrow (3)
Chaffinch (10 - S)
Brambling (1)
Greenfinch (8 - S)
Goldfinch (3 - S)
Linnet (6 - S)
Crossbill (1)
Bullfinch (2)
Yellowhammer (3)
Reed bunting (1)

WEEK 13 MAR 30 – APR 5
BIRDS:

SUN 5 APR
GARGANEY MALE at Budds Farm pools this afternoon seen by me on the east pool, south west corner (i.e. the
closest point to where I was standing on Budds Mound). It was no longer feeding avidly, but trying to sleep
under the lee of the bank – at one point it was disturbed and pushed out into the sunlight giving excellent

viewing before it tucked its head under its wing and drifted back into the shade. If this is the bird seen there
last Sunday and Monday it is an unusually long stayer.
BUDDS FARM POOLS still has over 60 Tufted Duck but very little else. I saw no Teal (but three flew in as I
was leaving) and no Pochard but there were two pairs of Shelduck, the sitting pair of Swan, a few Coot and
Mallard.
BRENT GEESE. 61 off Budds Mound were presumably migrants still passing, and I saw a group of ten off the
west end of the South Moors shore and a (different?) group of ten at the Lavant stream mouth, presumably
summering birds. Maureen Coleman found another small party of Brent at the Oysterbeds.
FIRST MALLARD DUCKLINGS – a family of five ducklings out on Aldsworth Pond this morning. One pair
of Tufted Duck and one pair of Gadwall are still there with 17 Canada Geese keeping the Emperor company in
the west meadow. At the Stansted boating lake a pair of Swan is resident but not on a nest, and there were two
pairs of Tufted Duck, two pairs of Canada Goose (one seemingly with a nest) and a few Mallard.
HOLLYBANK WOODS (WEST) were the destination for Brian Fellows morning outing. He noted 9 separate
singing Blackcap and (at SU 737081 in the north west corner) watched a Nuthatch excavating its nest. If you
want to find the nest first find a pair of leaning trees, one a Sycamore the other a Birch, and look around from
there. Here he twice heard LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER calls but did not see the bird. I have never
come across them in that corner but in past years have had more than one encounter with them around SU
745085. Brian asks if anyone has done a wildlife survey of the woods and I do not know of any formal work
but Jill von Westarp and Ann Hearn both walk their dogs there daily as do many other locals, and I am one of
many people who have spent a good few hours there. See Local Issues section for more comment on this. At
this time of year the birds may be good at the west end, but the extreme east end (near Monks Hill Farm) will
soon have a wonderful display of Early Purple Orchids and other woodland flowers.
GOLDFINCH pair continue to visit Brian Fellows garden and he passes on some tips on recognising the differece
between the sexes – I have rephrased this to say that the male has a bloodshot eye while the female does not
put rouge around her eyes – more practically look at the eye of the adult bird, if the red goes around and
behind the eye it is a male, if the red stops in front of the eye it is a female. Brian also passes on a plea from
the BTO (in their magazine called ‘Bird Table’ which goes to participants in the garden bird survey) urging
people to continue to put out seed for these birds at this time of year.
EMSWORTH PETER POND SWAN SAGA. On his way to the Thorney Deeps today Briam Fellows saw two
Swans on the Pond and saw no aggression between them – will they, won’t they pair this year?
SAT 4 APR
SEDGE WARBLER The first I have heard of, hear at Hook Lake by Dave Mead today
SHORT EARED OWL still at Farlington. Seen by Dave Mead in the Point Field (despite the waterlogged ground
there). Is this the one seen there on Tuesday of this week?
LITTLE GULL still showing well on the Farlington Deeps (Dave Mead)
ICELAND GULL or ALBINO HERRING GULL. An eye catching albino Herring Gull has been occasionally
seen in Langstone Harbour in recent years and Bob Chapman suspects that the Iceland Gull reported to have
been on Baker’s Island could be a sighting of the Herring Gull (Dave Mead passed this on but I have no info
as to whether there have been any reported sightings of the Herring Gull)
GREEN SANDPIPER still at Wade Court wet meadow where it was seen by Kevin Stouse (he later had Blackcap
song at the Pook Lane stables)
SATURDAY WALK GROUP visited Lyels Wood and The Groves at Stansted today in poor weather for birds
but nevertheless heard 4 singing Blackcap among a list of 27 birds recorded. The missed Bullfinch from this
list but in better weather they might well have seen the pair that I found on Sunday (5th) in the old orchard next
to the Groves – the male was magnificent and I’m sure the fruit blossom will keep them there for some time.
FRI 3 APR
NO GREAT WHITE EGRET seen at Portchester by Brian Fellows – the best birds seen there were a
Sparrowhawk being chased out of the Castle by a Crow, and two smart Great Blackbacks (breeding in
Portsmouth Harbour?? – only likely place is Pewit Island)
BRENT GEESE. Still 300 on the shore at Titchfield Haven seen by Brian Fellows who also saw 20 Turnstone, a
Ringed Plover, some Wigeon and a Lesser Blackback Gull while there (and heard 5 singing Cetti’s Warbler).
Last weekend’s Bluethroat was not seen after Monday 30th.
TUFTED DUCK. Still 40 at Budds Farm Pools seen by Brian Fellows.
THU 2 APR
BEARDED TIT. Brian Fellows saw one at the Little Deeps (the first report for a little while). Not many other
birds present – the Swan was off its nest and no eggs could be seen (could have been hidden). On the harbour
just 5 Merganser
GREAT WHITE EGRET reported on Bird Line to have been seeing passing Portchester Castle this morning in
company with 5 Little Egret. This news reached me from Mark Litjens as did the next item.
ICELAND GULL reported on Bird Line to have been in Langstone Harbour (Baker’s Island) this afternoon. Said

to be a second summer bird.
SANDWICH TERN. My first flying east past the South Moors at midday.
BRENT. Clearly we still have migrants passing. I counted a total of 198 between Budds Farm and Langstone.
BLACK BRANT. With one flock of 57 Brent between the Lavant Stream and the Hayling Billy rail bridge I had
a sideways view of one on the water which appeared to have ‘Persil white’ flanks making it stand out from all
the others. I assumed it was a Pale Bellied bird but a little later I saw it on land and saw that the white patch
was restricted to the flanks. It must have been the ‘nigricans’ subspecies or Black Brant. Although I did not
check for a broader than usual neck collar it was certainly very black on neck, breast and belly.
BAR TAILED GODWIT are unusual on the mud at the north of the harbour, preferring the sand at the south but
there was around 20 of them mixed with a few Black Tailed between Broadmarsh slipway and Budds Farm
outfall today (confirmed when they flew) This is the third time this year I have seen them at this spot. There
were also a few Grey Plover here.
BUDDS FARM POOLS. The variety of duck here has diminished (only Tufted, Teal and Mallard today) and I
counted 66 Tufted and 13 Teal.. The Pair of Swans remain (one sitting) but no Canada Geese were seen.
SOUTH MOORS SHORE. Plenty of Oystercatcher and Curlew with Black Headed Gulls and a few Dunlin. No
Common Gulls at all but two or three pairs of breeding Herring Gull. Still one Egret and a couple of
Merganser.
WED 1 APR
BLACK REDSTART female seen by Dave Mead at the mouth of the Lavant stream (South Moors) this
afternoon. It was on the concrete slipway and moved off into Mill Lane gardens.
SANDWICH TERN IN LANGSTONE HARBOUR At the South Moors Dave Mead met John Gowen who had
seen a couple in the harbour but he did not observe any himself. He did see 6 SAND MARTIN and 2
SWALLOWS at Budds Farm and had his first singing WILLOW WARBLER.
WOODCOCK. At Stansted this afternoon I had an excellent view of one rising almost vertically out of the dense
young chestnut poles just south of the main avenue. It’s tail was pressed hard down to get lift, revealing a
marvellously rich brown rump, and the head and bill were in perfect profile to me.
SPARROWHAWK & IMPOSTOR. While in Lyels Wood the tits around me told me that a raptor was nearby and
I looked up to see a female Sparrowhawk pass close by and pitch in a tree not far away. Shortly after I heard
some unusual ‘Kek, kek, kek’ like calls and was reminded of Brian Fellows recent report of Sparrowhawk
calls – certainly this was a call that I was not familiar with. The originator of the noise came into view and my
first reaction was that it was a Kestrel because of its wing shape, then that it was a strange male Sparrowhawk
with a very long tail as the breast appeared to be barred and tinged with a reddish colour, but in the end I
concluded that the bird was some sort of parakeet (the calls were reminiscent of Cockatiel). Can anyone tell
me of any bird they have seen that might be the same as my sighting?
TAWNY OWL. Walking up the Broad Avenue at Stansted in afternoon sunshine I heard fairly quiet and
tremulous Tawny Owl hooting and was reminded that Theo Roberts told me recently (in answer to someone
else’s question ‘Do Tawnies hoot in broad daylight?’) that the males do make this noise to remind their sitting
mates that they are still nearby and not up to tricks with another female.
SISKIN. Still a dozen or so at Stansted. I only saw two of them but heard calls from others.
WATER RAIL. Looking towards Aldsworth Pond from the high ground of the roadside to the west of the pond I
disturbed a pair of Mallard from a damp hollow mostly filled with a Blackthorn thicket. The noisy departure of
the duck started a loud ‘Pic, pic, pic’ noise from within the thicket and the noise went on and on – must have
been a Water Rail. From there I could see 19 Canada Geese and the Emperor and looking at the pond from
other viewpoints I found there were four Gadwall (the two male and female had been joined by the stranged
‘orange sided’ female) but only four Tufted Duck and one Teal that I could see.
CONTINENTAL CORMORANTS. We have become accustomed to seeing more and more of the continental
race birds with their prominent ‘judge’s wigs’ in breeding plumage in the early months of the year. I had up to
now assumed that they left us to return to breed in foreign parts and have been puzzled this year to find one or
more still with us. The answer came this morning when the 1996 HOS Bird Report arrived (bigger and better
than ever). It comments that birds of this race have started to breed in this country (and offers a drawing to
show how to distinguish the two races at any time of year by the shape of the bare patch on the face and throat
– the difference is very subtle!). The report also tells us that no Cormorant roost is known for the Langstone
and Portsmouth Harbour birds – do they all go to Chichester at night? Or is there a hidden roost in our midst?
TUE 31 MAR
SHORT EARED OWL AT FARLINGTON. Bob Chapman told Brian Fellows he had seen one this morning so
they are not extinct!
LITTLE GULL. One still at Farlington Deeps seen by Brian Fellows. A pair of Gadwall (but no Garganey)
were with it.
LONG TAILED DUCK. Still showing well at the Farlington Point – seen by Brian Fellows who also had just one
Wheatear there.

CETTI’S WARBLER. Heard again by Brian Fellows near the 17th Tee of the Great Slaterns golf course.
MILTON LAKES. Brian Fellows found 8 eggs in the Swan’s nest while she was stretching her legs. He also
found a pair of Canada Geese and 10 Tufted Duck there with a single Little Grebe and the Mallard, Coot and
Moorhen.
CANOE LAKE Swan herd numbered 32 when Brian Fellows counted it today.
BLACK WINGED STILT. News from Mark Litjens that one was at Pennington this evening. He also tells me
that the Osprey is still at Needs Ore.
WILLOW TIT. Tony Gutteridge heard song from the area just south of Aldsworth Pond and west of Aldsworth
Common Road this afternoon. It begins to sound as if we have a settled pair there (SU 762088) and a second
pair in Stansted Forest around SU 750116.
BLACKCAP SONG heard from my garden in the morning and from a Chidham garden around midday.
Presumably these are now new arrivals.
SHELDUCK. 70 seen in the Thorney Channel as I walked around Cobnor this morning
LAPWING. None along the shores now. Just two seen near Cobnor Point were hopefully breeding birds.
BRENT. 8 seen in the morning on the west shore of Cobnor (flew from a field) were probably summer birds as
were a group of 10 at the west end of the South Moors shore in the afternoon, but a group of 13 at Cobnor
Point and another of 19 at the mouth of the Lavant stream (feeding avidly until I caused them to swim away
from the shore and, I think, under Langstone Bridge where I saw what I guess was the same 19 off Langstone
by the time I got there) were probably late migrants.
CORN BUNTING. My first of the year flew from the inside of the seawall on which I was walking north from
Cobnor point past the saltmarsh pools opposite and south of Bosham. As I walked on the bird began to sing
and I saw it on a post at SU 795030.
SWAN sitting on nest at Chidmere Pond is an addition to my list of local breeding pairs – the nest is in the north
west corner of the pond and visible from the road. The Peter Pond bird was not to be seen today so I guess my
guessed at attempt to lure a new mate to the nest failed, and passing Bedhampton Mill later I confirmed that
there is no sign of a pair returning to that site – there was however a pair unexpectedly in the Langstone West
Mill pool (end of Mill Lane) which may have been in search of a nest site.
KINGFISHER BACK AT HERMITAGE STREAM NEST. I have had two recent reports of sightings in the
Bedhampton Water Works stretch of the stream (one from the lady who served me with bread at Waitrose) and
when I looked at the old hole the plant roots growing across the entrance at the end of last summer have been
replaced with fresh earth, some of which has formed a small heap below the hole. I did not see the bird but am
pretty sure I heard its sharp calls from downstream.
GREEN SANDPIPER still in the Hermitage Stream between West Street and the waterworks entrance. One seen
by Tony Gutteridge at the Warblington Farm cressbeds was possibly a different bird but it could be that the
Langstone/Bedhampton bird has a larger home area than I thought.
GREY WAGTAIL song snatches heard by the Brockhampton Stream at Budds Farm
COMMON SANDPIPER seen flying low over the sea close to the shore off Budds Farm, then zooming up and
over the fence into the pools.
COMMON GULL. Not one seen in several hours spent close to the shore today, but several handsome pairs of
Herring Gull in the strecth from Broadmarsh to Langstone Bridge. There are plenty of Merganser still about
and I had four Great Crested Grebe off the South Moors. A single Ringed Plover landed on the shore at the
South Moors as I was passing and a single Egret was in the Tamarisk Pool.
BUDDS FARM POOLS. Just over 50 Tufted Duck, around 25 Teal and a single Pochard present. The Swan pair
were present (one on nest) and a single Canada Goose indicated that the other was probably on a hidden nest.
MISTLE THRUSH seen carrying a beakful of worms to young in its (unknown) nest close to Wade Lane
immediately south of the A27.
MON 30 MAR
WHITE SPOTTED BLUETHROAT. One turned up at Titchfield Haven yesterday and was still giving good
views today when the reserve was specially opened for birders to see it at £1 a go. According to Dave Mead
this was good value for money as this notorious skulker appeared regularly from the vegetation along the far
side of the scrape from the hide which was open for viewing it, and the bird was in full plumage. (Not seen
after Monday)
GARGANEY still at Budds Farm but this morning in the centre pool, seen by Dave Mead. While watching it
faint Willow Warbler song could be heard
OSPREY arrived at Needs Ore point and ‘somewhere in Sussex’ on Saturday according to Dave Mead (who just
failed to see the Spoonbill at Needs Ore – he went on Saturday and the Spoonbill was last seen there on
Friday). An early morning visit to the Northney shore or a walk around Cobnor in the near future could give
you views of one of these birds.
EMSWORTH WATERFOWL. On Brian Fellows round today he counted 65 Swans still at the Mill Pond with 23
Mallard and 8 Canada Geese. The male Goldeneye still on the Slipper Mill pond with a (new) pair of Little

Grebe. The Goldeneye sounds more and more like an escapee from a collection rather than a wild bird, and
could be the one that was thought to be too tame to be wild at Chichester earlier in the winter. On Peter Pond
the widower Swan was still without a mate (I did not see it at all when I passed on Tuesday) but the Coot had
rebuilt their nest after it was washed out by last weekend ‘s high tides. The Crows are on their nest
overlooking the pond and a pair of Long Tailed Tits were around the wooden bridge to the Palmer’s Road
carpark.
BLACKCAP SONG heard at both ends of the Stansted Main Avenue by Brian Fellows helped to confirm the
opinion that new migrants have arrived – this opinion was shared by Theo Roberts (Cosham based world
expert on Blackcaps – he needs a boost to his parental status after Graham’s appearance on TV!).
BUZZARD. Michael Prior told Brian that he had recently seen 5 Buzzard together over Stansted (I think it was
Jason Crook who reported 5 together way back in the winter).
WILLOW TIT. Michael Prior also told Brian of a pair in the Forest in compartment 22B at the junction of the
Broad Avenue going north and the south side of the Ornamental Drive going west (SU 743107). As we have
never had more than one (elusive) pair in previous years I am beginning to think that we have one wide
ranging pair that has been seen and heard at Aldsworth Pond, in the Groves, up at 750116 in the Forest and
now at this new spot (I find the idea of a roving pair easier than the idea of four pairs!)
PLANTS:
SUN 5 APR
EARLY PURPLE ORCHIDS with a few flowers fully open on about six plants at Stansted Groves but no sign
of the Broom seen yesterday. I found one TWAYBLADE orchid plant in bud and some Common Spotted
orchid leaves plus Hairy Woodrush in flower. Cuckoo Flower, Common Dog Violet, Germander Speedwell
and Herb Robert added much colour to the scene and I found several Bugle plants coming close to flowering.
In the old orchard next the Groves the (planted) Cherry Laurel had a mass of blossom as did some ancient
Plum Trees.
BUSH VETCH first flowers also found today close to the stile at the south end of the Groves and east from theat
stile along Park Lane both Moschatel and Crosswort were out and the Lesser Periwinkle flower display
continues to be the best for years.
TRIFID BUR-MARIGOLD plants were well grown in the sluice between the Stansted old Boating Lake and
Brick Kiln Pond, and in addition to flowers found in the Groves I here added Field Woodrush and Wood
Sorrel as well as Sitka Spruce male flowers.
DUKE OF ARGYLL’S TEAPLANT on the South Moors is now covered with lovely purple blossom only three
days after seeing the very first flower open on this bush. At the stream mouth bench seat the Common
Whitlowgrass has almost vanished as its white flowers give way to seed but that seed helps to confirm that this
is the expected sub-species (Erophila verna verna) Near the Autoliv factory the small line of MARSH
MARGOLDS that remain are putting a brave face on their lonely situation but for me they make a sad sight.
SAT 4 APR
TOOTHWORT freshly flowering at Lowtons Copse where I also found my first GOLDILOCKS
BUTTERCUP, MOSCHATEL in flower and just one flower open on YELLOW ARCHANGEL .
SOLOMON’S SEAL was shooting up in Lowton’s and several shoots had unopened flower buds hanging from
them. I saw my first BUGLE stems (no flowers) and tight buds on a few stems of BUSH VETCH
STANSTED GROVES was the destination of the Saturday Walk group and I am told they found BROOM in
flower and Early Purple Orchid buds about to open
FRI 3 APR
MARSH MARIGOLDS are flourishing near the first hide at Titchfield Haven according to Brian Fellows. I
wonder if anyone has any news of the large colony that used to flower in damp fields to the west of Crooked
Walk Lane (the minor road running up Portsdown from the big roundabout at Southwick)
THU 2 APR
DUKE OF ARGYLL’S TEAPLANT. The big bush on the South Moors had its first flower just opening. Near
the stream mouth bench seat the Common Whitlowgrass is abundant and there is much more English
Scurvygrass than usual where the streamlet leaves the moors.
STICKY MOUSE EAR (which I think I have seen in a few places in the past week) was definitely out at the
South Moors where I took another specimen of the abundant (and now flowering) Sedge that I cannot identify.
I now believe it to be Brown Sedge (Carex disticha) though that should not be in flower until July.
LORDS AND LADIES. The unopened flower spike sheaths have just started to appear.
WED 1 APR
WILD CHERRY (GEAN) was in flower at Stansted today were there was a massive disply of Wood Anemones
and Primroses and the Bluebells were beginning to come out everywhere. Wood Sorrel and Wood Spurge
were established in flower and both Field and Hairy Woodrush were out.
BRACKEN. Another sign of the times – fresh green Bracken stems were well up with leaves starting to uncurl.
MEADOW BUTTERCUP. I have seen quite a few large Buttercups in flower recently and all have turned out to

be Bulbous (with sepals bent back to touch the stem). Even the Creeping Buttercup that was out in the winter
seems to have gone back to sleep. Today, in the wet meadow east of Aldsworth Pond, a mass of golden
buttercups all had their sepals pressed up to the petals and these were, I feel sure, the first Meadow Buttercups.
TUE 31 MAR
SEA MOUSE-EAR flowering on the Cobnor seawall opposite Bosham. I had great trouble in identifying this
until I realised that I was confusing sepals with bracts, both of which can have silvery (scarious) edges from
which the herbaceous green cells are absent. The bracts look very similar to other leaves.
OAK LEAVES & FLOWERS. In my concern to get the weather forecast for the coming summer I am looking
closely at Ash and Oak. More or less all Ash trees are now in flower but there is no sign of their leaves. Oak
gets in on the act later but usually wins the race because it puts out leaves and flowers together. At the moment
a few oaks are well clothed but the majority have not burst their buds, and the early ones seem to be old trees
suffering great stress. At Cobnor Point this was emphasised with most of the shoreline oaks still in bud but the
one or two which have branches leaning on the shore and lappped by the high tide have leaves and flowers
well out, but only on the branches suffering from the salt water.
HEDGEROW CRANESBILL. I know I have been going on about these plants flowering through the winter
along the west side of Southmoor Lane but I must mention them again as today they were positively shouting
for attention with many fresh flowers. I am very surprised that I have had no comment from anyone about
them – does that mean that everyone but myself (of all the people who visit the area) is missing out on this
great pleasure? Similarly, how many of the birders who visit the South Moors see the great mass of Common
Whitlow Grass around the stream mouth bench seat or the English Scurvy Grass flowering where the
Tamarisk Pool stream emerges from the moors under the wire fence? I am forever realising how many things
have escaped my observation for years until they are pointed out to me, and one more such nudge towards
seeing what is there to be enjoyed came from Peter Selby today in a comment that maong the masses of
Danish Scurvygrass that line our coastal motorways at the moment there is a lot of Saltmarsh Grass
(Puccinellia) to be found.
GARLIC MUSTARD (or Jack by the Hedge). First genuine spring flower seen by me at Langstone Pond today.
DUKE OF ARGYLL’S TEAPLANT. The big bush on the South Moors is just about to burst into flower – buds
very swollen today.
MON 30 MAR
CROSSWORT in flower on Portsdown today
INSECTS:

SUN 5 APR
SMALL TORTOISESHELL. Today Brian Fellows noted several of these feeding on the Butterbur flowers in
Emsworth Brook Meadow.
FRI 3 APR
PEACOCK BUTTERFLY in my garden despite strong winds and hail showers.
WED 1 APR
DRONE FLIES. The first large hover flies of the year were in many of the rides at Stansted this afternoon
TUE 31 MAR
ORANGE TIP. Following Alistair’s ‘first’ with this species on Saturday I saw one at Chidham today. I also saw
at least two Peacock and half a dozen Tortoiseshell druing the day.
HALICTUS RUBICUNDUS. These tiny mining bees really are quite common – today I found another mass of
them near the seawall of Nutbourne Bay.
HUMMING WILLOW. In the spring willow trees can sing very loudly as the bees congregate on their blossom,
and today the first of these forced itself on my attention as I walked past Cullimer’s Pond at Cobnor.
PISAURA MIRABILIS (The Nursery Tent spider) now out in force. Walking along one south facing hedgerow I
noticed that hundreds of nettle leaves at the foot of the hedge were acting as sunbeds for this long legged, fawn
coloured spider with the prominent white stripe along the length of its body and with the habit of holding its
legs out to a point in front of it. It would have been easy to miss them for as my heavy tread and shadow
approached they scuttled from the top of their leaf to hide below it until I was past.
MON 30 MAR
HARVESTMAN. Searching for Door Snail (which I failed to find) in Candy’s Pit on Portsdown today I found a
good selection of invertebrates from Centipedes to black Ground Beetles – the most unexpected was a more or
less full grown Harvestman. These spider like creatures get their name from the fact that they normally appear
at harvest time and vanish with the onset of winter.

OTHER WILDLIFE:

THU 2 APR
LUMPSUCKER FISH found by Brian Fellows on the Thorney shore near the Little Deeps. Brian does not
mention the size but I see that these fish can be up to 2 feet long (nearly 60 cm). Brian remarks on the red fins
which marked it out as a male and I read that males oftern expose themselves to danger of attack by gulls and
other predators when the tide is unusually low as they remain on guard by the eggs which the female has laid
even when the tide falls below them. They attach themselves to a rock by ‘suckers’ underneath the body and
will not let go until the young hatch. Another name for this species is Hen Fish.
WHITE RABBIT. The pure white rabbit that lives on the banks of the Hermitage Stream near Bedhampton Mill
caught my eye again today as it was feeding on the opposite bank to, and a little downstream of, the overflow
sluice from the Water Works.
LOCAL ISSUES & HABITAT:
Nothing of concern to my eye when scanning this weeks list of Havant PLANNING APPLICATIONS, though I
will be sad to see the huge Lime tree close to the front of Havant Fairfield School (close to my home) felled as is
planned.
A phone call from Maureen Coleman told me that the latest Havant Planning Committee minutes contain a page
relating to the ongoing BRENT GOOSE FEEDING SURVEY organised by the Solent Shorebird Study Group
together with Hampshire CC and the Hampshire Wildlife Trust, and that Havant Borough is generally supportive
of this project to gather information on which to base a common strategy to be adopted by all the local authorities
in Hampshire that suffer the problems caused by these protected geese. More importantly she told me that copies
of these minutes are available in the local libraries – when I started checking the planning applications at the
Council Offices I was told there that they (the Planning Department) do not have copies of the minutes for public
reference which I find strange.
HOLLYBANK WOODS. Brian Fellows has raised the question of what is known about the wildlife of these
woods (see Bird Notes of Apr 5th). When the woods were transferred to Havant Borough (was it in Jan 97?) as
part of the deal between the Southleigh/Leydene Estate and Havant Borough to secure permission for the Locks
Farm housing Sue Drewett offered to organise a meeting between local residents (and others with knowledge of
the woods) and whoever was to take on the responsibility for management of the woods for the Borough. It was
thought that that responsbility would go to Russell Cleaver at the Staunton Country Park but a usual there seemed
to be no source of funding for the work he would have to undertake and I have still not heard of any formal plan
to deal with the management of the woods. Clearly the work that has been going on along the Emsworth
Common Road boundary (removal of the old fence and felling/trimming of trees along the length of the road
frontage) is being done on behalf of the Borough, but I know nothing about the details. The woods are greatly in
need of management, both to secure the public enjoyment of them now they are owned by the Borough, and to
fulfil the Borough’s responsibility for maintaing it’s assets (and a healthy wildlife in the woodland is as much one
of those assets to the residents of the Borough as is any financial gain to be realised from the timber). Maybe this
is a good time for the Wildlife Trust local committee to re-raise the issue with the Borough?

BIRD & PLANT WEEK LISTS:
The list of birds recorded during the week ending 5th April totalled 99, with 29 in song (all records known to me,
not just what I saw)
Little grebe (8)
Great crested grebe
(3)
Cormorant (2)
Little egret (4)
Great white egret (1)
Grey heron (2)
Mute swan (10)
Canada goose (6)

Brent goose (9)
Emperor goose (2)
Shelduck (8)
Wigeon (1)
Gadwall (3)
Teal (6)
Mallard (12)
Garganey (2)
Pochard (1)

Tufted duck (9)
Long tailed duck (1)
Goldeneye (1)
Red breasted merganser
(8)
Sparrowhawk (2)
Buzzard (1)
Grey partridge (1)
Pheasant (5)

Water rail (1)
Moorhen (8)
Coot (8)
Oystercatcher (7)
Ringed plover (2)
Grey plover (1)
Lapwing (2)
Dunlin (2)
Common snipe (1)

Woodcock (1)
Black tailed godwit
(1)
Bar tailed godwit (1)
Curlew (6)
Redshank (3)
Green sandpiper (3)
Common sandpiper
(1)
Turnstone (2)
Little gull (2)
Black headed gull (4)
Lesser blackback gull
(2)
Herring gull (3)
Iceland gull (2)
Great blackback gull
(1)

Sandwich tern (2)
Stock dove (2 - S)
Wood pigeon (7 - S)
Collared dove (2 - S)
Tawny owl (1)
Short eared owl (2)
Kingfisher (1)
Green woodpecker
(3)
Great spotted
woodpecker (3 - S)
Skylark (8 - S)
Sand martin (1)
Swallow (1)
Meadow pipit (7)
Grey wagtail (3 - S)
Pied wagtail (1)
Wren (9 - S)

Dunnock (5 - S)
Robin (8 - S)
Black redstart (1)
Wheatear (2)
Blackbird (8 - S)
Song thrush (4 - S)
Mistle thrush (3 - S)
Cetti's warbler (2 - S)
Sedge warbler (1 - S)
Blackcap (5 - S)
Chiff chaff (6 - S)
Willow warbler (3 - S)
Goldcrest (2 - S)
Bearded tit (1)
Long tailed tit (6)
Marsh tit (1 - S)
Willow tit (2 - S)
Coal tit (3 - S)

Blue tit (6 - S)
Great tit (4 - S)
Nuthatch (2 - S)
Jay (2)
Magpie (3)
Jackdaw (2)
Carrion crow (3)
Starling (3 - S)
House sparrow (2)
Chaffinch (7 - S)
Greenfinch (6 - S)
Goldfinch (3)
Siskin (1)
Linnet (7 - S)
Bullfinch (1)
Reed bunting (1)
Corn bunting (1 S)

WEEK 12 MAR 23 - 29
BIRDS:

SUN 29 MAR
SERIN SONG was heard by Mark Litjens at Sandy Point before it flew off at 8.15am this morning. While there
he also saw a FULMAR, 2 DARTFORD WARBLER, 2 SANDWICH TERN and the obligatory 8
WHEATEAR.
FIRECREST seen very closely by Alistair Martin at 3pm today while looking for the Serin – the Firecrest was
just within the reserve at the corner where Sandy Point Road ends in a barrier to stop acccess to the old
Hospital building site and the path to the shore turns right to follow the reserve fence. Another report of a
flock of GOLDCREST (seen in the Saltmarsh Lane shore copse by Sheila Burton) helps to confirm that these
tiny birds have come in from the south on the recent favourable winds.
BLACKCAP at Sandy Point today (seen and heard by Alistair ) was thought to be a migrant arrival. He also saw
Willow Warbler and Swallow.
GARGANEY were today’s lottery bonus with smart males at both Budds Farm pools and Farlington Deeps
(different birds at the same time of day – the former reported to me by Trevor Carpenter, the latter by David
Parker). The Farlington bird is said to have been accompanied by a single LITTLE GULL and the one at
Budds Farm (seen for some hours in the western, seaward, pool) also brought Trevor Carpenter brief glimpses
of a Water Rail at the Southmoor Lane end and a Grebe species which flew in and then vanished (Trevor
thought it might have been Black Necked or even Red Necked – we have had Black Necked on the pools in
the past)
MUTE SWAN pair on Budds Farm pools today had one bird sitting on a nest on the eastern of the two dividing
walls. The Swans on Langstone Mill Pond and Thorney Little Deeps are both sitting this week but there is no
sign of the Bedhampton Mill pair at that site)
AVOCET & RUFF (2 & 1 respectively) were seen at Sidlesham Ferry Pool by Kevin Stouse’s expedition today.
Starting at Chichester he saw 3 LITTLE GULL on Ivy Lake (where there were rumoured to be 13 yesterday)
and had one SWALLOW fly over. At Church Norton he enjoyed the sight of a smart female BLACK
REDSTART and 2 WILLOW WARBLER (the pale legs were seen) plus Wheatear (and a Green Sandpiper at
Sidlesham).
ICELAND GULL was listed on the Pagham Harbour notice board but I have no details.
SAT 28 MAR
WHEATEAR arrived in even greater strength today as the ‘Evening Class’ group walked round Farlington Marsh
– they saw at least 20, Bob Chapman said there were at least 30 and the total which went on the board at the
end of the day was 64. It seems to have been a massive fall rather than the usual stream of birds spread out
over many days. Even I, trudging round the Warblington CBC plot for four hours in the drizzle, had one at
Conigar Point (and saw two Swallows fly over).
WILDFOWL STILL IN LANGSTONE HARBOUR. Brian Fellows’ report of the visit to Farlington lists at least
300 Brent, 200 Shelduck and 100 Wigeon with 16 Merganser and 1 Goldeneye
LONG TAILED DUCK. The male, getting more handsome each day, is still giving close views from Farlington
Point at high tide

PEREGRINE still active at Farlington – the feathers of a recently killed and partly eaten Black Headed Gull
showed it had recently been having its dinner,
WILLOW WARBLER heard by Mark Litjens singing at Noar Hill proves that they have not all turned into
Chiff Chaff! Mark also passed on news that one STONE CURLEW has arrived back at Martin Down and
that there were 9 RUFF at Titchfield Haven where two or three each of SWALLOW, HOUSE MARTIN and
SAND MARTIN flew over.
THE CALL OF THE LOON is not often heard on Hayling, but this evening Tim Lawman heard at least two
GREAT NORTHERN DIVER making their calls from the darkening sea of Hayling Bay (near the Inn on the
Shore)
GLAUCUOUS GULL. One was reported to Alistair Martin as having followed at fishing boat into Langstone
Harbour by some unknown birders who had been watching Wheatear at Gunner Point.
LITTLE GULLS. Anonymous reports tell me that 13 of these were at Chichester lakes today.
BAR HEADED GEESE seen again at Aldsworth Pond. Alistair Martin saw three there today (the fourth of the
party seen by Margaret Baggs on Mar 17th may well have been with them but hidden). Going on to Stansted
Groves he found at least 20 Redwing and 10 Fieldfare near Park Lane and heard a great din from the
interaction of four Kestrels. Later, at Northney, he saw the Little Owl which Tim Lawman had seen on
Tuesday (24th)
FRI 27 MAR
WHEATEAR arrived in force today (more than a week after the fore-runners). John Gowen had one at the South
Moors, Brian Fellows had three (including the first female) on the Prinsted/Nutbourne seawall, and Dave
Mead had seven in the West Wittering carpark fields while Alistair Martin had one in the field between Ivy
Lake and the Convent at Chichester (in company with Redwing and a heard Fieldfare)
SMEW. A redhead on the Chichester pit on the north side of the Shopwyke/Oving Road (properly called the
Portfield Pit – I have just been given a copy of the SOS Sites List which has the names and numbers of all the
pits (even those now filled in) and if anyone is interested I can pass it on. Could this be the bird which was on
Runcton Lake in the winter?
LITTLE GULL. Following my remarks that the Red Necked Grebe had driven away the Little Gull from Ivy
Lake I hear today the the gull has returned and the grebe has gone! Alistair Martin saw the gull on Ivy Lake
and Dave Mead saw it on the East Trout Lake.
SAND MARTIN – a few more seen by Dave Martin at West Wittering.
GREEN SANDPIPER still on the Wade Court wet meadow where both I and John Gowen saw it today.
BRENT GEESE have diminished. John Gowen saw none from the South Moors or Langstone where I saw just 16
by the Northney Shore, but Brian Fellows found 400 in Nutbourne Bay plus 62 on the fields just within the
Prinsted/Nutbourne seawall. On the same field were 5 Shelduck and 10 Curlew.
TEAL. Brian Fellows found 26 on the Nutbourne Farm Lane marsh with 2 Egrets (looking like a pair), 2 Snipe
and 2 Shelduck. He also had 7 WIGEON in Nutbourne Bay.
GARGANEY. Dave Mead passed on a report that a pair had been on the Church Norton Severals pool ‘last week’
(possibly Mar 21)
GOLDFINCH continue to give garden bird pleasure to several local observers and even I was impressed today by
the volume of song coming from a party of 11 at a market garden on Inhams Lane east of Southbourne.
BLACKBIRD with a beakful of worms at Hambrook presumably had young in the nest.
THE BIGGEST ROOKERY IN SUSSEX. Last summer I commented on a report in the SOS Bird Report that the
biggest rookery revealed by the latest Rookery Survey had same 150 nests and was in SU 70, but when I
headed to the map reference given I had strong doubts about the report as I could see no signs of a rookery.
Today, with the trees still bare, I headed to the same area and found 105 nests (probably more as I did not
search) in the grounds of Hambrook House exactly 500 metres from the map reference given in the official
report. Another collection of at least 20 nests could be seen at SU 795072 and if you lump those in with the
main rookery there are probably at least 150 nests to be found in a thorough count. One reason that they
flourish here is the presence of large numbers of pigs and their food in the fields to the north near Funtington.
HAS THE PETER POND SWAN FOUND A NEW MATE? Cycling past today I saw what I assumed to be the
widower Cob wading ashore at the nest island while another adult swan watched from the water close to the
Lumley Road bank. From what I have heard the Cob has attacked other Swans in his territory – was he wading
ashore to show a new female that a nest was waiting for her? Brian Fellows had a different tale of disaster
from this pond today – he saw the Coot nest on the shore of the Swan’s nest islet had been flooded by the high
tide last night. That tide was predicted as only 4.7 metres, and this weekend we have four 5 metre tides
predicted starting with the one just before midnight on Saturday.
SPOONBILL. Mark Litjens passed on news of one seen at Needs Ore Point (mouth of the Lymington River) – if
they’re about one could turn up here.
THU 26 MAR
CETTI’S WARBLER – Brain Fellows today reminded me that I had missed his report of one at Great Salterns

from the Wednesday update – look at Mar 24th where it is now reported!
EMSWORTH BIRDS seen by Brian Fellows started with two CHIFF CHAFF (could have been Willow
Warbler?) seeking greenfly on his garden roses, went on to 5 MERGANSER on the Mill Pond and the male
GOLDENEYE on the Slipper Mill, but not including any Brent in the harbour. At Peter Pond the first green
shoots of this years reeds were showing (but no Reed Warblers yet!)
WED 25 MAR
FIELDFARE & REDWING. John Gowen found an unusal array of talent on the Cricket Ground fronting Stansted
House this morning. No doubt wishing to be in the running for Mike Atherton’s replacement away to the
south, but torn between that and a need to move north, were some 50 Fieldfare, 20 Redwing and 15 Meadow
Pipit (I vote for the Pipits – they have the long thin look we have become accustomed to see on TV when
England are losing). Incidentally I have long been intrigued by the fact that the chief conductor of Toads
across the A27 at Newell’s Lane near Bosham is or was one Michael Atherton … or so I have heard.
MISTLE THRUSH song, SPARROW HAWK calls (I usually find Sparrowhawk very silent except for the
hungry young in July and August), and the sight of a pair of MARSH TIT, were the rewards which Brian
Fellows had for walking a circuit of Stansted House and The Groves on a rainy afternoon. He also spotted an
Owl box (?) in a tree at SU 757098 a little west of the northern entrance to the redwood groves path.
BRENT GOOSE FEEDING SURVEY FORMS held my attention on a rainy day. I am now ready to return 356
nil returns plus 21 actuall sightings of inland feeding Brent this winter. Hopefully I am not alone in this! As
Patrick Cloughley is leaving (or has left) for Wales I will be returning my forms to Jeff Edwards at the Castle
in Winchester.
WINTER SKYLARK FLOCK SURVEY. These forms should have been returned at the end of February but I
only sent mine back yesterday – with just one qualifying flock of 111 birds (at Ladyholt) during the entire
winter.
TUE 24 MAR
CETTI’S WARBLER. Heard at Great Salterns by Brain Fellows. These elusive birds have probably been
resident all winter. Brian heard one there on 15 Oct 97 and a Brian Lawrence (who also found one at Milton
Lakes which Ian Thirlwell saw on Jan 16th) is reported to have seen them at Great Salterns on several
occasions up to mid January.
ALL THREE OWLS! This evening Alistair and Jeni Martin almost froze at the east end of Thornham Lane
waiting for the Barn Owl seen there recently by Tim Lawman – just as it was too dark to see well and the
Martins were leaving the owl came close by them following the south hedge of the lane. At the same time
Tim Lawman was at Northney watching the rookery area from the new shore open space carpark seeing the
Little Owl which he wanted to add to his Hayling List and a Tawny Owl having an argument with it!
GARGANEY & BAR HEADED GOOSE. Late news arrived today relating to observation on March 15 and 17
(details under those dates)
BAFFINS POND. Brian Fellows made his regular count finding the 36 BARNACLE GEESE had returned and a
high count of 43 Tufted Duck. The female Red Crested Pochard was present with a pair of Swans (no nest), 34
Canada Geese, 2 Snow Geese and the ‘hybrid’, 144 Mallard, 16 Coot, 10 Moorhen.
SOUTH EAST PORTSEA ISLAND was toured by Brian Fellows who failed to see the Med Gull pair but did see
a Little Egret off Great Salterns Quay, plenty of Brent (500+) near the harbour mouth, and counted 22 Swans
on the Canoe Lake
MON 23 MAR
SANDWICH TERNS ARE HERE. Alistair Martin saw two on mud north of Black Point this morning after
meeting an unknown birder who had spotted them earlier. While in that area he came on some 20
SANDERLING on the beach where the Hayling shore turns into the harbour. He also visited Aldsworth and
Brick Kiln ponds where a strange hybrid Canada Goose was attempting to drag the reputation of Brick Kiln
down to that of Baffins!
GRAHAM ROBERTS hits the television and the heights of Sussex. On the midday news today we saw Graham
and Paul Outhwaite living dangerously on the roof of flats called Sussex Heights in Brighton (?) as they put a
nest box in place for a pair of Peregrines that frequent the area. The news showed a clip of a raptor that did
not look anything like a Peregrine to me (in fact I thought the eyes shown were those of a Hen Harrier)
KESTREL PREY. Following the sighting on Feb 1st of a Kestrel at Amberley Wild Brooks attacking a Barn Owl
in flight in an attempt to steal a vole from the owl’s talons (indicating that Kestrels will attack birds in flight),
and the sighting on Feb 10th of a Kestrel at West Walk apparently targeting finches on the ground as mouse
like prey items, the argument as to whether they do behave as other falcons (seizing their prey in flight) has
taken another twist with a report this morning from Barry Collins who had seen a Kestrel flying with an
exceptionally large prey item which turned out to be a dead Sparrowhawk! The Sparrowhawk was brown
plumaged, indicating one of last year’s young which may have starved to death through lack of skill as a
predator, but that is a pure guess. Neither Barry nor I believe the Kestrel killed the Sparrowhawk in fair fight,
but I did not think Kestrels would take carrion, so wht did happen. To add to the discussion I yesterday

received a message from John Clark saying that he believes (he does not say he has seen it) that Kestrels take
birds in flight and he says this view is supported by BWP.
SPARROWHAWK. One female Sparrowhawk was very much alive and well at Northney today. Reaching the
east end of the open space behind the marina, just beyond the new housing on the Holiday Camp site, it came
out of trees on Northney Farm land to soar gently over Sweare Deep.
LITTLE OWL. While counting Rooks nests at Northney (I made the total 45 nests in the two halves of this big
rookery) I hear loud and aggressive Little Owl calls coming from the trees of the eastern half of the rookery
but could not spot the bird. I was then at the field gate nearest Northney Farm, and later, when in the
churchyard to the south, I heard more calls, possibly from two birds. These were not the quiet ‘Kieu, kieu’
calls but ones more like a Tawny’s ‘Ker-wick’ (though it was not a Tawny). My Shell book says they ‘Yelp,
bark and chatter’ when nesting and I guess this was in that category.
TAWNY OWL on Hayling. Each time that Alistair Martin has given me bird news this winter he has commented
on the nightly hooting of Tawny Owl from Saltmarsh Copse (seaward of the Billy Line close to his house in
Saltmarsh Lane), but today he said the noise was more distant and he fears the owl has deserted him for
Wildlife Trust member Mr Schrier at Littlewood (163 West Lane) – join the Trust, Alistair, and it will return.
STONECHAT SONG. Another item from Barry Collins this morning was that there are two pairs of Stonechat
nesting near Pilsey and the males are singing.
PALE BELLIED BRENT. Ian Thirlwell told us of one on the Milton shore on Dec 20th and soon after that it left
Milton (Ian thinks it joined the Brent at Farlington Marsh) but it (or one like it) was back on the Milton shore
on Mar 20th
CHIFF CHAFF SPECIAL OFFER Four for the price of one. The latest BTO News carries the frightening news
that the British Ornithologists Union has decided to split Chiff Chaff into four species. Luckily for us only
one of the four has ever been recorded in Britain so there’s no need to add Canary Islands Chiff Chaff, Iberian
or Mountain Chiff Chaff to our mental equations when deciding the identity of LBJs.
GREAT TIT are shunning both Brian Fellows’ and Colin Harrington’s garden. I certainly have not noticed any
lack of this bird or its song but as these two gardens have both hosted Blackcap over the winter maybe the
latter drive out the former! The only Great Tit news of significance this year was the item from the BBC
Natural World Radio programme which I quoted on Jan 4th describing a growing population of Great Tits in
the Woking area that have all-black heads.
EMSWORTH WATER TOUR by Brian Fellows found 63 Swans still on the Mill Pond with 11 Canada Geese
(all birds presumably non-breeding). Still 162 Brent in the harbour and the lone Cob Swan standing forlornly
by the nest where his recently dead mate should be sitting. The best part of the tour was the Slipper Mill with
a magnificent male GOLDENEYE and a strange catalogue of raft birds – raft 1 had a sitting Coot on its nest, 2
had a ‘new’ dead gull, 3 had two long stay gull corpses and 4 had a Mallard (I think this name strictly applies
only to the female) sitting on her nest while the ‘Wild Duck’ (proper name for the male) floated nearby. Why
do gulls come to die here? Is it just that elsewhere their bodies would float away and be eaten by crabs, or are
these rafts of religious significance to the gulls? And how does the Mallard keep her eggs from the Herring
Gulls in such an exposed spot? Does she never leave the nest?
(New items not known when last week’s list was printed)
SUN 22 MAR
FIELDFARE. 30 seen at Idsworth by Heather Mills
CORN BUNTING. Only the second report of this species in our area this winter. Today Heather Mills saw one
(assumed as no number given) with Yellowhammer in the Idsworth area. The previous report was of 12 seen
in the hedge between the Ems and Racton Park Farm by Dave Mead on Jan 6th.
SAT 21 MAR
GOLDFINCH. More and more gardens are favoured with this delightful breeding bird as mild winters allow the
population to grow and Brian Fellows hopes to retain a pair feeding in grass seeds in the lawn at his new house
where he is observing the first spring.
COCKATIEL. An escapee seen round Langstone Pond area today (and on Sunday) by Mike Valentine.
TUE 17 MAR
BAR HEADED GEESE. A late report from Margaret Baggs of 4 with the Canada Geese on the field west of
Aldsworth Pond. Last spring one lonely female sat on a barren nest at the Stansted boating lake, and maybe she
has brought friends (male?) this spring. I do not know where these escapees come from – the only local site that I
know if is at the Trout fishing pools (close to the north side of the railway) south of Priors Leaze Lane from
Southbourne to Hambrook where the owner insisted ot me last year that his geese never strayed.
WED 15 MAR
GARGANEY. Good news – the bird reported at Farlington was really there and was a smart male, but a jogger
flushed it from the deeps before anyone other than Mark Litjens could get a glimpse. Naturally Mark was
affronted at my comments suggesting that it was a ‘Mallard imaginaire’ but as a dedicated non-listener to Bird
Line I could only express my frustration at hearing the bird was there and being unable to get any information

about it. My sincere apologies to Mark (to whom I owe the great pleasure of the Black Redstart at Portchester
during the winter).
PLANTS:

SAT 28 MAR
OAK. Several trees at Warblington putting out leaves and flowers today. More Cuckoo Flowers and Kingcups
were out by the eastern stream and there was a marvellous display of Primroses near the Watercress beds. Field
Woodrush was flowering in two places and what must have been Bulbous Buttercup was in flower near the sea
(where I would have expected the Hairy Buttercup). It was said to see Common Fumitory flowers dying after the
spraying of herbicide on the grass.
FRI 27 MAR
HERB ROBERT and RAMSONS both in flower for the first time near Hambrook House, and a single OAK tree
at Pook Lane in Havant had put out its first leaves and flowers.
LESSER PERIWINKLE seems to be having a very good year and I have come on several new sites for it. Today
as I was heading back along the Emsworth Common Road from Aldsworth Pond I found a mass of it was
flowering in the un-named copse south of the road in sight of the pond.
THU 26 MAR
FIRST FLOWERS FOUND TODAY in a walk round Bedhampton and Leigh Park – CLEAVERS
(GOOSEGRASS) close to Tesco’s where the Greater Cleandine is still in flower, HEDGE MUSTARD &
CURLED DOCK in Solent Road where several plants of Beaked Hwksbeard were about to flower and Spotted
Medick was already doing so, PELLITORY OF THE WALL at Bedhampton Church (Bidbury Mead) where
more Dove’s Foot Cranesbill and Sweet Violets flowered and Ox Eye daisies were in bud. Outside the
Bedhampton Arts Centre two fertile spikes of FIELD HORSETAIL were my first, and after passing Meadow
Foxtail about to flower near the Hermitage Stream I found CUCKOO FLOWER out by the stream.
BARNCROFT WAY has a special place for flowers. From Stockheath Lane south along the east side of
Barncroft Way to the north entrance of Havant College a series of gardens fronting the road have remanants of a
good woodland flora. Today I found LESSER PERIWNKLE, BULBOUS BUTTERCUP, SHEEP SORREL,
FIELD WOODRUSH and EARLY DOG VIOLET in flower here among a mass of PARLSEY PIERT leaves
WED 25 MAR
BITING STONECROP. One yellow flower surrounded by many buds stared down at me from the old wall of
the St Faith’s Church Hall in Havant as I walked to Waitrose in the rain today. Another first flower for the year
MON 23 MAR
HOARY CRESS just opening a first flower at the Oysterbeds (Stoke Bay) carpark. At Northney I found yet more
Common Whitlowgrass on the south east bank of the marina area and nearby found Early Dog Violet flowering
around the emerging leaves of the Goat’s Rue plants.
COMMON STORKSBILL flowering in Havant railway station forecourt was a slight surprise today.
INSECTS:

SAT 28 MAR
ORANGE TIP. A smart male seen at Stansted Groves today by Alistair Martin was one of the earliest on record.
Looking back through the Hampshire Butterfly Reports since 1989. In 1990 one was seen on March 10th and
one on the 17th with a strong emergence starting on March 26th. In 1991 Theo Roberts saw one on March 13th
but the next was not seen until April 1st. In 1992 the first was on April 5th and in 1993 April 4th. In 1994 we
were back to March 26th and in 1995 the first was on March 30th. The latest report for 1996 shows Pete Durnell
with the first on April 11th.
COMMA. My first on the lawn was my reward for mowing it! Other people saw a number of Brimstone,
Peacock and Red Admiral
MON 23 MAR
SMALL WHITE and SMALL TORTOISESHELL seen on North Hayling this morning, and a Tortoiseshell seen
at Emsworth Peter Pond by Brian Fellows
SUN 22 MAR
ORANGE UNDERWING MOTH reported by Ian Thirlwell. This is a large (4cm wingspan), day flying moth
that is on the wing in late March and early April (not one of those minute, colourless and featureless insects
that are so ashamed of their appearance that they only come out at night). It is likely to be seen around Birch
trees, either on the trunk (when the closed wings make a dark triangle relieved by small whitish markings, and
the bright yellowy orange underwings are mostly hidden) or flying quite strongly and high up even in windy
conditions or bright sunshine. Ian saw some of these moths in Botley Woods last Thurday (18th) with
Brimstone, Peacock and Comma butterflies
SMALL TORTOISESHELL was the only butterfly seen by me today (on Thorney)

ANTS active in my garden.

SAT 21 MAR
LADYBIRDS (7 SPOT) had emerged from hibernation at Chichester lakes today.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

MON 23 MAR
HARE. Just one seen today on Blendworth Down by Alistair Martin.
SUN 22 MAR
HARE. One seen in the Idsworth area by Heather Mills today.
LOCAL ISSUES & HABITAT:
BUDDS FARM/BROCKHAMPTON STREAM. Going down the footpath between Budds Farm and
Brockhampton stream on Saturday (21st) it was obvious that heavy vehicles had been emerging from the
sewage works and driving along the footpath, leaving deep ruts and a clearance of vegetation much wider than
the path. At the point where the path reaches the shore proper (and there has recently been severe erosion
threatening to extinguish the path) holes have been drilled and concrete poured into them, and a series of
yellow painted lines radiated from the Budds Farm fence right to the shore, giving the impression that some
great structure was about to be built that would completely block the right of way. Worried as to what might
be about to happen I checked the plans for the alterations to Budds Farm and found that these retain (and
improve) the path, and add new seats and tree planting, but also include a new sea defence to stop erosion at
the point. In the short term there may be some disruption, but we are not about to lose our path nor find the
bushes at the point giving way to new buildings. The actual area occupied by buildings in the revamped
sewage works will be about an acre less than at present. In the long term it is worth bearing in mind that the
ground owned by Southern Water and protected for their future use if required does actually extend to the
water of the stream and sea.
RENEWAL OF SEA DEFENCE WALL AT THE MOUTH OF THE LAVANT STREAM. A low earth wall
runs from the west end of Langstone Mill Lane down the east bank of the Lavant stream and curves round to
meet the western boundary of the Harbourside housing at the shore. A planning application has now been
submitted (98/63172) for the newal of this earth bank and the raising of its top a little to withstand the
increasingly high tides we may expect in future (protecting Mill Lane housing from flood). When this work is
in progress it may seem that wildlife is under threat, and when it is finished the raw earth bank may be
considered to be an ‘eyesore’ by some people, but John Gowen and I have looked at the plans and can see no
harm to wildlife, and some possible benefit if the new soil brings in ‘interesting plants’ or allows colonisers to
take root, and if the rather dense thicket of trees at the north west corner of the field concerned is somewhat
thinned. My only concern was that the new earth was not planted with shrubs, making the small field into a
heavily shaded ‘black hole’ rather than an open grass field which extends and suits the open nature of the
South Moors
PLANTING ALONG THE PROPOSED HAYLING BILLY CYCLE ROUTE IN HAVANT. I am very grateful
to Betty Marshall for using her influence to secure as a condition of the creation of the cycleway (from New
Lane to Langstone Sailing Club) a two year delay after construction before any shrubs are planted along the
new route. I agree with her that nature should be given a chance to heal any wounds in a natural way rather
than sticking a ‘plaster’ of shrubbery on the wound, thus choking out the opportunity for natural vegetation or
‘surprise visitors’ to appear.

WEEK 11 MAR 16 - 22
BIRDS:

SUN 22 MAR
RUMOURS – This week I have been told of WHINCHAT on both Hayling and Thorney and John Goodspeed
has been told by his neighbour (and his wife) that there is a CUCKOO to be heard in Purbrook. Maybe, but
both birds have a UFO like quality with a few staunch believers and many sceptics. Whichat and Stonechat
females do look similar (and some people do not know the difference). The average arrival date for Whinchat
in Hampshire is April 18th (though there was one on March 21st in 1968), and the average date for the first
Cuckoo is April 5th with four March records (in 1989 one flew in at Sinah on March 15th). Hearing is not
always enough as the bird is easy to imitate and I would not put it past some people to play tape recordings in
order to back their annual letter to The Times. As with UFOs and religion, so with Cuckoos – some have proof

and are not believed and vice versa! The Purbrook Cuckoo was first heard on March 16th, one day inside the
record.
SWANS ON THEIR NESTS. Today I saw the Little Deeps bird well ensconced on its nest (fast asleep with its
neck laid back) and yesterday I saw the Langstone bird on its nest. Both are on the north side of their water
and both birds can be easily seen through thin dead reeds. At Bedhampton Mill pool there is no sign of the
birds which normally nest there.
THORNEY DEEPS. Two Greenshank, one Spotted Redshank and a few Pintail seen at the west end this
afternoon. Just one Egret glimpsed there, and one at the east end, but there were five Grey Heron at the west
end. Still 16 Shelduck, but only 3 Wigeon that I could see. At the Little Deeps were two Pochard and three
male Gadwall.
ALDSWORTH POND. No Garganey among the now 5 pairs of Teal devouring the weed on this pond and I
could not see th Shoveler but the three Gadwall are still there with 10 Tufted Duck.
ROOKERY NEWS. The big Aldsworth Rookery seems to have a new eastern annexe with some 10 or more
nests in the isolated copse at 771087 half way from the village to the River Ems on the north side of the road.
In Westbourne the River Street Willows (opposite Mill Road) that supported at least 7 nests in recent years
have been cut down, and in Stansted East Park I have a feeling that the active rookery immediately north of
the end of the Sindles Farm road is new this year. Also at Stansted I have not seen any activity in the trees at
the extreme west end of the arboretum, while in Denvilles there are at least five nests on the north side of First
Avenue at it s junction with Fourth Avenue that I cannot remember from the past.
REDWING. Twenty were in treetops above the county boundary at the east end of Long Copse Lane this
evening.
SAT 21 MAR
RED NECKED GREBE. The Saturday group were favoured with views down to 20 yards, but did not see the
Little Gull. They did have three Goldeneye and heard Blackcap song as well as four Chiff Chaff and a Reed
Bunting. Pochard and Tufted Duck were both still present in numbers of 100 or more and 5 Gadwall were
seen as well as the elegant courtship displays (and plumage) of Great Crested Grebe.
CHIFF CHAFF song going full blast from the old railway behind my house this morning to mark the start of
spring (still at it on Sunday)
LONG TAILED DUCK was the best bird seen by Kevin Stouse’s Farlington walk today – he tells me that it is
said to be a regular at The Point (coming close to it at high tide). The rumoured GARGANEY is disclaimed by
Bob Chapman – he has not been able to find one person who saw it or knows who did (nowadays if you can
convince Bird Line that you saw something you can con half the country!)
KINGFISHER? At Budds Farm today I stood on the bridge over the Brockhampton stream which leads to the
private boat park, and among a mass of Periwinkle flowers on the east bank I noticed what seemed the fresh
white streaks that mark a regular Kingfisher fishing spot but no bird seen.
SOUTH MOORS SHORE. The GREEN SANDPIPER was still present (extreme east end of the winding
channels) and there were 5 EGRETS on the shore with plenty of BRENT. I think there are more COMMON
GULLS than usual and this may mean that passage birds have dropped off in the harbour. Still 20 Wigeon at
the mouth of the stream.
BUDDS FARM POOLS. Still 46 Tufted Duck with up to 20 Teal, 6 Pochard and 4 Shoveler.
FRI 20 MAR
RED NECKED GREBE & LITTLE GULL. Alistair Martin had the good luck to find the Grebe diving within 70
yards of him at the spot south of the islands in Ivy Lake where the Little Gull was yeaterday. He says it is a
healthy adult with most of the neck and throat reddish and 20% of the bill yellow. The Little Gull then flew in
to give him both birds (David Parker missed both when he made a quick visit).
WILLOW TIT. Kevin Stouse found a pair at the ‘five way path junction’ in Stansted west forest (SU 750116),
heard calls and the strange (un-titlike) song.
LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER. Brian Fellows and I heard repeated calls then saw one bird at the tip of
Ash trees over the abandoned ornamental pond in the Stansted old orchard (SU 759099) – I imagine this is the
east end of its territory stretching west to Brick Kiln Pond.
BUZZARD. I heard calls when near Brick Kiln Pond around 1pm and then met Kevin Stouse who had just seen
one bird nearby.
ALDSWORTH POND. The Emperor Goose still in the field with a total of 26 Canada Geese. On the pond were
three pairs of Teal and one female, one pair of Gadwall and a male, two male Shoveler, three Little Grebe,
twelve Tufted Duck and Coot, Moorhen and Mallard plus one Heron.
CHIFF CHAFF and BLACKCAP. Chiff Chaff are now singing everywhere and must have arrived en masse.
Blackcap wintering birds are still here – I had one in subsong just upstream from Emsworth Peter Pond and
Theo Roberts still has one in his garden where he has had at least 8 this winter. (Brian Fellows saw a note of
two Willow Warbler on the notice board in the Peter Catlett memorial hide at Chichester Yacht Basin but in
the absence of further evidence I suspect confusion with Chiff Chaff)

GOLDCREST with nest material seen in Stansted Groves by Brian Fellows today
THU 19 MAR
LITTLE EGRET ROOST. This week’s count of 76 taken by Barry Collins was the highest he has recorded at this
time of year.
GREAT WHITE EGRET ??? When talking about Egrets this morning Tim Timlick told me that on March 9th he
had been on the footpath running up the east side of the Sinah Warren pony fields (the path alongside the
newly built houses on Ferry Road at the east end of the Sinah Lake area) and had disturbed a Little Egret
which flew north followed by a much larger bird with a heavier flight action and which Tim swears had no
yellow on its feet (the feet were the only part of the bird that Tim could see clearly)
CROSSBILL IN HAVANT THICKET. Barry Collins has had 16 there in the last few days and estimated there
were 200 SISKIN with some males singing.
BLACK THROATED DIVER. One was seen at Black Point by Tim Timlick on Mar 11th and today Tim Lawman
was looking for a RED THROATED DIVER that had been reported in the north of Langstone Harbour
recently.
WHEATEAR. Tim Timlick had seen his first on South Hayling on the 16th and had seen a few more on the 18th
BARN & LITTLE OWLS. Tim Lawman had seen Barn Owl hunting over the east end of Thorney Deeps
recently and Tim Timlick had this morning again seen the Little Owl(s) between the Hayling Coastal Path and
Daw Lane. It seems that one of the reasons why other people have not seen them is that a pair of Crows have
set up territory around a nest they have built in the next hedgerow to the south, and one or both of the Crows
are often perched on the dead oak in which the owls are thought to have their nest (and on which I had my
only sighting of one).
SPOONBILL. Tim Lawman is convinced that he saw one pitch on the east end of Thorney Deeps recently ….
SAND MARTIN have been seen over Budds Farm by Peter Gammage.
TAWNY OWL on two eggs in a box put up by Theo Roberts at Cosham, who has a BLACKBIRD with three
eggs in its nest. In another owl box the male has been placing fresh prey in an attempt to lure his female to
start here duties – interestingly one of the prey items was a Collared Dove. In answer to the person who
recently asked me if it was unusual to have Tawny Owl hooting repeatedly at midday Theo says that is quite
common, and that you can also hope to hear a quieter continuous tremulo contact note from the male to assure
then female on the nest that he is being a good boy.
BLACKCAP. Wintering birds still singing in Theo Roberts garden – he has recorded 8 different birds ther e this
winter, a much lower total than the maximum of 30 in a past winter (but he has not been paying so much
attention to recording and ringing them this winter)
MEADOW PIPIT were moving north in good numbers over Hayling this morning – I saw three or four groups of
between ten and twenty birds.
OTHER BIRDS SEEN ON TODAY’S TRIP TO HAYLING. No Redwing in the Wade Court pony fields and
the Swan pair on Langstone Pond were both on the water, not nest building yet. Very few birds on the shore or
water visible from Langstone Pond but I must have seen 500 Brent between there and the Kench. Only one
flock of Dunlin (100+) but at least 50 Black Tailed Godwit and one Bar Tailed (standing alone where the
Hayling water pipe emerges from the water by the old rail bridge). Many Redshank, Curlew and
Oystercatcher, one Turnstone and half a dozen Egrets seen but no Grey or Ringed Plover. Less than half a
dozen Merganser and only one Goldeneye but at least 50 Shelduck. Skylark and Meadow Pipit singing, Linnet
twittering and both Green and Great Spotted Woodpecker heard but no Yellowhammer. At Sinah Lake I
counted 5 pairs of Canada Geese and one of Swans and just one Embden Goose. Plenty of Coot there but only
one pair of Tufted Duck, three Mallard and no Pochard. Four Brent were on the water but flew north to the
harbour and the only unusual bird was a male Merganser.
DARTFORD WARBLER. Tim Timlick has had a recent sighting on the golf course south of the Kench but has
seen none at Sandy Point.
THORNEY LITTLE DEEPS Swan pair are nest building on the north side of the water (seen by Brian Fellows).
Nearby he had a Little Egret in breeding plumes at the marina and among the birds in the harbour were 2 Grey
Plover (probably the only two seen this week) as well as the local Lesser Blackback and a single Common
Gull (these will soon vanish).
YELLOWHAMMER song heard at Telegraph Hill near Up Marden by Brian Fellows. He comments that a
friendly farmer has left a substantial patch of stubble here in which many finches were finding food.
WED 18 MAR
LITTLE GULL & REDNECKED GREBE both at Ivy Lake, Chichester this morning. The Little Gull was seen by
Dave Mead, Kevin Stouse and myself on the water a little south of the Cormorant roost island and the size
difference between it an Black Headed gull was immediately obvious but apart from size it had little in the
way of distinctive marking s though the dark markings behind the eye and across the back of its head were

more smudgy than ususal for winter Black headed plumage. We did not see it fly but it is said to have a good
‘W’ mark across its wings. The Red Necked Grebe spent much of its time in the reeds in the north east corner
of the lake (between the ‘jetties’ and the main road) but when it emerged it looked more compact and thick
necked than the Great Crested Grebe making their courtship displays nearby and with its prominent ‘dagger
bill’ it perhaps looked somewhat like a small Cormorant. When the sun caught its neck it had a very red neck
(though to my eye the colour was more down the side than on the throat). From the Selsey Road entrance the
bird was 500 metres away across the water and no one had a good enough view to comment on any yellow at
the base of the bill. Any one wanting a closer view could try walking along the southern verge of the bypass –
the bird was within 200 metres of the road but I have no idea as to whether it is possible to find a spot giving
views through the trees and bushes along the north of the lake.
OTHER BIRDS AT CHICHESTER LAKES. Half a dozen Chiff Chaff were singing and I heard my first REED
BUNTING SONG of the year. One Coot had a nest with five eggs and two or three pairs of Long Tailed Tits
were seemingly working around their chosen nest sites (one pair at the edge of the Nature Reserve Lake were
carrying nest material). Just three GADWALL (on New Lake) but masses of Tufted Duck, Pochard and Coot
everywhere. We must have seen at least 20 REDWING and both Dave Mead and another birder saw
KINGFISHER at Ivy Lake.
SIDLESHAM FERRY had no special birds. The reserve notice board had little to report – Slav Grebe were still
on the sea last week-end and the odd Spot Shank was around. On the Ferry Pool we saw many Shelduck with
Teal , Wigeon and Shoveler plus a couple of Pochard (unusual there?) and there were Curlew and Lapwing on
the fields with one Snipe.
BOGNOR GOLFER GETS A (LARGE) BIRDIE. When at Chichester Lakes today and talking to a birder from
Bognor he asked if Woodcock were regular migrants as he had recently flushed one from the Bognor golf
course. I was aware that we get occasional hard winter influxes from the continent but the ‘Birds of
Hampshire’ has a table showing the number of birds reported each month from coastal sites and this indicates
a strong peak in December and January but also a significant smaller number of sightings in all months from
Oct to April, indicating that it would not be unusual to find a bird which had just flows the channel at this time
of year. My Shell bird book indicates that quite a few of them (presumably including British birds?) winter in
Iberia.
TUE 17 MAR
REED BUNTING SONG heard for the first time this year by Kevin Stouse at Langstone Pond where the SWANS
have started to build their nest, seemingly in the reeds on the east (seawall path) side of the pond and not in the
ususal site on the north side.
LITTLE GULL, RED NECKED GREBE & SWALLOW at Ivy Lake, Chichester were all seen over the past
weekend. This news reached me today from two sources both second-hand.
RING-BILLED GULL. More second hand news that our local gull was still at Broadmarsh on Saturday, and that
on Sunday it may have called in at the Farlington Lake late in the afternoon on its way from Broadmarsh to its
night roost in the harbour.
MEDITERRANEAN GULLS. Brian Fellows today spotted two full-summer plumage birds courting each other
on the Eastney shore opposite the old Royal Marinebarracks some way east of the Canoe Lake where two
similar (presumably the same) birds were seen by John Chapman last week. One bird had a lame left leg and
was ringed on the right leg (small BTO ring)
MILTON COMMON Swans are now on their nest according to Brian Fellows (At Southsea Canoe Lake he
counted a herd of 21 today)
REDWING. Two over my garden in the early morning were the only birds of interest seen by me today. Other
news of winter birds came from Dave Mead who had seen a flock of more than 50 BRAMBLING at Petworth
Park on Sunday (15th). Kevin Stouse today had a small flock of Linnet in his Denvilles garden which is close
to the market garden fields.
BREEDING BIRD SURVEY. In the past few years the BTO have tried to extend their sampling of breeding bird
populations across the whole country, and make the survey work less onerous, by getting their computer to
pick a few 1 km squares in each 10 km square (regardless of whether the 1 km square is in the middle of a
town or even in the sea!) and then asking an observer to make just two visits (plus a preliminary walk round
habitat survey). On the visits in April/May plus June/July the observer has to walk two 1km transect lines (up
the square one side then down it the other) and record every bird he sees. Brian Fellows has taken on square
SZ 8595 which is south of Sidlesham Ferry pool and lies between the Selsey Road and the sewage works and
he made his habitat survey visit today - he hopes to see a bird on these open fields!
MON 16 MAR
HEN HARRIER. A ringtail seen on the Downs at West Dean woods today by Tony Gutteridge
REDWING. Still 5 in the Wade Court pony field south of A27
BLACKCAP SONG heard in the centre of Havant from the garden of 40 East Street at midday
SOUTH MOORS. The Green Sandpiper was in the Tamarisk pool, two Snipe were in the winding channel, and at

least two Meadow Pipit and one Skylark were singing over the moors proper. At the mouth of the Lavant the
full winter quota of 37 Wigeon were present and offshore I counted 16 Great Crested Grebe which I have not
seen here for some time. A single Egret standing patiently at the mouth of the stream made me wonder once
more if there is a mate on a nest upstream. Only 5 Brent here, but 112 off Langstone Pond and 68 at Budds
Farm outfall shows they have not all left yet. At the outfall were a surprising 44 Wigeon and still 6 Little
Grebe on the sea. A scattering Merganser were all along the shores and three or four Goldeneye were among
them. A few Shelduck on the water – at this time of year most of those that are left seem to spend time inland
at or looking for nests and most are seen when the tide is out and they can feed on the wet mud. Common
Gulls have not yet vanished.
BUDDS FARM POOLS. A pair of Canada Geese present and aggressively chasing a lone Canada from their
nesting territory. 39 Tufted Duck, 50 Teal and 11 Pochard present with Mallard, Coot and Moorhen
EMSWORTH MILL POND. Brian Fellows found 65 Swan still here with 8 Canada Geese
COMMON SANDPIPER. One seen by Brian Fellows on Emsworth Marina – presumably the wintering bird.
PLANTS:

SUN 22 MAR
RAPE in many fields is already coming into mass flowering!
LESSER PERIWINKLE. Today I found more flowers in the tiny copse west of Woodmancote on the road which
connects with Foxbury Lane just beyond the copse. I have not looked for the woodland remanant flowers of
this plant on the west side of Hollybank Lane but those on the north side of Southleigh Road just east of its
junction with East Leigh Road have a few flowers.
WOOD ANEMONES, of which I only saw my first a couple of days ago, caught my eye at the side of Long
Copse Lane outside Jill von Westarp’s house as I cycled home this evening
SAT 21 MAR
HOARY CRESS & OXFORD RAGWORT in flower today at Broadmarsh. Also near the slipway I found one of
the LUCERNE bushes well developed (leaf only) and up the Brockhampton stream the Stream Watercrowfoot (R. penicillatus) is in flower.
MARSH MARIGOLDS. In a recent note I did Goodman’s Loudspeakers an injustice by claiming that they had
‘gardened’ their Kingcups out of existence but today I see a healthy flowering clump with golden flowers in
the tiny pool at the junction of Brockhampton Road and Marples Way.
FRI 20 MAR
WOOD ANEMONE. The first flowers of these are always a landmark and I found them today in Lyels Wood
and Pond Copse at Stansted
WOOD SORREL & WOOD SPURGE newly in flower at Stansted today. In Lyels Wood there was a massive
display of Primroses and Barren Strawberry, and in the Holme Farm fields Field Pennycress was still
flowering profusely.
COMMON DOG VIOLETS now out in good numbers and in Stansted Groves the EARLY PURPLE ORCHID
plants had many strong leaf rosettes, several with sheathed flower spikes. I found just one plant of Common
Spotted orchid in leaf.
WAVY BITTERCRESS was flowering in pond copse – I have come to the conclusion that the only way to
separate this confidently from Hairy Bitter-cress is to count the stamens (Hairy has four, Wavy has more).
BUTTERBUR at Emsworth Brook Meadow now shows 112 flowers (no sign of leaves yet)
THU 19 MAR
LITTLE MOUSE-EAR flowering on the Gunner Point shore. The last time I thought I had found this it turned
out to be a minute specimen of Common Mouse-ear but this one had the scarious (see-through clingfilm) tip
and broad edges to its sepals. In looking at the Hants Flora I see that almost every species of Mouse-Ear has
been recorded at Sinah including ‘Snow in Summer’ (Ceratium tomentosum) which is a mat forming perennial
covered with mattted hairs, and I am wondering if this is the identity of the plants on the east side of the Ferry
Inn bus turn-round (i..e on your left as you turn south from Ferry Road towards Gunner Point0. People have
told me that that is a garden plant called Dusty Miller but I must now have a second look at it.
EASTERN ROCKET. Quite a lot of this now in flower between the point where you leave Ferry Road to the
point where the car-parking starts south of the ice cream shop near the Ferry Inn.
SEA RADISH. At least one plant at Sinah had thrown up a flower stem with buds at the top.
BLACK THORN. Everywhere this was about to burst into flower and in several sheltered places flowers were
already abundant. The Cherry Plum flowers are now over and their trees are green with leaf.
WHITE SWEET VIOLETS found in flower close to Up Marden by Brian Fellows today.
WED 18 MAR
IVY LEAVED TOADFLAX first flower found in Havant today
TUE 17 MAR
IVY LEAVED TOADFLAX in flower on the walls of the West Dean estate by Ruth Potts on Sunday (15th) was a

first of the year for my records.
HONESTY had a first flower in my garden where it grows as a weed.
MON 16 MAR
DOVES FOOT CRANESBILL in flower at the east end of Langstone Mill Lane (and Ground Ivy now flowering
at the west end with Spanish Bluebell and Cow Parsley in between)
DUKE OF ARGYLL’S TEAPLANT. The big bush on the South Moors (among wild roses bewteen the Mill Lane
stile and the Tamarisks) is now covered with leaves and flower buds – expect flowers soon.
MARSH MARIGOLDS (KINGCUPS). From the Mill Lane stile I could see (with binoculars) a good showing on
the ‘orchid meadow’ immediately in front of the Autoliv factory, and on the way home I found a good clump
in the Homewell stream where it passes the Dolphin pub opposite Solent Road junction.
RIVER WATER CROWFOOT (Ranunculus penicillatus) now flowering in the Lavant where it passes the
Xyratex factory.
GREATER CELANDINE. On the bank of the Lavant stream next to the Tesco building a plant of this has burst
into flower rather earlier than its advertised first flowering in May
ENGLISH SCURVY GRASS was in flower at the South Moors near where the show of Common Whitlowgrass
by the bench seat on the shore is now good.
DANISH SCURVY GRASS. John Goodspeed records in today’s poster the annual emergence of this plant along
miles of the verges of the A27, M275 and other coastal roads where salt spread in the winter provides miles of
an ideal salt rich environment in the roadside soil.
INSECTS:

SUN 22 MAR
SMALL TORTOISESHELL was the only butterfly seen by me today (on Thorney)
FRI 20 MAR
SMALL TORTOISESHELL seen in several places at Stansted today but with less sunshine I did not see other
species.
THU 19 MAR
HOLLY BLUE. One in Theo Roberts garden at Cosham today, two days later than its first appearance there in
1997
SMALL WHITE. Two seen by me on South Hayling today (see Mar 14 for the first of the year)
PEACOCK. At least three seen on Hayling by me – two of them flying in tight formation which I hope indicated
a pair about to mate
SMALL TORTOISESHELL. Up to ten seen by me on Hayling of which 5 were in one spot at West Town station
MINING BEES. The tiny HALICTUS RUBCUNDUS bees were make at their favoured site on the south face of
the gun emplacement at Sinah Common facing the lake near the anglers entrance gate, and south of the golf
course a single individual of a larger species was at work in a sandy hole.
WED 18 MAR
PEACOCK butterfly seen at Chichester Lakes with a probable sighting of Tortoiseshell.
BRIMSTONE, SMALL WHITE & SMALL TORTOISESHELL seen on Portsdown by John Goodspeed today
SAT 14 MAR
SMALL TORTOISESHELL. One very fresh specimen basking in the sun on my lawn today.
BRIMSTONE. One male in our garden and another at the IBM site (where I think I had a distant view of a
female)
PEACOCK. Seen in Havant Thicket in addition to the above two species and Comma
COMMA. Several seen in Havant Thicket by the Saturday Walk Group and in Stansted Forest by Tony
Gutteridge
SMALL WHITE. One in Theo Roberts Cosham garden, one day earlier than this species was first seen there in
1997. In the same garden today were at least three each of Comma, Peacock, Brimstone and Tortoiseshell.
THU 12 MAR
PEACOCK BUTTERFLY. A large dark butterfly went past me too quickly to be sure of its identity when I was
out in this monring’s sunshine near the A27 Emsworth interchange – I was almost certain that it was a
Peacock.
RED ADMIRAL seen today by Trevor Carpenter - either a very early migrant (possible) or one that has actually
managed to spend the winter with us.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 22 MAR
ROE DEER. Nothing unusual about seeing these fleetingly in the woods but three feeding in the field east the
Sue Drewett’s home, in full view of people on Long Copse Lane, before 6pm this evening when it was still

fully light, was a pleasant sight. The animals stood as if posed for an artist, or maybe as a living sculpture.
THU 19 MAR
HARES. Brian Fellows watched four in the Eames Farm meadow north of the Great Deeps today – one of them
ran all around this large field with no pause.
WED 18 MAR
SLOW-WORM. One found recently dead on my lawn today with severe ‘punctures’ where it had either been
pecked by a large bird (Magpie?) or bitten by a dog or fox. A sad fate for this beautiful gold skinned reptile
but proof that they can still be found here – my neighbour claims to have them in their compost heap and to
have seen them in an old brick wall.
TUE 17 MAR
DOOR SNAIL By co-incidence I was accosted in the street today by someone I had not seen for a couple of
years who ‘bent my ear’ over the need to protect and look after the habitat in the ‘Candy Pits’ (the old small
south facing chalk pit on Portsdown diagonally across the Portsdown Hill Road from the George Pub where
the old A3 goes over the hill), and on returning home I had a phone call from Ruth Potts to tell me she had
been on a guided tour of the same Candy’s Pit at the week-end and had been shown tiny DOOR SNAILS
under the loose pits on chalk in shady places there. Although this species is described as widespread I have
never seen one – perhaps because they are so tiny as often to be mistaken for Beech tree buds (the shell is a
vry narrow whorled cylinder 10 mm high by 2.5 wide). They are found in hedgerows and rocky places but
mainly in woodland where they hide among the leaf litter during the day and at night climb tree trunks to feed
on lichens. If you find one and hold it with the tip of the shell up and the mouth at the base facing towards you
the mouth will be on the left of the vertical axis (i.e. it is ‘sinstrally coiled’ where the great majority of snail
species are dextrally coiled and have the mouth on the right). There are two other Door Snail species you may
find (Rolph’s Door Snail and the Plaited Door Snail) but both those are larger (13mm and 16mm high
respectively) and both have a little tiny ‘tooth’ of shell sticking down into the open mouth. How they got the
name of Door Snail I would like to know (perhaps they act as Stage Door keepers when their close relative
Ena obscura is appearing in Coronation Street).
MON 16 MAR
UNUSUAL FUNGUS IN DENVILLES. Fungi are fascinating for all sorts of reasons, one of which is their
unpredictability. Today I was asked to look at one which has apperared in profusion all over a lawn where it
has not been seen in twenty years, and it was one that I have never seen before and, to my eyes, a new and
interesting shape. Its name seems to be SEPULTARIA SUMNERIANA, and it is a friend of Cedar trees – in
this case a very healthy Atlantic Cedar. It pushes up from the ground as a dark brown hairy ball, but the sphere
soon breaks at its top point and folds back into an ‘earth star’ shape revealing a yellowish hollow inside having
some strange convolutions. The lady owner of the property was convinced that all fungi are evil and should be
eliminated, and I do not think I was able to convince her that it would do no harm to anyone and that the health
of her Cedar was no doubt due to assistance from the fungus in collecting minerals for it.
CLATHERUS RUBER IN PORTSMOUTH. Not on view at the moment, but Rosemary Webb tells me that she
now knows of a garden where it has appeared and may do so again – this is a rare fungus that comes up in the
geodetic form of an ‘open mesh’ sphere all in a delicate shade of pink.
LOCAL ISSUES & HABITAT:
My apologies but I failed to get to the Council offices on Friday to check the planning applications (see the
website on Tuesday for my earliest comments). There will almost certainly be one from Robert Carrell for the
earthworks he plans on the east side of the Lavant Stream in order to build up the existing flood defence wall.
John Gowen and I have looked at the plans and have no objection providing the new bank is not planted with
inappropriate plants.
BIRD & PLANT WEEK LISTS:
The list of birds recorded during the week ending 22nd March totalled 96, with 26 in song (all records known to
me, not just what I saw)
Red throated diver (1)
Little grebe (10)
Great crested grebe
(3)
Red necked grebe (3)

Cormorant (3)
Little egret (8)
Grey heron (4)
Mute swan (15)
Canada goose (7)

Brent goose (15)
Emperor goose (1)
Shelduck (13)
Wigeon (7)
Gadwall (5)

Teal (10)
Mallard (18)
Pintail (2)
Shoveler (2)
Pochard (5)

Tufted duck (10)
Long tailed duck (1)
Goldeneye (4)
Red breasted
merganser (9)
Buzzard (1)
Kestrel (2)
Pheasant (3)
Moorhen (10)
Coot (16)
Oystercatcher (5)
Grey plover (2)
Lapwing (2)
Dunlin (3)
Common snipe (2)
Woodcock (1)
Black tailed godwit
(8)
Bar tailed godwit (1)
Curlew (6)
Spotted redshank (1)
Redshank (5)

Greenshank (1)
Green sandpiper (3)
Common sandpiper
(1)
Turnstone (1)
Mediterranean gull
(2)
Little gull (2)
Black headed gull
(10)
Common gull (6)
Lesser blackback gull
(2)
Herring gull (7)
Stock dove (4 - S)
Wood pigeon (9 - S)
Collared dove (4 - S)
Little owl (1)
Tawny owl (1)
Kingfisher (1)
Green woodpecker
(3)

Great spotted
woodpecker (4 S)
Lesser spotted
woodpecker (1)
Skylark (11 - S)
Sand martin (1)
Meadow pipit (12 - S)
Grey wagtail (4)
Pied wagtail (4)
Wren (8 - S)
Dunnock (9 - S)
Robin (8 - S)
Wheatear (2)
Blackbird (10 - S)
Song thrush (4 - S)
Redwing (4)
Mistle thrush (10 - S)
Blackcap (4 - S)
Chiff chaff (14 - S)
Goldcrest (6 - S)
Long tailed tit (6)

Marsh tit (1 - S)
Willow tit (2 - S)
Coal tit (5 - S)
Blue tit (6 - S)
Great tit (11 - S)
Nuthatch (3)
Treecreeper (1)
Jay (3)
Magpie (6)
Jackdaw (4)
Rook (4)
Carrion crow (5)
Starling (5 - S)
House sparrow (4)
Chaffinch (7 - S)
Greenfinch (9 - S)
Siskin (2 - S)
Linnet (4)
Crossbill (1)
Yellowhammer (2 S)
Reed bunting (3 - S)

WEEK 10 MAR 9 - 15
BIRDS:

SUN 15 MAR
GOLDCREST ‘HAVING A TUMBLE’. Best story of the week comes from Brian Fellows who went to West
Walk to look for the Crossbill around the Hundred Acres carpark (especially the pair seen mating by Dave
Mead). He did not see them, but nearby a pair of GOLDCREST decided to put on a similar performance and
become so involved in each other that they fell to the ground at Brian’s feet and carried on as if he were not
there.
WHEATEAR. Ian Thirlwell had a second male on the Milton Shore today
WARBLINGTON CBC. Tony Gutteridge and I made the first of our ten visits this morning. Among the birds
we found were Yellowhammer back and singing, more than 20 Redwing, a Sparrowhawk hunting over the
watercress beds, our old faithful Green Woodpecker, a Bullfinch and all the normal birds but no Little Owl,
Kestrel or Partridge. Dunnock were particularly numerous and vocal.
SAT 14 MAR
WILLOW TIT. Another found at Stansted by Tony Gutteridge in the west forest. As far as I can make out it
was heard in the fenced section, cleared a couple of years back) on the north side of the Rough Avenue at
approx SU 749113.
WeBS Count – IBM Lake. My monthly visit to the North Harbour site was mainly interesting for a long list of
newly flowering plants and for a good view of a Fox enjoying the sun on one of the islands, but I also saw the
following birds
a) Comorant (2), Mute Swan (pair), Heron (1), and 7 Little Grebe (probably more, now paired and trilling)
b) Canada Geese (8 well separated pairs and one loner)
c) Mallard (70), Tufted Duck (14), Pochard (1 female), Teal (5 separate pairs) and the usual ‘squeaky clean’
Wood Duck (very smart and making its squeaky whistles).
d) Coot (39) and Moorhen (43)
e) Black Headed Gull (estimated 500), Common Gull (at least 6), Herring Gull (only 3 or 4), Lesser Blackback
(2, one of them being a third summer graellsii which appeared to have adult summer plumage – though there
was some brownish towards the end of the closed wings – but had a really strong black ring on its yellow bill)
and perhaps three immature – first winter – Great Blackbacks
f) Snipe (7), and among the passerines were a pair of Goldfinch that always nest near main reception and three
signing Linnets back on the gorse.
WeBS Count – South East Hayling. Brian Fellows count included
a) Heron(1), Little Egret (3 including an obvious pair in Tournerbury Wood), and two pairs of Swan
(Tournerbury Farm pond and Tournerbury Marsh point, but none at the Fishery Lane lake)

b) Brent (338), Shelduck (80), Teal (158), Wigeon (3) and Merganser (5)
c) Dunlin (320), Knot (1), Golden Plover (1), Bar Tailed Godwit (3), Curlew (16), Redshank (37), Lapwing (32)
and Grey Plover (18) with a surprise ‘wisp’ of 8 Snipe flushed from the beach.
HAVANT THICKET. The Saturday walk group came on a pair of Kestrel, some Redwing and singing Chiff
Chaff
BLACKCAP SONG woke Brian Fellows in his Emsworth home at 6.30am today (and on Sunday 15th). This
enabled him to make an early visit to Stansted Groves where he heard LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER
drumming and calling (also heard Great Spot drumming), and heard strong Chiff Chaff song form the copse
along Park Lane (the one to the south of the track is called Pits Copse)
FRI 13 MAR
WHEATEAR. First of the year was a amle seen on the Milton shore by Ian Thirlwell (another there on Sunday
15th)
MED GULLS. Today at 1.30pm John Chapman saw two adults in full breeding plumage, probably a pair, on the
Southsea Canoe Lake. They were on the water and he could not see if one was the regular ringed individual.
CROSSBILL. A message from Trevor Carpenter received today tells how he stood outside the Gents in the West
Walk Hundred Acres carpark, looked up, and saw 6 Crossbill including two very smart males. I suspect he
saw them this morning on his way to work but it might have been yesterday.
REDWING. Brian Fellows saw around 40 of these in the Nutbourne orchards between Farm Lane and Prinsted.
NUTBOURNE/PRINSTED SHORE. Walking here at high tide today Brian Fellows heard a MEADOW PIPIT
singing in the shore fields south of the orchards, and saw 15 Brent, 5 Shelduck and 1 Egret in those fields, and
in the wet meadow between Farm Lane and the sea were 2 Egrets, 1 Heron, 20 Teal, 5 Curlew, a pair of
Shelduck and single Lapwing and Snipe plus a male Reed Bunting.
BUZZARD. Brian heard one calling over Park Lane by the Stansted Groves – the bird was probably heading for
the Pond Copse area where they have often been seen in recent springs. Further north Brian found the
Forestside Church rookery busy and noisy, and as he entered the eastern forest there he heard the sharp calls of
a Sparrowhawk which did not stop the Coal Tits singing a little later.
RED EYED COMMON GULL. When searching the Emsworth Slipper Mill pond for a Med Gull (which he did
not see) Brian Fellows noticed that some Common Gulls had red tinged eyes not dissimiliar to what he saw on
the Broadmarsh Ring-billed Gull, reducing the value of one of the few diagnostic characteristics of that low
profile rarity.
BUDDS FARM POOLS. Still 11 Pochard seen here by Brian Fellows who found 64 Teal, 22 Tufted Duck, a
couple of Little Grebe and some Mallard, Coot, Moorhen and Oystercatcher.
THU 12 MAR
GOLDFINCH PAIR back in our garden where they have nested in previous years (nest in which they successfully
raised young found a couple of years ago in a Buddleia Bush within a couple of yards of the busy pavement
along which hordes of school children and others pass each day)
DEPARTING WILDFOWL. On the Langstone/Warblington shore this morning 100 Brent, 6 Wigeon and 2
Common Gulls could be seen – all may depart any day now.
SOUTH MOORS. John Gowen made his rounds, finding Long Tailed Tit in the central hedge and a ‘yodelling’
Great Spotted Woodpecker nearby (could it have been a Green which is regular there?) and best of all a
KINGFISHER on the Lavant. At Budds Farm he counted 69 Pied Wagtail, near the outfall were 5 Goldeneye,
7 Wigeon and 4 Little Grebe, and on the poolsTufted Duck were donw to 25 and Teal to 34.
GOLDEN PLOVER. John Gowen had 71 on the shore north of the Northney Marina entrance (looking from
Warblington on Sunday morning it seemed that there had been significant erosion to the wall of the old
boating lake nearest the marina entrance, and that you could no longer walk around that point without being on
the shore). John also found 141 Curlew in the fields at the West Lane bends (117 in the arable field to the
north and 24 in the pony field to the south)
WED 11 MAR
CHIFF CHAFF ARRIVALS? First thing this morning I heard a brief burst of Chiff Chaff song from the Hayling
Billy line near my garden and Ann Hearn heard song in Hollybank woods, in both places the song was the first
heard this year but there was no proof that it did not come from wintering birds
REDWING. 10 still present in the pony fields beetween the A27 and Wade Court near the Lymbourne stream.
These birds are often high in the tree tops and easily pass un-noticed.
(continued ….)
LANGSTONE SHORE looking distinctly bare with only a dozen BRENT (still 220 by Budds Farm outfall and
other smaller flocks), about 25 Shelduck, 5 Merganser, 1 Egret flying by, about a dozen Teal in the outflow
from Langstone Mill, and few waders (the Golden Plover were last seen here by me on Feb 22nd and my very
last sighting was on Mar 1st at Thorney Island).
GREEN SANDPIPER still on the South Moors where a Grey Wagtail was in the Lavant Stream pool at the end of

Mill Lane and one Egret in the stream mouth (is it’s mate on a nest upstream where breeding was suspected a
couple of years ago?)
BUDDS FARM POOLS held 52 TUFTED DUCK, at lest 30 Teal, 11 POCHARD, at least 4 Little Grebe, 8
Mallard, 5 Coot and a Moorhen. I saw no Shoveler or Gadwall.
WIGEON. None seen at Langstone, nor at the Lavant stream mouth, and only two at Budds Farm outfall.
TUE 10 MAR
MIGRANT ARRIVALS. The following news came from people on the RSPB outing to Frensham Ponds on Wed
11th and referred to recent news (which could have been earlier than this date of March 10th). Some SAND
MARTIN had been seen in the Chilling/Brownwich area west of Titchfield Haven and one SWALLOW had
been seen in the Warsash area. WHEATEAR were not reported from Hampshire but several had landed at
Dungeness,
MON 9 MAR
WILLOW TIT. Two unnamed members of Dave Mead’s RSPB group saw and heard two Willow Tits behaving
as a pair in trees above the little garage on the west side of Aldsworth Common Road where it joins the
Emsworth Common Road opposite Aldsworth Pond. The birds then flew to the hedge on the east side of the
road (by the old tin-roofed wooden shed) and finally flew west to the large un-named copse across the stream
coming from the pond
BRAMBLING. Still around 50 in West Walk (just over the road from the Upperford Copse carpark), seen by
Dave Mead who commented that the males were coming into smart spring plumage.
CROSSBILL. Best sighting of all from Dave Mead was of two Crossbills which he watched mating in trees
above the Hundred Acres main carpark for West Walk. Another 5 Crossbill were in the vicinity. As these are
very early nesters the mating pair may already have a nest nearby.
LATE INPUT FROM JOHN GOWEN. John visited the Budds Farm pools last Thursday (Mar 5th) and found few
TEAL (confirming other recent signs of their absence) but did find larger than usual numbers of POCHARD
(15 seen) and TUFTED DUCK (50). A pair GADWALL were there with a small number of Mallard (4) and
just one Coot.
LESSER REDPOLL and BLACKCAP were both seen in Colin Harrington’s garden at Denvilles, Havant during
the past week (just one of each , the Blackcap being a male). He also had a couple of GOLDFINCH (hopefully
by now a pair that will nest) and two SONG THRUSH that should also be nesting. My recent remarks about
the reduction in their song level probably does indicate that many are already nesting, but they have not
stopped singing altogether by any means (though BLACKBIRD and MISTLE THRUSH are both currently
more vocal than Song Thrush)
FARLINGTON MARSHES notice board today listed (among other birds) the presence of 20 BEARDED TIT, 2
WATER PIPIT and 5 JACK SNIPE lus 4 pairs of GADWALL and two MERLIN. Out in the harbour 6
SLAVONIAN and 23 BLACK NECKED GREBE were said to be present.
MY OWN SIGHTINGS AT FARLINGTON In a walk round today I could not see more than 20 Teal, a dozen
Pintail and a similar number of Shoveler with a pair of Tufted Duck on the Deeps. On the water I saw four
Merganser and one Goldeneye. There were at least 56 SHELDUCK at the scrape with another 22 flying
around and there were still more than 50 WIGEON, and I estimated around 2,000 BRENT on the reserve. I
put up just one SNIPE and saw a single EGRET at the lake. Other than Oystercatcher and Redshank waders
were also in short supply. I saw less than 20 Black Tailed Godwit and not more than 30 Curlew, one flock of
perhaps 50 Dunlin and only 2 Grey Plover with no Ringed Plover. (At a guess there were around 50 Lapwing
on the main marsh potentially thinking of nesting). North of the road I found a pair of COOT with a nest
already built at Peter Pond, and heard a GOLDCREST singing where the Firecrest have been reported, also a
pair of Long Tailed Tits nearby.
REED BUNTING. I saw just one at Farlington today but Bob Chapman told me that he sometimes sees up to 30
at a feeding station which encourages birds to come and be ringed, so the 50 at Titchfield may not have been
so unusual though these are definitely scarce birds nowadays.
PLANTS:

SUN 15 MAR
COMMON MOUSE-EAR was in flower at Warblington (Conigar Point)
SAT 14 MAR
HORNBEAM. Following my comment on Wednesday that its catkins must be open in the next few days Jim
Berry found them in Havant Thicket.
GREEN ALKANET. First gloriously blue flowers on this ‘weed’ in my garden
New flowers (for this year) found at the IBM North Harbour site today
a) HENBIT DEADNETTLE – flowers just opening on a cluster of plants in a lawn by the main reception lake.
b) SHEEP SORREL – flowering on the dry banks at the base of the buildings (Broad Leaved Dock very nearly
in flower elsewhere on site)

c) HYBRID BLACK POPLAR showing red catkins and WHITE POPLAR showing soft grey catkins that have
been out some time
d) SCARLET PIMPERNEL – just one fully open flower on one plant, very early in the year
e) SMALL NETTLE – a surprise to find this (flowering) on grass between the buildings and the lake just west
of the cafeteria. Not the first time I have found this in flower this year, nor the STORKSBILL that was
flowering nearby.
f) MONTEREY PINE. The many young trees planted on the ‘twin peaks’ south of the eastern building were
today showering immense amounts of gritty pollen when shaken. Nearby, at the lake edge, several
GERMANDER SPEEDWELL plants were in full flower (I had previously had one plant in flower on Jan
12th)
Other noteworthy plants at IBM today were COMMON SPOTTED ORCHID (leaves shooting and easily
identifiable on the outer island), BEE ORCHID (many leaves still to be found – they will vanish before the
flowering season when they re-appear), and HAWTHORN (on the clump of ‘Glastonbury Thorns’ a full
display of flowers was starting to open among fully open leaves). SPOTTED MEDICK and DANISH
SCURVY GRASS were both in flower and COWSLIPS were about to open their flowers.
THU 12 MAR
FIELD FORGET-ME-NOT. One in our garden had a single flower open yesterday
COMMON VETCH. One plant with three flowers on show at the top of Warblington Church Lane near the A27
interchange
BULBOUS BUTTERCUP. The plant on a sunny bank near the A27 underpass at Warblington, which has had a
single flower since Feb 26th, now has several flowers. The base of the flower stems is very hairy but one
distinguishing factor between this species and Hairy Buttercup (which also has strongly reflexed sepals) is that
Bulbous normally starts to flower in April and Hairy waits until June, so I am sticking to the orginal
identification.
COMMON WHITLOWGRASS. Two new (to me!) sites discovered today. One was in Denvilles at the roadside
outside 3 & 5 Elder Road off Southleigh Road, and the other was at the entrance to the Thermofil factory off
New Lane.
MEADOW FOXTAIL grass and OXFORD RAGWORT were both seen beside New Lane just about to open their
flowers but I could not claim them as flowering yet.
COMMON FUMITORY. A healthy bush of this plant in the New Lane allotments was covered with flowers this
morning. I thought I had found it in flower earlier this year but it seems this is my first find
WED 11 MAR
FIRST BLUEBELL FLOWER . Just one bell was open on a Spanish Bluebell on the bank of Langstone Mill
Lane today
ENGLISH SCURVY GRASS. One plant has flower bud showing white as they start to open where the stream
from the South Moors tamarisk pool flows out under the fence of the moors (the plants are outside the fence
but close to it). Around the wooden seat on the shore close by the carpet of COMMON WHITLOWGRASS is
turning white with minute flowers.
SPOTTED MEDICK. Even more unlikely than the Bluebell, a small cluster of these plants were flowering on
the west side of Southmoor Lane, a little north of the Penner Road junction and north of the Hedgerow
Cranesbill that is still in flower
HORNBEAM. Crossing the footbridge over the Lymbourne stream from the Billy Line towards Wade Court I
found the tree on my right above the kissing gate was about to open its catkins
TUE 10 MAR
SMOOTH SOW THISTLE - a plant which receives few accolades – drew a round of applause from me for
showing the first flower of the year.
YELLOW CORYDALIS and YELLOW OXALIS are both flowering in my garden as weeds.
INSECTS:
SAT 14 MAR
SMALL TORTOISESHELL. One very fresh specimen basking in the sun on my lawn today.
BRIMSTONE. One male in our garden and another at the IBM site (where I think I had a distant view of a
female)
PEACOCK. Seen in Havant Thicket in addition to the above two species and Comma
COMMA. Several seen in Havant Thicket by the Saturday Walk Group and in Stansted Forest by Tony
Gutteride
THU 12 MAR
PEACOCK BUTTERFLY. A large dark butterfly went past me too quickly to be sure of its identity when I was
out in this monring’s sunshine near the A27 Emsworth interchange – I was almost certain that it was a
Peacock.
RED ADMIRAL seen today by Trevor Carpenter - either a very early migrant (possible) or one that has actually

managed to spend the winter with us.

WED 11 MAR
BRIMSTONE BUTTERFLIES. A very late piece of news from Ann Hearn who saw 5 Brimstone flying in the
Hollybank Woods on Feb 13th
MON 9 MAR
PEACOCK BUTTERFLY glimpsed at Farlington Marsh (near the springs) today – I take that as my first spring
(rather than winter) butterfly.

LOCAL ISSUES & HABITAT:

FRI 13 MAR
WARBLINGTON SHORE. A message from Steve Mountain at Havant Borough Council today gave me the
first reasoned argument for the chosen placement of the proposed eastern steps, namely to discourage walkers
who are heading east and are not familiar with the area from walking on past the ‘safe at all states of tide’
definitive footpath (through the cemetery and across the fields to Nore Barn) and becoming cut off by the tide
along the shore route. As these steps do give walkers who want to go east along the shore and know what they
are doing a safer means of descent to the shore I must accept the argument as reasonable (without agreeing
that it is the only way of dealing with the problem). I was also pleased to hear that Mark Wilson from the
Borough has responded to my comments about the inadvisability of telling all walkers that the only route is
along the shore during the current two month closure of the definitive path – Mark has personally gone to the
site to place additional notices advising walkers that the shore path is unusuable at high tide, and indicating the
inland (longer) alternative route on the map.
THU 12 MAR
HERMITAGE STREAM RESTORATION. At the end of October last year I welcomed a planning application
by Havant Borough for the removal of the concrete '‘straight-jacket” in which the stream has been flowing
since the development of Leigh Park, and the restoration of a natural winding gravel bottomed stream along up
to two thirds of course of the stream from where the concrete starts (west of the Park Community School) to
where it ends at the Bedhampton Water Works. My only complaint then was that the project excluded any
change to the section south of Barncroft Way and the upstream section where the stream runs between the
Park School and Keyhaven Drive. My comments on that application are still on the website dated Oct 31st.
That application has now been withdrawn as a result of the failure to obtain Lottery money to finance the scheme,
and is replaced by a new application (98/54567/2) this week for a reduced scheme, but one which will still
give the centre of Leigh Park a very much more pleasant stream and surrounding land. The concrete will be
removed over a large section and the stream converted to a sinuous course of alternating ‘riffles’ (shallow
sections over introduced gravel) and excavated “pools” (in which the Trout and Salmon will lie – well,
maybe). At some places there will be a ‘berm’, and when I look up this word in my dictionary I find it dates
back to 1729 and describes a flat ledge of ground on the castle side of a moat, lying between the moat and the
parapet leading up to the castle wall (the berm in this case is I think designed to accommodate a level planted
area rather than as a walkway for the Knights and archers defending western Leigh Park from invading
easterners). Under the roadbridges the concrete channel will remain, but reshaped into a “V” shaped bottom.
As well as learning what a Berm was, and discovering that the Planners have named the stream (which comes
from trickles in Havant Thicket supplemented by the overflow of the Leigh Park Gardens Lake) the Riders
Lane stream (Riders Lane is the last road it passes before joing the Hermitage Stream proper) I learn that the
proper description of the existing concrete channel is a “straightened regular trapezoidal section concrete lined
form” which is to be converted to a more natural and accessible channel.
If you want to know more, or see the estimates of how much it will all cost, go and look at the application. As far
as I am concerned it is a step in the right direction to be taken as soon as possible.
TUE 10 MAR
A THREAT TO THE EAST HAYLING SHORE? Today I picked up the March Hayling Islander paper from
the Tourist Info office and read that the Rank organisation is to sell the Mill Rythe ‘Haven’ holiday village at
the end of the 1998 season. As the paper says “The imminent sale is bound to lead to speculation about
whether the land might be used for housing development”. Clearly at this time there is no definite idea of
what may happen there, and I do not know what sort of development would be permitted if an application
were submitted, but I feel very strongly that the absence of modern housing development and public access to
the east shore of Hayling is a very significant factor in maintaining the ‘natural quality’ of Chichester Harbour.
Just imagine how different things would be if East Hayling and Thorney Island were developed in the style of
South Hayling!
BIRD & PLANT WEEK LISTS:

The list of birds recorded during the week ending 15h March totalled 88, with 22 in song (all records known to
me, not just what I saw)
Little grebe (4)
Slavonian grebe (1)
Black necked grebe
(1)
Cormorant (1)
Little egret (5)
Grey heron (3)
Mute swan (7)
Canada goose (3)
Brent goose (7)
Shelduck (9)
Wood duck (1)
Wigeon (5)
Gadwall (1)
Teal (7)
Mallard (6)
Pintail (1)
Shoveler (1)
Pochard (1)
Tufted duck (4)
Goldeneye (2)
Red breasted
merganser (5)
Sparrowhawk (3)

Buzzard (1)
Kestrel (1)
Merlin (1)
Peregrine (1)
Moorhen (3)
Coot (2)
Oystercatcher (5)
Golden plover (3)
Grey plover (5)
Lapwing (3)
Knot (1)
Dunlin (3)
Jack snipe (1)
Common snipe
(6)
Black tailed
godwit (4)
Bar tailed godwit
(1)
Curlew (9)
Redshank (5)
Black headed gull
(7)
Common gull (6)

Lesser blackback gull (2)
Herring gull (2)
Great blackback gull (1)
Stock dove (1 - S)
Wood pigeon (8 - S)
Collared dove (5 - S)
Kingfisher (1)
Green woodpecker (1)
Great spotted woodpecker
(3 - S)
Lesser spotted
woodpecker (1 - S)
Skylark (9 - S)
Sand martin (1)
Swallow (1)
Meadow pipit (8 - S)
Water pipit (1)
Pied wagtail (5)
Wren (8 - S)
Dunnock (12 - S)
Robin (12 - S)
Wheatear (2)
Blackbird (12 - S)
Song thrush (5 - S)

Redwing (4)
Mistle thrush (4 - S)
Blackcap (2 - S)
Chiff chaff (5 - S)
Goldcrest (1 - S)
Bearded tit (1)
Long tailed tit (4)
Willow tit (2)
Blue tit (8 - S)
Great tit (9 - S)
Magpie (8)
Jackdaw (2)
Rook (3)
Carrion crow (3)
Starling (2)
House sparrow (4)
Chaffinch (9 - S)
Brambling (1)
Greenfinch (8 - S)
Goldfinch (3 - S)
Linnet (1 - S)
Crossbill (2)
Yellowhammer (1)
Reed bunting (2)

BIRDS:

SUN 8 MAR
KEVIN STOUSE’S WALK AROUND TITCHFIELD HAVEN this morning produced the following items of
interest:a) REED BUNTING. A flock of 50 filling the eastern boundary hedge of Titchfield Haven was probably the
biggest surprise find by those who went on Kevin Stouse’s walk around the Haven this morning
b) WATER PIPIT. One flew over when they were crossing the northern flooded fields – a call that was not that
of a Meadow Pipit attracted attention, and the pure white underparts of the birds revealed its identity.
c) BLACK TAILED GODWIT. A large flock seen on the northern fields of the reserve
d) CETTI’S WARBLER. Several of these heard and more than one actually seen by the lucky walkers
e) EIDER. Four seen on the sea.
f) YELLOWHAMMER first song heard both at Titchfield and Hayling (see below)
LITTLE OWL. My first clear sighting of the year where Tim Timlick saw a pair on Jan 17th (between the Hayling
Coastal path and the ‘Daw Lane homestead’). I was going south and after passing the thick hedge south of the
path to the West Lane bends I stopped at the first open field on the left (with the green veiled sheds by the
‘homestead’ in clear view) and saw the owl sitting openly on the tip of one of the branches of the very dead
oak half way along the hedge from the Coastal Path to the homestead..
YELLOWHAMMER song heard by me for the first time from the hedge of the Hayling Coastal path this
morning. Several pairs of Linnet were back on territory and at least one was singing (first time I havde been
sure it was Linnet singing), and a Meadow Pipit singing and parachuting behind the Oysterbeds was the first
song I have heard since a single bird was singing at the South Moors on Feb 20th. Mistle Thrush and
Blackbird are both singing strongly now and this morning I heard at least two Woodpigeons singing. One
Goldfinch was also singing at Langstone today.
LITTLE EGRET PLUMES were obvious on one of four birds at the Oysterbeds this morning, and as I was
passing Langstone pond a dogwalker told me that she had recently seen 14 Egrets in Russells Field (between
the Royal Oak and Hayling Billy trail) during one of the days of strong winds. Today only two were in the
Wade Court wet meadow.
GREEN SANDPIPER was in the Wade Court wet meadow at around 9am this morning
TEAL. In a trip to the Hayling Ferry and back today I only saw three Teal (on Langstone pond). I suspect I

would have seen more at Budds Farm Pools or Farlington Marshes but the message must be that a lot have
now left the shores. On the same trip I saw less than 500 Brent.
GREAT CRESTED GREBE. Just one (in summer plumage) seen by me in Langstone Harbour today. My count
of Merganser was only 15 and of Goldeneye just 3.
SAT 7 MAR
RING-BILLED GULL seen again at Broadmarsh by Alistair Martin who detected a whiter head pluamge and
yellower legs as the bird’s moult progresses.
CHIFF CHAFF song heard repeatedly from the Havant Thicket carpark. Presumably this bird, and the one Brian
Fellowss heard in Stansted Groves this week, are wintering birds in places where they have escaped detection
until they start to sing and this makes me wonder how big the wintering population now is.
STONECHAT pair on Hazleton Common looked well established – I am sure I have been told of their presence
there this year but did not enter it into the database.
SISKIN. At least four in The Holt during a circular walk from Havant Thicket to Horndean today. The twittering
noise they were making in the tops of the Beeches made me expect a much larger flock. Also in the Holt I saw
one Treecreeper, Great Spotted Woodpecker, Nuthatch, several singing Goldcrest and one Marsh Tit in
addition to commoner birds. At the end of the walk, coming back along the northern edge of Bells Copse in
sunshine after rain, I came on a pair Treecreeper together and hoped to hear song but did not.
FRI 6 MAR
RING-BILLED GULLS. Trevor Carpenter today sent me this message which I quote verbatim … “I've just
returned from Florida and took a lot of interest in Ring Billed Gulls to allow me to identify the many that pass
through Fareham Creek without anyone noticing. Adults have a jiz much closer to Herring Gulls than
Common Gulls, the overall size and bill size showing particular similarity. The size in itself should stand out
next to a common gull on the ground. The only comparison with common gulls is in the colour although in
the thousands that I saw there was considerable variation. A significant proportion of adults have yellow legs
with the brightness of a lesser black backed or yellow legged herring gull so this in itself should be good
enough to provide accurate identification. However some adult's legs are paler or even tend to green.
Juveniles are incredibly variable and how anybody manages to identify one amongst a mixed flock in the UK
will remain a mystery to me.”
STARLINGS. From Brian Fellows …” I noticed a large number of Starling from my (Emsworth) back garden
swirling over the town and occasionally settling on buildings and trees. I would estimate there were at least
500. At one point about 50 converged into my garden for the food I had put out. A single bumblebee came
into the garden, feeding on the blossom on the flowering cherry tree.”
THU 5 MAR
From Brian Fellows re LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER, CHIFF CHAFF, STONECHAT et al…
a) ”The Groves 8.00 Following a suggestion from Dave Mead I made an early visit to The Groves to look for
the LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER in the trees on the other side of the road from the car pull-in at the
start of Park Lane. I was immediately successful!! A single bird was perched at the top of a straight dead tree
in the small copse to the west of the road by the house. It was giving its fast high "qui, qui, qui ..." call. After
about 30 seconds it flew south towards Brickkiln Pond and I then heard it drumming; this is probably the same
bird that I reported drumming on Sun March 1. Other observations: several Toads were squashed on the road,
a yaffle was continually calling, a CHIFFCHAFF was singing and feeding in the trees in the south of The
Groves, a tit flock was feeding along the main path through The Groves including 2 Blue Tit, 2 Long-tailed Tit
and 2 Marsh Tit, but no sign of the Willow Tit.
b) Brickkiln Pond 9.00 2 Mute Swan – breeding pair? 9 Canada Goose, Mallard, Coot.
c) Aldsworth Pond 9.30 Birds visible on the pond: 2 Teal, 1 Gadwall (m), 1 Pochard (m), 1 Shoveler (m), 10
Tufted Duck, Mallard, Coot.
d) Prinsted 15.00 Walk from Prinsted to Thornham Point and back. High water. Skylark singing at the point,
4 Little Egret on Thorney, 1 Reed Bunting and a pair of STONECHAT along the Prinsted shore. The male
Stonechat was looking very handsome in new bright plumage.”
GREY WAGTAIL pair back at Bedhampton Mill pool nest site. Male (with strong black bib and a ring on its leg)
was in the ‘missing brick’ entrance hole while female paraded coyly on top of the wall nearby. Nest site is in
brick wall of water company structure at extreme north east end of pool.
GADWALL. A pair present on Bedhampton Mill pool and another pair on Budds Farm pools – also on the Budds
Farm pools were around 40 Teal, 30 Tufted Duck and at least 4 Pochard
RING-BILLED GULL. At Broadmarsh slipway Tim Lawman was waiting for the bird to show at around 12.40
and told me it had been present yesterday
CHIFF CHAFF. One seen by the Brockhampton stream working through the dead waterside vegetation close to
the water immediately above the weir of the old Corn Barge wharf pool.
SOUTH MOORS. A ROCK PIPIT still on the shore (west end) and one SKYLARK singing. One Egret, one
Redshank and two Teal in the Tamarisk pool and interestingly a pair of SHELDUCK flying from somewhere

inland (each spring one or two pairs seem to prospect for nest sites on the moors but I have no knowledge of
any nests). BRENT were strung in a single line along the shore and 36 WIGEON with 20 BLACK TAILED
GODWIT were at the mouth of the stream (one Turnstone, no Ringed Plover)
LANGSTONE SHORE. Still a couple of Merganser among the Brent and Dunlin along the waterline and gulls
everywhere (possibly one Lesser Blackback) but no Golden Plover, only one Lapwing, and only 9 Shelduck
now despite the tide being only half up.
SPARROWHAWK. While gathering Frogspawn from the puddle by the Hayling Billy line immediately north of
the East St bridge in Havant I noticed two male Blackbirds having a territorial dispute in the Willow tree
branches. This ended abruptly with both birds diving for cover as a male Sparrowhawk came south down the
Billy track, then veered into the Postal sorting office yard at the sight of me. This bird may have had a
Collared Dove in our garden ( alittle further up the track) where a scattering of plucked (not bitten) primaries
and other feathers littered the grass under my nut-feeder.
WED 4 MAR
MISTLE THRUSH and BLACKBIRD were singing this morning but I could not hear a SONG THRUSH (I did
hear one yesterday afternoon). I suspect this means that the Thrushes are already nesting and keeping a low
profile.
MARSH TIT are unobstrusive birds which only reveal their presence generally when they sing, and as most pairs
are now defending territories they can be heard at intervals of about 500 metres in open woodland. I heard
five singing birds today in a circuit of West Marden, Watergate Hanger and the northern edge of Stansted
Forest where two were singing at each other across a public path which they seemed to have chosen as the
boundary of their territories. (A tiny GOLDCREST was singing as it threaded its way between them).
BUZZARD. Although I only saw one I could hear two different birds calling to each other in the Big Busto
House end of Watergate Hanger.
ALDSWORTH POND. I could see no Swans or Gadwall today but there were four SHOVELER, twelve
TUFTED DUCK, a single male POCHARD among the Coot and Mallard. On the meadow west of the pond
the EMPEROR GOOSE surveyed his empire of 25 CANADA GEESE and not far away a pair of LONG
TAILED TITS were gathering nest material.
IBM LAKE. A message from Kevin Stouse tells us that duck numbers are falling – only 3 Tufted Duck and 5
Pochard, while a sinlge female Teal was the subject of attention from 4 displaying males. Two Lesser
Blackback gulls were present and, thoughts of spring, 2 separate singing SKYLARK and two Meadow Pipit
(though these may have been passing). The GREEN WOODPECKER is still present and the pair of SWANS
are still around.
TUE 3 MAR
LITTLE EGRET. Given the strong wind and high tide in the afternoon it was not surprising that 6 of these were
sheltering in the Wade Court wet meadow next to Langstone Pond but one fishing in the Lymbourne Stream
cress beds north of the A27 was a first for me (I have seen them in the stream north of the A27 but never
openly wading in the cress beds pool). Back on the Wade Court meadow the TEAL numbered at least 70 and
a single LAPWING and 3 REDSHANK were unusual. The GREEN SANDPIPER was on the tiny flood
puddle in the field east of Wade Lane at around 14.30
CORMORANT understandably prefer to fish inland waters in storms but I was quite surprised to see one on
Langstone Pond eating a large flatfish which I did not know lived in the pond (washed in over the seawall
during winter storm tides?)
MON 2 MAR
RING-BILLED GULL. The Broadmarsh bird was seen by Peter Morrison last Wednesday and he says “It was
bigger than a Common Gull, especially when flying, and had a "herring gull" head shape. The best identifying
feature, probably of this bird only, is its ruffled feathers, as if it had too many.”
SCAUP. Peter Morrison also tells me that “There is an interesting scaup at Titchfield Haven - I think it's a female
in breeding plumage (which it doesn't nest in according to MacMillan) - black head, brown body. Some
people think it's a young male, others think it could be a hybrid. It's on the river and comes to be fed with corn
late afternoon.
WICKHAM COMMON FOR WOODLARK? Browsing Alan Thurbon’s website (for the Portsmouth members
group of Hampshire Wildlife Trust) today I noted that Pete Durnell will be leading a walk for them in July on
the County Council nature reserve at Wickham Common and that there is a possibility of seeing Woodlark.
Now is the time to hear them singing and if you do not hear them in West Walk at the Liberty Road clearing
(SU 601136) or the more recently cleared Lodge Hill area (SU 600126) where I heard one last spring, you
could explore around the Wickham Common reserve carpark at SU 590108 (turn south off the Southwick to
Wickham Road opposite the road going north to West Walk (Hundred Acres). For more info on that area
contact Pete Durnell at the Hampshire Countryside Service Rangers Hayling Island office (01705-462879)
PLANTS:

SUN 8 MAR
GREAT STITCHWORT was one of several spring flowers seen today on Hayling (West Town station and Daw
Lane). COMMON DOG VIOLET was out in Daw Lane and at the station I was amazed to find a mass of
COMMON STORKSBILL in flower at West Town. At Harbour Entrance two plants of EASTERN ROCKET
had flowers at the north end of the shoreline carpark and at the other end of the golf course, where there is a kink
in the fenceline and the path moves in to follow the ‘trench’, DANISH SCURVY GRASS was in flower. Back
in their ususal site the GREEN WINGED ORCHIDS
were showing substantial leaf rosettes and at least one
plant had a sheathed flower spike already erect., while on the north side of the Golf Course opposite the Kench
much Common Whitlowgrass was in flower. Another first flower, seen distantly from the coastal path, was
catkins on WHITE POPLAR, and at the Oysterbeds a small cluster of COLTSFOOT had come into flower
(Winter Heliotrope in now effectively over – I saw just two flowers in the whole morning)
SAT 7 MAR
HAIRY WOODRUSH was in full flower in The Holt at Rowlands Castle and COMMON WHITLOWGRASS
was starting to flower on the southern outskirts of Horndean by the road south to Rowlands Castle (on the left at
bottom of the slope up to the roundabout where you join the road from the A3M)
THU 5 MAR
BEAKED HAWKSBEARD in flower in Southmoor Lane was further proof of the wonders that human sewage
can achieve if the air is thick enough with its ‘bounty and benison’. In the section of the western verge nearly
opposite (a little south of) the new Penner Road COW PARSLEY plants stand tall with abundant flowers and
the HEDGEROW CRANESBILL plants still offer their display of glorious purple flowers.
CHERRY PLUM blossom now starting to go over as BLACKTHORN starts (very slowly) to take on the role of
spring bride.
COMMON WHITLOW GRASS. Just one tiny plant in flower behind the stream-mouth bench seat at South
Moors (a large patch expected here soon)
WED 4 MAR
GROUND IVY was found last Saturday in Woodlands Lane at Walderton by the Saturday walk group and I
found my first today in the track leading to Horsely Farm from the road at the top of the steep hill coming up
from West Marden.
GREEN HELLEBORE AND LESSER PERIWINKLE were both found in flower at Woodlands Lane by the
same party on Saturday, and when I saw them today I can only add that both are early and in very good health.
Michael Prior has arranged for the Hellebore growing outside Lordington Copse (in which by far the majority
of both species occur and are protected) to be shielded from accidental human and animal damage by ‘dead
hedging’. Flowering of the Periwinkle by the roadside is new to me and probably results from recent scrub
clearance in the copse letting more light through onto the roadside verge.
WILD GOOSEBERRY. A fairly common woodland species hereabouts, was putting out leaves today. Two nonwild species caught my eye in Watergate Hanger today – one was BOX (which occurs abundantly in Wick
Hanger near Finchdean) which I found growing out of Tully Tubes at Watergate to show that it had been
planted there, and the other was WITCH HAZEL, of which a tree appearing to grow wild as I saw its abundant
flowers through the other trees, turned out to be by the driveway to Big Busto House and close to the hidden
house.
BUTTERBUR. The plants at the Racton road junction are now pushing up flower heads with some flowers
open. In the flooded ditch on the north east side of the junction one or two flower stems had grown and the
flowers had expanded from their initial tight ball into a shape that could be confused with Winter Heliotrope
were there any leaves with the flowers.
TUE 3 MAR
EARLY DOG VIOLETS were found by me at the side of the Emsworth Road in Havant and close inspection to
establish their species made me realise that all the SWEET VIOLETS which I have been reporting recently
were probably wrongly identified Early Dog Violets. The feature which made me identify them as Sweet
Violets was the deep overall violet colour of the flowers, but when I did what I should have done in the first
place and brought home a specimen for detailed examination I found I was looking at the more expected Early
Dog species – apologies to all I have misled!
COMMON WHITLOW GRASS. Having found this flowering on Thorney last Sunday I looked at the Bellair
Road site in Havant and found half a dozen tiny plants with flowers near the Oaklands Road junction with
Bellair Road. This plant used to grow abundantly on moss in the recessed brickwork of the low wall round the
Bowling Club but last year someone ‘cleaned up’ that wall and we are lucky that any plants survived.
MON 2 MAR
WILD DAFFODILS. Rosemary Webb visited the West Dean woods site on Satuday (28th) and found plenty of
the Daffodils already in flower with an excellent crop of buds still to open. Rosemary also visited Selborne
Hanger at the weekend and found a great display of Stinking Hellebore but these are now going over.

OTHER:

SAT 7 MAR
TOADS heading for Chidmere pond had suffered significant losses on the Chidham roads according to Maureen
Coleman who was on the Saturday morning walk (the official report on the walk from John Gowen in Brian
Fellows absence on account of a bad chest was that ‘no of interest was seen’)
THU 5 MAR
WHITE RABBIT. Black rabbits are commonplace around Havant but a pure white one on the south bank of the
Hermitage Stream (at the north end of the big field east of Bedhampton Mill) was a surprise today. It was
fairly well grown and must have survived perhaps six months, maybe more.
WED 4 MAR
£400,000 of Lottery Money has been granted to Hampshire Wildlife Trust today. The bid put in by the Trust
was accepted in full and covers projects at 22 of its nature reserves to protect endangered species by improving
their habitat, and to carry out studies which will increase knowledge of the species and their needs. The
money will be spent over a five year period. Naturally the media focussed on a couple of well known species
– the RED SQUIRREL and DORMOUSE – and BBC TV showed two Red Squirrels fighting on an Isle of
Wight garden lawn (leading us to believe that some of the money will go to training them to be better
behaved!) and on Radio Solent Lawrence Sisitka (whom I thought had already left us for South Africa) told us
that DORMICE were not as scarce as some people believed but were cropping up everywhere.
THE NEWS (the Portsmouth paper) last Saturday carried, in its Weekend Supplement, nearly a whole page
feature on the ‘Evening Class’ group which meets indoors on Monday evenings and has a regular outing to
explore different local habitats each Saturday morning. The piece by Erika Biddlecombe was about the
Saturday walks and included good and accurate info about the Trust and its Havant Members Group as well as
an account of their recent walk in wind and rain at the South Moors and photos of the group in action.
HARES. Today I saw three of these in their forms out in the centre of growing corn in fields around Broadreed
Farm at Stansted. Some BT workmen in the area told me they had seen more early in the morning.
TOADS. Passing Brick Kiln Pond at Stansted today I found half a dozen corpses where they cross the road to
reach the pond – very few compared to past years. Unfortunately the local Wildfowlers, who do many
excellent conservation tasks that their opponents never undertake, ceased to shepherd the Toads when they lost
their lease of the old boating lake pond west of Brick Kiln Pond. When they were working there to restore the
pond they would put up a very long barrier of polytheme sheeting across the fields east of the road and this
would funnel the toads into the culvert under the road through which surplus water from the pond runs off.
Now that the Boating Lake is a nature reserve no one cares for this aspect of wildlife.
LOCAL ISSUES & HABITAT:

SUN 8 MAR
OYSTERBEDS. The sabotaged weir at the Oysterbeds has now been repaired using a JCB to push loads of chalk
into the gap and running the vehicle over the resulting pile. This does mean that it is now easy at low tide to
walk onto the wall beyond the weir gap but it will keep the water in the pool
FRI 6 MAR
HAVANT BOROUGH PLANNING APPLICATIONS. None in this weeks list seemed to offer any threat to the
natural environment but I did derive the amusement (I hope I give no offence to the applicant!) of seeing an
application for construction of a Granny Annex with Snooker Room over it, conjuring up the thought of the
man saying to his wife “You can have your mother here if I have a Snooker room” (or maybe the Granny is
coming straight from a professional career alongside Hurricane Higgins?)
THU 5 MAR
COASTAL WORK opposite Broadmarsh slipway. Where the east bank of the Hermitage stream turns sharply to
become the Budds Farm outfall shore there has for a long time been considerable erosion and the footpath has
almost fallen away. Today workmen with a JCB were pouring concrete into two holes (one up on the bank and
one on the shore) but I could not imagine what the final objective might be.
BEDHAMPTON WATER WORKS seem to being turned into a ‘level playing field’. The defunct ‘long pool’
near the Hermitage stream is being filled in and much more earth deposited south of it to create a large level
surface to replace the old slope. Does this mean that we will see more building on the site?
TUE 3 MAR
CLOSURE OF FOOTPATH FROM WARBLINGTON CHURCH TO EMSWORTH NORE BARN. Walking
this path today I found notices at the Church and ‘Selangor Avenue’ path junction saying that the path would
be closed for two months from March 2nd for ‘environmental enhancements’ to the Solent Way. I have since
heard from Anne de Potier that the work is only to fill the more muddy bits with chippings – not to totally
‘urbanise’ the path, but I am extremely concerned with the only alternative route shown on the maps with the

notices. They tell people that they must go along the shore which is of course impossible for about four hours
a day when the tide is in, and as they will not realise they cannot get through until half way round this is bound
to cause an increase in trespass on the fields with disturbance to the breeding birds through the Common Bird
Census period. (As the work cannot really need the path closed for more than a few days, and as the notices
do not suggest the alternative land route via the Selangor Ave path, A259 and Church Lane, this seems an
example of bureaucratic incompetence to which Derek Kingaby has put his name and I have written to tell him
so).
BIRD & PLANT WEEK LISTS:
The list of birds recorded during the week ending 8th March totalled 88, with 27 in song (all records known to
me, not just what I saw)
Little grebe (1)
Little egret (7)
Grey heron (3)
Mute swan (9)
Snow goose (1)
Canada goose (5)
Barnacle goose (1)
Brent goose (12 - S)
Emperor goose (1)
Shelduck (6)
Wigeon (2)
Gadwall (3)
Teal (6)
Mallard (9)
Pintail (1)
Shoveler (3)
Pochard (4)
Tufted duck (8)
Eider (1)
Goldeneye (1)
Red breasted
merganser (5)
Sparrowhawk (1)
Buzzard (1)
Pheasant (2)

Moorhen (5)
Coot (9)
Oystercatcher (4)
Grey plover (1)
Lapwing (2)
Dunlin (3)
Black tailed godwit
(3)
Curlew (3)
Redshank (7)
Green sandpiper (2)
Turnstone (2)
Black headed gull
(4)
Ring-billed gull (1)
Common gull (2)
Lesser blackback
gull (2)
Herring gull (1)
Stock dove (2)
Wood pigeon (7 S)
Collared dove (7 S)
Little owl (1)

Tawny owl (1)
Green woodpecker (4)
Great spotted woodpecker
(2)
Lesser spotted woodpecker
(1 - S)
Skylark (7 - S)
Meadow pipit (6 - S)
Rock pipit (1)
Water pipit (1)
Grey wagtail (4)
Pied wagtail (7)
Wren (8 - S)
Dunnock (7 - S)
Robin (10 - S)
Stonechat (3)
Blackbird (12 - S)
Song thrush (6 - S)
Redwing (1)
Mistle thrush (6 - S)
Cetti's warbler (1 - S)
Blackcap (1)
Chiff chaff (3 - S)
Goldcrest (4 - S)
Long tailed tit (6)

Marsh tit (6 - S)
Coal tit (4 - S)
Blue tit (10 - S)
Great tit (7 - S)
Nuthatch (3 - S)
Treecreeper (2)
Jay (3)
Magpie (6)
Jackdaw (1)
Rook (4)
Carrion crow (6 S)
Starling (5 - S)
House sparrow (5)
Chaffinch (7 - S)
Greenfinch (6 - S)
Goldfinch (1 - S)
Siskin (2)
Linnet (1 - S)
Bullfinch (2)
Yellowhammer (4 S)
Reed bunting (2)

WEEK 8
FEB 23 – MAR 1
BIRDS:
Brian Fellows’ Garden Report:
Not a great deal of activity in the garden this week. Blue Tit, Blackbird, House Sparrow, Starling, Chaffinch,
Greenfinch and Collared Dove were regular visitors, but I saw nothing of Robin, Dunnock, or Great Tit. Food
is going very slowly, except for bread which the Starlings gobble up.
The seed holders have not needed filling. A Blackcap was heard singing from a neighbour's garden on Wed and
a Goldfinch made a brief visit on Sun. The only other interesting visitor was a bumblebee which was seen on
two days and actually came into the house on one day.
SUN 1 MAR
WILLOW TIT seen and ‘Si-zur-zur-zur’ heard by Brian Fellows in Stansted Groves close to path through the
Redwoods. Large white cheek patches and diffuse bib seen from a close view while bird was feeding in a tree
close to the path. Could this be the bird I saw yesterday by Aldsworth Pond? Also in the Stansted
House/Groves area Brian saw a JAY and heard GOLDCREST song as well as GREEN WOODPECKER and
JACKDAW
MUTE SWAN pair displaying on Aldsworth Pond where the EMPEROR GOOSE was present with 10

CANADA GEESE, 1 GADWALL, 1 male SHOVELER and 6 TUFTED DUCK
KEVIN STOUSE’S walk around Thorney Island attracted 34 people who enjoyed views of KINGFISHER and
COMMON SANDPIPER plus a few GREENSHANK at the deeps but found no roosting waders on the Pilsey
Sands with a very high tide and south west wind. Plenty of GREY PLOVER and OYSTERCATCHER were
seen to the east of Pilsey and huge clouds of DUNLIN ‘smoked’ by the far shore near ELLA NORE (possibly
provoked by a Merlin?). The only GOLDEN PLOVER were high in the air over the army quarters in the
village (above the rookery that is unusually in Lombardy Poplars). Barry Collins told us that he had met an
unknown person who said they had seen a Short Eared Owl but there was no further evidence of this.
SAT 28 FEB
EMSWORTH PETER POND MUTE SWANS. Today I met a man who had seen the female dead in the pond –
thought to have hit a vehicle on the road. The injuries to the male had been sustained fighting with a
subsequent intruder
FIELDFARE and REDWING seen by the Saturday walk party at Watergate Park – around 20 of each. They also
saw 2 RED LEGGED PARTRIDGE near Woodbarn and met a horse rider who had seen two BUZZARD over
Lyecommon on the 24th
GREEN SANDPIPER still at the Westbourne cressbed and on Aldsworth Pond I saw a single male POCHARD,
one male SHOVELER, one maleTEAL, three GADWALL and 9 TUFTED DUCK
WILLOW TIT. At the junction of Aldsworth and Emsworth Common Roads I had a clear but brief view of a
single bird with ‘long head’, very white cheeks going almost to the back of its neck, and a large diffuse bib.
No sound heard as it apparently fed on Willow buds.
LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER. Coming along Park Lane from Sindles Farm towards the Groves I heard
repeated ‘Pee-pee-pee’ calls coming from the dense woodland in the valley west of the Stansted ‘old orchard’
and north of the newly planted and deer-fenced enclosure on the north side of Park Lane. While the calls from
the trees continued a very small woodpecker flew south over my head to Pits Copse so there must have been
two birds. At the east end of the enclosure a very dead Scots Pine (?), straight and tal as a mast but leaning at a
15 degree angle, seemed to have small round holes in the ‘armpit’ of it lowest branch (very high up)
MANDARIN. Pausing by the roadside to scan Brick Kiln pond I saw a magnificent male Mandarin on the water
at the west end. The male swam into the reeds at the south west corner of the pond, followed by a female
which I had not seen at first (seen about 14.30)
NEW FOREST REPORT from Dave Mead who has been there today. GREAT GREY SHRIKE still at Beaulieu
Road station area. At least one FIRECREST seen in the Boldrewood breeding area, and near the Acres Down
carpark when a large number of CROSSBILL flew from the treetops the two birds left were HAWFINCHES.
FRI 27 FEB
WEKA. “This inquisitive, flightless bird, with its measured walk and rapid run, is common throughout New
Zealand. Found at forest verges or in scrub, the Weka is omnivorous and a scavenger that kills rats” This
information come to you courtesy of Brian Hedley whom many of you will remember as a great Hampshire
birder and naturalist before moving to work in Lincolnshire. This week the Weka was pictured on a postcard
sent from New Zealand where he is presumably on a lengthy holiday or stopping off on a round the world
birding trip. He says Wekas are like huge Water Rails but very tame.
WETLAND BIRD SURVEY 1995-96. Each year this publication, which goes free to all participants in the
survey which used to be called the Wader and Wildfowl counts, gets bigger and better. While it’s statistics
may be misleading in so far as they show what was counted on the one day per month assigned for the counts,
and only at the 248 sites covered by the survey, they are always interesting and tell us, among much more, that
……
a) BRENT GEESE. A world population of only 16,500 in 1955 had increased to around 300,000 by 1995, and
the number of birds at most Hampshire sites seems to have reached capacity and stablised (though they were
still increasing in Southampton Water)
b) The CANADA GOOSE population was thought to have ceased its growth and stablised. The maximum count
for the whole country in 1995-96 was of 37,808 birds (but beware that this was not a census but a ‘random’
count of the surveyed sites on a particular day)
c) FERAL GREYLAG had increased by 50% from 1990 to 1995 (the latest available census showed 19,501
birds in 1990). The continuing growth of this species is estimated at 15% per annum over the past 25 years.
d) GADWALL is another species showing a continuing steep rise in numbers estimated at around 9% per annum
and now has a world population of about 30,000 birds (of which 162 were on Chichester gravel pits in the 9596 winter)
e) RUDDY DUCK showed the highest growth rate of all wildfowl at the time of this report, but as the total
number in the country was only around 3,000 birds it is not surprising we did not see so much of them.
f) The European WHITE FRONT GOOSE which occurred in Hampshire in numbers reaching 1600 in the late
1960s has shown an alarming decrease here in recent years and we can now expect well under 100 birds. The
European population as a whole has however increased from only 60,000 birds in the 1960s to more than

600,000, so we need not be concerned for the species, only for the Hampshire habitat.
g) EMPEROR GOOSE. Our local celebrity must be quite an unusual occurrence – this report tells us that only
one bird was seen in the wholre country in the 95-96 winter when 17 BAR-HEADED and 95 SNOW GEESE
were recorded.
h) WOOD DUCK – only four of these were recorded so our IBM Lake bird is likely to remain a lonely bachelor.
i) CHILOE WIGEON – another bird which has been recorded in our area within the last few years, was only
encountered twice in the year.
j) DUNLIN populations remained rougly constant from 1990 to 1995 but in Portsmouth Harbour the numbers
counted at high tide roosts had dropped greatly with the loss of the Port Solent area roost in 1988 (that does
not mean that the number feeding there had declined in line)
k) BLACK TAILED GODWIT total numbers continued to increase in the 1990-95 period and Chichester
Harbour held a population of international importance (i.e. had more than 1% of the world population)
THU 26 FEB
GREENFINCH DISPLAY FLIGHT, (with full song) seen today for the first time this spring. The bird was
displaying over the Thorney main road near the Emsworth Marina entrance, while REDWING were still
present in the nearby field.
SHELDUCK numbers have definitely decreased and the only ones I saw this morning on a trip to north Thorney
were just over 70 along the full length of the deeps (35 at the west end, 16 in the central area and 28 at the east
end). Four GREENSHANK were present at the west end high tide roost and a large number of LAPWING (in
the order of 300), STARLING and BRENT GEESE (350 or more) were on the fields, the Brent with a pair of
Canada Geese on the improved meadow south of the Little Deeps.
PEREGRINE?? hunting over Thorney Deeps. I did not see it, but something put up all the waders on the Great
Deeps, the Lapwing on Eames Farm rough, and all the Brent in the meadow by the Little Deeps at the same
time.
GADWALL. From the main road I saw one male in the Little Deeps east of the road. On the water visible from
the Emsworth channel seawall the only birds I could see were the pair of Swans, a few Coot and Little Grebe,
4 Tufted Duck, 10 Pochard and 12 Teal.
MISTLE THRUSH. The bird which I hear singing more or less continuously from my garden each morning
seems to have a territory extending east from the Hayling Billy Trail (East street bridge) to Meadowlands.
Today it was singing from trees above Bellair House, then above Denvilles House.
SPARROWHAWK seen by Alistair Martin from the windows of the BUPA hospital after his treatment (the threat
of the vulture had diminished to a smaller raptor only causing niggling pain)
WED 25 FEB
CROSSBILL. In Havant Thicket this afternoon I could hear tiny explosive noises which might have been the
warm sun expanding the dry fircones but eventually I saw a telltale rain of tiny brown flakes and could see that
most of the cones in that area had been forced open by Crossbill. I am sure there were several birds at work
but only saw one clearly. There were also Siskin in the area.
YELLOWHAMMER. Having only seen my first of the year yesterday I noticed today that two males were sitting
(and calling) prominently on tree tops in Havant Thicket today – presumably this indicates a break up of
winter flocks and a return to claim territories. Also today Bob Chapman told me that he has been seeing
Linnets returning from their winter quarters in a similar fashion
LONG TAILED DUCK. This morning at high tide Barry Collins saw a male between Wickor Point, Thorney
Island and the Little Deeps
RED THROATED DIVER. Barry Collins also saw one of these at the same time in the same area.
BRAMBLING still present at Upperford Copse, West Walk today according to Steve Hooper who saw about 15.
BLACKCAP song heard in the Warsash area by Peter Morrison both today and yesterday.
ALDSWORTH POND is attracting a growing band of birds. Today Brian Fellows found the EMPEROR GOOSE
on the pond with 4 CANADA GEESE and saw another 23 CANADA GEESE on the adjacent field to the
west. On the pond were 19 TUFTED DUCK and 3 pairs of GADWALL plus one TEAL (would that it had
been an early Garganey!). A single CURLEW was in a nearby field.
BUZZARD (not Vulture) seen from the windows of the BUPA hospital by Alistair Martin who was awaiting a
minor operation
TUE 24 FEB
LITTLE EGRET. A dawn roost count by Barry Collins (up at 5am to beat the first bird!) gave a total of 68, just
one down on last week
RING BILLED GULL was pointed out to me by the real birders present at Broadmarsh. I can only say that I
could see no real difference between it and an adult winter Common Gull even when it flew close by though it
looked considerably larger than one when flying towards me and had a different ‘stiff winged’ flight. I had not
read up on the detail of the smaller wingtip mirrors and perhaps would have noticed them had I done so but I
could see no distinctive difference in the bill or head shape, nor the mantle colour, and the ‘ring’ on the bill

was indistinguishable from that on the next Common Gull to fly by. (When I visited Broadmarsh again on
Wednesday I was almost deceived into thinking I had seen the Ring-bill by a Common Gull with a very
narrow tertial crescent and it seems that the only real distinguishing factors are the flight, size – providing the
Ring-bill is conveniently alongside a Common Gull – and the eye colour which I have not yet seen properly)
DARTFORD WARBLER still present in the Farlington Point field according to Bill Addison. He had not seen it
himself but knew a man that had! I also have good reason (from Bob Chapman) to believe that the
FIRECRESTS are still present north of the road at Farlington, but the TWITE have not been seen recently.
BLACK NECKED GREBE. While at Broadmarsh John Badley told me that the maximum count he knows of in
Langstone Harbour this winter is 23. Does anyone know the count for Studland Bay which has traditionally
been the only other British winter site for these birds?
BUZZARD. Dave Mead saw four together over Watergate Hanger today (and I have heard that Jason Crook has
recently seen five together in our area that I do not know the details and have not heard it from Jason!)
REDWING SUB-SONG heard by me from a flock of at least 32 in tree-tops near Harting Down – I look on this
sound as a sign that the Redwing are thinking of moving north, possibly using the noise as a way of collecting
a good band of birds together to make the long flight. I also found 8 FIELDFARE at Littlegreen School near
Compton
REDLEGGED PARTRIDGE. The first three that I have seen this year were in a field on Fernbeds Down north
east of Compton
MARSH TIT song heard by me for the first time this spring coming from a bird near the South Downs Way
above South Harting
YELLOWHAMMER. My first this year were a pair flying over Compton village.
LAPWING still holding territory on farmland! In my walk round Uppark today I found no sign of Lapwing in the
field just north of Compton village and south of Hundred Acre Farm where I had more than one pair a few
years back but there was a single bird seen and heard in another field in that area (SU 776156), hopefully with
a mate that I did not see. Is this the only pair left on farmland in southern England?? Tell me of others please!
SHAG AT HAYLING FERRY. Brian Fellows passes on a report that there are now 3 of these in the harbour
mouth but he did not see any of them – he did find 520 BRENT on the Portsmouth College fields by the
Eastern Road.
MON 23 FEB
RING-BILLED GULL seen at Broadmarsh today by various people including Brian Fellows and Alistair
Martin. Alistair learnt of his presence from Tim Lawman who works at Havant Council Offices alongside
Peter Gammage, and it seems that Peter had met up with (Dr) Andy Hanby and others for a good day’s
birding yesterday, during the course of which they visited Broadmarsh and found the Ring-billed Gull at the
slipway. Today Brian had good views of it and in his own words says “In comparison with Common Gull its
bill was distinctly bulkier, longer and straighter and had a dark ring near the tip (though some Common Gull
also have such a ring). Eye reddish, Common Gull's is dark. Legs yellower than Common Gull. Head like
Common Gull and slightly streaked. Mantle grey like Common Gull, slightly lighter. Slightly larger than
Common Gull. Noted the thin tertial crescent in comprison with the broad one on the Common Gull.
Behaviour: mainly on its own or in company with Black-headed Gulls.” Alistair’s comments are similar
though he thought the marking on the nape were ‘more spots than streaks’.
COOT ON NEST at Emsworth Peter Pond seen by Brian Fellows, who also saw on Emsworth Mill Pond 66
Swans, 51 Mallard, 4 Tufted Duck and 3 Coot as well as 12 KNOT on the mud offshore (having been past the
pond twice since I cannot see the nest or sitting Coot)
PLANTS: (45 species in flower this week – see species list at end)
SUN 1 MAR
COLTSFOOT starting to flower at the west end of the NRA road at the north end of ther Emsworth seawall on
Thorney. Much more exciting were the first flowers of ALEXANDERS all along the Thorney village shore
and even better was a small colony of COMMON WHITLOWGRASS flowering on the west facing bank of
the seawall at the east end of Thornham Lane
SAT 28 FEB
GREEN HELLEBORE and LESSER PERIWINKLE were both in flower along Woodlands Lane, Walderton
beside Lordington Copse for the joy of the Saturday walk group. Less uncommon (soon to be super-abundant) but
just as exciting were the first flowers of GROUND IVY.
YELLOW CORYDALIS in flower once more on the walls of Westbourne church. Coming up Mill Lane from
Lumley I noted LESSER CELANDINE now flowering in full abundance and a tiny patch of flowering
SWEET VIOLET close to the A27 on its south side, also that all the Ferns have been cleaned from the
brickwork of the railway bridge.
THU 26 FEB

BULBOUS BUTTERCUP flowering on the bank of the A27 where the cycleway to Emsworth from Havant
emerges from it on the Emsworth side.
HAIRY BITTERCRESS will soon be seen everywhere but today early flowering plants caught my eye in
several places. I have seen the larger Wavy Bittercress flowering at times through the winter in damp
woodland situations but this is my first sight of its smaller omnipresent cousin.
BUTTERBUR. The plants at Brook Meadow are making very slow progress and I had some difficulty in finding
any shoots emerging from the ground but one budding flowerhead did have a single flower open!
SWEET VIOLET. Another roadside clump with lovely flowers where Thornham Lane turns north towards
Prinsted (west side of the road on the corner)
SMALL NETTLE. Flowers could be found on survivors of last year’s plants in the small market garden section
of field beside the Prinsted to Wensley House footpath.
CHERRY PLUM still flowering abundantly everywhere. Today one caught my eye by the Thorney main road
level with the top of the now unused section of road which once ran close past Eames Farm. I suspect this
small tree was planted by Barry Collins.
WED 25 FEB
YEW SHEDDING POLLEN. Both Brian Fellows (in Rowlands Castle) and myself (in Havant Thicket) saw the
pollen dust clouds spreading from Yew tress for the first time today
TUE 24 FEB
BARREN STRAWBERRY flowers seen in profusion by the South Downs Way above South Harting today (only
my second sighting of them this spring). Also on today’s walk around Uppark I found IVY LEAVED
SPEEDWELL flowering in two places and my first ‘roses’ on a JAPANESE LARCH. Primroses are now to be
found widely and the leaves of RAMSONS are coming up thick and fast.
OTHER:

SUN 1 MAR
FALLOW DEER – A bunch of ten seen by Brian Fellows near Stansted House
SAT 28 FEB
TOADS are now crossing the Forestside Road at Brick Kiln Pond according to Sonia Bolton but local motorists
have been successfully swerving so no corpses are left on the road
THU 26 FEB
POINTED SNAILS (Cochlicella acuta). This species has a single year life span and I found young snails at the
IBM North Harbour site on Feb 14th. Today I looked for them in vain at the west end of the Thorney Great
Deeps but could only find empty shells from last year – there have never been many of them here and they
may well have escaped my search.
WED 25 FEB
SEAL ATTACKING DIVING DUCK. I had an update on this story from Bob Chapman today, and he tells me
that the Seal has been seen positively targetting birds (not just snapping at them in chance underwater
encounters) and that when it has ‘hit’ one it plays with it, tossing it in the air before devouring it. Bob has also
heard of a similar Seal attacking duck incident near the mouth of Chichester Harbour recently so it may not be
just one rogue animal that is doing it.
TOADS return to Farlington Marshes – Bob Chapman has a number of males back in the ponds north of the road
awaiting the females
TUE 24 FEB
NEWS FROM DAVID PARKER who has recently been in the Isle of Wigbt, of 3 HARES ‘BOXING’ at
Newtown Marsh on Feb 17th, of RED SQUIRREL seen on the 18th and a MED GULL in Bembridge Harbour
on the 19th. Back on the mainland he saw a RED ADMIRAL in his garden on the 20th where he probably had
one of the earliest BUMBLEBEE sightings on the 15th.

LOCAL ISSUES & HABITAT:

FRI 26 FEB
HAVANT BOROUGH PLANNING APPLICATIONS.
The major item this week was the arival of an updated version of the application for building factories on the
Langstone South Moors which does not raise any new concerns. It refutes the idea (which I had not heard of
previously) that the hedgerow along the current line of the footpath running east from Southmoor Lane was an
ancient field boundary hedgerow. I would certainly share the view that this was a recent addition planted by
IBM and having no great historical or wildlife importance – can you tell me otherwise? If the plan is approved

and the footpath moved a little to the south the nature of Southmoor Lane will itself be changed by the
provision of a pavement along the east side of the road to serve walkers accessing the path – as this pavement
will run north from where the path meets the road, and as many walkers go south from that point, this seems to
be another example of creeping urbanisation for which there is no real or proven need.
With it is the proposed Management Plan (prepared by Hampshire Wildlife Trust) for the nature reserve, showing
an interesting series of pools, linked by a winding watercourse with a north-south axis, on the old playing
fields, and holding ponds on either side of the ‘orchid meadow’ where water from further north emerges from
the Autoliv site via the major drainage channels on the east and west sides of the factory – these would attempt
to hold water to be released to the moors at an even rate through the year. The proposed plan for the nature
reserve replaces the stiles which currently give access to the site by kissing gates (dog-proof stiles would be
added to give controlled access to some of the internal sections of the reserve). I cannot object to the kissing
gates but fear they will restrict my current practice of taking my bike along the public shore path! The
proposal also includes ideas for controlled grazing and talks of the importance of an on-site warden.
The Portsmouth originated ‘planning brief’ for the Portsdown Main ex DRA site on Portsdown is mentioned in
the Havant list – it is available for inspection at the Havant planning department. In the briefest of resumes
this document is said to focus development proposals on the encouragement of “employment and non-car
modes of transport”
A Chichester originated planning application is also mentioned. This is for the construction of 64 houses between
Lumley Road and Orchard Road (to the east), presumably in the triangle of land south of the railway and east
of ‘The Rookery’ (off Lumley Road) where the present residents will lose a pleasant prospect of a pocket park
with mature oak trees. The reference for this is SB/97/02408/OUT if you want to comment to Chichester
District Council.
WED 25 FEB
POSSIBLE LOSS OF SALTINGS AT NORTHNEY MARINA. Today I followed up the Planning Application
noted on Monday and had my fears confirmed that Northney Marina do have permission to extend their
moorings anywhere in the whole of the inlet which they own, and could excavate any part of it without any
further public consultation. I have no reason to believe that they will do anything in the near future …
MON 23 FEB
HAVANT BOROUGH PLANNING APPLICATIONS. Today I checked through last week's list and found one
item of possible wildlife significance, but not I think one that we can do anything about as it relates to
permission already granted in 1989. This relates to Northney Marina which was granted permission to create a
marina in the whole area of the inlet and saltings where its moorings currently occupy about a quarter of the
available space. They are now possibly thinking of constructing a 'Boat Services' building on land and are
applying for the waiving of conditions imposed with the granting of permission on 1989 (the conditions relate
to highway works they are required to fund, presumably in view of increased traffic). The application is to
avoid this highway work in relation to the Boat Services building, but to retain it in relation to the creation of a
'new basin' (which I presume they are not currently planning to excavate). If they do ever decide to extend the
marina to the inner half of the inlet which is currently a good section of tidal saltings used by many species of
bird and possibly having some special botanic interest I would hope that it is still possible to resist the loss and
any information in this connection will be welcome.

BIRD & PLANT WEEK LISTS:
The list of birds recorded during the week ending 1st March totalled 99, with 23 in song (all records known to
me, not just what I saw)
Red throated diver (2)
Little grebe (5)
Cormorant (4)
Shag (1)
Little egret (4)
Grey heron (2)
Mute swan (8)
Canada goose (7)
Brent goose (3)
Emperor goose (2)
Shelduck (7)
Mandarin (1)
Wigeon (3)
Gadwall (6)
Teal (4)
Mallard (8)
Pintail (5)
Shoveler (2)
Pochard (3)
Tufted duck (9)
Long tailed duck (1)
Goldeneye (1)
Red breasted
merganser (2)
Buzzard (2)
Red legged partridge
(2)

Pheasant (4)
Moorhen (5)
Coot (9)
Oystercatcher (4)
Ringed plover (1)
Golden plover (1)
Grey plover (3)
Lapwing (5)
Knot (2)
Dunlin (6)
Common snipe (1)
Black tailed godwit
(3)
Curlew (6)
Redshank (3)
Greenshank (2)
Green sandpiper (1)
Common sandpiper
(1)
Black headed gull
(6)
Ring-billed gull (4)
Common gull (4)
Lesser blackback
gull (3)
Herring gull (4)
Great blackback

gull (2)
Stock dove (2 - S)
Wood pigeon (12 - S)
Collared dove (3 - S)
Tawny owl (2)
Kingfisher (2)
Green woodpecker (1)
Great spotted
woodpecker (2 - S)
Lesser spotted
woodpecker (1)
Skylark (7 - S)
Meadow pipit (4)
Grey wagtail (3)
Pied wagtail (3)
Wren (12 - S)
Dunnock (9 - S)
Robin (14 - S)
Blackbird (6 - S)
Fieldfare (4)
Song thrush (4 - S)
Redwing (8 - S)
Mistle thrush (8 - S)
Dartford warbler (1)
Blackcap (1 - S)
Chiff chaff (2)
Goldcrest (8 - S)

Firecrest (2)
Long tailed tit (6)
Marsh tit (8 - S)
Willow tit (2)
Coal tit (5 - S)
Blue tit (8 - S)
Great tit (14 - S)
Nuthatch (1 - S)
Great grey shrike (1)
Jay (1)
Magpie (2)
Jackdaw (8)
Rook (10)
Carrion crow (7)
Starling (5 - S)
House sparrow (4)
Chaffinch (10 - S)
Brambling (1)
Greenfinch (5 - S)
Goldfinch (5 - S)
Siskin (2)
Linnet (1)
Crossbill (2)
Bullfinch (2)
Hawfinch (1)
Yellowhammer (3)
Reed bunting (1)

WEEK 7
FEB 16 - 22
BIRDS:

SUN 22 FEB
REDWING. 12 in the Wade Lane pony field below A27
GREEN SANDPIPER. Feeding at the Wade Court wet meadow at 9 am – perhaps earlier dawn and sunlight have
made it change its daily routine.
GOLDEN PLOVER. At least 300 close to Langstone Mill. The neap tide had only been falling for a couple of
hours at around 9am but was so low today that it left the higher parts of the shore uncovered. By the time I
reached the Langstone Bridge the whole flock took off for no obvious reason, circled higher and higher and
then seemed to move inland – are they pulling out of their winter quarters and headig for the moors?
SHELDUCK. It seems very early for these to be leaving us (normally plenty until May, certainly until the end of
March) but this morning I saw only 1 on the Langstone shore, 5 in the Oysterbeds, 15 midway down the
Hayling West shore and 10 off the Kench.
STONECHAT. A lone male on the fences of the field east of Stoke Bay – the first I have seen in the Oysterbeds
area this winter.
KNOT. At the north end of the saltings midway down the west shore of Hayling a flock of some 80 Knot were
prominent among other waders.
RED CRESTED POCHARD. The female was one of very few birds on Sinah lake today – at the west end with
two Pochard and 6 Tufted Duck. The water was very high, well over the barrier of the small pool at the east
end and covering most of the island except for the Swan nest site (no sign of the Swans). The only other birds
I saw were a dozen Coot and half a dozen Mallard, not even any gulls.
DAW LANE LITTLE OWL site. The decaying Ash tree a few yards east of West Lane and north of Daw Lane
where Little Owls have nested in the past seems to have been taken over by a pair of Stock Doves – one of
which was making an elabortate bowing display and entering the nest hole. On Jan 17th Tim Timlick saw the

two owls in a tree on the west side of West Lane close to the ‘farm’ building and they hopefully have a nest on
that side of the road.
ARUNDEL WILDFOWL RESERVE was Brian Fellows destination today and from his report I have picked out
just some of the wild birds listed as present there. 947 Mallard, 200 Snipe (and 2 Jack Snipe), 197 Pochard,
110 Tufted Duck, 47 Mandarin, 9 Ruddy Duck and 3 Bewicks Swan. Firecrest, Bearded Tit and 5 Cetti’s
Warbler are also noted. Brian found Reed Bunting on bird tables (alas not the Little Bunting which I
remember was a bird table bird at Titchfield Haven a winter or so back). Brian does not mention Gadwall in
the reserve but did find some on Swanbourne Lake across the road.
BRIAN FELLOWS GARDEN REPORT
The main interest in the garden this week was to hear a Blackcap singing lustily for about 20 minutes from a
neighbour's garden on Wed 18th. Two Goldfinch were regular visitors to feed on seeds thrown onto the
ground, though Greenfinch and House Sparrows were unusually infrequent which meant the seed holders did
not need replenishing very often. Presumably they are preoccupied with preparation for nesting. Still no sight
or sound of Robin and no Great Tit either this week. Song Thrush and Wren were heard singing, but not seen.
A bumble bee was seen briefly on Sat 21st.
SAT 21 FEB
HOUSE MARTIN at Dungeness recently, according to Barry Collins
WOODLARK have been singing in the New Forest (Barry Collins heard them a week or more back at Pig Bush
,adjacent to Beaulieu Road Station)
SOUTH MOORS walk by the Evening Class group was fairly damp and cold but they saw 46 species including a
male Shoveler still on the Budds Farm pools and 26 Goldeneye offshore. They were accompanied by a
NEWS reporter who will be featuring them in next Saturday’s Weekend section. (Which reminds me that on
Sunday 1st March on BBC2 at 18.40 you can see ‘Fire and Ice’ – a film of wildlife in Iceland taken by ‘local
boy made good’ John Aitchison. John made good long ago in this line (the RSPB ‘Flying for Gold’ film
several years back was one of his) but there are still some who remember him as a Portsmouth Grammar
School boy.
FRI 20 FEB
SWALLOW and SAND MARTIN already listed on Bird Line! In telling me his sightings today Alistair Martin
also passed on the news from Bird Line that a Swallow has been seen in East Sussex and a Sand Martin at
Portland.
MED GULL at Southsea Canoe Lake seen by Alistair this morning
MEADOW PIPIT song heard by me at the South Moors. The bird was in more or less full song with parachute
descent – probably it has been practising for several days.
GREEN SANDPIPER seen (and heard!) flying south along the Lavant stream at 9.45am this morning when I was
level with the end of Penner Road
THU 19 FEB
‘DAWN CHORUS’. At 5.30am this morning, with no hint of dawn in the sky but with the bright lights of the
Postal sorting office at the end of our road diffusing through the mist to give a false dawn light, the chorus of
two full throated Blackbirds, one Song Thrush and several Robins made a startlingly loud sound on opening
our backdoor for the dog. Around 6.15am a single Wood Pigeon gave a short solo but I heard no other birds
until full light when Dunnock and Great Tit took over.
BRIAN FELLOWS ON HIS BIKE. Setting an admirable example Brian cycled from Emsworth to Walderton
today via Aldsworth and Stansted. He found the EMPEROR GOOSE in the field beside Aldsworth Pond in
company with 9 Canada Geese (two more on the pond) and watched an interesting ‘falling leaf’ display by a
Coal Tit at Stansted (the bird fluttering down like a leaf).
WED 18 FEB
BLACKCAP SONG heard by Brian Fellows at Emsworth. During the winter Blackcaps frequently indulge in
quiet sub-song which can only be heard by those close to the bush or tree where the bird is – this sub-song
varies little in pitch and can go on for minutes at a time. When the sun gets stronger and the wintering birds
start to think of spring in earnest then the indulge in the loud and melodious song which is normally a sign that
out summer birds have arrived (the birds we see in winter will then be moving east to their central European
breeding places and those that breed here will be arriving from the south).
GOLDCREST SONG. Although this has been heard on and off through the winter two or more birds were
singing very strongly in conifers lining Southmoor Lane today (Another unusual song today was a Collared
Dove heard at 5am when I had to let the dog out!)
EMPEROR GOOSE. This local oddity was first seen on Brick Kiln pond at Stansted a couple of years back, and
this winter has been in the Emsworth/Thorney area, but this week it deserted Emsworth Mill Pond and was
seen at the Portsmouth Water Company HQ lake in Havant.
MORE LOCAL BUZZARDS. At the evening meeting in Havant Arts Centre I was reminded by one of the people
to whom I chatted that Buzzards are established in the Petersfield (Hangers) area and now remember hearing

of sightings on the hills near Stroud in the recent past.
ARHTUR JOLLANDS of Alton, who gave us a full and fascinating evening of wildlife photos and intimate
anecdotes at this meeting, told us that Owls cannot count – one fledgling that fell from a nest that was
inaccessible was happily reared by another pair when added to their clutch – and that, unlike nearly all ground
nesting birds, the chicks of a Nightjar do not leave their ‘nest’ when hatched but remain in the same spot until
ready to fly. Arthur’s main technique for getting close to his photographic subjects was to lie flat on the
ground, disguising the threatening upright human form that animals rightly fear, but that did not deter one
Tawny Owl which attacked him repeatedly (even in full daylight) and drew blood from his face until he
swathed it in a corn sack. This remineded me of the Tawny Owl which almost put the farm shop at Southwick
out of business a few years ago – it would swoop on customers as they emerged from their cars near the shop,
again in broad daylight!
REDWING and RED LEGGED PARTRIDGE seen by Alistair Martin from Park Lane west of Racton. Some 16
Redwing and 1 Partridge were in the field bordering the wood south of the lane just north east of Sindle’s
Farm. I also saw some 20 Redwing in the Wade Court fields south of the A27.
TUE 17 FEB
LITTLE EGRET COUNT FOR FEBRUARY was made today by Barry Collins. He recorded 69 at the roost,
two up on last month.
MED GULL. Barry Collins found an adult on Peter Pond at Emsworth (north side of A259) The Swan pair there
have no settled to nesting proper as yet but the Thorney Little Deeps pair (first in the race once more) are
refurbishing their nest hidden in the reeds (Barry does not think they have laid eggs yet).
GREENSHANK (10) & SPOTTED REDSHANK (4) seen at Thorney Great Deeps west by Barry Collins today –
possibly wintering birds from other south coast sites becoming restless and arriving here from elsewhere?
(Through the winter there ha ve only been a couple of Spotshanks here)
PURPLE SANDPIPER. One seen by Brian Fellows at Southsea Castle at 9.30am . Unlike Barry Collins (who
was in Southsea last week and did not see the Purple Sandpiper but did see two Shag and the Canoe Lake Med
Gull), Brian saw neither Shag nor Med Gull but did count 50 Swans on the lake.
BAFFINS POND had a record count (since Brian began recording the birds here in 1992) of 52 TUFTED DUCK
when Brian arrived there at noon. It also held 52 Canada Geese, 32 Barnacle Geese and 2 Snow Geese (plus
the white hybrid) managing to circumnavigate 118 Mallard, 4 Pochard and the ususal female Red Crested
Pochard. Brian also visited Eastney and Milton Common but found nothing special though the Milton Lakes
Swan pair was in residence.
HAWFINCH. Today Michael Prior told me that a couple of weeks ago (possibly Feb 7th) he was driving through
Forestside when he saw the distinctive silhouette of what he took to be a Hawfinch on a dead oak in a dip of a
field round about SU 757125.
COCKATIEL posing for photographs in Nigel Johnson’s Meon Valley garden at Soberton.
WOODCOCK. I took advantage of my permit to visit the Stansted conservation areas and put up three separate
Woodcock, all at distances of from 7 to 12 paces from my feet so I had good views!. One was in The Slip
(south of the main avenue before reaching Lyels Wood, one was in Lyels Wood and the third was in the
‘Donkey Field’ just west of the old boating pond.
LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER. February is usually the best time to find these elusive birds, partly
because there are no leaves on the trees and partly because they are actively pairing (drumming, chasing each
other and making their Pee-pee-pee calls). As I was walking west from the Stansted Main Avenue carpark this
morning I heard this distinctive call briefly from trees around SU 752104 (not a place that I have come across
them before). For those who may be seeking them I have come across them not only in the South Coopers
Wood area but also on both sides of the main avenue at around SU 742106
REDWING & SISKIN were both present in the Pond Copse area (4 Redwing and 2 Siskin) but I had the
impression that both were on the move north.
CURLEW feeding inland. Numbers of these birds regularly fly inland from Langstone Harbour ro feed on worms
in wet fields and a message from John Goodspeed today told me of a new place to see them – in the hollow
north of Portsdown and south of South Downs College (between the A3M and Portsmouth Golf Course). John
found a maximum of 105 Curlew there on Jan 30th but sees smaller numbers regularly.
MON 16 FEB
BUZZARD seen on a roadside post not far north of Wickham by Elisabeth Aitchison. Possibly one of a pair that I
hear have been seen in the West Walk area. In past years there has been a breeding pair a little further up the
road near Warneford (sometimes seen north of Old Winchester Hill) but I have no current news from that area.
SPARROWHAWK LOSES PREY TO CAT. Also from Elisabeth Aitchison comes a story of a Sparrowhawk
which killed a white dove in her Portsdown Hill garden at Farlington. As it started to pluck its prey a fierce
local moggie came on the scene and the hawk relinquished its prey rather than argue the case.
EMSWORTH MILL POND was counted at 11am today by Brian Fellows who found an all time record number

of 68 SWANS as well as 23 Canada Geese, 54 Mallard, 9 Tufted Duck and three Coot.
PLANTS:

SUN 22 FEB
BLACK POPLAR catkins opening in Wade Court Road. A tall Black Poplar on the east side of the road
immediately south of the footpath to Pook Lane had a display of long red catkins already opening this morning
– this seems very early.
FLOWERING CURRANT (RIBES) in full flower (and smell!) in Hayling West Town on the north side of
Station Road opposite St Catherine’s Road. Although not a wild plant the first flowering of this species is
always one of the major signs of spring for me (often first seen in the hedge around the Chichester gravel pits
Trout Lake office).
FRI 20 FEB
BUTTERBUR. The female plants around the Lavant stream where it passes George Hedley’s farm at the South
Moors had well developed flowers today – the male plants push up their flowers before the leaves but these
females have a good display of leaves with the emergence of the flowers
ELDER FLOWER BUDS were already detectable on one bush at Budds Mound where Dog Rose leaves were
also showing..
WYCH ELM flowers just opening on the Budds Mound tree
DUKE OF ARGYLL’S TEAPLANT was showing fresh leaves for the first time at the South Moors and fresh
leaves showed where both English Scurvy Grass and Common Whitlowgrass will soon flower near the shore.
THU 19 FEB
BARREN STRAWBERRY flower (just one) was out at Lowton’s Copse this morning as I searched vainly for
Toothwort
WED 18 FEB
WYCH ELM FLOWERS are now opening generally on trees in sheltered locations and today I noticed these
lovely (but small) purple pincushions of flower covering the branches of a tree on the south side of the railway
at what used to be the Bidbury Mead path crossing. The tree at the north west corner of Budds mound, at the
top of the steps leading to the shore, is more exposed and its buds are still closed.
CHERRY PLUM blossom is probably at its peak now and there is a lot to be seen at Broadmarsh as well as
Southmoor and Wade Lanes, but (except for ten flowers on one branch overhanging the Hayling Billy trail just
north of the A27) I could see no sign of BLACKTHORN flowering yet.
HEDGEROW CRANESBILL is still flowering in Southmoor Lane – an extraordinary sight at this time of year.
TUE 17 FEB
PRIMROSE Genuine wild plants in full flower seen in the north of Lyels Wood at Stansted, though in other parts
of the wood the leaves were not fully grown as yet
FIELD PENNYCRESS. A good many plants with fresh flowers (and their distinctive seeds) south of the Sussex
Border path where it goes west from Holme Farm near the Stansted Sawmill.
CHERRY PLUM. On the north side of Holme Farm itself the hedge had several trees laden with blossom and
one or two more could be seen flowering where the Park Lane track leaves the Forestside Road south of
Stansted Groves
EARLY PURPLE ORCHIDS had well grown leaves showing in The Groves today – if the weather continues to
be warm we may see flowers on them in early March rather than late April!
SUN 15 FEB
GREEN WINGED ORCHIDS already have detectable sheathed flower heads in Rosemary Webb’s garden
SAT 14 FEB
COLTSFOOT. A great display that must have been out for several days seen in two places at the IBM North
Harbour site
GOAT WILLOW also in flower at IBM. Many of these trees burst their brown flower cases long ago to reveal
the white ‘cotton woolpacking’ around the flowers. Today was the first time that I found fully developed
flowers heads with golden anthers showing.
VARIANT CELANDINE. On this visit to North Harbour I collected the leaves and flowers of what I still think
of as a hybrid between Lesser Celandine and Marsh Marigold (having leaves growing from the flower stem as
well as from the bulb) and am experimenting with pressing them in the hope of sending them away for proper
identification.
ALSO AT NORTH HARBOUR the GLASTONBURY THORN trees still had blossom but the KINGCUPS were
nearly over – just one flower left on display. On one of the banks, as expected, much THYME LEAVED
SPEEDWELL was in flower and the PARSLEY PIERT which is very common on many of the dry banks had
much fresh foliage but no flowers that I could detect with my hand lens.
ALEXANDERS. Has anyone found this in flower yet? I haven’t but am expecting to see it daily.

OTHER:

SAT 21 FEB
FROGS CHASE OFF SQUIRREL. Sue Drewett rang today with much more unusual news of frogs in her garden.
It seems that a Grey Squirrel chanced to sit for a time close to the edge of the pond (with no apparent intention
of molesting the frogs, though it may have stirred memories in the frogs of Fox, Dog or Cat which do attempt
to catch frogs even if they do not eat them). A troop of some twenty frogs came out of the pond and started to
perform a war dance, circling round the squirrel until it lost its nerve and fled!
PEACOCK and TORTOISESHELL butterflies have both been seen near the coast recently by Barry Collins
FIRST BUMBLEBEE seen by Brian Fellows (I noticed one on Sun 22nd)
FRI 20 FEB
FROGSPAWN. Sue Drewett rang to tell me that up to 100 frogs have arrived in her pond and are spawning – she
attributes their lateness to the absence of rain which normally reminds them of the watery joys of spring. Sue
has also had BRIMSTONE butterflies in her garden this week.
WED 18 FEB
HARE seen by Alistair Martin on the fields south west of Racton Folly today
FROGSPAWN has been found in some half dozen local ponds during the past couple of weeks but other ponds
that normally have spawn have none – this evening Gill Knight told me that where they had over 100 frogs in
their pond only a few years ago they have none so far this year and she was happy to take up an offer of
importing surplus from Pat Bowman. She believes the theory that frogs have been succumbing to excess
radiation reaching earth with the thinning of the ozone layer, and thinks we should use their demise as a
warning of damage we may suffer.

BIRDS:

WEEK 6
FEB 9 - 15

SUN 15 FEB
LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER not found at Stansted by Brian this morning (he missed it yesterday)
despite an hour’s vigil. If other people try to refind it I can only comment that there have been several
sightings in past years just south of the Ladies Walk and it may have been at the northern point of its territory
on Saturday. Last year Heather Mills spotted one above the post box at the entrance to Stansted Sawmill from
whence it flew into South Coopers Wood. I have also seen one in isolated trees about 250 yards east of that
point and that one also flew north into South Coopers Wood.
MISTLE THRUSH song heard by Brian while searching for the Woodpecker. At the end of last year I was
wondering if they had forgotten how to sing but I now hear one daily from somewhere near the Havant
Museum and a couple of mornings ago I heard both it and the much less frequent WOOD PIGEON song from
a thick mist. I have also noticed that mist or low cloud seems to encourage SKYLARK song – are the birds
more wary of intruders on their territory when they can’t see what’s going on around them?
BRIAN FELLOWS’ GARDEN BIRDS. This week he has been favoured by up to 30 HOUSE SPARROWS (I
see two in my garden if I’m lucky – there does seem to be a decline in their numbers). 18 STARLING and 12
GREENFINCH were perhaps less special, but it was worrying that his ROBIN had disappeared (was it a
female and is it sitting already?). His best bird was a single GOLDFINCH.
SAT 14 FEB
STANSTED FOREST. (Evening class walk form 9am to noon). The group had the luck to hear drumming and
then see a LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER at the southern end of the Ladies Walk (by the gate at SU
7585-1055). They also came on two pairs of MARSH TIT (but not Willow, nor the other current Stansted
specials).
WeBS Count, Tournerbury area of Hayling - Brian Fellows (12.00-14.30).
• LAPWING displaying over Tournerbury Marsh while SKYLARK sang – another of the wonders of spring!
(Please report any signs of Lapwing breeding on any other farmland – no need to prove they are nesting)
• BRENT flock of 750 also on Tournerbury Farm land (that must mean around SZ 729998 west of Tournerbury
Wood and south of the road as all the marsh farmland is now golf course)
• TEAL (155) and SHELDUCK (88) on the water (presumably around SZ 736997 off the new seawall)
• SEAGULL ISLAND (SZ 747992) high tide roost. With only a 4.5m tide this was not submerged and held
1120 DUNLIN, 86 KNOT, 62 OYSTERCATCHER, 32 REDSHANK, 28 TURNSTONE and 24 BARTAILED GODWIT. (See local issues for renewed application by Sparkes Boatyard for visitor mooring
pontoons which might affect this roost)
WeBS Count, IBM Lake - Ralph Hollins (12.30 to 14.30)
• BUZZARD. One seen soaring over Paulsgrove chalk pit at 13.15, drifting west, during my count of the IBM
Lake
• CANADA GEESE. 23 at the IBM Lake, mainly paired. Two pairs had moved off to guard nesting territories

MUTE SWAN. One pair back on the lake
LITTLE EGRET. One looking very much at home, resting on the lakeside, then fishing in the canals
COUNTS: Mallard – 95; Coot – 43 (one nest being built); Moorhen – 35; Tufted Duck – 15; Pochard – 11;
Little Grebe – 10; Teal – 7; Snipe –7; Cormorannt – 2; Heron – 3; Wood Duck – 1
• BARN OWL. At North Harbour one of the security guards told me he has seen a Barn Owl on some
evenings this year hunting along the southern boundary at around 11pm. This is not a new sight for those in
patrol at night and I think they must see birds based on Horsea Island which occascionally cross the
motorway.
FRI 13 FEB
GREAT GREY SHRIKE seen at Beaulieu Road station by Dave Mead this morning – first report from this site
to reach me this winter …
KINGFISHER on the west bank of the Hermitage Stream below the A27 bridge seen by Brian (is there a chance
of a nest in a drainage hole under the bridge I wonder?) but no Goosander or Common Sandpiper
SKYLARK song and aggression between birds on Broadmarsh playing fields (also Brian)
BUDDS FARM POOLS. Brian found Teal numbers down to 68 with only 8 Pochard and 22 Tufted Duck but
there were 6 Little Grebe (does this mean they are coming off the sea and thinking of breeding? – the pair on
Bedhampton Mill Pool have been trilling for some time as if they had settled to the task) and two Canada
Geese that may be there to claim a nest site.
CHIFF CHAFF – Brian heard at least four singing near the Brockhampton Stream
ROCK PIPIT. Brian had two on the Budds Farm shore.
THU 12 FEB
SMEW – David Parker saw two redheads on Runcton Lake at Chichester today and on Vinnetrow Lake a male
GOLDENEYE was so tame that he suspected it may be pining for Arundel or some other collection (perhaps
thrown out of Nature Quest by the new owner!!)
BLACKBIRD SONG today at dawn and dusk. In previous years I have always heard the first song at dusk
(Song Thrush never sings at dusk)
SINAH GRAVEL PIT. Few birds on it today. 16 Tufted Duck were the largest flock, only some 14 Coot, 7
Shoveler (5 of them males), 6 Mallard and just 2 Pochard (both males). The Swan pair and three Canada
Geese were there as was one Cormorant and one Heron, and of course a few gulls, Moorhen and the two white
geese (are they called Embden or just Emden?)
SHELDUCK. Count of 53 at the Kench (but only 16 in the Oysterbeds).
MUTE SWAN pair seen in the pool of the Hayling Golf Course nature reserve (by Ferry Road south of the
Kench) – first time I have seen any on that water (the Sinah GP were on their lake at the same time).
LITTLE EGRET has now become a fixture on the old brick field (at the extreme north end of the Hayling Coastal
path) since the sea has broken down part of the bank on the west side of the old railway and now regularly
overtops into the field.
LITTLE OWL. Calls heard several times from old trees on the east side of this old brick field but no sign of the
bird.
LOWER EMS VALLEY. Visited by Brian Fellows at noon. The GREEN SANDPIPER was on the Westbourne
Cress Beds and Brian saw one each of Heron, Egret, Pied and Grey Wagtail – the Pied seemingly displaying to
the Grey for lack of its own species! (unlikely). Chaffinch were in full song.
MENGHAM RYTHE. Here Brian saw 20 Black Tailed Godwit among many waders and found 1 Little Egret in
My Lord’s Pond (no sign of mass gathering to nest at Tournerbury nor of the pair which supposedly nested in
shrubs behind the Sailing Club in 1996)
WED 11 FEB
TWITE. Dave Mead and party saw 5 at Farlington Marsh in the main marsh field close to its northern fence. To
look for them he advises that you head east from the Reserve building and look over the gate on your right just
after passing the track leading north to the underpass and ponds. He also tells me that this party of five have
been around for some time but are thought to spend most of their time out on the islands.
SANDWICH TERN. Dave also saw one of these flying silently past the Farlington seawall today. He says that
there have been wintering birds along the south coast but this is the first he has heard of in our harbours –
possibly they are getting restive with thoughts of spring.
LONG TAILED DUCK. It would seem that one is now regular off Great Salterns Quay where it was seen both
before his morning walk started and after it.
LITTLE OWL. One seen by Brian Fellows on an oak in a field at Leigh Park Gardens soon after midday (he
gives a map ref of 729056 converted to 725096 to give it credibility assuming it was in the fields north of
Hammond’s Land Coppice to the right of the track leading to the Staunton Arms). On the Gipsies Plain he
heard several SKYLARK singing The meadow south of the coppice and east of the lake and long avenue held
4 REDWING.
SWAN HERD RECORD at Emsworth Mill Pond. In the afternoon Brian counted 61 Swans equalling his pond
•
•
•

record from Sept 1992. The EMPEROR GOOSE was also on the pond with Canadas, etc
MEADOW PIPIT. Maybe the mass movement north has started. A big flock of more than 20 were circling
around the South Moors in the late afternoon.
BLACKBIRD song woke me just before 7am and continued for about 15 minutes, and Brian Fellows heard
another at midday in Leigh Park Gardens
GOLDFINCH song heard by me in Cosham this afternoon – single bird in full song in a tree top.
TUE 10 FEB
BRAMBLING added to my year list at West Walk, Upperford Copse, thanks to Dave Mead’s guidance rceived
yesterday. Brian Fellows and I went to Upperford Copse and walked all round the area where the birds had
been seen yesterday with no luck (we did have Treecreeper and Goldcrest). We then crossed the road to the
other carparks and again walked through the block of Beech where there were a few more Chaffinch, but the
main flock with several Brambling that I saw were almost adjacent to the carpark from which we had started –
Murphy’s Law proved again.
CROSSBILL. Brian Fellows found 15 at the main West Walk carpark (Hundred Acres) and saw males with
bright red plumage feeding on pine cones.
KESTREL A total of five seen in the morning’s outing was more than usual. One hovering by Fort Purbrook on
the way out, one soaring over Soberton Heath seen from Liberty Road, one male perching the the beech at
Upperford clearly watching for prey on the ground below – once it almost pounced – and finally two
(presumably a pair, hovering above Portsdown between the roundabout and Fort Widley. The behaviour of
the bird in the trees above the area where many Chaffinch, Brambling and Tits were feeding on the ground
was some confirmation of my belief that Kestrels do catch birds as prey (that was shown in a film of nesting
Kestrel bringing Chaffinch and Pied Wagtail back to a nest as food for the young) but only when the birds
behave as mice, creeping on the ground.
SHAG. Barry Collins found two immature birds on the rocks at Southsea Castle but no Purple Sandpiper. (He
also saw the Canoe Lake MED GULL)
NUTHATCH SPRING SONG. For most of the year Nuthatch are noisy birds and have a variety of notes
(including tiny sounds reminiscent of Goldcrest) but in the spring they utter a special ‘whee, whee’ which this
year I heard for the first time today.
GOLDCREST song heard by Brian Fellows at Upperford Copse.
GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER drumming. Hardly news to any ‘woodlanders’ but I hear one for the first
time this year at Upperford Copse.
WOODLARK AT LIBERTY ROAD. Not yet! The site looked as if it should still attract a pair this year – the
young conifers are much more prominent (aroung 5 feet high) and much but not all the gorse has been cut and
left in situ (that should encourage new growth). Last year I found a pair here and heard Woodlark song at
Lodge Hill following tree clearance (all those Larches that use to bring in masses of Siskin have gone), and
hopefully they can still be heard at Liss Forest and Woolbeding Common as well as in the New Forest
(Bramshaw Telegraph/No Man’s Land used to be good for them).
SPARROWHAWK AND TOWN PIGEONS. Despite notices asking people not to feed pigeons in the West
Street precinct I saw one person doing so today, and later saw some 200 of these birds wheeling in the air as a
large Sparrowhawk flapped idly high above the town, looking to me to be much more keen on parading its
presence to any other Sparrowhawks that might be thinking of muscling in on her territory than in catching a
pigeon.
DAVID PARKER IN WALES. In just one week-end David managed to see Red and Black Throated Divers,
Whooper Swans, a Little Egret (quite a rarity there), Red Kite, Barn Owl, Spotted Redshank, Dipper, Willow
Tit, Crossbill and Raven as well as 2 Otters. Contact him if you want to get the low down on the Cors Caron,
Ynys-Hit, and Dinas reserves and the country round about them.
MON 9 FEB
GOLDEN PLOVER. Looking to the Northney shore from Langstone Pond (but without a telescope) I reckoned
that the flock mus number at least 1000 birds, presumably the 647 counted on Saturday and the 500 seen near
Northmey Marina were different birds which have joined together.
SHELDUCK A count of 103 birds seen in one scan from the Langstone pond seawall is about as high as I have
ever had there.
GREEN SANDPIPER. One working its way round the pool in the Wade Court wet meadow as dusk approached.
It seems this bird’s routine is to spend the night in the Hermitage stream, move to the South Moors in midmorning, and move on to Wade Court after lunch.
GOLDFINCH. A flock of 18 feeding on Wych Elm buds at the back of Langstone Pond – this is the second group
I have seen on this food source recently.
REDWING. After not seeing any locally for some time I found 10 at the pony fields north of Wade Court today.
CANADA GEESE. Twice recently I have been surprised by the calls of these geese flying overland in
unexpected places. Today two were heading over Havant in a north east direction, possibly heading for

Stansted Brick Kiln Pond. I assume these are pairs separating from winter flocks and heading for nest sites.
BRAMBLING. Dave Mead rang to tell me that he had today been watching a flock of some 200 Chaffinch with
around 50 Brambling feeding on beech mast at Upperford Copse, West Walk.
CROSSBILL. Dave had also seen some 36 of these feeding on pine cones at the main West Walk carpark (near
Hundred Acres hamlet). They showered pine cone flakes on him as he was having lunch in the forestry
carpark.
TAWNY OWL. Special offer of one flying around the Waitrose carpark in Southsea (Marmion Road) today –
heard of this via Dave Mead. In case I haven’t mentioned it Alistair Marting told me recently that he had been
hearing one at night from the Hayling Saltmarsh Lane copse (between the Hayling Billy track and the harbour.
WOODLARK. Dave also passed on a message that this song had been heard in Sussex but did not say where.
EMSWORTH NEWS from Brian Fellows who visited the Mill Pond at 11am and counted 49 Swans, 13 Canada
Geese, 55 Mallard, 26 Tufted Duck, 2 Coot and 2 redhead Mergansers. Near the harbour Brian attracted Wolf
Whistles from two caged Lovebirds which then played a version of Colonel Bogey. The Peter Pond nest is
well defined where the Swan has been sitting in it, but has no lining as yet. Brian also reports a pair of Coot
investigating a nest box on one of the Slipper Mill rafts, and most interestingly a report from a resident of
Victoria Road, Emsworth, that a Curlew had been in her garden.
SUN 8 FEB
BEWICK'S SWAN. Barry Collins saw 63 at Greatham Bridge.
GREEN SANDPIPER. Soon after 9am I saw one still sleeping (or somnulent) in the concrete bed of the
Hermitage Stream close to Bedhampton Station, and on arriving at Brockhampton Stream some time later the
calls of one made me look up to see it flying from the Bedhampton direction towards the South Moors, reinforcing my feeling that we have just one bird circulating between Wade Court, South Moors and the
Hermitage Stream.
SKYLARK song. Still not regular, this morning’s sunshine brought music from one at Broadmarsh. Greenfinch
were also singing more strongly this morning and the Mistle Thrush in the Havant Museum area (the pair
nested in the guttering of Townend House once!) can now be heard each morning in prolonged song.
YELLOW BROWED WARBLER NOT SEEN! Brian Fellows, myself and two others spent some time at
Brockhampton and had good views of several CHIFF CHAFF (singing) and a pair of GOLDCREST but not
the rumoured returnee! A pair of LONG TAILED TITS worked the area where they had an easily seen nest
last spring.
BONXIE. Very late news but worth noting, came from Geoff Farwell who saw one in the Budds Farm Outfall
area on Jan 3rd and on a couple of days after that.
LONG TAILED DUCK. One of the two who joined out search for the warbler said that the Long Tailed Duck
had been seen again off the Great Salterns Quay – he was not precise on the date but he thought it was within
the past week and the only sightings I know of were on Jan 7th and 23rd.
GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER heard at Wade Court (trees beside the Lymbourne south of Wade Court) on
my way home
SAT 7 FEB
RETURN OF THE YELLOW BROWED WARBLER??? I think it unlikely to be true, but there is a rumour
circulating that one or both the Yellow Browed Warblers are back at Brockhampton. I know of no-one who
has actually seen them, and as far as I know these Asian birds only arrive here as vagrants in the autumn when
they steer west instead of south at the end of the summer. We know that they can survive the winter here, but
for two to ‘pop-up’ at this time fo year with no previous sightings earlier in the autumn/winter is unlikely. If
anyone knows better please let us know!
SICK MERGANSER IN THE HERMITAGE STREAM. Alistair Martin saw an apparently very sick bird sitting
on the bed of the Hermitage Stream between Harts Farm Way and the A27. On Sunday morning George Clay
found the corpse of a Merganser on Budds Farm shore, presumably the same bird. Geoff Farwell wondered if
it’s death was induced by an encounter with the Langstone Harbour seal?
SATURDAY MORNING WALK. Heather Mills led a party of 13 people from the Hayling Oysterbeds to the
Northney shore. They saw 32 bird species including smartly plumaged MERGANSER (14 of them) and
GOLDENEYE (7) in the Oysterbed pools.
NEWS FROM KEVIN STOUSE. During a walk today at the South Moors he saw not only the GREEN
SANDPIPER and the GOOSANDER but also 3 GOLDEN PLOVER near the mouth of the stream.
CHICHESTER HARBOUR LOW TIDE COUNT.
• Plenty of GOLDEN PLOVER were seen – Brian had 270 in the Mengham Rythe (probably birds normally on
Thorney airfield just across the water) and I counted 647 just east of where the Langstone Wadeway meets
the New Cut channel. A little later when I was south of Warblington church I saw a flock of at least 500
flying west from the east and settling temporarily on mud near the Northney marina entrance channel, but
could not tell if these were additional to the big flock at Langstone.
• KNOT. Brian had 19 in Hayling Fishery Creek and I had another 3 with the Golden Plover at Langstone. So
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•
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•

far this winter I have not heard of the flock of around 150 birds that has been in the Kench area in recent
winters.
SHELDUCK. I had 137 between Langstone and Emsworth and Brian had 98 off Tournerbury, and no doubt
the many other counters found similar numbers in their sections. The February totals for Chichester Harbour
from the high water counts were 1140 in 1997 and 1980 in 1996 with February having the highest count of
the year and Chichester Harbour having 75 – 80% of all Shelduck in Sussex at that time.
LAPWING. These share a liking for Langstone with the Golden Plover – I had 186 there out of 276 in the
Langstone/Emsworth section and Brian had 49 off Tournerbury
DUNLIN numbers were low in our sections – I only had 228 while Brian had 804
GODWITS. As usual the Bar Tailed were found to the south (Brian had 58) and the Blackwits to the north (I
had 26)
BRENT were mainly ‘somewhere else’ - I had just 280 and Brian only 63
OTHER WILDFOWL. Good numbers of Teal (Brian had 150 and I had 128). I had 47 WIGEON against
Brian’s 20 and I also had 20 PINTAIL off Western Parade at Emsworth.
EMSWORTH MILL POND. The EMPEROR GOOSE was there with 29 CANADA GEESE, 45 SWANS, 55
MALLARD and 17 TUFTED DUCK

PLANTS:

SAT 14 FEB
COLTSFOOT. A great display that must have been out for several days seen in two places at the IBM North
Harbour site
GOAT WILLOW also in flower at IBM. Many of these trees burst their brown flower cases long ago to reveal
the white ‘cotton woolpacking’ around the flowers. Today was the first time that I found fully developed
flowers heads with golden anthers showing.
VARIANT CELANDINE. On this visit to North Harbour I collected the leaves and flowers of what I still think
of as a hybrid between Lesser Celandine and Marsh Marigold (having leaves growing from the flower stem as
well as from the bulb) and am experimenting with pressing them in the hope of sending them away for proper
identification.
ALSO AT NORTH HARBOUR the GLASTONBURY THORN trees still had blossom but the KINGCUPS were
nearly over – just one flower left on display. On one of the banks, as expected, much THYME LEAVED
SPEEDWELL was in flower and the PARSLEY PIERT which is very common on many of the dry banks had
much fresh foliage but no flowers that I could detect with my hand lens.
ALEXANDERS. Has anyone found this in flower yet? I haven’t but am expecting to see it daily.
TUE 10 FEB
COMMON CHICKWEED. This omnipresent weed has kept very healthy green leaves through the winter but
today is the first time this year that I have seen flowers fully open.
MON 9 FEB
BLACKTHORN BLOSSOM. The greater part of any small white blossom seen on trees now is Cherry Plum (an
easily seen example is on the tall thin tree that recently fell across Wade Lane near its seaward end, and
remains as an arch just above head level) but today a branch of genuine Blackthorn (dangling just above my
head as I walked down the Billy Trail immediately north of the A27) had five flowers open.
COW PARSLEY was in flower in two places close to Langstone and I saw another flower on Ivy Leaved
Speedwell as I neared home.
SWEET VIOLET also in flower at the roadside of North Close off Wade Court Road – my second encounter with
this plant in flower this year.
SUN 8 FEB
IVY LEAVED SPEEDWELL. For the past week or more every time I pass the site near the Lymbourne Spring
(the waste ground triangle by the footpath) I look for the first flower of this weed and today I found it!

OTHER:

NO DATE
BRIMSTONE butterfly seen by Jim Berry in his Rowlands Castle garden and Nigel Johnson also had one in his
Soberton garden plus a PEACOCK. It does seem a pity that people who take some interest in wildlife cannot
be bothered to record even the date of their observations (let alone the grid reference which I need when
adding the observations to the database).
WED 11 FEB
FIRST FROGSPAWN. At last the news has reached me from Alan Thurbon who has two clumps in his garden
at Farlington/Drayton. In some years it appears around Christmas time, and in such a mild year I have been
amazed that we have had to wait so long for it – are there so few frogs left?
TUE 10 FEB

RED ADMIRAL BUTTERFLY. Climbing back into my car at the Liberty Road entrance to West Walk this
morning I had the briefest glimpse of a Red Admiral which seemed to fly into the windscreen of the car but
had vanished by the time I was out again to look for it.
LOCAL ISSUES & HABITAT:

FRI 13 FEB
HAVANT PLANNING APPLICATIONS. My weekly visit to the planning department unearthed three items of
potential wildlife interest.
1. SPARKES BOATYARD. They have submitted an application for new visitors mooring pontoons and 4
Dolphin piles to secure them to the north east of the boatyard (i.e. just west of the Seagull Island high tide
roost to the west of Black Point). This proposal is not a new one and I think there was resistance to previous
plans from those who defend the mud for wildlife but my own personal view was that if the moorings were
required to remain in place through the winter (when few visitors would moor at them) they would provide an
excellent extension to the high tide roost when the tide is high enough to submerge Seagull Island)
2. DIVERSION OF SOUTH MOORS FOOTPATH. Not an application but a fait accompli which might concern
some on first hearing but is in fact a trivial diversion of a few yards around the corner of the westward
extension of the Autoliv factory. Great earth-moving is already underway and very large pipes will take the
watercourse even further west around the new perimenter before it reaches the moors – the effect of that on
the moors water table is a matter of concern (it should not cause a problem, but …)
3. SOUTHLEIGH FARM. No problem at all, but it may be of interest to those who remember the Southleigh
Estate office at the farm to know that it is proposed to change its use from agricultural to office (with
associated carpark in the adjacent former cart shed – such is the path of progress!)
THU 12 FEB
REED CUTTING AT EMSWORTH PETER POND. Brian Fellows noted this today and expressed some
concern for the Reed and Sedge Warbler habitat which I do not share. In most reed beds the old stems are
flattened or blown away by the end of winter and the new green shoots are only just emerging from the water
when the birds return and Reed Warblers in particular spend their first month or so here in bramble thickets
and the like, only returning to the ponds when the reeds have grown sufficiently to support their nests. I have
found Reed Warbler in a hedge of Thieves Lane near Lowtons Copse north of Clanfield in late April …. I
suggest that reed cutting at this stage may actually promote more fresh growth as well as being necessary in
some cases to facilitate the flow of water. Of course the cutting he saw may have been done with malicious
intent against the birds ….
TUE 10 FEB
TREE PLANTING ON THE WEST SHORE OF LANGSTONE HARBOUR. This will be the next task of the
Friends of the harbour from 10am to noon on Sat 28th Feb. They will be working near the Eastern Road
Outdoor Centre and if you want to help contact John Worley on 01705-483217.
HAYLING OYSTER BEDS. With the announcement of the next task comes the news that the two great efforts
made by the Friends last summer to create a sandbag weir to retain water in the inner two pools has now been
totally destroyed by saboteurs, but it seems that this has convinced Havant Borough that the weir should be
made permanent on a professional basis so all is not lost but may in fact result in the best outcome.
RABBIT FREE PORTSEA ISLAND? It seems that the tree planting will not require use of Tulley Tubes to
protect the saplings as there are no rabbits on Portsea Island to eat them. With such a plague of them at
Farlington Marshes I find this hard to believe – can anyone confirm this startling fact?

BIRDS:

WEEK 5 FEB 2 - 8

SUN 8 FEB
GREEN SANDPIPER. Soon after 9am I saw one still sleeping (or somnulent) in the concrete bed of the
Hermitage Stream close to Bedhampton Station, and on arriving at Brockhampton Stream some time later the
calls of one made me look up to see it flying from the Bedhampton direction towards the South Moors, reinforcing my feeling that we have just one bird circulating between Wade Court, South Moors and the
Hermitage Stream.
SKYLARK song. Still not regular, this morning’s sunshine brought music from one at Broadmarsh. Greenfinch
were also singing more strongly this morning and the Mistle Thrush in the Havant Museum area (the pair
nested in the guttering of Townend House once!) can now be heard each morning in prolonged song.
YELLOW BROWED WARBLER NOT SEEN! Brian Fellows, myself and two others spent some time at
Brockhampton and had good views of several CHIFF CHAFF (singing) and a pair of GOLDCREST but not
the rumoured returnee! A pair of LONG TAILED TITS worked the area where they had an easily seen nest

last spring.
BONXIE. Very late news but worth noting, came from Geoff Farwell who saw one in the Budds Farm Outfall
area on Jan 3rd and on a couple of days after that.
LONG TAILED DUCK. One of the two who joined out search for the warbler said that the Long Tailed Duck
had been seen again off the Great Salterns Quay – he was not precise on the date but he thought it was within
the past week and the only sightings I know of were on Jan 7th and 23rd.
GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER heard at Wade Court (trees beside the Lymbourne south of Wade Court) on
my way home
SAT 7 FEB
RETURN OF THE YELLOW BROWED WARBLER??? I think it unlikely to be true, but there is a rumour
circulating that oen or both the Yellow Browed Warblers are back at Brockhampton. I know of no-one who
has actually seen them, and as far as I know these Asian birds only arrive here as vagrants in the autumn when
they steer west instead of south at the end of the summer. We know that they can survive the winter here, but
for two to ‘pop-up’ at this time fo year with no previous sightings earlier in the autumn/winter is unlikely. If
anyone knows better please let us know!
SICK MERGANSER IN THE HERMITAGE STREAM. Alistair Martin saw an apparently very sick bird sitting
on the bed of the Hermitage Stream between Harts Farm Way and the A27. On Sunday morning George Clay
found the corpse of a Merganser on Budds Farm shore, presumably the same bird. Geoff Farwell wondered if
it’s death was induced by an encounter with the Langstone Harbour seal?
SATURDAY MORNING WALK. Heather Mills led a party of 13 people from the Hayling Oysterbeds to the
Northney shore. They saw 32 bird species including smartly plumaged MERGANSER (14 of them) and
GOLDENEYE (7) in the Oysterbed pools.
CHICHESTER HARBOUR LOW TIDE COUNT.
• Plenty of GOLDEN PLOVER were seen – Brian had 270 in the Mengham Rythe (probably birds normally on
Thorney airfield just across the water) and I counted 647 just east of where the Langstone Wadeway meets
the New Cut channel. A little later when I was south of Warblington church I saw a flock of at least 500
flying west from the east and settling temporarily on mud near the Northney marina entrance channel, but
could not tell if these were additional to the big flock at Langstone.
• KNOT. Brian had 19 in Hayling Fishery Creek and I had another 3 with the Golden Plover at Langstone. So
far this winter I have not heard of the flock of around 150 birds that has been in the Kench area in recent
winters.
• SHELDUCK. I had 137 between Langstone and Emsworth and Brian had 98 off Tournerbury, and no doubt
the many other counters found similar numbers in their sections. The February totals for Chichester Harbour
from the high water counts were 1140 in 1997 and 1980 in 1996 with February having the highest count of
the year and Chichester Harbour having 75 – 80% of all Shelduck in Sussex at that time.
• LAPWING. These share a liking for Langstone with the Golden Plover – I had 186 there out of 276 in the
Langstone/Emsworth section and Brian had 49 off Tournerbury
• DUNLIN numbers were low in our sections – I only had 228 while Brian had 804
• GODWITS. As usual the Bar Tailed were found to the south (Brian had 58) and the Blackwits to the north (I
had 26)
• BRENT were mainly ‘somewhere else’ - I had just 280 and Brian only 63
• OTHER WILDFOWL. Good numbers of Teal (Brian had 150 and I had 128). I had 47 WIGEON against
Brian’s 20 and I also had 20 PINTAIL off Western Parade at Emsworth.
• EMSWORTH MILL POND. The EMPEROR GOOSE was there with 29 CANADA GEESE, 45 SWANS, 55
MALLARD and 17 TUFTED DUCK
FRI 6 FEB
MUTE SWAN. The Peter Pond pair at Emsworth were preparing their nest this afternoon – the ‘pen’ was sitting
in the nest, re-arranging the surroundings and the ‘Cob’ was on th water a few feet away going through the
motions of collecting vegetation. At the Little Deeps on Thorney the pair which invariably have the first
cygnets each year on the water together, but making no obvious nesting movements. At Chichester GP Brian
Fellows found 9 pairs of Swan, one still accompanied by two cygnets from last year.
SHELDUCK. 65 in Emsworth Harbour, another 72 further down the Emsworth Channel to the Great Deeps and 1
more on the Deeps today. With neap tides there is little chance for the deeps to empty (the tide does not go
down far enough to let the exit flaps open) and this reduces the birding interest.
A MATE FOR RYAN’S OWL? On Oct 1st last year I was made aware of the very lifelike large owl atop the
newly re-decorated building at the corner of East and South Street in Havant (formerly Ryan’s Hardware
store) which had deceived some people into thinking we had a resident Eagle Owl in Havant. Today I had less
difficulty in determining that a similar bird, sitting on the TV Aerial of 25 Park Crescent, Emsworth was not
capable of catching a mouse but is nevertheless an eye-catcher. (Are these models sold as deterrents for cats

and pigeons as well as ornaments?)
SMEW STILL AT CHICHESTER GP. Brian Fellows saw the redhead still on Runcton Lake this morning but
could not find either Scaup. He also found 22 GADWALL still on the lakes, most of them on the Nature
Reserve (New) Lake.
GOLDENEYE ON CHICHESTER GP. A male Goldeneye seen on Vinnetrow Lake (right at his feet!) was a
surprise for Brian – the first time he has seen this species there but the latest Sussex Bird Report shows they do
turn up occasionally (there were four there in Feb 97)
KINGFISHER may well be paired by now – Brian saw two flying one after the other across Ivy Lake at
Chichester today.
POCHARD numbers up at Thorney Little Deeps where Brian saw 30 this afternoon.
THU 5 FEB
GREEN SANDPIPER seen as usual on the Westbourne Cress Beds by Brian Fellows. Nearby he saw single
Heron, Egret and Grey Wagtail with a posse of Black Headed Gulls skimming the surface of the fast flowing
Ems (presumably finding some food, but maybe using the water as a mirror to check the devlopment of their
chocolate face masks!)
BRENT GEESE at Broadmarsh. For the first time this winter (to my knowledge) the Broadmarsh Playing Fields
were covered with at least 800, maybe over 1000, Brent. I am hoping that this winter, with many more people
counting the geese and recording the fields on which they feed, will give information to make more sense of
their reasons to using some fields and spurning others..
SHELDUCK in Chalk Dock at Broadmarsh numbered at least 162. Numbers seem to be peaking a little later than
usual this winter.
GOOSANDER and KINGFISHER were in the Hermitage Stream as usual – the Goosander, standing motionless
among a group of Mallard on one of the banks in thestream bed half way between the A27 and Harts Farm
Way, escaped my attention until I cycled past it. The Kingfisher was close to the Broadmarsh slipway on the
west side, but flew to perch half way up the gravel quay wall.
CHIFF CHAFF song. A ‘grey day’ became a ‘gay day’ when I heard the first song this year coming from alders
above the Corn Wharf on the Brockhampton stream. It came from one of two birds moving together, but I
could not tell it they were a pair, or two males (one annoying the other).
BAR TAILED GODWIT. Two at Budds Farm outfall were a surprise – there are always a few Black Tailed birds
here at this time of year and I had to do a double take when two birds flew to the waters edge showing Curlewlike white on their backs and otherwise grey-brown plumage.
POCHARD numbers have increased to 38 on Budds Farm pools but I could only see some 15 Tufted Duck and
less than 50 Teal with a single male Shoveler and still no Gadwall.
SPARROWHAWK. After checking the South Moors and seeing a single Egret in the Tamarisk Pool, and putting
up a dozen Skylark and a single Snipe from the grass just north of it, I headed for the Mill Lane stile but as I
approached a female Sparrowhawk shot over the stile and along the lane with none of the fuss I make when
getting my bike over the stile with its missing tread!
WED 4 FEB
RED LEGGED PARTRIDGE, calling from Oxley’s Copse on Idsworth Down, was the only bird of much interest
in an afternoon walk on the down.
SONG THRUSH. Two were seen on Idsworth Down, and I usually find one there and am slightly surprised as I
think of this as a garden species, but remembering its addiction to snails, and the abundance of snails on the
chalk hills, I should not be surprised.
PULBOROUGH BROOKS was Brian Fellows destination today and he enjoyed a ‘full house’ of wildfowl
species with thousands of birds including GREYLAG GEESE, a species expanding in southern England
recently and surrounding us but not yet invading our home patch around Havant. Among the 32 species seen
by Brian were 1 RUFF, a Sparrowhawk and a superb male Bullfinch. (See Jan 31st for Alistair Martins
sighting of 102 Greylag in the Avon Valley)
SHOPWYKE Sand Pit at Chichester (by the Oving Road) was also visited by Brian who saw Gadwall, Tufted
Duck and Little Grebe but no Phalarope.
BUZZARDS AT STANSTED. Sonia Bolton saw both birds circling over her garden (near Lumley Seat) today
TUE 3 FEB
EGRETS AT ALRESFORD. Last winter (or was it early in 96?) five Egrets were regularly seen near the A31
near Alresford when the hard weather drove them inland, and today Margaret Baggs has seen at least one in
what is probably the same place despite milder weather recently.
BLACKBIRD SONG. Heard once more in my garden at dawn (when still effectively dark). In previous years I
have always noted the first Blackbird song as an evening feature (as they go to roost for the night) and I have
never heard it as early as this year,
SCAUP. Today I visited Chichester GP (which were mainly frozen but had plenty of open water left) and found a
female Scaup (impossible to confuse it with a Tufted – quite a different pale colour and pattern as well as the

smooth rounded head and very white face) on Copse Lake and a smart male on the south of Ivy Lake.
SMEW. One redhead still present on Runcton Lake. That lake seemed to be completely frozen, but scanning the
far side I found one small patch of water (I think a small stream enters the lake there) with just two Coot and
the Smew on it.
NOT SO MUTE SWANS. I know that Mute Swans make various grunts and hisses but I have never before heard
the eerie musical whistle which I heard several times today at the Chichester lakes – I eventually tied it down
to the Swans which were walking on the thin ice, causing cracks to shoot across the ice with a sound like quiet
musical lightning.
SHAG. The Hayling Ferry driver told Brian Fellows that there are now 2 regulars in the Langstone Harbour
mouth, one tame enough to come onto the ferry pontoon (that must be on the Eastney side)
BAR TAILED GODWIT. The Kench flock numbered 250 when Brian Fellows was there today but he does not
report seeing the summer plumage individual. While there he only saw a single KNOT (a flock of around 150
has been a regular sight there in recent past winters – are they now favouring places further north in the
harbour?)
SOUTHSEA SWANS. Brian Fellows counted 47 at the Canoe Lake with 14 Tufted Duck and just 2 Mallard
(nesting in the Rose Garden?)
MEDITERRANEAN GULL. Brian saw the Canoe Lake regular back on duty parading for early tourists. Brian
says its ring (with ‘02K’ visible on it) proves it is the Southsea regular, though ringed in the Netherlands in
1994.
BAFFINS POND has its female RED CRESTED POCHARD back (can anyone tie in its movements to prove this
is the bird that is sometimes at Milton Lakes and has this winter spent much time at Sinah GP?). Also on the
pond Brian Fellows found 2 Mute Swan, 39 Canada Geese, 35 Barnacle Geese, 2 Snow Geese, 172 Mallard
(why breed when there’s so much free bread?), 34 Coot, 17 Moorhen and the oddities – 2 Muscovy Duck, one
‘hybrid’ small goose, and a genuine female Pochard seeking solitude from its kind.
MON 2 FEB
TAWNY OWLS. Two seen at Stansted by Dave Mead sitting together in the top of an old Larch near the Willow
Tit site (the tits were not seen). The spot must have been around SU 747108 – Dave had started north up the
Broad Ride then turned east along the top of the first block of Larch, continuing across the next junction to see
the owls in a Larch beyond it (and I think on the south of his path).
SWANS AT EMSWORTH. The nest on Peter Pond at Emsworth, close to the A259 road, is probably the one
best known to the general public in our area as the birds are in the full view of every one driving east along the
main road or walking in the area. Last year they achieved special fame by raising seven cygnets, one of which
had the unusual type of albinism which gave the cygnet an apparently adult white plumage (this is known as a
‘Polish Swan’ and we had a second one hatched last year on Brick Kiln Pond at Stansted). Brian Fellows tells
us that the pair are back at the nest site, having only recently sent last year’s youngsters packing, and those 7
cygnets are probably among the 13 cygnets and 39 adults in the non-breeding flock (that should be ‘herd’) on
Emsworth Mill Pond.
EMPEROR GOOSE. This oddity is still on Emsworth Mill Pond, consorting with 5 Canada Geese for lack of
any other company. Also on the pond Brian Fellows saw a lone female Merganser (no lack of company for her
if she wanted it but she’s probably glad to get away from those handsome drakes that are now becoming
‘active’), 13 Tufted Duck , 3 Coot and only 6 Mallard (a sharp reduction from the 90 to be seen there in
December – the birds are now paired and back at their nests – we may well see ducklings this month)
KNOT are becoming a more common sight in the north of the harbours each winter and Brian Fellows had 11
close to the Emsworth Marina wall today. If you are not familiar with them they cn easily escape attention or
be dismissed as fat Dunlin but when you have seen them once or twice their larger size, slower, more
deliberate, feeding action, overall grey appearance, and a preference for mud away from the tideline, will help
you to spot them.
GREENFINCH SONG was heard at Emsworth Marina by Brian today – attempts at song by this species are still
very occasional.
SUN 1 FEB
BEARDED TIT. Alistair Martin saw just one feeding on Phragmites seeds at Thorney Little Deeps. He also saw
GREENSHANK at the Great Deeps, a WATER RAIL in the field with the ‘NRA road’ south of Marina Farm,
and the EMPEROR GOOSE back on Emsworth Mill Pool where Brian Fellows reports that the SWANS now
number 53.
SAT 31 JAN
GREYLAG GEESE. Not in our area but maybe of interest – Alistair Mead visited the Avon valley and saw 102
GREYLAG in one flock in (I think) square SU 1403 (he walked on the Avon path somewhere west of
Kingston and tresspassed through a wood before seeing them, having previously had distant views from
Matchams on the other side of the river). He then went to Ibsley and saw 87 BEWICK’S SWANS and just 5
WHITEFRONT – he tells me that the rumour is that the Greylag are replacing the Whitefront in line with

Gresham’s Law (in Economics this says that bad money drives out good).
PLANTS:
SUN 8 FEB
IVY LEAVED SPEEDWELL. For the past week or more every time I pass the site near the Lymbourne Spring
(the waste ground triangle by the footpath) I look for the first flower of this weed and today I found it!
FRI 6 FEB
BUTTERBUR. The very first signs of this special plant have appeared in Brook Meadow at Emsworth – at the
moment nothing more than a pinkish tinged bulbous object pushing up out of the ground with a circle of
‘whiskers’ appearing at the apex (no doubt these will eventually turn in leaves a good half metre across)
THU 5 FEB
HEDGEROW CRANESBILL. This colourful plant is still brightening the verge of Southmoor Lane where white
CHERRY PLUM blossom is just beginning to become obvious to all.
TUE 3 FEB
GARLIC MUSTARD (Jack by the Hedge). A single plant in flower at Chichester GP today with two tiny flowers
open. This plant seems to have the same qualities as the ‘Widow’s Cruse’ (that never exhausted its supply of
oil) – when I was here on Dec 30th the same plant had the same two flowers open!
SAT 31 JAN
PRIMROSE FLOWERS. In Long Copse Lane today I saw two plants with several fully open flowers and think
that these may well be remants of wild woodland plants. Flowering primroses were also seen today by the
Saturday walk group (probably in Markwells Wood between Idsworth and Forestside). In Lyels Wood at
Stansted there were many leaves but no buds as yet.
OTHER:

FRI 6 FEB
HARES ON THORNEY. Today Brian Fellows saw 4 Hares on the Eames Farm fields (near the guard post) as
he was walking to the Great Deeps – no report of ‘boxing’ but we haven’t got through February yet!
WED 4 FEB
PARHAM HOUSE DEER. At Pulborough Brooks today Brian Fellows saw what must have been the same deer
that we saw at Amberley Wild Brooks on Sunday, and Brian tells us that opinion at the reserve was of the
same opinion as my own thought that these were escapees from Parham House (but does anyone know if such
escapes are regular or is this the first in 200 years?)
TUE 3 FEB
COMMON SEAL seen again near the Hayling Ferry by Brian Fellows – it must be resident in the harbour this
winter.
FOXES. I understand that these live in groups of various sizes with complicated relations between the animals,
and that even at this time of year when the vixen’s are about to give birth they do not move from the group and
certainly do not live in pairs. Sue Drewett witnessed this today when she watched three together in her garden
– one, thought to be a pregnant vixen, was snoozing in the sun when it was joined by an odl fox with arthritic
joint and a young one that was probably born last year.
SUN 1 FEB
PARHAM HOUSE DEER. I believe I am right in saying that the herd of Fallow at Parham House (near
Amberley Wild Brooks) has been ‘captive’ within the grounds for some 200 years, and has developed its own
very dark colour strain which all the animals exhibit. On our walk today we saw these deer, but earlier in the
walk (when crossing the Amberley Wild Brooks marsh) we watched a string of at least 20 does, led by a single
youngish buck whose antler did not have the broad flat blades of a mature buck, heading north at high speed.
These all had the dark coloured coats and I suggested we might be watching the first ‘great escape’ from
Parham in 200 years.
MOLES. I remarked on the number of these yesterday, and recently heard a farmer on Radio Solent say that they
were in such large numbers this year as to be a pest. Our walk today continued this theme – even on the
presumably thin soil of the high downs at Amberley Mount their hills covered the ground like smallpox.
WEASEL. On arriving in the Greatham Bridge carpark someone called our attention to a Weasel dashing around
in the frozen vegetation nearby. It made no attempt to hide from us, but eventually went into a clump of grass
right at the edge of the carpark where it performed it’s usual disappearing trick – we ransacked the clump but
saw neither Weasel nor any hole into which it might have gone!
SAT 31 JAN
FALLOW DEER. Cycling along the Emsworth Common Road and climbing the hill out of the county boundary
dip I saw the body of a dead doe lying just within the woodland on the north of the road (about fifty yards west
of the road to Sussex Cottages on the south side). I assume this was a road casualty.
MOLES are pushing up fesh molehills wherever the ground is soft. I have noticed them for some time in various

places but saw an impressive display of them on the Stansted main avenue today.
LOCAL ISSUES & HABITAT:

FRI 6 FEB
HAVANT PLANNING APPLICATIONS. The latest list, received by the council up to Jan 30th, has one or two
items having a possible impact on wildlife – if any one reading these notes knows of specific concerns please
let me know. The items, with their reference numbers, are ….
a) 98/53591/9. Application for another mobile phone aerial tower (20ft high, open lattice) at Woodcroft
Farm, Lovedean at SU 681119 approx on the western edge of the Wecock estate.
b) 98/53795/1 Application to construct a timber footbridge (with “anti-motor cycle kissing gate”) giving
access to Inhurst Woods open space north of Hulbert Road. My guess is that this is part of the Hurstwood
area.
c) 98/52268/12. Application for construction of 11 4-bedroom houses on the old Oak Park School site off
Leigh Road – this is a continuation of the in-filling of this urban green space which in my opinion is
preferable to loss of greenfield sites which extend urbanisation into the country.
d) 98/50812/14. I cannot understand this one, written in planning language, but if anyone is concerned
about land around 106 Southleigh Road in Denvilles they can check it out.
e) Application withdrawn for the provision of a balancing pool on the edge of the Ham Field development at
Hayling West Town (a pity to lose even a tiny pond on such a site)
f) Finally, a further chance to comment on the proposed mini-power station (50 megawatts from two jet
engines housed in a shed!) at Widley Walk (as part of the fairly massive electricity sub-station already
hidden in the woods near Mill Farm). This is a Winchester City Council matter (Ref: PE/4748) and is an
application to the Environment Agency of “Integrated Pollution Control authorisation”.
HAVANT COUNCIL PLANNING DECISION. The proposal to construct timber steps to the shore from the
seawall between Pook Lane and Warblington Church has been approved ‘subject to conditions’. Today I went
to see what those conditions were, hoping that they would implement the re-siting of the two pairs of steps to
points at which they would be of benefit to those likely to use them, but alas the only conditions relate to
selection of appropriate materials and the main steps will still lead people, lemming like, into deep water and
mud opposite the end of the existing path from the church rather than helping them descend at the eastern end
of the seawall where those going towards Emsworth find the optimum point for getting down onto the shore.
Similarly at the west end the steps will not give access to Pook Lane, the generally preferred point of descent,
but will go into the tidal zone requiring users at times to get their feet wet. What a waste of our money!
WILDLIFE BENEFITS FROM DEVELOPMENT OF GREENFIELD SITES? Knowing the richness of wildlife
that can arise in suburban gardens and the paucity of life to be found in the green deserts of huge cereal fields I
wonder if we should in fact we encouraging the development of e.g. a new town at Micheldever???
THU 5 FEB
SHAPE PROJECT MEETING. The Earthworks Trust held a very productive meeting in the Meridian Centre at
Havant today at which we were able to interest several people in the idea of the Borough providing a common
focal point for the activities of all groups concerned with the natural environment in the Borough – it was
generally agreed that this would be a useful function both for the protection of the natural environment,
increasing public awareness of the wildlife in the borough, and increasing community spirit by getting the
various conservation groups to work together (or at least share ideas and sites).
AUTOLIV FACTORY EXTENSION. Earthwork now underway on the west side of the new Factory on the
South Moors is presumably the start of the factory extension involving a westward diversion of the
‘watercourse’. Some very large concrete pipe sections visible on the site will presumably carry the water
around the site and back to the moors.
WED 4 FEB
LAVANT STREAM AT IDSWORTH. After seeing the River Ems in spate on Jan 25th I have been expecting the
Lavant to flow again, and two people have told me of water flooding the road under the rail bridge north of
Finchdean and of difficulty in walking from South Holt Farm to The George at Finchdean because of flooded
fields but a visit to the area today showed me that while there is standing water in the area immediately east of
Finchdean (and you have to use the wooden walkway to get dry-shod to Idsworth Church, there is no stream
‘flowing’ and no visible water in the watercourse south of Finchdean.

BIRDS:

WEEK 4

SUN 1 FEB
BARN OWL ‘MUGGED’ BY KESTREL. Those who joined Kevin Stouse’s walk at Amberley had the
unforgettable sight, when crossing the wildest part of the Amberely Wild Brooks marsh, of a BARN OWL
hunting for several minutes within a hundred yards of our party, beautifully lit by the sun, and watched it
plunge into the reeds. Within a minute a male KESTREL flew at high speed low over the marsh to the spot
where the owl had made its kill and plunged into the rushes. The owl responded by taking flight carrying a
large vole in its talons, and the Kestrel also took off, flying in a semi-circle to get up a good speed before
intercepting the owl (almost crashing into it while extending its talons to try to seize the prey). As the birds
parted we saw both birds were now carrying prey – the Kestrel had seized part of the vole but the Owl
definitely retained the bigger portion and got safely into a nearby willow thicket. The Kestrel went to another
group of trees and we walked on. Before long the Kestrel overtook us and perched on a post from which it
went down into a ditch and came up with a small prey item – possibly a shrew. Clearly the Kestrel was very
hungry, but otherwise it looked in the peak of condition in full bright male plumage.
STONECHAT. A pair were in the vicinity of the Barn Owl but took no part in the battle.
TAWNY OWL. Later in the walk we found a dead one by the roadside. I added it to our species list giving a total
of 52 species seen on a first class walk in good weather. I did not add two BLACK SWANS seen on an
ornamental lake belonging to the Bishops Palace (we saw them when looking down from Aberley Mount),
BEWICK’S SWAN. No sign of them from Greatham Bridge nor on the Wild Brooks, but at the very end of
the walk, coming back along the road from Greatham to the carpark at Greatham Bridge, we saw at least 60 of
them filling a field and nearby ditch, just round the bend upstream towards Pulborough from Greatham Bridge
(but out of sight from the bridge).
DUCK on the Arun. We pulled into the roadside just short of Greatham Bridge as we approached from
Coldwaltham and had a great view of PINTAIL, WIGEON, SHOVELER, TEAL, MALLARD, GADWALL and
SHELDUCK on the pools in the fields.
OTHER BIRDS SEEN ON KEVIN’S WALK. We saw FIELDFARE in three places and REDWING in two, and
possibly set a record by seeing three different pairs of TREE CREEPER. We had both GREEN and GREAT
SPOTTED WOODPECKER (one of them drumming) and had a close view of one KINGFISHER. Both
Chaffinch and Greenfinch were heard attempting song. Some people saw a pair of FOXES and I was
surprised at the number of Mole hills that we saw everywhere, even on the ridge of the high downs.
SAT 31 JAN
CROSSBILL, REDPOLL & SISKIN all seen by me at Stansted, best of all being the Redpoll among which now
have beautifully pink flushed breasts (a marvellous colour somewhere between the pink of Bullfinch and the
orange of Brambling – and quite close to Linnet). I only saw three Crossbill and one definite male Siskin but
when I was on the Rough Avenue close to where the public path crosses it two bouncy flocks of finches flew
over, each of between 20 and 30 birds, and I am sure the larger flock were Redpoll and the smaller Siskin.
FIELDFARE. Just one was noisily chack-chacking around the edge of Lyels Wood as if it had lost the flock it
had been with (which it probably had!) I have not seen any REDWING this week but Sue Drewett has had a
small flock in the field between Long Copse Lane and Hollybank Wood this week.
GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER drumming. Still not heard by me but Sue Drewett tells me that she has
heard them in her garden on the south edge of Hollybank Wood for more than a week.
GREENFINCH SONG. Sonia Bolton heard one practising about a week ago but my first was trilling from a tree
by the track to Hollybank Farm from Long Copse Lane today (not attempting the display flight which
accompanies full song)
CHAFFINCH SONG. Almost full song heard in several places today – next week it will be so common as to be
not worth reporting!
SPARROWHAWK. A hunting female passed close to me as I was at the junction of Third and Fourth Avenues
in Denvilles this morning. If anyone is in Stansted on the public path at SU 7465-1135 and looks northwest
for about 30 yards you should see a Larch with a trunk that splits in two about 50 feet up and with a large
fresh nest in the fork which might be a Sparrowhawk’s. I also put up two KESTRELS – one at the spot on the
Stansted Broad Ride where Dave Mead had the Willow Tits yesterday and the other on the dead tree just west
of Aldsworth Common Road going south from Aldsworth Pond.
ROOKS are now back at their rookeries carefully guarding their nest sites and building or re-building their nests.
Today I saw ten pairs at the small rookery on the county boundary where it crosses Long Copse Lane,
yesterday the bigger rookery around the main road in Emsworth (from Brookfield Hotel to Emsworth House)
had few nests visible but a hundred or more rooks in the pony fields south of the road.
BLACKCAP. At home a female appeared in the garden for one brief glimpse.
FRI 30 JAN
HAWFINCH at Holly Hill (Sarisbury Green). Today Kevin Stouse went to Wendleholme and the Bunny

Meadows by the River Hamble and, after watching a PEREGRINE attacking Dunlin, seeing three
GREENSHANK and a fishing KINGFISHER, he had close views of a single HAWFINCH both perched and
flying at SU 497081 (which I make to be a little block of woodland on the north west side of Holly Hill Lane
close to where that lane forks in two)
WILLOW TIT. Dave Mead watched two noisy birds by the Broad Ride at Stansted (SU 744108) less than 200
yards north of where this (relatively) broad grassy ride crosses the ‘Ornamental Drive’. Dave had the
impression that they were a pair with the male importuning an unwilling female. Their distinctive harsh calls
first attracted his attention and he then saw them flying between a Larch plantation to the east of the ride and a
block of recently cleared (but regrowing) Chestnut to the west. After this encounter Dave went on to find the
now usual crowd of REDPOLL, SISKIN and at least 12 CROSSBILL at about SU 747112 along the southern
edge of the Larches. The Redpoll (at least 30) were again feeding on Larch seeds.
BLACKCAP. Today another chance glance out of my kitchen window at midday gave me a male Blackcap close
to the nut feeder but I did not see it go to the feeder.
CHAFFINCH heard singing again today in two places
COMMON SANDPIPER seen by me at Thorney Great Deeps close to the seawall. A SPOTTED REDSHANK
flew over the same area. Five Egrets and three Heron were roosting by the deeps and there was a flock of 26
Canada Geese.
KINGFISHER AS PAVEMENT ARTIST. In a vain attempt to keep their nesting tunnels clean young
Kingfishers instinctively point their backsides towards the entrance of the nest tunnel and eject their faeces
towards the outside world. I see this early training has persisted in the adult bird which fishes close to the
security gate at Thorney Deeps west. If you look down to the little creek where water flows in from the sea
close to the fence you can now see the top of the metal pipe through which the water comes and will find it
liberally painted with long white streaks indicating the Kingfishers presence and habits.
WHIMBREL. While at Thorney Deeps I asked two birders who had just been round the island if they had seen
the wintering birds south of Wickor Point – they had not but had seen one at Church Norton this morning.
SPARROWHAWK. Much disturbance of the birds on Eames Farm fields and at the deeps from a female seen by
another birder hunting the hedgerows. On my way home, while looking at the Swans on Emsworth Mill Pool
and close to the main road, a male Sparrowhawk shot past my head and through a narrow gap between the
houses at some 60 mph!
THU 29 JAN
BLACKCAP. My first for this year seen on my nut feeder and seen to swallow at least one piece of peanut.
Being a female it was aggressive and stood its ground against a Greenfinch. Have other people seen them on
nut feeders? I thought they only fed on fruit or soft items like Theo Roberts ‘Blackcap Fairy Cakes’ (Dave
Mead knows of at least one garden where they regularly feed on nuts)
CHAFFINCH SONG. My first heard in Wade Court Road today. Great Tits were in full voice today and Mistle
Thrush could be heard from my garden.
LITTLE EGRETS near Langstone Bridge. Today at high tide two were roosting in the Wade Court yew tree, one
was on the roadside shore at Northney and two were feeding in ‘Brick Field’ by the north end of the Billy Line
(as I went home another flew up from the Lymbourne into Wade Court, but could not be sure if it was one of
the two roosting there on the way out).
WED 28 JAN
CHAFFINCH SONG has been heard for several days by Sonia Bolton at Stansted.
PEREGRINE. Kevin Stouse watched one hunting over the stream at Farlington Marsh (and enjoyed a pair of
Bullfinch in the Bushes)
TUE 27 JAN
PEREGRINE at Itchenor was a good sighting by Tony Gutteridge last weekend but I was equally interested to
hear that He has heard BLACKBIRD song at Havant College (and so has Margaret Baggs at Farlington
village)
GADWALL. I counted five on Aldsworth Pond today where the ‘orange sided’ bird is back again
BLACK NECKED GREBE. Kevin Stouse saw just four off the Oyster Beds (and six Little Egret near Langstone
Bridge)
POCHARD. It seems that the usual winter raft of 30 or 40 of these has moved on from Sinah GP. I counted 42
there on Nov 19th and Maureen Coleman had 40 on Nov 21st but the Saturday Walk party saw only two there
on Jan 24th and today Kevin Stouse could only spot 5 of them.
SANDERLING. 4 seen at the Kench by Kevin Stouse – I think this is the first report of them there this winter
(there have been plenty at Black Point)
MON 26 JAN
RED THROATED DIVER. Alistair Martin today found an oiled diver on the small island at the foot of the sea
wall at Farlington Point. He got within ten feet of it, thinking it needed taking into care, before it jumped to its
feet and waddled into the water, swimming off north up Russell’s Lake

RED NECKED GREBE. An e-mail from Peter Morrison tells me of one off the Brownwich Cliffs west of
Titchfield Haven at the weekend
SNOW BUNTINGS. According to someone whom Peter Morrison met yesterday there are now two at the mouth
of the Hamble. The person who told Peter said he had seen two on the shore by the College (presumably the
School of Navigation at Warsash) which is no distance from the Hook spit where they were seen last month
STONECHAT. Kevin Stouse came on three at Farlington Marsh but failed to see the Firecrest.
SPARROWHAWK. Another sign of the time of year – Kevin Stouse watched a male making its ‘switchback’
display flight at Farlington
PLANTS:

SAT 31 JAN
PRIMROSE FLOWERS. In Long Copse Lane today I saw two plants with several fully open flowers and think
that these may well be remants of wild woodland plants. In Lyels Wood at Stansted there were many leaves
but no buds as yet
FRI 30 JAN
WHITE COMFREY and COW PARSLEY are still flowering at the Parchment and St Faith’s churchyard and one
plant of HEDGE MUSTARD still has flowers by The Twitten in Havant. CHERRY PLUM blossom can be
found at the south end of Wade Lane and new plants of LESSER CELANDINE are opening in many places
(Kevin Stouse found some in Sinah Lane on Hayling on Tuesday and I had new flowers at Castle Lane,
Denvilles, today and also found another RED CLOVER flower there).
TUE 27 JAN
POLYPODY FERN. Yet another location found for this on the north east side of the West Harting Down woods
near Foxcombe House
OTHER:
SAT 31 JAN
FALLOW DEER. Cycling along the Emsworth Common Road and climbing the hill out of the county boundary
dip I saw the body of a dead doe lying just within the woodland on the north of the road (about fifty yards west
of the road to Sussex Cottages on the south side). I assume this was a road casualty.
MOLES are pushing up fesh molehills wherever the ground is soft. I have noticed them for some time in various
places but saw an impressive display of them on the Stansted main avenue today.
WED 28 JAN
A SMALL TORTOISESHELL BUTTERFLY was fluttering inside our kitchen window today. I took it to a cool
dark outside shed, but it was too full of energy and insisted on flying out into the garden.
SUN 25 JAN
FALLOW DEER. A bunch of 8 does were feeding on the young corn in a very large open field between
Lyecommon and Locksash this morning. During my Stoughton/Up Marden walk I saw several fresh Mole
Hills, found one collection of Badger dung pits, and saw just one Squirrel
LOCAL ISSUES & HABITAT:

WED 28 JAN
PORTSDOWN ‘MAIN’ DRA SITE. The news today is that this is to be made available by the MoD (now that
the ‘boffins’ have all moved to Portsdown West site). Some of the smaller buildings will be knocked down but I
understood that the main buildings will be kept and adapted to ‘Leisure’ uses. New buildings will be restricted to
the height of the existing buildings. I suspect that there will be a lot of talk before this project is complete – there
is a very great deal of conservation interest in this site and I have a copy of a report on its wildlife made by those
who worked there at the start of its creation (project leader for that report was Bill Lakin). One piece of good
news is that north facing grassland will not be built on and will be restored to natural downland.
TUE 27 JAN
ALDSWORTH POND is still full, but the mass of weed under the surface has reached the surface in many places.
Soon we may see the tips of the MARE’S TAIL plants which grow in it and show their tips above the surface like
lines of conifer trees.
WEEK 3
JAN 19 - 25
BIRDS:

SUN 25 JAN
THREE MUTE SWANS flying west over my garden were an addition to my ‘seen from the garden’ list for this
year at a time when young adults with no previous nest site to reclaim are desperately seeking ‘suitable
accommodation’, and cygnets which have recently been given the boot by their parents of last year are

exploring the world.
MARSH TIT. I came on three separate birds in a circular walk between Stoughton and Up Marden, and one was
definitely thinking of territorial song (but I could not claim that it was singing). When they do sing they do so
from the topmost twigs of the trees (normally Marsh Tits are found at heights no greater than five feet) and
this bird was definitely going above its normal ceiling and making tentative noises unlike its normal Pitchou or
bright Tchay,tchay, tchay
TREE CREEPER. A pair seen working trees near Up Marden together but no song heard.
SAT 24 JAN
SKYLARK SONG. One singing strongly above its territory on the South Moors was the first that I have heard
this year
KINGFISHER. The Hermitage stream bird was back at its perch right below the A27 as soon as the tide had
dropped sufficiently, and was not deterred by the Friends of Langstone Harbour team retrieving supermarket
trollies and other rubbish from the stream bed. When they moved right up to the bridge the bird did retreat –
first to the post in the centre of the stream under the bridge and then (as far as I could see) into a drainage hole
in the side of the bridge wall (the bird flew straight against the wall and disappeared). I did not go under the
bridge and the water may be too deep even at low tide without waders, but at some time this ‘hole’ deserves
inspection in case it is a new nest site (the birds abandoned the upstream nest hole last year)
GOOSANDER. The redhead was not in the Hermitage Stream until the tide was well down when it came
swimming into the gravel quay pool from the sea. I was told that it regularly lies up on the tiny islet on the
east side of the Lavant stream mouth during high tide, and I know it regularly comes back to feed in the
Hermitage stream below the A27 at low tide.
FRI 23 JAN
LATE NEWS from Peter Morrison (much appreciated) lists the followings birds at Titchfield Haven today:PEREGRINE, BITTERN, SLAVONIAN GREBE(2), RED CRESTED POCHARD, EIDER(2) and RED
THROATED DIVER.
LITTLE EGRET ROOST is not at Fleetlands but in the more likely spot of RNAD Frater (where the existing
Heronry is) and Peter Morrison passes on news from Ian Calderwood that there are now 24 Egrets using it.
LITTLE GULL. Peter also reports that a slightly oiled Little Gull was off Hill head last weekend (Jan 17/18) and
that he has 5 SISKIN coming to his garden.
LONG TAILED DUCK. Alistair Martin saw a ‘male with no tail’ in Langstone Harbour from Great Salterns
Quay today – possibly the same one which Dave Mead first saw on Jan 7th.
LITTLE GREBE – my first ‘trilling’ heard this year at Bedhampton Mill where there was also a pair of
GADWALL for the first time this winter.
GOOSANDER. The redhead was again in the Hermitage stream today at low water. I had a great view from just
above it when it was by the hulk of a rowing boat on the west shore near the A27 bridge. The Kingfisher was
perched at the foot of the bridge as usual, an Egret was in the stream and five Little Grebe under the bridge. I
hope that a stream clearance arranged for 11am on Saturday 24th does not drive them away.
GREEN SANDPIPER. One resting in the Hermitage Stream in the concrete section downstream of West Street
(near Bedhampton Station) – you can get a good view of this favourite spot by looking over the wall on the
right as you come to the gates of the water works (bring your own ladder! I stand on my bicycle pedals while it
rests against the wall)
CORMORANT. One at Broadmarsh today had the full breeding plumage ‘judge’s wig’ – the first I have seen.
CANADA GOOSE. 14 were at the Portsmouth Water Co HQ seen from Solent Road today. While there I
watched a pair of Long Tailed Tits working round a bramble bush. Many Blackbird are now to be seen in
pairs, and teritorial disputes have started on my lawn.
THU 22 JAN
FIRECREST. Two have been reported at Farlington for the past two weeks and were seen today according to
Chris Cockburn (via Alistair Martin). They inhabit the bushes around the spring where the stream that fills the
lake arises (go under the A27, then keep as straight ahead as you can until near the railway, then turn left and
follow the track which peters out around the spring which bubbles up in the stream that actually starts further
on). It seems these birds come out when the sun shines – otherwise they are elusive.
TUE 20 JAN
FIELDFARE. A visit to Stansted this morning failed to find the flock of 100 Fieldfare and Redwing which Tim
Timlick saw recently but I did see at least a dozen Fieldfare flying from Holme Farm towards the Groves
(which I did not visit)
SISKIN. Around the north west end of the ‘Rough Avenue’ (SU 746116) I found a magnificent mixed flock of
birds feeding in the Larches which included at least twenty Siskin, giving me my first sunlit views of males in
their brilliant yellow and black. I failed to see any Redpoll or Crossbill but this flock more than made up for
that with very close views of Marsh and Long Tailed as well as Blue, Great and Coal Tits, Goldcrest and
Goldfinch and even a couple of BULLFINCH feeding in the undergrowth. Elsewhere I came on Bullfinch on

three other spots, had two separate Treecreeper, and found Goldcrest everywhere. If we get more of this
sunny weather it is now worth listening for both Marsh Tit and Treecreeper song.
WOODCOCK. Close to the flock just described I was drawn away from the path by my first male Siskin and as I
made my way through the undergrowth there was a mini-explosion just behind me and I looked round to see a
Woodcock disappearing at high speed. Richard Williamson says that they rode from January onwards but I
doubt I will be back in the woods at dusk in this weather.
GADWALL Four back on Aldsworth Pond for the first time – little else on the pond bar a few Mallard and Coot
and some 15 Tufted Duck.
SPARROWHAWK. One was flying high over my house as I returned home from Stansted at midday – starting its
territorial boundary watch?
MON 19 JAN
COMMON SANDPIPER. My first of the year beside the Hermitage stream just north of Broadmarsh slipway,
working its way along the base of the seawall. If this is the same bird which Brian Fellows saw a week ago
and thought might be oiled on the breast and in danger of ingesting the oil as it preened then it has fully
recovered and was happily bobbing along the water’s edge with no un-natural marks that I could see.
KINGFISHER. Seen as usual just below the A27. I disturbed it from a point on the west bank half way to Harts
Farm Way and it flew back to perch in a favourite spot on the south west buttress of the A27 road bridge.
GOOSANDER. Not in view when I cycled south beside the Hermitage Stream, but by the time I had got round to
the Budds Farm shore it was on the water just upstream of the Broadmarsh slipway. Two pairs of Merganser
were in the vicinity, the males now very handsome, and a Cormorant flying upstream showed big white
roundels on its thighs to attract a mate (I have not yet seen any with the full ‘judge’s wig’)
LITTLE GULL. There were plenty of gulls crowding round the Budds Farm outfall this morning and I was
suddenly reminded that Tim Timlick had told me last Saturday that he had seen two Little Gulls here – sure
enough two smaller gulls were fluttering around the outfall, constantly dipping to peck the surface, but as they
were adult the upper surface was totally grey/white (without a scope I did not even detect any markings on the
heads) and they would not have caught my attention had I not searched the flock carefully. When I did see
them the whole underwing seemed black and they were very smart birds.
KNOT. In winter the Broadmarsh shore of Chalk Dock often has a flock of these and I think I saw around twenty
fly in the distance but can only report seeing just two that were feeding close to the shore
PINTAIL. The Budds Farm outfall flock is building up – I reckon there were 22 present today. Below Budds
Mound the WiIGEON numbered 20 and there were 36 off the Lavant stream
PLANTS:

SUN 25 JAN
DOGS MERCURY. Masses of male flowers to be seen in the woods around Lyecommon (Haslett’s Copse).
This was the first time I have come on them this year and I also saw my first Snowdrops and Rhododendron
flowers (red variety) in the same area.
POLYPODY FERN. A very small clump on the roadside just south of Up Marden was a new find for me – it is
very uncommon in the SU 70/71 area and I only know of four sites.
PRIMROSE LEAVES and BLUEBELL SHOOTS were plentiful in the Marden area, but not sign of flower buds.
SAT 24 JAN
HAWTHORN LEAVES. The only new item found during today’s stream clearance at Broadmarsh was a single
small Hawthorn bush with nearly all its leaves showing (on the west side of the road to the slipway).
FRI 23 JAN
CHERRY PLUM blossom. More is out at Southmoor Lane today and the HEDGEROW CRANESBILL still has
a good show of flowers on one plant. At Broadmarsh I found a second RED CLOVER flowerhead and have
found more BRISTLY OX-TONGUE and SMOOTH HAWKSBEARD recently.
TUE 20 JAN
SWEET VIOLET. One flower full out and about ten buds on a patch which traditionally flowers early. Probably
a garden escape they grow by the roadside opposite the next two cottages on the left after passing Holme Farm
as you go to Stubbermere from the Stansted sawmill (Plants on north side of road at edge of trees.
SPURGE LAUREL is now in full flower. I found some excellent specimens very close to the stile out of Stansted
Forest on the path leading to Warren Down (on the left of the path as you go down the final slope with the stile
in sight). There used to be masses of this plant to the right of that path but it seems to have diminished in
recent years and this winter it looks as if the deer have been eating the leaves.
RED CLOVER. Just outside the Stansted Main Avenue carpark, down the bank on the west of the road where it
crosses the line of the avenue, I found one flowerhead today.
LESSER CELANDINE. One Westbourne garden had a great mass of buds and flowers, so bright that when I first
glimpsed the colour I thought it was a patch of Winter Aconite – the garden is across the Commonside
junction with Monks Hill from the Dave Lashley garage.

COW PARSLEY. My first flowering plant this year in St Faith’s churchyard seen from the path passing south of
it.
MON 19 JAN
WHITE COMFREY in full flower was the first of today’s finds – one plant caught my eye on the bank of the tiny
Homewell stream flowing past the Parchment carpark where the public path leaves the area
WYCH ELM. The very first flowers which I have seen were beginning to open on a tree at Bedhampton (on the
southern side of the railway opposite Kingscroft Lane (where some people may remember it was once possible
to cross the line)
AFRICAN MARIGOLDS (Calendula officinalis – Francis Rose calls them Garden Marigolds and Stace calls
them Pot Marigolds!) are a very common garden escape and I have seen a good many in flower without
recording them but as I was going (from Mill Lane at Bedhampton) up the approach to the great footbridge
over the A27 I looked down to see a row of them flowering at the side of the busy A27, but in the shelter of
the bridge.
HEDGEROW CRANESBILL is still flowering by the side of Southmoor Lane (west side, north of the ‘Pallet’
entrance into Budds Farm and before the next entrance) and looks magnificent (I have not seen them better in
the summer). A good many plants, all covered with lots of flowers.
CHERRY PLUM (Prunus cerasifera), which I have previously called ‘Wild Plum’ had many buds and at least one
flower fully out at the southern end of Southmoor Lane (just south of the footpath stile to the Moors)
LESSER CELANDINE. The single plant by the Lymbourne stream which has been in flower since Jan 4th now
has a second bud, and another plant had a flower ready to open close to the Danewort site.
OTHER:

SUN 25 JAN
FALLOW DEER. A bunch of 8 does were feeding on the young corn in a very large open field between
Lyecommon and Locksash this morning. During my Stoughton/Up Marden walk I saw several fresh Mole
Hills, found one collection of Badger dung pits, and saw just one Squirrel
WED 21 JAN
FOX. A very grey coated old fox was in my garden (getting in from the Billy Line) for some time this morning.
Luckily it went away on its own (the last one I had in the garden was paralysed and had to be stretchered away
in the Animal Ambulance).
TUE 20 JAN
BRIMSTONE BUTTERFLIES. An e-mail from John Goodspeed revealed that he was the origin of the reports of
which I could not remember the origin (they were on his last week’s poster). He has seen them out on
Portsdown Hill and Theo Roberts has had them at the Hookheath nature reserve recently.
FRI 16 JAN
COMMON SEAL. Ian Thirlwell did not see it himself but heard from Brain Lawrence that one was to be seen
off the Milton shore of Langstone Harbour today. See the Bird News for Saturday about John Badley’s views
on the seal trying to eat diving ducks.

LOCAL ISSUES & HABITAT:

SUN 25 JAN
BROADMARSH ‘HI-TECH’ INDUSTRIAL PARK. Radio Solent this morning announced that the Dept of the
Environment have given the go ahead for the scheme to develop this park on the field between the Havant
Incinerator site and the Hermitage Stream (i.e. on the “Archery field”). I cannot see any threat to wildlife in
this proposal and welcome it, especially if it can include some building of a better quality to replace the
incinerator as the landmark which makes Havant known to the world at large (the old ‘Havant Cathedral’
could be seen from Portsmouth and all round Langstone Harbour as well as being the first thing to catch the
eye of people coming east along the M27 and A27 – I would like to see something equally imposing, but of a
better ‘quality’ than the incinerator on this site)
RIVER EMS is flowing again. In full spate at Racton and the pond where is starts between Walderton and
Stoughton is very full. No flow in the Lavant, though ditches at Dean Lane End had water in them.
SAT 24 JAN
The Friends of Langstone Harbour stream clear up at Broad Marsh (Hermitage stream between the A27 and Harts
Farm Way) was well attended collected a lot of rubbish. John Worley is once more to be congratulated on all
the effort he puts into organising these activities, and on this occasion commiserated with on the destruction of
his magnificent garbage hauling truck – just too much weight caused the handle to snap. Their next tasks will
be on the Portsmouth shore of the harbour and anyone who wants to be on the mailing list for details of their
tasks should contact John Worley at Bidbury House, Bedhampton or Alison Went (Friends group secretary) at

the Portsmouth Outdoor Center, Eastern Road (01705-663873 in office hours). One thing that I learnt during
the morning was that the Brockhampton Boat Park no longer intend to move their boats to the Harmitage
Stream.
FRI 23 JAN
SHAPE PROJECT. A letter today reminded me that the next stage of developing the proposal for Havant’s Local
Agenda 21 will be public meetings in the Havant Meridian Centre (in the Beacon church room) on both Feb
5th and 9th, both starting at 3pm. The format of the meetings will be what they call ‘facilitated team work’ to
produce project suggestions to be included in the draft action plan – presumably this will be the same as the
recent meeting on Hayling Island and means that those who turn up will be put into teams to come up with
project ideas through a ‘brain-storming’ session (the winner is the person who shouts loudest!). I hope there
will be some items in the project that come from a quieter consideration of the issues.
WILDLIFE TRUST “NEWS BRIEF” AND “RESERVES NEWS” bi-monthly news sheets came this morning.
Items in them are not intended for public airing but I think I would not be causing the staff at Eastleigh any
concern when I congratulate John Durnell on his approach to managing many of our reserves and keeping the
volunteers happy. His written output comes as a breath of fresh air, and that I know also goes for his
personality in all circumstances (I hear that his dress as the DJ at the office party last Christmas went down
well!). I think I can also reveal that Trust staff will soon be much depleted by the departure of Lawrence
Sisitka for South Africa and Patrick Cloughley for mid Wales (where he will be developing a new ‘Record
Centre’ for Powys on behalf of the Wildlife Trusts national office), and that an announcement of a
replacement for Jackie Guinness is ‘expected soon’. One other item that is already in the public domain is the
news that Farlington Marshes now has its own wind generated electric power supply.
LITTER CLEARANCE IN HERMITAGE STREAM. In today's paper there is an open invitation to come to the
Broadmarsh slipway at 11am tomorrow (SAT 24 JAN) to assist in clearing rubbish from the Hermitage stream
section between Harts Farm Way and the A27 (task ends at 1pm). This is a further effort organised by John
Worley and I hope it will be well attended (and appreciated by the Goosander and other birds which frequent
this part of the stream)
HAYLING BILLY CYCLE TRACK IN HAVANT. Today's paper does not have the result of yesterday's
planning committee on this proposal, but I hear that (surprise, surprise) the final decision was postponed.
NEW PLANNING APPLICATIONS. Two items which could have a possible impact on wildlife were in this
week's list. One is an application by Hayling Golf Club to site a water storage tank near the south side of
Sinah Gravel Pit - I can't envisage any problems but if you know more than the number is 98/50704/11. There
is also a note of an East Hants application for renewal of planning permission affecting Hazleton Farm (just
south of Horndean between the A3M and the road to Rowlands Castle). I don't know the detail but the address
is given as the Racetrack Circuit, Hazleton Farm.
WEEK 2
JAN 12 - 18
BIRDS:

SUN 18 JAN
BLACKBIRD SONG. At 7am on a rainy, windy (but relatively mild) morning I opened the back door to hear a
Blackbird singing in my garden – in the circumstances it must really be taken as the start of his spring song
(the song heard last Tuesday in sunshine could have been a one off by a bird misled by the sight of the sun)
SAT 17 JAN
BIRD-EATING SEAL? This evening I rang John Badley to tell him that one of the ‘No Landing’ signs had left
the RSPB Islands and arrived on the northern ‘islands’ of the Oysterbeds from where it could be rescued. John
had seen it there himself and will try to get his boat alongside at a high tide to retrieve it, but in the course of
conversation he told me that he had recently come on a Merganser with no tail and with severe ‘scratches’
down its back, and that Bob Chapman had found a Goldeneye in a similar state. They think it is possible that
the seal which is probably resident in the harbour (seen by Brian Lawrence off Milton yesterday – see ‘Other
Wildlife’) is the culprit, presumably in chance underwater encounters between hunting seal and diving bird.
The Merganser went to Anne MacMahon and probably on to Brent Lodge, but John has no news of its health.
AVOCET at Black Point. One seen on Seagull Island by Brian Fellows during today’s high tide WeBS count. I
know that one or two are usually on Pilsey Sands each winter but had not heard of them being there this winter
– after hearing from Brian John Badley said he had seen one at Pilsey before Christmas.
SUPERB PARROT. One was seen at Brian Fellows’ old house in Westbourne Avenue in the last few days –
Brian says this species is similar to a Ring Necked Parakeet but does not have the pink neck ring – it has
yellow patches on head and throat, and presumably a short tail.
JACK SNIPE. Another convincing sighting at the IBM Lake during my count today. As I approached the

favoured roost spot for Snipe five got up and shot off with their usual speed and energy (not much noise) and I
had to walk much closer to the spot before a smaller bird rose to about head height and ‘fluttered’ across the
lake to pitch within fifty yards. Later, passing that spot on the other side of the lake it again got up when I was
within a few yards of it and flew back to its starting point. On both occasions I noticed that it’s back was more
boldly marked than a Common Snipe (giving a slightly Turnstone like patterned appearance, though not black
and white!)
IBM Lake birds. The WOOD DUCK was prominent in full plumage, and MALLARD were more numerous (111
of them) than in recent months though other duck show no increase (22 Teal, 17 Tufted Duck and 14
Pochard). Of the 57 Coot 31 were still in one winter flock but the rest were beginning to pair and hold
territory with several instances of aggression on the water. Only one young Cormorant was present and there
were less than 200 gulls (19 Great Black back). Away from the water a Kestrel was present and a couple of
Goldcrest had brilliant crests.
LONG TAILED TIT pair? Just two working around Langstone pond suggested that they might be thinking of a
nest soon. The Green Woodpecker there was exceptionally noisy, presumably with similar thoughts and
hoping to call in a mate. The Swans are back on that pond as a pair and it might be worth keeping an eye on
the Thorney Little Deeps pair – they are always the first to bring out cygnets and could be starting to build
their nest now.
LITTLE OWL pair. Following Trevor Carpenter’s sighting of a pair at Cams Hall (see Wednesday’s note) I met
Tim Timlick at Stoke Bay this morning and he had just been watching a pair on a hedgerow oak close to the
west side of the ‘homestead’ on West Lane opposite Daw Lane (seen from the Billy Line) – this may be the
pair that have previously used a nest on the east side of West Lane just north of Daw Lane.
KITTIWAKE. Tim Timlick has recently been seeing up to 150 Kittiwake from his home overlooking Hayling
Bay just east of Eastoke corner and told me only a few seemed to be oiled. Brian Fellows thinks he heard one
calling among the mass of gulls off the Tournerbury area while he was making his wader count today.
GREAT NORTHERN DIVER. Tim has seen one recently at Black Point, and also told me that he had seen the
Hayling Ferry Shag before Christmas.
FIELDFARE at Stansted. Last but not least of Tim Timlick’s news was from Stansted where he had twice within
the last few days come on a flock of around 100 Fieldfare on the east side of the Forest close to the house. He
had also had a few Crossbill in the larch plantation around the phone mast at Lumley (by Sonia Bolton’s back
door)
MANDARIN DUCK at Swanbourne Lake, Arundel. A birder from Brighton whom I met at Langstone admiring
our Golden Plover this morning told me that Swanbourne Lake is full again (remember pictures of it last
summer?) and that Mandarin can occasionally be seen there (possibly wilder birds than those to be seen across
the road in the Wildfowl Trust reserve). Another birder from Northampton thought he had seen a male Scaup
just west of Langstone Bridge – I could see nothing but Merganser, Goldeneye and a Dabchick there when I
looked shortly after his report.
FRI 16 JAN
BIRD SONG THIS WEEK. This morning a local WOOD PIGEON was heard twice and DUNNOCK is still
regular. The dawn chorus now has strong input from ROBIN, WREN and SONG THRUSH and during the
day I often hear BLUE TIT with GREAT TIT and COLLARED DOVE less frequently. Surprisingly the
STARLINGS seem less vocal recently. This week’s big surprise was the BLACK BIRD heard in St Faith’s
churchyard in Havant on Tuesday, and a MISTLE THRUSH sang strongly at Wade Court that evening. Still
no CHAFFINCH (I bet someone has heard one by now).
CETTI’S WARBLER at Milton Lakes. Ian Thirlwell heard one singing there today. A local birder (Brian
Lawrence) claims to have heard it there for some time (and to have his own video of it!). Brian Lawrence has
also heard one singing at Great Salterns where Brian Fellows heard one last autumn.
THU 15 JAN
LATE NEWS FROM PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR. A reminder of this Saturday’s high tide count came from
Dennis Bill this morning and with it were the summaries of the Oct, Nov and Dec counts which included a
sighting of one of the few FIRECREST this winter on the Paulsgrove Tip/Horsea Island area by Peter
Strangeman on Dec 13th. Comparing the Dec 97 figures with those of December counts back to 1984 I see
that numbers of most species (despite variations from year to year, probably due to weather on the day of the
count) are holding up or increasing in Portsmouth Harbour despite loss of the roost and marsh areas on the
Paulsgrove reclaim in 1988 (when construction of Port Solent changed a large muddy lake into a concrete
structure, and the central marsh was drained to give more landfill space). Brent numbers have gone up from
1244 in 1984 to 2414 in 1997 (with 3583 in 93) and Redshank from 200 to 300 in the mid 1980s to 720 in 97
(824 in 94). Dunlin have declined as roosting species from a peak of 7960 in 88 to 2590 in 97, but are
probably flying to Langstone Harbour to roost and still feeding in Portsmouth Harbour.
EGRET ROOST IN PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR. The plot thickens – with the info from Dennis Bill about this
Saturday’s count came a copy letter from Dave Unsworth to Dennis Bill asking for information about wader

movements but also mentioning that someone called Ian Calderwood had recorded 20 Egrets roosting at
Fleetlands in December, and that this was backed up by info about a Fleetlands roost from a John Stokes
(could this be Jon Stokes, the ex-Portchester resident and ‘super-naturalist’ who is now national secretary to
the Tree Council?)
WED 14 JAN
GREY PHALAROPE still at Westhampnett, seen early in the morning by Dave Mead and later by Alistair
Martin. Dave was on his way to Pulborough Brooks to lead an outing of his RSPB group which saw 40
BEWICK’S SWAN and a hunting BARN OWL, both just north of Greatham Bridge. I think he said they had
also saw a MERLIN in the area.
LITTLE OWL. Trevor Carpenter visited Cams Hall golf course last Sunday, driving in to the golf course carpark
where he saw two Little Owls sitting on the old farm buildings west of the main Hall. He tells me that there
were two Little Egret fishing in Cams Bay and one in the Delme pool of Fareham creek.
TUE 13 JAN
BLACK REDSTART. Still at Portchester Castle where it was seen by Dave Mead sitting on the wall waiting for
him as he arrived in the small carpark.
SHAG. Seen by Brian Fellows swimming alongside the Hayling Ferry today (possibly on its way to the Kench)
BLACKBIRD SONG. Today one was singing in St Faith’s churchyard in Havant – I have never heard one in
January before, nor ever heard one before the first Chaffinch song.
GREEN SANDPIPER. Present by the big pool in the Wade Court wet meadow at dusk.
COMMON SANDPIPER. Brian Fellows today saw the bird in the Hermitage stream when the tide was low. He
thought the bird was oiled on its breast and it seemed to be frantically trying to preen it off.
GOOSANDER. Also seen in the Hermitage Stream by Brian, right up under the A27 roadbridge.
LITTLE EGRET. Three feeding in the Wade Lane pony field immediately below the A27 this evening
MISTLE THRUSH. With a south east gale blowing up one was at the top of a tree in Wade Court grounds
singing very strongly
MON 12 JAN
GREY PHALAROPE still at the same pool on the north side of the Shopwyke road, visible by climbing the bank
and looking in the pool west of the dividing bank
GOLDCREST singing strongly at Old Bedhampton – Wood Pigeon song also heard.
BRIAN FELLOWS’ notes for last week arrived as usual and include mention of SISKIN seen in Brian’s
Emsworth garden on Jan 11th and in Colin Harrington’s garden at Denvilles (Havant) last week – I have heard
of two other recent garden reports. Colin also has a BLACKCAP back in his garden and Sonia Bolton has had
GOLDFINCH on her nutfeeder in Stansted. The notes also tell me that Dave Mead saw the PALE BELLIED
BRENT at Milton on Jan 6th and on the same day saw 26 CROSSBILL at Stansted (on an Ash across the road
from the main Avenue carpark) and 12 CORN BUNTING at Racton (on the hedge between the river Ems bed
and the road approaching Racton Park Farm). Dave also saw the regular LITTLE OWL south of the farm.
Brian himself saw the Hermitage stream GOOSANDER and KINGFISHER near th A27 bridge on Jan 7th and
watched an apparently oiled COMMON SANDPIPER nearby.
SUN 11 JAN
GREY PHALAROPE. Seen by Dave Mead on one of the Westhampnett pools at Chichester (SU 883051).
KEVIN STOUSE’S WALK around Cobnor not only caused parking conflict with the regular Sunday ‘Friends of
Chichester’ but also saw some good birds, especially an adult MED GULL which came very close to the party.
Among other birds they had an EIDER, a lot of GOLDENEYE and a few GOLDEN PLOVER, but more
interestingly a flock of 39 SKYLARK and around 1000 BRENT on fields where they were totally ignoring the
noise of gas guns blasting at them.
BLACK REDSTART still being seen at Portchester Castle
SAT 10 JAN
DARTFORD WARBLER. The Saturday morning group (Havant ‘Evening Class’) went round Farlington
Marshes and Sally Wood found the Dartford Warbler in the north east corner of the Point Field and others in
the group then saw it. Chris Cockburn told the group that yesterday (Jan 9th) one of the two regular
PERGEGRINES that visit the reserve was seen chasing and nearly catching a SPARROWHAWK, and Bob
Chapman told them of 2 FIRECREST in the reserve (section north of the A27). A few GADWALL were on
the lake – these seem to be more frequently seen at Farlington now.
PLANTS:

SAT 17 JAN
GLASTONBURY THORN IN FLOWER. A visit to the IBM Lake in January over the past few years has always
brought a special excitement in finding a couple of small Hawthorn trees in flower on the south side of the
lake. They were planted in the mid 1980s as part of a ‘job lot’ to add some interest to the lakeside and I was
never aware that they were anything special, and when they started to put out leaves and flower exceptionally

early I put this down to them being in a sheltered spot and to having been imported from some country on a
more southerly latitude than Britain (I have heard that this is a common cause of ‘early development’, the trees
having inherited a biological clock that tells them that spring should come at the right date for the land of their
ancestors rather than the actual date in Britain). Last year I learnt that there is a special species of Hawthorn
called a Glastonbury Thorn which does flower in January – specimens of this species are found at Glastonbury
and re-inforce the legend that they are the species from supplying the wood from which the cross on which
Jesus was crucified was made (I can’t really believe that the short and twisted trunks of any Hawthorn would
be suitable for the purpose). Fact or fantasy, these two trees had many flowers but very few leaves on them
today. If you go to look for them walk round the south of the lake until you can look north to the oldest of the
buildings between the ‘twin peaks’ (the two mounds of mud excavated to create a deep enough balancing lake
for the buildings, now grassy and tree covered). The Glastonbury thorns are in a small isolated group half way
from the fire road to the lake edge (not part of the bigger clumps of trees on either side).
OTHER PLANTS FLOWERING AT IBM NORTH HARBOUR. One plant of MARSH MARIGOLD had four
bold flowers,;the strange LESSER CELANDINES which seem to be more related to Marsh Marigold than
Celandine, having leaves on their flower stems, had two plants in bud; one plant of WHITE MELILOT was in
full flower; thick banks of WINTER HELIOTROPE (just over the motorway fence) had scent strong enough
to be detected at twenty paces; and of lesser interest I came on a fresh flowering WILD CARROT and the
usual bank of flowering THYME LEAVED SPEEDWELL.
WED 14 JAN
CAMPION IN FLOWER AT CATHERINGTON. An e-mail from Chritopher Harwood tells of the discovery of
a flowering Campion in his father’s garden at Catherington but does not say if it was white or red. I think I’ll
bet on a White Campion – if only because it is more in keeping with a White Christmas.
TUE 13 JAN
MEADOW BUTTERCUP. One plant on the corner of our road has just started to flower again, as had HEDGE
MUSTARD elsewhere in Havant.
MON 12 JAN
FOXGLOVE. A wild plant, although growing in a Bedhampton garden (6 Lodge Road) was in full flower as I
delivered Trust magazines. I also saw my first Winter Aconites and Camellia in flower and a healthy
surviving Shasta Daisy still in flower.
GERMANDER SPEEDWELL. Just one flower on plants growing beside Stockheath Lane in Leigh Park.
OTHER:

FRI 16 JAN
COMMON SEAL. Ian Thirlwell did not see it himself but heard from Brain Lawrence that one was to be seen
off the Milton shore of Langstone Harbour today. See the Bird News for Saturday about John Badley’s views
on the seal trying to eat diving ducks.
BUTTERFLIES. This week I have heard of both RED ADMIRAL and BRIMSTONE on the wing. Red
Admirals are notoriously poor hibernators and those which try to pass the winter in this country nearly always
die after being tempted out on warm winter days. Brimstone are normally more sensible and stay in bed until
the spring arrives and there is nectar to sustain them.
LOCAL ISSUES & HABITAT:

SAT 17 JAN
STORM DAMAGE ON NORTH WEST HAYLING. I cycled here today for the first time since the storm and
saw that the west facing side of the Hayling Billy track has taken a severe battering and has lost a noticeable
amount of chalk and soil from its northernmost section, leaving a view of concrete blocks that were previously
half buried. Just below the point where the Hayling Coastal path joins the track the sea has completely eroded
the bank which previously stood about four feet above the level of the track on its west side, and it is clear that
the sea poured through this gap into the old brick fields east of the track, helping those fields along a
desireable route towards their restoration as saltmarsh. I understand that the County Council now own those
fields and hope they will encourage this development (a Hayling version of the excellent Thornham Point
project) but I can see there are difficulties unless the Coastal Path is to be re-routed around the east side of the
field. And why not? Further south I saw the signs of deliberate destruction of the weir constructed (twice last
year – how many times this year?) by the Friends of Langstone Harbour (see entry for Wednesday below) and
noted one bait digger was in the pools supposed to retain water.
WED 14 JAN
BAIT DIGGERS at HAYLING OYSTERBEDS. Today John Worley gave me some worrying ‘news’ and both
he and I would welcome any further observations or information about the possiblity that some bait diggers
are undoing the good work of the Friends of Langstone Harbour by removing the sandbags laid by the Friends

to re-inforce the lip of the weir designed to keep a minimum water level in the two pools nearest Stoke Bay.
The rumour is that some diggers have exhausted the supply of worms to be obtained from the bed of the outer
pools (which do drain) and want to denude the inner pools. John tells me that there has been some storm
damage to the oyster beds recently but that storms do not lift sandbags and place them in neat heaps!
I am not opposed to fishermen who make the effort to obtain their own bait, but I am opposed to the
commercialisation of the digging – either by individuals who put their own efforts into full-time digging as a
means of earning a substantial income by selling the bait, or (much worse) people who sit back and organise
gangs to do the digging for them. If it is true that the rest of the nearby harbour bed has been exhausted, that is
in itself an indictment of the activity (and at that rate how long would the inner pools last if they were
drained?)
HABITAT RECORDING:
Last week I commented on my New Year Resolution to devote time each week to documenting the existing
habitat of the SU 70/71 area on a 1km square basis and put out a plea for all the help you can offer with this
work. This week I have added basic details of four more squares (SZ7099, Hayling West Town; SU 7809,
Adsdean near Funtington; SU 7110, Havant Thicket; and SU 7819, South Harting) and the details can be seen
on the website or obtained from me.
This week I have completed my revision of the data entry programs for my local wildlife database and they not
only make it easier for me to record all the information that comes my way but also adopt a change of
principle which allows me to keep far more information available for recall or analysis. Up to last year I was
summarising the data on input and only retaining a few notes of special observations. This year (with a new 2
Gigabyte hard disk added to the 320 Megabyte disk I started with) I have changed to the principle of keeping
all the raw data about each species regardless of its source or reliability. One immediate difference is that I
am not only entering my own observations but am including all those which others tell me of and so (it it had
been in place last year) would have been able to retrieve (as an example) the date and other details of Brian
Fellows observation of a Cetti’s Warbler at the Great Salterns sometime last autumn – previously that would
have been excluded as outside my SU 70/71 area and not kept as a detailed record because it was not my own
observation and if I wanted to know the date I would have either had to search through Brian’s weekly notes
for last year or get him to search his note book.
Once more, therefore, may I put in a strong plea for everyone who reads these notes to let me have as much
information as possible (even if it is rumour or possibility rather than hard fact). And if you are good enough
to tell me things can I ask just one other favour – that is to make sure that I get the right facts by giving me
information which includes the date and place of each observation as well as the species and ‘interesting
details’. If you can give the place as a four or six figure grid reference that makes it far easier to get right than
a rambling description, but I am prepared to look up the grid reference for myself if you tell me the place in a
way that I understand.

BIRDS:

WEEK 1
JAN 5 - 11

SUN 11 JAN
BIRD SONG continues to swell with both Dunnock and Wood Pigeon heard this morning as well as the dawn
outpouring of Song Thrush, Robin and Wren with the less regular sound of Collared Dove and Tits later in the
morning. Blue Tit is still going strong but Mistle Thrush has gone quiet with the end of the gales.
SAT 10 JAN
CHICHESTER HARBOUR LOW TIDE COUNT. So far I only know what I saw in my section from Langstone
bridge to Emsworth Mill Pond. Here:
 LITTLE EGRET. Two feeding by Langstone Bridge – I lost a lot of time talking to a birder who had come to
photograph them!
 BRENT. Only 28 in the Langstone to Nore Barn stretch, where were they? 282 off Emsworth was more as
expected. (Jan 97 total was 691)
 CANADA GOOSE. 46 on Emsworth Mill Pond with the EMPEROR was more than expected.
 SHELDUCK. Many more than recently but only 234 in total against 379 last January
 MALLARD. Only 94 in total against 143 last year – have they dispersed to breed already?
 PINTAIL. It was good to see 16 south of Beacon Square path but last year we had 56
 GOLDEN PLOVER. Today they were roosting on the west shore of the big saltings off Northney marina.
Only 250 when I started counting but up to 510 when I left Langstone Bridge (possibly more dropped in later)
 LAPWING. Total of 301 against 42 last year (but then there was thick mist making the count very difficult)

KNOT. At least 4 near the Golden Plover. This is the first winter that I have seen them regularly off
Langstone.
 DUNLIN. Only 186 seen by me
 GREENSHANK. The regular bird was in its usual place south of Nore Barn in the stream running out of the
farm fields, visible from the outflow point.
KESTREL. Cycling home from Emsworth at dusk I watched the Warblington Castle male hunting in the A27
interchange area (east side) – not hovering, but flying around and perching on street lamps. I had the
impression it was after small birds going to roost (they never catch birds in flight but will pounce on them in
bushes when they are jostling for good night time perches and presumably look a bit like mice)
FRI 9 JAN
GUILLEMOT. E-mail from Ian Thirlwell told me of a Guillemot seen by himself on the lower structure of the
South Parade Pier and by Bryan Renyard in the Southsea Castle area between noon and 2pm today during a
low-tide survey of which I have no other knowledge (possibly looking for dead seabirds – John Badley was on
Radio Solent today asking people to look out for them and let the RSPB know details though he was at pains
to tell people to lumber the RSPCA, not RSPB, with dying birds. John mentioned that he had seen
KITTIWAKE, LITTLE GULL and SKUA of some sort in Langstone Harbour since the gales). Ian also saw a
MED GULL flying near the South Parade Pier.
MANY THANKS TO DAVE MEAD & IAN THIRLWELL for giving me excellent bird news for the website on
Friday in time for inclusion in the website weekly update while the news is still relevant. I hope others will
be encouraged to contribute on Fridays – any news that comes to me will hopefully be relayed accurately to
Brian Fellows in these written notes which go to him on a Sunday evening for his circulation list, and to John
Goodpseed for his posters (though with the space available tohim not everything can be relayed to the world
by him)
THU 8 JAN
COMMON SCOTER. At Black Point Dave Mead saw 5 among the many moorings north of the sailing club.
WED 7 JAN
LONG TAILED DUCK. Dave Mead saw one close to the quay jutting into Langstone Harbour opposite Great
Salterns today – it was also a male but had more marking and more pink on the bill than the one which has
seemingly now left Anglesey Lake at Alverstoke.
GREAT NORTHERN DIVER. Also a first appearance in Langstone Harbour this winter – Dave was at the
Eastney end of the Hayling Ferry and saw one moving around in the harbour mouth there. At a guess this is
the same bird that has based itself in the Eastney Glory Hole/Langstone Marina in more than one recent winter
and if so may be expected to stay around.
KITTIWAKE. Dave saw 6 off Southsea Castle, some of them looking as if they had been oiled. He thought
there might have been a Shag on the sea but it was far too choppy to be sure and he did not see any Purple
Sandpiper.
SPARROWHAWK seen from my bedroom window as I was dressing this morning. Town Pigeons are forever
flying over in the early morning as they move from the town centre to the market garden fields east of Havant
to get a healthy breakfast before coming back to scrounge crumbs on the pavements, but there is something
about the flight of a raptor which immediately identifies if even out of the corner of your eye when not
expecting it, so I leapt to the window and had a good view of the hawk disappearing over the houses. At the
end of the morning, in Lowtons Copse, I had an even briefer view of a Sparrowhawk – nothing more than a
brown shape charging through what appeared to be impenetrable trees at a breakneck speed, but the many Tits
and Chaffinch that were feeding in the area were in no doubt about its identity as they shot for cover with
sharp alarm calls.
KESTREL. The strong winds blowing up the A3 where it enters the valley below Butser Hill around the Q E
Park where proving too much for a Kestrel I saw from the Chalton interchange bridge, but as I walked the
footpath from that road bridge to the park I saw the falcon had solved its problem and was hovering low over
the woodland edge of the field where it was out of the main force of the wind rising over the trees behind it.
YELLOWHAMMER. My first of the year heard and seen at the roadside near the Butser Ancient Village under
Chalton Windmill.
TREE CREEPER. Another tick for the yearlist (now 84) in Lowtons Copse north of Clanfield. Many other small
birds
TUE 6 JAN
SNOW BUNTING. The bird reported by Peter Morrison at Hook Spit is still there, seen today by Dave Mead on
shingle close to the mouth of the Hamble river.
REDWING are still in the Pony Field west of Wade Lane just south of the A27 but I could only see 5 today with
the local pair of Mistle Thrush and several Blackbirds. In the field south of the path between the Lymbourne
and Wade Lane one of the two Wade Court Egrets was standing in the middle of the field – this is where I saw
two behaving as a pair at this time last year, keeping close to each other both when feeding and flying. Maybe


the two there now are a pair thinking of nesting soon? South of Wade Court the Green Woodpecker could be
heard.
GLAUCOUS GULL. I don’t know whether the regular bird is back at Selsey Lifeboat Station – it was not to be
seen when Alistair Martin and I went to look for it on December 4th but today I see from Maureen Coleman’s
nature notes in the January Hayling Islander (just out) that one was seen off Sandy Point in mid-December.
Any other news of local birds?
MON 5 JAN
RED NECKED GREBE. Dave Mead found one in the bay behind East Head at the mouth of Chichester Harbour
and saw 7 EIDER on the sea nearby.
KESTREL. My first for the year came into tall beech trees at Stansted Sling where I had just been peering into a
hole in another beech tree which looked an eminently suitable home for a Tawny Owl (I was convinced when
I first put my binoculars onto it from a distance that I could see the faint outline of an owl’s face) As the
Kestrel landed in a nearby tree I wondered if it might be interested in the hole but then remember being told
(either by Michael Prior or his predecessor as Head Forester, John Rowe) that the Kestrels always nest high
above the garden of 1 Woodberry Lane, alternating between two trees and using old Rook or Crow nests –
when one nest becomes too soiled and pest infested they move to the other.
SUN 4 JAN
REDWING were back in the Wade Lane pony fields east of the Lymbourne stream – I saw at least 10 with
another 10 Blackbirds and the two resident Mistle Thrushes. Below the footbridge one EGRET was fishing in
the Lymbourne and the second was seen perched in a tree within the safety of the grounds.
SNIPE found their usual haunts on the South Moors well under water this afternoon (see the Habitat section
below) but I put up two as I crossed to Budds Farm where the usual selection of duck were sheltering in the lee
of the dividing banks (nothing new – one female GOLDENEYE was there last time I visited)
STARLING and SKYLARK both showed they are creatures of habit, not changing their daily routine despite the
storm force winds. On the top of Budds Mound the usual group of half a dozen Skylark stuck to their patch
despite winds against which I could hardly stand, and as the afternoon closed in the usual flocks of Starlings
were heading into the wind, determined to get to their regular evening roost.
BLACK HEADED GREAT TITS. From the BBC Natural World programme I learnt that a colour aberration in
Great Tits, giving the birds all black heads, has become established in the Woking area
PLANTS:
TUE 6 JAN
IVY LEAVED SPEEDWELL. Not yet in flower, but sufficiently advanced in its growth for me to search it
carefully in the place where I usually see the first in bloom
MON 5 JAN
FIELD PENNYCRESS. Just one plant that I could claim was still flowering in the fields ruuning south of Drews
Farm at Dean Lane End, but many plant holding the penny shaped seeds aloft
SUN 4 JAN
LESSER CELANDINE. My first lone flower of the year was fully open, nestling under the west bank of the
Lymbourne stream in the section from the A27 to the footbridge
HEDGEROW CRANESBILL was a much more exciting find in Southmoor Lane where at least seven plants
were in full flower under the hedge on the west side of the road between the southernmost entrance to Budds
Farm (where the Pallets are stored) and the next entrance north of it.
WILD PLUM. A little further south one of the wild plum trees had many flower buds showing much white and
apparently just about to open – this spring I must determine the proper species name of these trees which some
people confuse with Blackthorn and which I have in the past named as Prunus domestica (Wild Plum) but
which I now believe to be Prunus cerasifera (Cherry Plum), though some may be other species.
OTHER:

WED 7 JAN
JEWS EAR FUNGUS. When fresh this has an elegance of shape, colour and texture to match anything in
woodland at this time of year. Today I came on a large clump of them in the only place that they are prepared
to grow – the trunk of a dead Elm tree.
TUE 6 JAN
SCOTS PINE on the Isle of Wight?? You can hardly have failed to miss the news that the ORANGE mobile
phone company are planning to erect one of their masts on the Isle of Wight disguised as a Scots Pine tree.
You might have thought that an Orange tree would be a better advertisement for them – if not then why not
Monterey Pine (appropriately having a proper name of Pinus radiata)
SUN 4 JAN
INSECT ESTATE AGENTS ADVERTISE WITH CHEMICALS. The Radio 4 Natural World program tonight
dealt with a listeners problem concerning swarms of flies which make her attic bedrooms uninhabitable at this

time of year. The answer guessed that these were CLUSTER FLIES which will not harm humans – they live
off earthworms (??) but come into buildings to hibernate en masse, finding their favourite sites by smelling the
chemicals left by their last winter’s footprints. If you don’t want them back you must scrub every surface with
stronger chemicals than those left by their footprints.
WHITE SQUIRRELS. The same programme also told us that more than one town in the USA boast populations
of white squirrels as tourist attractions – one was in Kansas but I did not get the placename. What is the
current status of our local white squirrels in the Widley/Purbrook area?
LOCAL ISSUES & HABITAT:

FRI 9 JAN
HAYLING BILLY CYCLE-WAY (HAVANT SECTION). A letter came from Havant planners today saying
that this proposal would be before the Plannng Committee on Jan 22nd and any further input should be with
them by midday on the 22nd. The letter details some minor variations from the proposed standard 3m width
track and confirms there will be no lighting of the track.
OTHER NEW PLANNING APPLICATIONS this week. None of direct impact on wildlife habitat but I see that
there is a new submission for a ‘motorway service station’ at Emsworth (opposite the existing garage on the
A27) – they are aplying for outline permission for a 40 bed hotel, 120 seat restaurant and garage. I was also
interested to see that Hayling Golf Club are applying for permission to retain existing gabions against coastal
erosion – reminding us that the Golf Club own the shore south of the links. Another item affecting Hayling
was an application to demolish the Amusement Arcade at 125 Southwood Road and replace it with 12
‘residential units’ (presumably a block of maisonettes)
THU 8 JAN
PROGRESS WITH SHAPE. Tonight the Hayling Island Residents Association held an open meeting to which
they invited two senior representatives from the Earthworks Trust, and representatives of various organisations
with an interest in the Hayling environment, but not necessarily based on the island, such as the Wildlife Trust
Havant District, Friends of Chichester Harbour, Friends of Langstone Harbour, etc. One of the first things that
I learnt was that when I first recorded the advent of the SHAPE project I was wrong in saying that the
acronym stood for "SUSTAINABLE HAVANT ACTION PLAN - ENVIRONMENT" - the final E stands,
much more appropriately, for EVERYONE. I am sure that the meeting was of significant help in progressing
this project, and I would like particularly to thank Rosemary Black for organising the meeting and for starting
her introduction by selecting from the 13 strands of the project the one which says that wildlife is of
importance to everyone's environment.
SUN 4 JAN
SOUTH MOORS UNDER WATER. I remember being told by George Hedley that winter high tides will flood
the South Moors as far up as the southern boundary of the new AUTOLIV factory, and myself seeing tidelines
in that area, so I walked down there to meet the Sunday afternoon tide at 15.14 when it was predicted to be a
‘low’ 4.4 metre peak. Before I set out the weather men on the TV were saying that the wind and low pressure
would be making the tides up to a metre above expectation, but I was not prepared to find that (more than half
an hour before high tide) the path crossing the Lavant at the west end of Mill Lane was already under two feet
of water above the path. By climbing onto the metal rails around the tiny bridge I managed to get to the stile
and onto the Moors where I could see huge waves breaking on the seawall and showering tons of water onto
the southernmost fringe of the moors. Right beside me the water from the stream was flooding into the moors
over the concrete pipe casing which carries the path north, but I was able to get across the path goung west and
reach Budds Mound (from which there was no sign of the islands in the harbour other than the copse on North
Binness – I think I could still see the seawall of Farlington Marhses, but will not be surprised to hear than
much of those marshes were flooded). I tried to come back across the South Moors, but by that time it was
clearly impossible to get back to Mill Lane without thigh-boot waders, so I went back up Southmoor Lane.
We were lucky that the predicted tide for today was not one of the 5 metre ones we have been having at
‘Springs’ recently!
SU 7010 H BELLS COPSE & BLENDWORTH COMMON SOUTH
Topography:
• A stream runs down a north south valley in the centre of this square with high ground on either side. The
highest point is 60m in the north west corner (part of Waterlooville Golf Course) and the lowest point at 20m
is where the stream flows south towards Warren Park (in Leigh Park) in the centre south of the square. The
land to the east of the stream does not rise above 47m (in Bells Copse). The land is naturally damp, poor,
acid soil supporting wood and heath and was part of the Inhurst/Outhurst woods until the A3M was built
through them around 1970. To the west of the A3M only a small south west corner of this square has been
built over by the Hurstwood development, the rest having been saved by being Golf Gourse. To the east of
the road the northern half is part of Blendworth Common, still rough (very poor and damp) heath pasture but

likely to be developed (the most recent proposal was for a huge landfill site, rejected mainly on grounds of
potential contamination of the huge water supply reservoir to be built less than a mile to the south east).
Land use:
• Woodland – 30%
• Rough Pasture (Wet heath) – 26% (Blendworth Common plus small meadow at SU 702102)
• Golf Course – 24%
• Road and verges (A3M) – 11%
• Improved grassland (Deerslaughter Plain) – 8% (likely to become part of new reservoir)
• Housing – 8%
• Arable – 1% (Tiny part of Dunsbury Hill Farm at SU 702100 – land status now in limbo, farm abandoned)
Wildlife features:
• Stream valley from 706105 south to 705100. This tributary of the Hermitage stream rise on the west edge of
the Hazleton estate (701114), runs west across the Golf Course, under the A3M, and turns south in the centre
of Blendworth Common to run through the woodland in this square, continuing through Warren Park and
then a tunnel to meet the Hermitage Stream in Leigh Park. The meandering stream in this square is still in a
very natural state, and is joined on its west side by a smaller stream at 705102 – it has no rarities but in spring
violets and primroses flower in a natural state not often found now.
• Bells Copse. The north section of this woodland lies in our square and is a fairly open conifer plantation with
open areas (much of them the result of fires). In recent years this was a very active unofficial motor-cycle
scrambling area and the combination of conifers and scrambling have left little of wildlife interest here
• Woodland west of Bells Copse (between the stream and A3M). The strip of this nearest the stream is
regularly cleared as electricity cables run over it on pylons. When the ground is cleared it boasts an excellent
display of Common Spotted Orchids, Primroses, Violets, etc, but these are quickly suppressed by
regenerating scrub and on most visits this strip will be impenetrable. To the west of the pylon line is
undisturbed (unmanaged) oak woodland on clay in which insufficent light reaches the ground to give much
ground flora.
• Western strip of Havant Thicket. This is more rough grassland than woodland and is good woodland edge
habitat.
• Blendworth Common. This is private land, but close the the southern fence north of Bells Copse a massive
population of Bitter Vetch can be seen flowering in spring.
• A3M verges. I am not aware of any particular wildlife interest in this section, but the small meadow sloping
down to the road at SU 702102 has been good for butterflies – many Marbled White over the grass and
Gatekeeper along the hedges
• Waterlooville Golf Course. The open close mown grassland with scattered trees is attractive to Mistle
Thrush, Green Woodpecker and Tits, and in the winter Redwing and Fieldfare can descend on it.
• Deerslaughter Plain (north west corner) – this improved grassland which is very sparsely (if at all) grazed, has
little wildlife interest.
Changes:
•
Visits:
•
Access:
• The Bells Copse area is a long way from the nearest road. You can walk to it from the Havant Thicket
carpark at Rowlands Castle (1.5 km to reach the edge of the area) or from the northern edge of Warren Park
(700 metres from Swanmore Road to the southern edge of this square), or from the Hurstwood estate (nearly
1km to south of this square by paths from the Park Lane bridge over the A3M)

